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SUBCOMMITTEE )N MILITARY
TO ELIMINATE DISCRIMINA
TO THE APPOINT/4NT
SERVICE ACADEMIES; H
11711, AND H.R. 13729, T
SERVICE ACADEMIES
CANDIDATE'S SEX,

RSONNEL HEARINGS ON H.R. 9832
ON BASED ON stx WITH RESPECT
ADMISSION OF PERSONS TO THE

10705, H.R. 11267, H.R. 11268, ,H.R.
INSURE THAT EACH ADMISSION TO THE

L BE MADE WITHOUT REGARD TO A
CE, COLOR, OR RELIGIOUS BELIEFS

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
V COMMITTEE ON ARMED SERVICES,

SUBCOMMITTEE No. 2,
Washington, D.C., Wednesday, May 29, 1974.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 10:10 a.m. in room
2118, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. 0. C. Fisher (chairman
of the subcommittee) presiding.. -

Mr. FISHER. The committee will come to order:
, This morning we meet to commence hearings on several measures
that would admit qualified apPlicantS to the, service, academies
regardleskof sex, race, color, or religious beliefs.

I want to indicate for the recorc that I announced these hearings
in a 1-minute speech on the floor o* May 15, 1994, and issued a press
release on the, same day. In addition, we notified personally each
Member who joined in sponsoring legislation, on the subject.

We are scheduled to commence .recent g testimony today. from
Members of Congress and in future sessions will hear from represent-
atives of the Department of Defense, the service academies, and others.
We welcome as witnesses here this morning our colleagues on the
Armed Services Committee, and we have scheduled hearings next
Tuesday, June 4, to"hear from other MemberS'of Congress.

We will make the bills and the report a part of the record at this
.point.

[The bills and report follow:]
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R. 9832

IN TIE HOUSE OF

.AcousT 291973

Mr. MoAlitxr introduced the following bill; which was referred to the Com-
mittee on Armed tierviepq

B
To eliminate discrimination based on sex with respect to the

appointthent and admission of persons to the service
academies.

1 Be it enacted- by the Senate and House of Representa-
.

tives of the United States or l.merica in Congress assembled,

3_ :That in the administration of chapter 403 of title IQ, milted

4 States Code, (relating to the United States :Ifilitaty,A

5 eniy), chapter 603 of such title (relating to thetUt

ad-

ited

6 States Naval Academy), and, chapter 903 of such title (re-
,

7 lating to the United Stiate: Air Force Academy), the Seere-

8, tary of the military department concerned shall dike- Ltdt
;19 'action as may be necessary and appropriate)p inpure that

10 female individuals shall be eligible for appointmeni an ad-

I



1 , mission to the service academy concerned and that the aea-

2 demic and other relevant standard: required for the appoint-

3 meat and admission of female individuals 'shall be the .sine

4 as those required for the appointment and admission of male

5 individuals.



"DiSTWSL\ESS.G1?8 H R. 10705

IN THE HOUSE 01? REPRESENTATIVES ,

0i,-roann 3,1973

Mr. Dt; PONT introduced the following bill; which was referred to the Com-
mittee on Armed Sehrices

A BILL
To insure that each admission to the service academies shall be

made without regard to a candidate's sex, race, coldr, or

religious beliefs.

1 Be it enacted by th Senate and House of Representa-

2 lives of the United States America in Congress assembled,

3 That (a) chapter 403 of ti 10 of the United States Code

4 (relating to the Army Acactemy) 'is amended
\

5 (1) by adding at tbesTnd of section 4346 the fob:

6 lowigg new subsection:

7 '" (e) Admission to the Acad my shall be made solely

8, on the',basis of requirenients conta Med in this section and

9 without regard to the sex, race, color or religious beliefs of a

10 candidate."; and.



2 '
1 (2) in subsections (a) (1), (a) (8), (b) (1), and

, 2 (c) of section 4342, `by striking out "sons" each time it

3 appears and inserting "sons and daughters" in lieu

4 thereof.

5 (b) Chapter 603 4 such title (relating to the:Navat
1

0
,

6 Zeadeany) is amended,

7 . (1) by adding at the end: of section 6958 the fol-
oh.

8 lowing new subsection:

9 " (d) Admission to the Academy shall be made solely on

10 the basis of requirements contained in this section and with-

a1 out regard to the sex, race, color, r religious beliefs of a

;12 candidate."; and .

13 . (2) in subsections la) (1), (t-t) (8), (b)

1A anti (c) of -section 6954, by striking out "sons" each

15 tittle it ppears and insertiv4''sons and daughters" in

lieu thCreof.
'17 (c) Chapter 903 of such title Oelating to the Air Force.

18 Academy) is amended
k

19 (1) adding at the end of section 9346 the fol-

20. lowing new subsection:

21 "(e) Admission., to the Academy shall be made on the

92 basis of requirements contained in this section anti without

93 regard to the sex, race, color, or religious beliefs of a candi-

24, date."; and

25 (2) in subsections (a) (1), (a) (8), (b) (4 ), awl

10
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2

of section 9342, by striking out "sons", each time it

apiwars and inserting "sons and daughters" in lieur.
3 t1Teof.

S P . 2. Section 182 (a) of title 14 of the United, States

5 Code (Tel tun, : : ast Guard A.cadmpy)i
s amended by inserting after the sccohd sentence the follow-

ing nee' sentence: "All such appointments shall be made

without regard to the sex, race, color, or religious beliefs of

the applicants. ".

Si:. 3. Section 216 (b) ( i ) of the
;
"Merchant Marine

.

Act, 19\3 (46 U.S.C. 1126(b) (1) , relating to admission
.

to the Merchant Marine Academy) is amended-

7

44 8

9

10

11

,12

13 (1) by inserting after "Appointments from each

14 State shall be made" Njece it appears in the penulti-

15 mate sentence the following: "without regard to the sex,

16 race, color, or religions beliefs of candidates";

17 t (2) by striking ont" "sons' each time it appears,

18 and inserting in lieu thereof "sons and daughters".

19 SEC. 4. Section 901 (a) of the Education Amendments

20 of 1972 (86 Stat. 373; 20 U.S.C: 1861 (a) , relating to pro-

21 hibition of 'sex discrimination and exceptions thereto) is ..-

'2 amended by striking out paragraph (4) and redesignating

paragraph (5) , and any reference thereto, as paragraph (4) .23
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IN 'tiff, IIOITSE Or RIII,PRESENTATIVI

NiiVEMBEIT 6, ton,

timself, Mr. Axlit lisoN of Illinois. Mr. IIpt,L, Ms. IltrintE of
Cali foritni, M. Clusinam. Mr. DoN II. 'i.At st:N, Mr. ConNiAN. Mr. lottiii-
tax, Mr. DEI.1i MS. Nil. I:mem:lib of Ca iii ((mile. Mr. Ert.nene, Mr. 14`.%,.eri.i,,

Ms. IIANsmc o Washington, Mr. IIonAk, Ms. Ifournt.t.s, Ms. JthinAt Mr.
KEATINO, Mr. LENT, Nil'. Moss, Mr. Ptremi, Mr. Itvgar.i.,\Mr. Rol,Mr,-
SARBANF-S, Ms. SCIIIWEDER, 311t1 Mr. SEitirni.mi) introduced Alio following
bill; winch was referred to file Conlltjittec on Armed Seta iees '',.

t
f

A BILL
Tu insure that each admission to the serviee acadenljes shall bed

made without regard to a candidate's sex, race, color, or

religious beliefs.

1. Be it enacted by the Senate and !louse of Representa-

2 tives of the United States of America in Congress assembled,

3 That- (a) chapter 403 of title 10 of the United States Code \''\'

4 (relating to the Army Academy) is amended

5 (1) by adding at the cad of section 4346 the fol-
.

6 lowing new subsection:

7 " (e) Admission to the:Academy shallclw, made solely

8 on the basis of. requirements contained in this section and

.4,

12



t.

9 9

2

without regard to to sex, race, color, or religious beliefs of a

2. candidate." and

3" (2) in subsections (a) (1), (a) (8); (,b) (1), and

(c) of section 4342, by striking out "sons" each time it

5 v '7 appears and inserting "sons and daughters" in lieu

thereof."' 0 -
(b). Chapter 603 of such title (relating to the Naval

8 Academy) is amended
,'

9 (1) by 'Aiding at the end of section 6958 the fol-

10 towing new subsection':

11 " (d) Admission to'the Academy shall be made solely on

12 the basis of requirements contained in this section and with-,

13 out regard to the sex, race, Color, or religion beliefs of a

14 candidate."; and.0
. 15 (2) in subiections (a) (1) (a).-(8), (b) (r),

16 and (c) 'of section 604, by striking out "sotis'' each

17 time it appears and inserting "sons and daughters" in

18 lieU thereof.

19 (0) Chapter 903 of such title (relating to the Air Force

20 Academy) Is amended

(1) by adding at the end .of section 9346 the fol-

22 lowing new subseetiOn:

23 "(c) Admission to the Academy shall be made on the-

24 basis of requirements Contained in this section and without
I

25 regard to the sex, race, color, religious heliefs of a candi-

26 date."; and

13

A.1.1111.
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10

3

1 . (2) in subsections tt) (30 '(a) (8), (b) (1) , and

2 e) of section 9342, by striking out "sons" each time it

3
appears and inserting "sons and daughters" in lieu

4_ thereof.

5 Sec. 2, Seefion 182, (a) of title 140 the United. States

6 Code (relating to admission to the Cdast Guard Academy)

is amended by inserting after the second sentence the follow-

ing lICW sentence: "All such appointments shall be made

_ without_tegard to the sex, race, color, or religious beliefs of

lb the applicants.".

Sic. 3. Section 216 (b) (1) .o$ the Merchant Marine

12 Act, 1936 (46 U.S.C. 1126 (b) (1), relating to admission

i3 to the- Merchant Marine Acadeiny) is amended=

14 (1) by inserting`after "Appointments from each
_ --

15 Stare shall be made" where it _appears in the penulti-

16 mate sentence,the following; "witholtt regard to the

race, color! or religious beliefs of t. udidates";
1.41

18 (2) by striking out "son" eac time it appears

. 19. and inserting in lieu thereof "sons d .daughtbrV.

20 Six. 4. Seeti.on 90'1 (a,) of the Edtieation Amendments

.21, of 1972 (86 Stat. 37;20 U.S.C. 1861 (a), relating' to pro-

22 hibition 0 sex qiscriminatio% and. exceptions thereto) is

23 amended by idiig out paragraph (4) and redesignating

24 paragrrrph (5), and any reference theretoots paragraph (4) .
.

.
.

14

6
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IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

NOVEMBER 6,1973

Mr. 13TJ I NT (for himself, Mr. :-'v'rilinc, Mr. STRATTON, Mr. TfloNE, ,M1*. WANE,
and WON PAT) introduced the folloNN ing bill; 1N 111(11 .vas referred to
the Coma ee on Armed Services

A BILL
To insure that each admission to the service academies shall bes7

made without regard to a candidate's sex, race, color, Of

religious beliefs.

1 Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa:

2 lives of the United States of America in Congress assembled,

3 That (a) chapter 403 of title'10 of the United States Code

4, (relating to the Army Acade(hy) is'amended,
-

5 (1) by adding at the end of section 4346 the,fol-

6 !Owing new subsection:

7 "(e) Admission to The Academy shall he made so*

8 on the basis of requirements contained in this section and

9 without regard to the sex, race, color, o'r religious beliefs of

10 a candidate.; and

I

15



4

2

3

4

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

2

(2) in subsections (a) (1), (");(8), (b) (1), and

(C) '()f section 4342, by striking out "sons" each time it

appears and insertipg "sons

thereof. /
b) Chapter 603 of such title (relating to the Naval

Academy), is amended

(1) by addiig at the end of section 6958 the fol-

and -daughters" in lieu

:.loving new subsection:

".(d) 'Admission to the

on the basis of requirements

,:without regard to the

f
Academy shall be made solely'

:cepteined in this section ,and

9coior, or J ngious beliefs Of-

a candidate."; and

(2) in subsections, (a).(1), (a) (8), (b) (1), and

/ (c) of section 6954, by 'striking out "sons" each, time

it appears and hiserting "sons and daughters" in lieu

thereof.

(c) Chapter 903 of such title (relating to the Air Force

Acadeiny) is amended

(1) by adding at the end of section 9346 the fol-

lowing new subsection:

" (e) Admission to the Academy shall be made on the

basis of requirements contained in this section and without

regard to fhe sex, race, color, or religious beliefs of a can-

didate."; and

(2) in subsections (a) (1), (a) (8), (b) (1), and

ib



3

1 (c) of section 9:342, by striking out "sons'
,. ,-.-

2 aip ears and inserting "Sons and daughters. in lieu

3 *thereof.

each time it

1

.4/ 1 SEC. 2. SectioQn 182 (a) of title 14 of the United States

3 Code (relating to 'admission to the Coast Guard Academy)
t

Is amended by inserting after the sccond ben 4 the follow-'

7 iug new sentence: "All such appoin meats sh 11 be made

8 without regard to the sex, ra-e, color, or_religio s beliefs of

, e .applicants.".

SEC. 3. Section '216 (b) (1) of the Mercha it Marine

. Act, 1936 (46 U.S.C. -112G (b) (1), relating to admission

f2 to the Merchant Marine Academy) is amended--

.14
P-

'15

16

17

18

(1) by inserting after "Appointments:i forn eac1.1.

State shall be made" where it appears in th penultk

mate sentence the following: "witholt regard to he sok ,

race, color, orreliglous beliefs of candidates".;
ir

(2) by striking out "sons" e'aell tiihe it appears

and inserting, in lien thereof "sons and diughtgre:
7

19 SEC. 4. Section 901 (a) ,of.the F, d u c a t i'p on Ante ndments
. li: ' .

20 of 4972 (86 Stat. 373; '20 U.S.C. 1861 ( 1, tgating.to pro-
r 1

'21 Iribitio'n of sex discrimination 'and exc' ptilins thereto) is

22 amended by striking (jut paragraph q) Ind redesignating
.0.

23 .paragraph (5) , and any reference floret°, as paragraph (4).
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LEM HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Nods 30,1973
Mr. ntr Poyr,(fnr himself,Mr. BtEsrnit, and Mr. RYA ) introduced the follow-

ing bi11;1 which was referred to the Committee .n Armed Services

A BILL
To insure that each admission to the service aca emies shall he

made without regard to a candidate's set, race, color, or

1 Be it enacted by the Senate ,and House of \Repre.senta-
\

i lives of the United States of America in Congressi assembled,

3 That (a) chapter 403 of title 10 of the United States Code

4 (relating to the Army Academy) is amended-

5 (1) by adding at:the end of section 4346 the fol-

'religious beliefs.

6 lowing new subsection:

7 "(e) Admission to the Academy shall be made ,solely

8 on the basis of. requirements contained in this Section and
.

9 without regard to the sex, race, color, or religious beliefs of

a candidate. "; and

I

18
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2

' (2) in subsections (a) (1) , (a) (8); (b) (1) , and

2

3

4

(c) of section 4342, by striking out "sons" each time it

appears and inserting "sons and daughters" in lieu

thereof.

(b) ,Chapter 603 of such title (relating to the Naval

6 Academy) is amendedI

7 (1) by adding at the end of seclion 6958 the fol-

8 lowing new subseetion :,

9 " (d) Admission to the Academy shall be made solely on

113 .the basis of requirements contained in this section and with-

out regard to the sex, race, color, or religious beliefs of a11

12 candidate. "; and

33' (2) in, subsections- (a) (1), (a) (8) , (h) (1),

14 and (c) of section 6954, by striking out "sons" each

time it appears and inserting "sons and daughters" in

16 lieu thereof.

17 (c) Chapter 903 of suclititle (relating to the Air Force

18. ..k.cademy) is amended
,

19 - (1) by adding at the end of section 5346 tlt fol-

lowing new subsection:

21 "(ki1.±.1;±s±1 to the Academy shall be made on the

22 basis of requirements contained in this section and without

23 regard to the sex, race,' color, religious beliefs of 11. candi-

24 date. "; and

e-

19
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3

16

1 (2) in subsections (a) (1), (a) (8), (b) (1), and

2 lc) of section 9342, by striking out "sons" eash time

3 it appears and inserting "sons and dilt!gbters" in lieu

4 thereof.

5 SEC. 2. Section 182 (a) of title 14 of,the United States

6 Code (relating to admissign to the Coast Guard Academy)

is amended by inserting after the second sentence the follow-

ing new sentence: "All such appointments shall be made

without regard to the sex, race, color, or religious beliefs

of the applicants.".

SEC. 3. Section 216 (b)-(1 ) of the Merchant Marine

Act, 1936 (46 U.S.C. 1126(b) (1), relating to a

to the Merchant Marine Academy) is amended--

(1) by inserting after "Appointments from eac

State shall be made" where it appears in the penulti-

mate sentence the following: `"mithout regard to the sex,

race, coloi, or religious beliefs of candidates';

(2) by striking out "sons" each time it appears

and inserting in .lieu thereof "sons and daughters".

SEC. 4. Section 901 (a) of the Education Amendments

of 1972 (86,Stat. 373; 20 U.S.C. 1861.(a), relating to pro-

hibition of sex discrimination and exceptions thereto) is

amended by striking Out paragraph (4) and redesignating

paragraph. (5), and any reference thereto, as paragraph (4) .

2 0
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\ 2o Snag.: H. R. 13729

, IN TILE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

\ NiARcii .26.1974
,

Mr. KEM introduced the following bill, which as referred to the Committee
on Armed Services

A BILL
To insure hat each admission to the service academies shall be/

made lhout regard to a candidate's sei, race, color, or

religion beliefs.

1 Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Repre,senta-\

2 lives of the United States of America in Congress assembled,

3 That (a) chapter 403 of title 10 of the United States Code

4 (relating to the Army Academy) is amended

(1) by adding at the end of section 4346 the foi-

e; lowing new subsection:.

"(e) Admission to the Academy shall be made solely

8 on the basis of requirements contained izetthi's section and

9 without regard to the sex, race, color, or religious beliefs of a

10 candidate." ; and

2A
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.

(2) in sutfsectious. (a)
1

(1), (a) (8), (b) (-I), andr
1,...2 ) of section4342, by striiing out "sons" each time it

; -
3 ap ears, and inserting "sons and daughter?' cin lieu

4 ,thelreof.
1

; )

5 (14 Clurpte'i 603 of such title (relating to the Naval
.. -...

6 Acad ny) 'is amended .

I

7 (1) gy adding at' the end of section 6958 the fol.:
,-----

.8: ' lowing neNI:mtbsection: l
'.
t
'''',(d) Admission to the Acade-14 shitl'he made solelfon

10

fr;

12 candidate. "; and

- 13 (2) , in subsections

the basis of requirements contained in tl section 'and with-

out regard to the sex, race, color, or religious beliefs of a.

(OP= (a) (8), ''(I)) (1),

14 and (e) of section 6954, by striking out "sons" each

15 time it appears and inserting "sons and daughter?' in

18 lieu thereof., ize'

17

18 Academy) is-amended----1.

19 (1) by Adding at the end of section 9346 the fol-

20 lowing v subsea 11:

,./ . .

21, "(e) Admissien to the cademy 'shall be made on the.
22; basis of re, drements contained in this section and without

1, ,

- 23 regard to the Sek, race, color, or religious beliefs of a canili-
- * . ;- ..

24 late."; and

25 (2) in subsections (a),,(1),,, (a) (8), (b) (1) Aandbi . .

I ..

(c) Chapter 903 of such title (relating to the Air Force

APe
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1 (e) of section 9342, by striking out "sons" each time it

2 appears and inserting "sons and daughters" in lieu

3 'thereof.,

4 SEC. 2. Section 182-(a) of title 14 of the ,United States

5 Code (relating to adniission to titer,' Coast Guard Academy) i
7

6 is amended by inserting after the siicond sentence the follow(:,
r

7 ing new sentence: "All such ap ointments shall be male-
/''

8 without regard to the sex, race, cpor, or religious beliefs of

9 ,the- applicants.". I:-

-,-

19 SEC. 3. Section 216 (b) (fr)., of the Merchant Marine,

n Act, 1936 , (46 U.S.C. 1126,(6 (1) , relating to admission
.-4

,I. to' the Merchant Marine Aeaderny) is amended

13 (1) by inserting 'alter "Appointments fromt each

14 Stake ball be rnade'* where it appears in the penuIti-

15 , matetsentence file following: "without regard to
-,,,

the spx;
'

16 rae, ,.'coJor, or Nligious beliefs of candidates";
, t

17 . "''.(2) by striking out "sons" each time it appears
1r

18 and inserting in lieu thereof "sons and daughters"

19 SEC. 4. Sect

20 of 1972 (86 Stag 373; 20 U.S.C. 1861 (a) , rektting tdi,pro-
< i '

21 hibition of sex discrimination and exceptiOns ti4t to=)y is

m 901 (a) of the Education ;Antendiftents

22 amended by striking out"paragraph (4) and rede ignating

23 paragraph (5), and any reference thereto, as paragraph (4),.

2j c 4
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THE DEPIITc 8ECRETARY OF DEFENSE,
Washington, D.C., April 26, 1974.

Hon. F. EDWARD HtBERT,
Chairinan, Committee on ArMed Services,
House of Representatives,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN: Reference is made"to your request for the views of the
Department of Defense with respect to H.R. 10705, 93d Congress, a bill "To
insure that each admission to the service academies shall be made without regard
to a eandidate's_sex, race, color, or religious beliefs."

The principal purpose of the bill is to admit women to the Military, Naval,
Air Force, Coast Guard and Merchant Marine academies.

Insofar as the bill relates to the Coast, Guard and Merchant Marine academies,
the Department of Defense defers to the Departments of Transportation and Com-
merce respectively asto its merits.

There is a great demand for the services of graduates of the three service acade-
mies.For example, at the Naval Academy, the academic program is design0 to
train men for duty at sea by developing in them a solid foundation for seagoing
skills. Similarly, the Military and Air Force academies mission is to produce male
officers to fill combat billets. It is imperative that the maximum enrollment of
males who may acquire this training be maintained. The current facilities at the
academies are such that, to admit females would be to reduce, by the number ad-
mitted, the number of critically needed males who receive this education. To be
effective and worthwhile, any program of admission of females would have to
envision substantial numbers. To do that and to reduce the attendance of males
proportionately would work serious harm to fleet and combat units and other
activities which have an increasing demand for Academy graduates.

In addition to academic pursuits, the curriculum at the smice academies
includes training for combat service.,Congress has ,enacted statutes prohibiting,
women from being assigned to certain combat roles: Under section 6015 of title
10, United States Code, women serving in the Regular Navy and in Regular
Marine Corps, are prohibited from being assigned to duty in aircraft engaged
in combat missions or from being assigned to duty on vessels of the Navy other
than hospital ships and transports.' Under section 8549 of title 10, United States
Code, female members of the.Air Foice,otherthanother -khan- medical personnel, arp pro -hi . ra-dutrir ireed in combat missions. Su long as these re-
strictions remain, participation by women in academy training would not be
cost effective since the basic curriculum at the academies is directed toward
preparing prospective officers for duty in a combat' environment. The mission of
the United States Military Academy is primarily to train cadets for careers
in'tir combat arms of the Regular Army. Since the Department of the Army
is opposed to women serving in combat, it is opposed to the admission of women
to the Military Academy at this time.

There are numerous of billets in the armed services, other than iii combat
roles, which are necessary- to the effectiveness of She military services. Competence
in these positions is no less important than in combat roles. The Department of
Deferise is intent on ensuring that opportunities for non-combat officers truly
equate with those of combat officers.

There are alternative procurement sources for female officers that offer ex-
cellent education opportunities. The Reserve Officer Training Corps scholarship
program has recently been opened to women. Through this program, young
women may acquire their college education and military training at schools
having co-educational facilities and offering the flexibility of courses to meet
both their needs and the needs of the respective Services. The currently available
procurement sources produce all of the female officers required by the Armed
Services and provide for a high degree of selectivity.

If women were to be admitted to the service academies, it would be necessary
to finance a changed curriculum sand facilities for them.

For the foregoing reasons, the Department of Defense does not favor the
enactment of H.R. 10705.

The Office of Management and Budget advises that, from the :standpoint of
the Administration's program, there is no objection to the presentation of this
report for the consideration of the Committee.

Sincerely,
W. P. CLEMENT.
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Mr. FISHER. I did advise Mr, duPont-who wants -to be hearalf he is
here when we conclude today, if we have time before 12,.we will hear

'him also as an accommodation:and in responSe to his request.
Our first witness this morning will be Mrs. Pat Schroeder and we

are delighted to have you, Mrs. Schroeder, _tts our first witness in this
rather important hearing and you may proceed,

STATEMENT OF HON. PATRICIA SCHROEDER, REPRESENTATIVE #

FROM COLORADO

.,Mrs. SCHROEDER. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman and
Members of the committee. I certainly appreciate the oppozpinity to
ap-pear here this morning as the committee begins hearings on whether
or not women will be allowed to attend the service academies.

As everyone here is aware, on October 12, 1971, thelouse of Rep-
resentatives did pass the equal rights amendment by a vote of 354
to 23,antl subsequently, of course, the Senate completed congressional
approval: The amendment, simply stated, provides that sex shall not
be a factor in determining the legal rights of men and women. It
recognizes the fundamental dignity and Individuality- of each human
being and states as a policy what the policy- of our Congress should be.

that amendment had passed all of the S. ate legislatures, as it is ndw
in,the process of doing, then these hearings would be moot.

Mr. Chairman, the eventuality of the admission of women to the
service academies is clear. My qu6tion is, why, then, is the Depart-
ment of Defense so vehemently fighting the inevitable? I think one of
the major reasons could be that maybe some of the important people
in high positions are roadblocks, but, I think, one of the ,other,things.-
I have learned as a freshman here is that bureaucraciesand I think
probably the service academies are also bureaucraciesoften aren't
too responsive to changing circumstances.

Some of the responses we often find are the, bureaucracy's first
reaction is, "We can't do that." Second is, "We've never done it that
way before." Andthe third reaction is, "That's not our responsibility
anyway." Bureaucracies seldom take a leadership role in changing
policies which affect them, no matter how outdated the policies are.
That is why I think this committee's role is very, very important..
It seems to me ()Nen the bureaucracy has a sign over the door that

.,says "We will discharge our business according to calculable rules and
I,without regard to persons." I think we can also add changing times,
changing circumstances, and anything elsgthat might come to mind.'

When I first came here I wrote to four service academies and
asked whether they would accept,female cadets. Like all Mefnbers of
Congress I was concerned with the competitive system and how to
administer it properly in doing the things in selecting candidates from
my district.

The Merchant Maine Academy informed me that regulations
required all cadets to Be male citizens of the United States. So I
wrote to the Secretary of Commerce, who has the authority under
the Merchant Marine Act to revise the regulations pertaining to the
Academy. They reviewed their policy and will now accept women
applicants. I was delighted with the Secretary's decision,' but as
you know it is the exception and not the rule.
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The Naval Academy suit bac a letter I found very interesting
, because its "males only" policy as based onwhat elsethe regtila-
.,

.
tions. That is always a kind of a copout, I think, but neverthelesS
that was the answer. .

The
officer

Secretary of the Army said that its mission was.to "train career ,
ocers for combat in the Army and therefore women should not be
admitted to West, Point. lie/also went on to point out how expensive
it was to build new facilities and devise new courses for women.

) . . I think that is often heard, if I may,step aside here for a moment.
. Many people say "You are asking for special favors, we would

have to lower Ake standards, we would have to change the course,
, . .have to do this and that. No one is talking about that. They are

i i insteadtalking stead about allowing people to' apply on the same com-
petitive system. Welare not asking for a separate,competitive system,

':*,e are, not asking a quota or anything alse, but rather that sex would
not be considered as a disqualifier before you got to any of the other
qualifications. , .

The Secretary failed to 'note that only 15 peicent of Army officer
positions are combat. ; . .

. Also, last year the Army opened up. 434 of its 482 specialties to
, women. "The Secretary did,not say that women graduates couldn't
serve in the remaining, 85 percent of the Army officer positions. If
we follow the Secretary of the Army's logic that the mission of the
Academy is to train career officers for combat, then I suppose the
logical mission of the ROTC program is to train for noncombat,
because after all, women now. make up 10 percent of the ROTC
enrollment. I think the committee also knows that officer training
schools also ow women to enter. . .. .

The Air ce Academy, after describing in same Atiiil the prob-
lems that w1hr accompany the admission of women, responded in
fine bureaucratic faun by pas,,sing the,,buck. In other words, "The
Air Force pdlicy of restricting, admission to the Air Force Academy
to males is based, on tEe belief that this has been, and remains the
will of Congress." ,

. ,.
I guess the Congressional Record that has the ERA resultS'in it

must not have gotten to them because I don't believe that is the belief
and the will of, Congress. ,,,,

I can aPPreciate this sensitivity to the will of Congress, but I still
don't recall- the Air Force asking Congress fur permission to illegally -
bomb Cambodia. The point is that, when Congress passed the equal
rights amendment, it did Make a very clear statement as Co whelltex

4'
this kind of exclusion should be perinitted. If further proof of will-is
.necesstiry, the Senate, lediby- Senators Stennis and Thurmond among
others1 has specifically endorsed the idea of allowing women in the

. academies: . .. .
In any event, that's it. Those area the varied service academy

,policies s upporting the restriction to mules only, and Those who aee
. making 'the policies seem to want to continue to restrict it to males,

only.. , ,. , _.,
,,, .

People ask me why do women'want to o to service academies.
I., think they want to gO for tile. same retyon men want to go. They

,want to go for a variety of reasons. Some of them may want a military
career, some came from military familie,,, KWIC want to be pilots,.
some may want to study oceanography, some may want to be close
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to home, and sonic may just want a good education. I don't think
their reasons are any different from those of males.

Women seek, just as men, superior academy education that will
give them superior job and career advancement opportunities within
the military.

For those who point to ROTC as a. source .equal to the academies
for young women, I have with me a chart, prepared by the Depart-
ment of Defense, which should dispell any_such notion. The chart
shows the number of acaemyiraduates as a percent of pay grade
group. To one's surprise, as the pay grade goes up, the percentage of
academy graudates goes up. Therefore, in order to open up full oppor-
tunities to women we should allow the women into the service acad-

. emies, because we should have all levels ofr3areers open.
I think another figure we should deal with,. as I close, is that we

now have 35 percent more women in uniform in our military today
than we did 3 years ago, and they anticipate this figure will double
by 1978. Therefore, I think we want to have women at all levels and
we should start now.

Thank you very much.,
[The chart submitted by Mrs. Schroeder follows:J

NUMBER OF ACADEMY, GRADUATES AS A PERCENT OF PAY GRADE GROUP, JUNE 30, 1973

. '

Pay grade

Army ' Navy 'Marines Air Force

. Academy
traduates

Percent of - Academy
gradi :graduates

Pesont of
vide

Academy
graduates

Percent of
grade

Academy
graduates

Percent of
grade

01 ... ,... .
I,'685.

,.

13. 25 . 1,52E 14.60 253 8.14 1,625 . 15.03
02.....,, ..., 1,386 9.29 1,442 12.90 329 7.37 1,413 8.78
03 _. 2, 421, 6.66 2, 593 15.55 253 5.07 2, 850 6.37
04 1 473 7.77 2, 328 15.02 233 7.76 1, 257 5.63
05 1,473 11.99 1,793 21.79 123 8.11 795 ' 5.51
06 1, 039 18.94 1,197 30.06 12 11.41 603 , 9.83
07 122 49.80 92 60.53 , 4 , 11.11 57 27.54
'08 79 AO. 72 67 64.42 1 3.85 40 26.32
09 24 50. OC 37 10. 43 1 14.29, 15 39.47
010 9 81.82 9. 100.00 1 50.00 40 28:5Z -1

Mr. PISHER. Thank you, Mrs. Schroeder, for a very complete
very persuasive discussion of this subject Outten

Since you have dwelled at some length on a discussion of the 'com-
bat aspect of the training in the various academies, I take it that you
subscribe to the idea that if women are admitted to the academies,
as you propose, that, they be required to undergo the same ohligation
in regard to combat or noncombat that men are required to. Is that
correct?

Mrs. SCHROEDER. I don't think women are,asking for any special
favoritism. As I say, o one is making them go, and I think if they
elect to take that op on, they are wanting to do what the others do.
They are not asking r a special curriculum at all.

T. FISHER. In er words, you would have no objection to having
the law, if it is enacted make it clear that women, in regard to com-
bat, would be treated i the academies and for the purpose of being
admitted to the,academ s precisely like the men are. Is that correct?

Mrs. SpinbEnEn. That is correct. And I think one of the things
we get hung up on here,is we don't realize how combat is assigned.
Let's look at the Air Force Academy with their pilots. All pilots must
be male because all pilots are required to do rotation.

/4:
47

I.
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ou know, that is a different kind of combat than beI'ng in a
foxh so it is conceivable some women might select that kind whereas
they would not in the other. There is a wide variety and range of
job descriptions.

_ Mr. Fiskwi. 7hatia your concept of the mission Of our academies?
Mrs. SC HROEDER. I thinly it is to find the most qualified people

we have in America who want to serve. This is not a question of
taking the tali 1 percent of eveLy class and making them go..I think
we would have a problem doing that. But we need the most qualified
people who want to serve their country, ewe need all the brain-
power we can get. In the military today, we need n awful lot of brain-
power because we are in a technology age. It is no o much the brute
strength here as aptitude for technology. I think need all the
intelligence wg can get, all the strategy we can get, the..finest minds
wefean get, and-the dedication.

Mr. FISHER. And that is your conception of the mission of the
service acadethies? .

Mrs. gcjiTtoEDER. That is right. And I ,think the service academies
should be seleeti,ng theAreme de la creme and they should be training
them. . ',

Mr. FISHER, Getting back for a moment to the combat matter
again, I believe as applied to West Point there is some prohibition in
the law now related to women against training for combat purposes:
I would-assume from your prior answer that you would support a repeal
of that provision as it is now in the law. Is that correct?

Mrs. SCHRQEpER. That would be the easidst way to deal with this
probably, but I think still we have to remember that 85 percent of
the Army officer positions are noncombat oriented. West Point is
not just training people for that 15 percent, they are training people
for all positions. So the committee could go either way. If it wishes to
keep the law in effect that is now there, they can have women go
through the training because ,they certainly would need to know it in
their htickground in dealing with the tactics, strategy, et cetera. They
need to know what is. required, what goes into it, but they may not
assign them to the,actual mission if they wanted to comply with the
law and have then' go into the other 85 percent of officer positions
that are noncombat in origin.

Mr. FISHER. But I understand your general position on this is that
the law' should treat all midshipmen and cadets alike.

Mrs. SCHROEDER. That is what the equal rights amendment says,
and I think that will soon be the law.

Mr. FISHER. Therefore the requirements for admission to the
various service academies should remove any distinction as applied to
women and make it apply across the board to all of those who are
admitted and make it precisely the same. Is that correct?

Mrs. SCHROEDER. I think we make the same, standards for every-
one; yes.

Mr. FISHER. Ot course, you refer to the 15 percent and the 85 per-
cent, which I suppose is based upon an average over a period of time.
I am wondering if, in considering this thing, we should not assume for
the purpose of planning our legislation that in case of some kind of
war that might break,out it might reverse itself and-be 85 percent in
combat.and 15 percent in noncombat. I am talking about war plans,



the possibilities, the potential of what we might be'required to prepare
for. Is that not a fair statement?

Mrsi ScHasanSER. That is a fair statement, Mr. Chairman, and I
think you and I both came from the West, out in Marlboro country,
and we know women helped win the West and that situation has been
in effect. 'This is not a now role for women in our society.

Mr. FissErt. Is it your view that women should be required to
egister for Selective Service?

SCHROEDER. At ,the moment, of course, .I hope the volunteer
army works. As you know, Congress is changing the Selective Service
rule anyway. It has nothing to do with the equal rights amendment.
Congress is the one who writes the draft law, and we could call up
women if we needed them anyway. I think so much of this is really
moot. If there were an all-out war situation we wouldn't be sitting
around deciding whether or not we would' be calling up women. If we
really needed them, women wouldn't be saying "I em really sorry."
At least I hope we are not raising that kind of a generation.

M. Visimp. I am not anticipating for the purposes of my question
that we will renew the draft, but the present laws require all people to
register. Isit your view that women as well as men should be required
to register for militaryservice?

q/Irs. SCHROEDER. Not at the time because that is not the law. As
/ you know, Congress makes thatlaw.

Mr. FISHER. Do you think we should change the law? We could do
that-you know.

.
Mrs. SCHROEDER. I don't think that has, anything to do with whether

or not we let women into, the academies. I don't think we should be
making, anybody register if we have a volunteer army.

Mr. FISHER. We are talking about military duty and military
_service up and down the line in the broader sense of the subject.

Since you advocate equality of treatment across the board as 'applied
to military service, do you see any valid reason why, women should
not be required to register just as men are?

Mrs. SCHROEDER. I, think, if we are serious about the volunteer
army, we shouldn't be haying people registerperiod. If we are going
to continue to have people reDster, I think it should be equal.

Mr. FISHER. That is what I wanted you to say. That settles that.
Mr. Wilson. ,

Mr. WILSON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I want to thank you foryour statement, Mrs. Schroeder. It was a

foie statement.
Have you read the letter to the chairman of the full committee by

, Secretary Clements giving his reasons for opposing the admission of
women to theservice,academies? -

Mrs. SCHROEDER. Yes.
Mr. WILSON. What do you think of it? Be very frank, please.
Mrs. SCHROEDER4 AsI say, I think part of it is, i'This is the way it

has been, this is the way it will continue to be." The things about
combat are out of date in many instances. He talks 'about expenses,
but I don't see them being concerned about expense in other areas to
biiild new restroom facilities. We could do the odd-even hours.

Mr. WiLsoN. The two principal things he cowments onit`would
requir'e the reduction of the number of male students who are being

25
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.

trained for combat duty and the expense of having new facilities
built.

I serve on the Military:Conseruction Subcommittee, and- I know
that the facilities is not a problem. The cost of new facilities would
be very simple in relationship to 'other things that are being done.
We are talking now about spending a quarter of a million dollars for
a temporary headquarters for the Chief of Naval 0 pierations in the
event they give up his home on Observatory Hill. That is only for a
temporary situation. Obviously they could find the money for things
they want to fmcfoit for if there is a requirement for it.

Mrs. SCHROEDER. I am glad you pointed that out. I, an very sensi-
tive to that. I went to Harvard after they let women in, and I got so
tired of the dean saying how many volumes he could have bought for
the librau if they had not had to build a women's restroom.

Mr. WILsoN. They do have different standards for men at the
service academies at the present time. Mr. Fisher asked you whether
you felt there should be a different standard as applied to women,
unless I misunderstood him. They do make different standards at
the Air Force Academy and thesNaval Academy for athletes. They
have very strict vision standards for all entrants unless they are good
football players, and then they can waive that requirement and make
exceptions. Obviously they are not being trained for combat because
the purpose of having the vision requirement is supposed to make

1 them more able for combat duty.,.
In the cask of nurses that have served in several wars, they have

been in combat, I would think,. and performed excellently. I have
never seen any criticism of the role they have played right in the
frontlines in doing the type or work they have been doing. Would
you agree women have proved themselves in this respect in past
wars?

Mrs. ScnrcoEnErt. I would agree. I have a cousin who was a nurse
in"World War n; and the hospital she Was working in was hit.

Mr. WILSON., I have been on the Air Force Academy Board of
Visitors, and I know according tb the Superintendent of the Air
Force Academy, he has never felt this woirld present any great prob-
lem. He is just waiting for guidance from Congress on the matter,
and they have a contingency plan prepared to go into effect. Within
a.year or 2 years' time, they think they can be prepared to handle
women cadets. I think it is a matter of the mind and some of this
old-fashioned busi4ss you made, reference to, that the regulations
say this or say that and so forth.

I support your legislation. I may be one of the few on the com-
mittee that does, Mrs. Schroeder, but I think it is something that is
going to come eventually, it is something that is necessary to guarantee
that we do get the most qualified people for all jobs in the military.

You mentioned that only 15 percent of the pebple gO into combat
now, and I don't visualize any change whereby 5 percent would help
combat, because we know that support troops traditionally ,require
5 to 1 behind the combat troops support. This has been so in wartime
and 'all kinds of situations, so it is .got realistic to suppose the per-
centages would switch wound during any particular time.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mrs. SCHROEDER. I think we make exceptions for some foreign

students to comp in.

f.
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- Mr. WILSON. Thank yourneant to bring that up. I thou lit con-,
caning the reduction that Mr. Clements is concerned abo t in Jiis
letter, the ones we could staj't with would be the foreign tuderits:
Some of our military people have made deal, and said, "All Ae havti to
do is ram a bill thi -ough Congress, and we can take the gelierefl's' on
or the admiral's son." And we have done this in a couple o finsta ces
here recentlyIran last year, and we just did it in our ommittee
for Laos this year. To me this is a real misuse of the adm ssion pro-
cedures for the Academies, and I think the committee, Mr. Chair an,
should study this whole business of foreign students coming into the
military academies, and have some very strict procedure They are
too loose et the present time, in my opinion.

Mr. FISHER. Mi. Dickinson.
Mr. DICKINSON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I, too, would like to compliment our colleague for her st: tune t and

welcome you here this morning.
I think we are embarking on a very interesting serie- of 11,-; rings

here that should provoke a good bit of controversy a" d co, ment.
I would say in the beginning that I am not in favoi of yd r bill,

but let me say with equal force I am not opposed to , t. ye an
absolutely open mind on the subject, and I am sure that I w a some
questions in the course of the hearing that might tend n is e I am
opposed to it, but if this should be the case, I am just b ngtl devil's
advocate. ,
. I have to disagree with part of what you say thoug . Th mission
of the service academies, taking West Point as an exam le; as I under-
stand it, is to turn out combat officers, a well-roulidect" fficer who is a
professional and who can serve in any capacity, whet r it combat
or noncombat. But he must be capable of performini a co bat role.
You don't seriously advocate the thought that a man hould be
capable of being a platoon leader in combat, do ou, i Vietnam,
Korea, whatever? Do you really think we should w' en to be

, platoon leaders in a combat situation?
- - Mrs. SCHROEDER. I think women have been in. os'e ds of situa-
tions in other armies in the world. I don't thi ' er is anything
unique about a woman that says she can't do i

Mr. DICKINSON. That doesn't answer my tie6tio , although it
tends to answer the question. Are you seriously dyyca ng that women
be required to go through the same rigor° [Ay's al training and
be just as physically and mentally capable f 15;ein a platoon leader
in a combat situation in the jungle or an pl ce the men? There
would be no distinction made in your cur c u n that training?.

Mrs. SCHROEDER. That is right. I h e,not een at West Point,
but I did go out to the Air Force Ace' 49,y. I alked to cadets about
training for combat and talked to the nes w were being graduated.,
and I said, where are you going, whepe are y v i going? They were going
to medical schools, they were going. off / study labor relatiods in
Valley Forge, they were going off to to / pilot training somewhere
else. I have yet to find the first guy o was going into the jungle
somewhere. They have had training / they know how to cope with
that, so they know what that mea , and I think that is important
because, as I say, we need good h /as for strategy and planng and
figuring out maneuvers and what we did and that kind of thing. So
I say, yes, .they ought to partic ate in the training. But this is not
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as though everyone from West Point and the Air Force Academy
starts out on bombing missions and immediately moves into a trench
with a sleeping big.

Mr. DICKINSON. I understand what you are saying, and you make
a fine argument, if you want an 'argument. But I was asking for a.
fact. Doyou advocate there be no difference'in the curriculum, that
they do the same physical training, be just as combat ready and
qualified as the men, and be used in that role in the event we have a
war? Is this what y are advocating?

. Mrs. SCHROEDER, don't see anything wrong with that.
Mr. DICKINSON. T n the answer would be yes.
Mrs. SCHROEDER.
Mr. DICKINSON. have to get an answer. Of course we can keep

dancing around.
Mrs. SCHROEDER. I will answer with yes, but I am only saying

that I don't think that is quite the issue because many
Mr. DICKINSON. That is the issue I am asking of you now.
Mrs. SCHROEDER. Yes; I don't think women Want to be treated

differently. They don't want to be carried on a sedan chair.
Mr. DICKINSON. I think in our minds .at least, if we want,,to 'be

pragmatic, and I think we have to be, we have to recognize there is a
difference and there are roles that women can fill that are nonphysical
in nature. They can be just as important in a combat condition as
far as the country is concerned without them actually having to slog
through the rice paddies and so forth with a pack on their back. I
think practically,_you will have to recognize that, and if we in fact
pass this we must come to grips with this too.

You were asked this question which you didn't quite answer directly.
As a part of any bill we pass making women admissible. into service
academies, would you favor making a part of that bill a provision
to rescind the law prohibiting women from combat?

Mrs. SCHROEDER. No; I don't' think we have to do that at all. I
think you can deal with this bill without dealing with that law. I
don't think anyone in the room wants to go out and do combat. I think
you could poll the American people and there is no question nobody
wants to do it.. So I think when we talk about whether they want to
do it is one thing; whether we can do it and whether we shouldn't have
Some women trained, at least, to know about it, is another question.
I think that is what we should be directing this to.

Mr. DICKINSON. Let me ask you to respond to this if you would,
which is in the Sccretary's letter"Under section 8549 of title 10,
United States Code, female members of. the Air Force, other than
medical personnel, are prohibited from duty in aircraft engaged in
combat missions. So long as these restrictions remain, participation
by women in academy training would not be cost effective since the
basic curriculum at the academies is directed toward preparing pro-
spective officers for duty in a combat environment."

He says a change would be necessary because of this. Would you
comment on that please?

Mrs. SCHROEDER. I will comment on that because, as I say, when
I visited the Air Force Academy and talked to the cadets, I only
found one out of the group that I talked to going into these positions.
Granted, 1 didn't talk to everyone there. One was going into flight
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training, others were going to medical schools, into labor relations
training, antnumber of other things.

I can tell you in all honesty when I went to my University, I wanted
to go in the Air Force ROTC program. I wanted to learn how to fly.
They told me, "you can't because you are a woman," I'said that has
nething to do with whether or not I could fly. I wanted to take the
course. I wanted tolearn to fly, and they had 'a fine course.

As you know, the Navy is using women pilots and they fly the same
kind bf aircraft. I don't see that as a big hangup. ,

I think that law probably could be changed in regards to that, but
I think it is still separate from whether or not women should get into
the academies because it is not like every cadet instantly goes out and
trains for a. combat flying role.

Mr. DICKINSON. I understand what you say, but, if I might distill
it down, you say you would agree that the law should be changed so
that there would be no prohibition against women going into combat
situations because that is the purpose of the academies. 'Would that be
a correct paraphrase?

Mrs. SCHROEDER. I am saying I don't think it is needed in this
instance. , . ..

.

- Mr. DICKINSON. You don't think it is necessary even though the
Statute specifically prohibits it?

Mrs. SCHROEDER. If I could go further, I would deal with that law
that says that women can't be combat pilots. I think women could
be combat pilots. .

Mr. DICKINSON. That might be. I am just asking if you would
comment on the statement made by the Deputy Secretary that they
are specifically prohibited. under present law.
M. SCHROEDER. I think he is wrong in his interpretation.
1, . DICKINSON. I see. That is all, Mr. Chairman. Thank you.
M. FISHER. Mr. Hillis.
gt

Mr. Timms. I too would like to compliment my colleague in coming
and testifying before the committee this morning. I have just a few
questions, Mrs. Schroeder, that I would like to have your comment
-on.

iAs I understand the present makeup of the Air Force Academy,
25 percent of the people who are taken will not qualify for flight
training for physical reasons, so theyi are designated immediately
upon admission as going to take up an, administration role. Are you,
familiar with this?

Mrs. SCHROEDER. That is'right. -.:, .

Mr. HiLLIS. So right off,: the Air Force Academy says 25 percent
of the men will not go to combat, but will serve in some other capacity.

It seems to me, in listening to your testimony and reflecting on
what you are talking about, we kind of li.ve in an age of specialization
not only in the military but in all pursuits of life in our country
today. In fact, I. believe you fife' a specialist in your field of labor
relations in the law, and certainly I think this is true in the military,
is it not?

Mrs. SCHROEDER. I think so; yes. .

Mr. HILLIS. The point I am getting at, and I think you hit on it
very well a minute ago, is that, perhaps the academies, while they do
train for combat, bring together the very finest youth we' have in
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the country today to be trained as specialists in other fields of the
mihtary that we netstrm leadership.

, Mrs. SCRROEDER,. Thetis right. I think our most important natural
resource in this country is the people, the youth, and if we are going
to deny ourselves 50 or 51 or 52 percent of the youth of the Nation
their input into military policy, I think we are making a great mistake.

HMr. thmii. I think I agree with you on that point.
It seems to me that, a great stress is put on combat assignments,

and of course, this is important; but also I think the service academies
are training a professional officer corpsin other words the leadership
of the military in the future. Tbat becomes basically the nucleus of
the cadre and that is where we have to look 'for leadership. Also, as

. we call upon women to serve more and more in the volunteer force,
it is only best they have. the best leaders too. Isn't that true? .

Mrs. SCRROEDER. I agree fully.
Mr. HILLIS. I want to ask you a little bit about combat assign-

ments. I am interested in flying. Recently I got to meet a young
who just graduated as a pilot in the Navy. She is down at Patux-

' ,ent Naval Air Station at the present time. I believe she told me her
Assignment was a copilot on the Ryan antisubmarine airplane which
goes. on longinissions. To my way of thinking that could in tunes of

. warb,e in combat, could it not?
Mrs. SCHROEDER. I would think so. They don't classify it as that,

'but I would think it is very possible if we had,a war situation.
Mr. Hira,i.s., I could see where there would be some quasi or nearby

combat assignments that women could serve in quite well. Don't you
feet this way?

Mrs. SCRROEDER. For example, the nurse in the hospital I think
is an excellent example. Hospitals aren't supposed to be hit but
many people have lost their lives in hospitals.

Mr.1111,ms. This is true, but I'm thinking that sitting in the right
seat Of an airplane on antisubmarine patrol might put you closer to
combat than a nurse's assignment.

Mrs. SCHROEDER. You need a coMputer to figure out the odds.
' Mr. Ilriads. Probably we would never see in this country a time

women graduates at the Air Force Academy would be assigned to
F-15's. I wouldn't want that myself. I think there are many roles
that women can serve just as well as a man. In other assignments it
perhaps relieves the pilot so we can have more pilots for F-15's.
Perhaps you don't agree with me an this. This area is a, gray area

b
and one that rives as many problems to the bills as any. How do you
see this affecting women's assignments in the future of the service?

Mrs. SCRROEDER. I am a great historian and have just finished
reading about different armies. The invasion of Egypt, the Blue
Nile, is fascinating from way back, and how we keep increasing the
number of support troops.ghis goes way back and moves on forward
to the British landing theta with their camels. We know that the
number of actual hard combat positions are very small, and so to
deny women because orthis small percentage of numbers alone is
wrong.

Probably you and I would disagree as to whether or not women
should be in the combative roles. I see nothing wrong with the women
fighter pilots if the women.want to be that. We are not going to make

. 8 woman be one that doesn't want to be, and I don't think we could.
4



If they .went to do it, I think it is probably all right. That is probably
where-we differ. . ,

AI gay, I don't think we have to deal with that so mud; in this
Mr:because there are so many other areas in the military that have
high command positions, high officers in charge where women could
certainly do it. There is no tine questioning whether or not women
could do thosejobs. And the service academies are training for those
specialist areas also. It is not like everyone instantly goes into combat
upon-graduation. .

'Mr. limas. Right. If women were admitted to the *academies,
would you anticipate that in the course of service in the military
they would take up more command 'positions? In other words, they
would occupy a slot of a battalion commander' with an infantry
brigade or even a regimental commander, something like that?

Mrs. SCHROEDER. They might; I suppose it is, going to depend on
the rotation structure which, as you know, Admiral Rickover and
ethers have been questioning, too, as to how much rotation we should
have, how broad it should be, or should.be more within your specialized
mas.-AsyoU know, it tends to be broader. You rotate through a
broad variety of jobs horizOntal rotation as well as vertical. Theit, are
ipimy people who t k our services are not recognizing the speciah-
zation and it should b more vertical rotation than the horizontal.

That gets V. off int labor relations and job descriptions and job
ladders and careers an all of this type of thing. I think those are
questions we should look at as a committee further on down the line.
But I think that whether or not we are going to let women into the
academies we shouldn't ;flake that decision based upon how we are
going to rotate officers and how broad it is going to be and whether
or not they are going to become battalion commanders.

Mr. Hums. I know, but I think.in looking at the decision insofar
as letting women into the academies you are 'deciding really what
role they are going to portray in the future in the service of our
country. ..re they going to come up and become general officers? Of

eourse.we have:some now.
Mrs. SCHROEDER. We do have some now, right. '

Mr. Hums. r.mean more in a combat position. I think this is a
serious question that needs to be addresded.

Mrs. SCHROEDER. I think you are going to see more participation
in all areas. There is no question about that As I say, too, we have
to realize the technology makes combat a little different. It has almost
become more like a chess game with more mental things, so much
technology.. It is not nearly as direct one to one as, the trenches of
World War I. That is probably never going to come back again. It ';;:
may., and if it does, we may all be in them whether we like it or not.
It would be moot again. It is like the West. If the Indians were
attacking a cabin, the women didn't say "You don't seem to under-
stand me. My role as a woman doesn't include combat. Don.'t give
Me that rifle.' SO it may be moot on that situation too.

I think there is no question the trend-is coming to broader partici-
pation in all of the different areas.

Mr. Ihrhs. Thank:you. That is all the questions I have
Mr. FISHER: Mrs, Holt.
Mrs. HOLT. Thank you, Mr. Chairmam

1
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I. would like to commend Our colleague, too. I have seen her walk
in the lion's den before, but, as usual, she is well prepared and knows
her lacts,.Very good.

-Mrs..SonnonnEs. Thank you.
Mrs. HoLr. Mrs. Schroeder, have you done or has anyone dime any

1' research into the number of applications we have had? T don't know
whether this is, relevant or not, but when I went to the Air Force

Academy I talked with General Clark there and, as Mr. Wilson said,
he stated he was ready, he could receive women into the academy
thre immediately, but that he felt it would be better if they had a
class of 100 that came in together. I went to law school with 5 in 500.
I wondered, do you think that would make a difference in the
administration?

Mrs. SCHROEDER. I don't think so. I think that is the thing_ Mr.
Clements would say, that you are taking 100 combat positions away.
You would have to have a quota system and everything else. What we
want to do is open it up and be judged equally like everyone. .

, In law school certainly that is how we were treated. In my law class
we were 15 out of 530, and then they counted after they let us all in
and let in 15 more males. They can even do that. I don't care.

Mrs. HOLT. Has anybody taken any kind of poll of how many
-women applicants have been named?

,Mrs. SCHROEDER. I don't know. I could say in our district we
accepted applications from everyone, and the top applidarit in the
district on ev'erybody's standards turned out to be a woman. I don't
know anyone who has collected all of the data from all of the districts
and put that together.

Mrs. HOLT. I think there would be a point in doing that.
Mrs-SCHROEDER. I think a very, good point:
Mrs. HOLT. And to look at that and see what we come up with

then.
Thank you very much. That is all of the questions, Mr. Chairman.
Mrs. SCHROEDER. Thank yoti.
Mr. FISHER. Mr. Daniel.
Mr. DANIEL. Mrs. Schroeder, you are not very serious about this

bill; are you?
Mrs. SCHROEDER. No. I am just hero because I didn't have Any-

thing else to do this morning, Mr. Daniel.
Mr. DANIEL. Mr. Chairman, I support the principle advocated by

the gentlewoman from Colorado. She and I have diScussed this matter,
and I say that I fiwor it prwided that we allow the services sufficient
timelag in order that the program will be assured of success.

Mrs. SCHROEDER. I think certainly one would be able to be ready.
Nobody wants to just come roaring through. It doesn't take very long
to get the facilities brought up to date. As you-said, I don't think
they are asking any special favors. I think it could be done very
quickly.

Mr, DANIEL. What do you have in Mind as a timelag, 1978 maybe;
1976?

Mrs, SCHROEDER. I thilik probably the persons best able to testify
on that are going to be the administrative superintendents, but I
imagine the main difference would probably be living, quarters and
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-whether or not there are adequate living quarters and how this could
be bandied.

Mr. And probably some psychological adjustments.
Mrs. SCHROEDER. Do you think it.is that hard to get used to women?
Mr. DANIEL. They are certainly not difficult for me to get

accustomed to.
Mrs. SCIIROEDER.I think most of these, gentlemen have been exposed

to women. AS I understand it, they all had mothers, so I assume they
are going to get used to them. I imagine the main thing is going to
be a dormitory.

I came from a coeducational university that had dorms.
I did read one affidavit from one of the gentlemen who was running

a college saying that women. required more diminutive furniture, and
they had to eat more often, but I think the women will be able to
deal with that, probably eat on the same schedule, attend the same
classes, .and I don't think you will have to get more diminutive
furniture for us either. I think it is basically determining how to

e out the dorm situation.
Mr, DpiiiL.,Thanli you, Mr, Chairman.
Mr. Ffarns. Mr. Montgomery?
Mr. MONTGOMERY. Good morning, Mrs. Schroeder.
I don't know how to start. I am one of those members on the

committee who really hasn't made up his mind, Mr. Cllairman, on
this situation.

I have read the testimony of ,Mr. Stratton and also of Mrs.
Schroeder. I would just like to ask a couple of questions, if I may.
I am having a problem. in getting enough qualified applications of
young men interested in, going to West Point. I don't have this
problem at the Naval Academy or the Aix Force Academy.

Pat, do you have any idea if this will, as far as the Army, is con-
cerned, increase the applications to West Point if we would enact

Mrs. SCHROEDER. It is hard to guess. As I say, we are automatically
cutting out 51 percent of the constituents in your district if we don't
let, women at least attempt to apply. Hopefully, some would be
interested in going to West Point. I think we all understand why
people aren't as interested in going to West Point. I think probably
everyone has that problem in their district.

The main reason is males as well as females may not be quite as
interested in the combative rol9s. Thor are really still down there in
their brown shoes fighting in tanks or something, and that is not as
much fun as being on a submarine, a carrier deck, or being in the
air. I can understand that human motivation.

I am not sure what we would do about the West Point problem,
but certainly at least it would allow 51 percent more of your con-
stituents to at least attempt to compete for it.

Mr. MONTGOMERY. Yes. I am not getting the good applications.
It is rather surprising that with a $50,000 or $60,000 free education
a. year that these young people are not coming in for West Point.

My other question might have been asked, and really I am seeking
information when I ask you. In the nations t hay.4 been in combat
recently and are h combat now, are wome articipating actually

such legislation?
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an combat; Israel, Syria? I can probably mention forth and South
Vietnam. They are,not over there.

Mrs. SCHROEDER. Ayou know, even Russia in World War II had
women fighter pilots. I know of one woman fighter pilot who shot
down over seven German airplanes. The Russians have used women
probably- more in military positions, but they classify combat sane-
times differently than we do. Everybody has different classifications,
so it is so hard Co compare apples and oranges.

Mr. MONTGOMERY. You went to Israel.
Mrs. SCHROEDER. In Israel 'they really didn't have them in the

trenches, but they had them in the lines coming forward and going
backward, and doing all sorts of supportive things that we may or
may not classify as combat depending on which service you are in,
,et cetera, but they were very active. I6mean they weren't sitting at a
desk somewhere m an air-conditioned office. They were out in the
field working on maintenance, working on all sorts of things, very
proud. Many people feel that women are maybe better at maintenance
because they have smaller fingers and more manual dexterity.

The Russians have used women much more in all fields than our
country, especially in the space thing. They have women in the space
program, because it is also through their military. We have always
been very concerned about keeping up with them, so I think maybe
we need some feminine input to match theirs at those high levels.

. Mr. MONTGOMERY. What about Egypt and.Syria?
Mrs. SCHROEDER. Egy pt and Syria, I don't think have worked

that all out yet. Women have not moved into that, but part of that
is the employment problem there. They have so much unemployment.
As you know, in Egypt there are troops standing around on the corners
right now. Sadat literally doesn't dare demobilize and they need the
employment for the breadwinner. It is a little different problem. I
think you have to look at industrialized nations probably with the
same kind of armed services and armed forces that we have.

Mr. MONTGOMERY. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. WILSON. One of the questions Mr. Montgomery. asked 'I

thought was interesting. That is the difficulty he is having in getting
applicants for West Point. I have P. similar problem in my district.

Mrs. Schroeder, do you have any feeling about how you would
allow women equally to go into the academies? How would you handle
a problem like this where they might all apply for the Air Force or
Naval Academy and no one would apply for West Point? Would it
be proper to assign them? Obviously you are going to have to. set
some limitations on how many, male or female, go to a pftiticulnr
academy.

Mrs. SCHROEDER. That is an awfully hard question that I think
we all have to deal with practically.

I am also concerned that the people are in the academies because
they really want to be there and not because it is a freebee or one of
those things because I think that can be very damaging, too. We just
try to be honest and I think that is the main thing you would do with
women.

If every woman who came into your office wanted to.go to the
Naval Academy or the Air Force Academy, you could say, that is
fine, but I :want to tell you that I hear that from everyone else. You



may Want to go home and 'ead the brochures and rethink it. But, on
the other hand, if she is really not interested in going to West Point,
I think it would be a great disaster to tell her she has to go, just as
I think it would be with a young male.

t

I don't know how you would motivate people, how yod activate
them. I am not sure.

Mr. WILSON. Thank you, Mr. Chairm
Mr. Ftsagn. Than,k you very much, M . Schroeder.
Our next witness is our distinguished olleague from the State of

New York, where West Point is located, .1r. Stratton.
Mr. Stratton, we have heard abo legislation from the feminine

viewpoint, we will say. Now we want to get it from the horse's mouth.
We want to get it from one who is, I know, quite familiar with the
curriculum and the procedures that are followed at West Point , as
well as the other academies.

We, of course, all respect your views as we do those of Mrs.
Schroeder.

You may pttoceed with your statement.

STATEMENT OF HON. SAMUEL S. STRATTON, REPRESENTATIVE
FROM NEW YORK

Mr. STRATTON. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman and members
of the committee:

I appear here this morning as a cosponsor of H.R. 11268, to urge
the committee to approve the bill. I speak as a senior member of the
committee, who indeed is often,classed as belonging to tie committee's
more conservative and militant wing. I also speak as a long-time
member of the Board of Visitors of the U.S. Naval Academy, and as a
#1bng-time member with over 31 years, 6 of those on active duty, of
the U.S. Naval Reserve.

I have long favored the admission of women to the service academies,
long before it became so fashionable in the House and the Senate, and
as a member of the Naval Academy's Board of Visitors over a period
of years I urged some -3 years ago the admission of women and
warned academy officials at that time they were opposing the In-
evitable, and instead of thinking qp reasons to keep women out, they
ought to be making plans to make their admission a simpler and less
traumatic experience.

Mr. Chairman, let me say in all candor that I do not regard the
official Department of Defense report on our billthe letter from
Secretary Clements, which he signed, which was referred to earlier
in the hearingsas a serious document or even as worthy of what
should regularly and predictably be the intellectual level of the Depart-
ment of Defense. They have no official arguments, only excuses. In
fact their official response makes it dealer than ever that the over-
whelming bulk of the opposition to women in the service academies
as the gentlewomen from Colorado has just said--is based on nothing
more than inertia and resistance to change.

Actually, as members of this distinguished subcommittee are well
aware, there is nothing new eboithwomen in the U.S. Armed Forro,;.
We had them in World War I, and we had them in far greater num-
bers in World War IInurses, administrators, yoemen, ferry pilots.
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And in recent years, under
we

froM- the women's movement
it'd, Members of Congress, we are enlisting ,women in all_ our.services,
admitting them to ROTC, to the Navy's Officer Candidate School at
Newport, R.I.; the Navy has commissioned .two women as pilots;
we have a woman admiral and several women generals, now; in the
Army a woman has been placed in command of male troops stationed
overseas; and the Merchant Marine Academy, on the Nation's
traditional service academies, has already opened i ranks to women
applicants, all without haVing, the World collapse.'

So, :what is all the fuss about? If women can do all these things
,. including attend the Merchant Marine Academywhat is ,so unique

or forbidding that the Republic would somehow crumble overnight
if women were to be admiiied to West Point, Annapolis, or the Air
Force Academy at Colorado Springs? In general three reasons have
been given for opposing such admission:

(1) Need for added "facilities,
(2) the service academies train only combat personnel, and
(3) .the discipline, if we use a polite euphemism, of

and
Academies'

procedures would be unduly harsh on women cadets and midshipmen.
'Let me examine each of these in order.
First, with respect to facilities. This matter has already seen.

addressed in the colloquies with Mrs. Schroeder. This, in. my judgment,
is utter nonsense. If Women want to go to the servi4 academies they
must be prepared to live under the ascetic conditions that prevail
there for men. In fact I don't even see any reason why there should
be any, change in the ,dormitory situation. The only physical changes
that would be required would be the addition, or conversion, of a few
female bathroom facilities. Compared to the normal MilCon budget
originating from the three academies each yearas the gentleman from
California, Mr. Wilson, had mentioned a moment ago, this expense
would be peanuts.

recall', it seems to me, it was during World that rresfcient,
Franklin Roosevelt went to sea on a number of 'occasions and the

ress wanted to go along with him and that indomitable lady from
aine, Mae Craig, was refused the opportunity to go out on a naval

ghip because they said they had no restroom facilities for her. Finally
...President Roosevelt prevailed. They undertook the tremendous .

huideh of designating one of the head on the Houston, I think it was,
for women, and the matter was settled and 'Mae Craig went to Sea,

leis also titiggested, if rmay interpolate in my remarks, that there
have got to be some different c.,ourses for wren. That, too, is utterly
ridiculous. It they want to go to the academies, they should take
exactly the same courses, and I see no , eason for making any change
whatsoever in course procedures.

'Sewn(' and this is something that has not been mentioned in the
Department's letter, but it is the kind of thing that is breezed around
the eorridors-2the matter of Academy "discipline," or at is really
involv d,.Academy "Mickey Mouse." These are t sophomoric,
riean rthal traditional practices that still 'apply at est Point and
Colorado Springs, and to a, somewhat lesser degree at Annapolis,
designed to inflict physical and psy cbologicat punishMent on new
Plebe cadets and midshipmen to "condition" them to the rigid dis-
ciplinary procedures of service Academy fife as contrasted with civilian
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life on the outside. Actually, there is no excuse or these practices
in,the.rnilitary academies anyway. The Navy has wisely taken somc
steps to modify them, They ought to be abolished altogether, and if the
admission of women is needed to do it we ought to admit women to
the Academies for that Purpose. alone. No such procedures apply in
ROTC and very few apply 0.CS. Yet there is no statistical proof
whatsoever that "Beast Barracks" at West Point leads to signifi-
cantly improved intellectual or combat capabilities when West Point
graduates reach the 'combat field.

Discipline is, of course, a necessary part of military life, and must
apply to women as well as men. In fact most women exceed men in
their ability to adhere to such rigid procedures. Childish abuse,
designed'pnmarily to allow sophomores to take out on the freshmen

...Abe indignities that they themselves ,endured dyed ago, is totally
indefensible in the academies whether we ever admit women or not.

'Finally, the argument about combat.
"et me say with all the emphasis that I can command that this is

also
that

unmitigated nonsense.
Graduates of Annapolis who cannot meet the eye test are commis-

sioned inflie Supply Corps; some of these may go to sea, but so do
Navy iiiirses now. Some whose color vision proves defectiVe, like
Roger Staubach, don't even have to serve; they can move directly
into a career in professional football. Until this year the Agaval
Academy had d premedical programand' the Air Force Apjaemy,
as the gentlewoman, from Colorado has indicated also haone. Its
participants became doctors, not combat line officers. The program
was terminated this year and I suspect that it may be because its
existence, as I have frequently pointed out to the Navy when they
raised point about combat careers, was' a living refutation of
their constant claimstill embodied in the DOD report on our bill
that all academy graduates are programed for combat line careers.

The,fact, of the matter, Mr. Chairman, is that service academy
training gives almost pLO military or combat training4o_its graduates
whatsoever. These are primarily engineering sch6o s, and I think
most eAperts would regard them as second-rate engineering schools.

There is some posure to military life during the summer vacations.
,The naval midshipmen sail, abroad, sometimes in combat vessels and
'sometimes e trports. There isfsome exposure at West Point during
the summer vacations up in the hills of Camp Buckner and they get
to see what a rifle looks like and. they fire one once or twice; but
basically they are not, combat schools, and you are no better trained
to be a platoon commander when yqu get out of West Point, or out
of Annapolis than.you are to be a lawyer when you graduate from
Harvard befiTtir'gqing to law school. .

As for the quality of the academic program as I have said, Admiral
Rickover has occasionally felt that it didn't entirely measure up to
the first sank qualifications of an, engineering school.

49he same is true for the Air Force and the Army. Only a portrin
it Force Academy graduates fly, And only a portion of them end

up, flying in, combat, believe it or not, as Mit. Schroeder has again-o
pointed out very properly and very. succinctly. 'Many Air Force
.Academy aduaks end up in tnissile sites in North Da,keta, or as
grotirld officers oh. air bases. Are these really combat roles in any
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meaningful 'sense of tike word? A woman silo officer could be killed
in a direct hit on a silo, but so could a lot of other civilian women with
the smile hit on the same North Dakota missitasite.

The same is true of the Army. As the gentlewoman from Colorado
has indicated, there is a certain aura of mystic feeling around this
notion of combat, I thinly, Which we have really lost sight of. Some
day we ought to figure out just how many men in a typical combat

antry division, for example, ever really fire a rifle. I spent 2 years
overseas in World War IT, most of it with the Army, as an intelligence
officer. As a naval officer, I se*d'under General MacArthur, and he
merged the services out there without waiting for an act of Congress.
I went ashore in three combat landings; I interrogated prisoners itt
the frontlines; I dug foxholes and 'ducked falling bombs and never
once fired a shot in anger. I try to convince my children I was some
kind of war hero, but I have often' wondeted privatelyincluding
during some of those moments in the foxholeshow much of my job
could probably hive been nerfOrmed just as well by a qualified'
woman. 'Almost all of it, I'm, afraid. -

Let me give you some statistics, if I may, which I have.collected
with regard to where these graduates ofour service academies actually
go as far as combat is concerned:

The West Point class of 1973 had 944 graduates, and 899 of them
were,tommisioned in the y, 31 in the Air Force, 1 in the Marine
Corps, 10 foreign students and 3 medically disqualified. Of that 899,

4 162 went into noncomba assignments; 63 into the Signal Corps, 43
into Military intelligence' 2 into the Military Policeand we have
women directing our traffic in 'New York City and elsewhere -34 into
combat service stpport In fact, 56 also went into the Engineer Corps,
and ram not sure whegler you could really call that combat.

Take the Naval Academy. They graduated 889, and 888 are
commissioned. Of those- 136 went into the Marines,---and 750 went
into the Navy. Of that 750, there were 194 that went into nuclear
powers There were 5 who went into Special Warfare. I think there
is some question as to whether you would call those really combat
assignments. There were 19 others: 2 went into Public Affairs, .1 into
Special Duty Intelligence, into Special Duty. Security Guard, 12
into the Supply Corps, and 3 into the CivitEngineers. -

In the Air Forte Academy, there, were, 844 who got degrees, and
834 were commissioned in the Air FOrce. Arifj 196 of those 834, went
into directed duty, assignments which means noncombat. Of the
others who went into 'Combat roles, 486 went into pilot training, 27
went into helicopter training, and 87 went into navigation. training.
Again, I don't know whether the navigation training can really .be
regarded_ as combat or not: These 196 "directed duty assignments,"
incidentally, break down. into a number of different categories, but
mostly they were administrative, or missile launch officers, personnel
officers) civil engineers, et cetera. Six went into graduate school. This
has already been mentioned. I guess this must be the labor r'elatiOns
training that the gentlewoman referred to; 26 'to medical school ancL
7 to law school. So let'a not kid ourselves that these schoOls are 'de-
signed only to train combatofficers.

I aril not suggesting that we ought to have women in combat, Mr.,
Chairman. I am not sure. Certainly they don't have women firing
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rites* even in,the Israeli Army, its has alzeady beenindicated, but the
fact of the matter is that the definition of combat .is a whole lot nar-
rower than many people especially those -who 'have never been in"
combatthink it is. There are an infinite number of very in1P9r-tart
combat support assignments that women can fill, in the combat zone,

, without ever having to %e a rifle: intelligence, medical, aviation,-auto
maintenance, communications, logistics. We no* have Academy
graduates filling those jobs; colonels, lieutenant celcuiels, and so on.

For that matter, there are an. awful lot of shipboard jobs in the Navy
that dorf,t, involve direct "combat" either, inclu g our whole nuclear

assignments? To be sure, they might themselv s be killed, but as we
Polarib fleet. Do women automatically have to b disqualified from such

learned in Britain and Germany and Russia in World War II, the
frontlines in modem warfare include the homefront. Women and
children died in those conflicts even though they never saw a uniform,
much less a service academy.

I think we have got to recognize when incomes to combat that there
is this distinction, Mr. Chairman, between killing somebody else and
being killed yourself. It is the latter we really have in mind when we
say combat. You can go into the combat zone and you can run the
risk of being killed, but you dOn'titve to lead a platoon through the
mud or stand behind a machinegun. I 'have often thoughtthis is a
digression but I can't help saying sothat the matter of conscientious
objection in the. case of people in recent years in going into the service,
has supposedly-been an objection to killing other people, but I have
`thought in many cases it was really just a conscientious objection to
being shot at.

The fact of the matter is, Mr. Chit' an, the services need qualified
women today more than the wo en need the services. We on this
committee know all too well t the Volunteer Army is not working
out. We, need more volitn, . We need more highly qualified andmore-highly motivated v unteers. This is what women can do for us
today in the .armed ces

, ,-
as Mrs. Schroeder has very aptly said..We need Reople veto are interested in this, and are enthusiastic

about it, and that is what we could get in terms of West Point ap-
plicants or others. And if we enlist women today as privates and
apprentice seamen, we also have an obligation to allow them to serve
as officers as well. And if we do accept them. as officers, then They
deserve to be trained at. the same Academiesas well .as the same,
universities as the men. We can't. relegate women in the service
to some female ghetto. ',

Frankly, I don't expect that ,even if we pass this bill we are going
to be deluged with women applicants.

. There are 10-percent women, according to gentlewoman from
California, in the ROTC now. I 'would assume there would be some-
what. less applying for the service academy' life, because it is not
exactly'a bed of roses. But I believe the women we do get will add
a great deal, in lwhins and in, enthusiasmand these are the two
things that we are looking for most in the Volunteer Army today to

- our service academies. It is time fox us to pass this bill, Mr. Chairman,
and it is time for us to tell the service academies to grow up, get rid

.7.- of their Mickey Mouse, and catch up. with the rest of America and
the rest of the world. \



yOu;11fr. Stratton, fOr a vet; enlightening
iliscussinn Orthis subject. am personally learning quitea bit this
inoltiing_ giant -the Academies_ that I didn't know before, and th'e
tralmtig;and:*enaration that is-accorded to those who are fortunate,
.illiough:to-attend these-various Academies.

_Tthink the genera publicis under the impression_ that when some
yoimg man or woman,.if that occurs in the future, is admitted to °Up
of the Academies; that they are sent there at considerrtble cost to the
taxpayers,, with the idea _of -being oriented into an area of combat
service it and- wheir thirt ghoUld be required. The taxpayers are willing,
'to spend-that kind of money for the specialized, preparation, whatever
it is, and whateVer may be required, to enable the students to defend_
the country if and when the occasion should arise.

1,of course, am quite aware of-the fact that only a limited number
sre actually assigned to these combiit roles to which you refer, but,
my t l'Inkiking had been that at least the graduates are in a position
to WasSigned to Combat roles if the occasion should require If

'eniefigencies should ariseand they should have the basic 'training
that sUpposedly enables, them to qualify as experts in this field and.

-to respond to any require-Mei:it that; might arise. .

ck-', You have presented, and, so has Mrs. Schroeder, very convincing
arguments on this subject, and I like to think, too, that I am ope,n,
jrunded on it. I have made no commitment one way or the other.
It is an interesting subject; I think we need to explore it very
thoroughly. A

awful of money goes into these academies. 1..e4.-be sure we
tire, roceeding on the right course.

STRATTON.: Mr. Chairman, if-I could respond to that, I think
there is nospiestion about the fact that the purpose of the academies is

ito try to attract and traintareer officers in the services. The one thing
that they still have over the ROTC, the Holloway plan, and all the
test, is retention rates:

Mrs. Schroeder'S chart indicates that the, higher you get in the rank
structure, the greater the percentage of academy graduates. That
may be to some extent the impact of the WPPA, the West Point*,
Protective Association, but I think it is more the fact that 4 years of
that kind. of 'a setting of rigid discipline in the academies gives
person a commitment to a military life so that he sticks it but to get

.up to colonel and general.,I don't dispute thig.
I think this is exactly' what ice are tryingto do, but I see no reason

why women can't have the same enthusiasni ancl._, the same dedica
tion; and certainly the purpose is to gear people fOr combat, but -the
first point is that you don't get the combat, training in the acadeinies.
The second` point is that when you talk about combat, you really
cover a whole wiaerange ofdifferent things: Q

In the Navy the fellow who stands on the bridge directing the
ship can, of course,,be killed if there is a direct hit on the bridge, but
that is not combat in the same sense as when you have a woman lead-
ing a pfatoon through the mud with a pack on her back and rifle la
het:hand and throwing hand grenades right and left, us Mr:Dickinson
indicated a 'monied ago. I personally) vould say that if a woman
triantslo getirtto the Navy,,she ought to be Willing fo take her-chances .

, '''''''onthebridge along with the men. I think we ought to-resPealathe law
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that says that women cannot fly and cannot serve in the combat area
except Navy nurses.,I think anybody who wants to serve in a combat
support role ought to be allowed to serve.

ou could have ;women intelligence officers, women personpei
officers, in 'divisional headquarters. Not too many people in tie
divisional headquarters I was in got killed in World War II .but oc-;
casionally you could get 'hit by a bomb or something of that kind
'At you are performing. an important combat role, and there is, no
reason why women couldn't do it as well as men, in my judgment.

Mr. FISHER. I was going to ask you the question about whether we
Should consider repealing the present laws which make ark) distinction,
between men and women who are admitted to West Point in particular,
I think that is where the chief provision is found relating to prepara-
tion for combat. In other words, is it the view of the gentleman
whether at West Point or any of the other academies there should be
no restriction whatever in the law as between men and women in
regard to their training or pieparation for assignment to combat.
roles?

Mr. STaimos. r IN not entirely familiar with the law. I believe
that as far as the admission to the academies is concerned the only
thing it says is that it shall be limited to male citizens. of the United
States. All you hive to do is take out the word male. I don't believe
there is ,anything in there with respect to combat, but there is the
prohibition with respect to .women serving in the combat zone or in
atrial flightk*except in the case of Navy nurse, or nurses. I'n sure
Army nurses arealsoadmitted into the combat zone. I follow, M. !S,11.
pretty regularly on television, and they do serve there., and urses
certainly did serve in the Southwest Pacific with great disti ction,

Mr. FISHER. I may be thinking of regulations or policies tha apply
at West Point rather than the law Itself.

Mr. STRATTON. I think that is primarily what it is, Mr. Innen.
When you come to this business .about whether men Should be reated
equally, obviously when these individuals graduate they ai'e selected
on the basis of their qualifications. If you have got somebody who is;

. red hot in communications, you are not going to send him off, to'
infantry school. You are going to send him into communications. If

, you have got &,Rickover Who is red hot in nuclear power, you are not
going to spend too much time training birn with the Marines. Yew
ate going lo let him stay in nuclear power. I'think the same thing
would be the case with regard to worAen graduates:

If you have got a Joan of Arc, amazon type maybe, she would like'
to go into the combat infantry, but there are many other areas whet
others could serve.

Mr. FISHES. In other words, it,is your view that there should be 0,
4 obstruction in the law or in. the policies of the various academies that

,would prevent women from serving in combat, if (hey should be
* 'assigned tO that role; is that correct? .

Mr. STRATTON. That is 0,,trect, although ,as I said, pevonally
would back away from as. signing thetri to actually firing rifles and thaC

,kind of thing, the infantry role. would hesitate ,to..do that. Maybe
'later on tbis might be desirable, butit seems to me that Were are many
combat support rules in the combat, zoxie where they cap do,an out-
standing jolt. , .

. 4 5.
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,Mrs.. Schroeder.has just shown 'me letter she got here from the
Assistant Secretary .of Defense for Manpower saying "There is no
statute prohibiting the Army from assigning women to com-
bat duty:Aimy_policy. excludes women from combat roles."

Mr. FisirEe. That is .what I was thinkihg, about.
Mr. Wilson?
Mr. WiLsox. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Stratton, you have said everything that needs to be said. I

think it is an outstanding statement. It certainly covers the point
very well. I think we overdo this business about combat as you have
so strongly emphasized. There are ladies who are, qualified to go into
combat as you have indicated. We have one in the House from your
State, but I,,think these things all take care of theinselves. I
eve body knows who I am talkie about.

Mr. Chairman, I have nothing else, just to commend the gentleman.
lorhis outstanding statement. ,

Mr. FISHER. MT..DiC 00=
Mr. DICKINSON. I thin it Was an outstanding statement from our

eolle ie from New York. I think he really touched all the.bases. I
think I would disagree, with the part of his statement relating to the
amount of military training that they get in the academies. I think
they are pretty well equipped militarily as well as academically when
they come out, certainly more so than the average academic life.

Mr._ STRATTON. There is a lot of close-ordef drill.
Mr. DICKINSON. There is close-order drill, with their summe.r

training, with their professors of military; science and tactics which
petty well instills in them a knowledge, background, and a history
of the militarywhy wars are fought and how therare fmfght: I think
they come out with more than a passing interest and a knowledge of
military procedure and how to fight, ,but that is really sort of beside
the point.

I think the chairman cleared up the only question I had. That is
you would advocate that any,law that would prohibit a woman from
serving in afiy capaCitythat would automatically make her service
limited should be repealed along with the enactment of this bill that
would admit them into the academies. So that regardless of what role
they might be assigned due to their propensities.and aptitudes and so

'forth, than any legal prohibition should be removed.
Mr. STRATTON. Yes. That is the prohibjtion.'I think the only one

prohibits women from going into the combat one or into the air
except in the case of nurses. I think that should be repealed,

Mr. DICKINSON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
i% FISHER. Mr. Hillis?
1.41 HiLms. Thank you,- Mr. Chairman. ,

I too would like to commend you on your statement; Mr. Stratton.
I found it very informative. I would like to just ask a couple of ques-. .

; taps.
If.,3rou know; how do we get women officers now, other than ROTC?

IlOw"are women commissioned?
Mr. Sc,EATTori. I think they are recruited in the ordinary'recruiting

stations. Lnoticed that the recruiting office in the post office where I
have my ace have svomen recruiters now in an effort 16 try to attract
more women. If somebody comes in who is interested in joining the
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service, and she has the appropriate qualifications, they probably
persuade her to apply' fora commission.

Mr. lams. Are we also running some sort of an officer candidate
school for women? What I am getting at, are they going through the
regular ranks of officer candidates?

Mr. STRATTON. I man only speak with assurance with regard to the
Navy. Women are going into the .Naval Officers Candidate School in
Newport, and I assume that the same thing is true with regaid to the
Arm.

Myr. Icanis. They are accepting that assignment and the same basic
requirements and treatments that the male officer candidate has.

Mr. Sm-yrrox. That is right, and there has been no problem what-
soever. Some people seem to make a great to-do over the fact that
maybe women can't chin themselves as many times as men can or
do as many pushups, but again. I don't think that that is terribly
important. They ought to be physically. qualified and capable, and
apparently this has been worked out in the QCS's and ROTC's
without any difficulty at all.

Mr. limas. The. point you..are making is that, thus type of thing
could be worked out with the physical training systems. at the acad-
emies, could it not?

Mr:Slue/aro/T. Exactly, yes.
Mr. HILL'S.. Without lowering the basic requirements, the admis-

sion standards an4 this sort of thing?
Mr. 4STRATTON.:Exactly. I see no reason .why the admission stand-

ards should be lowered at all. There is in the academies a test called.
"physical aptitude." It used to be only a physical exam you had to
take. Now there is also a physical aptitude test. This could con-
ceivably be misused to prevent women from qualifying. I think you
have got to climb a rope a certain number of feet, for example, and
I have had qualified male applicants from my district who were

'physically in good shape and who were mentally good, but who got
knocked out on this physical aptitude. It was alleged that they
weren't coordinated, or something of that kind.

I can see how `something of that kind could conceivably be used,
. but I think that ought to be adjusted.

We have women in our police departments now and I guess there
is a case ovei in Fairfax where there is some question as to whether
a woman candift as many pounds as the men are supposed to lift or
something of that sort.

Mr. HILLIS. Couldn't we realistically set different ..physical stand-
. ards ajong these lines without discrimination, just based on the

differen es in physique?
Mr. STaArrox.. I don't think we ought to have different, physical

Standards in the sense of being sound of body, but I think the require -
ment that you do x number of 'chinuiv or pushups, and so on, could
certainly be adjusted. .

When I was a Boy Scout, to get an athletic merit badge you had
. to jump so many feet, high jump or broad jump, and the bigger the

boy you were you had to jump higher or farther.. I could never get
that badge because I was fat when I was a kid, and with the higher
weight, I was supposed to junip farther and higher than I could jump.

I think that kind uf.thing, something along those lines, would have
to be worked out:.
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Mr. HILLIS. That is all the questions I have, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. FISHER. Mrs. Holt?
Mrs. HOLT. Thank yoit, Mr.-Chairman.
Thank you, Mr. Stratton. I can't imagine a fat Sam Stratton.
I have to say something, and I guess I Shouldn't, but I am concerned

about the same consideration that Mr. Hillis has alluded to here.
That is the physical aspect. I feel so strongly about the privilege of
childbearing I think that that does enter into it. I have some very
grave concerns about,what is happening to our families today. I know
that, that doesn't have to have anything to do with it.

I have had a legal career and a political career, and I have three
children and three grandchildren and it hasn't interrupted that

The 5-year period of active duty that's gradtiate is committed to,
do you think that that would have to be changed, if women were
admitted to the academy.? In other words, would that have to be
waived, or do ,you feel that we would continue the 5-year commitment
or 3 years or whatever?

Mr. STRATTON. I would think that the commitment ought to
remain the same as well. There are arrangmeents now, as I understand
it, where women in the services who become pregnan \are not auto-
matically. discharged. Things have gotten to the state now where a
Woman can be back on the job in what, 3-or 4 weeks, something of that
kind, after having a baby.

It would seem to me that, assuming arrangements were there for
taking scare of the child, that this could be no more than a *aye of
absence.

Mrs. HOLT. So you feel that wouldn't change that standard in. st,
any way.

Mr. STRATTON. I wouldn't think that it would need to, no. I feet
that the basic requirement should be that we want to get careen
people. If,they are going to go, to the service academies for what is a
very expensive educittion, we certainly- ought to get performance out
of them, but it doesn't alwaysitave to be leading an infantry platoon.
That is inyleeling.

Mrs. HOLT. Thank you.
Mr. FISHER. Mr. Daniel?
Mr. DANIEL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr.''Stratton, I don't recall whether-Srott were here or not when

I asked the facetious question of the lady from Colorado.
Mr,,STRATTON. I was.
Mr. DANIEIi. But folldwing that, I did bring up the question about

being prepared at the Acadc.nies in order that we can assure success
of the program. Yoti just mentioned a moment ago something about
adjustment M. physical standards test,. ,

%

How long would you suggest that it might be before they could
be ready to take the women into the academies, which I think they .

should, and make sure also that the program was successful?
Mr, STRATTON. I Chink this is something that is very simple from

-my pointpf view. All we have got to do is tell them to be ready and. I
think they. could be ready to admit women in the neat class, 105.
I see no yeason for any great pondering. I wouldn't be in favor of
having the men and women rooming in the same room, but I don't
know why y ou can't set off one corridor, for example, for women,

to
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midshipmen, or cadets. The head could be designated for their use,
and that could be done, I would think, in a matter of a couple of
weal& -

Mr. DANIEL. You mentioned the adjustmc its in the physical
standards tests. This is something which would have to be taken into
account, would it not2.

Mr. STRATTON. Yes; but I don't know why it couldn't be done in
an afternoon. If you want to delay it, you can think up all kinds of
rbason:,_tuid.we run into that in the Pentagon all the time; but all
you have got to do is sit down across a table, and I would think in
10 or 15 minutes you could adjust the test: to meet the situation.

Mr. DANIEL. Usually I agree with the gentleman on 99 percent
of his statements. I. don't agree on that one. I have had some ex-
perience with testing and it hasn't worked that way.

Mr. STRATTON. I may be underestimating some of the problems.
If you are interested in trying to adinit a qualified woman who could
do a job as a pilot, as a solo officer, as a navigator on a ship, I don't
know why it would take any more than a week, let's say, to figure
out what kind of physical requirements you would need to impose.

Mr. DANIEL. I assure you that I favor the principle, that I think
women should be admitted, but I want the program to be successful.

Mr. STRATTON. I do, too, and .thereis no doubt about the fact that
the first few women to be admitted are going to have a rough go, but
that was true of the first few women that came to Congress. They,
haye had a rough go sometimes, too, but they have done very well.

Mr. DANIEL. It doesn't apply only to the firsttfew months, I can
assufe you of that.

Mr. STRATTON. It will apply for the full 4 years, there is no question
about that, and I think the girls who are getting into this kind of
thing should go in with their eyes open and realize that they, Are going
to be pioneers, and it is undoubtedly going to be a little rough.

Mr. DANIEL. Thank you, Mr. Chairmhn.
Mr. FISHER. Mr. Montgomery? '

I would like to also thank Mr. Stratton for his very, very strong
statement. It is maldneme do a lot of thinking, Mr. Stratton.

My problem is I really haven't had much experience with women.
iThat is one of my problems. Since I haven't been married, I don't

know how they stand up in combat, so I will just lAttve to think it
through.

Mr. STRATTON. I had understood you were one of our experts.
Mr. MONTGOMERY. Nothing further, Mr. Cljairman.
Mr. FISHER. Mr-Stratton, for clarification let me refer briefly to

the comments by Mr. Clements to which you referred in your opening
statement.

Among other things, he says,this:
Ih addition to academic pursuits, the curriculum at the service acadeniie4

includes training for cupibat service. Congress has enacted statutes prohibiting
women from being assigned to certain combat rules. Under section 6011 of title 10,
United States Cpde, women serving in the Regular Navy and in Regular Marine
Corps, are prohibited from being assigned to dtity.,411 aircraft engaged in combat
missions or from being assigned to duty on vessel of the Navy other than hospital
ships and transports. Under section 8549 of title 10, United States Code, female
members of the Air Force, other than medical personnel, are prohibited froui
duty in aircraft engaged in combat missions. Su long as these restrictions reniain,
piaticipation by' woplen in academy training would not be cost effective since the
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b,asie curriculum-at the academies is directed toward preparing prospective _officers
foi-iltitY in a combat environment. The MieSIQD.: of the United States Military
-Academy is primarily to 'train cadets for careers in, the combat arms of the Regular
Army. since the Department-of the Army is opposed to women serving in combat,

M opposed to the adiniaiion of -women to the MilitarY Academy -at this time.
14st.ptirpose.in. inferring to that is to seek' your views about whether the. provi-

the U.S.:rode which now prohibits women as distinguished from men
from certain assignments that might entail combat service,. as to whether those
Ahingsshouldbe repealed,- consider doing so in this legislation.

Whetis your reaction to that? .

S'T'RATTON. I would favor repealing them, Mr. Chairman, nd
1 so. responded, I 'believe to Mr. Dickinson. I think the only 'legal.
'bars are the two that he citedone-with respect to the Navy, andpne
with.respect to the Air Force. With -respect to the Army, there is no
statutoryprovision.I.would favor repealing them.

'However even if they weren't repealed, I, would. challenge his
statement that-the training at the academies for women would not be
Cost effeeth;e, becatise as I have just pointed out, you have-got

jieolijg 4,eni.,:thf3 Air Force Academy_ out of 'a class of 884 who aren't
Oeizithing into -combat, and I don't anticipate w,e. are going to have
pier° than-3, 4,. or women, admitted:to-the opening class. Certainly
they could be -assigned "to thoie-roles and still be cost -effective; but

wonid certainty favor including the repealers of these two statuts
-that you have referred ? in the basic legislation.

Mr. FISHER.. While e are ,on the subject, may I ask Mrs. Schroeder
if sbe,shares- tat vies .

Mrs. SCHROEDER. I don't think that they are needed u this
legislation to allow Women to go in I think that we could repeal them.
I think it would be -fine to repeal them .Jut I don't think that_
.are needed, to go in.

. --

The other thing that I would, like to make a comment_on, there were
a lot of questions about ,physical tests in regard to the job that they
will be doing in the end. As you know, in the whole personnel field all
sorts of entrance tests are ,now being challenged as to whether or not
ilfey really are testing for skills that Are required iia the job. I think
what we are in essence saying is that maybe some of those physical
tests are testing for skills that really aren't required in many of the
jobs, that we are training the people to do so in a way we are setting
up, an artificial barrier and I think that should.be taken into considera-
tion too. ,,

1 think we. cap do it without it.
Mr. FISHER. I recognize that it i not really an essential part of,it,

but I was going back to the original thought that has been advanced
_here today, that all discrimination, all differences regarding traini
and combat between men and women, who are admitted to the aca
prates should hA eliminated. For whatever training they get each
should be treated precisely alike, and each should be prepared to do
the same kind of duties as the others. On that theory, I was wonder-
ing if it wouldn't be appropriate for us, to explore th .propriety

seem to be somewhat in conflict with this concept of q lity of
maybe not, it is just a thought=pf repealing these pro ions which ,

treat-
ment by those who are in the military service, whether they be men
or *omen.

.

Mrs. SCHROEDER. I think they are probably a little out of date
APO. I think if we really want to protect women, then we should insist
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t here is only male nurses. We shoultgegkonsistent. I think when the
:.ERA goes through, they would not birgppilicable anyway.

Mr. DANIEL. Mr. Chairman, may,' ...make one observation? I
think Mrs. Schroeder is correct in what Mt has to say, provided that

_ we are going to apply the same criteria to all, but if we aren't, in
accordance with Mr. Stiattox's thinking, then I think we have to
take another look, but provided we apply the same standards to
everyone, male, female alike, then there is. no problem.

Mrs. SCHROEDER. I think what we are -saying is yes, apply the same
standards to everyone, I agree, but let's not say the standards are
set in cement either. I think his comments about some of the sopho-
moric things that maybe go on can stand some revision.

Mr. DANIEL. All I ara saying is that the standards are uniform.
.Mrs. SCHROEDER. But we are not going to make two sets of stand-

ftrds; no.
' Mr. Thum. I would agree with Mr. Stratton that this is an

_excuse being used by Mr. Clements. I think the simplest thing would
be to,include in this legislation, the sections which prohibit women

. from participating in, combat. Have them eliminated froth the law.
Then policy can be determined on how women would be best utilized
in the event they go into the academies, whether they go into combat
or don't go into combat. Anyway, I think it is kind of a moot point

...if the ERA is ever adopted by a sufficient number of States. I would
hope we would have the foresight in the committee to take necessary
legislation before it becomes a constitutional right of women to,attend,
and it would certainly do good for the committee to take that action,
I think, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Fisunn. I think it might not be entirely proper to say this
. ..was an excuse advanced by Mr. Clements. He is simply enlightening

committee with what the law is, and the reasoning that prompted
the Army to oppose the legislation, which is what we wanted in asking
for views, whether we agree with them or not.

I think it is very important that we have all of this information
before us and have the benefit of their views in drawing the conclusions

;they do after considering those things.
Mr. WILSON. Mr. Chairman, I think it is an excuse, and I disagree

respectfully with you on that. It seems to me that he is begging the
point in that it is not unusual when we pass legislation to have other
corrections made where there is a disagreement with other sections
of the law or the statutes. This isn't an unusual thing that takes place

.and obviously there are going to be some other sections that are in

.conflict with this legislation, in the event that we do consider it
seriously and pass it which I hope we dowhere we are going to have
to bring matters into conformity. There may be a couple of areas
where it is necessary to do that.

Mr. FISHER. Mr. Hogan?
Mr. HOGAN. Mr. Stratton, ronly have one question for the record.
Do you envision as a long time Naval Reserve officer that some day

down the road we may have a female commanding officer on one of
our major combatant vessels, probably the commanding officer on
one of our Trident submarines?

Mr. STRATTON. I-don't know why, if she is qualified,that
'couldn't happen. Certainly I see no reason why a woman ghoul
.excluded from that kind of responsibility.

I
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AS I .eointed out, we have a _woman commander of troops in the
Army in Germany at the .present time, Obviously there are going to
be some-problems and adjustments in having women and men serving
aboard the same ship. It may take a little while for us to get used to
that arrangement, but:once we have it I see no reason why a qualified
woman couldn't aspire to command in the same way that a qualified
man Could.

Mrs. SCHROEDER. May I make a comment,, too?
I 'think 'one of the problems we have on our ships today is the

problem with homosexuality. We don't like to talk about it but it is
very evident and all you have to , do is talk to some of the officers

_there. That might 14 to alleviate that problem. Granted it would
create some more but it would help with that. If you w ant to talk
about the Trident, I think the Trident is one of our most important
aspects of strategic deterrence. My feeling is it may be the only thing
we have left if nuclear holocaust ever came and we had better have
women on the ships if that is the only thing left of our civilization,
just to preserve our cixilization. That would be a. very good point.

Mr.. HOGAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. FISHER. Are there any other questions'
Can you think of any additional contributions either of you can

]Hake to this record before we dismiss you?
Mr. STRATTON. Mr. Chairman, I think the Committee has been very

fair and I think you have explored virtually all of the points that
occur to me. I don't anticipate that this is.going to be a simple thing
or an easy thing, but T. do think that it is something that we should
move forward with. -

Mr. FISHER. Is it your thoughtI haven't given any thought .to
this at all and made no inquiriesthat there will be a necessity for
construction of new barracks at these various academies to accom-
modate the women? Do you envision that as a requirement?

Mr. STRATTON. No; I don't. I see no reason why it should be neces-
sary at all. Mrs. Schroeder said she went to a college where they had
coeducation of dorms. This is something that has been going on in
inealma mater for some time. You have one floor for men and one

--floor for women:'* jolted me a little bit as a member of the board of
trustees when they first instituted it, but this is now pretty much
standard procedure around the country, and I would assume that
something of the same kind could be done at Bancroft Hall or up in
West Point.

Mr. FISHER. Perhaps so. I remember I was at Lackland not long ago
inspecting the barracks area there, and the WAFs, the women in the
service, a considerable number stationed there, were all in separate.
barracks or separate apartments.*

I would wonder if a comparable .procedure would be followed in the
Academies. I haven't discussed it with the officials or what the
policies or plans may be, but I think that is something the conitnitted
will want to explore as to just how that would be handled.

Mr. STRATTON. My feeling is that this,is.one of the objections that is
interpUsed simply because those who just can't face up to this change
want to see the, thing in as difficult a light as possible. Maybe even-
tually, if yon,get a lot of women, there, might be some excuse for
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setting up a separate building for them, but I see no why. it
needs to be done immediately.

Mr. FISHER. I certainly have no strong feelings one way or the,other
abont how these things are handled. Of course in the colleges where
you have freedom to choose the place where you live, it is a little
different from being sent to a place where, say, you are staying in this
barracks over here. I am not making a issa about it, but I am
saying there is a distinction in the private schools and with the
tart' discipline that you have to comply with in the Academies; isn't
that correct?

MTS:SCHROEDER. I think that is correct, but there are a lot of build-
ings. There are all sorts of alternatives because there is officers'
housing and all sorts of things on most of these bases. I am sure with e,
little imagination, they could, handle that problem without any new
construction.

Mr. FISHER. They might improvise and do some shifting. I don't
know, but, again that is something we will want to look into. We
appreciate your contribution. This is a very 'good start for the record
that we are trying to make.

Mr. STRATTON. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. FISHER. The committee will recess,until Tuesday at 10 o'clock.
[Whereupon, at 12:05 p.m., the subcommittee was adjourned, to

reconvene at 10 a.m., Tuesday, June 4, 1974.] .
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HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
GOMMIME ON ARMED SERVICES,

SsIWOOMMITTEE N 0 .,2,
Washington, D.C., TuisdaY , June 4, 1974-

The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 10:10 a.m. in room
2118, Rayburn. House Office Building, Hon. '0. C. Fisher (chairman
of the subcommittee) presiding. -

111r. FISHER. The committee will come to order and continue re-
ceiving testimony today on the admission, of women to the ,service
academies. - , . .

We will hear first from Congressman du Pont. We welcome you this
morning,"Congressman. And you may p teed with your statement.

. . .

STATENENT,OP HON. PIERRE S. WONT, REPRESENTAmt,
c,FROM DELAWARE

Mr. 1:111P6gT. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. My nameis Pete du Pont,
and I mil the only Congressman Delaware has. I am here this morning
to tell you a little bit about H.R. 10705 of which I am the original
sponsor. The purpose of which bill is to allow women to receive an
education at the U.S. plitary Academies.

In the last decade or so, this country. has made tremendous strides
in equalizing...psportunities for all, of its citizens. But there is mucli
which still nee l-te. be done. -

One of the most glaring injustices which the Congress ,can and Should
eliminate inuilediately, is the continued prohibition by four of the
five military service academies against admitting women.

As you probably know, the U.S: Merchant Marine Academy ex-.
pests to have between 15 and 20 women in .their net class beginning
on July 16. One of my Academy appointees, Ivy Barton, is slated?, to
be among that group.

HoweVer I have been advised by the Secretaries of the Navy, Air
Force, and Army that no matter how well qualified a female service
academy applicant from my State or any other State may be, she will
not be admitted to the other four service academies.

Discrimination baied on sex is ,clearly wrong and particularly so
, when itaffects one's opportunities for employment.

. believe-that the basic elements of fairness as well as the ,U.S.
Constitution guarantee wonien the right to be admitted to the service
academies should they,otherivise qualify. As a large contributing sec-
tort the Federal income and fimds, it seems odd that women are not
able to benefit from and contribute to Those very histitu,tions they help
to, support; no equivalent facilities its extensive in quality and size are

:.available exclusively to women.
Military Academies, themselves, cannot afford to discriminate.

10705, of which I am the original sponsor, changes those
sections of the United Statei Code which the, military services have

' used aslegal justification for theiliefusal to admit women.
5 ' .`
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Women,. both officers and enlisted personnel, alread3 play a, vital
role in the Armed Forces, and that role is expanding rapidly as the
Military moves.toward ita goal, of an All-Volunteer Service.. All three
branches of the-military intend, to substantially increase the number
of women in the Armed Fox-eel. By June of 1975, their total objective
is.t.ci have some .84,600 enlisted women and officers.

HOwever, the restricted admittance shunning female applicants
from particwating in Military: Academies not only handicaps the
Academy's potential growth and increased efficiency, but is clearly
a.case where improvement is thwarted by !tradition.

The s 'ose of the service academies supposedly is to tram-highly
skilled motivated officers for the Armed Forces who w".11 rise to

p le) d; position'S in the services. Highly motivated and .well-
qu lifi .d .-.rsons are needed and sex is irr*leirantin meeting that goal.

Co petition, for service academy appointments "would only be
a ea by expanding the eligibility requirements to allow women.
,ith high demands 16r manpower in. World War II, women's,

organizations such as the WAA.C, WAVES, and SPARS came into
-enstenco.

Today it is more than merely teasonabre to texplore additional
-changes in service policies to acconimodate 'the admission of women.
Some traditionalistsincluding. some. members or this cOmmittee'
I suspectsay, we should no forget that the. prime business of the
armed services is fighting afid that combat will remain the inale
domain. It would remind the traditionalists that there iS, more to
combatin this era than pulling-the trigger..

The modern mi,14ary needs ,achnitustrators, economists, computer
specialists,, ponnfiumcations. experts, 'linguists and, many other
specialists. ,

Women!s role in the armed services is increasing, ilot only in terms
of sheer numbers, but also in terms of occiimktional and career Oppoi-;
tunities available to °them.

The first eight weilleh have fecently'begw n. set-vice-id the NM:lend
Guard. In the Army, four women,have attained:the tank 61 General
Last August, the Air Force appointed a. vicarian as toinirianderot
major U.S. men's military unit. -".

The, Navy plans open all enlistid ratings to *Vivien ROTC.
to feMale midshipmen. They ,plan to aliewwtimen officers to attend ,

the National War College, the Armed Forces ,Staff-Oollege; 'and the
Industrial .College of the Armed :Fortes, ;.r.hey"" fix i-revpifig naval,
regulations to permit women, officers to .assume- co, mold of natal
shore stations and permit women officers to coniPete` wi or
promotion, including the tank of admiral. Reeciitly, t IcTly

uated its first woman' iloi.and,IaSt,!year Oveindii was named a wing
commander of an Air-YorceJtOTO.uoilli,;

According to former. Secretary of 1:5.efel'i§e RichardSon, "All this is
-simply to underline the fact that,we need tomake more and' better
use of women in the services . we are not thinking in ternis of
what we can do for women but what, women can dolor ugc'elid I ani
not sure we are asking thein:to..c1O etiongh."

I think that sums it up very, well. In. view Of the:changing facts on
the role of women in the ,Atined ,FOrces, it is ridiculous, wasteful,
and anachronistic to maintain that the officer etaining our -

...,.-
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Nationhasto offer .should.be limited to men only. The Arnied Forces
would:benefit just aSmuch as women:14 making these oppoitunities
.availiBle-to,thenaost candidates761 both,sexes.

yOui ,
Nile. 'Thank you, Mr. du Pont for a very informatiVe state-

mention this subject, .

I -gather, from your statement, that Ali feel .thera should be no.
.cliscnmination,in any respect in dealing, with women and their adz-
Affrission to and ,paformance iti amdluture service to the countrY'as
they apply for Admission to these academies; is that-correk?

Mx. pu PONT.b Yes, Mr. Chairman., I would say that they sho:uld
have. to meet the same standards as male applicants, have to fake,_

the same Courses, et cetera. $
Mr. FISHER. Lam sura the academies have necessarily maintained

certain minimum,ph3siCal andmental standards which are applicable
to all of those wild, are admitted. And it is your view that if women
are admitted, they should be required to meet the same standards
that the men are required to meet; is thatreo,rrect?

Mr. DU PONT. Absolutely.
Mr. -FISHER. Mr. Daniel?
Mr. DA-imp. Thank:You, Mr, Chairman:
Mr-.du Pont, can the committee assume from your Statement on

page three, "The Modem military need's administrators, economists,
,computer specialists, communications experts, linguists and many
other.speOalities," can we assume from that that you oppose ground
combat roles foil women?

In. the light of that statement, since you did not mention combat,
can we assume you are opposed to ground combat ioleS?

Mr. DU PONT. No air; I pub in niy military service iii the.Nitty so
that makes me not an. xpert on the infantry. There are some military
commanders who say, for spitfe reason or another, that women would
be inealiable of performing ,properly in the infantry. I .do not know
whether they are right or Wrong.-_,-- ;

But if they are. capable of perferraiti 'properly there, would
. certainly have no objection. to 'having"women in the infantry.

M. DA-Nin. I comniehd you on your stateinent,
Mr. FISHER. I think, you have made it clear That yoti feel" there

should be no restriction, in the legislation or in the policies by the
various academies with, regard to .haring women who atteLid. made
Available for combat duty if the occasion arises.

Mr- DU PONT. Absolutely. .

Mr. Asirtn. -Mr.,"Treen?
Mr. TREEN CO ahead. Did ,we'interrupti
Mr. ou,Poivi. I Was going add that I WOUld not in any Way

argue that reqiiirements should be lowered nr that combat descrip-
tions and job,descriptions should be changed or anything like that.
I think we, should stick Atli the standards we have.' But if women
meet, those standards, they should be allowed into those occupations,

Mr. IYIHHER:,"Very-,7011.' r ,"
Mr. Treen? , ,

Mr.. Tam, If the committee goes along with this, will you promise
not, insist, on /coed dorms? ,
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Mr. nu PoNT. I would leave a question- as technical as that to
wiserAl"m- ds in'the -military establishment. -

Mr. TEEM That is an excellent answer. I _have no further
... --questions.

_ .Mr. Mr.thiOntgoniery? .

Mr. MONTOOMEliY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr.'dU nt, on page 3 of your testirronyreally just for clarifi-

cation-=yon hat the first eight *omen have recently -begun
service in the Na tonal Guaid. Actually, there hitre been women in
the Army 'National Guard and in the Air Guard Nurse Corps. I
assume you are talking about enlisted personnel; is that correct?

Mr. DU PONT. Pm .sorry. Xou are quite correct.
Mr. MONTGOMERY. There is a much larger number now because the

Guard' Regerve has realized that tn. make under the volunteer
concept that they to turn toward women in the service.

My only other guestion would be: What _percentage do we get,of
*omen in the Military aCidemies? Do we make it a percentage 'of
What WO Have in the Nation today eventually, or should it stay a small ,

,.,.pereenettge?
Mr. tin ?din'. Mr. Montgomery, I would be very strongly opposed

to kiing.to set any quota-and trying to say that any fixed percentage
mast be in the academy. I think that is the wrong approach. I think
We.should 'take the best qualified people we can get. If that includes
-200 women in a class, if they are the best qualified, fine. If it includes
'two, Women; then fine. I do not think we should approach it on. a

4ta basis. ,

fr. ivIditTnoMnitt. It is not ,quite as simple as that. One of my
robfems which Eras brought out the other day and which.I mentioned

m open hearings when we had Mr. Stratton,and Mrs: Schroeder was,
that some of us are having problems getting any applicants for West
Feint. , . ,

My point is do. we want to make West Point a women's college.
My problem is I am not getting any applications from men to go to
West Point. And I'could end upwith five females going to West Point
-from my. district. Do, we want to do that?

Nfr. DU PONT. Perhaps your district is different from mine,' but I
Wouldn't mind if there were five females, if they were the best qualified;
and if they were better qualified than five males from Delaware, I

',would think-they ought to be admitted ahead of those males.
Mr; NIONTGouppy. 14y point is that I'm not getting any males. .

'Thank you'.
,. Mr. Fisnna. Mrs. Holt?

Mrs. Huth,. I will defei to Mr: Hillis.
Mr. Haus. I want to commend the gentleman on his statement.I

find it a very enlightening statement and very much to the point, we
are dealing with:

;I hare two or three quest ions: Does the gentleman feel thatI seo
vv., maintain that the Merchant Marine Academy wjll have 15 to 20
*amen in the next class does the gentleman feel there should be any
l ginning dumber; of wpmep. 0 say. go to West Point or to the Air
Force Academy? Should it be a group of ,20, or 100? How should the
Tiolram be initiated?.Do you have any ideas on. that?.

Mr. DIT PONT. I would think we should look at the, applicants. .

fy
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And; igain,:as-1 said, to Mr. Montgomery, go back and select however
many there are in- a class atAlie Air Force Academy,' select the 500
best qualified candidates in the United. States. If 20 of those are

: -fine: 14,SactLittvin of-them are women, fine. _

Hiiis.Xlie_itason I asked the question is the Air Force,
think, is on& wii1eb, has made the suggestion that the program be

,Pliased in so thatmiiyhe a beginning class of 100 women could be taken
arid, that housing could be provided and courses could be arranged,
and SO, forth.Does the gentleman see this as the approach which we
:should follow? Or should it just be a small group?

Mr. nu Porn. I think any reasonable approach that is adopted
W the service academiesif they want to do it in a group of 100
and if that is economically more efficient, that would be fine also,
assuming; of courge, that there are 100 qualified female applicants. I
would notlower the gultlifications in order to attract female applicants.

Mr. HILLIS. Going to the combat role just a second, certainly,
I Ciut.see in 'the and in the Air Force both roles that women can
serve that could be very. well classed as combat or combat-connected,
which .generally would not require, say, the physical strength which
might be necessary" to seiye as a crew member for weapons in
combat or infantry, I am thinking of such things as a fire direction

;,_tenter on shipboard or radar; controller aboard a_ n airbound like
AWACS or this type thing. Is there any reason in the. world that a
woman cotilda"t perform these filnetions as well as a man?

Mr. nor ,Lagree kith that.
Mr. FTSITBiL MTS. Holt ? -
Zlxs. Holz. Thank 3roii, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Du Pont, thank you for your very comprehensive statement.

I am interested_ in the same. question Mr.,11illis asked, We have

I'i

.,heard several Studies; and then General Clarke has said that he feels
, it shOuldhe a. large group. I think that will be a 'difficulty.

HaVe you' bad applications from women in your 'district at -this
, point?, - .

Mr. du.P.ONT, Yes. l'have had approximately six. I am guessing
now, but I think there were four for the Air Force Academy and two

Atina_polis.
Mrs Holz... So, if we did continue to have that number of appli-

cants, it certainly would work all right. A you have pointed Out,
women can do things a lot better than- most men. .*

gr. DU T9NT., Just to correct the record, I don:t believe that
statement anywhere in my testimony.

aughter.i 49

Mrs. HOLT. I thought I might get away with'that. But Tido have
this ,concerii, that -if you have one woman qualify for one academy
that that could be a serious problem. And I think General Clarke
has expressed that same feeling. You do, not t1iink.it would?

M`r. DU Ford. I can see some mechanical problems in having to re-
vamp the entire Mr Force Academy, in order to allow one woman to
enter. Hopefully, you could get a class somewhat larg:er than that.
But, again, I would not lower the-standards to get up. to 100. Ann.
Wonder if General ,Clarke isn't proposing that m order to make it
more difficult to-have women there at all.
*Mrs. Howe. ,Apparently,_ he is very enthusiastic abbiit it and says

he is ready to go and can accep,,them into the program immediately,
.

#
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but that he feels this would be.the optimum condition,.to have a cla s.
ofthat size come in. . ,

Thank you. That is all, Mr,Ohairman.
Mr. FISHER. Let me ask one question folloWing up on that andthen

Mr. Dickinson, who just came in, will Probably have some questions.
One of the things, Mr. du Pont, which the committee will

have to think about is that if a bill is reported w hen should it becwne
effective. Quekionsave been raised, as you know, about the availa-
bility of the proper quarters at these 'various Academies for the wolnen
-when,they are brought in.

Would you give us the benefit of your thinking as to whether we
should. have 4eparate quarters for the w omen or whether they should
use the same barracks which are used by the boys? .

'Have you given any thought to how that should be arranged? That
would have something to do, I would think, with the timeliness of
when the-law-should become effective.

Mr. DU PONT. 3 would think you would certainly want separate_.
quarters. I,don't see any reason why they couldn't use the same type
of barracks the men use.

'Mr. Fisnvu.13tit do you think they should be separate?
Mr. .DU PONT. I would' think so.
Mr. FISHER. That is precisely'what I wanted you. to reply.
Mr. Ditkinson?
Mr. DICKINSON. I have no questions.
Mr. FISHER. Any other quitations? responad.] Thank you

very much.
Mr. nv Pont. Thank you.
Mr. FISHER. Mr. Fascell?

STATEMENT OF HON. DANTE B. FASCELL, REPRESENTATIVE

FROM FLORIDA

Mr. FASCELL. Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee,
. .

I appreciate the opportunity to appear hereYt I have h prepared
statement which I would 461( unanimous consent to submit for the
record and take just a moment or two. to speak extemporaneously.

I appear in support of the diI Pont bill and similar bills for op-
portunities for women to attend our service academies.

It, is beyond question in my mind that we have a resource we are
not using, and.it is a mistake not to use it to the best possible ad-
vantage for the country. Now, all of the problems which arige ith
respect to.the training program, they ,are real and 'practical pr bleu,.
But'I assume that the military are real and practical people, a d 'they
can solve those problems just as this committee could, if it A ere in
-charge of the progtam.

So having admitted the problems which exist, the principle is
. still valid and, therefore, ought to be written into law as promptly

as possible w ith whatever contingencies or safeguards or reservations,
if anyand I hope there are nonethat ,the committee in its judg-
ment deems necessary in order to carry out the program.

am through.
Mr. FISHER. Thantiyou..
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Mr. FASCEI.E. I just wanted you to know I was seriously supporting
the bill,-andAhat is the reason I'm here.

Mr. FISHER. We certainly respect your viewpoint,. and 'Without
objection, your statement will-be included in the record.

(The complete prepared statement of Congressman balite B.
Fascell follows:)

WRITTEN STATEMENT OF Holt. PANTE B. 4'ASCELL, REPRESENTATIVE FROM FLORIDA

, WOMEN IN MILITARY ACADEMIES

Mr. Chairman, thank you for -the opportunity to appear before you in support
of H.R. 11276, legislation I joined in sponsoring to insure that each admission
to the military 6ervice'academieb.zhall be made without regard to a candidate's
sex, race, color, ur religious beliefs. Specifically, of course, the issue is the admission

. of women to our sivice academies, and the elimination of the discriminatory
adthission policy now authorized by law. -

At issue is whether we want the best qualified person admitted to our service
academies, or whether we want the best qualified male. I say, We need the best
qualified person.

II.R. 11276 would eliminate the eAceptio% from the prohibition of sex Ills-
criminatiun provision of the Education Amendments of 1972 which now exists
for the service academies. Further, it would bring those sections of the U.S. Code
relating to admission requirement's at each of the academies in conformance with.
the non - discrimination policy. .

The Congress haisrepeatedly affirmed that discrimination or any kind, including
sex discrimMation, is clearly wrong and a violation of basic Constitutional guaran-
tees. The Congress and the federal government must continue the leadership
role in breaking down the traditional sex barriers which still deny equal op-

, portunities to Women.
The purpose of the service academies is to train highly skilled and motivated

officers for the armed forces who will rise to top leadership positions in the services.
There is no reason thot young women should not be given the ,opportunity to
have this educational benefit and to then serve as officers in the armed forces.

' The myth of the weaker sex has lung been disproven, and I feel certain that there
. are many women in this country who could easily- withstand the tough physical

training undergone by our Army, Navy and Air Force cadets.
Until rece.ptly, women have had to pay for their own education and- prepara-

tion for the armed services. Some progress has been made. The Reserve Officer
Training Corps scholarship program has recently been operted to women.

But this.is not equality. Women should have the same opportunities as men
for the outstanding training available at the service academic . And that means
elimmating the current admission restrictions and openihg up the academies to
qualified women applicants.

The' Department of Defense argues that the mission of the service academies is
to train officers to fill combat positions, and that women life unsuited for such
positions. This argument assumes, first,. need only for combat leadership which
assumes a constant and perpetual state of combatassumptions I find inherently
chilling. It also assumes that women are, somehow, not qualif .-,c1 for such re-
sponsibilities. The veracity of that assumption is being tested daily.

Women are increasingly proving that they are fully qualified to assume respon
sibilities formerly considered appropriate only for men. For example, police forces
throughout the country are hiring a growing number of women. And those women
are not restricted to desk jobs or

growing
roles. They are trained in self

defense and criminal apprehension techniques ,and assigned to patrol duty just
as their maf4 -counterparts.

Mr. Chairman, the nation's armed' forces need the best possible personnel and
leadership. Current admission policy effectively excludes half of the Ration's
potential officers. Not only is such a policy inequitable and discriminatory, but it
is not in the best interest of our defense pteparedness. ,

Our service academies provide an excellent indeed the besttraining ground
fur the future officers on whom our armed furces personnel and policy depend.
We must make sure that the most capable and best qualified persons receive that
training. And to make sure that happens, wc,..14uSt allow woman applicants to

-compete for academy appointments. .;
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Mr. Chairman, I strongly urge the Subcommittee to act expeditiously and
favorably on legislation which will eliminate the discriminatiun now permitted in
our service aeademid.

Thank yon. .

- iv5r. FASCELL. Thank you.
F.Islime assume you follow the pattern of the other tht.e.,

witnesses who bate testified in support of bills which they are spon-
soring or covonsorinV that there should be no distinction with respect
tb availability for combat duty on the part of any who attend the
academy, including women?

Mr. FASCELL. Mr. Chairman, definitely, very de itery, women
ought not to be precluded-from combat. .

Mr. FISHER. In other words, if we are going to have law to admit
t heta to the academies then they should be admitted with the under-
standing and with the proper provision for that.

Mr. FASCELL. They maytvind up as a second lieutenant in the mud.
Mr. Fisn. Very well.

Mr. DANIEL. No questions.
Mr. FISHER. Mr. Treen?
Mr. TREEN. No questions. .

Mr. FISHER. Mr. Hillis?
Mr. Ilium. No questiOns.
Mr. FISHER. Mrs. Holt?,
Mrs. Hour. Ne questions.

. Mr: FISHER: "Very well.
Mr. FASCELL. Mr. Chairman, I thank you for this opportunity for

a brief appearance in support of the bill.
-Mr.-FisuEa, Thai* you.
Mr. Frenzel? ,

Mr. FRENZEL. Thankiou,Nr. Chairman. ' i

Mr. Chairman, I have submitted a statement, and I request that the
statement be printed in the record. I would like to take a minute or 2.

Mr. FISHER. Without objection, the statement will be placed in the
record at this point. .

[The complete prepared statement of Congressman Bill Frenzel
follows:] .

7RITTIN STATEMENT Or HON. BILL FIENZEL, REPRESENTATIVE FROM MINNESOTA.
t.\ Mr. Chairman: Thank you for your willingness to meet on this imporyint

tbject and for allowing me the opportunity to appear here today in support of
mitting women to our Service Academies.
'While the thought flay be abhorrent to many of-our Academy alumni, the time

is rapidly approaching when the Academies will have to think female.
My own college, formerly a leading outpost for piggy male chauvinists, has

recently been sexually integrated. I warn% thrilled about it, but despite predic
tions to the contrary, it may survive. Actually, it seems to be prospering.

In considering this question, I think we should look at equity, at need, and at.
the existing conditions. Then we should examine the principal objectives. .

The point of equity is that if we really intend to open up opportunity for women
in our Armed Servicesand I dowe can't only open the broom closets, we must
open even the inner sanctum, the Academies. z

The point of need is thae4ve want the best women, as well as the best men, in
our military service. No person of great ability will be encouraged to serve if we
deny her, or him, access to the paths of glory. I am a reserve officer. I knovi, and.
everybody knov, who gets promoted. Without access ,to the Academies, women,
would lack incentives,to stay in our Officer Corps.
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Present conditions:40 not ,reffeeting_the role -women ,are now playing -in, the
- ,Armed Forces. WOinen, both Officers and enlisted personnel Aire increasing. in

umbers; and alio:internis Of.ocaupettional- and career opportunities available to
Navyia opening all 'enlisted ratingS.to Woinenand ROTC to female

iniashiPitien. They also intend :to- revise nivallegulationa to,permit. women line
Officers topoinnete withmenor promotion, including the rank of ,itdrairal. The

Foreelia opened all'brut five combat-asiociated job specialities to-women.
L"a"st Year, 'they appointed thd first woman commander of a major U.S. men's
niilitarp unit.

I , . .

There are many women teday, already serving as officers-in WAVES, WAGS,
indlYAFS. If the military feels that-women are qualified to-receve.cominis.sions
and to serve their country as members of a particular branch of service,, then it
bertainlyi-reasonable that they be entitled to the best officer training facilities
in our Nation, our Military Academies. I believe the Armed-Forces would benefit
as inueh:as the women if these educational opportunities were Afforded' them.

One olthe-ipost Cited arguments in opposition:to lifting the restrictions is that
itia.narealistie to expect women to serve in eombat. However, less than 1% of
those inen eligible fOr the draft are assigned to coinbnt units. Studies have shown
tlintaliackit tune out of 10 jobs done in the service are non- combat jobs. There is
now, of course,a consideralal number of women. serving with &Stine 'on in the
Military servlees,,andnia o em are serving in combat zones and ceiving
,combat Pay. Ai Senatdr Marlow Cook has so .aptly pointed out, "Combo today

be aliscly sitting,at a computer at a missile site in North Dakota."
Today, the modern militirk-needs lidtaiMstthtors, economists, computer spe-

ciallitti; conuntinication ,experts, linguists, and other specialists fOr .careers
do hot inVolvelletualliand44-httiid combat. Tomorrow, who luibws even

mrhethersthere-Will be any combat: jo4rfitiaB. '
lindenbtedly there will be soirie",problems fn integrating women into the,1ead-

emiefi,1-4it they are-nOt iiisurmouptable ones. Aathe Chairman of my Air Force
Aeaderny =Selection Board indicated, someone is going to have to make some
changes in the Academy7s program. Integrating, the woman into the, academic
phase would -be relatively simple. All we need is more space and. more teachers,
or, we Vuld replace some of the male cadets with female cadets if integrated
.dorriiitone are acceptable:'

In conolusioo,,Xr. Chairman, it seems to me that the major benefit of opening
the'Academies-to females Would be to increase the competition for appointments.
In my District, despite my efforts and those of my Selection Board, we had only
a total of 39 applications for allithree academied last year. Perhaps, after inte-
gration our Academies will experience what our prestigious private male colleges
didan increase in good male applicants and a flock of good female applicants.
I would like to see the Committee act fayoralaly on this. legislation in the hope
that More young people, regardless of sex, can have,the advantage of our excellent
Military Acaderny education.

sttpR: We will' be pleased to heatyour further comments:
,

STATEMENT Of.HON. BILL PRENTELI REPRESENTATIVE PROM
MINNESOTA.

'"?

Mr. FRENZEh. Thank you. I want to support the previous speakeis*
and take the same position they have taken. It does seem to me that a
point of equity is that if we are to open up the armed services
for women's opportunities, I think k we will then have to open up the
inner saiktum, which is the military academies, as Well as the broom,
closets.

We have te,:giv'ethem the opportunity we give to Jinyone else who
goes into our armed forces. Like the previous speaker, I think it is
important to get the best people. It seems to me that the best women
will 'not. want to go into military service unless they have an oppor-

t. tunity to go in the best way, because everybody knows who, gets
promoted in the military.#

0
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Academy graduates are really the hard core and the people who wind
up running our military services. Women ought to have a chance for
that. They need that chance, or the best of them will not come into the
armed services. The question of combat is an interesting one. And I
guess basically I feel a little bit like Mr. Fascell does on that.

But I would not object to denying certain designators to women on
whatever basis you people think best, because w ho knows where the
combat role is going to fall. Any of us may find ourselves in combat no
matter how,safe our designator seems to us.

Mr. Chairman, Pam a graduate of a college which was formerly all
male. Ai;41it was a very fine college and is a ver3: fine college. When it

,decided to integrate sexually, I w as not really very thrilled about it and
thought.it was.ttirning its back on some wonderful traditions.

Yet,, the experience of that college and of the other prestigious
men's Colleges which integrated was that not only did they get some
wonderful female applicants, but they got a heck of a lot more wonder-
ful' male applicants and in general were able.t,9 be a great deal more
selective in terms Of qutility than they had been in the past.

I suhn4j, that this is likely to happen in our military academies.
I think one of the most important jobs I have as a congressman is to
recruit young men now for our military academies. I spend a lot of
time and a lot of staff time doingthis, But last year for that wonderful
education in my, large district, which was worked; very heavily by
me, and my staff to elicit applications, we only had 39 young men
who applied for our military academies. That is not enough. That

ieducation is too good. The opportunity is too good. There should be
more. I think,if we equalize the opportunity and admit yohng women
then there wilt indeed be more.

Mr. Chairman, I would, like to have my written statement serve
as the record and would be glad to answer any questions.

Air. FISHER. Very well, and thank you very much for your
statement.

I take it, as the other witnesses who have testified, that you would
subscribe to the idea that all who are admitEed to these academies,
including women, should be prepared and required: if the occasion
arises,to meet the same scholastic and physical training requirements
that are impbsed upon men. There should be no distinction between
the two. And if they are admitted, it should be done With tl-a 4, under-
standing that there will be no distinction, no favoritism hecau;e of
sex in the curriculum both with regard to the training and to the
*sCholastic and mental tests for requirements which may be imposed.

Dues that express your viewpoint?
Mr. FRENZEL. Certainly. It does not mean that if there are some

special programsif you take A guy with weak eyes and make a
supply corps officer of him and he goes to the Academy, then you
could take a woman with weak eyes and make a supply corps officer
out of her, too. As long as it applies equally, I would not mind having
qualifications based upon physical situations %Iiich might be different
within the academy.

Mr. FISHER. But you see no reason to make any difference,
MrFRENZEL. I believe there are some young women within my

district ho would like to apply and I do not thinklhey %ould want
td apply on some kind of ,a special basis. .7.:
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Mr:FiaitEn..And they would be prepared to meet the same rigorous
traini g standards and requirements that the boys do who are at-
tendingtthe academies?

Mr.FnENzEt. I don't see why we shouldn't do it that way, Mr.

Mr. FISHER. Mr. Daniel?
Mr. Diikint. Thai* you, Mr: Chairman.
Congressman, have you had any female applicants for the

academies?
Mr. FRENZEL. I have not, but also I have not solicited them. We

have always asked for young men only. I have not gone, out and tried
to recruit some of them. We have had a few inquiries towhich we have
replied that n'O, the academies take only males. And while it is my hope
that they will eventually take females, I really. wouldn't want to
accept their applications.

If you were to act this summer or sometime now, \I., would, have
feinale 'applications next fall. 4

Mt. DANIEL. What is your view With respect to getting a subbtantial
number of female applicants? I assume you have talked about this
with other Members of Congress and perhaps other people.,,What is

, your view on the availability of women for these programs?
PRENZEL. I think you could get enough to mike 'a reasonable

iclass in each one of the academies in the first year in which you put
the prograth into effectqf that has to be the fall of 1,975 it seems to
me that you couldlet enough. I do not know what enough is. I do not
Imo* if it hai to be 100 as one of the members of your panel suggested,
or 50, or 20 or 200 or whatever. I think you could get thatmany.

Mr. DANIEL. Thank you.
, Mr. FthilEit: Mi. Treen, I believe you are next.

Mr. TREEN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I appreciate your state-,
'pent, Congressman Frenzel. And I just want to ask a couple of quesr
Edits.

If We hadto Return to a draft in this country to supply our.personnel
needs, would you favor drafting women?

Mr. FRENZEL. Yes. I think we probably should.
TREEN. I have no other questions.
FISHE11. Mr. Montgomery?

Mr. MONTGOMERY., Thank you, Mr. Chairman. . .

Bill, I was noticingsm your statement, page 3, you made reference to
your district, your selection board. How does that work? Maybe we
can pick up some ideas.

Mr. FRENZEL. I have a group of alumni of each of the military acad-
emies gnd each of those groups forms_ a selection board which both
recruits and interviews candidates for the academies. I mentioned
that Particular fellow because I think he is alone among the members
of my selection board in his enthusiasm about taking women into
his academy, the Air:ForceAcademy. Like most of you, I write to all
of the principals and counselors at the high schools. We visit the high
schools and try to encourage young men to apply for the academies.

In addition, the alumni groups, my selection boards, make personal
calls themselves. They are sometimes looking for different people than
we are. All those who apply or who look interested go through those

15?.-646--75--15*
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seleCtionboardS,and they make the decisions on who I appoint to the
"academies:, ;

Mr. Mthri,nommiri. Thank you.
-Mr. ;A.,isnEn;Mr.,flilli's?
Mi. limas. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I, too, want to commend

the gentleman on his statement. I think it is a very excellent statement.
It brings out some points which have not been made before the sub-
cominittee, on this important piece of legislation. The gentleman
referred to the fact that the college he attended, which I know is a
prestigious Eastern school,, went coeducational.

What percentagedid they strive to reach? Did they go 50-50? One
manrone woman, so to speak?

Mr., FRENZEL. _NO) Mr. Chairman. They _began to accept women's
applicationA_and apparentlyLam not too familiar with theprocePs
struck some original number that their facilities could handle. They
took them, and at this point they are* the position of taking which-

. ever .ot,the men and women are the hest:candidates. It the moment,
because of its tradition, there are still Mere men applying, and ap-

, parentlymore'good ones,qualifying. ,

So the ratio is still pretty heavy m favor ohnen. &it they claim to
be taking simply the best people who now apply, and they ylil adapt
or put.their facilities in,such condition: that they,can take them.

*- -11unis. The point I am getting at is==--- ;

rtzp...zEn. But I think they started with 200, if that's what
you're- thinking of. .

Mr. Hinias. Probably in the course of military service, as we knOw
it,

ith
the men will still serve ,predominantly. Would the gentleman agree

. FRENZEL. It depends on how long the time frame is. I would
expectthat -sometime during my :lifetime service would be apprOxi-
taately

Mr. Hint's. That is_certainly interesting. I perhaps would differ`
there. I have felt that While the role of the woman is increasing in the
isSilitary and should.increase that the,percentage of women when We

"'talk , about 84,000 thakis a large riumber,
Mr. FitENUL. rtigre,e.
Now, as you implementthis,pr am, if you indeed, decide to recom-

mend it, and if it becomes law, do not think ,anybody would object
to settingsome kind of standards initially as to how many you wanted
to take in. But Ithink in the long run you would have great difficulty
with a quota system, because the 'United States does notlike a quota
,system., r 4-

In the short run, you could certainly do,it, because you would have a
physical need to do so, based upon facilities and other considerations.

Mr. WELTS. This is the question I guess I was getting to of'the gentle-
man Whether be thought if we*start dOwn this path can we limit it
based on need or do we have to go. 50r;50, or something like that?

Mr. FRE$ZEL. I think when you start it, you ought to base it on
some sort oltarget that your facilities and your program can meet.

You will _recall that Mrs. Green, who I think was here year before
last, had an amendment which.said that all schools which were trying
to integrate or which took both men and women have to take
them on an exactly equal' basis, or they would no qualify for certain
edUcational grants.

s
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Congress turned that down and, I think, quite wisely, becaitise they
said there are some which are trying to build up to a Position of
equality, and they just cannot. And if you force them to that position,
they will simply take no women. So I think you would be justified, in
the preliminary stages to set some quotas and do what you can with
what you-thought were legitimate targets.

Mr. Hinnis.-These are all the questions I have.
Mr. FISHER. Mrs. Holt?
Mrs. HOLT. I have no questions.
Mr. Frslisa. Mr. Dickinson?
Mr. DICKINSON. No questions.
Mr. FISHER. Mr. Nedzi?
Mr. NEDZI. Thank you,Mr. Chairrnd
One of the things which troubles me in this whole proposal is the

problem of physical training. As you probably know, the academies
like great emphasis on physical training.

Have you had any kind of experience or have you thought tlAugh
the problem of getting women who are going to be able to endure
the rigors which are demanded physically in the Academy?

I noted in your response to the chairman that yoki were not ad-
vocating lowering the physical standards in any way.

Mr. FRENZEL. I think I understand the question.
Mr. NEDZI. They have running and obstacle courses all that

goes with it which requires a certain physical mak
Pup

in order to
be-able to perform.

Mr. FnpszEn: I agree with that, Mr. Ncdzi. But I may not agree
with the standards of the programs which are in effect at the acad-
emies. I can see that there can be a very fine physical specimen 'of a
woman who maybe cannot climb over an obstacle course. I think it
would be ridiculous to say that she could not get into the Academy
because she could not do that.

Mr. NEDZI. Except we say it for men now, don't we?
Mr.-FnExzEn. Sure; we used to say a kid couldn't graduate from

college until he swam 50 yards, but that really wasn't all that impor- -

tant'in t'he achieving of his degree.
Mr. NEDZI.' rIfl not aware of such a requirement. ".

Mr. FRENZEL. Wt. used to have Physical education requirements in
colleges, too. There were many people who thought they couldn't
get their degrees because they couldn't swim.

Mr. EDZI. The question is how do you handle that problem?
Mr. FRENZEL. will leave that to you, because you are the corn-

inittee 'Ana you are-the smart guys.
Mr. NEDZI. Thanks a lot.
Mr. FRENZEL. But I would say that I don't think the. public or

the Congress would react very well if we set a lot of silly plipical
httriiers such as pole vaulting 1-4 feet or crawling through the mud,
when you are preparing people for jobs where, most of the people
who hold those jobs don't have to crawl through the mud.

Mr. NEDZI. Are you saying that the present standards are silly?
Mr. FRENZEL. I don't know, because I do not know what the

. standards are. .
All I know iS that if we say we'lle going to admit women on an

equal basis.and then have a lot of silly rules which keen women from
*getting in; I,..clona thilik Congress will aceept that.
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. Mr. NEDZI. Help me understand what you're saying. Are you
Saying we- need different standards for *omen?

Mr. FRENZEL. I don't kdow.,I really don't know. I think that a
man or a woman has to be in good shape to get into the Anadeiny,
and they ought to be a reasonable physical risk for the Government.
. But I'm not sure, in either case, that they should have to do what

was required in the old days in terms Of physical training.
Mr. NEDZI. That is all I have.
Mr. FISHER. Let me ask you one to follow up on that just so I

will thOrOughliunderstand your views, as best I can.
I know there is some of that which troubles all of us, the very

thing you have referred to. But you are saying, as I understand it,
that whatever the standards are, training standards, scholastic
standards and what have you, after they are once inside the Academy
thq women should be prepared to meet the same standards that the
men inset; istliat correct?

Mr. FRENZEL. Yes, sir; 'I do say that.
Mr. FISHER. Mr. Treen?
Mr.%TnEEEN. Thank your. Mr. Chairman.
I havW a further question. We have been concentrating on the sex,

distinction aspect of these bills and I notice of the four bills we have
before us that they all state that admission to the academies should
be ade solely on the basis of requirements contained in the sec on
anti without regard to sex, race, color, or religious beliefs of he
candidate. Do you support the clause with regard to religious bet fs.
It occurs to me thatof. course, I am not suggesting that we ave"
discrimination based upon different religions. But v3e, of course, halt
recognized for years that conscientious objectors are not required to
belt. combat.

With the bill as written I think it would pretrent us from- declining
the nomination of one whose religious beliefs would prbrOnt him from
going into combat.

Mr. FRENZEL., I 'tress I don't think so. I think it means something
quite different I thmk that if a person's religious beliefs 'would keep
him out of combat, he should not apply. And if he did, you would be
perfectly justified in turning him down. I think it means that you
won't prefer one group over another.

Mr. PREEN. In other words, you would support the regulation
which would prohibit persons from being admitted to the academy
who would reftise to go into combit because of their religious beliefs.

-WT. FRENZEL. I would.
Mr. .TREEN. Thank you.
Mr. FISHER; Mr. Hogan?
Mr. nooAN..No, thank you.
Mr. FISHER. Mr. Frenzel, you haVe been very helpful, and we are

grateful to you.
The committee will stand in recess until 10 o'clock tomorrow

morning.
[Whereupon, at 10:50 the subcommittee was adjourned to

'reconvene at 10 a.m. on Wednesday, June '5, 1074.]
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HOUSE OF 'REPRESENTATIVES)
COMMITTEE ON Ankign SERVICES,

SUBCOMMITTEE No 2, -

Troshikgton,,D.C., Wednesday, June 5,1974'
The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 10:05 a.m. in room

2118-, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. 0, C. Fisher (chairman
of the subcommittee) presiding.

Mr. FISHER. The committee will come to order.
This morning we have the Honorable MartiaM. Hoffmann, General

Counsel of theDepartment of Defense, as the next witness.
Before Nre begin; -let me also welcome General Benade: We are

delighted to have you, General,. We always are. We are always a
littleetter informed afteryou sp,effic:*

So today We will proceed with the .testimony relating to the bill
concermAg the admissia of women to the service) academies) and
you may proceed.

STAMEN OF HON.
- . OF T

Mr. HOFFMANN. Th
are delighted to'have
to present the views
and admission of

As you know, the
Uniformed Chiefs,
service academies
views based on the
creating and maint

As the subcom
District Court for

, issues under discu
partment, I believ
status of these cas

Two; lawsuits vv
Court, District of
whose object is th
Schlesinger, which

The plaintiffs in
to require the Dep

TIN R. HOFFMANN, GENERAL COUNSEL
DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE;

nk you,tIr. Chairman. General Benade and I
is opportunity to ,appear before the committee

f the department relating to the appointment
en to the service academies.

rotaries of the military departments and the
long with the superintendents of the three

follow at later sessions to give more detailed
experience and the objectives of the services in

ining:the academies. .

ttee is aware,' there is litigation pending in the
the District of Columbia that touches upon the
sion today. As a preface to the views of thene-

h will be constructive to acquaint you with the
s. .

to filed on September 26, 1973, in the U.S.
Columbia, Waldie v. Schlesinger, which is the ,gase
admission to the Naval Academy, and Edwards v.

deals with the Air Fotce Academy.
, both of these case seek a permanent injunction
artment of Defense to process and admit qualified

female applicants to those academies. They also seek a declaratory-
judgment that thi refusal of the Departments of the Navy and Air
Force to 'process 'he applications of female applicants deprives the
applicants of the equal rights in training,- employment, and career ,

advancement in tie military, and thereby illegally frustrates the
plaintiff-Congress ii efi from exercising in a nondiscriminatory fashion
their statutory au s ority to nominate persons to the academies.
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Morelpecifically, it is 'alleged in these 14suits that refiisaLto admit
women to thCademies denies plaintiffs their right to equal protection
guaranteedYry 'the Fifth Amendment to the U.S. Constitution; that
the statutes governing admission of women to the academieS' do not
preclude women from being admitted, that the admission of women
Is consistent with the official purpose of the academies, which plaintiffs
state is to trainprofessional.career officers.in many fields, and hot just
for the combat arms; and finally that exclusion of women from the
academies deprives them of valuable educational, employment, and
career advantages available only to graduates of the Academies.

The answers to the complaints were filed by the Government on
January 9, 1974. The Government on April 29, 1974, moved for
summary judgment, supported by affidavits.' The plaintiff's opposed
the motion., on ,May 15, 1974, and with the filing of a Defense reply
on May 1974, the case is now ripe for decision by that pourt.

. I might add, Mr. Chairman, that oral arguments in this case were
conducted last evening in the district court.

The Government's position in this litigation is that the exclusion of
women from the academies is not an unconstitutional discrimination
on the basis of sex. The differentiation between the sexes is held to
have a rational basis in legitimate Government purpose, so that
under the governing case-law, as Lit presently stands, it does, not
constitute a denial of equal protection under the fifth amendment.

Second, the government asserts that the statutes governing
admission of women to the academies *dude the services from
admitting women. The affidavits and pleadings'assert the% the women
are not denied educational, employment, or career opportunities in
the Armed Forces by virtue of their exclusion from the academies.

Finally, the services show that the statutory prohibitions against
the use Of women in .combat strongly militate against a policy of
admission to the academies Once the academies have as their primary
function the training of officers' for combat duty. I will be happy, to
respond to particular questions on this litigation if the subcommittee
so desires. s-

I might point out, Mi. Chairman, that I had hoped, to have lyith rhe,'
to provide for the staff, a complete set of the pleadings in these cases.
They are quite voluminous and I am not quite sure you would'want
to include them in your hearing record. I think there is a good deal of
research on a lot of .the legal anti policy issue4,which have gone into
the lawsuit. Accordingly, it might be helpful to the committee staff.
We will get that to you. [Retained in committee files.]

Mr. FISHER. I think the staff could profit from reading the pleadings,
if they are available.

Jr. HOFFMANN. Yes, sir.
Over the past few years anumber of legislative proposals have been

introduced in the Congress which have as their object the admission
of women to the service academies. H.R. 9832, 93d Congress, a bill
"To eliminate discrimination based on sex with respect' to the appoint-
ment and admission of women to the service academies" is one Such
measure. The Department reported its opposition to this bill to the
chairman pf the Committee 'on Armed Services on: April 264974.
As thn Department of Defen'se stated in its report on that measures
there is a great, demand for the services of graduates of the three
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servickLactideinies. ,Therefoie, great care must be 1XerCised in the
selection Of individuals to attend service, academies so that the Army,
Navy, and Air Force will be able to assign graduates to thole areas
-Wherethe -need ispost critical.

Over an.rabove the immediate problems inherent hi consideration
of the bills prbposing admission of women to the academies, as I an}
Sure the subcommittee has already perceived from these hearings tb
date,. there are a number of constitutional 'considerations and- con-
siderations of fairnes involved in the establishment of either identical
or disparate combat 'roles for men and women in.the services:

Let me state quite clearly the Department's affirmative position
with respect to the role of women in the services. As this subcommittee
'Mows, the Department has undertaken a concerted effort to bring
more women into the Services both in enlisted and officer roles. It is
the goal of the Department of Defense to obtain the best qualified

people for. military service and to utilize them in skills best suited for
their aptitudeS. The DOD policy of increasing the number of women
recruited and kicreasing the number of career fields open to them
assists in recruiting qualified military personneljn the all-yolunteer
environment as well as supports the national policy of providing equal
-opportunity to Women. n

In this fegard, the military services plan td inCrep,se the number of
female military personnel from 55,400 at,the end of 'fiscal year 1923 to
93,500 by the end orfiscal year 1975. Enlisted women strength dining'
the same period is expected to almost double from 42,600 to 79,400
and will cbntinue to expand during fiscal year 1976-78.

The demonstrated contribution of women in the services is a source
of pride to our ,Nation and,particularly to the Department-We look
forward to their continued service in important and vital military '
roles., There are alternative training sources for. female officerS.,that,
offer excellent educational opportunities. These are alternative
:training sources to the academy.

The opening of the Reserve Officers Training Corps scholarship
program to women is an example of this new emphasis. ThroUgh this
program, young women may acquife their college education and
military, training at schdols having coeducational facilities and Offering
the 'flexibility of courses to meet both their needs and this needs, o

'the.respective services. The currently available procurement sources
.produce all of the female officers required by the armed services and
provide a wide range of choice for the female applicant.,

The Department of Defense agency responsible for establishing
policy in regard to the service academies is the Department of
Defense Committee on Excellence in Education. This, Committee
is chaired by the Deputy Secretary of Defense, Mr. Clements. The
members are the Assistant Secretary of Defense ,(Matiposver and ).
Reserve Affairs) and the Secretaries of the Army, N tzvy and Air
Force. This Committee affords executive examination and overview
of all the. education programs of the Department and ekercises
management control over the creation, operation, and termination .of
the various element& of these programs: ,

The Department of Defense Committee on Excellence in Education
has reaffirwed, that the indispensable function of the three service
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_acadeanies-.n o* the eame.as,,,, it always has been:to teach tbi Oct11'$
.. 4

-WhAc1110#1. 11e4toe.--0 te1.04 Nation'S
- xit?a wader tip.:

A.k, the .Ne.v.Y .Academy,, to ,cite example;_ the curriciihiria is
. men for duty at Sea by-cler eloping in theta:a kblitt
foundation for seagoing the riniarY. fii1)146. 01, the
military AcSderay end. Air:_ Forte Aeadelny. to_ '_produce career,.
oriented officers stualifiecito provide comlat4 qualified leadershiP to
citri,out'. -their -`asion.

of 'concoroitantt.,timortence that, currant .ennellment poRies
_ . be maintained *SO that those entering the 'academies are.qtaglified to

. be_f.uture conibat. leaders. The unicity,Of the rigorous trainingprogram
requh-edpf411 of.the, cadets, 4plaeddedin a combet-oriented
pent _which presumes., that_exerycadet or midshipman is a potentiaj

. ... combat leader, is a.'',c'tunerstone -Of the service_ hcademies as the are
,presently constituted. TheSeryit,es..4,1 be prepared to speak in detail

conesp.tAig, its preeminence in the context of overall service,.
edudation...' .

gir,_,Cliairmin, let nie add Ainote. Of interest with feknect to the
1)00.n.50 efcirmjit.tree rkcelience iii Ediicatioh. That ConaMittee
has this' sear travelled` and leonducte me' etkgs and reviewed the
siatis,pf each of the service academies at their lockitiOns;thiris- a point_
w,hicla may amplify for you wharf the weightCif their recommendfitions,

The pepAttrgent believes that the will of the, Ameriefin, people! .as
expressed in existing laws. and deinonstrated by netional policy ja
past wars,,tias al '7i.vaysbeen and continues to be that :women should not.

ID

§01* AA; 1P4Cle4'hiP r°1eS.
Congress lug ,enacted- statutes prbbibiting women from being

assigne. certain combat roles,in th:e Navy and Air Ferce. Under
sec ton 0015, title 10, United States Code, wortensesving in the Navy
and ,the Marine Corps are proTaibitedfrom beingssignea to duty in
aircraft engaged in combat missions or ,frona laquag assigned to duty
on veSselsof the 'Navy other than hospital ships and transports.

"Under sectioliA549''oftitie 10, United States Code, feinale Members
,,of the Air Force are generally prohibited from duty* aircraft en-
. gaged in comjallt missions. ,This policy is, further reflected:1)y Army

regula4ieesr,*.e13.,,since the time of the Revolution, has included only
male- officers in sevice in. combat roles: 4

So long as the essential mission and purhose44hesservice academies
is-toproVide,th,e Armed Forces With the hardAore of combat leader
we think it plain that the framing of the service 'academies' appoint -
ment and admission criteria, in terms of combat qualifications, serires
rational, legitimate and compelling goveripnental interests. So long,

thehistonceI and legal restrictions against women serving in combat,
roles: continue* is clear that this differentiation based on sox bears
a Air 'and substantial. relationship to the accomplishment of the
governmental interests here involved and, thus, to the appointment

iadmission standards through, which, those interests arelulfilled.
In view of the fact that women are precluded from serving in combat,

. to admit them to the service academies would-alter the fundamental
chIacter of the-institutions as training grounds for combat-leadership
officers. -
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combat participation,by women, then you would have a situation
which iii. ray judgment would 'Mow you to set a quota on combat
'officers, since there.would he 4. rational basis.

You would be .precluded -from setting a quota on noncombat or
general support pe personnel by reason of the fact that a differe;tia-
don between the sexes on other than a cunibat basis would not ave
'the rational basis necessary to withstand the constitutional test.

So under the present laws and the constitution as, it is interpreted
by the courts, the thrust' of what I'm saying is that the decision to
admit women to the academiesif it. should go forwardLs deserving
of the attention of both the Congress and the .Department as to
questions of the numbers and facilities and on these sorts of practical
problems which will have an effect on the character of 1.,lie academies
and therefore the character of the entire training structure of the
services as. we know it today.

Thank'you,Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Fl..sna, Thank you, Mr. Hoffmann.
Is 'there any question in your niind about the constitutionality of

. the policies followed, as I understand them, at West Point today and
to sOme extent, but maybe not so, Well defined, at other academie:3-
whith require all those who take the training at the." Academyto corn-.
gut themselves to combat roles in the event theY should be called
for that purpose?

Ie it yout,blelief thatithe Government has the right, in carming out
the hinctiOns of those academies,. to 'require those who participate in
the training there to engage in combat missions in the event they
should be Called or assigned for that purpose?

Mr. HormA.Nii. Yes, sir. I thinkthe answer bOth of,those questions
is yes.

It is, my opinion that the differentiation in. the sexes based upon the
-combat role is constitutional: And it is further my judgment that the

laws requiring the exaction of a commitment to combat services after
completion of the Acad'emy courses are also constitutional.

Mr. FifillER. And you base that upon the principle of rationality
which you referred to? In other words, the distinction betWeen,men.
and women being in comliat is a rational distinction? That is the way. I
understand your testimony.

HOFFMANN. I believe it is, and I think it is reinforced by the
successive congressional actions and inactions which have put the law
in its present state. These occur not only in the prohibitions against
combat to which I have adverted, but I think the history of the
legislative deyelppment of the academies would require this view.

I do not believe a bill addressing this particular subject was intro=
. ..due,ed into the Congress befOre the second section of the 92d Congress.

There Was a billintroduced in 1945 by Mr. Fulton which would have
,set ,up a trisegvice academy for female officer candidates.

There following, during the debate on the Air Force Academy bill,
it is very clear from debate on this bill, again carried or by Mr.
Fulton, that, the& was no objective by the Congress at that time to
have women in the Air Force Academy.

During .the debate Mr. Fulton took time out with Mr. Short to
explore the possibilities of consideration of his proposal to have an all-
service academy. I think that is the law as it stands today. But we
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hold. t, clear .that there is legitimate Government purpose as expressed'
in. the statutes by the, Congress and that this is fully expressed in the,
legislative -history of the insqtutiOns.

Mr. FISHER. One other question. You referred to the elisting
statutes which prohibit the assignment of women to certain combat
roles in the Navy and the Air Force. .

IA the event the committee should report a bill requiring the ad-
mission of women to the service academies, I would assume thatand
it hits been so testified by the sponsois of the legislationI would
assume that those women would go in. with the understanding that
they would comply with;the regulations which would require them to
accept combat missions in the event they should be called upon to do
so.

Now just assuming that the committee should proceed in that
direction, is it your thought that at the same time we should repeal
these 'statutes which' you refer to which now prohibit combat roles
for women in the Navy and in the Air Force?

Mr, HOFFMANN. I think those are two separate questions, Mr.
Chairman.

As I have indicated I think the committee could take the course
of changing the admission requirements for the academies without
addressing the combat issue. In my view, if that were done, it should
be rnade clear that .is what is being done. That would enforce the
series or decisions which .I mentioned having to do, with splitting
the academies to some .extent in half. There would be no percentage
in 'requiring all admittants to participate fully in the combat training
required. And there may be some positive arguments for not doing
that in order to preserve the unicity of academy and the combat
leadership training and experience to which I have adverted.

But assuming the Congress decided that it was the better part of
wisdom to admit women to the academies. I think probably- that
next question should be addressed, the question as to combat. And
when you get to the question of combat, you are talking about now
not only officers, but you are talki about enlisted personnel.

This, of course, while it could be arguable tangential to the issue
at hand, does raise the question of whether, if you remove the combat
restructions, whether you vould then not fully accommodate both.
males and females in all units of the service with respect to the combat
mission. 4

0

And I think that is the large question. The Department of Defense
_view is that neither should be changed. The restriction against
combat, we believe, reflects' the will of the American people on the
issue, And we further- believe that the academies should remain
structured the way they are.

Mr. FISHER. Just to summarize the basis for your conclusions, as
I understand them, the Department of Defense opposes this legislation
because it takes the position that the academies are primarily intended
to train the cadets and the midshipmen for combat roles if they are
called upon to perform in that regard.

'And because you feel that women are not properly qualified, for
the reasons you set forth,,, engage in combat roles is the basis for
your' o osition to this legislation; is that correct?

Mr. HOFFMANN. That is correct.
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. Riaii?
Ir. NEDZi. Think you,. Mr. 'Chairman. -1.,

Mr. HOFFMANN, on page 4 you stated, that the Military sot-ices
plan to increase the number of females in the iiilitary"proni. 54,000
up to 93,000. Could you tell us what goes into making that kind of
plan?

Mr. Hon-atm-TN. I will ask General Benade to address himself to
the particulars.

. I think it is a blend of policy and practical considerations. As I
have indicated, a number of career fields, as they evolve and as the
military review them, are opening up. We see applications from highly
qualified women for spOts.

Moreover, as we project manpower figures and in our desire to
get the most qualified applicants to fill these jobs, I think it is increas-
ingly clear that as the services take in women and as the women
become more open to thcl 'idea of. the service capeier .that there. are
just more possibilities on

the
sides.

Genital, can you Efdd to that?
General BENADE. I think in large part, Mr. Nedzi, the reason for

the expansion is the fact that just about allin fact all of the fields
in the military services, all four services, which are not strictly com-
bat or immediate combat support have been opened up to women.
This considerably expands prior concepts of utilization of women.

, 'Therefore, these numbers can be accommodated within the structure.
Mr. gOZT. What percentage of the spOtS in the military would*

you say p'r'esently could be made available to women?
General BErt.4.-ot. In terms of- numbers?
Mr.'Nnozr. `Yes.
GenerarBirrA3*.i Well, as I say, these numbers ,indicate that

all the way up to almost 100,000 will ultimately he usedthat is,
women who can be accommodated within the services.

Mr. NED= Certainly, more than 100,000 are utilized in nonconi-
bat roles within the military, aren't they?

General BENADE. Yes, Mr. Nedzi. But always you have the
problem that there has to be a balance, because in the noncombat
units you still have to have a rotation base. You still have the prob-
lem .of which position should be filled by civilians. All of these
factors are taken into account.

There was, as you recall, in the manpower portion of the authori-
zation hearingsthe Department of Defence submitted to the
Congress and specifically, to this Committee, the manpower require-
ments report.

I have before methat report, section 12 of that report gds into
considerable detail on this subject we are discussing. It lays out the
career fields now open to women.

You will see a considerable expansion of those fields.
Mr. Nnozi., For9 present purposes, can you give us some idea Of

how many spots there are which are not involved in the rotation base -
with respect to combat? Certainly, substantially more than 100,000
Would be.

General BENADE. A very. rough 'aggregation, Mr. Nedzi, would
'ho that about 54 percent of the armed forces are in combat units or
direct combat skills, a little more than half.
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In the support base -about 46 percent:
Mr. NEDZI. SOMethit in excess million?
GeneraIBiiinE.'YeS:
Mr. NEDZI. And then my question is how do you arrive at the

9.6,500 figure?
Genera .'ADE. Other factors come into it. First is thesaatter of

facili for their training and housing and so on. There has been a
pr ern with respect to providing -adequate facilities for women in.
the Army, for example.

This has required some expansion of the facilities at Fort McClellan,

type
housing be provided of tha proper kind. It is a phase-in

type thing, and the accession of the *Omen is related to the capability
of the services to properly house and train them.

Mr. NEDZI. What about recruitment?
General BE_NADE. No problem with respect to recruitment, Mr.

Nedzi. As'yon knOW, Z am sure,' we have enjoyed outstanding success
in the recruiting of Aillifien both in the enlisted area ,and the officer
area. The standards are very high...and the quality of the intake is
Outstanding.

Mr. NEDZI. So the .problem right now is merely--4 should not say
"merely,",because it is substantialbut essentially it is the question.
of housing and providing physical facilities for the individuals, rather
than gettmgthentto enlist?

General BENADE. That is correct, sir.
Ideally, Mr. Nedzi, there is an optimum mix between the nunlber

of military, including women in the military, andihe number of civil-
ians needed to perform the defense mission.

One of the gteat problems we have in all of the servicesand the
Navy is an outstanding exampleis the matter of insuring in the
structure sufficient spaces for the rotation of the individuals from the
ships at sea to billets on shore,.for example.

The billets on shore in the continental United States ger erally
are not considered to be combat units. Yet it is taecessary to have
vacancies in those billets to accommodate the meit,who come in off
the ships at sea. If women were in those billets there would be ade-
quate fibtation base for the men.

Mg. NEDZI. Of course, the Navy is the smallest component of the
military, outside of the Marine Corps.

General BEiNtAnE. Yes, sir, but they have such a large proportion
of. their forces at sea at any one time.

Mr. NEDZI. Have you arrived at the optimum mix to which you
referred, between males and females in the service?

. General BENADE. This is continually under study in all of the serv-
ices and in the Office of the Secretary of Defense, Mr. Nedzi.

I, as purely a personal opinion, would expect we would continue to
see some further enlargement, although not quite SQ dramatic, in
future years. But I do not ,think cue have reached the optimum blend
yet "of the military - civilian -women mix for the Armed Forces.

Mr. NEDZI. Could you give us a ball park estimate as to what an ;`

optimum mix of males an4. females is?
General BENADE. I do not believe I can, Mr Nedzi, because it does

involve t.Ome very intricate calculations and examinations of duties. I
thinkl night mislead more thani.would help, if I tried to do it.

1



Mr. 'NED= Offhand, do you see any problem iri baying 40-50 mix?,
General BENADE. Yes, I woiild definitely see very great prOtleras.if

we had p...iiaix that large, unless women were fully, prepared to assume ,
arid perform in combat roles. %. ,4' . .. ... ...

...

Mr. NEDZI. I am talking about the 46 percent having no combat
connection. . .

General BENADE. But I'm driving at the fact that a large part of
that 46

and
spaces .are used by people who rotate from the

fleet and the'uombat units overseas. t.

Mr. .NEnzr. Can you give us a figure as to what ercentage we have
in the military which is not involved in that c IJ)atmix, that rotation
base? ....._ . A

General BENADE. It will vary by service, but I can give you some
rough idea. If we were to speak in tirms purely of combat skills, it
would range from perhaps 15 or 16 percent.in the purely combast-MOS's
of the Army to as high as about 38 percent for the combat skills in the -..:.

., /17;Air Force. . ,
. .

Mi. Nnzr. I assunie that is the 54 percpnt you were talking about
across theboard?

. General BENADE. It is included, and that would be a more refined
breakdown, Mr. Nedzi. That would be the proportion of the force
which is engaged in roles which would require ,them to come into
direct contact with the enemy.

Mr. Wpm. I am concerned about the 46 percent. Hove many of
those are actually used as a rotation base? 'What percentage is purely
noncombat with the possibility of going into combat next to being
nonexistent? Aid there are such areas; are,there not? ,

'General BENADE. yes, ,Mr.1qedzi.
I think the best way I can answer that question, sir,j.s. to indicate

-that about that whole 46 percent would be considered as in jobs not,.
involving direct combat. But again I emphasize that of that 46 per-
cent a large part fOrmspart of the rotation base.

Mr. N.EDZI. How much of that? .

General BENADE. I would say the largest part of it, but I cannot
give you a precise figure.

Mr. 'NED= OS., . .

MrRaiment'', I noted that the ROTC is open to women. Have
you, made any accommodations in the program to provide the kind
of training for women officers which you think is appropriate?

Mr. nOFFAIANN. The ROTC's have in fact been opened up, the first
one in 1968, which was in the Air Force. And both, the Army and the
Navy are, I think this year, admitting their 'first ROTC female
Candidates on other than a trial basis. . -

The courses as structured and the inputs to those courses are
designed for the female applicant. We have had some experience
with that. There were test programs I believe in both the Navy and
the Army. And, of course, we have the experience over a number of
years oliemarei)fficers to draw on.

So I would say, yes, those ROTC courses are well suited for this
purpose. . .

Mr. NEDZI. Why couldn't the same thing be done in the Academies?
- Mr. 1:10FFMAiiN. I think the:same thing probably could be don ia at
the Acadeinies. "We feel that to do that will change the essential

,F ,
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nature of the Academies and the essential character or the training
that you can conduct at the Acadhates;

, Mr. 1TIng. Is: that undesirable?
Mr. HOFFMANN. We think it is, yes. ,
Mr..Ntozr. Why?
Mr, HOFFMANN,. Basically, two reasons. First, you have a wide range

of schools and opporatunities_at theleyel where officers come in and
receive their primary training, which ure already open,to women. So
there is not a need for additional facilities. Of course, beyond that

you ha''e what amounts to graduate schools in all of the services,
frost of those not having the particidar combat qualification require-
ments; are open,to and attended by *om,erf.

Secondly, you dQ have a requiretnent, it seems to me, for a certain
kind of, schoortVgive. you the hardcore backbone of combht-oriented
leadership. I think that -history has demonstrated, certainly with

, respect to the Army and Naval Academies, that this is necessary. Our
position is, that this sort of training which be&mes more at a premium
as we get arther away from The actual combat experience itself, which
hopefully in a generation of peace.we will continue to do, there are the
types of skills, ,the types of tolerance and types of leadership ability
which, as these programs have evolved over the course of a number
cif years, have rproved.to bre not only valuable but indispensable in
combat. We feel that you have to have that input, and this is the
best way to get it. Now, we are not saying it is impossible to do it
Ire Le saying it is une And for the reason we do .not
propose to sand 'svoin3n to combat, t L not the time to do it.

Mr. NEDZI.:*hy do you say it is unwise to do it? And it really
gets,down to the question as to why you believe because I noted in
your statement that you said that the DOD believes that existing
laws prohibit 'the use of women in combat units, and the words,
"* '" and they should prohibit the use of women in combat units,"
Are used. And my question is: Why should these laws prohibit the
use of women in Combat?'

Mr. Holt 1,1)41x. I think because the American people and the Amer-
ican ethos, if you will, while it has changed over the course of the
,history of the country, has not changed to that degree.

If'you look at specific examptes
Mr. NEDZI. Should we be exerting some effort to change the Amer-

ican e ithos n that respect? .
Mr. HoFFATAN/y. I think we certainly should. And as my statement

indicates, the advances taken by the services and the DOD in the
admission of women to the services have gone a long wayein that
direction:

I do not believe, and the Department of Defense does not believe,
we have yet come to the time When we areprepared to make no
distinction in combat between two persons, one of w4ich is a male and
one a female.

NEDZI. Help,mq understand that more clearly. Why? I mean,
apart froni the fact,that the laws say they should not be used. We are
here in the process of changing laws, as you know, possibly changing
the law, ancl we need guidance.

Mr. HOFF5IANN. There is certainly no question that there is noth-
ing7-Senator Dirksen used to say there is nothing more supportive of

. 1 s
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the, enactment of ,legislation than an idea Nibose time has come. Wo,.
guaiiion *hether:the time has come. -

. -
,

4-

; Take; kir instance, the, qnestion of capture of women. Now, there is
no qiieStion that'when you are opposed to a foe as we were in 'Vietnam

,.: for,in.stande,.. or as we were in Kerea, or as 'we have been Perceived to
,

.
have been in other wars where the Opposingside does not have the- .
reverence for wtitne,n and does not hold thein in the esteem that, our
society does, that -the capture of women and the resultant political ,.

..jitivantage gained by' the cantors, in he minds of the people, will be .

significantly' different from that it would be in the case of men. .
Mr. NEnzi.'I mean, You get stories about how our male prisoners;were poorly treated: ..

,Mr. HOFFMANN. I agree with you, and I think given the American
ethos, as it exists today, the situation would be tar worse with respect
to female captives. That, of college, affects the national will to main-
tan. combat. And I think that ia a relevant point.

The question of die exposure of women to the rigors and to the -
experience of combat, the interdependence required, there is a question
as towhetherwhether it is right or wrong or whether it is as we wish
it would be in a perfect worldwomen ale regarded as being as
combat worthy as men. .

M. NEDZI. YOU seem to he falling back upon the attitude of the
public. I just wonder whether all of us do not have some obligation
to lead in this regard. Is it your feeling thatme shoUld continue to
prohibit the use 44 women in combat units, or should we change and
anew women-into combat? ' ,

Mr. HOFFMANN. It is the feeling of the Department that we should.
Continue the prohibition. ,

Mr. NnOzr. I have no further questions, Mr: Chairman.
Mt. FISHER: Mr. Daniel? , .

-Mr. DANIEL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman,
General Benade, Mr. Nedzi referred to the availability of women

in air Of the:military forces, Has DOD 'conducted any studies, or has
anyone else, to your knowledge, or made any projections, as to the
number of women who might have an interest in applying to the
Military Academies? , ''

. .

General BENADE. No, sir. I do not believe there is available ,any
cIedr,,indication as to what thatPurnbef might be., .

.

Mr..Dong. So far as you know,, there have been no studies made?
General BENADE. I am not aware of any.

, ' Mr. DANIEL. What is yew' own personal opinion?
General BENADE. My personal opinion,,Nfr. Daniel, is that the num-

ber of women who would elect admission to the Academy, as opposed
to the other avenues open to them, like the 4 -year scholarship programs
and so On, would, be relatively small, I would think.

-Yet I would go on to say that if the Congress were to direct that
women be admitted to the Academies, then hopefully the number of
applicants will be on the order of five or six for every one to be ad-
mitted, in order to permit the same degree of selectivity which is now
employed in the selection of the young men who enter.

Mr. bANIEL. In the event the law is changed, would that be a
desirable number from 3, our point of view from a cost standpoint, for
example, or any other standpoint, for that matter, For exam*,

N.+
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ivou.1d you say that yon Could make 100 more cost effective than 10?
addresaithak.4uestion?'

Generaniriani.1 think, Mr. Daniel, as a general proposition,
that if you were to have; women enter the ,academies at some point
thin tie numbers should be sufficient, I would 'think to make it
wOrthwhile in terms of the changes whiCh will _presumably have to be
made in terms of the curriculum, physical training, such changes in
the }xysical faCilitie.s as might be required=to provide for the necessary
privacy for the women cadets and so on. I think purely from a cost.
effectiyeness standpoint that if you are going to undertake those
changes you are better off to make them for some larger number
than a small number. Otherwise, you have gone to a great deal of
ex ease with very little advantage. .

Mr. HOFFMANN. Let me, if I may, add to that answer. If the pattern
the Congress chooses is to lift the restrictions on women in combat,
then the problem. disappears. You simply admit, without regard to
Ontas. You would have as many in each class as could qualify under
the qualifications requirementi in competition with the others.

And as a practical matter, before you get to class you really do not
kitow boil/ Many will be there.

If you do not lift the combat restriction 'but you do provide for the
admission of females to the academies, then you have another problem
which may or may not be subject to Constitutional resolution in terms
or a quota system. So that whether one might hazard guesses as to
how the academies -Would. like to handle the problem, if you gave it
to themthey can respond in terms of numbers, I think, better than
wej:it is not clear that the number will be an operative part of our
equation. k

Mr. DANIEL. Let the record shoW that I am not suggesting quotas,
but I am simply asking how can you best handle it in the event the
law is changed.

understand the proponents of these bills, they do not want any
.change in the curriculum nor in the physical standards, so that prob-
lem would not be as severe if we operate under the standards which
are being recommended by the propOnents of this legislation.

In case the 'prohibition against women serving in combat rolesq's
, removed, what are the real serious problems? Let its assume we are

going to repeal the law which says that women -cannot serve in combat,
what are the serious problems with respect to the admission of women
to the academies?

General BENADE. There would be no serious problems which would
remakftnnless I am misunderstanding the question: Once that declara-
tionkif national policy has been made and embodied in the statutes,
then/ as Mr. Hoffmann has indicated, the number of women to bo
admitted to the academies would be without limit. And if would be
on a best qualified basis.

Now what this does subsequently in terms of the composition of
combat forces and how this might affect combat capability are very
deep, questions which. twould rather not give an off the top of the head
answer to, Mr. Daniel.

Mr. DANIEL. Of course:
Mr. NEOzi. Will the gentleman yield?
Mr. DANIEL: Yes.
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Mr. NEDZI. I just had drawn to my attention that there is no law
preventing women from serving in combat as far as the Army is
.concerned.

General BENADE. That is correct, Mr. Nedzi. But they have by
policy continuously, from the beginning of their existence, had the
same effect.

Mr. NEDZI. Ili view of the fact that the law does not prohibit you
from having women serve in combat, why shouldn't they be admitted
to the Military Academy?

General BENADE. For the ,reasons which Shave been adduced this
morning. The role of West Point has been considered. to be that of
producing combat leaders. And since Army policy has, during all of
its history, been to exclude women from combat units, they have,
therefore, not been eligible for admission to West Point.

Mr. NEDZI. Who makes Army policy/ .
General BENADE. The Secretary of the Army with the approval of

the Secretaw of Defense and the President.
Mr. NEnzr. Why shouldn't he change it?
Mr. HOFFMANN. I think the answer to that is for the reason that he

doesn't believe it should be changed.
Mr. NEDZI. But not because of any legal restriction?
Mr. HoFruAri. I do not think there is a legal restriction necessarily

with respect to the Army which could not be cured by the Army, if
it wanted to.

Mr. NEDZI. I thank the gentleman for yielding.
Mr. DANIEL, In light of the questions propounded by Mr. ,Nedzi,

would you differentiate between the acaderami. with respect to the
admission of women? Are there any problems a! one which you would

. not have at another?
General BENADE. That is possible, Mr. Daniel. But.might I suggest

that it is my understanding that of the future witnesses to appear
before the committee there will appear the respective superintendents
of the academies. I am sure they will be much more qualified to ad-
dress how it will affect their specific institutions.

Mr. DANIEL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. FISHER. Mr. Treen?
Mr. TREEN. Thank you, .Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Hoffmann, did I understand you to say that the plaintiffs in

the two suits you mentioned are not alleging the unconstitutionality
of the statutes involved? They are not arguing that point?

Mr. HOFFMANN. That is correct. They haye not argued it. Their
argument is based upon the policy, but their argument on briefs is
that the statutes are neutral.,

Mr. TREEN. Is it your view do, you construe the statutes as impos-
ing a prohibition to the admission of women to the academies?

Mr. HOFFMANN. Yes, sir. We do so regard the statutes.
TREEN. And yet they are not arguing that these statutes ar

constitutionally invalid?
'Mr. HOFFMANN. They have not taken that position in court.
Mr. TREEN. I understandand correct me if I am wrongthat

ithe Air Force Academy permits a certain percentage of men into the
academy Nyho cannot qualify as pilots because of their eyesight. I

8



have a vag;u0 recoliec ion it is in the neighborhood 'of:5 or 7 Percent or
somethhig.1110- that. ut is: it 25 percent? =

. First of all, do you know what the percentage is Who are admitted
to the Air Force Aca emy and who, when they are admitted,' know
thatthey will' not be ssigned as pilots? _

Mr. I.LOFFAIANN..Y,
TREEN. What ercentage is it?
liorimANrt, I have to.get you the percentage. I believe it

ln4r'be in 'the vicinity of 25 percent.
[rhe following information was received for the record:] '

GENERAtl COUNSEL OF THE ISITARTMENT OF DEFENSE,
Washington, D.C., June 13,_1971,.'

Mr. WILLIAn B. HOGAN, Jr.,
Counsel, Armed Services Committee Staff, t -

,.House of Representatives, ,Washington, D.C.
DEAR MR. HooAN: In response to Mr. Trcen's questions on pages 139-140

.regarding the percentage of individuals admitted to the Air Force Academy who
cannot lify as pilots,- the following information is supplied. The following
to tes-for each -of the last 10 years the rcentage of the entering class to
zthe Air one Academy who were not qualified '1 t or navigation ital. nyinugu:nt

nviZtj
class:

1968
1069

_1970'
, [1971

1, 172
,49973

v 1974', ' L
1975
1976 ->

1977
\

ZO. 5..-
12. 9« 1,1 2
13.6
15. 8
18..1

..1 21.1
s 17. 6

18.8.
19. 2 \

The, above information should provide the appropriate information to be
inserted in the record.

.

Sincerely, ,- , - ,

.
, Meitriii R. Bosnian.

Mr. TREEN. Mr. 'Has says 25 percent. And 10 us Assume that
for, the moment. Tha percentage is not that important.

What will these men do, the 25 percent Who 'are admitted who
we know cannot qualify as pilots? Will they be assigned to combat
roles? , ,,

. Mr. HOFFMANN. There are other combat roles in. the Air Force
besides flying. For instance, tactical air, where.ihere are vita in the
field in the forward areas, a number of those supporting ffinctions
,are considered to be combat by the Air Force. .

You Can say as a generalization that each cadet or midshipman
admitted to a servica academy is physically combat qualified. 'There
are some commissions given in other than the combat arms for those
who.. do not maintain those qualifications thro-ughnni their serike,
eitha9 because of physical injury or deterioration of eyesight, or what

;have you. .,,- .
,

Mr, TREEN. But we knovi these men going in,; unless they hem
-.some. reversal .of their eyesight condition, would a very limited
combat role and probably only in the area you just mentioned, the

. fo ward area, for tactical?
, Ir..HOPFDIANN. I wOuldthinic so; yes. -;

v 82 8.:
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,,i.Mr. TREEN. I am not suggesting by this,that I favor this proposed:
,,

legisl4tioncl have 'not made up my mind on it. I, for one, am not
convinced of a fundamental inequity in this Nation's deciding. that -
men will perfOrm the function of national defense. I am not convinced
that that is invidious discrimination nor am I convinced it is unfair.

I have one other question. With regard to our newly founded
Armed Services Medical College, do we havemaybe counsel for the
committee can tell mehaS any policy been developed with regard
to adMission of women to the medical university-; or do yqu know?

Mr. HOFFMANN. I dd not have. I will check- on that and ,

get an answer. .

Mr. TREEN. Does counsel of the committee know? ', -, . rMr. HOGAN. I don't answer. ,
Mi. HOFFMXNN. I do k the statute says anything one way

or the other, as I recall. '', -;Mr: TgEEN. As far as you know,, there would be no reason not to
wameh, although medical people could be in forward area? ;

Mr, HOFFMANN. I think that is correct,. .. ' .
,

Mr. TREEN. I would be interested in ,kiiowing that.
Mr. HOFFMANN. I will get you that answer, but I b,elieie the, answer

is that there is no distinctionJnb,de on admission.
Mr. Trinnii:. Thank you. Those are all the questions I have,

N P . Mr. Ersngri. Mr. Hillis? "
Mr. lards. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

, -

I have a few questions I would like to address to each of the gentle-
men: I think these hearings are very important in many regar.

First of all, let me ask, hypothetically, what would be your.opinioni,
.and I understand that it can be only an opinionif the equal right;
'amendment passes, where will we stand in regard to this issue then?

Mr. HOFFMAN:Y. This is a question that, as a 'lawyer, I cannot ,
ass'ure you is as neatly answered as one would like to be able to say it
is.

The debates come out both ways. The opponents from time to time
would state the firm position that if the equal rights amendment were
enacted it would require the expansion of the draft to include women,
women in combat, and that sort of thing. . t. :

A number of the proponents of the amendment took the view that
this Avoidd not be required, that while' the force of the amendment

.vois to promote and establish equality before the law with women,
it 44 not purport to override such across-the-board distinctions based
upon say, physical characteristics.. . .

,. S9'r do not have a, confident feeling one way or the other on the
amendment, given it presentlistory.

Mr. lin.urs. I am very sorry I vas detained a few ments this
morning and missed the early parr f your statement. B t
that, you said that. it is the policy of Congress and the poli y of Govern-
ment and of the Defense Department to determine what role women
Serve tKlityjs that correct?. '' . -

'Mr. OFFMANN. That.is correct.
.481r. HiLXis. Under equal rights is itt5 also conceivable that this

ti right to Make policy as far as national defense would remain with the
Congress and with the Secretary of Defense, at least. to a limited,.
degree? .

1. ( , ,
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Mr. HOFFMANN. The courts appear to have given a very wide
latitude to the Congress and Department of Defense in the matter
of raising armies, and in that context, in the manner of putting together
the ,appropriate balante for a defensive posture. I would think that
woild not be quickly eroded.

Mr. Faits. One of the main problems here, it seim, is this
business of combat. I guess, I am searching my conscience on how I
feel about this thing, and I am becoming more and more convinced
peitaps in terms of combat, when yoirconsider au infantryman cam--
inga. rifle ilnd moving forward, I do not think I want to see mywife,
or if L had a daughterhavt,to isn'tperform that service. But it
true that in this sophisticated age in which we li$e that there might bp
different types of combat service? I am thinking of Senator Cooke's
statement that combat:could be a lady sitting at a computer in North
Dakota. Wouldn't tiis atcombat assignment that a woman could
serve in-effectively?

Mr. HOFFMANN. I would defer to the Air.Force on that particular
assignment. would think in general we are moving in the,. direction,
as Mr. Nodzi and I discussed, 'of more -and more career opportunities,
for ewomen in different fields.

Mr. lams. Would that be a career opportunity that a w oman
could serve in in the Air Force?

Mr...EloyintiAtm, I would defer to the Air Force on that. My aWn
personal view, based upon having toured the facilities, would be that
it Would not be. .

Mr. thyme. If there were all women in the silo?I have been in
missile silos underground, and I know they are manned by usually no

werethan two people. But if they ere both women, would th9te be,
any iioroblem?

Ms., 11orFitANN. I think one could make an intellectual4ument
that that would be all right. I have not myself thought through or ex-
plored the practicalities. . A .

Mr. Mum. If we make policy as to ,rho goes 1:to combat, couldn't
,we also determine there are certain combat functions that perhapS
.women could sere p in and there are certain functions we would trot
ask a. woman, to seve in?

Mr. ILArmANN. Provided we can establish or that there is a rational,
basis' for sa doing, -I think the answ.eris yes.

Now let me enlarge on that a moment. Obviously, we have the,
nurses who have traditionally been the women farthest advanced
totards_the combat zone. Now you do have policies, and they were
exercised in the Vietnam conflict, with respect to foyivard deployment

,of women. It is nsually done after the situation liassettled down. And
it is usually done only in those areas which cats assure maximum
Protection.

So you have different shadings _and different purposes, because
obviously there, is presumptively some protection with the Red Cross
armband and the red cross on top of the hospital to t which you see
which affords that degree of protection.

One would have to be careful, it seems to me, lure, iculating exactly
-what the purposes were and m hat the scope of the allowance was to
assure that it was grounded in the rational distinction.

4,
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Mr. HILLIS. It us look at the Army's 'situation for a moment.
.Assume.t at a division is employed in g combat situation, it is in-
coneei that a woman could serve at the divisional level, the
G-2 3-or G-4 'office? Are those combat roles?

HorniANs. As N.n., eralizatian, they are now, so considered. I
would defer to General Benade who has had combat experience. I am
not sure .o,ne can generalize; From people I haye talked with and
served with and who tell various stories about their experience in

. didfon headquarters, one is liable to wind uptkg.ht in the thick of
the fray. .

General BENADE. I would have to echo what Mr. Hoffmann:haA
said, Mi. Hillis. If you visualize it division. deployed in a true combat
situation, then I would venture the personal opinion that it would be
better not to hive women deployed. 'There-is always a risk, Mr. Hillis,
that in any kind of a ground.engagement between armed forces that
your positions or your hnes can break. Your pcitiods can. be OV.CITUD.
and then your only salvation is either retrearig hand-to-hand combat.

And when you get engaged in hand-to-hand combat, particularly
with bayonets, physical strength then becomes a large part of your
abilitrto survive.

Mr. I certainly understand what you are telling me, General.
But I still think even in the Army itself there are probably roles that
are so-called combat roles which could be manned as well by women.

' For instance, the silo-operatof in, the Air Force.
General BEIVADE: Azain, I want to emphasize, Mr. Hillis, that I

prefaced my remarks with "having the division in a true combat situa-
tion." For example, you used the illu.stratiou Of the G-4 of the _division.
. It is very true .that if lie were located at the rear echelon of the
division that a woman might be able to function there, But any G-4
worthy, of the name, Mr. Hillis, is going to got out and go up where the
supply problems are, and he is going to do what needs to be done on
the spot. So he is right in there mixing. It is not as though the division
staff, if they are doing their-jobs properly, can just afford to sit back
in the rear echelon. .

Mr. Hii,Lis7Of course, one 'of the great functions of the academy
system, I think, is to prepare and bring the very best we have, in our
society today to the military and to educate and prepare them to
assume leadership TOleS is this not true?

Mr. HOFFMANN. That is correct, sir.-
Mr. Tams. I wonder if, for the record, you could. prepare and sub-

mit to us, say, a hypothetical career of an academy, _West Point,
graduate to4,y. I know there are certain standards as you progress
through a military career which you are expected to meet. There are
certain schools, perhaps if yoji are going to stay in a combat MOS
or assigninent, which, you rulst make before you are eligible for
promotion. You have to go t the Army War College and the Staff
Command School. There is a )6ertainty when you are a major that you
go-through that procedure or you do not advamaand pretty Loon you
are out of the service.

If women were to, go to the academies, I am wondering if this would
open this course Ito them?

General BENADE. May I clarify one thing, Mr. Hillis, with the*
sole exception of entrance into the academies, women, today, are
eligible for all of .I., «I.,... school in the Armed Forces.

ti
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In other wor6i_ women may enter and do enter all of the basic
courses and the adYanced courses, required for advancement for the
particular field one is ini, and all of the colleges the command and

, getieral'staff, college, the armed .forces staff colleg.es,and thp war ,

cOlegei. They are doing that right now. , '-
. M. Iii.I.Lis. So the point is the only place they are not entering
is: the service-academies? .: e'

Generatriniann. Correct. : - .
,

Ivir.'334is. As far as the service academies theniselves are con-
'--cerned;there is very little. actual combat training giyen at West Point

or Annapolis or at, Corado, Springs; is that- not so? . .

Mr. 1101T34NN. I think in terms orcurriculum items, if you were to
single those out and take the total 4 yearsI do not have the per-

, centitges right off the top of my head, but it ivould probably be in
the vicinity of 20 percent. . .

,,, Mr. Hu,Lis. I know in the sunpner they go to Fort Knox or they go
,to iiifantr- school at Fort Bening. And that is where yowget into
combat.tropiet, . , , . ,

.

Mi. 11OFFMANN. YesIiias referring til the total le,xperi' ence. Now
I think beyond that that one needs to loolt at thiAcadenty experience
anti` the environment in which the regular instruction is carried on,,,

. because I thin( you will find there a. synthesis of leadership, exercise,
0- the continuous and repetitiVe focius on self-discipline and the sorts of
'planned iinnersonal subjection to the various kinds of atress'es which
have been! found to beipppropriate for combat training and ichieh

/. glve you t 6 overall unique Academy 'experienZe.' ' the' II
. .

h Mr. Mix's. If women were te'be admitted to West Point, should
. the plebe system be continued its far as female attendance is concerted?

NIT,HOFFMANN. Mr. Ifillis,'I would like to defer to the services op
that: Ida,not have an ?Anion., , .

M.r.141,Lis.- General, would you have an opinion? .
'General BENAAM. I, too,, would like to pass on that, Mr. Hillis. I

...., amnot an Academy graduate, and, therefore, I think someone' should
answer that who is intimately acquainted with the Academy.

Mr.,Hiwas. The Plebe, system is basic to the very thing you..cire
tal gabout.:

i.HornikNx. It is the idea of per support and Peer'eviduation,
and the need for reliance on the corps, which is one of the fwidam t 1
aspects of the military force itself.

These sorts cof things I. think one would have to have in so
measure. As a ,practical matter, they do have them in the other
facilities we have adverted for the entering offter candidate.

Mr. HiLtis. I think you made the point that women have been .1
'"Iiamitted to "R TC and they have 'measured .up and done well;' is
that correct? . ,..

Mr. lo Ai. N. That hai been ow experience to. d 1/p,

,. Mr. Haus. I would comment bribfly. As t reme ave an
Amrorce base in-my alea which for some years, accepted 6 -weak
training for ROTCthey, did have some,women.i,n the group, and I
remember the base commander making the-point that these, girls did
all.the pus ups the fellows did and measured up and went along with
the progra .

I believe ey were housed' separately and ,there.was no probleni.
,They gradua ed and went on. I think the women in some way got

I .
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short shrift when: they were taken into tOTC, particularly with the
anti-Vietnam sentiment in this country.. Actually they were . the
salvation of the programs on some campuses, for they would,come in
and participate when the services Could not get male enlistees to do so.
Also, it took away some of the .effectiveness of the "anti" feeling
against ROTC.

It seems to me what we are looking at here, is what is the role of the
woman career officer going to be? If she can serve through ROTC and
officer's training, is her ;le to be one ,of having equivalent training
which is necessary for .an officer to move up in order to become a
general officer? Is this not WIjat we are trying to do, to educate as best
we-can?

Mr. HOFFMAN'S/. That is what we are trying to do, ftnd in our judg-
ment, that is what we are doing. And wo.do not behl.ye that under
the present schemewith the combat exception

Ath.. lams.- I take some exception to the combat emphasis here,
because if,I remember rightI Was a! reserve" officer back when the
KortOan war started, I Wasn't recalledI guess just luck,of the draw.
But I remember a,report which I think was carried in Time magazine
that the (Time class of 1950 at.West Point was largely sent to Korea.
'Of' course, they were young junio officers and platoon 'leaders,
basically. A lot of them were. And the losses were so heavy in- that
class that the balance of them were withdrawn from combat. I do ngt
know if this ever htqlpened to any other class, but Ivo had put so
much into training these young men and losVso many in such a,short
time th4 the Army actually drew some of them back because they

-----wanteirthem fors future leaders. 1So to say th1 everybody who comes out of the Academy is going
straight into combat, at least on the frontlines, lbading a rifle platoon,
may not be in our best interest.

Mr. HOSFMANN. The point:I was trying to convey was not necessarily
actual c'omb t, although that is a possibility, but into the combat
arms and i o the combat-qualified unit. Now it is of interest that of -
the total umber of West Point graduates, for instance, who are
presently serving in the Army, over 90 perceni are presently assigned-
to ombat-orie ted and combat-intended units.

think ther is no question that the action.of the Armyif it Were
takento NJ-it draw and preserve the remainder of the class of 1950;
was taken wi the idea not only bf future leadership but of input to
other officers and throughout the ,educational and training system
that these particularly trained individuals are counted on to perform
in the Army. . .

i"
Mr. ILLtS. Let us assume for the purposes of argument that you

are correct and women should not serve in combat in the Army, as it
conceivable that Congress could a nd this law or pass it in such a
form that they might be admitted to One or two of the other service
academies and. not to WesVPoink.? ..

Mr. IlorrmAx, . Right off the top, I would think that would be a
possibility. niTo d want to look into it further and think it through.
Are _yott shying 'despite any constitutional objections"?

Mr. Hums, As I understood your argument, you do not believe
there lire constitutional problems here and that we have the right to
make the policies for {lei ense of the Nation? .<

Mr. HOFFMANN. Correct.
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4Mr. $4,r4§,. an we assume thatow.e might see the day where we
would:send women to the Air Force`Acadeuay but not to Wet Ts9int?

Mi.HOri_afer.--N. If one could findVrational basis, I think that could
be done-I would not be prepared to say you could not. MY reaction
is that-perhaps yOu could. 1

Mr. -Hums. Thatis 9:11,I have.' '
li,IHn )33,r. ;c'ay of elari#cation for the record ip,n the point

raised by Mi."Tieen a moment agq abode the medical school and as to
whiither there is any distinction between males and females among
those to be admitted, we have just been informed by Mr. Slatinshek,
the chief counsel of the committee, who handled that legislation,
that there is no differentiatioitin the law. It-is silent on that subject.

We hear these different figures used from time to time abpnt the
cost of maintaining a cadet or midshipman in the academy per yea.r.
Do you have any figures we could use which would indicate what is
actually expended, amortized, or whatever way you come up with

.o. viii.figures, for the three academies?
Mr. HOFFMANN. The overall 'figures, just, to give you a comparison

of these different acquisition sources which we ,mentionvl, the corn
parson hn an.a. Vera& haSis goes as followS:

The service academies is $69,000 per cadet.
Mr.':FtittEn: Pi yettr? -
Ur. nornaNic. What Lam giving you now is the per commission

cost, the to,tal cost for a commissioned officer; $69,000 with regard to
the.saiVice academies;

'Under ROTC the scholarship commissionee; the figure is $18,000.
For the nousCholarship, the figure is $10,000. For OCS Or OTS, the

figure, is $9,000.
4Ir. Fisnza.'For each of those, in the seryiee, academies the total

cost for the '4 years is. $69000?

allE(OFFMA.N.N.
Yes. I think there may be s me variation, ,but it is

ali in: the -1.960'§:
. .

Mr. FISHER. Very well.
Let nee ask you one other question which might be appropriate for

the record. --/
Assuming that the ,cqfmnittee should report a bill to admit women

t o the academies, is it-Your thinking that the living accommodations
for them would require separate quarters? Have you given any thought
to Oat, separate barracks and so forth?

Mr. HoFFzumar. I would say yes. Now I think the ser vices can give
you a better idea ef that. That I believe would iepresent the discus-
sions we have' had at OSD. Now assumingthat.cotabat is imperative
for ladies, you can make arguments that since everybody is going to
be under substantially equit-alent circumstances in combat that one

, should do 'away with separate facilities ofalf kinds.
. I think to some extent that one dntrenches upon the separate but

equal issue throughout the eValuation of how you would .set it up.
But I would think probably, initially anyway, given the fact that this
is a concept which is in motion, we can trace iii recent years move-
ment in perceptions as well as movement, in realization of these
concepts that one might very well look for come kind of transitional
aspects such as you suggest. /



Mr. FISHER. The separate but equal facilities would be consistent
;with the manner in which women are now housed who are in the
service.teday; is drat correct?

Mr; HOFFMANN. That is correct.
Mr. FISHER. Mr. Hogan has called my attention to a letter dated

May 18,1973, signed by Roger Kelley when he was over at the Penta/
gon addresing himself to a request for an opinion about admissioi of
women. to the service academies' .

His letter, contains this language, and I mention it because it rntiy
lend some clarification:

None of the statutes relating to any of the three service academies requir a
person to be male in order to be eligible for nomination or appoktment to the

. academies. The, general rule of construction In the Cnited States g6de with regard
to use of the masculine gender is found in I C.S.C. I which states that the masculine ..
geddev shalt include, the feminine gender except. where the context indicates
otherwise.

Does that need any clarification? I thought there was Something
in your statement to the effect that there is a ,prohibition, or maybe
more than one, relating. to that matter.

TIOFFAiANN. I think that Mr. Kelley and I may disagree in our
interpretation. He, takes a fairly limited view of the context in which
these occur, although I would be inclined to take him on that ground
also, placing some reliance on 'Black's Law Dictionary in which you

a can look up `cadet" and "midshipman" and you will find they both
have a male gender. .

Certainly the context of usage with respect to all tliree academies
clearly- contemplates, the iiialc gchdPr. That is a operative considera-
tion. I have recited ,some of the legislative history in the develOpment
of these statutes aa'vfell as most recently the Air Force ,Academy, and
I think that is lectitunate in the context here. .

There might be some room to,see some disagreement here. I would
state that the position I have outlined today is the present position of
the Department of Defense. .

,Mr. FISHER. Very well. ,

-I ou stated in your formal statement, as I recall, that there is:tiO
nation in the world, today -which follows a policy of requiring women. to
perform in combat roles in the military service. Have I, correctly
stated your poSition? , . i

Mr. HOFFMANN. That is correct, sir. That is our information., ..

Mr. FISHER. Mr. Hogan has Signe questions. But 'did you want to
add something to that? 0 , . . `r. ''. .

, .

Mr.4-lorrm4NN. I think there, are countries, such as North Vietnam
which used women in various roles. There has been some publicity,
given to the utilization by the Israelis of women. It is. otir under-
standing that in all of those cases that as close as they dame was to

1a combat' support sort of *le in theear area of the combat area.., ,

Again, I think it is worth comment here that when one,looks at the
role of women in the services., such as the Russian exPerience in World
War II, you have in operation the imperatives of the .defense of the .

,'homeland and the concept of the home ghards and those sorts .of ..

// things where you are defending your own soil. I think under those
/ conditions the, imperatives shift. I think it is consistentl certainly,

with the development of the position of, women in our society that
it might also shift perhaps in such a caie lor the, United States. ,

.
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Mr. FISHER. One concludinethought. You brought up something

today which had not been discuAed before and whichlthink is rather
, significant and that is the danger involved in combat of having women

captured and made priioners of war and the complications which
could-,arise from that:iii so many ways. . . .

After all, isn't that really one of the basic reasons for keeping them
out of combat; to IFEip them from being captured?

-. I- Mr. HOFFMANN. ".VVO hold that it is, yes, sir.
MT. FISHER. MT: Hogan? i,
Mr. HOGAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. - p

Mr. Hoffmann, as I understand it, there are statutory provisions.'
relative to the selection of candidateS for the financial assistance
ROTC progra .-' among them, how much required service the indi-
victual must perfo - en he is selected for such a program. ,

. i Now how do you dist ish between the statutory language .there F
and the statutory language for the nominatiqn and selection of
candidates for the academies?

Mr. HOFFMANN. I think that could easily be done immediately by
loqking at the legislative history of the Air Force Academy as a
separate experience, as a separate unit 'within the services and as a

. _ . separate institution withiii ethe overall scheme of defense education.
; I think -that. c'ertainlyappRs.

Second, take a look at the usage which I adverted to earlier. There
is simply no question filth when the Military Academy at West Point
was set up and the N4..val Academy was set up that there was no
contemplation of women at- that time. And that usageundez that

.statute- has continued even.to the present day.
. . I would submit a third aspect with relation to the Ac.ti'der40to

Lis effect, that the overall statutory schenie and consideratiO for
. institutions and maintenance of these institutions over the years

has been continued by the Congress with active consideration of .

having an alternative institution' for women. That is certainly very;
remote from the usage in the context of it being neutral.

Mr..11onan. Are you saying that there was ome contemplation of
of, woman entering ROTC when; the provisions.first becae law?
. Mr. HOFFMANN. I am not 'sure when they first becanie law, and I am:

not aware of the extent to which they may have evolved. .1 do not
see. the strictures from a contextual point of view oktiperating in that
area and operating in these very 'particular statutes which advert to

. very particulaFactivitig. :
Mr. HOGAN. Are you aware of any legislative history or congres-

sional intent which would indicate that women we d' for pro-
.. grams, scholarship programs,- in ROTC? ..

Mr. HOFFMANN. I am not particularly aware of any,- but I will
supply aen answer to that, if I mil, for the record. : .

I1,114110oAx. It would seem to hie when that decision was made to''
make women eligible for ROTC scholarship programs that that must
have been a consi'deratio'n. .

General BENADE. I. might point out, Mi. Hogan, the decision was
first made in 1969 by the Air Force to open ROTC for the first time to
women. Later, if I Tecalj correctly, it was discussed and was a subject
of discussion during the course of opening up or expanding the number

'of authorized 4-year scholarships,
. .-

.
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At that time,1 my recollection is correct, the intention to permit
women, to apply for and 146 accepted into the program was indicated
before the Armed Services Committee. I might point out also? con-
sistent with yiliat Mr. ll'offmann has been saying, that the big differehce
is that absent the distinguiShing feature which makes the academies

' uniquethat is, the combat leadership role and the unicity of the
experience therethese same things were not considered to be applica-
ble to ROTC..

Mr. HOGAN. But in discussing it, General Benade, with Congress,
was there ever any indication that prior to the time that you brought
the matter to their attention in 1969 there was ever any intention

. of women going into ItOTC programs, when the Matter was legislated?
General BENADE. I appreciate the fact there is a dearth of legisla.7

tive history Oitit, Mr. Hogan. I think the best thing we can do there
what Mr. Hoffmann has said, which is to research the hiitOry on that

gee if AnYthing can be provided. .

Mr. Hoe/Arr.All right.
Mr. Hoffmann, you indicateCin Your testimony and I only

mention his in order that e may clarify the tr,anseriptthat the. _

restriction against ebrnbat f r women recognizes the will of the
Anietiean. people. I wonder ho that recognizes the will of the Ameri,
can people when there is no statutory_restrictiOn as far as women
being involved in combat duty in the Army?

Mr. llbFFMAIIN. I am giving you 'n generalization of our impression.
I do not know that any polls have been taken 'lately. I think the
status of these laws as they have been passed, the continued main-
tenance of this regulation and policy in the Army, is of some pe;suasion,
if net. strength.

r assume that as we are holding these hearings now and as I have
indicated before, this is a changing area. 3'e do not feel it has changed
to the extent that a number of the proponents of these bills feel it
bes changed'. That is our conclusion basedlipon our collective ex-
posure to the by politic over the period of,recent years as well as
the statute.

Mr, HOGAN. Can you offer any reason, in v iew of the position of
the Department of Defense on these bills, as, to why over ,the years
'there not been a legislative proposal t}'at women be prohibited
'from combat duty in the Army?

Mr. HOFFMANN. I think probably the Army 'did not feel they
needed it in order to carry out their policy of some 200 years.

Mr. HOGAN. Thank you Mr.oChairman.
Mr. Visusir. Mr.JIoffmann .and. General Benade, we appreciate

your appearance here today very much. Can b,ou think of anything
you would like to add for the record before y'ou depart which may have
arisen in your mind during the course of the -questioning today?

Mr. HOFFMANN. I have nothing,to.add.
_General BENADE. I have nothing.

,61iMr. FISIIER. Very well.
I thank you very much. The committee will stand adjourned

-until next Wednesday.
[Whereupon, at 11:35 a.m.,, the subcommittee was adjourned to

reconvene on Wednesday; June 12, 1974.1
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HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
COMMITTEE ON ARMED SERICES,-

SURCOMMITTEE NO. 2,
Washington, D.C., Wednesday, June 12, MU-

The subcommittee met, pursuant to adjournment, at 10 a.m., in
room 2118, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. 0. C. Fisher
(chairrnanof the subcommittee) presiding.

Mr. Frsann.- The-committee Will come -to order. _
Our first witness this morning is the Honorable J. William

Middendorf II, Secretary of the Navy, who is accompanied by Adm.
Worth H. Biagley, Vice Chief of Naval °per:Ulm:1S, and also Vice Adm.
William F. Mack, Superintendent of the U.S. 'Naval Academy.

We welcome all of you, and we are paiticulfttly delighted' to hear
from the Secretary of the Navy today. I ifiderstind the Secretary has
been confirmed; and we congratulate hint, and alge the Defttfige
Establishment for having his services available in that very iinportant
capacity.

So we welcome you this morning, `Mr. kecretary-,. and you may
proceed with your statement.

STATEMENT OF HON. J. WILLIAM HXDDENDOAE tr, SECRETARY:W
THE NAVY

Ap Secretary MUMENnont. Thank you very touch, Mr. Chairnian And
members Of the subcommittee. -

It's a veg. great pleasure to be here today, and I am very glad that
you introduced Adm. Worth tlegley, our new Vice Chief of Naval
Operations, and Adm., Bill Mack, Superintendent of the Nayal
Academy'.

I have the privilege of appearing and testifying on the appointment'
and admission of women to service academieS, which is the basic
objective of various bills now before this subcommittee. I am, of
course, primarily concerned with this issue at the U.S. Naval Academy.
in Annapolis,. Md. My purpose is to expesS briefly the opposition of
the Navy to the appointment and admission of women to this the
finet institution available for the education and training of officers
for combat leadership in the Navy and Mitrine Corps..Admiral Bagley
and Admiral Mack will assist in providing any additional information
the members of this subcommittee may desire.

The American people have by statute expressed 'heir will that
women should not be assigned to duty in aircraft engaged in=Combat
missions or .on vessels of the Navy other than hospital ships and
transports.. Women are thus precluded from the very military role
for which the Naval 'Acaderrty exists, that of educating and training

- officers for combat functions in,the Navy and Marine Corps. "Simpll'
stated, unless the. American peOPle reverse .their position on women
in combat roles, it would be econelnicAllY unwise and not in the
national interest to utilize the expensive education 'and facilities of
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the Naval Academy to develop women, officers. Therefore, it is im-
perative That education and training at that institution be reserved
for ,those with the potential for Combat leadership.

iAs a matter of nterest,..a recent sampling indicated that approxi-
fnately 99 percent of all Active Duty, officers who have graduated
from the Naval Academy have thus far at some point during their '
service been assigned to a combat ship or aircraft, or are on their way
US such duties', or have been assigned to a combat unit in asombat
zone, The appointment and admission of women. would displace
combat- oriented male graduates for whom replacement in the. officer
corps would have to, be sought, from 'sources which do riot provide,
to 'a cotnparable degree, the scope of professional military training
Which is the pride and essence of the Naval Academy.

The Department of .the Navy is vitally interested-in_waximizing
tile utilization of highly qualified women in nontolibai functions.
The current expanOoil of women OffiCers the Navy and Marine
corps is planned to ontinue'in future years, and appropriate training
and education will be required. However, there are excellerit alterna-
tives to the Naval Accidday, as a source of procurement for female
officer§. The Naval Reserve Officer Training Corps program offers to
woken wide educational' opportunities coupled with a degree of
professional military training appropriate to the positions they may
be expected to fill in,the Navy.and Marine Corpg. It would therefore
be an inefficient, use of public funds, and a loss of essential -combat,

_offic_ers_to_ _the_ faure_officer_ corps °Oho_ Navy and_ ,Marine Corps
to educate women at the V.S. Naval Academy-_so long as they continue
to be precluded' from a combat role.

Mr. Chairman; this concludes my statement, and if you should
desire Admiral Ma& will make his statement, or, I would be pleased
to try to answer any questions you and the members of the sub-
committees may have. We can do it either way.

Mr. FISHER. I believe the committee would prefer that the Admiral
proceed, and, after you all conclude your formal statements we may
have some questions. Thank you. Admiral Mack, go right ahead.

STATEMENT OF VICE ADM. WILLIAM P. MACS, SUPERINTENDENT,
U:Si NAVAL ACADEMY

Admiral MACK,. Thank l ou Mr. Chairman and members of the
subcommittee. -

In a sense, my statement supports and adds detail to the SeVretno.
statement, and I would like _to start by saying I am happy to be here
this morning.

As you knog, the Department of the Navy opposes the enactment
of H.R. 1070 and similar legislation.

The fundamental mission of the Naval Acadelity is to educate and
train officer's for combat roles in the Navy and Marine Corgis. Section
fi015 of title 10, United States Code, precludes the assignment of
women to duty in aircraft ir in combat missions and on vessels.
of the Navy other than hospital ships and transports. The national
policy manifest in this legislation has been interpreted toprecludeithe
assignment of women to anyecombat role in the Navy or Marine Corps:
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Women;are thus precluded by law from the type of role for which the
Naval Academy exists to prepare its graduates.'

Far a number of years it has been the policy of the Department of
the Navy that graduates of the Naval Academy who are physically
qualified are, to be commissioned in the unrestricted line of the Navy
or in the Marine Corps. Unrestricted line officers of the Navy are
those officers who are, by training and physical qualifications, eligible
for command at sea. Only young men who are, at the time of their
appointment, physically qiettlified for eventual commissioning in the
unrestricted lihe of the Navy or in the Marine Corps are admitted
to the Naval Academy. All midshipmen who are physically qualified
at the time of graduation are commissioned in the, unrestricted line
or in. the :Marine Corps, with two exceptions. Each year one mid-
shipman physically, qualified for the unrestricted line is commissioned
in the supply corps .and one in the civil engineer corps. All other
midshipmen commissioned each year in the restricted line or in a Staff
.corps are young men, who, by reason of some physical defect incurred
While at the NaVal Academy, are not physically qualified for com-
missioning in the unrestricted line. Thus, of the 899 commissioned
officera'from the class of 1974 who were graduated on June 5 of this

the,year, 794 were commissioned in unrestricted line of the Navy,
82 in the Marine C, orps, and 23 in the restricted line or a staff corps
of the Navy. Of the latter, 23, 21 were not physically qualified for a.,
coma fission in the unrestricted line. Of the 21, 19 were nonetheless
physically fit for duty at sea, albeit in a restricted line or staff corps
capacity.

In order that the Naval Academy may fulfill its mission to train
unrestricted line officers for the Navy, an intense academic and pro-
fessional curriculum has been developed. The Naval Academy is not
just another educational institution which happens also to offer a
professional military training program for its tudents. Rather, the
converse is true. This can be seen from historical as well as practical
considerations.

The origins of the Naval Academy trace back to 1345 and the,found-
lug of what was then the "Naval Schobl.;. The course of study was
5 years, 3 of which were spent at sea. Academic instruction was given
in gunnery, naval tactics, engineering chemistry, Mathematics,
astronomy, French, and English. In 1851, the Naval School was
reorganized into the Naval Academy, and the course of study was
reduced to 4, year's. This was the forerunner of today's basic 4-year
curriculum at the Academy, which utilizes at-sea summer training
cruises to Augment classroom. work.

While the present-day, 4-year curriculum of extensive academic
studies interlaced with,summer cruises was well on its evolutionary_

, way, it was not until 1933 that the Naval Academy was authorized'
by Congress to confer degrees on its graduates. This followed ac-

. creditation of the Academy in 1930 by the Association of American,
/". Universities. Prior to 1933a certificate of graduation had been

awarded. , (Since 1033 the Naval Academy has,awarded a bachelor of science
degree,,,to its graduates in place of the certificate of graduation. This
degree, however, is not awarded solely, for completion of the academic
course of study. In addition, to successful completion of an academic )__,
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curriculum, a midshipman must have achieved a certoin level in *pro-
, fessional studies and at-sea training and must have ixtet required'

standards of conduct, physical education, and aptitUde for service
as a naval officer.

The historical uniqueness of the Naval Academy as, first and
foremost, a military training institution continues today in-the
Academy's total course of instruction. To accomplish the uniquely
military aspect of the Academy's mission, the student body is or-
gathzed into the brigade of midshipmen. The 4,200-man brigade is
divided into six battalions of six companies each and is advised and
counseled by battalion and company officers who are, almost without
exception, Navy 'or Marine Carps line officers ranging in grade from
Navy lieutenant to captain and Marine Corps captain to lieutenant

.colonel. These battalions and companies of midshipmen work. and
live in Bancroft Hall, the midshipmen's dormitory, m a clOse-living
relationship with brigade officers, who by precept and example) by
the application of_sound teclinique,s of leadership, counsel, and guid-
ance, and, when required, by the application of disciplinary measures,
Mold and motivate each midshipman for the day when he will
become a line officer of the Navy or Marine Corpi; and it is through
the separation of midshipmen into regiments, battalions,. and com-
panies that the midShipmen compete in numerous activities, learn
the basics military coif: mend, and receive their professional Military
training.

The professional military training of a midshipman is the local
point of his annual summer training,today, just as it was in years
past. The fiONV raidehipirian begins his military instruction as a plebe, ,
or first-year man, early in July of his freshman year. Each midship-
Man Is quickly taught during this period that he is a learning sgbor-
dinate, under close supervision and careful guidadce. The rigorous
routines and cliallenges of a plebe, or freshman, indoctrination sys-
tem.are unique to military academies. The system directly and funda-
mentally serves the Naval Acade,my's mission by 4, eveloping self-
discipline, ability to respond under pressure with Rood judgment,
leadership capabilities, and a basic understanding of military rela-
tionships and the military environment. Plebe summer, which has as
its basic objective the transition from civilian to military .14 in ti
short, time, includes haircuts, the issuance of uniforms, the teaching of ,
the, basics of march*, theabandonmentrof civilian ways and days,

t and the assimilation, of basic skills in seamanship, navigation, and
signaling.'Infantry drill, the firing of various weapons, the sailing of ,

Nan yawls, and rigorous physical cbnditioning programs are also .

parts of plebe .summer. /
At the end of the first academic year, the iAtensive pAbe indoctrina-

tion ends,.and the first phase of a guidshiPman's at-sea training begins:
as the new third classman, or sophomore, depart on 2 months of
training at sea aboard a combat ship, of/the fleet. Quring this first
taste of life at-sea, the midshipman comes to 'know and respect the
Navy's enlisted people and to participate actively in a wide range of
shipboard, oPerations, watches; and general drills. .

During the next summer, the new second classman, who are juniors,
receive the following familiarisation training in the four carfare
specialties which comprise the naval service: First, introdUction to

(
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submarine setvipe thrOugh lectures and criuses'aboard fleet submarines
At New London; Conn.; second, similar familiarization training at the
Naval- Destroyer School, Newport., R.I.; third, flight indoctrination
in naval training and operational aircraft at, Pensacola, Fla.; and,
.fourth, introduction to Marine CorS.assault techniques at a Marine
,CorpS traininkfacility.

_ . .

G
Fmally, during the fourth and `last summer, the new first .class, or

...senior, midshipmen go to sea for training aboard combat ships of the
fleet for their second and last time as midshipmen. Dunng this
cruise, the midshipmen functiOn as junior officers, assist in the training

.... J.

orthird-pass midshiPmen, work in navigation, stand watches, on the
ship's. Midge,, perform exercises in the ship's combat information
center and engineering spaces and lierfum other functions in support

.:4of theldafff shipboard routine.
While. at the Academy, during the 4 academic years, interttitial

professional training continues. All told, each midshipman devotes
,ver.,...?,000 hours to military, training and drills,, all within the 'or-
t finizirtibn of the brigade of midshipmen. A midshipman's class
standing ',at graduation significantly on his piofessiOnp,1
training performance, including the el-sea training periods, The
p,r,Oressionai. training program mcludes lectures, practical training,

4 filivsicaVeducationt and a variety of evolutions and drills.
Vjfhile academic offerings and objectivei of the Naval Academy

haile deVeloped to provide career specialization required in the
in dery Navy the academic curriculum continues to reflect basic
Navy needs: The education and training of qualified line officers for
service and .oventual command at sea. Midshipmen have a common:.,

;plebe, year designed to provide a broad educational, sfampip-aild a
begiOning in professional develofitment. The professional' courses
taken during pleb year are designed 'for and oriented, toward prep-
arationaration Of the p ebes for their first cruise: aboarj..-a Navy, vesgel.
Consistent wit the Navy's technical orients on, majors, in the
engineerinadispiPlines and tbnphysical sciences, math, or operations

c analysis are, encouraged. TheacAdemic goal of the Naval Academy is
;4- to produce educated graduates who-are -eapable line officers, well

trained in tasie professional subjects, with combat specialties re-
liectm. g the, esdS, of, today's and tomorrow's Navy. .

The mission objective of; the NaVal Academy is reflected in the
,first duty, assign mants of its -graduates. As indicated above, most
Naval Acactemy graduates.are commissioned in the unrestricted line
for service at sea.,A.s a matter of policy, the great majority of theso
graduates go immediately ,to sea. Qthers go into- aviation, nuclear
pofrer, and special warfare. Those graduates who, during the period

, of iheir matriculation. at Annapolis, become not physically qualified.
f4' a commission in the unostrictediinoonay qualify for a commission

1w in the Ciiill EngineeNCoips, the Supply Corps, or other specialties
in, the res,tricted line: The vast majority of all graduates twill eventually
find their way.,to seasin the past, kvery limited number of graduates
wenttp,med4til school, 1#3,t the academies were directed by Congress
in 197.3-to eettse tlieir,',Prexnedical prtikram on the rationale, that the

, mission of the seffice academies ,is to train unrestricted line officers,..
,. -noOdOotors. -., ':' .. . .

Given tfie historic mission of the Naval Academy and its _present-
day function, that is, the training of line officers for eventual ci5mmand

trf,i t.d2-6.4,75--7
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the Marine -_
_.Corps, the appointment of women as midshipmen, at the Naval
Academy is neither sensible nor practical. Admitting women to the
,Naval Academy would hate the dual effect of requiring alteration
of the training and curriculum at the Academy and dilution of the
mission of the Academy as a source of professional unrestricted line
officers for the Navy. The paramount consideration with regard to
the pending .legislation is that, by statute, women are precluded from
performing the very duties fur which the Academy trains midshipmen
because title 10, United States Code, section 6015 precludes the
assignment of - men to duty in combat vessels or in aircraft engaged
in combat 133.

As I have me deavored to explain above, life at the Naval Academy
is an intricate mix and interlacing of academic study and, professional
military training liable and duty at sea, in the air, or with the-Marine
Corps. It is this historic fact which makes instruction at the Naval
Academy so unique. Moreover, I. think it clear that this uniqueness
was intended for the Academy . If women wgre admitted to the Naval

. Academy, I do not see how they could in anj mganingful way partake
of 'this historic mix of professional; training and academic study, or
realize, pon its objective. As for all of the summer training, which I
have described above, women would be barred by statute either from
aspects of the training itself or from the performance of the duties
for which the training is given. This is also true of Much of the pro-
fessional training during the academic y ear. The admission of women,
without changing the law which precludes their service aboard ship
and in combat, would require the Naval Academy to develop a two-,Ntrack curriculum, one for combatants and one for noncombatants.
Such a development would destroy the Naval Academy's mono-
lithic, historic mission to educate and train the nucleus of the Navy's
career unrestricted line officers. Moreover, if the, Naval Academy
were to develop a noncombatant curriculum, it might become neces-
sary, on the basis of equality, for the Academy to permit men to
pursue this curriculum, thereby further diminishing the number of
unrestricted line officers graduated each year. Admitting women who
are unable to, capitalize upon the Academy's professional training
and, thus, on the very unique resource,wfuch the Academy has to
-offer, is not consonant with either the historic mission or present
function of the Naval Academy maw ould operate to the detriment.
of both.

I see several factors which aggravate this lack of consonance:
First, a t presen t, the Naval Academy is a "fixed resource." Congress,

by prescribing the appointment process, has set a ceilifigaon the t6tal
number of nudshipmen at the Naval Academy, and the Naval Acad-
emy has endeavored to take fulladvantage of the authorized number
to train line officers for the Navy and Marine Corps. Thus, in order to
admit 'women to the Academy, the male enrollment and output of
male graduates would necessarily- drop, unless the "laws regarding
appointment were changed.

Second; most of the drop in output of male graduates would be in
combat-oriented line officers, wjio, because of the unique training at the
Academy, would have had roughly- four times the amount of profes-
sional training received by nasal officers in other ,officer accession
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_programa for .example .--, NROTC and OCS. Thus, there vould be' a
aimniution, in 'the fleet of the very tiniciueness the Academy has been
Constructed to.offer. l.foreover, this drop in officer accessions from the
'Nava! Academy would have to be' made up thiongh increases in other
trainiii programs, which produce officers with only a fraction of the
Professional training of the Naval Academy graduate.

. And, third, under present legislation prescribing the nominating
process, by which midshipmen are admitted to :the Naval Acadethy,
and_ the proposal to admit women to the Naval Academy on the
same basis as men; the Naval Academy would have no way to control
the number of women to he admitted to each class. Thus,_the,nutabgr
otyvoinen to be -admitted to the Academy each year could be sub-

-- Stantialjt would be extremely difficult, given the present statu
scheme of congressional nominations, to set limits on. the numbe
women to he admitted. This would expose both theAc'ademy and
officer corps of the Navy to unacceptable vagaries and uncer ies
regarding-the output of male Ene.officers, who, constitute the
of the "naval profession.

Conversely, I do not see any advantages which would re from
appointing women to the Naval Academy, let alone jug/ify, The overall
cost of such an action in terms of diluting the NaCal,Aca,emy mission,

Tattle -benefit would pass to the women appo to the Axiidemy.
True, the Academy background is im_portant, to careers nava). afficer,
but this importance is part atid.per01 of tlie' cademys historic mix
of sound academic ilistruction,qhd extend professiontsadtication
and training. The former ,wjthout th otter renders. the Acadehiy
'background' hollow and vO.thiint, .(11 Pr differentiation from
other training sourcesorAcidensio sti dons.

As r have stated der. exisking 1 v and societal concepts, there
would be, little _p for to participate in. most aspects of
the,professionat ncatiop. .p,7). /training prcgrara of the A. cademy.
Thqs, women .tendinellie Academy Is ould not profit from the
his ric and pljgue .restrC6 of the .Academy. I think that's unfair
to them. otlfir/110.d, to, the extegt that women graduates of

, the Acodiray would derive some ,i)enefit simply from the Naval
Academy name and ,its'hiltoky, without having received' the:rigorous
training for whic1 the, Ac doily is a h011mark, I think that unfair to
other officers, m!:,,t4lie hbth male and female.

The 'aboye,,ehOws, I bell ve, that the question of,appointin women
to .09,14,a7alf Academy is snot snnply, limited to admission. Difficult
questionfi,,x,the after that, initial decision, shish portend continued
uncertainty and, perhaps, even court involvement. The first question

,,js..theinumber ,of women to be admitted, as discussed above, Next,
therei,s the issue of their professiohal training and academic study,
onpe admit d. Obviously, women would require training and study ,
responsiv to the duties they. will eventually perform. As I have said

bOve, is would, I believe, .requiro the development/ of a new and
4 ar to course of professional training and academic study, ern"-

s noncombatant duties, rather than the present training and
ruction which have been designed, by historical and practical
iderations, to ,be resp nsive tb the male naval officer's needs and,

edfficolly, to the male restricted line cecer.
,
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I further visualize' the necessity of other separating factors, viz,
living accommodations, professional train g during nonacademic_
liernisls, and professjunal training within the companies of the brigade/
of midshipmen during the academic year. Relate to,this is the/poss
bility that once.we have developed this separate professionally : : dB :
program and course of study for women,.the Naval Academy ., 'At
be required to open this new program on the basis of equality . males
who do-not wish to train for the unrestricted line. ..

Given the mission and prime function of the .Naval cademy to
prepare naval officers for combat on the sea and in the air,'a mission .

)ti/from. .which women are-'.essentially -precluded, and *en the unique
resource which the Naval Academy has in its pr
academic-study intermix, the preSent Naval Academy all-male ad-
mission policy insures that the Academy 'b speci !resource is allocated ,

to those most likely to benefit from it. To a CM t w Omen is to dilute
this resource and offer to the women, n i I g of the Academy's
-uniqueness. I submit that is not a sensibl trade. .'

Mr.-FisuEn. Thank you very muth dmiral. '
Let n;e ask you a question or two, d then well move around in a

Moment to various numbers. . .

Assuming that all restrictions dn combat service in the Marine
Corps and the Navy were remov d, that we repeal those, why would
women not be qualified and c able in going out, and performing on
the ships or in the air,_the co at dutiegthat you have referred to?

PerhapS AdmiralM'ack ld address that question.
'Admiral MACK. -I Wpul e delighted, ".W. Chairman.
In my: estimation, wo en conld 'serve i6.. any role in the U.S. Navv

at any tinae_ if this lawffiere changed. They could come to the Naval
Academy; they couldAiss the course in large numbers, and do . all
that's required of thent*physically, mentally, professionally, and in
any other way, and therq5ould h ielittle reqirements for change in our
course curriculum, phypacia facilities, or Anything of that sort. If
the law were changed, In my mind, women could do anythpig that
men cquld dog, and, in some cases, perhaps even better.

Mr.DsuEu. Do you think perhaps the law should be changed?
I AdmiraliMacK. That is not my call, sir,,because I think this is a

policy which will be deterMined by the people of this country_and by
the CongreSs.- ,

Sinop historically we have never had. women serve in combat since,
, tilt) frontier days, and to do so would he a major pOlicy change

for i
r

s country, but assuming the change. were made, I think it all
fox ws, as I've discussed, that the women cord do anything, and there
*ild be little trouble on our side at the Academy in terms of athhission

/processes,/ academics, Professional training, or anything else. ;..:.
Mr. FisitEit., Is it your view then, , Adnalfal that the averagef .

i / woman, who would be. admitted would ;13e, capable, of going through'
t . ,the rather rigorous training, physical trainingi;that You have described

V/ in yotir,statement,. withoutny problemf'
. Admiral MACK. I havO. to go back,.to the Word "average wontifii."

The average man is not' capable of doing this, certainly. life progratn
is rigorous, and the young men who come there, when they come there, )

K Must be in good physical health. They're examined carefully. They
must be able to pass perain *physical tests, really, ,only involved m

/ :



detequining whether their joints are souncl-ala they can do the things
that require them to do for further training. Assuming women
could, do this--1-and I'm sure they could do thiS in greet numbers-

.I 'nee no reason, that if we made a few exceptions for their skeletal
changes there would be different kind of pushups perhaps from the
kind we givethat they could go through the program we have, and.
do it well. Obviously, some women could not.

program
men could not.

is strictly a question of that particular man or that particlilar
woman.

Mt. FISHER. I was thinking, for exampleand just togo to twit of
an extreme, .and yet it's one that has to be faced when you're plai.ning
for warwhich, God forbid won'-thappen but which might happen
and that's what its all about, preparing for itit is a possibility that
wpman would be in. an amphibious landing, such as many of the
Marines made during World War II out in the Pacific. Do you think

iia typical woman could be capable of carrying the load on her balk,
and the guns, and undergo the rigors that would be involved in that

/; / / /kind of an. operation?
. Nrhaps they can. I'm, justspeking information.

/,- Admiral MACK. I would defer to my brotherS in. the Marine Corpst
on, that statement, but I've seen a good many Marines do this, and
I would also sac that the marines who do it are culled out from thesi-
s:Inds of men. Perhaps the women whO would do it would be culled
out from _thousands of women, audit 'would be only those who are
physically capable of doing thoS'e things who would survive the
training: process:

But, in my estimation, having seen summer Olympics on television,
hay ing seen Billie Jean 'King on television, there' are many women
who can do all sorts of thing,s-thist, they are prepared for, and it w ould
be a question, sir, of taking the training, passing it successfully, and
demonstrating that that, particular person, man or ss omen, gold," ao
the job.

Mr. FISHER. Would you 'foresee any particular problem as applied to
women in case they would become prisoners of war?,

.Admiral MACK. Yes, sir, I'm sure there Would be problems, as
there have been in Europe in past times when ss omen have been, tin I
understand it, on the Russian front, taken as prisoners of war. This
*ould be a difficult thing, and anything that w ould happen to a

,woman, of course, we would'not like to see, in terms of mutilation,
death, or any thing else. But this would be a problem that that partic-
ular woman would have to face, were she willing to encounter this

4 kind-of a condition and put up with it.
Mr. FISHER. Would it be optional to her ss he ther she would be

willing or not, as long as she's, in the service and subject to the com-
mand, to the line of command?

Admiral MACK. Yes, sir. This would be a question of what branch
of the Navy service we're talking about that she would enter, If she
were to enter the Chaplain Corps or the medical parts of it, obviously,
she would be restricted by 'the requirements there. If she opted to
become a line officer, then, presumably, she %squid be subjected to
being sent to combat involuntarily, just as a man is.

Mr. FisnEnNery well.
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As I understand it then,, to summarize, your views are that so long
as there are restrictions involved against women being committed to,
or e i> for, combat duty at sea or in the air, it would
-create an extremely etfl u V -sfer---iliP Naval' Academy to
accommodate itself to the training of "women because of tET cur-
riculum you have that's related so much to combat. Is that correct?

Admiral MACK. Yes, sir. More than that, I make the point again
that by law I would be precluded from sending women out on summer
cruises because these are combatant ships that midshipmen go on, so
by law I would be prevented from giving them the veryltind of train-
ing they ask for in coming to the Naval Academy.

Thii doesn't happen to be so in the other two Academies, bus t in
the Naval Academy -, since the law is peculiar to us, and since a ship
is a unique sort of thing, where every-one on that ship is in a combatant
status if he's being shot at, I could not send women midshipmen to
sea-and therefore they would not get the training they are asking for.
.Ag- it ,is foreseen, here and by law, I'm really precluded from giving
them their equal fights. Therefore, I would have to substitute some-

. thing else, such as training at a shore base, or perhaps some course
given at the Naval Academy in the summer. Since the professional
courses we give depend so heavily on knowing what kinds of weapons,
anci missiles, and so forth, they are going to see on ships and aircraft
in the summer, many of the courses they now take in navigation, and
weapons, and so forth, would have to be changed,,or substituted for,
and, in a sense, the woman there would not get what she is seeking, a
good professional, education and training.

By law I would have to do this. It's not our choice at all but by law.
Mr, FisuEn. In other words, you would have to change your curric-

ulum in a number of respects if women were admitted unless the law
you referred to were repealed?

Admiral MACK. That is correct. It's not our choice at all, but by
law.

Mr. FISHER. Let me ask just one more question. I don't want to
take too much time.here.

Assuming this committee shouhl recommend repealing those laws,
and assuming we should report out a bill,, and .assuming it should
become law, what kind of problem ivould you have about providing
the necessary facilities for women at the Naval Acadcmy, and what
length of time would you require to prepare for that?

Admiral MACK. If we were assuming, sir, that the present bill is
passed without the concomitant change in United States Code, Title
10, Section 6015, we would require about 8 months to put together
new courses, to make arrangements to send them on a/ sub:titute
for the cruise the following summer. Of course, it's already too late
this year for any substantial number. It would be into the coming
year before we could do this.

On the other hand, if the change were made in the statute to which
I referred and they were allowed to take any course at all, very little
time would be required, simply a changing of some of the rooms to
provide private facilities, toilet facilities in the room, rather thail in
the large area. That would be very simple.

On the other hand, with the present bill you are con' idering, without
the United States Code 10 law, about 8 to 10 months, b cause of changes

4
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needed in the curriculum, to acquire -new, insfructors, to write new
courses, 0ndfnialie changes bf that, nature.

Mr. FISHER. In other words, _the curriculum probably would be
your chief delaying factor, as a matter of fad?

lit.1.11111

[r. FISHER. You do not have it in mind then having separate
dormitories or barracks for the women?

Admiral M'Acic. There are three alternatives here. One is not feasible
because we do not have a separate area. We'd have to construct one.
In the present domitory system, we have eight very large wings
interconnected, called Ba-ncroft Hall. We have two alternatives within
this mix. One is to put 3 women per room, in a room, and the present
rooms nowhasie.orghower and a wash basin in the room. Obviously,
plumbing could be connected to put a commode, privately screened,
in that room, so that three women could live in that room, essentially
separated from the men, who would be next door across the hall.

This would be our choice; to have three-women rooms, scattered
throughout the brigade, so as to give them the sense or beipg part of
the brigade.

Another choice, of course, is to segregate a small part of the dormitory
and change that whole section, and barricade it, or whatever would
be necessary, to put the women in a section. We think that's the lesser
of the two choices.-

The changes here would be nominal, $5,000 per room, and not very
large. Other things would have to be done. We would have to change
the dispensary, facilities to accommodate them and their problems,
and so forth. But these are minor matters, as compared to the main
problem...

Mr. FISHER. Yes.
Mr. Daniel?
Mr. DAN DANIEL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I would like to join the chairman in extending a warm welcome to

Bill Middendorf this morning. I think his performance will certainly
reflect credit upon the Departini,nt of Defense and the country, and
I don't believe the President could have found a better replacement
for John Warner.

Secretary MIDDENDORF:"Thfillk
.Mr. DAN DANIEL. Admiral Mack, I have about 6 questions that

I want to ask you, and I'm going to_ask the same questions of the other
Academies, and ask you to respond to them in such manner as you
desire. You may want to provide extensive answers, and if you do
you may do so by providing them for the record, or however you choose
to respond.

How do you-define the combat rolein the Navy? ,
_Admiral MACK. Our legal opinion holds,"I think, that in the Navy

it is a ship designed-for combat, that is, other than a transport or
hospital ship, under the idea that a ship of the Navy designed as a
combat ship, even an SSBN, for instance, or any other kind of ship,
is liable to be shot at, or sunk, or damaged at any time by an enemy.

I make the point here because, unlike the other two services, again,
a doctor or a chaplain can be in a combatant ship. He himself can be
tagged merely a noncombatant, but he can l e shot or wounded like
anyone else.
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Wit}pt regard to aircraft, the definition here is: pctes the ,aircraft
have Ordnance, and, does it have ordnance aboard at that moment,
and does it fly in an area where it might be required to ex end that.
ordnance ag,airist an `e emy, or, might *that enemy exPen 'ordnance

'` against, him?
With regard to a carrier capable aircraft, it's a cqrabata-nt aircraft;

if it lands on a carrier, the carrier being a combatant ship.
IP7D-AN DANIEL. How is the mission statement of the Naval.

Academy worded? goes it include "combat" wording?,
Admiral MACK. It's extremely simple, and it just says we are to

develop yottug meal as, professional officers for the Navy and Marine
Corps. The requirements come from the requirements of the Navy.
and Marine Corps.

Mr. DAii DANIEL. ;You've already partially answered this next
question, but you may -wantito expand on it.

What combat training is required of all cadets at the Academy ?
Do you desire to expand on what you'ye already said?

Admiral MAck..1- think, sir, my statement and questilms and
answers fairly well covered this.

In the professional section of course, is the necesity.for knowing
the frill operation Of the ship, its navigation, its engineering, its.
weapons,its missiles. All of these are combatant functions in a ship.

With regard to aircraft, our young men learn about tte control
systems of the combatant aircraft, their machinery, tileir engines,
their armaments, their direction, and this is done not only in a dab,
rbonl, but, in the case of ships. on cruises, and, in the case of aircraft,
by uctually flying at .Pensacola for a short time for indoctrination.

Mr. DAN DANIEL. What percent of your job claisification slots
are in'combat roles today?

Admiral MACK. This is, again, not my province. I would hope to
furnish this for the record. But, to my memory, it is 75 percent, or
else very close. I

[The following-information was received for the record:I
A review of Navy officer billets shows that 75.4 percent require combatant

expertise. However, it 4ould.be noted that the requirements of those billets to,
which unrestricted line officer, are assigned fur their first_ tour of duty are the
requirements which the 'U.S. Naval Academy is primarily tasked to met. There
are 5,051 of these bjllets of which only 500 do nut require combatant training.
Thus the Naval Academy artist train graduates to fill filet tour assiglin-ierits 1\r
unrestricted line officers, 90 percent of which require performance of combat
related duties. Qualifications earned during this critical first tour fit the officir
for subsequent assignments requiring combatant expdrtise.

Mr., DAN DANIEL. What. percent of your Academy graduates are
related to combat roles? I believe you said 97 percent in your state-
ment; did you not?

Admiral MACK. It would vary from year to year. I believe the
Secretary said 99 percent. It is somewhere in the extreme high nineties r
each year. I think if you search the career of each man far enough
you would find that he, without exception, goes to ft combat role,
unless somewhere along..the line he is way laid physically ; that is, he
has a disease, or something of that sort. But the intent and the desire, 0
is that each one serve.
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I might clarify the record a little bit. I believe it was ttilked about.

here earlier that Roger Staubach; a rather furious graduate, did not ..
do his duty. As a matter of fact, he did, in the Supp ly Corps. He was
in Vietnam in, a combat area, and lie." completed his entire required
-duty before he went tp professional fOotblill.. ,- . .

You will have to look very carefully to find a single exception to
this policy 'of each man going to 'combat. . f

I think, again,' the question is that even though 'a man may be
, restricted, as we call it, andliave some physical disqualification from

being an unrestricted line officer, he (Foes, say, as a supply officer or
as an intelligence specialist, go to a ship, which, again, in the Navy
is unique. That ship goes to combat, and he may be down in the back
end of it, but he gets.shot at just like the fellows up in the front end,
and therefore he is in a combat situation. So almost,a11, almost without
exception, maybe ,1 percent, do go. '", ..

Mr, DAN DAWIEL, Wbat: percent of the NaVy's combat officers
ate produced at the Acadeiny? ..., . -- -,

Admiral, :11Acii. I can__give,-ypu some- .7ap,pfOXin4a.'tions Trim. the
, current fiscal' y eartnd others. ThiNlivaI Academy input to the-total -:

officer accession this year, I believe was around II.percent:About
1-3 percetit are NROTC Regular anclOCS, my guess isand I'll give

you the exact figures for the record-about 3 and 5 percent..
[The follOwing information was received for the record]

. .

Officer ,accessionrby sourcefiscal year 1974 .
.

T.;SNA
k

Percent
11

NROTC Regular.. 14
NROTC contract 3
OGS(M) , "3- 4
AOC ...L 7
NFOC ..,: ", .

&

ROC 4-4 3
AVROC I 2
Merchant marine 1

NESEP ,-

. Total
Direct procuremen /student programs, healing arts, Chaplain Corps,

JAG, Civil 'deer Corps, Supply Corps
Others /recall, warrant, women, interservice transfer

56

30
14

Gram' to1aI 100

There are other accession gropps. Some come directly commissioned,
such as nurses, doctors,' and so forth. This figure I am giving you for
Naval Academy input is about 11 percent. What makes this percentage
low is the fact that there are large numbers of officers brought in the
Navy each y ear coming from direct commission sources, such as
'doctors, nurses, lawyers, and so fOrth, who come juin huge numbers,
serve a short time, and:Jeave.

But the essential part of the Navy largely comes from the Nth- al
Academy. I can give y Ott thj.,exaet figures for the record.

[The following information Was received for the record:)
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'OFFICER POPULATION BY SOURCE

tin perceriti

1971 1972 - 1973

Naval Academy
Merchant Matins DC
AOC
NROTC (R)
NROTC (e)
OCS
ROC
/IRV CADS
%Whirs* Corps
Direct appointment-Prospective Med., Dental or Chaplain Corps

}- Other military academies
Direct appointment other
USNASNR integration program.
LD0/1DO-T programs
Warrant officer program
TemporaryMficer program (FR. Eni)
NESEP worms

14.99 15.82 16,20
. .81 1.18 .98
7.65 7.46 7.04

10.03 10.63 11.06
4.33 4.17 . 3.46

17.14 15.79 15.50
2.75 2.73 2.77
5.95 5.54 4.98
2.16 2.79 3.42
4.87 4.90 4.81

.22' .21 ' .21
9.54 IL 82 9.68
1.49 1. 40, 1.22
5.05 4, 46 3.59
1.66 1.83 2.51
.06 .02 , .02e-

2.27 2.76 3.09ar-MSC from.enlisted ... 1;07 1.15 1.2
Aviation InidshipMen .49 .47 .44
V-7, V-9; V-11; V-12 programs (WW II) 1.18 .98 .75
AVROC 4 , .99 1.30 1.51
NFO program (135X) 3.78 3.87 3.85
Misc. programs 1.52 1.76 1.67

Total e 100.00 100.00 100.00

Mr. DAN DANIEL. How much of, this combat training is ac-
complished at the Academy? Iesonie of this training farmed out,
or is all of it done there now?.

Admiral MACK. AU of it is here, sir, except, as I say, with the
exception that they go to sea in ships for that purpose in the summer,
So essentially, all of the professional training of the young officer at
the ;Naval Academy is done there with the exception of summer
Cruises.

When a young officer leaves the Naval Academy ho is qualified
its a junior officer to be a division officer, to go into a ship into the
gunnery; or engineering, or any other department, and he goes there
and he _performs professionally, upon arrival aboard the ship.

On the other hand, a young officer from NROTC, or OCS, while
a fine young man, and hav,mg about one-fourth the professional train-
ing of the Naval Academy. graduate, usually takes the jobs not requiring-professional

knowledge, and then over a period of 3 to 4 years
goes to Navy training schools from his ship, learns on the job, and at
,the end of 4 or 5 years he's an equally capable young man, and,
conversely, our Naval Academy graduate, who is deprived somewhat
of liberal arts in his Academy education, hopefully, -reads, broadens
his educational outlook, and then at the end of about -4 or 5 years
these officers from various sources are as one.

But initially what makes the Navy go is the young Naval Academy
graduate. He goes'right to the ship and performs right now, day one,
and not after 6 months, or 3 years or 4 years. This is the main strength
of thiq training program, and one of the main reasons why we need
every officer we can lay our hands on to go to the ships from the
Naval-Academy.

Mr. DAN DANIEL. That's the distinction I was trying to make.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
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Mr. FISHER: fet me suggest before the next questioning begins
that we have several very distinguished Navy Officers and Marine
Corps officers here, .and we are very anxious to -make a complete

. record, a very informative record, during ,these hearings. We are going
into this matter very thoroughly with each service. Let me suggest
that when a question is asked, if anyone present would like to add

,..anything, or make any contribUtion that would be relevant and
responsive, raise your hands, because we want to hear from everybody
who wants to be heard, who might throw any light on or enlarge upon
the answers 'that are given. .

The Chair will call themembers in the order of their appearance, at
the hearing this morning; Mr.. Montgomery is first.

Mg. DICKINSON. I was here before we started.
. Mr. MONTGOMERY. I \would be glad to yield.

. Mr. DICKINSON: No;go ahead.
Mr. MeNrgoliKK-r. Mr. Secretary, or Admiral, if you could answer,

what is the policy of wbmep going to sea now in the Navy?
Admiral WORTH BAGLEY. The policy, in accordance with title 10

:United States Code, section 6015, is that women cannot servo in
combat 'vessels in the Navy except on transports and hospital ships.

Mr. MONTGOMERY. But they are at sea now?
.admiral WORTH BAGLEY. 'limy are at sea, on the IJSS Sanctuary,

now.
Mr. MONTGOMERY. Admiral Mack, I might have goisunderstoo

but I got the impression that if the law were changed you re
wouldn't have too many_ problems, and that you could work it o
having females at the Naval Academy, and this didn't upse
much. I

Was I reading you right? -
Admiral MACK. This is*coizect, sir. This, of course, would take a

change in national policy, that women cbiild serve in combat. Once
it'illetermined they can servo in combat, and the restriction is lifted;
our problems tire quite simple, other, than the problems that we might
ordinarily have with young men and women in close quarters.

Admiral WORTH BAGLEY. Mr. Montgomery, it might be worth
adding that, looking.at it from the perspective of the Navy manager
developing requirements and, determining what resourc6 it takes for
a particular job in the NAvy, you can appreciate the fact that,
through the years, we've operated under the current law, so we've
looked at it from the experience with men going into combat and not
wren. As a consequence', v4ho knowledge that we've had to link
resources with people, and people in turn, with requirements, has
been based on the male, so we've been able to evolve ways to test
him and determine ways in which to maximize the advantages and to
minimize his weaknesses., -

So if We move into an area where the will of people, as expressed
by the Congress, has changed in a major way from the way we operated
in the past, obviously we'vegot to sit down and reassess this new
situation of resources against our requirements. So I think that We
would have a lot of homework to do, and we haven:t thought 'about
this in any great depth.

Mr. MONTGOMERY. Don't you think you probitbly should become
quite concerned and get the wheels turning over there? Quite frankly,

ioa
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I-don't know how I'm going to vote on this bill, but I think eventually
'it's coming,,,and Congress will pass legislation that will put women
into the'ocademies, .

., , . ., .You really don't have any feel right now of whether women could ,
hold li in combat? No studies have been made.at this time, or is there, . ,.g, any information at all?. '

. . Admiral WORTH BAGLEY. Nbne that I'm aware of. 7 . .

Obviously; we're giving thought to the best way to use women in
the Navy, but the scope of this sort of change, we just don't have
anything on.

Mr. MONTGOMERY. ,Mr. Secretary, what is your feeling on this, if
we would change this part of the law which restricts women from
going into combat? Have you any thoughts Or updated information on
this matter? . 1 -

Secretary MinnEsecnir. "Abo.ut whether women should serve in
combat, or whether we should change the curriculum of the Navalal
Academy, or both?

A r. MONTGOMERY. Both. .

S eretary MIDDENDORF. I would, as I said in my state cut, be
op osed toand I think the Navy would be opposedliming women

din the Academy unless the law were changed.
. .

I'm not very keen, personally, about \st,eing that law cl anged.
That's my personal % iew. I don't want My doughtier:, to st e in

. combat. 1 have three of them. And that's my personal view.
It's up to the Congress-and.the.pnblic to _make that deteriah ation.-

Wiaiever Congress says, we're _oing to say, "Aye, aye, sir, ' and
we're going to t 0 it, an 0 1 ea , f just AN Ott
that it is not chancred.

Turning to the t'Naval Academy, I ould be hopeful to th
didn't lower any standards. Now, Act 'lira! Mack was era ca
to stress this, in talking about chimp Altus:lards ---,and 1 su
that. I think it would not be the will 91 t pee* or the will o
Congress to char e or lower any standa dshecouse I hate a cuspi
that they want t lose Academies to be s tough, as possible, an
continue as the real heartbeat of our na mud security for the foil

Alit. MONTGOMERY. Thank you, I b hate t% Lore questio
Mr. Chairman..

What concerns me about allof our ktatlemies-itand if any one
the panel could add to thisis that_. I lid that some of these a
pointees that I've sent .to the Acatlenly eally are going .there t.o g t
an education, and then they go midget:I, au degree, err they 're gettin
out of the NaNy, after theS e graduated frouorie Acodemy, and
always felt that if a fat:1:v goes toithe codem3-, unless it's %cry ex7
ceptional, he should make.it his prole. dun if he goes to the school.

Is this getting worse now? What lithe percentoge compared to 10
years ago with regard to Naval Acodfmy .graduates? How long do
they stay in, anti what percentage stays in, make a professional
career?

Admiral AfAcK. I think this is a misconception that a j erz..on can
come' o the Naval' Academy 'Rid then, ina sense),,get out rjght after
his graduation and go to law school. He.ealinot *id' very few ex-
ception:. There are one or two cases. Where a man m as physically dis-
qualified, he could have been iillowedi to tju m hitt is called taking a

t «e
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sabbatical, or, in a sense, going on prolonged leave without pay,
completing his law degree, and counng back into the Navy. There
are wry, very rare exceptions, By and large, anyone who goes beyond
the second year in the .\ fix al Academy, then if he wants to leave, must
do service- as an enlisted man to pixy back that educational cost. If
ho completes the full 4.3 ears, lie's still obligated to Serve 5 years, and
everyone serves 5 years. There are no exceptions.

So that When I hear these things I'm really a little lost to find the
source, because this does not happen.

As far as attrition is concerned, we lose at the Na \ al Academy about
33 percent of .the entering class ON er a 4-y ear period. Thisis under
,investigation by the General Accounting Office nos's . Our attrition
is far less than that of the other two Academies. It happens to be far
less than that of major 4-y ea; uni ersities, ho experience about 50-
percent attrition.

Mr. MONTGOMERY.; was Aually tgalking about after the 5 years.
Admiral MACK. sorry, sir. I was going to lead to that.
After the Academy is finished, then we know that after the 5-year

obligated period 60 percent of. our Naval Academy graduates stay
in for a much longer period. We know also that only about 38 percent
of time Regular ROTC graduates stay in. We know also that only about
10 percent--=--

Mr. MONTGOMERY [interrupting]. How many of the RO'It's stay in?
Admiral MACK. Sir, 38 percent, depending on they ear you choose,

for the NROTC contract program the one which has the lesser
obligation and theseducational benefits are more limitedthe retention

-around-1-8 _percent, and for the OCS group, h et
very little, it is around 16 percent.

So the Naval Academy does provide the strength inthe later years
in the Navy, in the sense that over 60 percent of their graduates stay
in for long periods, as do graduates from the other Academies also.

Mr. MONTGOMERY. You don't think this is is problem then?
Admiral MACK. No, sir, it is not. We would like to see, I think, a

a little larger percentafie stay, perhaps 75 percent, which the Air
,Force has.

I think this is a question of the young men who Are reaching an
obligation point now , went-into service 5 years ago, turd they have
had 5 yegs of extremely arduous combat-oriented duty in Vietnam,
with long tours overseas, and I think some of this is the cause of the
60-pateent rate, which «e w ould hope to see go up.to 70 to 75 percent.

Mr. MONTGOMERY. Thahk you, sir.
Mr. FISHER. Mr. Dickinson.
Mr. DICKINSON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I, too, would like to commend the Secretary and welcome you and

your very dear and comprehensive statement on your program.
Most of the questions that have .been raised in my mind, I think,

have been answered. '
I didn't understand an answer to one question that Mr. Mont-

gomery put, though. Sometime back there was a lot of publicity
about WAVES smug to ,ea. Assuming they did not servo bn fm com-
batant ship, I 'suppose they would serve on sonic sort of cargo ship.

Do we have any WAVES at sea now, and what are they doing, and
ow does it work out? Would someone like to arrswer that?

4
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Admire IlLtox.-I think I can answer that, yes, sir. 4.
ThEV are now. serving on the Sanctuary, which is a hospital, ship..e
M r. DicraNsoN, That's the only ship on which females are,serving

in the :Navy now?
kAdniireMAcK: Xesi sir:

DICKINSON, On page 6 you said that a midshipman devotes
:=- 0742,000 hours to military training and drills:

'Whitt percent of the total 4-year curriculum would be claSsed as
corclhaftraming, from which a female would be excluded?

Achnita,l. Let me put it another way, and instead pf 2,000
dock honits, but it in academic hours. Academic hours spent on educe-
tiOn.sit any major university, are roughly 140 academic hoirrs per 4
yeii0.' (Air men spend, in professional courses the equivalent of abinit
1400ditional
I Mr. DICKINSON. About half?

Admiral MACK. Just about half on .professionb.1 subjects and train-
ibg-

r.-DicigNsoN. So I can see where you have a problem, sir, peculiar
ro,theNavf, and you would_ experience difficulties, without changing
the law; th4 the other two services would not be faced with.

Butt pariflohrase what you've, just said, approximately 50 percent
of the':seinTiculum that a midshipman,goes through is devoted solely
to combat, toward combat readiness and training, and, .conversely,
without a change in the law, 50 percent of a woman's time would be
'wasted if she took these courses?

Admiral MALI. That is approximately correct, sir, about 50 percent.
I wouldn't say wasted, since she would have some knowledge of. the
Navy, obviously, that would help her in what she does ashore, but,
in a sense, it would be wasted since we should have a man doing that
became he's the only one who could usit at sea. In that sense it is
wasted.

DICKINSON!' In your profi le of Academy graduates, y0)1 say
that the average Academy graduate serves, Toughly, how many
years? You say about 60 percent serve long tenures. Do you have any

mfigures on that? How many finish 20 Tears? ,

Admiral MACK. I would say of that 60 percent about half of those
finish'. 2,0 years. The curve goes down because of various reasons. For
involuntary reasons, not being selected for higher rank, and so forth,
the curve begins to go down. , .

Mr. DICKINSON. You think then that figure of 60 percent would
go to,finish their professional career of at least 20 years?

-Admiral MACK.' I would say not all; no, sir.
Mr. DICKINSON. Not AS many as 60 percent? Fifty percent?

,Admiral MACK. Perhaps half of that would go on to 20 years.
Mr: DICKINSON. I see.
Adin. DAviro BAOLEY.We don't have those preCise figures, but

it is about 45 to 50 percent of those officers that we would expect to
stay injor the full career'.

Mr. DICKINSON. You mean of the graduating class, or of the 60
percent that we were talking 'about?

Adni. DAVID 'BAGLEY. Of the graduating class.

I.09
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chairman -and'Mr. Dim:moll. The I were just remarking up here
About the fact that you haire suc a high incidence of retentionfrom
the Academy graduates.-Sixty percent is really high.

.,

'Admiral MACS. 'fiat, of course, 1.4 after. a 4-year period. Ad-
rairal_Bagley, of course, is much more qualified to know how many
-stay beyond that. I can't really address that except to make an
- estimate. J

. DiciaNsoN. Would yoti anticipate any problems in connection
with women in the service insofar as duty stations abroad? At any 7'

rate, are there any remote places where theyinight present a unique e
problem, or aboard ship, where they might present a unique problem;
such -as separation from family, where you might envision some 'diffi- "_
Viltie,s for SVOMen different from men? ,- £

4

Adm. WORTIt BAGLEY. In, athlitiOn. to some ,of the other points t
.: that have been made, we have hazardous duty in the Navy, SEAL'S, k'

underwater demolition,. and that sort of thing. r

e.Mr. Ihmlursorr.. They are all voluntary, aren't they? ., ,,'',/
Adm.-W-011Th BAGLEY. Not in every case.

, ri
We have in the naval Officer structure about 4,000 billets &rioted

; to thakpurpose, so -that perhaps-would pose-a problem. - 4
- Mr. DrcaINSON. But if tirey are not all volunteer, they are for the '

- :most part volunteer, aren't they, the SEAL's, the UDT's, and the -
--1,-._ -__ - .._ . - -_

., ,.- Adm. WonTa_BaoLtt. A-sigraffcant proportion/ of it is; don't
have it available, but we can put the -record the exact umber
that are. ,.,. ,

t ,' t

(The-following information re ived for the reCord:1
There are 4040 officers in,...bilhOs re'quiring them to receive hazardous duty pay

in l'' 74. 2988 of these are filled, by volunteers. This number can be segregated
-intb.the following categories: J - ,,

Submarine duty . ; -
-... , ' 2 2, 816

Parachute, duty_ _ .,--
.. ,. 172

.0thersDiving, demolition, spril/VDT, flight deck,' etc_ 1, 052
, ,

Total -,... 4,040
1Note Light deck duly sasignmente aremOt ioluntaky.-.., . ..

It would be wrong, however, to assume that only the billets categerized above
involve hazard. Any billet in the operat,int forcesmost of which are not volunteer
billets could. involve substantial hazard'to "the incumbent. Contingencies such
DS fire, collision, boating in the open setk, ordhance mishaps, or machinery. derange-
ment-can .require the performance of hazardous functions _by these personnel
assigned to the unikinvoived.

Mr. \themmoil. Could yOu give Me some examples of hazardous
-or extrahazirdous duty that woO'ld not necessarily be voluntary?

Adrq..WOnyit BAGLEY. Admiral Mack has talked about the haz-
ardous fluty in any vessel in the Navy,' with the exception of the
transport ancrhoSpital ships, so that's anothellexampld.

Mr. MoINSON. But that's a lot different than the SEAL'S, where
they hams \to jump from the airplanes, swim under water, a work

dbiaolitioir charges. I was tug wondering whether th e was
another area where we have hazardous or extrahazardous dut that

, :',is not voluntary in nature..

I
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Adm. WORTH BAGLEY. None that haven't been discussed in that
context, Mr. Dickinson. -

Die KiNsoN. Do you see the need fOr mote officers Of higher
rank in the Navy? We're attracting womenPowerto fill out our man-
power requirements in going to the All-Volunteer .services you get
inore women in the uniform of the servic e, you're gunig tu peed more
officers and senior officers who are women:

Would this hold true in the Navy, or is-thete sore polic3y there?
Adm. WORTH BAGLEY. In the program that -we're following now

for women, we are experiencing a very significant increase. In fiscal
year 1975, there will be about a 50-percent increaSp in women officers
since fiscal 'year 1972. Over the same i5eriod, the,hurobers of enlisted;
women will triple. ?

Mr. DicKiNsox. You expect to increase 3-our '`,1iomen officers 50
percent. You say it has nothing to do with the Academy, whether'
they are admitted to the Academy or not. Would it be an advantage,
though, to have women graduates from the Academy , ON er the can-.
Mates that you are getting now?

Adm. WORTH BAGLEY. In the context that we have talked about,.
under the current law, we wouldn't think so. We.*ould think it would
be much more efficient to TO-ahead and train wozhen officers as We're .

doing it. op.
It costs $02,000 to train an individual at the Naval Academy;

$21,000 in the NROT, C scholarship program, and about $7,000 now
to train a WAVE KtheOCS. The ROTC has only, been in effect now
only for a few e . ,...

Nit.. DICKINSON. Are you tieing successful iti attracting women tu.
your ROTC pro"' am? t

Adm. WORTH BAGLEY. Very successful, and there ;tire live or six
appliCants for every one that 'is, choSen. ,..

But one of the main arguments, Mr. Dickinson, I think, for con-_
tinuing the trend that we have now, at least under the circumstances, .
of the present law, is this question of cost, .because. there are some' _
where between, 30 to 75 percent of the ,cuiTently authorized naval
officer billets to which women can't, either legally or rationally, be ,. .assigned. , , ..

On The opposite side of that coin, if we put a man in the Naval
Academy for that saint' $62,000, he has the potential of filling 100 .

.percent of officer,billets. . .

So, looking at it from the manager's standpoint, we think what we
are doing now is, reasonable and rational.

Mr. DICKINSON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. That's all I have..
Secretary MIDDENnonr. Mr. Dickinson,.if I could just add to that,

following the Chairman's suggestion? .

At the present time approximately- 25 percent of the women w ho
are in the Navy, are officers. For the entire Nail-, men and women
combined, about S percent are officers. Two-thirds of the Nipmen in
the officer corps are in the healing arts area, priinarily nursing areas,,
highly specialized.

.Mr. DICKINSON. Thank you.
Mr. FISHER. Mrs. Holt?
Mrs. HOLT. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. ,

It's certainly a pleasure to ha% e you gentlemen,w ith us this morning,,,
and I'm very proud to have the.N,at, al Academy in the Fourth District_



of ,Mar)lalitl. I certainly _know the finie institution Admiral Mack
. ,presides over up there, and the great tradition that has been carried

on, et the Naval' Academy.
'1-oweiter, I would like to ask Admiral. Mack, if you feel that it's

really insurmountable. I have to agree with the Secretary that 'I
itolft want to sec the combat restriction changed. But I was very
interested in the Israeli system when up w ere over there. They do
train their women, but they have a dual system, and they take cogni-
tance of the fact that they are the childbearers, and I think that's

Ilyeryi important. We are dVferent. , .. }it would it be insurmountable to have a dualsystem? You d6
have a dual system now, in that you lus e unrestricted and restricted
/men. Why couldn't we change the appointment law so that we

, :wouldn't detract from the number of, men that you could produCe,
and this ,would cive the,women the opportunity to take advantige
of the fine reducation that's there for them, and to go on. in their naval
career, if they chose that'?

lap,

'Admiral MAqC. Mrs. Holt, we at the Naval Academy are very
proud that you come to see us as often as you do, that you are a mem-
ber of the Board of Visitors, and we always look forward to -your'
visits) anal think that we can thank you now .for all that you have
done for us:

In answering the questibn, I have not made enough of an issue, I
think, of the .physical restrictions at the Naval Academy. It's true
thatthe appointments we can give are 4,444, plus or minus a few who
are .descendents of Medal of Honor winners. That is a legal restric-
tion: However .the physicaIrestriction is about the same.

We have at beginning of the year, in September, the 6th or 7th,
the 14,day of the year, 4,300 midshipmen in the Naval Academy.
That is because that's exactly the number we can seat in the mess
hall, or ward room, and it's exactly the same number of bunks we
have, in. the rooms.- Obviously

having,
we could squeeze a few more in, by

"doubling bunks, and perhaps havin, a double sitting soniewhere in the
.corner. It happens to be also roughly the numbei w e can accommodate
with the classroom size, that we have instructors for, and so forth.
So 4,300 is the size that we are .desigend for, and we operate for.

Now, if we were to do as you say, we couldn't do it by adding.
We'd have to do it by subtracting men. I think that's the crux of our -
argument. And if we do as you say; we would subtract, men because
we only have .the physical size to take 4,300, and that, would result
in the lowerina of the readiness of the Nasty because we could not
thensend those men out to the Navy to be 1st -day operating Naval,
officers. You would have to fill inthose numbers-from OCS, or other-
wise.

So that's the real barrier to the snggestion you're making. If it wets
not for that, obviously, with time and a little money, and so forth,
we could cOnstruct a_ course for woman.

Mrs. Hour.,But we could change the physical facilities. If we found
that there were large numbers of woman applying, then we would

;increase the size of the mess hail. .

Admiral Micx. You could do that. Also, you would have to increase
the,size of the ,whole physical plant of the Naval Academy.

For instance, we have some beautfiful new buildings, as You know,
there. These are now being built up to where they can handle 4:300,

52-151.6-75---s
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people. There are many buildings. that Vero 'designed for 1,500.
physical facilities, sued as the swimmin- epools, where we train peo ie.,- .! ,

_-" to swim=this is a very important sort d thing in the 'Navyand e :
athletic buildings Tete:designed. for L500. That's abqitlfli.ey

.7 .accommodate. . -- .1 ..
SO there are many areas that we can iccommodate l tlaq4,300.

If we were to. build facilities for, say, 100, 200, 300 wop,oitetlitng
of that sort, li Would have to be done, with so much; ore barracks
space, so much more mess hall space, and across the hole spectrum
of the combinations of facilities we have there. It woldcl be perhaps
an extensive process. .It could be crone. It would take me time to do.

Mrs. HOLT. I gather, from your remarks- you donf think it would
be his' urmonntable in the training to hive a dual sy al?Admiral Mack. No. 'We can, of course, do that, Øvetime to put
the courses together, hire the instructors and find th ssroom space,

:;either by building or by doing something else. voti/d have to. do
teaching-,at night; or something of that sort..k,

.% _ Mr. liom Thank you.
That'S all I have, Mr. Chairman.

- ., -Mr. FISHER. Mr. Wilson. .,

Mr. CHARLES WILSON. Thank you, Mr: Chairman.
r. Secretary, you indicated that:

, .
The appointm. ent and admission of women would displace combat-oriented

male graduates for whom replacement in the Officer Corps would have to be
sought from sources which do not provide, to a comparable degree the scope of
professional military training, whieh is the pride and essence of the Naval Academy.

You make a point of that where it involyies women, but it doesn't
seem to disturb you when we allow foreign nationals to come to the
Academies. I recognize there's lint a large'number of them,. but this,
was-never brought tip as an issge 1. t that time.

DC you have a comment to .. e about it? .

Admiral BAGLEY. I think the iie element there, Mr. Wilson, which
is vefy important, is that with ih size .of the Navy that we have, with
the decreases over the past Years? that one of the most important
things that we can do is keeplivery close to our allies. This has been
traditional in the Navy, anig.we have relationships, particularly in

I South Anierica, but it's^noilis expap' ding to other parts of the globe,
where very lasting and close tclatio*hips are established in the Naval-
Academy at the same time, 'ithen'ive go ahead with that sort of thing,

Mr. Cumu.ks WILSON. Well,lcihei-e's two sides to that., Admiral.
We've trained some of the South Ameticans at our Naval ,Acadei4,
and"they've.. gone out dud pafficipated. in the raiding of American
tuna boats in Chile, and Peru', and Ecuador. This is a two-edged
sword, I think, in some cases.,I think sometimes we overdo this busi-
ness of involvin& our allies.I thinkit does not altogether work out the
way it should work. out. ;' ' , . 1

Adm: Wonrii BAGLEY. TtiOri't believe that's in the curriculum
i 0 though, I'll say that. :

Mr. Ciraimts WiLsoN. Mr. ,Secretary, you indicated, I think, that..-.

if women were admitted 'to the Academy:the standards would have to
':. -be lowered, is, that right? -;'

,

Secretary MIDDtliD0,1'. I think I said if the standards were
I. lowered, would be 'very much against it If the standards were
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merely, changed, but maintained, it might be possible to work out
though I'm not sure-I can see how.

Mr. CHARLES WILSON. I thought you were going beyond what
.Adrpiral Mack had said in indicating that possibly there would be a
lowering of standards if women were admitted to the Academy.

Adm. WORTH BAGLEY. There may have been a question there
about the assumption of whether or not the current law on com ?at
requirements had been chlinged, or had not been changed.

Mr. CHARLES WILSON. You have a very ,strict regulation on the
admission -of applicants to the Naval Acadethy insofar as eyesight is
concerned, itnd its my understanding that to go into combat, or to be
trained for combat at the Naval Academy, they should have 20-20
uncorrected vision. Is that right? You. do make exceptions, but what

. I'm getting at is you have lowered your standards for various reasons,
for football players, and so forth, pelow what the combat.standards
are.

Secretary MinnENDoRF. I don't think the standards have been
_ lowered forany applicants coming into the Academy-. There are those

who lose visual acuity durinl the period of their tour, of duty there.
Mr. CHARLES WILSON. Now, you've made" exceptions for new

admissions into the Academy, and you know you have. You're new on
the job and are not aware of it, .maybe. I thinkMmiral Mack might
be able td speak to that:

Admiral ACS. I think that's a little bit overblown. We do have
authority to make an occasional, one or two a Year,' exception, for
color blindness., and thiS can betaken care of in the sense that if that

. perSononce in awhile he is pn athlete, most pj the time hers a
brilliant person academically, ,iind we need himztand he goes into

- engineering specialty, or he goes into the supply corps; where he does
not need the.requirements for visual, or color unblindness, so to speak.

doesn't have to recognize color.
Other than that, there are' very few exceptions, where we accept 1-

someone with perhaps a little lessless English perfection, because we
-think we can'teach him that.

I think the Secretary was talking about our standards being lowered,
meaning our professional standards would be lowered, which would
have to be because we could not send women to sea. I don't think it,
was anticipated that, physical standards would be lowered. We would
di, one thing; that is, woinen,are structurally not put together to do
certain kinds of things, with regard to pushups and pullups, and we
would change that because that would be necessary.

Mr. CHARLES WILSON. I don't think thisib a big problem, Admiral.
The issue's been raised by many Memberiof Congress, and it's been
raised by the military people, but-I can't See this as a pushup-pullup
thing.

.
t

Admiral MACK. This is not an issue, sir. They would be required to
take the same physical training and do the same things the men do,
and that's not an issue, and we would not do anything about lowering
the standards thefe. -4

The only ptandards we're talking, about would be those concerning
. professional.education, where we would be required by law to lower

them because we could not send them to sea. ,
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Mr. CHARLE WILSON. Admiral. I wanted to compliment you om
your response tb the questions. I felt that you have been very objec-
tive in your response to the questions. I was a little disc ppointed in
yotir prepared statement, but as you responded to questions, I
thought you expressed your true feelings as to much of this.

I didn't see _any great opposition you have to allowing women to.
come into the Academy when you presented your own personal
opinion. Yotl-dilln% seem to feel,,ihere was too much that had to be
.

toverOome. j' 4

Admiral MACK-Thank you,.Mr. Wilsbn. The Navy loves women;
the Naval Acadeninloves women; and I love women.-It's not a ques-
tion Of being opposed to women. The question simply is, as we said,
we have a fixed resource. We can only put so many people into it.
If We do put women in,, and they are precluded by law from combat
duty, from doing what we have to do, then we are suffering some
readiness in the Navy, and that's our real concern.

Mr. CHARLES WILSON. You'nktalking about law change now.
Yesterday, we just _changed a law, bossed a bill, at the request of the
Navy, and this is done.all the.time,. and if we have to change the law
to make it possible for women to come into the Academy, we can pass
a law. So I don't see that this should be a big hangup, or whether we
should dwell on it too much. If we feel that this is the proper thing to
do, then let's just change the law, ,and even the combat law.

,I was going to ask you, what specific combat roles are there that you:
see .that could not be handled by women, insofar as the Navy is.
concerned?

Admiral MACK. 'My oivn personal opinion, I don't see anything
a woman couldn't do that a. man does now in the Navy. There are
some physical things, such as SEAL's perhaps, where their physique
is the key thing, being able to swim, or something of thit sort, but

. there are women who can do that. You have only to see the Olympics.
Mr. CHARLES WILSON. The Air Force had Nficki King as a coach

at the Academy there. She was a coach of the boys,. and didn't create
any problems at all. It was. the greatest experience they Over had,.
and they came out of it with a lot better divers than they. had before.
'So this isn't anything, again, that should be too.tlifficult.

Admiral MACK. No, sir. I would have to search for an exception
.like that. Perhaps I could find one, but I don't think that's the point,.
because they cab do almost anything.

Mfr. CHA.a4F,s,WiLsoN. They certainly are beginning to prove it to
me too.

I think, I agree with Mr. Montgomery, I dpn't knOw how soon
this* going' to happen, maybe in another year. or two hut, I think ,

that. it would be wise if the AcadeMy did start figuring out what the
actual cost would be for the changes that would have to be_ made,
such as d rmitory changes that-would have to'be made, and actually
prepare plan. The Air Force .has a contingency plan. They know
how muc it's going to cost. They now how many they 're going to
bring in: nd they're just going to have to do" it if the Equal Rights
A iMendm t is ever adopted by enough States. It's going to be a
mattqr ofIrights. So they ,have a plan already, and it might be ad-
"visablejor the Naval Academy to proceed on. the same basis.

,Admiral MACK. We have a series of plans.
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Mr FISHER. Admiral Bagley, did you have a.comment with res ect...

-to' that? v.

Adm. DAVID BAGLEY: Yes; I have two comments, one m 'ill
_regard to Mr. Wilson's question.

He is correct. We have authorized a 30-percent waiver on the
eyesight over the past several years. The reason fur that is that N' e 'v.i
find a lot of people can do the unrestricted line job at sea in comman
as long as they have a 20-20 correctible, Soy ou are correct on that'
sir. .

,

I might add also, since it has been brought up here about the
number of women who might go to the"Nival Academy, it may be
of interest to the committee that at the present time the. S'aval

'Academy provides 'approximately- 19 percent of the total unrestiicted
line input per year to the Navy. We are unique, as I know you all
Are familiar *with, in that we have to provide seashore opportunity
fei- our officers. We cannot`sentl all tlfe men to sea indefinitely and
Ie p all-the women ashore,

o I think that as we are considering this question, we should look
at how many women can be taken into the Navy from the Academy,. . .

or any other source. We estimate that if the statutes are not changed
and fj-le women are denied combat ,diity, as has been defined here
today; that we have approximately 1,600 billets that can be filled

uby itcanen in the unrestricted line, and I am going on the presumption
thitettlie graduates of the Naval Academy should be allor a very
lar 4:'_IMajorit:y of themunrestricted line eligible.

We are increasing the numbers of women, the Navy is becomiri:---"). .

. morelittractiv'e to them. They see areal opportunity to advance and
mive,are staying in, So we are getting a larger career force to fill, the
1,600 billets. If we do admit women. to the Naval-Academy and do 1\

. not ellange the combat provisions, of law we are going to have to
restrict the number of women coming in, both from the Naval Aca-

. demyiand the ROTC. .
:\lr.:FISHER. May I ask you one qiiestion? I am wondering how

much Weight we should give, in considering this subject, .to the question
ofwhetherit's cost-effective to spend $62,000 a year to train a uoman,
or a milli, or anybody else for noncombat, on restrictive duty. Is that
;good himiagernent? Is that a

i
sound approach? And can we justify it?

Adm, DAVID BAGI.EY. It certainly is not a good investment, in
- .

my viely, for a person. who is going to be restricted in the assignment
of his capabilities. We are getting a number of highly qualified AN omen,
applicants, for our OCS, whiel, it has been pointed out here,
costs us about$7,000 per graduate. ,That will meet most of our needs.
That, together with the programs «e have in the Row, mill meet
our women requirements and-tAill provide, in the cape of the N ROTC,
a subsidized'education. - . . -

'Mr. FISHER. Mr. Wilson, you had another question?
Mr. CHARLES WILSox._Mr. Hogan just ansu creel it for me. Thank

you, Mr, Chairman. .
. .

Mr. Fism.41.- Mr. Treen?
. Mr. TiiEEN. Thank you, Mr, Chairman.

I would like to take just a moment to welcome my friend, Bill
Middendorf,' to commend him on his selection as Secretari of the
Navy. I know that you are devoted to the mission of the-1N avy- and'
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,that it's _going to flourish un your guidance. I was 'very pleased
t hat the President made that partinlar appointment. .

Secretary MIDDENDORF..Thank you. . .

Mr. TREEN. I have a couple of questions for Admiral Mack, but
anybo'dy, can resPond Avho Wishes to,,

I refer you to the:bottom of page 8 of your statement, Admiral
Mack, and The top Of page 9, in which you refer to the Naval Academy
as a "fixectiesource, ' and that Congress has set a ceiling on the total
number. otlinidshipmen at the Naval Acadeniy.

What i.4.rthat? Is that 4,200? ,

Admiral Mack. It's 4,444, plus Medal of Honor winners' sons,
whichinight average half a dozen or more in future years. It would be
roughly that number. We do not bring in that number because, as I
said before, we only have 41300 places to put people at any given
time. So we bring in enough young men in the plebe year to make
about 4,380 al tne beginmng of the summer, and the 80 either attrit
or leave by the end of the plebe summer, and so we try to get it
rounded to 4,100 as being our fixed ceilifig in terms of facilities with
which to educate and keep these young men. So 4,444 is the legal
limit, plus or minus a few, and the practical limit is 4,300.

Mr. TREEN. So you try to bring in at the beginning of the plebe
year trnumber that will give you approximately 4,380, is that correct?

Admiral MACK. 4,380 at the beginning of plebe summer. During
that summer around 80 will leave.

Mr. TREEN. Why do they leave?
Admiral Mack. They leave for various reasons: They don't

like the idea, of being a naval officer finally, even though they've
ibeen there; they think it's too difficult for them; they've decided they

want some other career. There are a variety of reasons, not all of them
given .being the proper true reason. Sometimes their families want
them to become a midshipman, and they get there and decide they
really don't want to, so they change their mind and leave. But we
know historically about SO will leave in the summertime.

Mr. TREEN. So your ,admission policy is geared to come out at
about 4,300 at the beginning of the year?.

Admiral MACK. Yes, sir.
Mr. TREEN. And that'slwhat you have facilities for, approximately

4,300?
Admiral MACK. Ye,; the number of bunksh the number of places

in the messhall. the number of classroom sets;- lavatories, and so, .

forth. I
.

Mr. TREEN. So you're operating at capacity, so to speak, now?
Admiral MACK. Yes, sir. \
Mr. nEkx. I just want to pursue that point because I think that

what you're saying in your statement is that you would have to
reduce the number of men if ou admit women.

Admiral MACK. Yes, sir; it' a very important point. I wish I bad
made it more strongly in the statement, but you brought it out
again, that this is the key, we are fixed in size, if we do not find some
way to increase the size. This would be very costly, I think. We're
talking then in terms of building new buildings and new facilities.
Our other recourse is to reduce the number of men and take in women,
which would reduce the inimber of men going to fleet assignments.
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Mr. tuEEN. Is, this the particular situation every yea ? ?,,Is this the
rule, rather than the exception, that you're operating at your author-
ized capacity?

Admiral 1%,{iPx. We have been at this authkized capacity, I thirdt-,
8 to 10 years. The other two academies are coming up to the stair?'

level
as tip, and they have only recently reached the 4,000

Way back in the old days we had a 1,500 level, and that's when
our gymnasi. um and other facilities were built. We went to 2,000,
2,400, and now we're up to 4,000, I think, it was around 8 years ago,
something of 'that sort.

Mi'.. TREEN. Admiral, as I understand your statementlend I
consider it to' be very comprehensive and, concisethe burden of it
is that as long as we have the combat restriction you do not favor
admission of women to the Academy:If the law were changed, itis your
opinion that women would have no difficulty- doing all that a male

... admittee kcould do. :

Are you referring to the career at the Academy when you state that
R woman could Perform any function that ,a man could, or do you
mean, thrOughout the naval.career?

Admiral MACK. My responsibility, of course, is limited to the
Naval Academy, and I could give you some personal opinion based on
what I think would happen later.. ',';

I make a point though that, obviously, there are hot as many Physi-
Cally capable women-in our country as there are men, by virtue of the
nature of That women do and what men do, 'and therefore there would
be less of : pool to draw from. I am sure that,we could get in the num-
bers we would need physically able and capable women to do whatever ,

we haVe to,do, just as we do men. .
..- With regard to w)tat they do outside of the fleet, there are many

.jobs involving physical stress, and so forth; there are many not involv-
mg it. That would be a judgment you would have to make, on what
billet you were talking about, whoa, the vio en could do, and there are
many, man billets that could be filled by omen in the fleet in com-
bat roles. A ,++,

Mr. TVE N. I presume th t ddring the 4-year course at the Academy
marriage' is rohibited for your students?

Admiral i Px. This is correct.
Mr. TRE N. And that would presumably apply for ,women, if

\\\ 'admitted? i .' . AdMiral IVacx Yes, sir.
Mr. TREE . You would,propose to prohi 't thamarriage for woMil.
adu,ates fo lowing their graduation, would ou?
Admiral ACK. No, sir.

r. TREE I. That would be untenable', of course.
----- Admiral Am Yes, sir.

?Mit TREE . To'prohibit it after they graduate.

was
i 4,61. Yes, sir. It has been historically. Of course, when I

was a midshipinin there was a law saying; "You cannot be married
.k for ,2 years after graduation."

Mr. TREE Now you marry them right) at graduation time, don't
-,you?

'...AdMiral M px. The same day, yes, sir., itii.

141
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Mfr. _TREED. Then if they get married, obviously some of them are
going to have children. After they get out, during their career in the

women will have children.
A.dinirarMAcK. Yea,. sir.

., '.fr, 'TREEN. What are we going to d6 aboutwhen they getyregnant,
and they're out at sea, and so forth? Are we going to have a special'
maternity leave, or do you feel at that time a woman might not be able
to perform as adequa,tely as a man, during pregnancy periods?

Admiral MACK. Fortunately, we have a very good Chief of Naval
Personnel wha would have to solve all these problems. I think y ou
better address that to him. :- , ,

Mr. TREEN. I was wondering whether you'd give them maternity
leave, or send the huSband out to the fleet so, that lie could be there
,When it Was Born.

I don't intend to be entirely humorous here. Lthink that I'm try ing
to point to the problem, that,you don't have this problem, of course,
during Academy life., or ayou wouldn't have it with a woman because' she:s prohibited from marrying, just as a man is. But once she gets out
into the service as, a career, the woman bears. children, and that's a
natnral phenomenon, and I don't know that anyone's suggesting' that
that be clianged or how it would be changed.,But it seems to me that
that fact of lifeeertainly.creates a problem. I'm not saying that it not
a. naturalproblem, and I haven't decided how I'm goingto vote on this
legislation, but I'm Probink and I'm being the devil's' advocate from
..time to time.

But it seems to me that we do, by the very fact that the women will
be bearing children, have this problem, that it will derogate to that
extent from the full utilization of our career,officers. That is going to
have to be taken care of In some way if it happens. ' .

I personally- am opposed to utilizing women in combat. I don't
think that drawing that di4inction is an invidious discrimination or
an inequity at all, but that's another problem.

Does anyone have any suggestions as to how this maternity problem
might be handled during the carter of these naval officers?

dm. WORTH BAGLEY. I think, just to make a, related comment
that's important, you've drawn a very valid distinction here between
the difficulties that migh exist between the training period and the
difficulties that might exis ubsequentIty when the individual went
into the fleet.

We've had a great deal of c iscussion about the cost of facilities' at
the .N, aval Academy, but we I i aven't talked about the facility chan,es
that Would be required in th fleet itself. If the law were altered so that
a. woman graduatekvoculd be assigned to a combatant ship, there is a ,
great deal of change that would be required there to accol'innodate the
-two selves.

...\ fr. ' Tnntx. In addition to that if a woman becomes' pregnant
3 Qu're going to have to take her' out at some point Of her pregnancy ,
the third month, fourth month, I don't know, and what provisions are
going to be made for thew difficult times during the pregnancy?
"Whaeproblems are these going to create for the levy? ? Its certailily
'kind of a diffidult thing to predict, at least it's been my experience, and
I'm just wondering if there's ,been some thought as to how this wa,
goihg to be Managed. I suppotie notand I don't want to take up too
much of the committee's time because 3 ou're not really considering
changing the law, or permitting wciianin combat. .

11 9 i.
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A ACM. WORTH BAGLEY. That's correct.
Ir. TAEEN. And I don't suggest that you shoidd, as you suggest,

1' Mr. Chairman. 'y

Mr. Fisatn.,Vice Admiral Bagley, I think, would like to address
this. ,

Adm. DAVID BAGLEY. We have, of Course, this problem in the
Nivy today. You're perfectly correct, Mr. Treen, that we would have
to remove,them 'from the ship. With respect to our experience today
ashore, we are lookinirtO giving people about 1, month before birth
'and six weeks after birth before they return to their assigned duties,
so it does represent o, longer time away from the job than it does for
thOtnale.

Mr. Timm:Well, it's a considerably different problem at sea than
itKis here.

Adm. DAVID BAGLEY. It would be, from my point of.'view, as4
,Chief of Naval Personnel, a very difficult problem, because would

,,,have to have reliefs available on shore to go out on very short notice to
relieve- pregnant worthron board ship. ,

Mr. THEEg. Yes: Thank you, Admiral.
--- Those are all the questions I have, Mr. Chairman. Thank you.

,Mr,,xsuEn. Mr. Hillis, if you will bear with me, and let me ask the
admiral one other question just to keep it in context here.
° You commented on it briefly a moment ago, and that's the first

time that had been referred to,, the problem of converting the-Ships,
or making such changes that might be required to' acconnitodate
women if theilare assighed to combat on the ships.

Would you enlarge on that, and how much difficulty would be
involved in converting the ships, or making the changes?

Adm. WORTIL BAGLEY. I think it's the same sort of problem that
Admiral Mack raised for the Naval Academy, but it's multiplied. We
have at the end of this,year 509 combat ships in the Navy, so we
would make the same sort Of conversions to accommodate the two
sexes, and we'A. multiply that times 509. It's that scope of a probleiri.

Mr. FISHER. Would that be fairly expensive?
Adm. WORTH BAGLEY. It would be very expensive, I would judge,.

but I haven't gotten into this in detail. But on the face of this, it

,Mr. FISHER. Admiral, I won't pursue it further here because I want
to have room for Mr. Hillis to ask questions. He alway s asks real good
oxies. Would you submit for the record at some point an estimate of the
cost and what would be involved in that? I think the committee would
want to know.-

Adm. WORTH BAGLEY. We'll do the best we can on that, Mr.
Chairman.

Mr. FISHER. Thank you very much.
[Thefollowing information was received for the record:]

de

AN ,AIALYsis OF THE COST IMPACT AF .INTEGRATING WOMEN INTO THE
MANNING OF ALL ACTIVE SHIPS, AIRCRAFT SQUADRONS AND U.S. NAVAL

ACADEMY
ASSUMPTIONS

1.-Te Equal Rights AmendmEnt is passed and fully implemented by the U.S.
Navy.

2. The ability of women to pqrform combat duties effectively is equal to that
of men. ' l. .

n.fr
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trAll Navy assignments will benpeito women. .-

requires.
4'. The Navy will be able to recruit the numbers of 7omen it des, air/or

6. Personnel support, excludini facilities, will,he the same as _cUrtently ex-
pe iced:-(Disbursing, medicill, recreational, .it7

6. anges made to facilities will be permanent and of high quality.,
It s Id also be noted that coat impact on future construction was not con,,. ,

sidered. e total cost of alterations to ships and facilitiei was used; thereford;
time phas1 of changes was not considered. Readiness changes have not been
quantified. erve ships, w re not included in,the analysis.

Ships
Costs connected

,crew inembers includ
/spaces. Examples of w
big anti sanitary spat
erecting bulkheads to
analysis, changes to wor
not considered.

Because of the overall iral
quired for alterations to acco
now allocated to other,flincti

In undertaking this analys
of eight representative ships. an
of thoe.ships were assessed. All

""tit the representativ'e ships tow
The tables below show the s

Ship the number, of active Na
total cost. A range of values w
if women crew members, fepres
in the Navy by FvY -76), 10%
levels and costs were used. A
approximately 21,000, 54,000

It should be noted that the
typegare not necessarily the
the number of ships in Ivhi

tg ...,t,

, r, piscussioN ,
..7

A
.-- .

*th modifying active Navy ships to accommodate women .
rim/idly structural modifications to berthing and sanitary
k that would have to be performed are. partitioning berth-

altering ventilation and lighting to serve new spaces,
ovide passageways through berthing aroas. In this

aces, decor, messing spaces and medical facilities were

tion of space aboard ships any additional iace re-
caudate women would be at the expense of spaces

- -;

Ships

structural modifications were developed for each .

the costs associated with making changes in each
other Navy ships were then categorized under one
'eh it was most nearly related.
s which were analyzed, the cost for altering each
ships considered to be in that category and the
applied to 'show the extent of changes required

nted 4%, (presently planned percent of women
nd 20% of the crew, respectively. FY-76 force
olute numbers of isromen represented would be
d 108,000.

umbers of ships associated with each represeiftative
mbers that will be in that type but rather represent
similar modifications would have to be made.

4 PERCENT WOMEN CREW MEMBERS

Representative
costs Number . Total Cost

(thousands) of ships (millions)

2. AOR 7 o)
1. AD 38 destroyentender)

((oiler))
3. CVAN 6$ ((aircraft carrier) IL
4, DE 1052 (destroyer escort). - -.-
5. LST 1179 (landing ship, tank)..,
6. PF (patrol frigate)
7. SSI311 allispc missile submarine)

Tots

$164
77
70
98

185

420
105

56
19
13

201
66
11

122

$9.
1.5
,9

19.7

11,2
51,2

95.9

10-PERCENT WOMEN CREW MEMBERS

Ships

Representative
costs Number Total cost

(thousands) of ships (911fons)

I. AD 3E( destroyer tender)
2. AOR 7 (oiler)
3. CVAN 68 (aircraft carrier)
4. DE 1052 (destroyer escort)
5. LST,1179 (landing ship, tank)
6. PF (patrol frigate)
7. SSBN (ballistic missile submarine)

Total

$134 59 6 $7. 5
84 , A 19 1.6
49 ' 13 .6

154 201 3k 0
162 66 1'7

9& ' 11 1.
8
1

490 122 59.

112.3
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20 PERCENT WOMEN CREWMEMBERS'

Ships

I. AO 38 (destroyer tender)
2. AOR 7 (oiler)
3. CVAN 6$ (aircraft carrier)

s. 4. OE 1052 (destroyer escort) N
-i' 5. LST 1179 (landing shipe,tink )

6. PP (patrol frigate) ...
, 7.. SS BN (ballistic missile sulrarine)

Total

$122
84
281

168
" 168

630

1; 131.9

attepruentative
costs Number Total cost

(thousands) of ships (millions)

1

201
3

66
11

122

6.8
1.6
.

33.8
4

11.1
1.3

76.9

As demonstrated by the tables, cost of ship modifications is not necessarily a
linear function. In some cases, larger numbers of women on board will require
fewer modifications since whole berthing areas may be devoted to women instead -

of making extensive alterations to provide separate berthing for men and women
within an existing compartment.

Cost data for ship modifications were developed by ihe Naval Ship Engiteering"
Center and the Naval Ship Systems Command.

ei
Aircraft

It ,is reasonable to postulate that sufficient women will be available for assign-
ment to aircrewbfllets who have the same human engineering characteristics (i.e.,
mean ,height, weight, reach, dexterity, etc.), as their male counterparts an
therefore, would be able to adequately, function without extensive modifications
to aircraft. Male height and weight standards required for entry into the flight
program range from 64 inches (min. weight 105, max. weight 160) to 78 inches
(Min. 153 to raa& 235). Approximately 85% of the your women of the country.

.fall within these physical standard limits. Should the Navy be unable to find
' the requisite, number, of such women, and the number to be integrated were an

absolute requirement, extensive and very costly cockpit and control modifications
might be required for nearly all combat aircraft. The total cOst of integrating
women into the fleet could thus,become significantly higher than that associated
witil changes to Shipboard accommodations.
U.S. Naval Academy (USNA) .

The costs developed for changes required at USNA are made up otiwo parts.
First, those changes required to be made to Bancroft Hall Dormitory szinita,ry
space. For numbers up to 300 women midshipmen (7% of the 4200 total) existing
jimito ial rockers could bet'converted, at the cost of $5000 each. Poi increases
beyond 300) three-persun,ruumswould hdvc to be modifiedto add sanitary spaces
at the cost of $4000er

The second part of the analysis considered changes to the Bancroft flail Dispen-
s'ary to aceornmodatb;female patients.

Although modification costs mentioned in the above paragraphs are, in general,
one-time costs, the costs of modifying the Dispensary would be the same" all
sizes of woman population. If numbers of patients exceed the Dispensary capacity,

. overflow would be accommodated at the Naval Hospital, as is presently done
for male midshipmen.

The table. below summarizes the-costs estimated for altering USN2( facilities
to accommodate women.

Cost Cost of
modifialions modifications

Percent of walnut integrated
Percent of , to

women 13,anycoft Hall
to

dispepsary - Total

10.
'20

168
420
IMO

iso, 000
40, 000

810,000

us, 000
15, 000

, 15, 000

$65, 000'
265, 000
825,000

IT.S,,Naval Academy Public Works Department developed cost estimates for
the USNA modifidations.
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An Appraisal of the Impact of Integrating Women into the U.S. Naval'
, Academy and Aboard Ship

The repeal of legislation prohibiting women from serving abolifd-co bat ships
and aircraft. and the admission cif women to the U.S. Naval Academ (USNA)
appear to-be relatively simpld mechanical problems. After all, if omen are
expected to assume a combat role, there should be little difficulty in tfacgrating
them into I."SNA life. The coeducational adjustments would be far easier to ac-
Oomnlodate in the academic environment than would be possible in the fleet
*because of the isolated existence secular to shipboard life. However, if sociological
pressures preclude combarassignments, then more than a token number of women
at the Naval Academy could degrade the institution's ability to educate and train
officers for combat. In any event, there are ample opportunities within the NROTC
program fdr women to attain an education in naval science and a commission is
the Navy. :

The ..,le of women aboard ship poses vastly different problems in terms of
Sociological, psychological and readiness implications. Most professional officers
and, Particularly, rsyA alumni are adamant in their disbelief that such a change
is either feasible or desirable. Acceptance of this wider role for women by society,
ffy Navy men, and by:Navy women themselves would be crucial to its success.
The complexion of the entire Navy would have to change considerably.

One essential decision will have to be made by the.Navy: will women he per--
ranted to go-to...sea or will they be required to go to sea? If they are permitted, not
required, to serve on sea duty, a number of unequal opportunity problems will
arisc. Mn arc ordered to sea but women may volunteer. Limiting women to beUets
ashore already-prompts a perception among 'Men .in some ratings that their sea:
ditty is extended because shore billets are made scarce by assignment of women.
If ships have been modified to aecommqate women and fewer than the required
numbers volunteer to go to sea, additional manning problems will be created.

On the other hand, if women are required to go to seat then, ignoring for the
moment the, sociological and psychological considerations of men and women
stationed together aboard ship; the Navy's ability to recruit women who desire
sea duty, must be considered. The Navy has been very successful in recruiting
'high caliber women. If the women's role' is substantially changed, then the Navy's
ability to recruit and retain qualified women may well be altered. The numbers
of women who &add be lured by the romance of a scata.i,iig life might be relatively

Therefore, the talented Women the Navy attracts now could well be lost
to one of the other services.

Explanations for why women Alight not desire to go to sca, why men might,
not wish them there and, more important, why the families of both tia6ht find the
situation intolerable lie deeply within our historical culture.

Going to sea and orgahized combat are two of the oldest endeavors of civilized
man. Traditionally, either by social enstom or by the demand fur physical
strength, these fields have been open only tnmen. In the 16th century, wheel
armed combat and the sea -going profession were welded into the first standing
Navy, theroduct was predictably mile dominated.

Since the inception of the Continental Navy, later the L.S. Navy, traditional
male domination of warfare and seafaring has continued. Only recently ha, there
been pres.sure for cluinge. The naval professionspecifically the business of going
to sea,:,has been advertised as, and accepted as, a closed club for men.

The present male-domtnated, sea-going facet of Navy life, is one that :s ander-
stoOd and accepted by the country and the men in the Navy. Men join the Navy
for many differentbreasons, however, a certain portion join and remain in the
Navy becatie they enjoy being in a job which has been historically associated
with fellowship among men in a difficult and dangerous endeavor. Changing the
Labric of the Navy by integr ion women into all combat rules might well reduce
the attractions of the Navy to this segment of mankind, as well as to some of
those men who might, in t future, join the Navy ati,make it a career.

As long as the Navy is le, as it presently is, to fill its quota of enlistees from
the male population, the basic rationale for male-female integration aboard ships
and in aircraft squadronS bee niu, diftcult to support if the integration would
cause a significant problem to he Navy in term, of ruglintios, morale, discipline
or image.

In addition to the reactions and perceptions of Navy men and women, it is,
important to consider the reactions and perceptions of their families. The prospect
along deployments with mixed crews could be viewed with some degree of uneaoi-

.
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by spouses of crew members. If this occurred, morale and readiness would
certainly be affected. Even single members might find that families and friends
do not support this new role for Navy women. Traditional elements of the popu.:
lation are, certain to find problems understanding and dealing with this concept.

In summary, if the Navy is to change its policy, we cannot have it both ways.
The Navy must either support the mixed crew concept ur the traditional all-male
approach. A permissii.e approach toward women at sea (i.e., e ulunteers only)
could create intolerable inequities. Both segments of the &optllation must be
treated equally in terms of se.a,shore rotation, fur example, if women do go to sea.

The larger question deals with whether or not the mainstream of American
society would support the concept of women in combat. Sincere primary mission
of Navy ships is preparedness to defend the country in war gain)..t.ptir enemies,
assigning women to combat billets is prima facie evidence that tht 'Mel- and the
Congress accept a combat role for women.

The present wave of breaking 4,;cn I :,wrier between the sexes is good and
is long overdue in sports, eoueation, goNernment and the white collar professions.
i:IoweNer, the waging of war is by its nature different and requires professional
attributes and characteristics which are the antithesis of what we in this society
consider essentially feminine qualities. To make a precipitous change in this area
ignores both. biological,and psyeholugical differences apd may by its very novelty
threaten national security at a time when our country may already be only
marginally defended.

Since the role of the Navy is to defend the people of this country, it seems that
it must be the people's decision as to whether they want women to bear arms. In
. the absence of Such a mandate from the people as conveyed by the Congress, the
Navy would be presumptuous to open combat roles to women.

Mr. Frsrmic. gxousetme, Mr. Hillis. Go right aheiti.
Mr. Hirams. Thankl'ou, Mr. Chairman:
I've enjoyed all the tcstinaony this morning. I apologize for being a

few minutes late.
Most. of the questiohs I had have already Lien asked and were

.adequately answered, and I 11;rilc the information is already in the
xecord.

I an concerned somewhat, however. I would like to ask how many
women,,do we have in. total in the Navy at this time?

Secretary MIDDENDORF. About 12,000'..
Mm. DAVID BA9LEY. At the end, of, this month we expect to

Have 1,067 officers' and 13,176 enlisted.
Mr. Hula. And I believe you intimated that 13,000 will increase

to 26,000 or 27,000, is that.correct?
Secretary Mx DENDohi There are some nurs3 also.
Mr. Huakts. Does this include nurses?
Adm. DAVID BAGLEY. No; these are unrestricted-line officers.

I see. And the 1,067, then 50 percent or half z..gaio,
roughly 1,500,.1,600 ?.

Adm. D A vTD BA.GLr. We have, counting the health professions, .
with the doctorst dentists, and nurses, a total of 3,544 commissioned
officers, which gives you an indication of how many of these women
officers are in the nursing profession.

Mr. limas. How many women, officers -ill be coming to you
ArOugh ROTC, do you"know offhand, and how many ROTC enrollees
you might have at aid,present time?

Adm. WORTH BAGLEY. I think we have 30 in the scholarship
program and 133 in the college program, and the 30 will increase to 60
-over the next 2 years, and the 133 will increase to 400 over the same'
period, in -total.

4;
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Frit.l.ts. Is it contemplated that for these people you Mill have
kind of a female professional-officer,course? Some of these women, will
stav 'on ine *futl-dreer, will they not? ,

the point I'm getting to is, your needs are being satisfied by
relatively low nuns ers, say, in the ROTC program. Isn't- it con-
ceiyable that if w en were actnutted to the Academy and the
Congress doesn't ch ng,e the 'combat requirement, which I predict
they 'will not, that need for female officers going to the Academy
would be relatively lo v in billets taken?

Admiral MACE. I ti uld think that would be true;sir. On the other
hand, the law the way I reads, we would have no method of restricting
the, input, and we nag suddenly end up with a thousand women in
one of our 1,400-man cl es and be overwhelmed, because there's no
provision in the law at e moment to restrict the number we took in.

Adm. WORTH BAGLEY. One point I made earlier, and I think its
worth repeating now; We would have one restriction, looking at the
continuing need of officers in combatant ships, and that's the money.
It would be $62,000 in the Naval Academy, $21,000 in the ROTC
scholarship program and $7,000 in OCS, so that would be the type of
control that we would have to pay attention to in looking at com-
batant and noncombatant officer needs.

Mr. Hulas. Yes, I appreciate that, because that was one 'of the
questides I had planned to ask.

Secretary MIDDENDORF. Could .I add, to that Mr. Hillis?
Mr. H.riatas. Yes.
SecretaryMIDnENDORF. Admiral Mdck made a point that without

the charge in the combat role permitted women, every lady who comes
into the Naval Academy will replace, must replace, a combat officer,
or potential combat officer, if the law is not changed.

We checked with Princeton yesterday. We talked to the associate
director of admissions, and are asked his experience there. Vie first
yearthat women were admitted, about 5 years ago I understand, they
started out with a quo.ta and it quickly was outlawed, and the num-
ber of women enrolled immediately, in 5 y ears, went from 135 women
to 624 women and to 1,500 men.

So if that were a typical experience, and I think it would be, then
there would be no questionwhether it's right or wrong, that's not
the questionthere's no question in my mind that the practical out-
come would be that very shortly Naval Academy enrollment would
be approaching the national average between the two sexes. If there
were 4,400 men and women allowed in, there could be all sorts of
lawsuits trying to determine why at least the women weren't propor-
tionately represented. That's a possibility. I don't say it's inevitable
but certainly it's been true for the colleges.

Mr. HILLIS. This is certainly a point for consideration. However,
there are those advOcates who say that even if ERA is adopted, that
the Congress of the United States will still have the right to make the
policy of who serves the country and who doesn't, and I would think
that this might carry over to the admission to the academies as well.
However, this is unplowed ground, so to speak, and neither one of us
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ows what Will happen. If ERA patses, I'm sure there are going tO_
a lot,Of problems, and problems whether we change,this law, or not.

Assuiiiing it does not, going back to my original line, it's conceivable
that the-ability of the Academy to meet the needs of the female officer
could be 50, or 75, or 100,, is. that right? You may not he talking in
large - numbers; is that not corfect?

.Admiral MACK. I think that's right, sir. What you -would do, it
would seem to me, would b,e to take the number of restricted line.

_officer women, which is 1,600, put that in ratio against, the number of
unrestricted line officers in the Navy, and then the same ratio. against
.4,000 midshipmen, and I believe you'd come out something like a
hundred in the Academy at any one time, or 25 per class, something of
that sort, whid. would be the most that should be allowed, because
otherwise you would overdo the input into the nkunber which is
allowedfor women and you would end up with an imbalance. Als,o, we
presume that.100 percent would come from the Academy..Now;if you,
don't- want thatyou could even do with a lesser number in theNayal
Academy: ,

Mr: ruts. Assume you had 25 per class. What's this going to -do,,
as..far as the long line':of facilities that you Were .talking about, the
niaumization of your.facilities? Wokild you be able to operate with an
extra'25?

,Admiral MACK. With= in each class? Again, that would simply be
25 less'men,who would go, to the fleet: Although obviously you can put
25 extra people in a.4,000-man complex With a little shoehorniag, you
can't shoehorn women quite .as easily as men. You end up with, a little
trouble there. I -,think,,of course, that could be handled.

The Secretaiy was making 'the. point, of course, that Under the,
present law there's no way that we see that you could limit the
numbers to end up with 2.5. women, because that would be pitting a.
quota in, which would be another form of discrimination. That would
be very difOriniti to di under the presenflaw, and unless there would be
Some provision made to limit the numbers, according to.,each class..
Otherwise, we. could be swamped With ,the numbers,, as the Secretary
has ointed out.

F1SKKR. Mr. Wilson,, do you have any Other questions?
. CHARLKTWIL`SON. Just one, Mr. Chairman. ,

In PPIle,etion with this last answer yOu. gave, Admiro.1, again, I
can't,see why you're going to be, getting more women than what you
can handlethat you'll get overloaded. They still have to be nonai-
nated,by either congressional nomination, or one of the other ways of
nomination. I'M assuming that they are going to have to compete or
the same basis as the, males who, will be nominated, that the same
criteria that you use now in selecting males would be used in deter-
mining between men or women, and i just don't- agree that this pre-

' sents great problem.,
I think you're saying it could possibly do it, but I really don't

believe there's going to be that many nominations. I think there may,
be alarge number,to begin with.- r
. Admira1_,MA.cx. Mr. 'ffilson,4, course I'm making an assumption,
Which perhaps I shouldn't, but,I'm basing it on theadt that this year,,
with no law and no possibility of having this happen, we have 12

12G
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nominations of women now by Members of the Congress, and this, of
course, would be dip to Members of the Congress. I would think that
if the law were changed that each one would have one or two nomi-
nees, because I'm sure there's a baCklog of very competent young
Women who wank to do this, and every Congressman would seize upon
the Chance to nominate, and the numbers in (dyed might be very
high. .

I'insure that's a speculation I'm making.
Mi. CHARLES WILSON. One other thing, Mr. Chairman, and then I

will stop.
But you have no objection to worilen goinginto the ROTC program,

and yet the ROTC does furnish a significant number of your combat.
officers. I assume the ciliiidulum is.the.same for men and women
ROTC program, isn't it?"

Admiral MACK. Yes, it is. However, ROTC. can be 'expanded or
contracted very easily, and there are nat fixed resources, say, in the
University of California, whereas there are at the Naval A.cademy,
so therefore you can't contract and expand. OCS ihputs Can also be
easily controlled.

Mr. CHARLES WILSON. I wasjust wondering, if you have' no objec-
tion to them in the ROTC, why there should be any objection at the
.A.cadetay. Apparently' the principal problem that you see is this law

. that prohibits them from being in combat, and whether this would
require a change iui the mission of the Academy itself. Even there,
we're always updating the curriculum, I would think, and changing
it from time to time, just to keep in touch with the times.

So, ngain, I think that we may be creating more problems than our
,real-problems in trying to find a solution to this.

Admiral MACK. Mr. Wilson, we are updating the curriculum. We
change and update frequently. But this would be a large change, where
almost half of what the midshipman now takes 'would have to be re-
done, and put in a different context so that a woman could have what
she needed. That's a very large changennd requires a lot of work to
do and, even though it's a few people Who would be involved, 25 or
50 but if it were a large number of young women this would require
c alagesin the mix of the faculty, and many othbr things which would

sage there.
We are making the point, I think, that if there are large numbers of

women at the Naval Academy, not only does this happen, but the Main
thing is they would be a substitute for men who would be vitally
deeded in, the naval fleet to run our ships, and it would reduce our
readiness:

Mr. CHARLES WILSON. Thank you very much. -

Mr. FISHER. Admiral, would you add 'to your statement for the re-
, -cord, if you can, an estimate of the costs that would be involved in

changing the curriculum, as you have indicated, to accommodate
women, in view of the fact that they are not eligible for combat roles

r inidar existing-law?
I Admiral MACK. I certainly can, Mr: Chairman.

, Mr. FISHER. If you could give us an estimate, I think it might be in-
' '''teresting.

Admiret MACK: Yes, sir.
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An estimateflf, the costs thatwOuld.alicrue aS a result ofturriculum and summer

.prOgram.chishgelio accommodate won .n in yiew.of tb.e fact tbat they are AptAi-

Al eiat
Yetader mdatag law is es follows& .

1. Third Class ruise revised as follows: , '
Six to eight wee at a naval station performing various enlisted functions such

iishasic houselme ing and. maintenance chores, secuilty, cicrical training, corn-
Inllig*.k?nA- , etc. The cruise objective svould be to become-expose_d_p
Navy eiik ted life re.

Estima d cost.-1300.09 (per Woman for transportation and pe? diem).
2: Second Class.crtiise-reVised'as follows:
Six to eight weeks uration, Consisting of orientation visits of about Po week

-.. eachto diverse naval support facilities, i.e., naval shipyard, weapons test range,
_ BAD fadil4Y,Air eVP,pqt.99P,129a14;f,'Ict veining center, communisations center,

'supply -Center. .. .

timated cost.$809.00 ,(per woman for transportation and per diem).
3. First Class cruise revised as follows: Six to eight weeks assigned to a major

shoretrunm.and or_ke ..uarters in a junior officer trainingespacity.
, 'Eltimated *,evt.$3.1 1.00 (per woman for tran.sporiationand per diem).

Total- Cost for Summer Trriiiiing:II400.40'per woman. . .

. Niii.E. This total cost of summer training would be less if viewed in the :light
that women irould,replace men at the Academy and therefore some ,p guilt of
CPO, ,Y,eubil be saved by the reduced 9WiebeF of rpen participating -in tbP crulge,
as now Conducted. . ..

B.. Academic Courses.
1:.'ThelollowIng professional courses would be deleted from the-female pro-

fessionaltprogram since they are .directly supportive- ,

stp portiie ashipboard .billefs:
-NS101-Rnndamentals Of Vaval.SOience. .

"EW1024ntroductien tc.gagineering »::d WejiporlS Syst9M-
NN201-,NiVigition I.
ICN202-Navigation II. . i.

EN200-.--Naval-ngineering,1.
. ' EN391Naval Engineering.,.I.

Iy201....ttShipbeir,d' Wcarneering. -.
_. NS362=4,-Operatibria rind actics If. .

2,. The folloiving courses would be substituted in the curriculum for the above
-courses: ,-',
: The PrAy911 Shore, stabliahrhenj.: Miailop,and Organization.

Naval -Researcharid Ilevelo-prnerdPrograriis.
~,,Naval .Supply: System. . ,./
',Personnel 'Management.
Data System Management

-f :Military .Biigetinrand Procurement.
... Military Affairs sad Porcin'yoircy. .

.., 110,14 Ship; Aircraft and Aveopah System Orientation.
All of the above are new three-semester-hour courses that would have to be

added to the curriculum. On a faculty load basis of 12:seritester hours per instruee!
tor, three:instructe,rs would /nave to be added to the faculty.

gsti mated ,cost.,-;$19,00,ppr:ficultY gletnber ---= SO, 090:
C, Total cost estimate fur :::-...".ed summer and academic program assuming

20 we/heir-per Class :for a:four-year period: ,' .

AggieRic" $192, 000
SummcHiairting 28, 000

Total_.. 20,(406

Mr: FISHER. Mr.'HOgall, our counsel, rnis &question.
Mr. HOGAN. Admiral, the question was answered by you that if

the statutory restrictions on combat were repealed that you would be
i(13Ie to assimilate women into thelcademy rather rapidly.

How inucb, difficulty would the Navy have with preparing the fleet
to accept, th:ki for summer training, in the way of time?

.$'
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could
should have in the record some estimate of how soon the fleet

could take women for summer training under those circumstances.
Admiral MACK. I assume, sir, that we would have time, since sum-

mer training does not happen until the succeeding summer. We'd
have tinie to do that. . .

Mr. HOGAN. Right. 1.
Admiral MACK. Summertraining now takes place on a variety of

ships, and the majolity of it for the first year, on LPD's, which are
large amphibious ships, where the main part of that ship is berthing,
and sleeping, and so forth. That sort of thing lends itself to change.
You can put in partitions, and so forth, relatively easily.

However, in the succeeding years, a large part of the midshipman
training is done in fleet ships, carriers. In other words, the first class
would go to sea in carriers, in all kinds of ships. That would be more
difficult. That would be down the road 3 years.

Just looking at the first year, this would not be extremely difficult,
and perhaps we could handle it thin the time frame we have.
There would be some expense to i . But prestunably, if this were
happening you'd meet some expense ventua1ly anyway, since women
would 1,3a serving in these ships. Thi would be something that you'd
have to do'eventually anyway.

Mr. HOGAN. Mr. Secretary, considering the testimony of Admiral
Mick this morning and the ability of the Academy to take womeit if
the statutes were repealed, is it still the position of the Navybesides
your personal view, which we have on the recordthat you oppose
the admission of women to the Naval 'Academy?

Secretary MIDDENDORF. Well, if Congress can ohmage the role of
women, we'll obey orders, and do a terrific job doing it.

:Mr._ HOGAN. I understand that, Mr. Secretary. But would' the posi-
tion of the Navy remain the same if the statutes were repealed?

Secretary MIDDENDORF. I'm not sure I know what yousaean, Bill.
Mr. llooArr. Would you continue to oppose the admission of women

to the Naval ACademy?
Secretary MIDDENDORF. If the law were changed, I don't think at

that point we'd be in a position to: .

I did want to say this, though. I think Mrs. Holt referred to sort
of a dual training curriculum. I don't think that it" would be legally
proper for us to setup dual training at .the Naval Academy. It would
discriminate against those men who could not take that noncombat
training and who might desire to take. it. Further, it would have a
Corrosive effect on the esprit de c9rps, if some people were taking
noncombat training at the Academy while the remainder were reqUired
to..take combat training:

k

In other words, the girls would be giyen preferential treatment, in
that sense, if, indeed, we did go into a dual training mode.

';.When I expressed my personal views bout there being a poteatial
reduction in he training standards, wh i I meant was a reduction in
the combat training capabilities. I think it would be harmful to the.
security of the country. .

Mr. FISHER,. Thank you all, and let e say in conclusion that the
committed would welcome additional st temente from any who are
present; and. without objection, they will be admitted into the
record, and we also welcome any enlarg ment on your views on any
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matter, if it occurs that you might need to expand or enlighten us
'further on any point that's been raised.

I emphasize that we're trying to make a complete, informative
record on this, and we're very pleased with the assistance you've
given us hIlVhis morning. It's been very productive.

Thank. o .

Secretary MIDDENDORF. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. FISHER. We'll recess until next Tuesday.

. [Wheieupon, the subcommittee meeting was adjourned at 11:55
a.m., to reconvene on Tuesday, June 18, 1974.]

. [The following information was re ived for the record:]

ADDITIONAL STATEWPNT'r FOR flIE DECO D BY VICE ADM. WILLIAM P. MACK,
U.S. NAV; SOPERINTENDE T, U.S, NAVAL ACADEMY

14'
I should like to emphasize for the recor the central issue involved In the ad-

mission of women US the Naval Academy o long as those women continue to be
excluded from combat roles under existin .law. As I have previously stated, the
mission of the United States Naval Aeade y is to train officers for a combat role
in the Navy and Marine Corps. At the c rent moment in our country's history,
the attractiveness of a career in the restricted line and staff corps .of the Navy
offers lively competition to a career in the ,unrestricted line which thrive, on the
challenges and rigors of ,life and duty at heft but which entails more extensive
family separations than do the shore-oriented specialties of the Navy. Accordingly,
the Naval Academy must assiduously marshal Its resources to promote and main-
tain the interest of its midshipmen in a career in the unrestricted line. To this
end, the Acaderily devotee painstaking care and effort tc create an esprit de corps
conducive to a career in the unrestricted line Communities--surface, air, and sub-
marine. Anything whichiderogates from an unrestricted line orientation is to be
di,couraged. The admission of women. into a non-combatant program would
constitute a derogation from the stated objective, not only because of a dimin.shed
male line officer output but Leiso because such a program would sanctify, within
the Naval Ace.demy itself, a highly visible alternative to the unrestricted line
career optionthe promotion of which must remain the paramount objective of
the Naval Academy in order to ensure continuation of the Academy's vital man-
poWer input to the Fleet. A two-track systenione track fur men and one for
womenwould be highly deleterious tt, the accomplishment of the Naval Acad-
em's primary missiont

It has been implied Oat the Naval Academy already has a two-track system
because we commission a small number of officers each year in the restricted line
and staff corps. Such is no,t the ease. This small number of officers is composed
almost entirely of young men who, during their four years at the Academy,
develop some physical condition which renders them ineligible for a comniksion
in'the unrestricted line but does not precludepeir rendering useful service in the
restricted line or staff corps, including service at sea. The same is true of the small
number of exceptional young men admitted to thi, Naval Academy with minor
visual defects which are not in consonance wit unrestricted line standards. These
young men pursue the same curriculum as the' counterparts who have no physical
disqualification, in prey..J.:dun for the day wh n they may expect to go to sea in
them restritaed capapity or into Combat. There, simply does not exist at the Nav al
Academy a non-combatant "track" for midsh men whosc physical disqualifica-
tions render them ineligible for an unrestricte line commission.

The question has arisen concerning the effect hich,the repeal of the prohibition
against the utilization of women in combat lei would, have upon the Naval
Academy and the Navy. As I have stated, repea of the prohibition would alley ia6e
a very seriousalthough not totally insurmo intableproblem with regard to
the admission of women to the Naval Academy viz., the necessity of a too -track
system. The effect of repealing the prohibition w uld, however, have a far different
impact on the Navy as a whole. The costs to t e Navy in sending women to :sea,
in terms of money and personnel management, are documented elsewhere in the
record. Also, despite the fa_ ct that suMe wom n could withstand the rigors of
almost any combat role the Navy might assign, ,there remains a serious question
as to whether women qualified.for those rules w ld be available in nun.bors Lugo
enough to warrant removal of the prohibition.. oreover, I doubt that the people

:14
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pf the United States wish womeh to go into Combat. Therefore, despite my belief
that some wonfen, could perform many combat roles as well as men, I am perr
sonally and philosophically opposed to the repeal of the statute which precludes
their use in combat roles in the Navy, at sea and in theistir. So, too, am I opposed
to the admission of women to the Naval Academy without repeal of the restric-
tions on their assignability to sea and air roles. Therefore, I must conclude that the
all-male admissions policy IN hich presently obtains at the Naval Academy is
orrect, now andfor the foreseeable future. r

BTATEISENT OF VICE AWE BAGLEY WORTH, CHIEF OF NAVAL OPERATIONS ,

[ would like to express my views, as Chief of Naval Personnel, for your con-
sideration of the question whether women should be admitted to the L.S. Naval
Academy.

Wt have a difficult problem today generated by our ongoing program to reduce
by 10,000 the officers in the Navy to a projected total of 63,000 by the end of FY
1977. In the transition to a smalrer Navy we must reduce our annual officer acces-
sions as well as reduce the numbers in senior grades. Declining officer levels make
even more inmortant the full utilization of 'Unrestricted Line (URL) officers both

-at sea and ashore.
Illustrative of the reduced accessions is the fact that in FY 1975 we are planning

ft total of 7,105 of which about 4,080 will be Unrestricted Line (URL) officers.
The annual Naval Academy input to the unrestricted line runs about 750 which
would represent something over 18% of the total URL accessions during the next
fiscal year. That percentage will increase as we reduce accessions in moving to our
63,000 goal and is projected to be 21% for FY 1977. The NROTC (Scholarship)
input averages about 900 to 930 per year and the NROTC (College) about 200.
The remainder of the approximately 41080 URL accessions come from a.variety
of sources including the OCS, (men and women) and aviation officer candidate
programs. 3,895 of the approximately 1,080 accessions are required to be males to
meet the requirements of combat forces. 10 USC 0015 prohibits assignment of
women to nay.. vessels and aircraft with combat missions. Accordingly, only 185
of the URL accessions could be women. If women are authorized for admission
to the Naval Academy, some quota control will have to be exercised if we are going
to meet our combatant force requirements. The result would be a relatively low
number of women who could be accepted in the subsidized programs at the Naval
Academy and the NROTC (Scholarship). If both of those programs were to include
women, the numbers would becoine little more than tokenism.

In order to maximize the utilization of the decreasing numbers of officers, we
have instituted a program called the Operational/Technical/Managerial System
i0TMS) 11, hich, for URL.officers, provides basic professional education at sea and
the development.of.a subspecialty in the technical and managerial areas which is
deepened' by repeat tours to billets in the chosen subsorcialty during shore tours.
The shore tours for male officers are needed to give than a reasonable amount of
time at home with family. Presuming they cannot be assigned to combatant units,
the more women we have the less average time a male officer will have ashore. If
nude officers were forced to spend more t'rne at sea, especially in junior ranks, our
retention rates would be adversely affected. To maintain present sea-shore rotation
fnr lir--;,trinants and below (six to seven years at sea during the first ten years of
service), it is estimated that we can provide only 1,600 URL billets for women
officers. We expect to have the requisite number to fill those 1,600 billets by the
end of FY 1977. Subsequent annual woman officer accessions ,tp maintain the
1,600 level cannot be accurately predieted.at this time because they will depend

-tipon retention Fates and other variables.
The ease is :-.,.ftrrn made that women officers can compete very effectively with

men in the restricted line and Staff Corps communities. These communities include
such diverse elements as lawyers, chaplains, doctors and civil engineers in the
Staff Carps' and intelligence

'
public affairs, engineering and aeronautical engineer-

ing duty in the restricted line. Greater utilization of women in these areas is
indeed feasible but the opportunity for significant increase is not bright at this
time because of the decreasing size of our officer crops and the need to balance
the decreased accessions between males and females to ensure Rilfficient male
officers in each category to meet our needs in ships,, aircraft squadrons and the
seabees. s
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I have described quite briefly some of the constraints placed upon me as the
personnel manager which militate against adding greatly to the numbers of
women officers in the Navy today and who can be commissioned in the years
ahead. I hope the discussion does show that acceptance of women at the Naval
Academy, in absence of a repeal of the statutes prohibiting their assignment to
combat units, would have to be finitel,w,contrulled. Such controls can be applied
but there are obvious legal and political einisideratiom, which should be fully
considered. To advocate admission of women to the NUN al Academy as equal
treatment under the law is one thing. For me to ,say that there are no billets
to which women graduates may be assigned is utm iously untenable. However, to
rationalize their admission on these premises ignores the fact that the number
admitted would have to be restricted to such a small quantity that it would
represent noncompliance with the principle of equal opportunity and be neither
a practical nor desirable course to follow.

I believe it would be useful also to review sonic constiqnts placed on officer
personnel management should women be assigned to sea duty. Fur example, in
assigning women to a destroyer, we would have to assien three junior women
officers to each because the junior officer staterooms haN c been designed toaccom-
modate that number. When one of those officers is detached from that ship,
another woman must replace her in order to utilize the available berthing to
maintain manning level. Because of limited living space un combatant ships,
there is little privacy, even for officer.s.

-The matter of pregnancy should be considered, too in that we could not keep
a woman officer onboard ship for very lung after the start of pregnancy. It is
impossible to determine how many 'eases of this kind would occur but it would
necessitateholding some women officers replacements readily available for short
notice reassignment. I urge your consideration of the factors set forth in this
statement. The Nav , as you know, is unique among the Services in that.we havei
many small units as destroyers, with small officer complements. The austere
living accommodations and the very limited space al ailable in a combatant ship
car of be readily inudified to berth one or two,women officers without reducing
available berth. Another factor is that separation from family, inherent in
Navy life, would virtually prohibit married women officers with children from
serving at sea and would introduce a whole new set of assignment factors for a
woman officer married to a male officer. Would they be ordered to the same ship
or aircraft squadron?

The Navy can and will comply with any laws affecting women in the Serssice
but at this time I would offiv the caution to go slowly for it is going to be an
expeosive proposition M terms of educating women at the Academy and modifi-
cation of facilities to accommodate them in shipp. Inereased numbers of women
officers will also create problems in the effective management of the officer corps
which cannot help but affect readiness of combat units under existing laws.

16,
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HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, ,3

COMMITTEE ON ARMED SERyICES,
SEB6031MITTEE No. 2,

. Washington, D.C., Tuesday, June 18, 1974.
The subcommittee met, pursuant to adjournment, at 10:10 a.m., in

room 2118, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. 0. C. Fisher (chair-
man of the subcommittee) presiding:

Mr. FISHER. The subcommittee will come to order..
Today we continue our hearings on the admission of women to the

service academies, and have as our witnesses Dr_ John L. Mc Likes,
Secrete* of the Mr Force; Gen. GeOrge S. Brown, Chief of Staff of
the Air Force; and Lt. Gen. A. P. Clark, Superintendent of the U.S.
Air "Force Academy.

General Brown, we assume this will be one of your last appearances
before the Congress as Chief of Staff of the Air Force. We congratulate
you,, and particularly on your assignment as Chairman of the Joint
Chiefs of Stiff. We wish you every success in that, and we- have every
confidence that the position will be filled in a manner in which all
Americans can be pleased and proud.

General BROWN. Thank you very ranch, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. FISHER. We will take the witnesses in order, followed by ques-

tioning by members of the subcommittee. First we will hear from the
Honorable John L. McLucas, Secretary of the Air Force. You may
proceed, Mr. Secretary,.

Secretary McLucas. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and members of
the committee.

While I, General Brown and General Clark are very pleased to be
here with you, today to discuss the admission of women to the service
academies, specifically the Air Force Academy, we would like to give
all three of our statements, if possible, before we go into the questions.

Mr. FISHER. Very well. We'll proceed that way.

STATEMENT OF HON. JOHN L McLIICAS, SECRETARY OF THE

)J. FORCE

Secretary MCLITCAS. T would_ just like to say a general word first.
Namely, that we have only a few points that we would like to make

-today.
First of all; we believe in expanding opportunity for women in the

military. We believe the evidence of the last few years would indicate
that we ate making progress in that direction. We have opened up for
women the ROTC and OTS sources of commissions, and as an indi-
cation of the rapidly growing role of women in the Air Force, we have
doubled the number of women in the Air Force since 1971, and are
going to double it again by 1978.

So we believe that indicates our Aeriousness in nin up oppor-
tunities to .women.
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With respect to the Academy, we believe that the principal PIrpose
of the Academy is to, provide a nucleus of .career- oriented colnbat
leadership and to provide officers who are well rqunded enough so
that they can assume all the management roles which will be required
of them throughout their Air Force careers. -

Now women are excluded by law from the primary combat role in
the Air Force, so you either must change the law or admit women to
the .A.c id ertry fionebinb a tants. .

We don't believe that the American people are ready to change the
law and allow women to engage in. combat. We believe that if we
admitted noncombatant people, women or otherwise, to the academies
this would dilute the instruction program we have there, it would
provide training to them which they could no use, at a great expense
to the taxpayer.

'My final looint will be if we are ordered by the Congress to get on
with it, we'll get oiiwith it.

We believe the fundamental purpose of the Air Force Academy is
to educate and train- the future combat and combat-oriented leaders
of the Air Force. We expect, those leaders to come from today's cadets,
each of whom should possess the will and potential as commissioned
officers to lead the Air Force in performing its combat mission.

To meet this challenge, education and training olcadets necessarily"-
entails demanding mental and physical preparation to develop 'the
self-confidence, stamina, and self-discipline that has been character-

,. istic of this Nation's successful combat leaders. We belief -e this care -
fully developed and demanding Academy training should continue to
be reserved to train a nucleus of men who have the potential to fulfill
the complete spectrum of Air Force leadership roles. The restrictions
of law, policy, and practice that presently exclude women from combat
suggest that providing Academy training to women would be a misuse
of that resource inconsistent with the national will. We have under-
stood from the very beginning of the Air Force Academy that the
Congress intended that only men should be admitted:

As the committee is aware, about 75 percent of our Academy
graduates go on to some type of flight training. Aircrew members
are the officers most likely to engage in direct combat. Of course the
balance of the graduates of the Air Force Academy have also received
the fun speettirm of military training and preparation, for combat
leadership: These officers may,never fly or.navigate aircraft in combat,
but each is trained to provide leadership in other combat roles in
which they are expected and have a duty to serve. We do not believe
the American people favor exposing women either to direct engagement
in combat or to other combat roles.

The Air Force officer force structure hits historicallyand delib-
eratelydrawn strength from the practice, of rotating officers among
related career fields. For example, many of the officers who deal with
.the development of munitions have served as combat pilots and used
munitions, and they may so serve again. Consequently, many of the
officers serying in jobs that would not norMally, call for assignment to a
combat role nonetheless stand ready to, serve in combat support jobs.
As a result of this policy, the number of Air 'Pierce officers who have
not at some time served in one Of these two categories is negligible. For
example, during the Southeast Asia conflict officers from every Air
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Force career field served in the combat zone, and all career fields were
representectin Southeast Asia except strategic missile operations.

Publielaw, and the policy of the Department of Defense discourage
the exposure of women to combat. At the, same time, our interest in
equal opportunit3 , and our parallel interest in making the greatest 4
possible use of the talents of people interested in serving the Air Force,
have led to the employment of both taw and enlisted women
throughout our force structure. In the Air Force, the only career fields
from which women are excluded, are those that would be directly, in-
vol in combat. Therefdre, women officersand enlisted personnel
just like their male counterpartswill in the course of normal careers
have jobs which make them eligible for assignment into combat areas
in which they are potentially exposed to hostile file., To plevent un-
n,asonable explore of women to the hazards of combat, including cap-.
tare, personnel assignments for women are not based on career fields
alone. Air Force policy, as in Southeast Asia, is to assign only men to
active combat theaters until the conflict has stabilized and women. can
be assigned to. specific jobs and locations in which the risk of injury
due to hostile fire is relatively low.

The Air Force is committed fully, to the concept of equal opportu-
nity for its female members. They can and will continue to serv,c
throughout our All Volunteer Force. Many opportunities exist throuc,h
which women may obtain a college education and a commission. in the
Air Force. We are confident that these sources will continue to produce
adequate nunibers of female officers.

In conclusion, ladies and gentlemen, we believe that education
and training at the Air Force Academy should be resented for those
who will fulfill the Air Force combat and combat-oriented leadership
roles. Should the American people indicate, through the Congress,
their. will to have women fill co bat leadership positions in the Air
Force, we in the Department of the Air Force will earry out that
judgment and enter them ia the Air Force ,A,-,edemy. Until such a
chthige occurs, however, we believe the Nation's defense interests
are best served by continuing to tidmit only males to the Air Force
Academy.

Mr. Chairman, that completes in statement.
I would like to introduce Gener Brown. ,

Mr: FISHER. Thank you, Mr. Sec etary.
Ts it your desire that General Br vn be heard next?
Secretary. MeLveAs. Yes.
Mr. Fxsiinit. Proceed, General Br wn.

STATEMENT OF GEN. GEORGE S. RI OWN, CHIEF OF STAFF OF THE
AIR FORCE

General BROWN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, *1 members of the
committee, I have a very brief statement.

I would like to first saft-v that I agree completely with Secretary .,
McLucas' statement, and I view the fundamental purpose of the An.
Force Academy, as providing a nucleus of professional career officers
who can provide the required future leadership to the Air Force in
executing its, combat mission.

ir 4.1;5*^
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I might remind the committee that the mission of the Air Force is
"to organize, train, and equip air forces for conduct ,of prompt and
sustained combat operations in the air." I, too, believe that the best
interests of the Nation and the Air Force are served by continuing to
admit only males to the Air Force Academy.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. FisiER. Very well, thank you, General.
General Clark, we're particularly pleased to have you, because

you're in a position to make a contribution, based upon actual experi-
ence you've had in the Academy at Colorado Springs, and we are
delighted to have you here this morning. You may proceed.

STATEMENT OF LT. GEN. A. 27 CLARK, SUPERINTENDENT, U.S.
AIR FORCE ACADEMY

General CLARK. Thank you, Mr. Chairman and members of the
committee.

As a matter of ,record, I have been the superintendent since
August 1, 1970.

I appreciate the, opportunity to assist you in addressing an issue of
great importance )to the futi3re defense of our country, and I would
like to offer you hey credentials before sharing with you my Niews on
the aimission of women to the Academy.

I was raised in the service atmosphere as my father was a medical
officer in the U.S. Army. I graduated from West Point in 1936 and
immediately entered into a flying career. During my subsequent 38
years of service I flew in combat in World War II andspent 33 months
as a POW in Germany. I have commanded flying units in France,
Saudi Arabia, and Okinawa, including several mvolyed in combat in
-Southeast Asia. .

I have served for 4 years as director of military personnel for the U.S.
Air Force and 2 ears as commander of the Air University, hich
controls the Air Force professional schools and the ROTC pro am.
During this latter period, I participated in the decision to open t eAir
Force ROTC program to women, and I fully supported this important
policy decision.

I am the father of two grown daughters, one of whom is married to
an Ail Force flyer, and I have a son who is a captain in the Air Force
and a flight instructor in jet fighters. . ,

I would like to offer you my views on the issue at hand in three
lowl L15.rsn ..1- ,

4 '

First, my views, on the service of women in the Air Force in general.
Second, my views on the appropriateness of opening up combat roles
to women in military services And third, my views on the wisdom of
authorizing the appointment of females as cadets at the U.S. Air
Force Acadeiny.

First, let me assure you that I hold no reservation concerning the
service of women in the U.S. Air Force. I fully support the actions
being taken by the Air Force to increase the number of women, both
in the enlisted and in the commissioned ranks. I further support fully
the opening of all the career fields except those involving aircrew duties
either as pilot or navigator and the launching of missiles.

136
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In,summary,. INelieve.tliat there is no question that.wroMen can
,titdoitand acquire the,sliills; thronghtraining, to do inidiltely jobs very

."
Second.regarding the opening up of combat roles to women in

service, Iliave strong reservations for the following reasons:
I believe that the physiological and biological differences between

the sexes and the resulting evolutionary .differences in their roles in
society are ignored at our peril. I believe that the current surge of
emphasis-on equal opportunity for women is basically sound and has
just and reasonable objectives, but .that when carried to the extremes
sometimes suggested, such as injecting women into the combat role in
War, rbelieve we exceed the bounds of reason and logic. -
-Allow to recount to you an interesting exchange I hadwith one

of the' -frost infinential and respected groups of women in this-country,
the members of the Defense Advisory Committee on Women in the
..Setylees. This group, which includes distinguished women educators,
successful career women, journalists,, and the female general officers
from all the uniformed,services met at the Air Force Academy last
year, and,I sought an opportunity to obtain their views on this very
issue: Is the beorig of arms in war an appropriate role for American
women, and does the silent majority of our 'women seek approval for
such role? I was deliberately provocative and obtained a spirited
response, the thrust of which was: "No, General; American ome
do not-seek approval for,this role, but we want yoti men to understa
and to acknowledge that we can and would fight if oin. counfry
in 4esperate straits and we were needed to do so."

acknowledge readily that the experience of our frontier women "44
illustrates .the willingness of women to share danger and hardship
with their menfolk in time of crisis. The Russian use of women 111
combat late in World War II to defend their homeland was another,
although unique, historical example of the use of women hi a war
crisis...One should note that this experiment was promptly discontinued
When the, emergency was ended.

Jacqueline Cochran recently expressed to me her keen disappoint-
ment when after World War II her:highly qualified group of female
pilots-who constituted the WASP melted away to pursue more normal
female objectives, such as marrying and raising a family. She had
hoped-they would stay and pursue a flying career for which they were
welLqualified. .

. I might point out here .that our statistics show that our feitiale
ofgcersreflect the same pattern today. They have left the service at a
greater rate after completion of. their service commitment. If this,
were to hold tr,ug tor,fem-ale Academy graduates, it would be a cost

,consideration of no SmallAimportance.
For this Nation to open,combat roles to our women, short of a dire

emergency, in my view, offends the dignity of womanhood and
ignores the larsh,realities of war:

Militviehistory, the lessons of which again we ignore at our peril,
mrowdrpersonal, experiences in combat, in prisoner of war camp., and
in,command of combat units convince me that fighting is a man's job
and'ShOtild remain so.

Those, whop press to inject" women into combat roles grossly, under-
estiMate the physical, the mental, and the emotional stresses of combat

IS
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m all its implications, inclUding capture by the.enemy. In my w,
-Sherizian \vas right: "War is hell and you cannot refine it." To s k
to do so to accommodate the pressures of social activism is to in to
disaster in battle. Our potential enemies would rejoice to,see us m ke
the tragic,eror of exposing American women to capture in comba . I
Sruily believe that this situation would inevitably weaken our natio ial
resolve in war.

Let me now share with yon my views regarding the impact of
; introducing female cadets at the U.S. Air,,,Force Academy.

At the outset let me say that from thAioint Of view of facility m i di-
fication, curriculum change and organizational restructuring, gi en
the necessary lead time and funding support,. the Air Force Acade y
could comply with the national decision to admit women.

I oppose the proposition on much more fundamental grounds whic I
believe can best be summarized as follows:

The main line of the Air Force mission is flying afid fighting: Eve
thing, else the Air Force does revolves around this basicjunction. Our
recent experience in combat in Southeast Asia made clear tha,t tie
changing nature of warfare can deeply inyolVe personnel in ma y
.carer fields in the' bearing of arms and exposure to fire. Comb t
suppprt personnel cannot cpuot on secure billet's far behind a vidl-
defineteffontlirie.-Nlai* an engineer, mechanic and intelligence officer
found himself fightinglor his life-in Southeast Asia. In addition.
Were werp,,itinumber of such officers in the POW camps in Germany
ant Japaiiiii World War IL Indigd, on Bataan the aviation forces
ended up in the foxholes with 'fbeliffantryall of them, including
the- finance officers and, the:personnel officers.

What this means to me is that our futue Ain Force leaders trained
and educated ict the Air Force Academy, including that small .per-
centage hot graduating into flying roles, must continue to be ,given,

full combat, training.
Each year at least 70;percent of each graduating class enter flying

careers. Among the remainder some enter duties associated with
missiles another hazardous duty- still reserved to male officers. Most
of the remaining graduates, some 20 percent, enter other career fields
in which woman may also be assigned but from which only the male
officers may be sent on a mnnient's notice into an active combat zone.

An often misunderstood factor in military officer assignments is the
changing natitre of .these assignments. The fact that at some time
in his early career an officer is assigned to duties unrelated to combat
in no way precludes his subsequent assignment to a; combat zone
either in the same or a different skill. As an example, I have spent 9
of my 38 yes,:., of commissioned ,seryice In personnel, 2 years at
'chools, and most of the balance in operational staff, active ,flying
and command. As a further example, in the recently graduated Air
Force Academy Class of 1974, out of a class of 800, the vast majority
received initial assignments into combat duties or duties in direct
support of our combat force. Those, who did not go directly to such
dutie.s,can and probably will be assigned,into combat fields sometime
during their careersaiare properly trained anprepared to perform
in combat 1

Let me say a, word about this training which prepares our Academy
graduates for combat roles.



If thesis any one 'constant incur clittnetig worlditls the physical,
file iiieutaI, and the emotional demands of battle. We are sometimes,

s:1,1,0*4tit the Air Force Academy_ of being to dernandhlginfouraitin-
ink! someaeCuse us of employing -"Mickey-NrOuse"-training techniques,
and of harrassment of cadets. Yet, in. spite of a orowing,pertnissive-
ness,in our society and an ever incretistttg,emphasis on the so-called

demands
of material pleasures and creature comforts, the hazards and.

dennindi a combat do ipt-get easier. The winner in battle is ht who .

has the Superior skill; weapons,ricourag, and tenacity. It was always
-solndit will always be so.

F'uithef, to lead' men to success in battle requires the ability to
make', ipuck, and correct decisions under stress, the. willingness to
accept, esPongibility for the lives -and safety, of others when they are
exlutiistecl_ and disheartened, and the wilhngnes.s to risk danger and
hardship With a,.d4ee of self-discipline well above the cut of ,thell
average man. :

The environment at the Air Force Acadeinv is designed around these
Stark realities. The cadet's day is filled 'Willi eanstatit pressure. Ills
lifeeis filled with competition,, combative and contact sports, rugged
fie..td"training, use of weapons,-ft yngandparachltirg, strict discipline
madman& to perferin to the pootoe physioagy
411(16406414v =

'OS it& typeOftraimigthatbrinas victory inIatfle.
,is my tonaiderett judgment that the introduction of female;

cadets will inevitably erode thiS vital ettnosPhere. This Will be -true
regardless ,of whther-feinales are to be entered into combit roles or

, "not. :More-evident if the Academy is:required to_ establish a
..,Iplittift431TVein to accommodate females in other than a combat

rore
antWhat I ant saying is that the Academy wi evitabry ftricrit neces-

sary to create a modified program to ac modate the female cadet
or, "God forbid, be required to orate own the entire program to
accommodate female cadets, y, to prepare, them for a combat
role. . -. . , -- t

To Impair the fighting-edge of the Mr Force's future combat leader,
ship in the face of the implacable, well-trained, ruthless, ill-Male.
Military forces which characterize our most likely future enemies, in',
my judgment/ would not look well in the history books. fr urge-that
we not experiment in this direction with the future defense of the

'Nation. . ,

That,'S the end of my prepared" statement, Mr. Chairman.
-.Thank yok sir,
Mr. FtSnin. Thank you, Gendrirtelark, for a very, comprehensive

discussio,n. of this subject, from one who is certainly- in, a position to
diseuss it with eonsiderahle authority andknowle4e. .

This committo, as you know, has the responsibility' for making a
"-deter-initiation when we conclude the hearings al; to IN }tether women
should be admitted to the Academie?, and, if so, whether we should
proceed with any action to 'repeal e.,sting laws which would prevent
them trim engaging in combat &tied'. , .

I'm one of these who feel, that arid: I think a,anod mtmber of the
Meinbers dothat if women are goinglo the Academies they should be
, prepared .tot to be assigned to combat roles. Ilthey are not
agreeable-63 that, then they should not be adthitted to the Academies.



We heard'testiniony from the gavy the other day, in which they
dwelt at some length on the difference between restricted dUties and
noniestricte&dUties, meaning restricted to combat roles and those'not
restricted. .

,

The argument had been advanced here rather forc,efUlly ,that there
are plenty of assignments that women could fill which are not related
to combat, even as many of the male graduates of the Academies are
now assigned to noncombat functions, and therefore there could be
found ,a4proper place for them in proper roles without regard to the
combat aspect of it.

What would be your comment on that?
General CLARK. Mr. Chairman, I certainly recognize, and the Air,

rorce's personnel policies recognize, the fact that there are, many
appropriate duty assignments throughout the structure of the. Air.
Force, with. the, eservation of three, only three, for Women: Our per-
..sonnel,policies are fully capable of protecting women from exposure to
the, hazards of combat, even though they serve effectively in these

4.psIgnmtints. r

, The thrust of my,reservations with regard to opening the Academy
.to female cadets rests on, the fact that all of the graduates of the Acad-
emy are fully trained fOr combat service, which. is a flexibility that the
Air Force needs to protect at great cost, _all know that at any one
given time only a small fraction of our :people are actually iriVoIVed in
combat, even in war, but you have to recognize lossea -and' rotaticks,
which means you have to protect a rotation'baSi3 of fUlly-Aualified'and
ready people to enter combat on short notice :' Therefore, those who
,graduate from the Air Force Acardemyr feel, Should remain fatly
combat prepared and trained, and with the attitudes and motivation
and the will to win, the spirit ofteamw.ork,.and- the aggressive attitude's
that are absolutely vital in combat. This reqlthes a certain atmosPhere
to be,proteetedat the Academy, which I wouldhate to see -eroded, and
I feel _personally that it would inevitably be so eroded if We were t',O
open the Academy up to those who are not going to assurne this combat
readiness posture., Fieffp..R. Following tip on that obervation, *duld it be your
view.thatif,ihey are going to be admitted that we consider repealing.
the law that now prohibits women from engaging in combat in the use
Of -aircraft?.

General CLARK. While I personally don't feel that our women should
be invited into the combat role, for the reasons which I have stated
previously, li feel it's the lesser of two evils to go that route rather
than to invite the Academies, to have a mix, some of whom are not
going to .get the lull adVantage of the -training.

If the Academy should be required to accept female cadets in a
"not, for combat" status, when and if the Equal Rights Amendment
passes, we will have a condition of sex discrimination favoring fernales

. (i.e.; easier programs). This condition could, produce suits from male
candidates who recognize discrimination in the physical aptitude
examination for example, and from male cadets because of the easier
program. But by then, we would be irrevocably committed and the
net result would probably be the dilution of the entire program.

Mr. FISHER. In other-words, it is your view thitt if we are going to
undertake as a national policy to admit -women' to the Air Force

-
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Academy and to the other Academies, they shOUld be admitted only
if they may be subjected to combat roles? Is that, correct?

General C..,14,arc. That would-he my view;.yes, sir.
.M.i.,FrsHEn. Mr. Wilson.
iif.r. CHARLES WI sox. Tharikybu; Mr. Chairman.
First,-may I say .that I have great respect and admiration for each

of the three gentlemen who are with us this morning: Secretary
Mc Lucas, whom I have been With in California on several occasions;
General BroNvn; and General Clark, whom I've had the privilege of
visiting with at the Academy on several occasions.

I feel that the Air Force is in great hands with you gentlemen in
the respective functions that you have for the Air Force and the
Academy itself.

I disagree with you, however, on the conclusions you have come to
insofar as allowing women into the Air Force Academy, or any of the
Academies.

When Admiral Mack was here last week, in connection with the
presentation Of the Navy, he indicated that he had ho fears that there
wera.a sufficient number of qualified women in the Country who could
do just as well as men at the Academy under the present curriculum;
that all men are not qualified to perform at the Naval Academy in
the same manner as those,who are selected.

Would you agree that this could be true with the Air Force Academy
also, .General-Clark?

General CLARK. I certainly agree with Admiral Mack that the
average marl would, have great. diffieulty in successfully- completing
Or 4 -year program.

I think there would-be a few women who probably could do it.
I'm not sure that they would be the typical normal, healthy American
young women whom we. are looking for, for commission in the U.S.
Air,Force.

Mr. CHARLES WILSON. There seems to,be a hangup on this business
of "You can't do it because the law doesn't allow you and because the
Academy is strictly for thejraining of combat officers."

Congress is in the,business of changing laws, and Makin laws all
of the time, and I don't see that this is a particular problem. is a
matter of fact, I'M having a bill drafted now to repeal the sections
that prohibit women from going to combat, just so that we won't
have this excuse thrown at us any more. I don't know whether I'll
have any luck with the.bill or not. It probably will be considered when
we consider the bill that is now..before us, as an alnendment, or as an
additional, piece of legislation.

I don't understand why you have no objection to women taking
the Air Force ROTC trainingyet where they are going to be trained
for the same thing, you find difficulty in feeling that they should be

. 'able to got to,the Academy.
General CLARK. As you know, Mr. Wilson, there's a great'deal of

difference between the product of ROTC and the product of the Air
Force Academy. I don't mean to imply that a .capable person from
either program would not be successful ultimately, but it takes some
years for an. ROTC.graduate, who is a probationary Reserve.officer

. with only a smattering of professional training, to achieve the point
se
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of :-.1tzttiveliess thafour duates have upon graduation as Regular
offieersdue to heirstIpe training for the job.

So 'think ydu have look dOWn the pike some years before you
can make a valid compa *son, either in costs or in effectiveness, of
the graduates from the two sources.

Furthermore, our ROT and OTS graduates, unfortunately, leave
the service at a considera y higher rats than du our Academy gradu-
ates. And our females lea e the service at a somewhat greater rate
than do our males, overall.

So there is considerable c ifference, in my mind, between, the gradu-
ates Irvin the different sour es.

Mr. CHARLES WILSON. uld one of the reasons be that the oppor-
tunities for advancement a e not as great as they would be if they
Could '0 to the Academy?

General CLARK. No, sir. T ese statistics I have examined. It would
be fair to admit there has ben a considerable change in the past 10
years in the opportunities for women in the services, but at. this time
they are prOgreing at an equ 1,rate, and they have equal opportunit).

11. our male officers in comp iition for promotion and things of this

CIIARI.E.S. WILSON. You mention that 7'5 pereent of .the grad-
ua es of the Academy go on to fight training and eventually become
pil ts. rtoo you-still have thaine Ica] program where a certain nurriber
of ch ha, the opportunity to go to medical sehool? It'sa small
ng that.ber, I alie,

naral CLARK. Yes; there smell number, but we are phasing
out f this program upon the "sections of the Congres-s and the
only 0m4tments that remain re tliose that have to lie honored,beau e ,leas been announced ft our catalog, and these are the
co merits, made to those who-ttre currently enrolled as cadets. No

tscade who cuter from this summer n will have that op rtunity, and
we'11,bo out of that program by 19 .

Mr, CHARLES WILSON. How may y yea do vou gore that an
individual should tannin in the Ai Force hi order for you to not
have ;wasted the money that has bedti spent on their training at the
'Academy? .

General CLana. At least 20 years,
CHARLES WILSON. Twenty .

'General '01ARIC. Hopefully, 30. \
r.;.CriantEs 'IritsoN. And what percentage of graduates do stay

in? course, you haVen't had experience with the Air Force Academy
yet, ut we do with the others, Most of the senior Air Force officers
went r,o West Point. nut what percentage do stay in 20 years ,or
longer, do you know?

General Ctarta. Our oldest class. now has 15 years of service, and
we have 65 percent of the _graduates of that class still on adtive.dut3

M. CHARLES WILSON. You have 65 percent?
General CLARK. Yes, sir.
Mr. CHARLES WILSON. Do you have figures, General, or any of you

gentlemen, Of what percentage of officers who are considered combat
prepared have come froin the Acadelny and what percentage Cleve ,
cpme from* ROTC programs orofficer training programs?

, (
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GeneriOnowx, Mr. Wilson, I've seen a number that's expressed as
the percent of aircrew members who flew in combat in Southeast
Asia, who were:graduatosof the Air Force Academy, and as I remem-
ber, it was something like 9 percent.

Mr. CEA. LES WILSON. Ninety percent?
General aowN. Nine percent.
Mr. CHAR E.S WILSON. Was it 9 -or 90?
General BnowN, . Nine percent of the aircrew members who flew in

combat in Southeast Asia were graduates of the Air Force Academy
CHARLEH WILSON. Thoseserving in Southeast Asia, they would

be almost all graduates from the Air Force Academy, wouldn't they?
You wouldn't have too many from West Point or the Naval Academy
that would be ineluded in the Air Force in that case?

General Bilawx, I'm sure it would swell the number slightly, but
in the overall' total, it would be very small.

Mr. CHARLES Wilisox: The Academy really doesn'tfurnish a. sig-
nificant percentage Of those who were in combat?

General BkowN. No. But, Mr. Wilson, I think this goes in part to
your earlier question, which General Clark responded to, on the
women. On the other hand, I thought you were aiming at the difference
between the .Aeaderay graduate and the ROTC graduate, or those
who were conataiesioned from, the officer training school program.

I .think that statistics will show rather clearly that the leadership
that General Clark iitetissed so much, the combat leadership, was
caniedout by the. people who Were Academy graduates, that is, West
Pointi Annapolis, and tht Air Force Academy, who were on active
duty in the Air Force in the war. Of this number, they held leadership
positions, command positions, in a far higher ratio than their ROTC
taiintetarts.

IIT.,UHARLES WILSON. I tee. Of comet a lot of that could be be-
cause you give the Academy graduates greater opportunities; don't
you'? .

General Bnclwx. No; I don't believe that's so, sir. I -don't know--
and I've told ROTC cadets this; -aid it's a factI don't know where
a man comes from. But when you see the perfOrmance, you then pink
the fellow Who's perfOrming the best and move him in to command a
squadron, Or a wing,or whatnot, and of the few Academy graduates
who were in the vier in the 2 years I. was there, far more of them held
responsible command positions than -the percentage° of ROTC
graduates. -

Mr. CHARLES WILSON. . I would, think that this would be accurate,
because there's no question that the teal tough trktining and the solid '
training that they get at the Academy does give them an advantage
over those who are in the regular college program, even. though it's
a: good- ROTC program that they are receiving.

General BROWN. j want to say, as L don't want to leave amisim-
pression, that there obviously have been exceptibnal leaders wlio have
come from 'other than West, Point, Annapolis, and the Air Force
Academy. General Lernay was not an Academy product; Ohio Univer-
sity", I believe, or Ohio State. The man designated to succeed me as Chief
of Staff of the Air Forc6 was not en Academy graduate. General Jones
comes' from North Dakota. Exceptional men.

'42-446-75---ao
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4o there are :Lew people, 8ut theic aren't as many of them, re-
grettably, percentagewise. . .

.

Mr. CHARLES WI Lsox. Mr. Chairman, I may have another question
later on, but I'll yield right now. -

Mr. FISHER. 'Mr. Hillis.
, Mr. Timms. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

I, too, appreciate each of your statements, and I have just a, very
.few, questions. ,

aIWhen the Army was before us on this subject, question came up
of other service schools in which.women were admitted, service schools
such as the Army War College, Staff and Command School training
programs, and we were told that women were sometimes taken into
these programs7in other words., they were not closed.

What other training schools in the Air Force may be comparable to
these, and are women admitted?

General BROWN. Yes.. Women are admitted to all comparable
schools in the Air Force ).

Mr. Ultima. In all but the Academy? -/. .

General BROWN. .All.but the Academy.and flight training, and in
,paramedics, I don't believe we have exposed any to tkat field. But
the professional military educational schools, the War College, Com-
mand and Staff, Squadron Officers Scji6ol- course are, all opefl' to
women. . .

Mr. Muss. In the, future do you, foresee more women. officers in
the Air Force, and more women officere being elevated into more
rgs osible leadership roles, even if they be noncombat roles?

eneral BROWN. Yes, sir, we do. .i.k.s the Secretary commented on, ,

we have quite a program of expansion for women in the Air Force,
both commissioned and noncommissioned, and they will compete with.
men for these responsible positions. We have some.women command- ,
ing /nixed -units today, , . , ,

Mr. Amu& How many general officers does Air Force have at
the-present who are -women? ..-

General BROWN'. At this time we have two. We have a nurse and
.a personhel officer. ' '

.

. .

.

Mr. HILLIS. I would like to address a Couple of, questions to Gen-
eral.Clark, if I might. -

First of all, I would like to know the cost of the _program of,edu-
eating a cadet at the Academ3ripresently... . - .

General CLARK. We fixed a figure at about $79,000 this year, Mr.
Hillis. This is a figure which, unfortunately, has risen in terms '
inflation and pay raises which the cadets enjOy,.as well as al tl er
military .personnel. If you were to take this cost in terms of cons nt
dollars since 19E7, it's been reJuced over that period of time. Unfor-
tunately, the inflation and the pay. .raises.have.made the difference.
But we fix it at $79,000 at this time. ,

Mr. HiLus. Can you give the committee the comparable figure for
the cost of an ROTC scholarship program in which women might
serve?

General CLARK. The scholarship graduate is listed at.$13,200; the
nonscholarihip araduate at $8,500. , ei

Mr. HiLus. Thank you.
1\
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Actually, Tie -amount of cembat training-- that's Wen- ..on the
Acadeniyitself, on the .grounds- of -the Academy, is rather small,. is
it lot'- the..adtual dbrabarble training?'

General-CLARK. I wbuld not say so, Mr. :Milk. Twenty-t*Operdent
of our formal offerings in the academic "curriculum are oriented"
-combat instruction, but a- vast majority of the other instruction that
'occurs at the Academy, well over 50 percent of it, is combat oriented.

. Mr. giLLts. I think Mr. Wilson hit-on this area, andI don't -wantto
pursue it too much'Iurtheri but apparently quite a percentage of-the

.
professional officers -corps, in other words, theprofessional leadership
of the Air Force, doe come from-the Academy-. .

Would admitting women cut don -the number of male billets -for
nrollment? How many people do you have there, and how much
.capacity? Are you in 100 percent capacity-now?' - .

General CLARK. We -will be this summer with the entrjr of the new
class. We operate under the same authoriied deli* as the "other's; as
411 threeservice academies, which is 4,417, and weWill. ali htly-exceed
this, as a matter of fact, initially, with our summer attrition bringing
us down- to the point wbere we will be able to accommodate 'the
strength of the' wing by the-time the school-starts in the fall We- ill
be 'nil-ea-demi& with- a' strong' th'of about4,300-. - .

Mr. limas. You made mention in your statement,' General, about
some of our experiences in, past wars, 'such as'Bataan. and other ,areas.

Are there any women serving with theAir Ford.o.in,Burbpe now?
General0LARK:I'Msure there-are.
Genetal`Baio*N. Yes; a great number..
Mr. Hams. So it's conceivable that if a land war were break but

there on the conventional basis that they might bedome involVed- even
though they would be perhaps initially at -a- rear echelon station?

General BROWN. It's. conceivable, but we don't look on- that as a
poSition of exposure. We also have dependents there. We have civilian
schoolteachers for the children. `

Mr. IIILLie." I see.
. sure you classify service in a missile area as combat service,

.do you not, even though the people may be based in this Nation-5,000
miles away ficini itthe-hostile' forces?'

General BROwN. Yes. The crews in the Minutemen and, in the
Titan missile gees in-the UnitediStates are considered combat crev,
and that duty is restricted to rofiles today. *

Mr. Mats.' 0010not women perform. that duty?
General BROWN. Mink it's, 'conceivable, yes, Sir. a 0,

Mr. HILLrs. The point I'm getting at, in your opinion, could Con-
-gross determine as.policy .thatwomen could serve in certain type of
conibat roles butMat in others?

General BROWN. I'm sure that's possible. I would hope that if -it'd"
done, itis done such a manner that it doesn't restrict our flexibility.

What I have in mind is that certain 'types of aircrews are "combat
support, quite obviously; wh.flelhe SAM flight that flies Government
people on business tripsthey are not exposed to combat. But then'
we would* be restricted in the flexibility we enjoy. Most, t those air-

, crews have flown in combat. We pulled them out if we needed thdm
in-South Vietnam; we converted them to the type of equipment out

wither and we brought' them back. W4 had 105 pilots who flew trans-
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portsin SAM, and then went -back. Everybody took their turn as a
general rule,-and if we run into this sort of thing, with the inflexibility
of- Certain people that we can't use in-combat, we'd pay it price.

Mr. flitersp. One last question, and perhaps I'll address it to the,
Secretary.

Would you care to comment for the record, what would have been,
would ypu say, the politiCal effects in our country if there had been
some women as prisoners in North Vietnam, American servicewomen?'

Secretary McLucAs. Mr." Hillis, that's a difficult question to
answer. I think that there was considerable concern about our prison-
ers of war as people, as men in this case. I think the concern would
have been heightened, I believe, politically, if there had been women
also included,. but I really don't know any way to quantify that.

Mr. Muss. Thank you.
That's all the questions I have new, Mr. Chairman.
Mr.. FISHER. OK. Mr. Daniel.
Mr. DAN DANIEL. Di.. McLucas, has a cost-effective study, been

madnwith respect to admitting women to the Academy?
Secretary McLucAs. Yes, in the sense of how much it would cost to

modify the facilities to accommodate women. There are two cases you
might consider. One is that you keep the capacity the same as it is
now, and make whatever facility changes are necessary just because
there are women there. Those cos are relatively slight, about $23,00&
for the first year assuming admi. ion, of 120-150 females.

Another approach, of course, ould.be to increase the capaCity of'
the school and add women in addition to the, current cadet load. If you
did -that, the cost, pregumably, would go up .percentagewise.

The budget is about $80 million a year. The $80 million would go,
--up"defieh' ding on, how many you added. Then yoit'd have to build.
facilities-to accommodate. e

A 7 think if yriiir question is addressed the cost t us of reducing
, 1the output in terms of the number of officerss---,

Mr. DAN DANIEL. That's the substance, Mr. Secretary.
SecretarfMcIreas. Yes. Well, it seems to me every officer you

lett, then you've spent $79,000, or whatever that number is, and get
a noncombat officer in exchange for that trade. We think that's not a
gbod trade.

'Mr.,DA* DANIEL. Somehow that difference would have to be made
up in order to meet your requirements, would it not?

Secretary McLucAs..-Yes,,sir.-
Mr. DAN DANIEL. General Brown, would you differentiate between

the academies -with respect to the admission of women? Is Oleic any
difference, so far as you are concenred, as the Air Forte as opposed to
the Army, or the Army as opposed to the Navy ?

General Bitowsr. I think, that fundamentally they 're the saute. I
could not differentiate. I think basically all academies train combat
leaders. I think all services have spaces' for commissioned female
officers.

I think each service would feel that it's not in the best interests of
the Armed 'Forces or the country to train women at the service!
academies. We would, I believe, all prefer, although I haven't con-
sulted with my counterparts, to train female personnel foi commissions
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1610"
DANIEL. General Clark, how do -4r ow define a 'combat,

General CLARK. M. Dpiel, we den combat as those who:ongitge
the enemy, those Who launch or handle weapons in. the race of the
enemyrandthose-who are exposed to the direct force of enemy action.
That-constitutes combat, as we see it.

Mr. DAN DANIEL. HoWs the mission statement of the Air Force
Academy worded? Does it include "conibat" Wording?

General CLARK. It doesn't include the word "combat," sir.JItrin
,effectz says that our mission is to provide the instruction and the
experience to every cadet so that he will graduate 'with. the knowledge
end the character to serve effectively as a Regular plficer in the Air

;'Y Toro add have the motivation to serve his country for a career.._
, DAN DANIEL. You touched on this in response to seine other
questions,and also in your statement, and you might:want to proVide
this for the record if you prefer to do so, specifically whatoonibat
trainingis required Of all cadets at the Academy?

it._ Gene I. CLARK. Nye give them, of course, in every way a feeling
Importance of teamwork. We instill in them the desire to win.

frirough the use of combat-support programs, teach them the
ability to endure, hardship and .to erform to the utmost of their
phytical ability. We try to instill co wage so that they will be more
responsive to the strains and stres, es of 'combat, and we do this
th pughout their entire way of life. hey handle weapons. We have
oltitypes of specific combat training,, including that, which is acquired
thrImgh temporary duty with die Navy, such as underWater demoli-
tions tfaiting... They go to Fort Venning and take parachute training.
They 14110 airmansbm training rat the Academy. We take tbem up
in the hills and subject them to survival situations. We put them in

,situationS where they will have to use their resourcefulness under
',adversity. We subject them to stress training throughout the entire

4 years so that they will get used to stress and the ability to 'make
quick and proper decisions under stress circumstances. All of this you
might call an environment that we have deliberately created at tVe
Academy to instill in them all of those characteristics which history
tells us are essential in a fighting leader, and, while this is hard to
quantify in terms'erms of items in the curriculum, it represents a very high

.10,trtentage of the total training atmosphere at the Academy.
""," Mr. DAN DANIEL. What percent of combat officers training is

Accomplished at the service:academy?
General CLARK. All except some of the summer programs, which

. involve sending them out to other places, such as the Army for
parachute training, the Navy for demolitions training, and things of
this sort.

So the vast majority of it is performed at the Academy.
Mr. DAN DANIEL. Ninety percent, would you say, or 60 percent?
General CLARK. I would say 90,pere,ent would be a good estimItte, of

,

We have many organic_ programs at the Academy, probably
higher percentage of organic programs than the other service wade-

,
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mies, right there at the institution, so it's a very high percentage at
the Academy. -

Mr. DAN DANIEL. Dr. Mc Lucas, in response to an earlier question,
going back to that just a moment, if .the Congress decides to admit
women to the Academy, and we ,:jo not pass the bill which was re-
ferred to a moment ago by my friend, Mr. Wilson, and you have
1,000 women apply an accepted.at the Air Force Academy, will that
mean that you will have to expand the facilities by that number in
order to meet,,your requirements, if the requirements were the same,
of course?

Secretary McLucas. If I may make sure I understood the question?
If 1,000 women would be,accepted?

Mr. DAN DANIEL. Yes, sir. NoncoMbat.
Secretary McLucas. I don't see how we could accommodate 1,000

women;
Mr. DAN DANIEL. Well,, you'd -expand your facilities, would you

not, if that was your program?
Secretary McLucas. Let me say if there was some sort of a tie-in

arrangement wherein we, were asked to admit 1,000, women ai.d
expand the facility concomitantly to accommodate them, oJwiuusl)
we can do that. I didn't understand that was the thrust of your
question. But yes, we would have to expand the facility markedly, or
else we would have to get used to the Academy producing, mainly
women.

Mr. DAN DANIEL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
General BROWN. May I a d to that?
Mr. DAN DANIEL. Yes, eneral Brown.
General BROWN. I have ever seen, nor could I now substantiate,

a specific number of poten *al combat leaders, or combat leaders,
produced by the Air Force _ cademy. However, intuitively I would
have to say that if we lost a hird of them, or a fourth of them, say,
a fourth of that production, it would be a very, very disastrous thing
for the Air Force.

What we get from the Air Force Academy is obviously a small
percent of the total, but asaeneral Clark pointed out, and I certainly
substantiate, they have training, and a conditioning, and an approach
to life that is unique from the new product from the ROTC program..
NOw, 15 years, or 26 years, after they get out, you probably can't
tell the difference, if they're still in the Active Force. But for a ghat
number of years there is a very, very noticeable difference in roust
individuals.

Mr. FISHER. Very .well:
,Mrs. Holt, if you will bear with me for one question at this poin
Mrs. Hour. Yes, Mr. Chairman...
M. FISHER. Following up on Mr. Daniel's question about wha

would happen if 1,000 women should be admitteda hypothetica
situation, which conceivably could happen because, after all, you
will have no control over who is admitted, if they qualify, if, the law
is

General
That's correct, isn't it?

General CLAtK. Yes,, sir.
Mr. FISHER. Very well. If 1,000 women are admitted, would that ,

mean that there are 1,0001ewer men admitted? Is that right?
General CLARK. That is correct, sir.
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Ar. FISHER. All right.
Mrs. Holt.
Mrs. H'oLt. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Thank you, gentlemen. It's very interesting to bear your views.
Mr. Secretary, I certainly appreciate your revising your statement

to admit women, instead of just addressing us as "gentlemen."
Thank you. .,

I also want to apologize to General Clark if I've misquoted hint.
I'm afraid I misunderstood you when I visited and heard your state-
ment about your position.

But I agree with you, General Clark, that ignoring the evolutionary
differences, not the traditional roles of women, but the biological roles,
is very dangerous, that the family structure is so important to me, and
I, think that we ought to always keep that uppermost in our minds,
even though we change the roles of the family, that we are still the
childbearers, and I think that that's a privilege that we shouldn't let
go by very easily. ,

But I would like to hear your comments on the possibility of a dual
system. You mentioned it. But when Mr. Daniel asked you about the
definition of "combat," but today combat has changed just in recent
times, and shouldn't we redefine "combat," think about it from that
angle?.There are women who aspire to be leaders., tobe officers in the
Air Force, and shouldn't they have the opportunity for the same high
quality leadership training?

Why couldn't we have a dual track system in the academies and
give them this education and at the same time redefine what combat
is?

In the Israeli forces, they do this. They certainly have a filial system
there. They don't use women in combat, but they train them,-and they

ikeep them in the Reserve until age 30, I believe, but that's different
from the Way they treat their men.

I would like to hear your comments on that.
General CLARK. Mrs. Holt, first of all, let me say that I would hope

that the United States, certainly not in our time, never has its back
to. the wall to the same degree that the Israelis do.

Mrs. HOLT. I a with you there.
General CLARK. I rather imagine that would party` influence their

policies with regard to how close to actual corhbat their women would
,be permitted to serve. .

Mrs. HoLTBut we are giving women equal opportunities in our
military today.

Generrd CLARK. Yes, indeed, and, of course, we all believe in this.
The thing that concerns me the most, I guess, is the effort to redefine

"combat." I don't think combat is going to change. It hasn't changed
for thousands; Of years,,and the stresses that are Involved in Combat,
that make the demands on ,an individual, especially in a l'adership
position, are almost beyond description unless you've experienced it,
and I don't think we shouldnject our women into. that role if we don't
have to. It'g a semantic exercise, of course, to redefine "combat,!'
but I don't thin* it would change the harsh realities of it, and I would
urge that we not approach this problem in that direction because T.

/ don't think it. will really change the facts of life on combat.

4-
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Mrs. Rom Thank you. ,
That's all I have, Mr. Chairman. Thank you.
Mr. CHARLES WILSON. Mr. Chairman?
Mr. FISHER. MT: /VA 1s011 has one. ortwo other questions. .

Mr. CHARLES WILSON: rk. Mc Lucas, as you probably knot, there
are some Members of Congress who would like to, abolish the academies.
They feel that the cost of $79,000, for example, to educate a cadet at
one of the academies as against a much lesser cost in the ROTC
program does not justify keeping the academies open. It's not a. big
movement at the present time, but I can see that, attitude growing,
particularly if we keep fighting this thing about allowing women in the
academies. You cannot, in my opinion, give such a specialized educe-

' tion to one' sex in this country and not have it available to the other.
What did you say it was, $79,000 for the Air Force Academy and

$13,000 forthe ROTC program?
Secretary- McLucas. 'Y'es sir:
Mr. CHARLES WILSON. Of course, you don't pay. the tuition .like

the Naval: ROTC does, do you?
General CLARK. I'd like to comment on that,if I may, sir.

. Secretary Mclincite. Yes.
General CLARK. Mr. Wilson, the .precommissioning costs tare

really just the tip of the iceberg when we compare the cost-of produc-
ing. a career officer from these taro sources. If you, for exatnple, run
this out to just the 20-year point alone, you will find that the costs of
the Air Force Academy graduate are quite comparable to those of the
ROTC graduate, and this is largely because of the high rate of loss
(hiring that 20-year period:Of those who come out of the ROTC.
program. We often invest a great deal of money and effort in post-
graduate training and education in our officers. For example, to pro-
duce an aircraft commander on one of our big combat aircraft from a
graduate of either of these sources may cclit a half a million dollars.
If" at the end of that time he stays for a career, at a much higher rate
than those from the other source, you. can amortize the Air Force
Academy practically.

Our graduate rate of 14s is 28 percent, as compared to ethin
like a 57-percent loss rate.for R$' C, and that's a v nsidbrable
item. So that the precon** oning cos s ne small fraction
of the overall package, an I think when you look at it from the- long-
range point of view it's much more significant, especially if the rate of
loss of female officers is even greater than that of the male officers, and
our experience today has,been that that's the case.

Mx. CHARLES WILSON. It's pretty hard. You really haven't had
enough experience to get a good figure on that.

General CLARK. That's true.
Mr. CHARLES WILSON. But you're just now, beginning to get sig-

nificant numbers.
General CLARK._ That's true. The samples are relatively small in

the -female officers of the force and we don't have any female officer
gpduates from the Academy, but I have no reason to believe that the
pattern would not continue.

Mr. CHAR4LES WILSON. Mr. Daniel suggested a very hypothetical
case of 1,000 potential entrants in 1 year to the Academy. We kndsv
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Lk' t's itnpossible, because you dohave control over the persons who tire
*tied.;.-tO Alie.Acatleiny. '

PwOuld-asenine,tliat if E.L,Young Judy applied to the Academy she'd
be subject tathe same.regulations as was any male applicant, that you
itev a_ three-itay_test: they have to be academically fit; they have to
be physically fit; and they haTe to have a Wad base of extracurricular.

"-1. GefieraLOLiarr. That's right. ,

Mr. CHARLES WILSO.N., And I _would think that your computers,
and the things that you use to learn or to determine Which male is
best fit would-also determine whether a young lady is fit pfiysically to
take the inbat tr.r_. ng that Would be aytilable.at the cademy. -

I jus ; s 1t vis these lalge figure's as any threat, or anything
that w Id pr en slems to you. You don't really think that this
problem eats lfan unusually unbalanced ituinber of wonien
applicants,

Secretary M UCAS. I think we cam all &mment On. that.
I think, first of all, we don't know fib* Itiany women would apply.
Mr. 'OHATiLES WILSON. I think We're-prObabiroverestimating. he

first year you might get a lot of applicants, but I think it would level
off.

Secretary MaTincAs. My guess is no better than anybody else's,
but my, guess is we. wotils1 get a relatively 'small number of people
who applied and who actually qualified. We would actually like to
screeh women the seine way we-do men. . 43

Mr. CHARLES WILSON. You should.
Secretary MoLnclis. We'd have to have a large nunal3er Of nominees,

as e6mpared to the number we actually, expected to admit. H you
wanted to- admit 1,00, "that means you're going to havb to screen
6,000 or 8;000, and I, frankly-, don't think there are that Many women '\
Who want to get intethe Air Force Academy.

Mr.. CHARLES WILSON. You have 8 to 10 applicants with tho
young men-and you take over 1,000, doret, you? How many- go in
Aatii year, abont-1,500? .

Secretary MoLucAs. Yes; that'i right, about 1,500. So my guess is
that we would not be overwhelmed with these thousands of apPlica-.

General Clark, or General Brown, would you care to address this?
Mr. CHARLES Witsox. One 'other thing that's -come up is that you

don't think women would be able to face up to the ordeal of POW

449

6 riOnice: : : ._; .
don'tknow whether. this' is, true or Trot. Did we have s^4----.

POW's' in WOrld War'IT in -the Philippines? 4

Secretary McLucas. Nurses, yes. .
Mr. CHAALS0 WILSON. How did they come out? Did they conduct

theinselves all right?
.

Secretary McLucas. They came out well. But we think there is a
basic distinctioii there; namelyr,,that people who __Sign up in the medical -
service are recognized as such,, and these nurses ended up doing duty
as nurses, and they weren't women Who had been out firing guns at
people. We think if they had been that they might.have been treated
differently. .

4
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Mr. CHARLES. WILSON; I don't know. I-think there again I'woulc1_,

imagine and this is just my own Opinionthat women are justo%
courageous and just as brave, and many times they show much more
courage thall inen. A

Secretary Mc Lucas. Tha t's our opinion too. We agree with you 166
percent onthat. We don't question -that.

Mr. CHARLES, WILSON. You had icki King at the Academy. Are
there any doubts in your mind that'slie would have had any difficulty
In ta the training? . .

Seer McLucas. I don't thhilt it's a question of whether they
can withstand it, Mr. Wilson. I think women are just as courageous,

. and so on, as then. It's a -question of whether the American people
want their women subjected to this. Thef's really the question in ourind.,

Mr. CHARLES WILSON. Mr. Cbdirman, that's all I have right now.
-Thant you., 4.

Mr. FISHER. Let me ask one or two questions.
Getting back to the 1,000 hypothetical figure; that Mr. Daniel

mentioned, r would think it would not be unreasonable to assume
that if we enact a law to admit women to the Air Foice Acjdemy
that eventually at a given time out of the 4,400;1,000 of them might
be women. Isn't that a reasonable assumption that that would happen

.. 01161 the-course of time? 4 .. ,

General CLARK. I 'should think so. , c
IMr. FISHER.FISHER. I don't think that's an unreasonable t all;

General CLARK. The administrative obstacles and the pro diires
are not really what distress us. You can always solve these hings.

Mr. FISHER; :Yes; I'M sure.
General CLARK. If it were important to obtain 25 percent of each

entry class from females, we may have to launch a very aggressive_
recruiting prograin, but if that was the will of the Congress we would.
do it.' ,

Mr. FisAER. Very well. ,

With regard to the concern that you express, all of you, I think,
, . about the desire of the American, people, to have military women

committed- to combat ott to be' available for that purposeI have
. _

reservations about that myself: I jhink a good many people do. It's
oing to take a lot. of soul searching before we go so far as remove
y restrictions in that respect. Certainly we'll be giving that very

4.; refill consideration before we move in that -Iirection. .

Therefore, ass ins for the moment that that isn't done, let's talk
.a but where we ,,,il,1 lie and how much justification is there for
sp nding X79,000 a year on' training a student at the Air Force Aced-
rqm for a noncomhat role.

1 that cost-effective?, Can we afford that kind of expenditureetor 4
noncombat service role or not? What's your comment about that,

'Air. Secretary; and.tird others? 4 . , , ,
Secretary MCLucA's. Ve think t jhe ,answer to that is, no; just

because there are other sources at less cost to provide what we think
is adequate training for the uoncoulliat jobs that the women are goine

y4t:pto take gp. It seems to me the, nncipal difference between what y-ou
get in this $0,,,000, ROTC scholarship and, by the way, .I think We
should NV UP more of those to women,, and we're doing it but the
main Orerence between whit you get for that and the $79,000 product,



is:thiajeonibat-orientecitraining, and why should we buy-it.if we are
2 ..4tot going.to. use it? Irseems .to ine it -would be frustrating for people

...,to:beAritined-for-coinbatandnot be involved in it.
'-l'erhapiiineheritUroi.virroaY*Iuit-,to add-to that:

the
.: . - ;Oenerillljtowri. I think,. of cotirse, in the record are the assign-

.ments.-qfpast graduates of the. academies, and there is-a-percentage=
_ wIto.haire _gone to -.the Acaderny who were hot physicailyzfit to rSy,

:.._eye
,the-primary combat function in the Air Force...19fenall.y.it's

:_....eyd -dileulty. But nevertheliiss, 'they 'do take this Combit training,
and, we are -trsiinint leadership for support functions closely alined
iiith,combiit, _or could be, and thetitentiatis there-

-- I. agree with the Secretary, and the point We made earlier, that I
-_, can't get..away.from this loss figure that we experience in other
, sources of training than the Air k'oree 'Academy. While_ it's still not

as.-high aawe'cllike, and we're working hard at it, it's still a lotbetter
-.than :weeespezienee in_ other places, and I think we can -only translates

that e,cperience to wita± mightAappen with wcunen graduates of the
.-Seadetny,.but, true, we-don't- :know., ., - "_ _ .

Mr._ ,Fisnza. This question has been' raised. by Other.,witnesses
--preViOnSly,' '. , -. : -0 `-

, Do yonknow-if thereis any.nation in the world today that permits
. women to be drafted, or committed, to military service for cOmbat
2.1yttr.P.SesT _ ,_

.4.

Secretary. Mc:L.11'48. I don'elmow of ' .

_-if-, .General CLARK. Ihirnotaware of any sir. '
i

--

Mr. FISHER. Therefore, f the Congress Should' decide to 'do this,
that is, to repeallhe laws -thatnow prohibit women incombat, if that
should all_ be wiped out and women shotild in the future be treated

, dor combat.purposes the same as men who are recruited into-the mill-
,tary service, we would probably be the only natibn in the world that
wouldbe,doing-that.- '-

..,
, 1 .-

-,. Is-that a fair statement ?. ' . - 111-

Secretary'UcLuoAs. As "far as I know. '
Mr. CHARLES WiLsoN.''Would the-gentlemanyield? ._

Mr. FISHER. iris.: ' , 1 --"--

. .

Mr. CHARLES WILSON. fro act to repeal the law dosen't:necessaribr
mean they go into combat, Mr. Chairman.'I would imagine that all
these-other countries don't have a similar law. They _probably have no
law at all. Just the fact that they don't have.a law doesn't mean they
go, intiitombat. --

,..-

:r Mr. Fisusa.. I'm talking about the service academies now. I'm
,ta : -about.the fact that if we repeal the laws, those - who-go -to these
se ..,academies are going to be assigned to, or be subject to assign-

.
inent, _to combat roles. That is the very point I was making in. illus-

. 1,ratift, the uniqueness that: would be- involved.
Are ypti,aviare, of .any country in, the world today that hag service

-academies-which admit women to be-trained for combat roles?
General' CLARK. I'm not awareof ,any, sir,
'General)3soci'm I-know 'anone: . ,

; Mr.: l'iiiita.,Any. other questions,, Mr. Hillis? -'

:MrAfirmia. .
Thank you 7Mr. Chairman.

., ,Ceneral Brown, you re erred.to this oup that go to the Academy
Nho_vfill,bein, Lilo:dying status,. usually" beeause of eye deficiencies.

.
i -
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Isn't it a fact that, they' are apprOximattly 25 percent of the
-inOttirig:clags?'

General BROWN. Tiventy to-twenty-five percent; yes, si
Mr. HILLIS. And they are accepted basically in what'Weuld, be more

or less a-iiiniaonitsat--ciipacity; is that not true?
(ARM!! BROWN: We know they are not going to fly. that's true,

and that is the majority of the combat. On the other hand, they do
take the ccimpat traiiung-that Genera Clark described and they are
potential combat leaders-,

give you a Specific example of the type of situation where we
would Use those people. In Vietnam we had some women.We-sele,:ted
with great care the 2 years 1 was there where -we would -assign those
women: There were some areas where we didn't put women bectuse
*e didn't Want-to expose the3h to ground fire. Danang was a base where
We didn't use-Women.

Oil the oth'ei hands we -had the sztine`functfoils gomg on in Danang
that wt.' had at c:-cry other base. So Ate fellow who ran the commu-
nications squadron; the fellow who ran the electronics shOp, admin-
iqtted the 'troops in their housing and feeding, and this,sort of thing,
were all male officers. Whereas some. -of those functions could, very
Well have' been done, and are done today, at other bases by women..

Mt. 4-liuts. General Clark, if rather than 1,000 women entering
the Academy theie would be about 100, could the administration of
the Academy be structured so _that a program of tlfis kind could be
instituted and run along with the regular program and yet not lower
theadMission Standards? ;

Gefietal,CfLutr..Yes, sir.
Mr. Thr,14. Could-you get gearedup to do this?
General CLAIM. There's no administrative obstacle that we couldn't

op with:
r: HILLIS. If it) were a realistic number; where y ou weren't re-

-placing, say; 1,000 potential cadet -s?
General OARK, If 'you're talking about a level total of only 100

female cadets, I would" say' that islet cost effective, and.it would be so
small a sample in a 4,400 -man strength cadet wing that I wouldn't
reetitiltnend that, but it's feasible, and W6 dould do it.

M. ITin3.ts. What would be a cost-effective figure?
Getidal (LARK. If we had to do it, I would certainly recommend,

that We take ift something like 120 to.150 11, year and build a strength
of 400 to 600 which represcr.to4bout half of that percent that are not
degtined to fly._ "

IBM:N. That Wotilkbe apprintimateiy 10 to 12 percent, their, is
t1110-4Oftect? (9

GleicUrid Cattitt Ye§; that is right.
Mr. HILLIS. That's ali thetluestions I have,
Mr.Tiehtik. That'ea very good wiestion that you asked. I:1n glad

you aid;
Mr. Hogan. has some qttestions, ,
Mr: HOGAN. General Brown, If I could address these to you?
I'm a little concerned about the comparison between the ROTC

graduate and the Air Force Academy graduate as ft combat officer.
We'ke,litti the OpPoiluility to experience thist I'm sure, in Vietnam

*oat keeently, and frOti -What all .of you have said I gather there must,
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laveMen.apoticeable difference betlyeen the non-Academy gradtiate
as-a combat aviator,and the Academy graduate as a eqrcrbatwititor, in
Vietnam. ,

.

-fWould:yoiza
t
re to comment ori4liat?

General: BnowN. Yes, sir. We Veined the ;Aircrews frora both
sources, and they Performed their cinithat flying jobs well.

The point I vas seeking.to make was that the nuhiberi were obvi-
ouSly far greater from other soirees than the Academy, but the per-
cent ,of those individuals who found their way into squadron coal-

; wanders jobs, wing commanders, jobs, was probably higher among
those who were commissioned from the Academies than-it was with

- those who were commissioned from other sources.
don't wank-to mislead you. They flew well.

Mr.. Ilooak. That's the point, General Brown, General' Clark has
made a considerable issue or our record of how importantit is tq train
the cadets et the Air Force Academy for the combat role and that,
unhappily:you don't have this opportunity in ROTC, at least, to such
a degree,...and Isin just curiops how they shaped up when they got into

iVietnam nthe combst,Jole,.both of them the same 'age, bothef,khem
with basically the same training, with the same type of flight schs)ol.

Now, in fact, did you notice a difference between your young
aviator who was an Air Force Academy graduate from the ROTC
graduate, or the one who'weht directly into flight training?

General BROWN. Mr. Ilbgan, you did. not notice the difference as
. you walked through the dining hall and 'saw whirivas properly dressed

and who was not properly dressed, no, not that sort of thing at all.
But in the people who sought responsibility, who did more than their

. assigned task, yes, I noticed a difference. The people who sought out
additional duties were generally,-and there are exceptionsthere are
some great young bfficers.who come from other. sourcesbut I"foimd
more products of the Academies, of the several Academies, who sought
additional responsibilities, who worked to prepare themselves for the
future, and my job over there Was to run that Air FOrce7-were Acad-
emy graduates, far more so in numbersand I must say, I'rntaiking

-of relatively small numbers in total, and this is noticeable:Yes, sir,
it's noticeable. .

Mr. HOGAN. Is it noticeable in the combat role as such, the pure
r combat role that we're talking about?.

aeneral BROWN. I didn't have the opportunity to watch"them in
combat.

But let me, say that the staff, my staff in' the 7th Air °Force, Was
made up in the main of people who came from cockpit jobs. All of our
planners, all of our. operations cop troljprs in the tactierd air control
center, the people who wrote the daily'operationserdot, who processed
the reports from the mission, .a.11 had combat experience, and I could
notice it in them, yes.

Now, there were other people.on the staff-who did the same things
they do on, staffs here:, they administered personnel; they ran the
tommunications system; they handled the computer; all those kind
of things. But.the noticeable differenceand I don't want to roil down
the ROTC feltqw, nor do I Want to say we don't train' them well in .

.OTS to handle; their job, They do very, very well, lioth of them. But
there s a noticeable number...who seek,additional responsibility, who

,

-
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_work to *pare themselves for the future, and of this number s.
greaterpercent are Academy graduates than OTS or ROTC graduates..

This doesn't say that some of our ROTC lads don't do it. There are
gOod ones.-We have a lot of good ones. I just say that percentageTwise
I Would- expect to find more of that among the service academy grad-
ates 'than I would among the ROTC graduates.

Mr. froo.t.i.t.' Thank you, MT. Chairman.
Mr. CHARLES WILSON. Mr. Chairman, I did think of another

question.. .

MT.-FISHER. Go ahead, Mr. Wilson.
Mr. CHARLES WILSON. We were compariqg our country and our

military habits., and laws, and, so forth, wita other countries a few
robtaents ago.

How many other countries do have military academies?
General BROWN. rea, Vietnam, I know of. France, the United

Kingdoxn.
General CLARK. There's 17.in South America alone.
Mr. CHARLES WILS.ON. Is that right? Korea and Vietnam have

military academies? ,

General .BROWN. Yes, sir.
Mr. CHARLES WILSON. Why don't the Laotian_ gelierals' sons go

to the.Vietnam 'academy then?
General BROWN. I don't know that they don't have some. They

may.
Mr. CHARLES WILSON. That's interestirig. I didn't realize they had.

anyin Korea` qr Vietnam.
What's the quality of then?
General BROWN. By. their standards, their quality is exceptionally

High. By" our standards, I would say it's acceptable. They work hard
at it, with our advice and assistance. We have officers who are de-
tailed, or did have, to help them with their programs.

Mr. CHARLES WILSON. We've never sent students' over to any of
the foreign. military academies? .

General 'BROWN. Not to my .knowledge. We have to France. Gen-
eral Clark has an exchange program with the French Academy.

Mr. CHARLES WILSON. Iii France? ,

General CLARK. Yes, sir, We also have exchange students with
the Philippine academy. 9 .

Mr. CHARLES WILSON. I see.
Gencra: BROWN. And we have a request pc:nding with Argentina.

They want to exchange cadets with us. r

MI\CHARLES WiLsox. Thank you very much, sir.
Mr. FISHER. I-would assume that most of those countries would .

gladly accept our Americans if we paid their expenses, if we wanted
to send a cadet to those countries to be trained in tlicir autd.-
emiesWobldn't you assume that?

'General BROWN. I think they would be delighted.
FISHER. Off the record.

[Whereupon, a discussion was helcLoff the record.]
Mr: FISHER. Let's go back on the record. Mr. Hogan has a few

' questions for the record, whiph you can insert.
. .

.
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Mr. r1.00AN. Regarding the potential loss of male input, from an Academy
administration point of viewif women are admitted, what objections are there,
if any, to increasing the.strength of the cadet wing so, there would be no loss
of-male cadets?. )

General CLARK. Objections for increasing the strength, of the cadet wing are
'.twofold. First, experience with the new increased ceiling for cadet wing strength

indicates that the maximum realistic size from a command and control/cummuij-
cations point of view has been reachNUnlike a tried mature military unit, the
cadet wing is composed of inexperience young men. The management problems
would be aggravated by increased sise,,and going beyond the current authorized
ceiling could produce diminishing returns. Second, if such a female progrrim were
undertaken, we would anticipate eventually building at an annual rate of 120-150
until we reach a strength of approximately 500.females which would permit repre-
sentative assignment to each of the 40 cadet squadrons. To increase the. wing
size so as to offset this total of female cadets, . Congress would have to raise the ,'
legal ceiling,So approximately 5,000. This would require costly construction arid
time to mcreat the physical facilities and the permanent party instructor personnel
t9 accommodate such a change.

Mr.. HoGAN. If statutory provisions excluding women from combat are repealed,
would there be any real problem in training women at the Academy?

General CLARK. ti public law is changed to permit the use of females in combat,
females would be required to take bayonet training, survival, evasion, resistance,
and escape (SERE), and unarmed combative coursesturrently conducted by the
Air Force Academy, and would be eligible for Ranger training (Recondo), under-
water demolition training/open circuit scuba (t.IDT/OCS), and T-41 flying train-

. ing programs. We believe that most females would not be able to complete these
combat-training programs due to lack of physical strength. Thus,there would be a
real problem in training women at the Academy if statutory pros ;lions excluding

- women frbm combrit were repealed.
Mr. Hoome. How soon could the Academy accommodate women cadet-?
General CLARK. Detailed coatingertcy planning Has established that we requi

a minimum of 18 months leadtime to accommodate the initial input of f ale
cadets. This time is considered to be absolutely essential to properly reemi tevt,
nominate, select and appoint only the best-qualified females. Thus, a decisiem by
October 1, 1974 would permit the orderly integration of females into the. Air Force
Academy on. July. 1, 1976.

Mr. HOGAN. Is it st fact that substantial numbers of women could qualify for and
make a career of military aviation?

[The following information is furnished forlhe reord:]
Some women may possess the aptitude and physical qualificatiops to cnialify for

an aviation career within the Air Force. Statistical data does not rxist to prove or
disprove that substantial numbers could qualify for an aviation career within the
Air Force.

Mr. Floosie. In basic flight training, sourcewiseROTC, OTS, Acadernies
what is the percentage of the mix?

[The following information is furnished for the record:]
°

SOURCES OF STUDENTS

On percent':

Fiscal year-

1973 1974 1 1975 1

"'ROTC 41:1 46.2 48.a
Academy 10.4 9.3 22.7
OTS a

,
41. I 36.7 21.3

Active duty a 6.7 7. I 7.2

e:rogramad.

Mr. HOGAN. Furnish any figures you have pilot losses due to attrition volun-
tary, medical, aptitudebetween Academf and non-Academy graduates.

ate following information is provided for the record:I
Tffe figures for Fiscal Year 1969 - Fiscal Year 1973 are as follows:
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',Nil.. HOGAN. Do women compete with men in officer promotions?
[The following information is furnished for the reenjd:J
Yes, women do compete with men for officer promotions. They, have competed

with men since 1947 for promotion to the grade of first lieutenint through lieuten-
ant colonel. In 1967; ,statutes were repealed to permit, women 14. compete for
promotion to colonel which in turn. enabled them to be consideted for general

- -officer. rank.
Over the paST year's the selection rates of women have been increasing to

Where, today, they are selected for temporary pripiotion to the field grades at
Aelection rates which are comparable to those of nonrated men. Por instance, in
fiscat.yeaf 1974, 32 of 95 eligible Women line officers were promoted to the field
,grades compared to 2,703 nonrated male officers promoted among 6,654 eligibles
m the field grades. Thus far the promotion boards for fiscal year 1975 promotion
lave,:ieleeted 11 of 47 eligible women line officers in the field grades compared .
to 779-cf3,404 eligible male nonrated line officers.

Mi. Hoe.tx. Is there any diiiadvantage in promotion ,opportunity for non-
(_ Academy gracjuates?

1 ,'The f allowing inf ormati on is furnished for the record:)
'Promotion policies in the Air Force do not provide separate promotion categories

for Academy and non-Academy graduates. There is no bpilt-in di-zpdvantage in
promotion opportunity for non-Academy graduates. Each officer who is eligible
for promotion is Considered based upon a review of 10.s entire record of service as a
commissioned officer. -c

Ifewevei, the Academy graduates do tend to receive alarger share'bf promotions
on the average than do the non-Academy graduates. This is-expected in light of
the extensive screening involved in selecting young men to enter the Academy,
the extensive military training provided by the. Academy, and the follow-on
utiliziitioh of the majority of our Academy graduates in direct combat rules. A
review of the percentage of selections of Academy and bon-Academy graduates
from both the primary and.secondary zones of promotions reveals that Academy
graduates" file selected at a somewhat higher rate to the field grades than non-
Academy graduates: Selections from the primary zone for Academy graduates
haVe averaged between 5 and 30 percentage points higher than non-Academy
graduates.' Selections from the 'secondary zone of Academy graduates have
averaged, over the same 10-year period, between 3 to 5 percentage points higher

:than non-Academy graduates.

M. FISHER. Can you think of a4thing that may have occurred
,

to you, any of you, that you would like to stata.in relation to any of
the questions that have been asked? Sometimes you think of some-
thing that you Would like to add to the record. If so, you can do it
-when you look at -your statement. t

General BROWN. Thank you very much.. , I

Mr. FISHER. The committee will stand in recess, until tomorrow
at 10 o'clock, at which time we will. hear from the Army:

Secretary MCLUCAS. Thank you.
[Whereupon, the subcommittee meetirig was adjourned at 11:35

_a.m., to reconvene on Wednesday, June 19,1974, at 10 a.m,]



HOUSE -0' REPRESENTATIVES,
COMMIITEE OH AIVAED SERVICES";

SUBCOMMITTEE No. 2,
Washington, AC., Wednesday"; June 19, 1974

The subcommittee met, pursuant to adjournment, at 10:05 a.m.,
. in room 211S, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. 0. C. Fisher

Achairinan,of the subc6mmittee) presiding.
Mt. FISHER.-The committee will, come to order.
We have Is our witnesses this morning Hon. Howard Callaway,

Secretary of the Army: Gen, Fred C. Weyand, Vice Chief of Staff,
U.S..Axmy; end Lt. Gen. William A. Knowlton, Suporintendent of
the U.S. Military Academy.

Mr. Secretary, I would like to say at the 'beginning how, deeply'
eyed the committee is abputi Gen. Abrams' operlition, aid we all

ope and pray that his recovery will continue, as all indications are
that that ,will`be the case.

First, we )vill receive your statements before any questions are
.asked, and then we can direct our questions at all of you, or any oneof
you:
'''2.*AVe,are just .delighted-tolfaVe'yoiLhere.

The first witness is Secretary Callaway. You may proceed, Mr.
Secretary':

Secretary CALLAWAY, Mr. Chairman and members of the commit-
teei tllanl ypii very much. J'm, of course, delighted to,,be.here with
you today. -f

Chairman, I especially 4ppreciate your remarks about, General
Abrams. General Abrams is our, No. 1 soldier and .a fnan greatly__
admired by all Americans,, and, as you know,7he would be here today
because his interest is in West Point. He is recovering well. He is back
from the emergency rooms to-the regular ward. He is making recovery
and gaining strength every, day, and the wishes of the, Army are, of
course, with him.

I do have, in addition to myself, with me hero today General. ,

Weyand, ',Vice Chief of Staff, T.J.S. Army, and Lieutenant, General
Knowlton, Superintendent. of West Point. Each of them will make
brief statements.

In addition, we have two young men who are available if you or
any members of the committee would like to question them. They are,

2d Lt. Mike Kirb.y-, who graduated, from West Point this month in
the class of 1014, and Cadet Steve Townes, who is a first-classman at
West 'Point right now. Obviously, if you have questions, these men
are the experts on What's really going on at WestPoint now.

kwould, like to offer a brief statehient now.
[Biographical data on Secretary Callaway is as follows:1.
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HOWARD H. CALLAWAY, SECRETARY OF TILE ARMY

Ho*ard H. Callaway i%-as born April 2, 1927, at LaGrange, Georgia. He was
graduated from Episcopal High School, Alexandria, Virginia, in 044. In June of
1949 he received his BS Degree from the United States Military Academy, and
viiis commissioned II second lieutenant in'the Regular Army. ^

Mr. Callaway served in the Infantry during 1949 -1932. lie is a %'eteraa of the
Korean War where he participated in three campaigns while serving ab a platoon
leader in the 17th Infantry Regiment, 7th Infantry Division. He was awarded
the Combat Infantryman's Badge. His last two years in the Army were spent as
an instructor at the Infantry School, Fort Bening, Georgia. He was honorably
discharged December 19, 1952.

He has long been active in -a variety of business, political, educational and ci% is
enterprises. He was named Civilian Aide for the Third Army Area by former
Secretary of the Army, Stanley R. Resor, December 18, 1970. He has served as
Chairman of the Council a Trustees, Freedoms Foundation at Valley Forge,
International President of the Young Presidents.Organization, and Republican
National Committeeman for the, of Georgia. He was the Republican candi-
date for the Governor of Georgia, in. 1966. He served in the 89th Congress and
represented_ the Third District of Georgia 1965--1966;-.

,r Mr. Callaway is a former member of the Board of Regents, University System
of Georgia, the National 4-H Service Committee and Trustee of the National
Recreation Association. Prior to joining the Nixon Administration, he was Presi-
dent of Interfinancial, Inc. of Atlanta,, and a Trustee.pf the Ida Cason Callaway
Foundation;of Pine Mountain, Georgia.

Mr. Callaway is married to the former Elizabeth Walton of Hamilton, Georgia.
They have five childrenElizabeth (23), Howard (21), Edward (IN, Virginia (17),
and Ralph (14). "

Mr. Callaway was sworn in as Secretary of the Army on 45 May 1g73.

STATEMENT OF HON. HOWARD H., CALLAWAY, SECRETARY OF THE
ARMY

, . .

Secretary CALLAWAY. When ialkingftabout equal opportunity in
general, or women's rights in particular, the military services need
not take aback seat to anyone, The services have led the way, and the
Army has been the .pace setter among all of them. I would contend
that no other institution has actually done morenot 'talked about,
but done moreto ad4ince the'canse Of. women than has the Army.
It is a record we ctin be proild!ofarid" we are. Except for those jobs
requiring combat, unusual hazards, or strenuous physical exertions, we
employ women interchangeably with men. They are soldiers in every=
sense except twothey lias''Ccertain physical limitations that men
don't have and Ave don't want to see them become ins, olved in combat.
Ninety-two. percent of all Army job. specialties are open to women.
They command men. They qualify for dependent support just as do
male members. They win ROTC scholarships. They attend the Army
War College:yiley wear ,generaPs..stars.

We have opened up, new job opportunities for women at a faster
rate, in fact, than ,the women are _prepared to. fill them. 'I would
challenge any other institution to match the Army's record in estab-
lishing equal opportunity for, Women.

Lest I leave the wrong, impression though, let me hasten to add
that this is not a one-way road. The, Women have been great for the
Army, too...They have hroughtivith,them into the service much that
it needs: skills and attitudes. andyesCharm. Our country has a
,better Army because, of them. Recent opinion polls point to a risiiag
degree of esteem for the military services, and my bet is that we can
thank our outstanding women for a good bit of that improving image.
I am immensely proud of khem and.of what they have accomplished:

1 6
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Nevertheless, I aril not willing to change the rules to admit women
to West Point. Foremost, perhaps, is my belief that women should. not,
be involved in combat. That belief,' I feel sure, is shared by apajorit,y
or Americans. The U.S. Military Academy is dedicated to the de4
velopment of combat leaders. To that end.every application for ad-
mission to West Paint must meet stringent ,,medical and physical
entrance requirements'* for eventual commissioning in the combat
arms. Thai is not to say, how ever, that every nest Point graduate has
'to enter a combat arm. Each year there will be a very smaltnuniber in s,
the graduating cla=ss.'. ho have become ,phyically- disqualified for
commissioning for duty in a combat role. From time to time there
,ha.ve been other exceptions, but *they have been ji st that excep-
tions and each time the Academy has rath is remembered its
primary mission and has 'Wiled away 'from tie experiment. For
example, because of the great concern %1a have had lately .with getting
enough doctor;, a 'relaxation of the rules.perinitted some graduates

into go to'edieal school after graduation. As much as use need,doctors,
however, that was a mistake. We corrected it last year ,no cadet
entering after July, 1973the Class of f 977will have that option.
The Class ot1974, to use our most current example, placed 94 percent.
of its graduates in branches having a, combat role. Of the other 6
percent, 8_ graduates opted to become doctors while 39.-rall of is horn
had physical disqualificationS--entered branches in w liich they w en;
not likely to be involved directly in combat. Among the 94 percent
s ho were commissioned in, combat branches, 38 chose the military,
'intelligence branch, but all of them are required to spend their first
2 yehrs in either the Army or the Infantry, with at least a full year
of that duty in a front-line company. All of this is said only by way of
beiiig completely open. The fact still retrains that West Point's
ftindamentoil mission is to produee- combat leaders. And it is fulfilling
that mission. . I

We should not be distracted by fringe issues. Some students go
through dental school and lafer become schoolteachers, farmers, or
engineer.s. Some go through medical training only to end up as business-
men or authoes. It happens on occasion, I'm told, that some young
men and w omen who get law degrees even turn put to be politiilins.
But that doesn't alter the net or the reason to have special'sehools
designed to produce dentist's or doeters or lawyers. Their professikal,
preparation is unique, and it recfuires a. unique educational environ-
'tient, No one would seriously consider filtering the curriculum or en-
vironment of a inedic4i1 school simply because a graduate now and then
was compelled 'by f ircumstances or second thought:4 to switch to
psychology rather than medicine or .siugery. Neither should we alter_
the attire or purpose of the Military Academy ,,sirhply because a
r settle number of its graduates have for one reason or another not

.

,ended up in`the combat 'arins.
There is yet.another aspect to the matter. Te,permit West Ppint

graduates to enter noncombat arms would be diametrically,.opposed
to the Army':t, current efforts, to expand its 'fighting strength as it
trims its supporting overhead. ft; a time NN lien e have to.get the most
from every budget,clolla, mush u diversion of resources is simply pot in
the best interests of the country. But we are concerned with more
here than just money. At issue is the' velay of,combat leadership._
The set ere standards set fix. the West Point cadet are predicated uponr,

-
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his future role as a combat leader. The Academy 's primary mission
of preparing battle leaders for our Nation's military, forces is accom-
plished through what one can describe as a "single track system" of
rigorous, unremitting training. Any reduction of this emphasis in
order to accommodate women would in effect lead to the lowering of
standards for men by introducing a second and less. demanding
,"troth." Inevitably, the product of Vest Point would be altered.

And that brings up my third reason against admitting' women to
West Point. We should take a very long look indeed before we tamper
with something that has proven over so long a time to be so successful,
not only in producing professional military leadership, but in producing
generation after generation of generals who have remained invariably
supportive of our concept of civilian control over the military. West
Point has, beyond any doubt, earned an unparalleled reputation for
success. Just to read over the long list of distinguished graduates is to
prove my contention. Names like Eisenhower, Bradley, MacArthur,

ftf ton, Pershing, Grant, Lee, and a host of ethers, come rapidly to
mind. West Point graduates won our wars, opened the West, built our
railroads, and led the way into spacav No other institution in America
can match West Point for enduring service to America. Wherever our
(country faced danger' or challenge, West Pointers were there. ,For

-nearly as long as we have been a nation:West Point has produced
graduates imbued with the spirit of service, devoted,,to the ageless
concept of duty-honor-country. General Douglas farewell

'address to the Corps of,Cadets best summarizes AI hat the Academy is,
what it meads to those who have studied and matured there, find what,.
tve belie-ge it should remain.

Nix. Chairman, with your permission, I would like to insert General
MacArthur's speech into the record. It is an inspirational speech in
every way.

?X fr. FISHER. Without objection; it, will' be inserted in the reciNra at
this. point. .

[The address by General MacArthur is as follows:)

ADDRESS ISY GENERAL OF THE, ARMY DOUGLAS MAC ARTHUR TO THE MLNIIBLRa
OF THE ASSOCIATION OF GRADUATES, U.S.M.A. THE CORI'S OF C OLTS AND
DISTINGUISHED GUESTS UPON HIS ACCEPTANCE 01 THE SIIA AN LS THAI ER
ASV A It 0

w.
United States Militaiy Actildemy, West Point,' New York flay 12, 1902

General Westmoreland, General Groves, distinguished guests, and gentlemen
of the Corps:

As I %NM leaVing the hotel this morning, a doorman asked ,mp, "Where arc 3 on
bound fur, General?" and when I replied, "West Rnt," la, runarked, "Beautiful
place, have you ever been there.before?"

No human. being could fail to be deeply moved by such a tribute a/ this. [Thayer
Award) Coming froni a ptofession I have szrv.lou lung, and a I Lave 1ut cc'
so well, it tills me with an emotion I eannot express. But thi/ tia and is nut iatended
primarily to himpr a personality, bdt to symbolize a great mural coolethe code
of cur-1.1mA and.elthalry uT those who guard this beloN ed laud of culture and an-
cient descent. That is the meaning of this medallion. For all eyes and fur all time,
ft is an expression of the ethics oftho American soldier. That I should be in Lgratcd
in this way with so noble 'an ideal itiouties, a,s,ense of pride and yet of humility
which will,bc with me always.

DutyIIpnorCoulatty. Those three balliiWed ;retercnily , dictate
Awhat yeti ptigirSto 0e, what you can be, what you will be. Thoy are your rallying
porntp,. t i build count g,e when.couragc seems lib fail, tu reg tin fa,ith when there
seems tu be littlt, cAtise 'fur faith, ts creattehope wlitti hope becomes forlorn.
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Unhappily, I possess neither that eloquence of diction, that poetry cif imagkation,
nor that brilliance of metaphor to tell you all that they mean. The unbelievers will
say they are but words, but a slogan, but a flamboyant phrase. Every pedant,
every demagogue, every cynic, every hypocrite, every troublemaker, and, I am
sorry to say, some others of an entirely different character, will try to downgrade
them even to the extent of mockery and ridicule. But these are some of the things
they do. They_build your basic character, they mold you fur your future roles as
the custodians uf the nation's defense, they make you strong enough to know when
you are weak, and brave enough to face yourself when you are afraid. They teach
you to be proud and unbending in honest failurebut humble and gentle in
success, not to substitue words for actions, nor to seek the path of comfort, but to
face the stress and spur of !difficulty and challenge, to learn to stand up in the storm
but to have compass* on those who fall, to master yourself before you seek to
master others, to have a heart that is clean, a goal that s high, to learn to laugh
yet never forget how to weep, to reach into the future yet never neglect the past;
to tie serious yet never to take yourself too seriously, to be modest so that you
will remember the simplicity of true greatness, the open mind of true wisdom, the
meekness of true strength. They give you a temper of the will, a quality of the
imagination, a vigor of the emotions, a freshness of the deep springs of life, a
temperamental predominance of courage over timidity, an appetite for adventure
over love of ease. They create in your heart the sense of wonder, the unfailing hope
of ,what next, and the joy and inspiration of life. They teach you in this way to he
an officer and a gentleman.

And what sort of soldiers are those you are to lead? Are they reliable, are they
brave, are they capable,of victory? Their story is known to all of you, it is the
story of the American man-at-arms. My estimate of him was formed on the battle-
field many, many years ago, and has never changed. I regarded him then as I
regard him nowas one of the world's noblest figures, not only as one of the
finest military characters but also as one of the most stainless. His name and fame
are the birthright of every American citizen. In his youth and strength, his love
and loyalty he gaveall that mortality can giVe. He needs no eulogy from me or
from any other man. He has written his own history and written it in red on his
enemy's breast. But when I think of his patience under adversity, of his courage
under fire, and of his modesty in victory, I am filled with an emotion of admiration
I cannot put into words. He belongs to history as furnishing one of the greatest
examples of successful patriotism, he belongs to posterity as the hkstruetor of

.libertyfuture generations i n the principles o Jiberty and freedom, he belongs to the,
present, to us, by his virtues and by .8 achievements. In 20 campaigns, on a
hundred.battlefielcds, arounda thousand ampfires, I hale witnessed that enduring
fortitude, that patriotic self-abregation and, that invincible determination which
have carved his statue in the hearts of his people. From one cnd of the world to
the other he has drained deep the chalice of courage.

- As .I listened to those songs of the glee chub, in memory's eye I could see those
staggering columns, of the Filst World War, bending under soggy pack.s on many
a weary march from dripping dusk to drizzling dawn, slogging Ankle-deep through
the mire of shell-shocked roads, to form grimly fur the attack, bltie-lipped, covered
with sludge and mud, chilled by the wind and rain, driving home to their objective
and, !or many, to the judgement seat of God. I do not know the dignity of their
birth but I do know the glory Of their death. They died unquestioning, uncom-
plaining, with faith ihtheir hearts, and on thcir lie., the hope that we would go on
to victory. Always for them Duty honor Country, always their ,bluod and
sweat and tears as we - ,Right the way and the light and the truth.

And 20 years after, on the other side of the globe, again the filth of murky
foxholes, the stench 4 ghostly trenches, the slime of dripping dug 'Lai , those
boiling-suns of rcicntlt heat, those torrential rains of devastating sturm-;, the
loneliness and utter desolation of jungle trails, the bitterness of long separation
from those they lot i.;d and cherished, the deadly .pestilence of tropical disease,
the horror of stricken areas of war, their resolute and determined defense, their
swift and sure attack, .their inclornitaille purpose, their complete and decisive
victoryalways victory. Always through the bloody haze of their last rei-erherat-
ing shut the vision of gaunt, ghastly men reverently following your pas,word of
DutyHonorCountry. .

The code which those words perpetuate embraces tht highest moral laws and
will stand the test uf any ethics or philosophic:, ever promulgated' for tic uplift of ,
mankind. Its requirements are fur the things that lire right;- and its restraints are
from the thinks that are wrung. The soldier, abuse till other mom ii rprfuired to
practice the greatest act of religious trainingsacrifice. In battle and in the face

;
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of dahger and deah, he discloses the divine attributes. which his Maker gas c
when he created man in his own image, No physical courage and, no brute instinct
can take the place of th.q, Divine 'help Which alone can sustain him. However
horrible the incidents,n1lWai may be, the soldier who is called upon to offer and to
give his life for his-country, is thepoblest development of mankind.

You now face anew world -a world of change. The thrust into outer spaee of the
-satellite, spheres andjnissiles marked the beginning of another epoch in the lung
ea), of mankindthe chapter of the.space age. In the five ur more billions of
years the scientists tell us it has taken to form the earth, in the three of miure
billion years of development of ihe human:race, there has IleNer been a greater, a
more abrupt' or staggering evolution. 1Te deal now nut with the things of ins
world alone, but kith tbe distanees/A4 as yet unfathomed mystrrie4bf
the uniserse. We are reaching out for a new.aod boundless frontier. We speak h
strange terms. of harnessing the cosmic energy, of making winds and tides work
for us, of creating 'unheard synthetic materials to supplement or even replace our
old standard basics, of purifying sea water for our drink, of mining ocean floors for
new fields of wealth and food, of disease preventatives, to expand life into the
hundr4d of years, cif controlling the weather fur a niore,eqnitable distribution ,,r
heat and cold, of rain and Shine, of space ships to the mthin, of the primary target
in war, no longer limited to the armed forges of an enemy, but instead to-include

. his civil populations, of ultimate conflict between a united hunianzace and the
sinisteirforces of some other.planetary galaxy, Of such, dreams and fantasies as to

-make life the Most exciting of alt time.
Anetthrough all this welter of change and development, your mission remains-

fixed,' determined, inviolableit is to win Our wars. Everything else in your
professional careerjs but corollary to this vital dedication. All other public pur-
poses, all other public projects, all other public needs, great ur small, will find
other for their accomplishment, but you are the onee who are trained to fight;
yours is the profession of oralsthe will to win, th'e.sure knowledge that in Isar
there is no substitUte for victory , that if you lose, the nation will be destroyed,
thht the very obsession of ybur publid service must be Duty Honor Country.
Others will debate the controversial issues, national and international, which
divide man's minds, bid serene, -balai, nlouf, yau stand as the nation's war-guardian,
as its lifeguard from the' raging 'tides of international conflict, as its gladiator in

'the arena of battle. For a century and a half you have defended, guarded, and
protected'its hallowed traditions of liberty and freedom, of right and justice. Let
civilian :voices argue 4t,he merits or demerits of our processes of government,,

,whethpr our strength 6 being sapped by deficit financing, indulged in too long,
by fcderal paternaljsm grown too mighty, by power groups grown to arrogant,
by politics grown too corrupt bv rime grown too rampant, by murals grown too
low, by taxes gown too high, by extremists gown too violent, whether, our
personal liberties are as thoeough and complete as they should be. These great
national problems are not for your professional participation ur military solution.
Your guidepost stands out like a ten=fold beaCon in the hight Duty--lionor
Country-.

You are the leaven u hich binds together the entire fabric of our national sy stem
of defense. From your ranks come the great captains who hold the nation's destiay
in, their hand.; the mothent the war tocsin sounds. The Long Grey, Lore hay never
failed us. Were you to do so, a million ghosts imolive drab, in Drown khaki, in
blue and gray, would,rise from their white crosses thundering those Magic %surds,
DutyHonorCountry. ,

This does not mean that you are war mongers.. On the contrary the soldier,
above All other, people, prio-s for peace,, for he must suffer and bear the deepest
wound.s and scars of war. But always in our ears ring the ominous. words of Plata,
that wisest of all philosophers, "Only the dead have seen the end of War." .

The shadows are lengthening for me. The twilight 6 here.: My days pf
have vanished tone and tint, they have gone glimmering'through the dreams of
things that were. Their memory is one of wondrous beauty, watered by tears, and
coaxed and caressed by thesmiles of yesterday. I listen vainly for the witching
melody of faint bugles blowing reveille, of far drums beating the long roll, In my
dreams I hear again the crash ofguns, the rattle of . musketry, the strange, Nauru ,

v.

ful mutter of the'battlefiekl
But in the evening of my memory, always I come back to West Point. Alwav;,-

6 there are echoes and re-echoes DutyHonor--,-Conhtry.
.

.
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Today *iris my final-roll ,011,With you, but I want you to know that when I
. ,

"v cross -the river' my 14t conseinus thoughts-will. be a The Corps, and The Corps,
'Aild:The Par ! I" ; . - ' ..Ili-44-6u' *well. -, .- . - - 0. -

Setretaryi CALLAWAY. Let there 'be no 'climbt in. anyone's mind
' bo ,
ii bout one ,t.hing. AdMitting women. to West Point would irrevocably
.'hiinge the Academy, And all the evidence seems'to say that the change
cOuld only be for the worse. The Spartan atmospherewhich is so
int ortant 0.0 producing the final product would surely be diluted,
Ans,;would in all probability disappear before long. To modify the,
,cur 'etilint and alter the training so as to permit Women to attend.

would\yeaken or destroy that intangible butindelible spirit which is
the unmistakable hallmark of West Point graduates. -.Each future
second- lieutenant must have thee seine sturdy- qualitie;mental
toughness ,and physical capacity -that have marked West Point's
,graduated for nearly two centuries. _He must have the streilgth to
endure and tie voillto persevere. ThdAlangers of today's world are not
less then- those of the piist, mir country is no less in need of defense
now-is notthe-Jime;to relax our standards':

Mr. Chairmen, I liAve stated our position regarding the admission
of women to the,Military Academy: I would be happy to answer any

,,,,t,,-ciiiestionii,yottmity haye . .
... . .

. .

Mit -Frstin. We will first,hear frOm the other witnesses, and then
.,, '-we .villproceedVittlijueStioiti: -' . - - ' .,

Gen. ria-c. Weyand, Vice Chief of Staff of the Army, is our next : . -

-witness- 2We are glad: to have you, General. Xon may proceed.
[Autobiographical data on aenaial:.-Weyind is is f011ows:1

. .

GEririiiAn FRED. C. WiTAND, VICE.,CRIEF OP STAFF; U.S. Ann'

General Fred C. Weyand was born in Arbuckle, California, 13 September 1016.
He was commissioned a second lieutenant on graduation from the Unisersity of
-filiftitnie in 1938 and entered on active "duty in December 1940. In 1944,and
194:5 'he was assiped to various units in China, Burma, and Inaia.

After 'World War H,,his assignments included duty witIrthe War Department,
11eadquartets;, VS- Army, Pacific, Joint Task Force 7, and the staff: of the
Commanderin Chief, Pacific,

During the ,Korean conflict, he served with the 3rd InfantryDiriski,n in Japan
And Korea in 1950'and 1951. - -

In.1954 following duty as an instructor at the Infantry School, he was assigned
to4fic Office of the Secretary of the Army.

From 1958 to 1960, General Wcyand was assigned in West Berlin as Command-
ing Officer, 3rd Battle Group, 6th Infantry, as assistant to the U.S. Commander,
11.edin; and in France as Chief of Staff, U.S. Army Cohimunicatiuns Zufie. Ile
theriuserved as Chief of Legislative Liaison at Department of the Army.

From 1964 to 1967 General Weyand cOmmanded the 25th Infantry Division
in Hawaii and Solith Vierinim. In, May 1967, he assumed command ufPII Field
Force Vietnam. In late 1968 he became Chief, Office of Reserve Components. In
1969 and early 1970 he was 'Military Athisur to the Chairman, 'LS. Delegation,

'U.S. Embassy, Paris, France.
Following brief sele ice in mid-1970 as Assistant Chief of Staff for Pace De. el-

opment, Department o the Army, he returned to Vietnam as Deputy Commander,
U.S. :Military Assistance Command Vietnam. In June 1972 he was appointed
Commander, 'USMACV.--'

In.:March 1978,-after withdrair al of U.S. forces from the Republic ur Vietnam,
lie It stoned command of the Ultitiod States Army, Pacific. Geileral e'yarid ryas
-morn in am the Vice Chief of Staff of the Army on, 1 August 1973.

'General Weyand, has been awarded the Distinguished Services Cro-is, the
Distinguished ilrvice Medal with trio Oak Leaf Clusters, the Scher Star, and
numerous other F4.S. and foreign decorations.
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..Genertilj.WEta,Nn. Thank your AT I?. Chtikpm..and.. Members 9f the
--; 1.t

. .Let sq firsr; that,1_.tao, de.eply,'appxeciate. youi.interes't
concern_in General Abi-riMs_sitalit-}pn, stndl regret that, he

' ;calla not be here this morniog:becaise, tlie;$ecrettiry says; he is
our No. 1 soldter,.-an.4 I Imow7ai!tth W04.14)Ia.ye grogght, otutisigihis

-
Abe eta.' share. ,aloxiv4ctroia With rcr'ec.t' issues before you.

.. havA.admittedlY Arrbred. ,tlxat.,,cwaction,,Irqin different
es because, as yo9..linov,.AenexaT goilk is a_ graduate 9f the

igixy .Academy , . .
_I Wontd.like Mr chairman;:tci paiviirav stlitenvIt simply

''.n1"+-ihe.. interest-of lifiilty.-;-if-Srou.doill'6 ..
. -

.

STATENENT.OF OF,N. Pan O. VIEY'AtITI VICE CHIEF Oi' STAFF,
Y -,, _. . 45.. ....

4

.
.. aj .

a

'`.- i.4: =." ' 0 efilypi wAy,gsm. the-geere.46,',,lias statAd, the Army, is very
i....m->-' -= .- -

_.proud. P41..,..-itl...1.Plici,zofP..,,kclii,:egfegcrtion, la support of racial equality,
-.,,...- .., 3.31,..Pqoal...einVoyniOntopRpt4nutx,aria iri ail, of these, other sensitive
.:. . ,- -...40-114 ill.0110.11$-§9044stiPtc and. exualityIfi impletheating these i
.... ... changes_that llakeni,Vcked chair ti depply held attiades, we haVe

- ,-.,..,- .on..sistexitly-ttled to.., avoid pachromsnis that,!.n.-any icay_Would tend ,.
..-_- ..... -.Y.)-1?e kaken.asOkenisM.'go ox4n1W, in waking ROTC Scholanhips

available :to 4y9e...q..vtoinexi,. the-Army has Made- it possible for 'the.
4romen. .sif put countOvlio aPp,properry: qualified and motivated-to

,,--i ,c_,,, pursue aMilitarycareer, The .eM.erdt to which we presenllyIkruit and
,; admit. ,Women to othlertprograms,ROTC, most enliste d specialities,

A9.on.Antrthe, gforts that we have matte to make the volunteer
.y .0 .... !1' ticcA4,-are evidence 4f the value that we plaice urion,,d.ur

.:- -.aelifie,eisIMIeifantt,fheir equality. ' ,; -,, , -." ..-- ,-- . -- -.

.... , .,_...A.s1v:iev,-, it, the is.sne-of'Whetlier -omen sthriuldhecigne &lets at
,-;',--, . :West I',0ipt.is tierli,dizectly to,,the;basic question Or whether Agle_l*IIS

,-,....41V piopared;to commit their. dautliteratli combat. I am not prepared
,,,t,, .4 .to,do.that. And I hope-that that js the sentiment of most Americans.

.,...! . , ne.,:gili4try Academy has, indeed, the distinctive necessary
_ mission,.., of . edifouting end training,preparingand I' underline

-,-, ,..,.1:1?repariiig,".....Mr, Chairman-77officers fot, combat_ rdes. That is? its
,... . predominattt pill-pie; and, as suehithris a unique place in otir:overall

. mili,taty edricationig systole. Since coMpartis the main `Clement that
distinguishes military serl.ice from other .professions, it seems reasonable

. that the Army's only Academy be tle3,4tea to the.prep,amtion of corn- .
,...:' bat, lead'exs. if West Pointisnnt devoted to producing combat lead6rs,
_.. _ our, country basin) Ibbtit pri dedicated, to doing it, and tn 'today's

. - .tvvorld_vie need, at least o e ace where duty to the point of death
..... ,is.,plaCed above all other en3dnal considerations ,

As lops as it is the. esii;e4 pt our peofile,,expressecr through. the
Corigi-ess, thatwomen no be employed in.conibat robs or positions, it'

-, seems to me that it would e a.I:Taste of iksortr,ce and costly ret.,ource to
.divert any of the Academ -'s capability and ffdtential to a sect:1144u-
ahAliesser 'mission. Adding he training. of woniem for,iioncombat Mies
wgtild dilute the principal (forts of the Aeademy,.and would.redu-ce .
', _, ..,, ;,... ,,, ,

e
,,
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e nuMber pf of ers trained at West Point for this unique e#erience
61 C9Mhzit-leigershiP, and I don° not recommend it:'
"-:.7:Iiiiiiktifou.,'Mr, Chairtnan:, ,- ...-- -- - ,2 '-' 'c ' _.

Ifif..:114irtn. 'Thank you,- General Weyand. - ,- t. -,

_- We are now honored.andleased to.hear fronasthe. very distmatislied,
:7 Superintendent- of- the T.S.IS Military Academy, Lt. Gen. William 4.*
1, Iinowkol), At'6, I believe, has occupied that position lohger than any.

91her.man_inrriodern history. Is that correct, Ganeral? ...

,6aneral, Xxowurog. That is correct,.,,Mr. Chairmen.
---. Mr. FISBER. Forlhow-lani?- Over 4 years: . - . 4.` ' ..'

'General M gONVIZZON. 1. es, sir the Longest since the 1930'A., :,'''. .:'
'.gr:-Fis- 4n. -"Ilia-Ali highly commendable. - ,

, . -
. .

_ The. General, a's_ many of you know, will be leaving this lio7st-in thp,
'near fitu're for, n a..,siginnent in Germany. I know, that there. will te a
lot of imople connected, with Vest Boint, and who appreciafe, what is -,"
happening Itf. Iyests Pultii, who will, be sorry', to see yoa lea. ,vilig.that
assign:neut., general. But e certainly wish you the bestin the future,

. 0enerai.K.NowtTQN. '),I phairrgap, I thatik ou,-..iiery much, ..sirr
,.-19i-thoseirintl_woids, r :::rr,, 4.. _I/ - .. ' 41

'AS 3r4411'have Mentioned, 'rye been tlie2Superintandent. for lyelthvbx .

5.4 years,now41.ii:s is,..the lange4 time .-ine General, Connor in thptime, ,
I _

1936.!4r. .' ''''` s "
4! _Lmigilit-ii.34..,only somewhatlacitiou4; that t also,-incommon with

niy.ciAblian counterparts, Int'Ve been sued more' than any stiperin-
,7- .tand4it in history, so that is ,a qualification for 4. appearange here '. -

:----todayMr.,:- .',..' . e, -:- ,- -_ : .
;,.

- [LinWelA '''
- : 47,-:-

-.Mr. Ffslitn: Very welt. You': maY. pio.ceed with yo.ur.stateinqiit.
.w Ire delighted--to,have.von. -- ; i

: .f
-

?,'Geheral Krnilvvroxifthafikyou'very much, sir.. .- -
.111fog.xitphicalI1ata en Guide.' Knowlton is is follows 1 . -,- 4,-':

.i ' . . . . 4 ..- l ,
4 - .

.. . . ..,. " .1.' ,
.....i., LT. GteN. WILLIAM A. KNo-iftzon, SUPERINTRRDENT, U.S., MILITARY ACADESIY* . A i

',
.,

4' 4 4 : i
7.- Lieutena.n General-trill-am A. Krimylton was 1.4n-ri in 11 egtun Mass;chyseltsi.
June,19 1920 He graduated from ,th'e tnitp.il States Military 'Academy :West
Point, Ni7n Yo k, in Jan n4311943, svc milk iri a class of.409, turtl,wa.i conurLissfincti ".

_ in the Unlad Slates Aril-1y as asecond lieutenant of Cavalry.
During.W'orl War II, he was romember of the 87th Cavalry Aacoiuguesauce

Squa2lron (Mee anized), 7th Armored DiNision. Ge Frill Knowlton then seKed '-`
. as,regimental.S- and Motor, Battalion Commander 7n 13,erlin. This was fulloted
*lry- a yea? as Couriter-Iiitelligonce Stiff Officer in the European Theater lltiid-l?

quarters. .,-, \ - . - 4 ...''',.;
I

....

In 1947 .he rettirned to the tnited States :End for two and a half years Os
A.ssistIint Secretary- of the Army GeneralStaffin Washington.

In Inu'iry 195l GenerplKnewiton was assigned to Supri.me Ireadcjuareets- , ,i
Allied Powers is Europe iSIIAPIF.) in France kr three and a lialryears. From

* 1934-19.15,*he attended the Reg-ular,Course at the Arniy,Command and General
Staff College, Fort Leaxenworth, Kansas. For the net flint years, he wa..Assp-,_

, - elate Professor of Social :,,ciences at the United States Military Acadenly, West
Point, New York* - .., -

In 1958, he tuck command of 1st Battalion, 3d Armored Cavalry ttEgiment at
Fort Meade, Alurylarid. lIu then attended the '1104ional War College, gr.idu.iting, '
iM1960. -- ,

Following attendance at the Strategic Intelligenct School, General KnnUlton
seryed for two years as Army Attache and Chief of Military Assistance in Tunibia. ".

On hi return to 1903, he as..-tinu.d command of the 1st Arrric,,r Traniug 13rig.ide at . *,
Fort Knox, Kentticky. 2.

',A. , ,
. ...i.,

.. ,
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1964 he returned to the AnnyuGtneral gt..41-4s-Div6ion.Chirf-in the Direc-
itoiate Of-Coordination and. AtialvsitOle served in the Office of-the Secretary a
DAfense in 196.). Frain August 196, 6,to ilanuary 1968 he serveci.in Vietnam on the
Staff.6f United -States' ;Military A*tanep Command:

'General Knowlton hecathe ASSistant-Divisitin Commander of the 9th Infaqtry
Division inVietnam in January 1968. From July 1968 to March 1970 be served as
Secretary of the Army .General Staff irt Washington. lie was appointed as the
49th Superintendent of the United State, Military, Academy op 23 March 1970.

Genera Knowlton tuts been awarded the Distinguished' Service Medal, the
Silver Star with two Oak Leaf Clusters,_the Legion of Merit with Oak, -Leaf

,Cluster, the Distinguished Flying Crate, the Bronze Star_ with V _Device, the
'Air Medal with "9' Device,. the Army Commendation medal with Oak 'Leaf
'Clusiet, the Fourragere (4 the itelgian Croix de. Guerre, Distinguished Unit
Badge, the Vietpamese National Order nth Cie.'s the Vietna"mes-e Cross of Gal-

! lantry with Palm, the Vietnamese Unit .pallat#Cy gadge;,,airci, the. Vietnamese
Unit Civil Actiiih lionor. Madge 1st Class. _

. . - ;
_

87Atiglar OF IT GE4.--TALIAll- A. ICNOWITON..._
OPE.1.1121TEIR41,- U.S. littarAitr AdifIRMY

General ItNoivvroN. It's an honoi- for -.me to appear:here' this
_morning, and I ism gra_tefut.,for tids.bpportunitY to present a brief
statement on the subject, of ,the-- .adrpki`?..401.4)/ females to the
Military-Aeaderny- at West

, The 801.0i:try of the Aitny:051:the Vice Chief of Staff dr the Army ...

. 14vedie,cusbed the mantle, inclisiiertsablesinnctions prformed. b3, the.,
Military Academy in ..deireloping combat. leaders- for our ..)"l'ationrs
Army. In aCcordanceAvith Ilse needs of _tii.ekiny,,_1,Ataclemy graduates
are.expected. to serve _in a dyrrtfiat role ante their training is expressly

1 tifilored-lor that purpose. -/-
.. Although. West Point is a fully' accredited anal highly 'respected

institution of higher edflcatiOn,Jt is not 60 telY_ a college. It is a military .
\ ,f institution, a- _total full-time tkaining -environment for ou fUture. , ___

comblitAeadel. Everyone at the_Academyisdedicated to this arertilly
---pfauried and integrated. "`whole map: concept of education. T ougb it

s. difficult' to convey a !comple.te picture of all_ aspects.of ;the .West.
.Point program, I _would like tii ifrovide some details of this extensive,- . Point .

miaow and licademic.eilucationtdprocesS, partit iiLarlA as it Antilles to'
. . . -. the iS-sue being discussedliere todaV.-.- \ .

' The,lairritultun offered at WeA'Voint reflects the changing require-
ments o the'rnilliar) profession and the_ latest advances in the fields of

. 'higher learning. It comprises a basic finitidation for a continuing
7.. c-progratre, of Odut:atioir and professional ftexplopmerif throughout a,

...,, ,
. .graduatefalifetime-.careerlhalie_-Arniy., , --,- -- , ... -

Duringhis 4 "ehi*Iit,the.:Actulcirty-).11 (inlet lakes_ Irn average,of 1P)' ,
,

seinesto credit 110114, A biCk,,,Ciiill Part'', With an average..tif abotit,14S
V -

' , ,botto at gt tiy"").triparti bie da.vatan college. 1,Ie 14 also involved in mOro
than:2,606 i..,orttucii.,riourr. of Military. traininpohfritig his font summers)

_, , more tiiiiri,;260 hours, in addrtion, ofitt,riU kid (..-pl.retn.0% ,-Arlit ujnini-. . .
_....tiyambi.?4.4 40.4r." pf.in.tral!ittrai, intercouegnite.,,or chit; athletics,

,__..; Beginning with the siiminer _precexling his .first .acatleinic 3-e4r,41ria
mutinying throughout., his .Care.Zr as it Cadet, liis military training

... eittphttsizes thoscundivignal and leadeishijk.sltills that wie,tyquired ;Of
,a,,,canibat lea-det-;'New ettilet 1)ii6:tick5,.,as that _first stunmei;_is callcdp.

,. . , jticludes intensive training in. b,,,sic military and ph3sical;_condi-
.. taming., No' candidate is Accepted ion adini,-,sivit o the iicatrein) virliO,,

, f
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is not already fully qualified, medically fo-r such an assignment, and
no candidate is accepted for _admission -ivliose plivsicarcondition is
such that he cannot reasonably be expected to- withstand the rigors
of the 4 -year program_and be fully qualified upon graduation for such
an assignment. This,7,weekpe-iiod, which begins in July, this year on.
the 8th of July, is 'characterized by. rigid discipline and close .and
constant supervision\ ,These are grueling days, both mentally and,
physically,' for the young men, and, historically, approximately 10
percent of them have been unable 'or unwilling .to make the grade
throughout that stimmerdieriod. The day begins, 0.5.50- a.m. and
ends at 9:30 p.rd.; throughout theoummer, their day starts-with a
Physical conditioning' period, with and without arms before break-
fast. This progressive program culminates in,a 40.-minute,.5-mile run
in August. Field- training- during new Cadet barracks includes 4
conditioning Marches over _tough terrainthe' tongest being 11,
kilometers phis 2 final 15 kilotheter road marclie?, weapons.famil-
iarization,, squad tactical training land navigation'training, stn vivjl
training and 6 hours of, rigorous bayonet, training, including pugil
stick drills and the running` of- a combat cour,e against

yupper,class "targets" "iisingp.ugil Sticks. ;
The third class, or sophOmore,:gtimmoAraining at- Camp Buckner,

Our old training facility at West Point, proiides the cadet with an
:indticitination in advanced individual soldier*? Skills, familiarity
with 'the responsibjlities of the platoon leader id id with Jeadeiship
deVelciPment throughipracticatexperience in a kelt environment. the
highlights,of the program at Camp BUckner.arelrecondo, or Bulger
training, which includesp_hand to-band. ciubat, and 5-day and night
extended- ,,patrolling 'problem conducted over rugged mountainous .

terrain. training stresses WO standards of physical conditiOning,
self confidence, self-discipline, and esprit. The cadet receives,his .first
introdtetion.tc; the active Army'during a 1-week trip to Fort Knox,
Ky., Wherith,e undergoes air Okla artillery training and combined
armS. training in armo, cavalry,, and air cavalry tactics and

-lechniqu,es. .
Ma seqttd `chiss, summer training ii.zovides tlie cadet

owith 4ri opportunity to develop military skills, experience, "and self-,
:confidence, rind to test and develop his jeittlezAip abilities in.

Army .erivirmirrient. This expertenct iss,gained, Through attend-
unCe at olio of six 500cO schools and through a yograin which we call
Arirmy training. Training options include airborne,
rtpiger, noratern vicattaye---,-to AlaskaNew -Viking, Ivhich,is a field
exorciO co-nifirctedb) tbetanadian Ariny.north of; Arctic Circle,
flight and juritfo Approxpnatel percent of -tile

:1.44 attend ,eithy,,,raoger;jiingle, or airborne traCninc,.....Puring. Arm ,

.,,,,..,,..c0entation training, cadets are assigned to acti%g. Army unit;;
participare, for wain le, as platoon leacfeis in in armor, and

igtilterY,nriits througli at the United States, Europeeand Panama.
The nirt:sical educat on program at West Point is tough and de-

Manding even for our r ale cadets. During the oust aciplemic 3 ear 'all
cadfts"4re it (priced fo ti e 20 lessonA each of, boiling, s'Nfestling, swim:

mnastics. ph% micqtareents for all four of thesb
high and the.gilkiling sualesfbr boxinglind, wrestling are

based on imt,ua1"oonitiotilion among The cadets. , ' ,

rd ' '3"
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Adm. W,ORTH BA,GLEY. one that haven't been discussed in that
ontext, Mr. Dickinson.

Mr. DICKINSON. Do you see the need-for more officers of higher
.r\ink in the Navy-? We're attracting womenpower to fill out our man,
power re,quirements in going to the All-Volunteer services. As you get

- in re women in the uniform of the sere ice, y uu're going to need more
o cers and senior officets who are women. .

ould this hold true in the Navy, or is there some policy there?
dm.*Warli BAGLEY. In the proOam that we're following now

for. women, we are experiencing a Very significant increase. In fiscal
year 19T5, there will be about a 50-percent increase in women officer; '
since fiscal year 1972. O'er the same period, the`numbers of enlisted
women will triple.

M ur. DrCKINSON. Yo expect to increhse Atir women officers 50,

percent. You say it-has nothing to do with the Academy,. whether
they...are admitted to the Academy or not. Would it be an 'aili-antage,,
though, to have women Fraduales from the A-cadeiny, oveletr he can-
didares ,that you are .gettina now?

Adm. Woirrn BAGLEY. II the context that we have talked about,_
under the/current law, we wouldn't think so. We would think it would
be much .more efficientto go ahead and train women officers as we're
.doing it'.. . , ,

It costs $62,000, to train an individual at the Naval' Academy-;_
521,000 in the NROTC scholarship program, -and about $7,000 now
to train a. WAVt at the OCS. The ROTC has only been in effect now
only for efew yearg. . .

Mr. DICKVIST. Are you being successfuL in attracting women to
your ROTC pro rain? . . ,

--r,.,

Adm. WORTH BAGLEY. Very successful, and there are five or six:
applicants for every one that is chosen.

.

But one of the main arguments, Mr. 'Dickinson, I think, for con-
tinuing the trend that we have no*, at least under the circumstances
of the present law, is this question of, cost, because there are, some-
where between 30 to 75 percent of the currently authorized ndVal
officer billets to which women can't, either legally or rationally, bes.

assigned. . ..

On the opposite side of that coin, if we put a man ,in the Naval '
Academy for that same $62,000, he has the potential of filling 100

,- percent of officer billets. , ,

,.

4 So, looking at it froth_the manager's standpoint, we think what we
are.dising,now is reasonable and rational.

Mr. DICKINSON. -Thank you, Mr. Chairman. That.'s all I ;have.,
Secretary MIDDEN" 60RF: Mr. Dickinson, if I could just add to' that,

following the Chairman's suggeoten? . ,--

At the present time approximately 25 percent of the women who
are in the Navy, are officers. For the entire Navy, Men hhd women '-

combined, about 8 percent are officers. Two-thirds of the, women in
the Officer corps are in die-healing arts arca, primarily nursing areas,
li'lify specialized. ie

.1 r. DICKINSON. Thank you. .
. Mr. Fzslitn. Mrs. Holt?

MrSJlour. Thank ,Youi Mr. Chairman. . . ,

It's certainly a. pleasure to have you gentlemen with us thigilforning,,
and ,I;nyvery proud to have the' Nav91. Academy i4 tile gotirtli District

...
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they enjoy, haves,- gone through the trahiing experience. ou sOWell
.described, Generarand'w.e that itlittle later.

I haVe two or three qbestions, and then we Will' pass this around
because weinighttriminto dtifne situation-later on.

aeneral Knowlton, you and Mr. Secretary and General Vireyand,
have put great emphasis on the combat training aspect of West
Point, I think a li more so than has. been true, with the. other
Academy spok en, although they have all emphasized that.

Perhaps the combat training for the Army would of necessity be a
little more rigorous than for the other services..

that a fair statement? You are training them for infantry activity
hi the rice paddies, under extreme conditions, that might or might'
not apply to the other services. Is it fair to. say that in the case of the
Army you do_ require training somewhat more rigorous in terms, of.
'preparation for combat? .

. .

Secretary CALLA-WAY. Mr.-Chairman, let. nie say a word about that,
-- others might alsnwant to comm.

The combat arms in the AinrifFas you ate;well'aviare, are the in-
fantry, air defense, field artillery , and armor,-and} without trying to
make, a comparison with the other services, whioli I,would not be
qualified tb do, I would think it's a fair statement to say that the
ground combat environment is an environment that requires ;the very,
best of every- possible attribute a young loader' can have. As a platoon
leader, as a company commande;, as a-battalion commander, a young.
man is put .into a situation ()f enormous stress, enormous' confusion,
enormous physical endurance and ,hardship, ,and. in positiiewThere

. he knows that every minute the lives of a great many men are directly
under this command, and he i, directly responsible for what happens
lo,them. . "-

Without. eomparidg withother services, I think it's fair to say that
the:ground combat environment puts a man to every test that a man
can be-put to. .

Mr. FISEISR. Very Well. 1

I certainly didn't mean to downgrade or detract from the combat
training that's accorded to the other services. They're very good and
very,comparable, but I wondered if the type of assignments of the Army

- in the infantry in. the field doesn't require n little .different kind of
training and preparation than might be true of those who don't
-engage in that kilidof rigorous activity,

General KNOWLTON. 'May I add a little bit to that,-Mr. Chairman?'
Mr. Nisuvrt. Yes. )

General KNOWLTON. I think you have pointed out something
which is very important, as well as being true. The ,ground combat
:environment is a tough, mean, demanding, stressful physical environ-
-ment, and I think its effect at West Point in the training is not only
within the combat training but appears particularly in the educational
program which we have at Westr.Point, and in the demanding physical
requirement., which are placed upon applicant., for West Point prior
to their coming in. We go to the Army and find out the skills that are
required of the young officer in a combat requirement. Then we come

,back and design the physical education program from thefequirement
for those skills: ,

.1
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,so- Wlien tine talkee,hOut are,difficult
for to.peribim,"piiilinps -things. voupperbody

,en h, 'they, ire-, in our Oroirtiih Jiot arlAtiarily.; Ahoy are in our, _
-Prfie.r.s.ani, heed* they are,ariiinpprta4Ogrt of,producing the kind,or
s'Strenei--_,Uriata, 'coal:fat leader needs in,todar.e combat environment,

Arp*lifitk 064441,'
$ciAteOne toldihe that iiMember.of Congress twits recently. quoted

sayijig that ggiidtikt.4 of Weet4oinburery.ever, got-hurtbecause
. Officers don', (get out WhefeAey,atemcposed-to the shooting.

Would yon have any comment to drake on.exposure that West.
-Point graduates have?' . ;.,

"GeneralicigottiioN. Mr. Chairman, I am plepied that you asked
thlitiVe§tiodbecansol think this is a verb; important parfOf;thewhole
question or who should serve in combat. :No dismission, of that would be
completer without eothe.dis,ctiksion of caeualfies, because, as you knOw,.
Our recent experience is that the Army, bears the brunt of ,oasuakties,
and, therefore, thie Is a -very impprtant-,consideation. ,.

I dida little res'oarch pnor to coming down on,that Very subject,
and letiiid thirtthe. dewt toll among -officers considerably, higher
tha tine might realize. I' w an anarysis of the Vietnam battles deaths,,
for indica0d that over halt of the casualties were either

oneffleaaers.er iiiirt.conrimi.ssioned leaders.,
o is the leaders-who stiffer,aiid are in the positions of exposure in

gr tin, -

he West Poirit:crasses Whicli graduate in' time to furnishihe pla-
toon leadera and cOmtianyoornmanders to afighting Army suffer the
'heitiricist ptoportionate casualties,' and I speak from personal experi-
ence on tine. own class of January 1943, for example, within
24' months of our graduation nefirly 40 percent of the class had been
wounded or 'killed. The class which preceded ours, which, krad.uated in
June of 10'42, had approXimately one-third dead or, syounded 1145.
The class which followed oars, June 1943,, had approximately 48 'per-
Dent deader Wouhded within 18 months oLgraduation.

There are some ,overall statistics, I think, that are of interest to
. you. and should perhapS be in the record. In, World War a, of the

35,084d combat-related officer deaths in our Army," 488 were ;Vest
Point graduates,, and 58 percent, Pointers iof those West Pointers were in the
grade of Major or above, and 16 Were general officers. ,

I,bejieve this is important because sometimes,I think, one tends to
believe that perhaps only junior officers are exposed tp these hazards.

In the Korean war there were 1,535.Officers killed, and, again, over
10 percent, 157, were West Point graduates, and of these 157 over 10
percent were majors or above, and 2 were general officers.

In the Vietnam Svitr again the West Point graduate. deaths were just
less than 10 percent of the officer ,deatbs. Officers killed numbered
3,406, of whom 273, were West Point graduates, and one-fourth of those
West Point graduates were in the rank of major or above, and two
were general officers.

Thus, West Pointers provide, roughly, 45 percent. of the input
into the Regular Army second lieutenant ranks, around which, the
expanded Army will be .built, and yet the classes which graduate in
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tlie.time of .war, move to active leadeiAip of oat combat arms-. ant
,

suffeimore,proportionately in ilead-indwoun4d.
Vietnam war, don't think...you'll another educational

institution- in the-country Which has anythiny like' the figures, eflifte-
: gradliates_lilled, in the fighting whiCh the single institution el West

'BOint-.hicS,Slifferedcirt-that-tie-o71, -

o if n vorrukilavero tb-g'raduate from West Point an4 be eemini,s;
stoned in: he combat arms, then she will riin the same high
battlefield. death which Jas ,faced all West Point ip-s-,aduates m tinieJof
War,- and the,hazArd is.not Qone which stops, as I mentioned,at tie
junior grades, but,which. continues into-the field grades and oil eVen,
-intsifthe,general ofacer!ranks-.-_ ,

.
PSEER. Thank you That's very interesting;arid, think, very'

proper testimony to he Rutin. the record!_in View, of the purpose that
this.- committee has tfying to deterniine all aspects of the P.'

_
risks.andthe,ability*ofithose who are assigned to combat missions-Ao

t .
iNoW 1._thinkI'll ask the V.4.question, and then plisit. it'around,

eatiSelid-Orh-,,,want takenp,tliat ranch: tinge, .
--._Grantnig that all of this.is true,. that Mr...Secretary,,,you do have
that problem ,of..,Ossible dilittien, of that Spartan 4pirit, that is so

'famous tt Neat Point, now explain to this torninittee why.admitting
women, 'haying them training. there side by:Side -"would-dilute that
spirit,,,or would interfere, with the fun.ctions. tha'c

snide,'
-hate- ilescribed-

in-preparingthem for .cornbat!,assurning that they went to assume that
reler.whicktliey, obviously wouldhe expected toif they were adniitted

Why cankyon say categorically that therefore they shot:114'01)e-
.admitted, because it would. dilute the Spartan spirit that exists'tfiere?

:Secretary .1%/fr..Chairman,'I appreciate the opportupity
=to reSPond to that question. <'

..1,.wauld.like to/Start ofcin responding,. by 'saying, that I Teiel Star&
that this -subconmnittee,,and this committee as a -.Whole, would realize
that I haves attempted_in -every way OW pos4bly--equld Since
comingSecretary of tli&40.rhay to.doeperate. openly, in very 'often.
way,, with this committee and with this, Congress!, and-if the Von ess'
ahould require, by legislation, for. is,to admit Wkwoul co-

. operatively,ohey,our:inandate-..- 4
don'tthink, however, that thfs,COrigress,or the Mailibers of this

,conress, have thought through the full queStion. of adinitting women
to West Point: I perceive that there.are-Menibbra:of.C'efigress who
loOk at it in very different ways. I perixeive:tlitxt all-Nleinhers of Cori-

. gross and all of la want to do the right thing for woinen; and because or-
that people just naturally viiint West Point admit Wornen, and
think that there are Meinflers ofCongress and inambers tliepublie-

,.. at, large who arc responding to that want, would, like 'to do' it,
- haven't thought iv out And I think even in this committee there are

soihe who are proponents of womw atWest Point, wh,o,expect
women come to Rest Point, they will have the same precise standards;
they will be expected to participate, in a' form appropriatelor Women,'
but to participate in the kinds of things that General XnCtivItoil said;
and that, we wourd only admit those women who are extremely ,Capable

4
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siciE 1S, who could roughiycotripayri with pi ese ci,t-cfpt4,4na
emt-oh.e-iime kind: Of sc.hedule4 1'.!4,2 _

We liff ttiiovi.th-k there are *sdme Women like tha smaller bumbei
Mori; and that is s-pekeived by .so e who are support,-

tbe$11.,Y.4.ft.Tes;''Let. these Wromengo onli d becomeetunbat
offiters,'"-iiiid,they have notreally thouiht. out at: it means in
-cottibtie griVillOfrine14:to ,young men who are ,bared -death 4incl look,lie d see' that...net officer contrugin,net as it .eombit -Associatelfiutfas-

c'oiiibid INiltlerjesporisible for everything that lapp ns to their li*es..
if .nefrfullY thotight ,ont, the implications of a .'womart in

tbi i1 lit, thelOret -Point could still be Spartan. But tl a effect is in, the
,.P1Pbttt cited, where : Aggii; I will repeat, we need every line°, of energy

.:**6 'can gef.. for oiir epinbat leers tni.s yery di enit.sittiation. ,
That, .14,,One -track ehat ,people ark, thinking, and t would nit.'

Vie Spartan. Wok, but it'"wotild- change what haypens,.to "
= cOmbaretihcer. aattaI think that needs to be though- ut, iand we in
3 the .,i5.1n.i4i19 nol,,reCOrnmena. that...at all. .

There.-Arc othdrs who support,it ,who.*:hAve said, ell, let's just..
otit.of the regiments "a,tnittalicin O.:women, and- have,200,...

3.610 .500 drain Wilo are tlitre .end they :are women and they donl,
4canbtit fur{ fjte reasons i-ott-giveabout combat,. but 'they have

aaNfinitogS of a West l'eint education, and they. danbaWpkt:
rdintgradilittcs an4infiltrate'llieA.rmywith tiikiticts of:good things.

West'.1"Toitit,editcatibu i,spereeived to tlo,", but I-AIR _110.t. SUre,4).7%.--
thOttgfit' Out the implications Alien, because, Mr.

.111411tintiii,,' in illy Opunort,. ,that would; change, the whit of
`,.'We4t,,Pdi-nt,,theSp`aftan att.utisyberapf.WOst.P; int, the rigoroustiesS of

becauce, my opinion, there no -way that you can have
,i,e'80.0;47401 or5aciNvdriten Who are Physically fittarified. to do the kinds of,
.'''things tiler c;fitral,-Is5tpultka has testified to, and if I'm correct

tilEtdtheV'fire- not pitY;biegily able to 416 those kinds a things, then there
is i "tlittrenf .kind, w West Point for them: There is no longer one

is t,'oifit. Ihere-rire two West Points; a very. different West Point
Ont, like .0t0 with hiat'actul4nie standards, bitt not with the
-rigoroliqieSs"- the .Spiirtamiets, the training of duty-- honor- country,
the of 'being the lia.rdcore that has made up '.ire kind of leader- ,

inspilvs the ROTC ,and OCS graduates to all becopie equal
Officer in the Artily as yea. go furls aril Then ,West Point has been .

'101tinggd.ftrid, hj.xiiyY judgment, changed for the worse. -

..- lfhat is done3.1 think there's another elcnient.that has not been
't4dught If we establish a scoond track, and, say, we have

iici(Vt 400 women, ho have less pity6ically dernanding train-
ifig ,jottimit 1m6iv hew we Would exclude a man who wanted to enter '-
kill :tifatsany track, and I think it would only be a 'matter' of time 4...
'ore we would have diluted all of West Point Withal lower track tb_d

the- one hand, we'v'ogot Whitt would be accuseilof being tokenism-
'nd all, the problems that involves. On the other hand,. we've got a .
dilUtiOn-dtwhatnest-Point now means.

I tOYtivk: to. my original teStirnohy, If you've
got SonteThing that the peWic lierceives is .g'ood for this country-,
Mae.; Working,4--and West Point is working,.it.lias never failed dim..
t.ouritqz think it'fi a little dangerous ta make 'such a fundament{}

r

change insoinetliiiigthathas been that good four the country.
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Mr. Frsripn. "Yery well, Mr. Secretary. , . '% 4.

'yourself,
we all know.on -the _committee, but for the record, yoU

- yourself, you;ategt:gitiaimte of West Point,, are you not?.
- Secretary CA.LiAAAVA.T. Yes; sir, that' is correct:A-rid I would say,
withoutheing emotional, in answer to the previous question yod asked,
that many: of 'My Class, tliefirgt assignment that we hail in my class- -

rand we,g;radualed in- a peacetime elassWit's in Korea, and I\ lostiii
. my own class in the 'first 3'months in Korea 10 percetit.of my company

celassipates. We were preptired to a0 this; it was part of what mle
-understood wit- our.assigiunent;

Bit.I get' a:little perturbed-wilen -I see people who stiy the West
. Point, graduates Wye the easy jobs and don't takithe coxxibat jobs.

Mr. FISHER. General, would: you have any continent irifelponse
t/the:question Iposed,tethe Secrettu

General KIN-7.0wrzox; Mr. Chair/ruin-i, the, 'Secretary has, been so
. eloquent that I. hesitate to add-to what lie's -said for fear' that I would

dilute it, just as be would fear dilution-of the'standards at W es,t Point.
Thit I believe one of the most important aspects cif West Point

. : throTghout our history, haA. been the homogeneity of shared standards
at. -West P.dint. AShen a young Man ,graduates and has the seal of
approvalAach,gradtiate.bas been, through! all of the various- things
winch- go top,ke up a West Pailt graduate.

There are two particular areas of concern to me when we dis'cugs
warden. One,. as I have mentioned, is the pfly sical education program, ;
Which uherethe first obstacles arise almost immediately, and, as r
SYryF tinr-phyz-ieatodusution program was. not devised arbitrarily, but
is. very closely linked to the qualities .required on the battlefield:1
Their tire many- of the things we do where the 'emphasis is on bodily
(contact sports, -on:that kind-of thing 4yhich is very important hi
protkitcing. this espirit. of- Ihe combat Joider at the Fyinall unit leVel.

. I just, noticed the other- day an article in thd"..American Medical
Asgoeiation Journal of June 3, which was approved,lw the Women's
and Girl's Divisime the Ameri6tili Association for Realth, Physicaf
Education, .and Itecreation, in which they pointed out that girls
who participale on a bo,S-s', team, with its inordinate 'injury risk,
jeopahli4e their health and-safety and this outweighs the 'benefits
of suRip)xulicipation!

This article also mentioned that while during prcadoldsceiice there
tio,essential difrepence between the work.capacity of boys and girls,

following puberty there is a different situation, and that -most
surpass girls in all athletic Verformance characteristics. ,

. Inevitably effen,w e get into the physical qualification area, or into
tire- physical education ea, we find ourselves unable to have girls '

qualify and to fiarticiptio ( ii. the sante' basis. It would ,rc-nit a
"--ecOnd track,' and uouM be very strongly against that, ,)1r.

, fur all of the reasons which the Secretary ha; statedelzhe
West Boint.experience is (me experience sinuedhS;

Thank you, Generah
M

.

r . ,

Mr. DAN DiNint.. Thank -you, Mr. Chairman.,,
Secretary, 1 notice on page 3 of your atenient you talk about

students in training for a mission and then winding in something
else, and. you conclude that thought by saying, "It happens on

, o
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occasion,. I'm told, Unit some young men and Vomen. w-ho "iet lim-

n degrees es/en tnrn-ont, to be politicians." I mioht add that we have .
some West Poi ers who have become politicians, -and good ones,. .,

.-..

although they m ght be counted out in.another wat. , 1
:LLaughten

, ,-. , ,:k.

eeretai-v- l:ALT,. ItrAY. Mr. Daniel, you'respeakihg of Congressman..
' '' ...Mutnhv. Pill certai

..1 r.14INDANIEL YeI ain. ' ' . r

Seriotay, Mr. Secretary when the IIEW issued, guidelines4 this
week; called "Sex Equality Amendment," title 9,M the'Higlter Educe-- .
tion Act Of 1972, they totally ,e.,..xemiited -alles military schools and

. colleges, including service academies.
.

.

What's the significafAyou attached to that?
Secretary CALLAWAY."Mr. Dititiel, I've Tait 'had an Olifiportunity to-

read that, and it would be difficult to attach full signi, cfince to i1.
.:. My immediate reaction would be that those o hO promulgated that ..

regulation felt that some of the arguments of the type that General
Knowlton has been making are valid, that a military (Leadenly is.
different from another kind of school, and that there are valid reasons
why women should not participate in a Military aeademy in the same.
way that they could in a normal' Civilian academic community. .

I will say that I have noecial expertise in that area, however_ ,

Mr. DAN DANIEL. OeneraT Weyand, how would you define the
combat role? . .

General WEYAND. I would, say fel. the Army it's defined by the
arms.of infantry, air defense, artillerty,, and armor, A% hich make up the
specific branches of-our service that are combat. ,

Going'beyond that though, to posgibly give you. more of a subjective
answei for the role of combat, in the Army it has to do with those -.
elements that are expected to look at the enenly face-to-face, that are

* actually engaged in active maneuvering plus the immediate support of
those maneuver elements which fire in close physical contact A% id;
he enemy forces. .

. This whole' business of what is a combat role, of ,conrse, is very
pertinent to the issues that you fwe considering, because we repeat

'over and over again that we do not ..b,elieve that Our daughters, (*m.r
women, should engage in combat. At Feest, that's my sentiment.

I might just expand on- this, again, from the subjective viewpoint.
I'm an ROTC' offir0 I think back on my view of the Military Acad-
emy. Why was it a a better, or any different from my on n university,
the University of California at Berkeley? For some reason or another,
all through the. years that I have been in the 'Arm! I have looked on

,West Point as the touchstone of integrity, of duty, of honor, or
teuntiy: these things that we hear about, and of these other inner
strength 44 Mid inner 'disciplines that I have found rnen must have to

. ,,lead other men. - / '
'Now, that is not to say that I don't feel tlhat.I do not possess those

qualif.ies, because -I think I do, and I thinl other ROTC graduates
who become leaders do. . . .

I- Mr. DAN DANIEL" You're not saying these qualities are absent in
L. women?

General WEYAND. They're ndt absent, in women. The Academy,
. different from my own,university, prepares men in a %%ay that causes.

'
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them to1 live, to _experience these qualities. was educated to un'ar-
stand t{hem, but I did not, as I look back on my colle0 education,
live them day in and day out. So I go back to WRia Pointas a touch-
seone, for the setting of standards, the ultimate standards that combat

. leaders, must aspir if they are lead men in combat successfully.
Now7, unfortunat ly, we don't, very often -reach those standards.'

and those heights, b t that institution.is precious. to ,u's beyond de-
scription becaur it is ie setting those standards for all the rest ofens,.
It's almost like it was the core of one of these circular high-rise
buildings that gives strength to eve* thing that hangs' from it. The
'graduates bf that instittltion and the institution itselk has given me,
at, times, inspiration. They and it have ,set an example that as I moved
along in my own way I tried to-emulate and respond to,

I'm an iVantryman 'and, as those of 3 qu who have been in the
infantry know and I know most of you hive been in or around it
our motto,is "Follow me." It's difficult to articulate what that is'all
.about. Part of the issue before us here is equality and social justice
for our women and the need to provide them an oppOrtunity to
pprhue a 'military profession, or goals in that profession, if that's what
t hey w ant. And being an ROTC graduate, I belive that we have that
-wonderful opportunity and alternative in the ROTC.

Partof the !Follow me" motto, though has to do with the follower
The leader must .be someone whoand again it's very difficult to
graspmust haire those qualities that will cause men to follow him
or heron belief and faith, to go into situations where they will follow
him unto death. He has to have a quality, or the qualities, that cause
men to want to follow his example, that.enables him to, in a sense,
transfer his own power, his own waffles, into lesser men; at a time
of Crisis. lie has to be% man who is prepared to do everything that he
asks of his men, and' more.

Mr. DAN DANIEL'. General, you have women in ROTC, do yot(
'-not?

General WtvAxrP. Yes, we do.
Mr. DAN DANIEL. What's; the difference"between having them in

ROTC add having themin the Military Acaddiny?
General WEYAND. The difference is that we are providing fin op-

portunity for them to 'pursue the military profession in so many
alternate ways that I would think could sattsfy most any woman.
At the same time it does not dilute the output from the Militiiry
.AcaNdenly.

'!'Ire, chairman asked a question about in what' way would the pres-
ence of women dilute the Spartan atmosphere of the .Military
Academy. I can only say, in atklition to what has already been said,
that it dilutes it to the extent that it woOld lest;en the output from
that Academy into our Armed Forces. ,
:Again I go back to the point, that- those graduates are ago-cry

precious commodity- and, he mid dolt; sit, conic back to the point
that the ROTC 4-y ear scholarships offer such On open and complete

,opportunity for our woihen that having that available, thinking of
the example that the Academy sets, thinking of this as the touilistone,
I woukFp' refer to keep it that, way...

'Mr. DAN DANIEL. Thank-you very much, sir:
General Knowlton; one-question of you, sir.

ti
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PIoiv is the missikn statement or the Military Academy worded? .

DOes it" include `!coml-At", wording?
General KNOWLTON. Just a moment, sir. I have the wording of

that here.
Mr. DAN DANIEL. You can just provitlwit for the record.
General KNOWLTO.);. No sir, I think ibfS*-- in the report, sir. I have 'it

right here;
The mission you will find in our catalog is the general mission and
short one, lirritten to inform the young men who are interested iht

c_ oming to West Point, which reads as:follows:
To instruct and train the Corps .pf Cadets so that each graduatewill have the

qualities and attributes essential to his te and continuing development
throughout a career as an officer Of R my.

From that mission we derive fou dives, which Are agreed on
between us and,* Department of the'Army, and these four objet;tives.1--areas follows: * . , ,.., ,

A strong internalizatio of the coneeki5ts embodied in duty,,honor and country,
A well-established educational foundation upon wAich to grow and to meet the

challenges within the continuum of his professional duties, -

The physical conditioning to accomplish his duties and sustain, him.in a combatrole, and
A. broad basic military edtfeation.essential to combat leadership in the profession

fo armsx, ,
Tri,'addition,,,I might state thlic from the. moment the young man

voine5 in there is an emphasis in ,everything We do on combat leader-
ship in grouted combat, and the Young man has only to took at w here /
the graduates are assigned to see that, emphasis carried put. .. I.

M'r. 'DAN DANIEL, [interrupting]. Our time is so limited, General
Iliad some figures here, which I think

.

Knowltim, ifYoti could just supply that for the record, Please?
, General KkowroN. Right, sir.

[Information finnished(followsi
During the'past 11 years (graduating classes 1964, through 1974 inclusive),

96 percent of all USMA graduates have been assigned to the combat and combat
support arms. Of 8,889 LS,MAgraduates on active duty as of 3 June 1974, 93;0
ifcre serving in theSo. arms. esi ;

Mr. Dta. .,i DANIEL, Mr. Secretary, would you provide for the re7.,oid
whether or not a cost-effective study has been male with respect to
this proposal, and if so, what it would be? .

SeCretaTy CALLAWAY. Yes, sir. ,
Mr. DAN DANIEL., Thank you, Mr". Chairman.
[The information to be proveprovided is as follows:]
The Army hPs not made a cost effective study pith r,-siiect to the prupo.a of

Adrriltemee q Womet1 to`the United States Military Academy.
Mr. Fisunn;Mr. Hillis. , ,

Mr.' Hiurs. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I only have a couple Otquestions at this time. -
I'm'sorry Mad to'leave during part of the opening statement-, here.
I notice, M. Secretary-, that vou cdinmented that 's,,, omen pies-is

entj'y ace attending the Army Wa' College amid that some of them ,ace
gOiitrallfficefs: , "- . , . , , .

iff w'ome:n Are not able to go to combat, why do they attend the-
'AtinyWai.C011ege? .

A Ii o
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Secretary CALLAWAY. Mr. Hillis, as I mentioned in the testimony,
we, of course, are extremely proud of the role that women play in the
Army. It's a, very positive role. It's not one that we take reluctantly.

It's one that we aggressively pursue, the role of women in the Army,
d the Army is better for it.
Iii addition to the combat arms ih the Army there are, of cour-e, a'

great many combat support services, services such as the Adjutant
General, Finance, Quin termaster, Judge Advocate General,. things of
this kind. There, are commands in those combat support services, corn-

y mandsin which an adequate knowledge of the Army is very helpful.
They are commands which take the utmost of skill, take the utmost of
leadership qualities to command, and we haVe women in those com-
mands who are doing extermely `well. This has been our experience.

. They're doing extremely well, anthWe're extremely proud of them; and
we think all Army education can be extremely helpful, and for that
reason there. are women who go to the schobl,and we find that tote
very helpful, but, Mr. Hillis, indifferent kinds of command fiom an
actual combat command out in the grOuivd .combat environment Of
active combat. We think that the best soKition is to have our women
serving in the. Army in everything except combat, in every'very Other way
to tre.rit them precisely as equals, the.savie educational opportunities,
the same leadership opportunities, the same promotional opportuni-
ties, as a man. As a matt9r of fact, we takogreat pride in the fact that,
while many people speak it, we really believe that a woman has equal
opportunities with a man, with the exception of combat, and we've
spoken enough about that. _,r -

But we feel very strongly that a combat environment Tnot a place
in today's world for a woman. , .

Mr. Hints: I have one more question. .

In view of ytoor statement, Mr. Secretary, you do not feel it would
be better to prepare the women for these important noncombat
command responsibilities if they had a Military Academy edUcation

. available to them?
Secretary CALLAWAY( Mr. Hillis, I do not deny" that an AcademY

education.would not'be of additional benefit. I don't ite.ny that. I think
an Academy education would-be of benefit to every single officer we've

/ - got. I think that for every ROTC graduate and every OC'S, graduate

/ certainly some benefit would be 'gained from Wcst Point. I don't
deny that. - . , . -

utilizing those lithited number of spac6,.for combat, offiters a (I, by
On the other hand, we have a limited ntfinber of spaces. I thr, in

doing that, having the kind orediication at West 'Point that'is in a
Spartan atmosphere, a total immersion, 24 hours a clay, 1' months a
year, has produced the kind of officer that's effec,tive in7combat. I
don't think-that would be possible 'within a changed environment,
such as that environment that man envi,,ion if we take women into

TfWes% oint., ,

Mr Iburs. Thank you very'rrn .1. .
4

Mr. FISHER. Mr. Vih.lson.
. . Mr. CHARLES WILSON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. ,

General Weyand, in your statement you said, "4s long as it is the
desire of .the people of this conntry, expressed ,through the Con,gre,

+
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that women not be employed in a combat role * this does not
apply, to-the Army oes it?

It's my unde ending that the congressional restriction against
women in corn at applies only to th Air Farce and the Nay.) and the
Marine C'or- , aid that the Army t riction is based upon a regula-
tion ofthe my rather than by law.,Isn't this true?

General 'WEvANn. I.really don't know, sir.
General Ktinzvrox. Yes; that's true.
General WEYAND. There is no law.; that's right.
Mr. CHARLES_ WILSON. In other words, if you were so inclined at

West Point, you could allow.women in the Academy regardless of the
law that now exists which prevents combat activities by women in
the Navy and the Air Force? .

Secretary*CALLAwA.v. Mr. Wilson, let me say that we will be glad
tb'provide-u precise answef,for the record.-

My general feeling, irein the attorneys that I've talked to, is that
ithere is 'a great deal of confusion in that area. While there is no _precise

law that says clearly, "You shall not admit women to West Point,"
there are many references throughOut the law to male terms, such as
"sons of inembers,". and things of that kind. There is some question
whether the legislative history, with these references to male terms,
and the clear understanding of the Congress from many years that
we hay; excluded females, would legally preclude us from admitting
females.

lAdditional information follows:]
Analysis of Federal laws regarding women in combat roles and .achntssitm to

West Point: See Sec. III, pp. 11-21, Government Memorandum of Points and
`Authorities filed in Edwards, et al. v. Schlesinger, et al., Chit Action Ni,. 1825-73,

U.S, D.C., D.D.C. The Government's view of the statutory scheme uas accepted
by the District Court in its opinion of 19 June 1974. (The Distact Court's Order
was appealed to the U.S. Circuit COurt for the District of Columbia.).

EXTRACT

GOVERNMENT MEMORANDUM OF POINTS AN..15 AUTHORITIES
FILED IN EDIVARDS, ET AL. V. SCHLESING-Ek, ET AL., CIVIL ACTLYN
NO. 1825-73, U.S.D.C., D.D.C. (SEC III, PP 11-21)

.

'ADMISSION OF WOMEN TO THE SERVICE Af, 1D1,MtS IS PROSCRIBED BY THE.
PERTINENT STATUTES. PLAINTIFFS }JAYE FAILED TO STATE A CIAIM LION
WHICH RELIEF 'MAY BY. GRANTED BY FAILING To ATTACK. TM. PRESENT
STATUTES

Defendants' refusal to admit women to the Service Academies b both on-
.

sistent with and, more importantly, compelled bv the statutes establishin the
lAcadeinies.e Although there are no express provi)ion foi eAchision of fe talcs
frern admission to the _Acadeynties, it is implicit in the language of the statutes
and explicit from the legNative histor). And intent of Congre4 that such a legisla-
tive exclusion exists. ,

THE PLAIN LANGUAGF: OF THE STATUTF:S

The statues establishing the Air Fore Academy 'Chapter 903 ,of 'nth.
United States Code) contain (4;er forty referetice.,1 to "cadets", almost thirty
uses of male prone ins in r^ferring to cadets, and seven express' references to
."t4on". The statutes establishing the Naval AcadenlY (Chapter 603 of Title 10,'United Statee .Code) similarly refer to 'midshipmen" and "sons".* The saute is

InOrd, 4d,of Tune 10.A. pnrUctilnriv noteworthy itg providing for the 4,
tippoIntimpnt of Only 8011A of cortain "xnertibmw of the Iona 4)r nival foreps tineltaling (hateand, ftmdlc tnertybers . .)." C. 251., I 1, 68. 8tat.108 (1(154) (Emphasis added).
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.

,..- true for thestatutes estateiehing the Military Academy (Chapter 403 of Title 10,
United States.. Code). Nhne of the statutes contain an references to "daughters''.
nor are-female-pronouns used:. . . s .. ''(

With respect, to those provisions requiring th'e appointment of "sons" of certain
classes of persons, the natural construction wuld be limit appointments to
males. Unless there is sumo iqdependept-ilea.son to construe "sons" to inchide
"danditers" the natural construction should prevail. Had Congress desired to
include females, it veil easily could have used a word of neutral gender, such As

-- "children" or "offspririg". . . .

if.those provisions ace limited to maleb, it would be unreasonable to construe
the apparently sexually neutral provisions:- those speaking -of "cadets,"1--as
allowing the apppointment of women. for one thin thb term "chdet'itself
urighially had masculine etnnotations. Sei,.t.g.,.BLA.CX'S LAW DICTIONARY
,251 (4th ed. 1951). That the tenor -of the Urines has changed does not affect the
legislative purpose at the time al enactment. For atautkeri there is no apparent
rational explanation ,for Congress requiring certain appointe to he male (in
thcsecat odes in which I'sons" is gpetified) and to alrovi'others ttibe cf either
gender. rtainly the eategutization itself does not explain such 31. differentiation.
Such,aninterpretation could-be so arbitrary as to require constitutional scrutiny.
Ajar more plausible explanation is that Congress assurnecilhat all cadets at the
Academies would-be, as they have aIWays been; male. "'"

_ ,

. Section 1 of Title 1, United States Code, does not rEkitare a contrary conelusioa:
That section, enacted by Congrest, as an aid to statutory construction, provides

r in relevant part, 'Winless the C,ontext indicatft 'otherwise--. . . words hriPtirt:
ing the masculine gender include the feminine as well . . . ;"" HoneVer, the
issue to/oe decided is whether "tbe context indicates otherwise", abd that requires
examination-of certain other Jaetors.* -

, li
, ' :- ' .

. ' ' HISTORIC.i.i, BACKGROVND Asp LEGISLATIVE: HISTORY '

.

NThe Military 'Academy was established at West Point in 180 N. The aval
Academy was,-established at Annapolis in 1845. ** The direct statutory anteced-
ents of todayis statutes are well over 100.yeau; old. for -example., the *basic
statutory design for the Naval Academy as it exists today was complete 1),K 1870.,
See Reyised Statutes of thd United States, §§ 1511-108 (1875). At that time,
Congre,s,had not authorized the service of *omen in the permanent armed forces,
let alone as midshipmen_ at the Naval cademy. Thus 'the employment of an

, expressly "male-only" limitation, in the ryAcademy provisions was unnecessa
So, for example, the Act of June /A, 1q (Rev. Stat. § 1517 (1875)) provided, in
part: . ,

"Candidates allowed fur congressional district, for Territories, and for the,
District of Columbia must be actual residents of the districts or Territories,
respectively, from which they are nominated. And alt,candiaates must, at
the time of their examination for admission, be between the ages of fourtqen
and eighteen years, and physically sound; well formed, and of robust cogiti-
ttition?' .

Tho lack of an express "male-only" limitation liras not his, rically uncommon
in other military statutes prior to the Women's Armed Serv,"ce. Integration Act

s of 1948, probably because of an unexpressed Congressional ; -surription that mili-
tary statutes carried that obvious, male-only restriction. Thus, for example,
when Congress provided for REgular enlistments in the Navy, in 1912 (37 Stat
356) and the AnnyJn 19/16 (37 Stat. 185-86), it did not expressly limit enlistment .4
to "male citizens", vet it was never seriuudly argued that WOW .t1 could'imi enlisted
and indeed because the, contrary was true, the Women's fan Services Integra-
tion Act of',I948 was passed (62 Stat. 356). It might general be said, then, that
because of the well-established Instoneal.legislative limita (Ins on the service or
women in the armed forces generally, ternis of gender in military statutes' ordi-
narily ought to he read literally, a

'..____,,t_._... .
'Plaintiffs must argue in this case.,,if they 4111 to avoid the statutes here inr 1,, that

when Congress said "sans ' Congress really meant "sons and daughters.- Not to argue so
yet to contend that Congress authorized the appointment of women to the Acadrm
woittO be to create a mandatory preference for male children which is not supported by
ally legislative history whatsoever. and which raises patenteanni protection questions

!"The Air-Force Academy. a relative, new-corner, was not established until 1954.

/
*
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The Women 'is Armed krvicesIntegraticm Act madeino.express reference to-or
change of thestatutes-relating,to,the Service Academies..-Indeed,.th.e fluor ddbates
on tile Integration At demonstratedimplicitly the abniica.of,any,change in Acad-
emf'enabling-prOyigenS: __I: .-- -"-- :-,. . -' -, --.., - 'Z- ; . ^

[Xlt.--Bryson,. coninteriting on tbe Womeal Ann4 Services Integration Act
of :1948 :1- : - . - -,:: - -.. - .- . -_ - . -- -- --

--: -". [Ylou t anzput it idoW5a as a fact that the women.haVe now made a per--
_..... manent place for.themselves in our inilit,isy services. Congressnum E. E.

Co),:, of Georgia, has evenproposed a joint milithry acadenly to train young
'women as officers in the various services West Point..for women. ' (De-

__. feridanfs'- Eihibit Oct --, -- -`,..:,-.--; :.;" "." "- '--,-,., -,

..., The Cox, propesal app_arently.met with no:success and, assuch, was not the first
or last Unsuccessful propotal for either a Women:ft aeademy or admission of women
to the,$exiFice A.eademies As early as 1945, Congress haebbiefore it a hill to create
$ WOMen's Naval Academy, ILL ..3402:* At that time,. there was never a hint
that such a bill lvouldhe on_the grutpadfor instance, that women
already could be admitted to the Academies:The leglslative history of the 1948
Integration Act contains no. ieferencg to admission to the Service Acad "es,
Ort the COntrary,, there was testimony plainly delineating training avenu ,for
wt wen quite apart from attendance at thQ military. service academies. For ex-
aniple, the Army planned fora speciaLWOmen'sArmy Corps training center while
Vie Navy's; glans seem. to have included training of women only at Great, Lakes.
See geprip_gabdizig the Senate Committee on -Armed Services on S. 1527, S. Doc.
No. 164.1, ,$_ t an 1st Ses.S., 53, 64" (1947). If (ingress had, by the integration

'A -intended to authorize the admission of women to the Naval Academy, it
See iikelY that the Military set-rice:3, would have commented, to some degree,.

.61i such et, Significant change as, for example, the Navy had done in 1945 when
confrotited with an analogous situation. See Defendants' Exhibit 5. There is

,--, neither evidence -of change nor comment thereon.
What history there is on the question of whe/her the Integration Act altered

the male-only admission. restriction unambiguously points in the direction Of no
such alteration. The "West Point for Women' which Congressman Cox had pro-
posed `at the-time of the Integration Act and upon which Congressman Bryson, a
most ardent supporteiaof the Integration Act of 1948, had commented (see De-
fendants' Exhibit 6) would Obviously have .been unnecessary if Congress, by the
Integration Act, had intended to make nomination, selection, and appointment to
the.Service Acadelnies avallabje to women, Sec 94- Cong, Rec., -Pt. 4, 80th Cong.s
2d Sea, 4717. .

Since 1948, Congress has amended the statutes governing the Academies on
ses eral occasion, and never gave any indication of changing the pre-1948 statutory
requirement** that only- males be admitted. On the contrary, Congress has per-
petuated the statutes' male-only terminology with amendments (including the
term "sons") as recently as 1972. E.g., Act of August 7, 19,72, Pub. L. 92-365, 86

,-. Stat. .503; Act of October 13,1966, PO. L. 89 -630, 80 Stat. 806Act of June 3,
1954, Q. 251, 68 Stat. 168.-1\1w-cover, in 1964 Congress took affirmative action to
remove the nialt.-only limitations on utlitr officer candidate procurement programs
without alteration of the Ac decoy provisions. 10 L.S.C. §§ 2101-2111, Act of
October 13, 1964, Pub. b., 88- i47, § 201, 78 Stat. 106, (1964).

The legislatis e history of t c Air Force Acadymy Act contains N aluable insight.
There arc SCA, cral references Li the concept of the Academy. as a source of young
male officers. Fur example, in discussing the need.for such a bill as the one au-
thorizing the creation of an Air Force Academy, the history states:

". . . The Academy will insure the Air Force a constant source of trained
officers, since only men who arc motivated to a lifetime career as Air Force
officers willyrestfbnably enter the Air Force Academy." 1954 U.S. Code Cong.
& Admin. IN eivs p. 2108.

In its sectional analysis of the bill, the history indicates; .Studies made by the Air Force indicates that only about 0 .)0 out of each
1,000 of the young male poptilationi of e United States at large could be
expected' to pais of the examinations ccessary to qualify as an Air Fere°

. ,

cadet. . . ." Id. at 2114. 1 1,,__,. '
0

,. i_
- 4 A report on Ir.n. 2402 is attached as DefendanteExhibit 5,

it Is clear that prior' to 1048 and, the authorization of the permanent enlistment tknd
appointment of women into the armed forces the admission of worndlito the Academies was
not .tothifrized. if fur -no otter ITI11414 . It would be nonsense to arnitt7 that Congress would
hatmeathorbad the education and raining of women for commissions they could never,

1 4by law, accept. < '. . ,
, .



"Under the heading of W.xhminingFaeilities", the hist-4V States:
-- , ". . . The Air Force plans to-establish apprOximatelY 32 examining stations
-,- in existing Air Force installations for the purpose olexanitaing,young men-

whotiaveheen nominated totake the exainination . ." Ibid:
Surely, it is strained reasoning to' conclude that the drafters had ne predilec-
tions as to women in the Academy when every reference is to young men and n(5,,,
such references exist as to women. However, even the skeptics inuat be satisfied
by an exchange which took place on the floor of the House of Representatives on

-January 20, 1954. In thdebate of the bill authorizing the appropriation necessary_ .2

, ,f or construction of the Academy, thd following edinment.% appear:
..

"Mr. FuuroN. Mr. Chairman, will the gentleman yieltrk
"-Mn-SHoitT. I am glad to yield to the gentleman from Fennsylvanii.--
".1jr.,Fourori. May I compliment the gentleman on his speeeh? The Academyis

certainly needed. May I ask the gentleman a question? -

"fir. Sncior. Yes. . . v

I-"Mr. FULTON. believe, if *e are going to have each service represen ed wiith '

voil officers, we should expand and probably have some sort of an ace wily for
4he women's services, so that they, too, may have the advantages that- ese men
are getting.. Wilk not have an acadenik for the WACS, the WAVES, and the

/ WAAFS? That is It serious question. .
"Mr. SHORT. Yes; that js not its ridiculous as it might soandgat first. But I do

not-think we should mix it lip with thieparticular academy. ' .
"Air: Ftrurort. Oh, I do-not, mean at this time. ", -

. "fir. SHORT. No; it is something to which we should give attention and serious
'consideration.

FuriroN. If the - gentleman will yield further, are any plans being made
nowfor thb womenrs-seryieeti fort-I:school of a similar type?

!Wt.. Snoop. Note at this time. Right now, eheed an academy for the Air
Force, a,edequal arm of our national defense, which is becoming increasingly
irfiportant. -

. "Mr. FULTON. My pdint is this, if the gentleman will permit. Does not the
gentleman think, as whave the women's services, no'v as a permanent part of
our national defense services, that we should have adequate training facilities for
-them. andeome Sort of a Sella ce*gebool? -

- "Mr, Snoop. Certainly I cannot disagree with that; I think the gentleman is
correct. 1Ve.should have adequate training facilities. I am for the women always."
100 Cong. -Rec. 534 (1954) . . ,/

There can be no doubt that the sense of Cong/ess at the time of passage of this
bill was that women were not considered as eligible for admission to the Air .
Force Academy.- ,

The military's historical interpretation of the statues to be "male-only"
iswell-known to the Congress since, after all, it fs by congressional nomination
that rottny appointments to the Academies are made-. Over the course of many
year the statutes have been amended in other respects without alteration in this
regard. 11.1oreover, Congress has annually appropriated funds for the Service
Academies,. notwithstanding the present admission policies. Such action by
Congress may be interpreted as congressional acquiescence in the present admin-
istrative construe n.

s . OTHER FACTORS
.-:. , ,

,
Congress' reluctance to allow women in combat, combined with thelact that

the primary role of the SerAice Academies is to train combat leaders, is aifurther
indication that Congress never authorized 4dmitting woiten to the Academies. For
example, as late as just 10 years prior to the Women's.Armed Services Integration
Act, Congress continued to ado:it, expressly the view of the NaAral,Acadeany and
the Academy's historical mission as the training avenue 'whereby "the officers
of the Navy [become] well-fitted to train the fleet in ti of peace and to lead it
in time of war." See S. Doc. No. 181, 75th Cong., 3d.Sess 69-71 (1938). Regardless
of the view employed today, in 1948 the Congress still visualized the Naval
Academy as the training grionnd for the Navy's men of the line.--tha essOnce of
the Naval fighting defense force. At the same time-1948--the Congress adopted

- the (Antecedent to 10 U.S.C. § 6 5, the provision proscribing tint assigntpent of

-Services Integration At of 194 , 6.. 4491 § 210; 62 Stat. 368 (1948); see Heiringswomen to aircraft engtged in c moat or ,to combatant ships. Women's k1rmed

on S. 1641 before Subcommittee 'No. 3, Organization and Mobilization, of the
,Ilouse Committee on .Armed Services, 80th Cong., 2d Sess. 3689, 5712-13 (1948).
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z. It is hardly unreasonable to believeand so to construe Chapter 603 of Title 10,

United States Codethat Congress might not hake provided for the training of
women in functions and for dudes that they could never, by law, perform and at4- an institution which Congress itself had viewed to be the professional training
ground of the Navy, the product of which was to be the Nasal officer to lead the
fleet in time of war. Cf. Defendants' Exhibit 5.

The legislative debate on the equal rights amendment is aLso suggestive. Ruth
but few exceptions, e.g., 117 Cong. Rec. 119252 (daily ed., Oct. 6, 1971) (remarks
of Rep. Abzug), members of Congress were-unwilling to allow, women to serve -u2
the front lines. Those in opposition to the amendment argued that Congress
should reject it because, since it was absolute on its face, its passage would result
in women being admitted to the Service Academies and being Used in combat
operations. See, e.g., 117 Cong. Rec. 119382 (daily ed., Oct. 12, 1971) (remarks of
Rep. Dorn), 117 Cong. Rec. 84253 (daily ed., Mar. 20, 1972) (remarks of Sett.
Ervin); 117 Cong. Rec. S4610 (daily ed., Mar. 22, 1972) (remarks of Sen.. Thur-
mond). Those in favor of the eqiial rights amendment argued that its parage
would not require the use of women in combat. E.g., 117 Cong. Rec. 119249 (daily
ed.; Oct. 6, 1971) ("ridiculous" to think of women in "front lines") (remarks of
Rep. MeClory). Thus, the sponsor of the amendment, Representative Martha
Griffiths of Michigan, stated, "(Oince you are in the Army you are put where the
Army tells you where 'sic] you are 'going to go. . . . (Wlomen . . . will be the
stenographers and telephone operators." 117 Cong. Rec. 119264 (daily ed., Oct. 12,1971). Finally in this regard, commentators outside Congress principally relied
upon by supporters of the amendment assert their belief that the amendment
would require the integration of the Service Academies in the future, thereby
implicitly suggesting that under present law the Academies arc properly main-
tained as all-malle institutions. Brown, Emerson, Falk, and Freedman. The Ecpal
Rights Amendment: A Constitutional Basis (Of Equal Rights for Women," 80
Yale L.J. 871, 969 (1971).

perhaps the most significant recent action by Congress is the enactment in 1972
. of Title IX of Public Law 92-318, 86 Stat. 373, 20 U.S.C. § 1681(a)(4), which

creates; an express exception for the Service Academism in a statute prohibiting
sex dikrimination in educational programs receiving federal funds. Section 1681
reads, in pertinent part:

". . . No person in the United States shall, on the basis of sex, be excluded
from participation in, be denied the benefits of, or be subjected to discrimi-
nation under any education program br activity receiving Federal financial
assistance, except that: .* * * * *
". . This section shall not apply to nn educational institution whose
primary purpose is the training of individuals fur 4.he military, :services of t

...United States . . . ."
Finally, the actions of sonic members .of Congress who hitke attempted

1972 to have, women admitted to the Service Academies is instructive. So
members have nominated women as cadets. See, e.g, 117 Cong. Rec. 8486
(daily ed.,- Mar. 28, 1972) (remarks of Sen.

aJavits).
These attempts have been N

unsuccessful. Consequently, some members of CongresS have introdoeed Lep,-
tion, initially in the form of concurrent' resolutions (E.g.// S. Con,Res. 71, H.Con.
Rea. 578, 92d Cong., 2d Sest (1972)) but later in the (Om of bills (E.g., S. 2351,
S.2.1152, 11.R.9832, 11.R.10705, 11,4.11711, 93rd Cong., list Sess. (1973)), to
require the admission of women fo the Service Academies on substantially the
same basis as men. The very, introduction of these bills that underscores the

. defendants', contention that the present statutes preclude the admission* of .
women: ritless ohe wishes to attribute to these Congressmen and Senators
meaningless'acts, there can be only one reason fur the introduction of such legis-
lation, i.e., to remove the statutory restriction presently in existence. NloreovIr,
rifthough the legislative inaction on all thes..bills, need nut always imply congres-
sional opposition to the action proposed, affTeast one explanation usually mailable
for legislative inactionuncertainty as to administrative interpretation. of
present law Is noOtivailable in this ease.

Appended to olir Motion' and marked as Defend ints' Exhibit 7 i, a letter
,' from the -Honorable V. Edward flebert, Chairman, U.S. House of Representa-

' dyes, Committee on Armed Services, to Mr. Roger T. Kelley, then [Assistant
Secretary of Defense (Manpower and Reserve Affairs). Mr. [Utica concluded.

`. . . I submit that' the total context of the applicable statutes clearly-
indicates that only men are eligible fur appointment to the academies and
if any other course is planned, then the Executive Branch must wine to the
Congress for legislative authority.... .1 ."
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Defendants respectfully contend that all indiceg support its position that the
relief requested by plaintiffs in this suit, is precluded by the applicable statutes
and therefpry nu duty as set out in the complaint can be owed to plaintiffs while
those statutes remain in their present form.

Since plaintiffs have failed to attack, the statutes themselves and have not
sought to convene a three-judge cuurt, they has c failed to state a claim upon
which relief may be granted.

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT FOR THE DISTRICT, OF COLUMBIA
Civil Action No. 1825-73
Civil Action No. 1826-73

' DON EDWARDS, ET AL., Plaintiffs, v. JAMES R. SCHLESINGER, ET
*AL.; Defendants.

JEROME WALDIE, ET AL., Plaintiffs, v. JAMES R. SCHLESINGER,
ET AL., Defendants.

OPINION

This matte L came before the Court upon defendants' motion to dismiss or, in
the alternatiit for summary judgment. Plaintiffs erns -mined fur partial-sum-
mary judgment. Also pending before. the Court is plaintiff's motion for certification
of the class which plaintiffs seek to represent. In order to set the background for a
discussion, of the '-sues raised by these motions, a chronological development of the
suit is set forth be

Plaintiffs filed these two actions on Sept,embcr 20, 1973, seeking declaratory-
relief, an injunction, and damages against the United States Air Force Academy
(C.A. No. 1825-73). and the United States Naval. Academy (C. Ai. No. 1826-73)
for their alleged unconstitutional failure to consider women f r appointment
to those service academies. Extensive discovery followed.

On March 11, 1974, plaintiffs filed a motion, pursuant to local rule 1-13(b),
to certify the class. On April 29, 1974, the defendants moved to dismis,sthe com-
plaints, or, in the alternative, for summary judgment. At the same time,
defendants also moved to consolidate the two actions. Plaintiffs cross-moved for
summary judgment May 15, 1974, and a hearing Was held June 4, 1974, -at which
time the mo ons were taken under advisement. On June 14, 1974, plaintiffs
moved for a em orary restraining order, and a heirilig was held that same day.
By order da une 14, the Court denied the request for a temporary restraining

.order, for reasons set forth therein. At the same time, the Court ruled on de-
fendants' motion for consolidation, granting the same insofar as the Naval and
Air Force Academies were concerned.'

The facts as presented by the various Motions and oral arguments are as
follows: Plaintiffs in each case are two Congressmen who'have nominated female

_applicants for the respectise academy. Also named as party plaintiff in pach ease
is one female nominee. Plaintiffs allege that those individuals nominated who are
female are routinely refused consideration for appointment to thejAcadenty, to
the detriment of their; rights under the Equal Protection Clause. of the Fifth
Amendment to the Constitution.

There is no doubt that neither the Air Force Academy for the Naval Academy
will consider a female nominee. Air Force regulations provide that an lalpplicant
must be a male citizen of the United Stabs.' 2 Likewise, Navy regulations indicate
that "candidates for admission to the U.S. Nasal Academy must be niatle citizens
of the United States." 3 In.light of the fact that selections to the Aciidemies are,
made during the spring of each year, the parties agreed that five positions at each
Academy should be held pending the outcome of this lawsuit or until June 18, 1974,
whichever came earlier.4_

-Becthise-ortil-nr-gumenf. could not be held until June 4,7974, and the case having
been taken tinder advikment at that time, plaintiffs moved for a temporary

_restraining order June 14, asking this Court tt, extend for 10 days the period open

Prior to consolidation. of course. plaintiffs filed Parallel papers In each of the two
eases. The discussion herein will apply to both Academies, except where ndted . for ease' of
reference, filings in C.A. No. 1825-73 will be referred to as Edwards and filings in C..1.
No. 1326-73 will be referred to as WaldIr.

32 CF.% 1 901.5.
3 32 C,P.R. 1 710.12.
I See letter of April 5, 1074. from Earl J. Silbert to Thomas S. 11artin. attoehed to plain-

. tiffs motion for a temporary restraining order dated June 14, 1974.

4
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for possible appointment of women. The Court, finding no irreparable injury or
probability Of success on the merits, denied that motion? .

The fundamental question raged by this lawsuit is whether or not plaintiffs
suffer a deprivation of constitutional rights through the policy of the Air Force
and Naval Academies. As willtbV seen below, thiquestion is not Susceptible to a
,s- imple solution. Before d6eussing this issue, holkeer, the motion to certify the.
class will bd dealt with. .

Plaintiffs seck to maintain these suits as class actions, on behalf of "all past,
'pres-ent, and futuk female applicarAs to the U.S. Air Force [and Naval] Academy
who have been, are being, and will be denied dMission by the discretion:in
practices complained of herein. "' The class rs of the type described by Fed. II.
C4v-. P. 23(b) (2):

the party opposing tile class has acted or refused to act ori grounds gentrally
applicable to the class, thetbby making appropriate final injunctive relief or
corresponding declaratory relief withiespect to the class'as a whole, . . .

_ At the outset, it should be noted, that plaintiffs' motion is untimely:. Local.
rule 1-13(b) proeides that 11v/1i-thin 90 days after the filing of a complaint . .
plaintiff shall move for a certification under Rule [Fed. R. Civ. P.] 23(e) (1) . *.-1 ..'"
The complaints in these cas'es were filed September 20, 973, but the motions, to
certify the-class were not filed until March 11,1974.

Proceediag to the merits of certifying the class, it .can lie seen that the group.
Of people AO-ught to be included is ill-defined, particularly with respect to :hose
'future' member S of the class. Notice, 4 desirable, although not required, element,
would be impossible?

This Court adheres to the view that where injunctive and declaratory relief
is requested, such relief, whcre appropriate, can be fashroned.ttri-un to the benefit
of those sought to be included in the class. In light of this, no comoilling reason.
is presented to complicate the lawsuit by certification of the ch-ess, and the speedy.
resolution 9f the itibllt. s presented here would be aided by proceeding tith the
name plaintiffs only.

e preliminary question which must be resolved in order to deal with the
Merits of this ease is what standard should be applied to the Air Force and Nae aL
Academics' refusal to consider women for admi-tsion to those institutions. The
choice, of course, is between the "rational relation to a legitimate governmental.
interest" test:o and, in the ease of a "suspect classification," the "compelling
state interest The differenee in stringency- between the t4 tuna, A6 sig-
nificant. Plaintiffs have pressed str&mously upon the Court an argument-that the
latter test should be applied, for reasons set forth below, it is the Court's coreclusluir
that the "rational relationship" test should be applied.

In Reest v. Reed, 404 U.S. 71 (1971), the iiiirenie Court considered the consti-
tutionality of the Idaho probate code, which pro\ ided that nithiu the N.Inull:4
classes of persons eligible to administer a decedent's estate, "males Must be pre-
ferred to females. . .0." )11stificd the statute un the grounds that the
automatic preferenCe of reale* rediteed;the workload of the probate courts by
eliminating one area of contest in the cAirse of probate.12 The Court measured
this objective by asking "whether a difference in the sex of i ontp ins applicants
for letters of administration bears .t rational relatiolAship tu. [th: j state ubjeeti,e
that is sought to be advanced by . . tt...§15-314:" " Apply mg this teat,: the Court.

,..
s See Order. of Juge14.1974. .
# Edwards complaint at 3-4 ; 1Valdie complaint at 3-4. , '
7 red. it. Cir. I' 23 it) requires notit e (tidy xchere It (1013i clai s 14 eoncerind Sow,

courts. Indiuting this one. lime lound that inaprtIMIC'enti require that a th)Cli iir i L )1.2)
class, receive notice also Arcy %. Ptocultnee Hospital, 55 F I{ 10.432, 76 '11.1-.1).#2.1n1;2)

,, Kinny %. /..ego. 31fixon,d Compaq!, Inc., (M)F.R.1) ;11. lInt-101 (11,0,11. 10;3) A04011(01'
Welfare. Bights .OrganiZatiOn %. Dept? of IIEW, C. 1.64 -73 i.,1A1.).C. Ott. 111.,4:1731, 7,111. op
at 9. In Bridgeport Guardamr, 111(.1, Members of Linda poll Cq it Nei I icr.,Canyn n, .1 4 i4
Stipp. 71S ii,/, Coon. 111131. the toad found that as "'Oil* isitiliALle reilei t4 which olollatIcO
may be entitles uottlii Lllt fit all 1k-thous [Similarly situalid. tt.tre is u VtANileliiilg Itt'al 'Oil
to designate a class." :154 P. Stipp. at 783.

'See Jefferson %. 1 ackney, 406 13.8, 333..546 (1972). R. hnrds x. lirtater, 4U4 U.S.
7S. 81 (1911,. Dalai Idle %. IVilliame, :197' C.S. 471. 4s5 t 1970) . di Goieaa %. ifitryboid,.
366 17.8. 420, 420 (19011: Renting v. Nestor, 363 ti S. 64ip. 611 11960) '

I" Bee (1511tanc v. Itivhnitlson, PM V.S. 365, 372 119711 , Loving 1. I iranio, 3SS.V.S. 1.
11 (1907) .' Obetnnet v. Onlifornio, 332 U.S 633, 614-46 (19IS)

'115 Idaho Code I 311. s°
t

12401 u.s. at ie. ,
K

" 41. '
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concluaccthat reducing tbe courts' workload by eliminating equal consideration
qf females.with males-fur letters of allifiinistration was not "conifistenrwith the
cOrnmandef4he EqUal Protection-Cfause."1! .. s ' . , '-i. ,

The importahedof Rest; hedonics apparent, when one reads Prontiero v. Richanl-
son, 411 U.S. G77 7 Frontlet° involved challenge to the constitutionality
of four-statutesP Which provided that, Vas C.4 a vale members of the armed forces'
were to be automatically considered depend is for the purposei of increased
housing allowances and medical and dental b nefits, but in the case of liu;..bands
of female members, they were to be su. considered only if the seri icewoman was
able to prove that her husband was dependent i.4)ou her for more than one-Italf
of-liS support. , - . . . . .

Justice Brennan, with three JUstices concurring, concluded that sex Omilld
join race,"alienage,12 and natio 11 origin II as an inherently suspect claS.sification,
thus -imposing 'strict judicial s utiny ' upon any sex-based classification'," In
so. concluding, the plurality opini n found "at least implicit suppert for such an
approach in our unanimous decisi . . . in Reed v. Reed. . . :' " Tgis implidt

''..° 4 in tlUppOrt ktOaltried from the follow' language in Reed:
.-__ _To,-give a Mamiatorx Areferene to members of either sex over members h?

the other, merely to accomplish, the. elimination of hearings onithe merits,/r- . in to make the very kind of arh Wary legislative choice forbidden by, the
..- . Equal Prettectiori,Clause. . . .21 '

Justice Brennan felt that this represented a "departure from 'traditional' rationale
basis analysis. . . ." n _Relying on this, the plurality opinion concluded that
"any statutorS' scheme which draws a sharp line between the Sexes, solely for
the purpose of achieving administrative convenience . . . involves the ;very
kind of arbitrary legislative choice forbidden by the [Constitution]. . . :, Reed"_
v. Reed. .'. ." 23 . , -

Justice Stewart concurred in the twilit, "agreeing that the statutes before us
work on invidious discrimination in violatkat of th, Constitution," 21 relying, on
Reed. Also placing reliance on Reed was Justice Powell, who was joined in his
concurring opinion by the 'Chief Justice and Justice Blackmun. Justice Powell
argued vigorously that "Lilt is unnecessary for the Court in this case to char-
acterize sex as a suspect classification, with all of-the far-reaching implications of
such a holding."4 The Court, said Justice Powell, "can and should decide this
case on.the authqrity of Reed and reserve for the future any expansion of its
ratio /

u. x was not clearly made an inherently suspect classification, as only
iii ,

Thu.
,

four 'net era of the Court were willing to apply 'strict judicialocrutiny td such
classifications. .Pour members clearly were not?? Plaintiffs argue theft the correct
interpretation of Frontier° is that classifications based on sex should be examined
as Justice Brennan suggests, with strict judicial scrutiny; 28 defendants argue
that the rational rela unship test-explicitly Applied in Reed should govern In
order to resolve this, r se of a more recent sex discrimination case is helpful.

2414.
1137 U.S.C.S; 401,403: 10 U.S.C. If 1072 1076.

LoVing v, Virginia, 388 U.S. 1.11 (18071.
22 Graham v. Richardson, 403 U.S. 368.372 (1071),

Oyama V. California, 332 U.S. 033,044-40, (1048).
r +411. U.S. at 682 -88.
0, id. at 682

% 22404 U.S. it 70.
411 U.S. at OK
Id. at No.

21 Id. at It should be noted hat "Iiividious discrimination" ha, elctiliere Won applied in the rani( t
of a "rational relation", or "reasonable, relation" test. Ishnhauren Shore..Ildo Par!, Co., 411) U 8.
316, 3,44

zi 411 U.S. at 611-02. The condi-wring opinion went on to argue thatjJecause the Elual Rights Amendifici t
is currently in the process of being ratified by tin, statea, "teaching AIt.to pre -rm pt ivy judicial action r insjor
political decision . . does not reflect appropriate res4ect for duly prescribed legislative processes "it at
602

2; Id.
22 Justice Rehnquist dissented. Id. St 601.
11 This contention was apparently rejecte,I in natal Stotts v. Offord, 42 V.8.L.W. 2483 (E 1) Wise Mari 117,

19741. Suit was brought seeking to de litre the SelectPie So vice laws unewistitutional as ars imperrubslA
dfserlinination based on so. The court indicated that the plurality ophi/kni of Proftlera did not mall c lricr
Whether or not sex is now a suspect classification.

In any event. the-court there found that the statutes invplve a "governmen al interest [dial 14 so e-
tremely urgent that courts must show the greatest deference to congressional judgwent " 4? U S L 11 t

x1188. The Offord court, of course, was without the benefit of Kahn t, lltrein. 42 U.3,11 W. (U A pill_1,

074).
a

I
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I I ;
In Xahn,v. Shevin, 42 U.S..L.lt. 4591 (U.S. April 24, 1974), the Supreme Courl

tonnd valid a Florida statute which provided a 300 annual property tax exemp-
tion for widows. The statute had been attacked by petitioner, a widower, on the
ground .that there was no analogbus benefit for widowers. aubtice Douglas,
speaking for the majority," found that, unlike Fornhero, a here the sole ground
for the sex-based classification was administrative cons enience, Kahn involved
"a state tax law reasonably designed to further. the state policy of cushioning the
financial impact of spousal. loss upon the sex for whoni that loss imposes a chs-
proportionately heavy burden..." 3°

No intimation of a strict judicial standard is present in Kahn. Infact, the Court
went on to note that another tax case, Allied Stores a. Bowers, 358.U.S. 322 (1959);
provided that acertatute that "may discriminate in favor of a ceytain class [is pot]
arbitrary if the discrimnipation is founded upon a reasonabte dislinetion or difference
in state policy." 3/ In fact, when diStussing the dissents,,the majority opinion dick '
not even come to grips with Justice Brennan's continuing assertion that gende-;
based classifications, "like classifications based upon race, alicnage, and national
originmu0.,be subjected to close judidal scrutiny. . . .",32

Joined by Justice Marshall, Justice Brennan again urged upon the Coiat that
se.%. is a suspect classification, concluding, however, that the Florida statute
serve a compelling gove,rninental interest if more narrowly drafted. 33 Iii a separate
dissent, Justice White concluded thdi "gentler-based classifications are suspect" 3i , .
and that Florida had not made a sufficient showing to justify continuing the ,
-distinttion.

188

It may be argued that Kahn should not bgiven a general interPretatidn, but
rather should be limited to the field of taxatioh, based upon the majority opinion's
reference to Lehnhauscn v. Lake Shore Auto Parts Co., 4101;.5. 356 (.1973), Wherti ,.-
the Court said that "[W]here taxation is concerned and no specific federal right, ,

apart from equal protection, is imperiled, the States have large leeway.in making
classifications . . ., ." " The Court doesi not consider this narrowing argument
controlling. Reference" to Lehnhausen shows that, that quotation is not in the con-
text of tax cases alone. 3° . .

*. The conclusion to be drawn from Kahn is that the Suprenr Court has not
declared sex to be an inherently suspect classification. Indeed, Xahn seems to
indicate that only three Justices currently share this view. Therefore, 'the r ion,a1
relationship test is the one properly tb be applied to the matters before' the urt.n

..... _.

;Justice Dpuglas was joined by the Chief justice and Justices Stewart, Blackmum Powell and Rehnquist.
"' 4211.S.L.W. at 4692. In supaort of this conclusion, the.Court relied upon data showing that median

earningS among women and the percentage of ivornen workless. full-time ars,substautially below similar
'figures for menad., nn. 4-7.

, 358 U.S. at 528 (emphaars f ddei1).
' 42 u.s.L.w. at 4593, (,footnotes omitted).

. I'd. at 4593-94. /
34 Id. nt4594.
'3,410 U.S. at 359 (footnote omitted), See 42 U.S.L.W. ikt 4592-93.

, '3 4,10 U.S. at 349. .

87 .Th15 appears to be the view of at,least one other District Court." In {Age V. Flemming. 42.U.S.L,W.
2616"(E.D Wise. May 7, 1974), Chief Judge Reynolds of the Eastern ,District of Wisconsin applied the "ra-
tional relationship to a legitimate state objective" test while considering whether a city ordinance prohibiting

'', female tavern employees from sitting with male patrons invidiously discriminated against women. The
court, clearly applying the standard of rationality, found that the ordinance Had not advanced in a reason-
able manner any legitimate legislative objective. .

The Court notices that at least two District Courts have followed Avila, Brennan in applying strict ,
judicial scrutiny to sex classifications. Set Ballard v. Laird, 360 F. Supp. 643.647 IS D. Cal. 073), and W 'e'en-
field v. Secretary of Health, Education and 'Welfare, 367 F. Supp. Sil ,, 990 (I). N.J.,,1973). Both of these decisions
preceded Kahn, intik '. Flemming, noted above, was subsequent to Kahn.

In Wiesenfield, a three-judge court was convened to consider whether the provision for payment of "moth.
er's insurance benefits" by the Social Security AdMinistration unconstitutionally discriminated against
a father whose wife had died In childbirth. The court applied strict judicial scrutiny, determining that 42
U.S.Q,. I 402(g) discriminated against women who gained employment as well as men and children who
had lost their wives and mothers. Ti ourt determined that 1402(g) could pass the "traditional"' equal
protection standard of rationality, bal led when measured by "strict judicial scrutiny."

The court applied Justice Brenrum's tandard despite the fact Oat earlier discussion Of the current con-
'trolling standard had concluded that . .- t

1w1hile a decision by a divided Court Is 'final on all issues of the cases as a decision by a unanimous
court the reaso g employed by a plurali does not become law. Frontier demonstrates that *majority
of the Suprem Court has rtot yet classified d sex as "inherently suset." 367 F. Supp. at 988 (footnote

. orditted). .
The court further rej d the su tion put forth by some that Frontier° and Reed have created a sort of

...intermediate test" for s of disc dilation on sex:
In Reed ancrFr kr° We do n t discern a "general shift" of standards not the establishment of a

"new intermedist ' equal protect n test, and we reject those cases which adopt such standards. Id.
The court concludetthat 'we cannot absolutely certain how statutory sex disCrifianation fits within
elm! protection doctrine." Id. In the n feu of this uncertainty, the ourt determined to apply Justice
Brennan's strict standard.

Sheen. In light of that case, as the text of the sent Opt on points out, the current state of the law is
As noted above, the learned discussion of ge Fisher p7erfailahe Supreme Court decision In Kahn v.

'such that the Frontiers standard should not be aP ed.

it
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`. Althwough no stattfte specifically bars women from any service academy, de-
. .,

fetidants urge that these statutes relating t.$ the Air Furce and Naval Academies
always use the masbuline pronoun, and, when reaj with legislative history,
indicate Congress has always intended that only men b"dmitted. The Court is
mindful of 1 C.S.C. § 1, which prohibits the practice of excluding the female gender
from statutory language using male pronouns only, except where "the context
indicates uthenvise." INiuthing in the contexts of 10 C.S.C. §§ 6958or 9346 indicate
thiit miles only must be considered .48

The defendants do, how ever, make a convinchig argument that the exclugiOn of
women "from the Academies is rationally related to a legitimate governmental
interest when 10 C.S.C. §§ 6015 and 8.149 :ire consideredThose statutes prdvide:

,.. , However Women may- not be assigned to duty in aircraft that are en-
gaged in zoilibat Missions our May they be assigned to duty on vessels of the
Navy other than hosiiital.ships and tran6sports. 10 U.S.C. § 6015.
Fernaleirnernbers of the Air Force . . . may not.be assigned to duty in air-
craft engagectin combat missions: 1O U.S.C. § 8549.

Deputy Secretary of Defense 'William aements has stated that "Nile primary
function of the three Service Academies is, and always has been to train military
officers for combat duty." 10 .

.

In the case of the Air Force Academy, the Superintendent,JA. Gen. A. P. Clark,
has said that "[tibia institution is primarily dedicated to the prod, ctipn of -combat
leadership for the future Air Furce." 4° Much has been mad by plaintiffs of
theefact Oat an average of 17 percent of the cadets admitted to t le Academy are
not physically- qualified to go on to flight school 1' While this appears to be the
case, Lt. Geu, Clark's references to the, combat role of Academy graduates, is
persuasiVe: ,

At least 70170 of Academy Graduates go on to flying schools. All Air Force
air crews are eligible fur combat assignments. Special problems are created

_ fur prusrketive female candidates in view of the law which prohibits women
from serving as crew members on.aircraft destined fur combat. The balance
of the class membership, many of whom are nut accepted for flying training

, as a result of physical disqualifications, nevertheless' receiv e the full spectrum
of military training offered by the Academy. A portion of this group will be'
come missile control ufAcers, a combat related assignment not presently open to
females as a matter of policy. The remaining,Academy graduates may never

r
\ an. enemy target; but each is fully qualifiedAu lead Men in any other combat

fly or navigate a warplane into the'cumbat Mena ur launch a missile against

situation intuAv hich,they may find theniselir4s thrust asoa consequence of the
role they must assume as military leaders.42

As a matter of law,and pulicy,women,ift the United States armed forces are not
assigned to active combat rules. Since it iS the purpose of the Air Force Academy
to train ufficors for combat, limiting admissions to men at that institution is
related' to fulfillment of that goal.. c

In the case of the Nay.til Academy, Viee Admiral William P. . Jack, Super-%
intendent of that institution; has stated'thar! .'

The mission of the Naval Academy is to prepare yowig me to be pro-
fessional officers in the Navy ur :Marine Corps. For 125 years, t e Academy
has produced fur the naval service the highest caliber wire tricted line
offieLp,, that is, lifacurz, trains d fur eventual command at sea ur in c inbat amis.
Vs ith the exception of the adiiii,sitln of certain foreign nations to th Academy,
no person is appointed a midshipman at the Naval Academy 711u, at the., .

-

1 a Indeed, the only provisions that clearly mitt& widen Rom appointment are 10 r S.C. §§ ilo.54(a) (1)
and (Si, 69.)%ltb)t It, 6954tch 93421a) tit and di), 9342tidllt, andktal2te) These arc all sections which use I ho
word "sons rather than aav male alumni, iii ilt,1111SLIIIPCI to the interim elation& 1 I: S.0 § 1 No sui.li word
USn Is encountered, however, in 10 U.S.C,. §§ 69.58 and Ii346. the sections wididi diwitssaitailifleal ions for ad-
mission. Indeed, at the request, of the I louse Arm& d SCI7/4C1- Committee, the Dural t nient a De foist, deter-
mined that. "intone of the statutes relating to any of the three service twailenilea I ey Litre a season to be male In
order to he eligible for nomination of appointment to the academies." IL arings ws cod Liviiatipn in mlente
Procurement Gontracte and Itflaary Aaiun's and H.R. (4.12 before the pause Commdtee orarned Sertkes.
tom Cong., lst Sess..01. 3 at 2307 (10731

4 A davit of UllInim Clements, Mail 23. 1071, at 2. af lathed as Exhibit 1 to Defendants; Motion to Dis.
Miss ( April 21, 1974 thereinafter cited aa Clement.: 17ilidavill

c) fildavit of Lt. lien. A. P. Clark, April 19, 1474. at .1, attached a Exhibit, 3 to Defendants' Motion to
c Distniss of April 29,1974 Ihereinaft ereited as Clark A ffidavit i. '.,

4i See Brief In Support of Plaintiffs' Motion Ito Pm lial Suinthary Judgment at 41.. The phyaital dIsquall.
fleation in Om instances Is eyesight. -

ci Clark Affidavitot 3; 1
112-646-7-13
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tine of appointment, cannot in due course qualify for commission as an
officer of the unrestricted line.in the Navy or Marine Corps."

Because all midshipmen admitted to the Academy are expected to serve as line.,
officers on combat vessels, the proscription of 10 U.S.C. § 6015 would mean
that women simply, could not fulfill the rule of an Annapolis graduate and also
comply with the requirements of that statute. No attack has been made on the
constitutionality of that statute or 10 U.S.C. § 8349, thus showing that the guy ern-
m6it can rationally relate its policy of limiting admissions to men at the Naval
Academy to the legitimate governmental interest of preparing an adequate
number of unrestrdted line officers fbr duty at sea.

In the casesof the Naval Academy, admission of women would necessarily
mean a decrease in the number of male graduates who vvould be expected to
serve on combat vessels, because the Academy is limited in its enrollment. It

'can readily be seen that admission of women would be detrimental to the main-
tenance,of an adequate officer complement for sea duty.:4

V.

Approaching the question from yet another st ndpoint, it is clear that the
Reed, and Fronliero decisions were concerned with c ssificatiuns based on sex with
no justification other than ease of administration. In Reed, .the Court noted that
"[cjlearly the objective of reducing the workload on.prubate court,: by. eliminating'
one class of contests is not without some legitimacy. The crucial question hon.
ever, is whether [the statute) advances that objective in a manner consistent with
the command of the Equal Protection Clause. We hold that it does not." 41
In.Fronliero, Justice Brennan. said that "any statutory scheme which draws a
sharp hnelpetween the sexes, solely for the purpose of achieving administrative
convenience', necessarily . involves the 'very kind of arbitrary legislative
choice forbidden by the [Constitution] . . . Finally, in Kahn, this same
language was repeated by Justice Brennan in dissent, while the majority said:
"This iA not a case like Fronliero v. Richardson, 411 U.S. 677, where the Govern-
ment denied its female employees both substantive and procedural' beneDts
granted males 'solely for administrative convenience.' " 41

The government has clearly demonstrated that far more than administrative
convenience is involved in the policy to admit only men to the Air,Force and Naval
Academies. As did the Supreme Court in KiAn, this Court concludes that the
admissions policy of the Navy and Air Force Academies is reasonably related to
furthering a legitimate governmental interest the preparation of young men to
assume leadership rules in combat where necessary to the defense of the nation4'

, I Judge.
Date: June 19, 1974.

NITED STATES DISTRICT COURT FOR J,TIIE DISTRICTOF COLUMBIA

Civil Action No. 1825-73
, Civil Action-No. 1826-73

SCIILESINGER, ET..,,
R. SCHLESINGER, ET

_..-

DON EDWARDS, ET AL., Plaintiffs, v. JAMES R
AL., Defendants.

JEROME WALDIE, ET AL., Plaintiffs, v. JAMES
AL., Defendants.

. ORDER

This matter crime tiefore the Court upon defendants'
the alternative, for summary judgment and plaintiffs'

9

motion to dismiss, or, in
cross-motion for partial

1 A Mins it of Vice AdmIrni WIllIgm P. Mack, April 22. 1974. at 2, attached as Matti& 2
to Defendants Motion to Dismiss of April 29, 974 [hereinafter cited as Mack Affidavit I.

Ilaek Ailidnvirat 7. The same would be t e of the Alr Force Academy, of count% as
there too the total enrollment is limited.

"1(11 U.S. at 76. t

4i iii U.S. at NO, quoting from Reed v. Reed. 401 U.S. at 76 (einphasis in (Mona).
47 42 U.S.L.W at 4592 (emphasis in original).

The Court notes that the result reached hem does not 111P1111 that woolen are ineligible for tilmatIona/
programs lending to hot h a bachelor's degreemnd a military corrimis,lon Roth the Air Force and the Navy
have R.U.T.C. progiams at many fully accii^dited foul-y Car colleges and universities. As deputy Secretary
of Defense Clements noted:

The Reserve0fliters Tlaii.ing Corps echolat3hip progrant has recently he m opened In *omen. Through
this program, young women may ao tune their tollege edit ation aind military 118111111g 111 3,111)0131131, illg
CO...11U '310)ita I hi Mlles and °tiering the flexibility of emus:a to meet both their needs and the needs of
the respective Services.'
Clements Affidavit at 4.
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suyrunary judgment. The Niew$ of the Court having been stated in the fu eguing
Opinion, it-is by the Court this 19th cray of Jurie, 1974, 1. 1

ORDERED that defendants' motion to dismiss, or,. in the .alternatiVe, for
summary judgment be treated as one for summary judgment and as such; is
hereby wanted; and it is further . .
.ORDERED that plaintiffs' motion for parti:il suinni.ity jitigini,nt be and the

same is hereby denied.
i.--r-
1 A.

.
.

*UNITED STATES DISTRICT CO\iRT FOR, THE DISTRICT OW COLUMBIA
' .

Civil Action Nci.
h

1825-73, i 1

Civil Action No. 1820-73 .
,DON EDWARDS1,,ET AL., Plaintiffs, ,v. JAMES .1%. SCHLESINGE , ET

AL., Defendants. -.,N ..

JEROME WALDIE, ET AL., Plaintiffs, v. JAMES R. SCI1LESIN R, ET ,
AL, Defendants., .

t i ERRATA
. , 4

Pak.q 2,. line 21:' "respective academy" sitoula:read "respect' acaddmies."
Page 4,1ine 11: "discretionary ". should read "discrimina s

Page 9, )ins 15: "grounds" should read "grdund."
Page 10,, line 22! `,`Lehnhatiseri,v. Lake 'Shore to Parts Co." should be

underscored. , . , 1

Page 11, line 4: "thuiliausen" should be underscored.
I' Pagel', line 6: "Kahn" shoidd be underscored. ,

.
%

Page 14, line 4th "nations" should rend "nationals." .Page 15, line 18: omit comma following "Reed." ' i
. / ,, Judge.,

DateJuno20,1974. - : , i.
i ..

Mr. CHARLES WILSON. I think, 'MA Secretary, it's pretty clear. I'm
not a lawyer, and I think lawyers contuse things more, than they help,
them sometimes. Perhaps if we had more nonlawyers look at these
things, it would be better.' / ,i

Secretary CALLAw4Y. Let, me say, Mr. WilsOn, I'm a nonlawyer
and the reason I was rambling is brcatise inY,lawy er4 have given me

,,,, very vague opinions, but we'd be glad to itupply- one. But some of
the attorneys say it woi Id take congressional jittput; some say it
would not. 1 think that's where we end- up.

.Mr. CHARLES WILSON. Thank you, ,

Mr. Secretary, again, Daniel referred to it; you allow women /into the ROTC and you-allow them to attend the-Army War College.
I just wonder if we're not playing with a little bit of tradition here, /that West Point, and the Naval Academy , and the Air Force Academy /have a tradition, c,stablished that, "By God, We're going to hay.e, }list
inen,Lhere, and that's it, and we're ndt going tobreak that tradition

. down - ,/Is this That we are eally getting at? Isn:t it true that it's' the
traditional thing; that ou want 0 retain. this just for men, and loll i

,.don't want to change that trailitiotr,,When y ou get to this thing iihiiat
the pushups and the pullups, that's a little silly, when y ou keep getting
at the inability of women to compete physically with men" just because
they-can't do push4ps and pullups.

What is y our,response to this question on tradition, and, so forth?
Secretary CALLAwAy. Mr. Wilson, I certainly wouldn'Vtleny 'the,

West Point has trai 'bons. I don't know of any institution in America
that has more sacre traditions.tha are believed in by the graduate.

J udge.

' .1
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To the extent that that keeps West Point Irvin being innovative,
that's wrong. But traditions are,certainly,not all bad. A. great deal of
the courage of West Point gaduates isibrought about by the tradition
of the .famous and Feat men and leaders who have served before
them, and the tradition of them; So the traditions exist, I don't
deny, anti that may be a reason why some people at West Point
don't want to admit women. I don't deny that.

But I still go back to the thought that tile are being asked to reply
to Very differedt thoughts in people's minds, and I don't know whether
y our thought when you asked the question is: Are you talking
about a separate track, a very different one, a lowering of physical
requirements?

Mr. CHARLES WILSON. No; I think women are capable of per-
:fuming the physical requirement., the athletic requirements, may-14e
different types of athletics, but all men don't do the same thing at
the Academies. There's no question in my Mind but that there are
qualified women out here who could attend any of our Academies
and perform just as eambly as the men.

Secretary CALLAWAY. Mr. Wilson, let me slay die others I've talked
to who are proponentS of women at West Point have a very different
Image from what you have, they have an imave of a very separate
track, and we're sort of required to respond to both image's without
.knowing.

sow, on the image of which you are speaking, are there women Nyho
are phy-sically capable of doing what men are doing? Although nwonian
is different in her anatomy, where you get a woman of equally high
physical competence as a man, though it may be a little different be-
cause of her physical differences, I think we would all agree that there
are women who could make the West POint physical rigors that we
have. There are women who could come to New Cadet Barracks and
who could make that run that General Knowlton referred to over the
rough terrain, and all of that. There are women whocould do that.

If we adopted that, as I testified to -the chairman, in my opinion,
we could do this without substantially changing the Spartan atmos-
phere, the total immersion atiriosphere at` Wi,,t Point. The wbmen
would then become a part of all that, would be expet ted to do the
drilling, the intramural athletics, and all those thing, that both the
Mehl and the women would he expectod to do.

I just have; the feeling, however, that because there wouldn't be ,

many women who would either wanrthat, or desire it, or he physically
,capable of it, in my judgment, we wgiild`be looked upon as providin
some Iery token kind of response to equal opportunity. Women woul
continually be wanting to come in in larger and larger numbers until
wg got to Unit lowering of standards. Now, that'Aju4 my opinion.

Mr. FISHER. The committee will be in recess for 10 minutes tq,
answer a quorum call. r

[Whereupon a 10-minute recess was taken from 11:15 a.m. to 41
a.m.]

Mr. FISHER. The committee will come to order. e;

f our time situation we'll move along. The other meml
have told me t ley ck shortly . Here they come already,
of them.

Mr. Wilson, you may proceed with your ques
Mr. CHARLES WILSON*. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

1
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Mr. Secretary, another thing you mentioned was, as 'I recall, that
because things-have been working so well in the past, and the way it has
gone with the Acadeny, why change a good thing. This is right, isn't,it7. -

Secretary CALLAWAY. That's paraphrasing it; yes,, sir.
Mr. CHARLES WILSON. One of the great things about our country;

y it seems to me, is that we progress and we don't stay in the same mold
, all the time. If we did that, I suppose we never would harp had nioderu

/ plumbing, or modernity in otir advanced vehicles.
bon't y 6u feel that there might be reasons to conssider, even changes

in this type of tradition, that have produced a good thin,4, in the past,
but that might possibly- imprOve with changes of the type we are ,.
talking about?

'Secretary CALLAWAY. Yes, sir, I certainly do. I think that any of-us
with the responsibility for West Point would make a great mistake
if we merely relied on past traditions. The past traditions that,.were
sacrosanct 25 years ago were such things that every cadet tooYthe
precise same course. It was felt by some that it wouldn'3,y West
Point if everybody didn't take the precise same courseZW, even had
a rule that every cadet recited every day in every class., ,These were traditions that served West Point lye% and should not
be changed vitho'in firm consideration. But AoL14- that ha+ been
changed enormously. The opportunities for different kinds of curricula,
for different people to advance in things that aT important to them,
where if they bad had a few years of college! as many have before
they come, not to reenire them to take th same freshman. courses

itgo, It's somewhat of a shock for an old g Anne to gb 'there and sud-
denly .find there's no reveille at West Point, to find that the plebe
system is totally changed from what it was-20 years ago. The concept
that many hua at New Cadet B'arracks, that you have to .tear a man
down before you can build /Wit. up, that's not a part of Wept Point
in anybody's concept today- All,of these changes were good.

Now, I don't say that w at West Point should say because of tra-
ditien don't admit wornet , yit I do tihink that w e should be very cau-
tious in doing anything ilia fundamentally changes West Point, and
if we ever take women:1, think w e should be very careful not to do it
in a w'ay that takes,away. that oyness, of experience that all West:,

LPoint
graduates fecj, that gives them tile core that General Know Iton

z speaks of that does Jtive a,stabitity to, the entire officer corp. of the
. Army. That's e,sential,, and that's vital.

Mr. CnAm.vs/WiLsoN-. It ''s been said by some of the ,other tirade-.
mien that there is a larger percentage of :leadenly graduates N1 110 stay,
in the service4itinl therefore you-get your dollar back from the invest-
ment you put into them, than there are, in the ROTC or OCS or other
wags of beep ping officers. ,

PerhaPs this is the reason that women who would like to make a
career, out of the military would. like to have the privikge of :sroing to
one o the 9eademies, ecause,of .the promotion opportunitie,, theif
oppd tnnities to progress in the military, might be water. General
Weyand, Pt course, is an exception to that system. Ile was an ROTC
grad,i ate. But it probably is true that the academy graduate is going
to.g further, the average one, than the average person who come,. from

i/vety' s of becoming an officer, isn't'it? .-
.. ISeeretary CALLAWAY. Mr, Wilson, let me say that all of us in the

frmSr,are
committed to the fact that every officer in the Army, male

4.. (4 Li/
.i.
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female, West Point, ROTC, or OCS, once they become-secolieutenantsand_become officers, are'considered absolutely equal, wit i-
out ,Jooldng in- any way at the background, insofar ,as promotion.'
'opportunities are concerned. That is an absolute commitment or our.
part, and there's no question that in the`Armyrwe see the OC and
ROTC graduates doing outstanding jobs in every field in whic they
Nave endeavored. /

I think General Weyand perhaps has some figures th might
be of interest to you on that.

General WEYAND. Sir,'.4 of our 12 four-star generals
Academy graduates: 22 of. our lieutenant generals, hal
and just about a hundred of our major generals, are n,graduates. ,

We have moved quite a ways in recent years along
you just mentioned. ":- ,

Mr. CITAULES WiLs' 0; We have a grpat officer her who sere s in
the-Legislature, and many members_ of this commit e and Co gress
were disappointed wl,iei\ he ivas passed over fur rigadier 2..neral.
He's here in the romn_today. I don't want to pu um ,pn the spot.
Scooter Burke got his in the field. I think he was pr tno.t.gd in the field,
and he hassearned every battle award; that is p.. ible. Me's a Medal ,

.. .6f Honor winner, and he probably is as popultv: and as well-liked as
anyone here. As I say, I don't want to put hi on toe spot, but, by
golly, We were sure disappointed, and I s a ji t wondering whether
the fart that he didn't go to the right sch9olt something may have
prevented him from this opportunity..

:, General WEYAND. I can't helie'Ve th4, 4 . Certaiuly, if we go to
combat, I would be very happy to hay p §e oter' as my commander.

Mr. CHARLES WILSON. I bet you Woylcti IC's a 'Feat 'One.
General WEYAND. I would feel fairlps
Mr.`CHAULEs Wit,,soN. The only olili thinLYI have is comparing

the cost of ROTC training with Ate;a lemy training. Perhaps you
may want to put the.figures in tlfe,ife 4 d. Yesterday- the Air Force
witnesses indicated that it costs t5r0.: if to educate a cadet at the AirC

Force Acadenivi and they used a Vu of $11,000 for ROTC, which I
N

thought, was it). w. It, seequ to Art,e;t1 tt,f. cOulclu't live included all of
the tuition. It v,:ould ,probably-; be, ci ,er to ,$?0,000, 1 could imagine.

s -Wouldn't, you.say SG, from youltiti ties? , ., , ,fl

Secretary CALLAAAY. Mr. 'Wilst , We would like toArnish those for
the record. But the cost:, are f mparablit to what the Air Force
Academy gives. M ottey ssi-,, Oi were giving a nonscholarship. Ourr,
scholarship costs of ROTC C are Igher thatt.the figures they gave.

[Additional inforinatiou fittrRhedl .. '
,/

Comparison of the cost of lUirC Irain'ino with the r,SMA trainingperoonnel .
investMengeost, iper person, fiscal year 1978.i*,

. i ; .' ROTC(Nonaviation cadet):
/ 94'64, no

I

NOISChOiarihip
1 year scholarship

$9, 651
10, 261

/ iT . :3 year scholar.11ip
2 Year scholarship 1'2, 269

14, 365
r r 4 year.qcholarship

18ROTC flight instruction_ 1,
438
073

are non -,.
of them,

n-Academy

ie path that

.TJSMA:
4 years

Nozn.ROTC costs dp .,,Tprnment funds and grants anareled to echo:M.144a
Institutions through unmet opal Odernlyrogratus.

it
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Mr. CHARLES WILSON, You see, this e t 'differential is causing
concern among many :Members of Con . It's not of concern to
me.I'm not after the academies, by any m ns, the way some 'Members
re, who Would like to do away, with the academies completely; and

pthey're trying to compare theosts o 'the ROTC training is against
he costs of the academy training a reason that, "Well, we can
get good, qualified officers 4, ROT . Why spend this extra money?,

. Anli they have this special sort a sentiment."
Again, just from a comfmonsepse standpoint, I think that I would

try to find every way possible4 unless you are just so committed the
other way, to give women the opportunity, because I think this is
going to lie a condition.lhat they can use, that you make $79,000 or
$80,000 worth of edUcation available with the specialties in the
aerospace field in the, Air Force Academy, and so forth, and in
engineering at 'West ,Point and they may feel that they should have
the same opportunity, as taxpayers. .

I only suggest that. I kriow it's, not going to have any great influence
, on you, but I think it's something you ought to give some thought to.

General KNOwi.TON. May I add something there, Mr. Wilson-?
..Mr. CuARLEs VILSON. Certainly.- . .

General IixoWLToN. As you know, in the Regular Army,' the
commissioned second lieutenants in the Regular Army, about 45
perdent will. cane from West Point, one source, and, about 55 percent
will come,from the 300-oddinstitutions that haye advanced ROTC,
or from the graduates of OCS. So we depend upon West Point for the
single large group input, from on place, to set group standards in
all the thinks that are important, in professionalism; in ethics, integ-
rity, And that sort of thing. It doesn't take anything away from the
individual who cones from the other, but, as General Weyand indi:
cated, they look to the West Point

ROTC
for group standards.

One Of the differences between ROTC and We:A Point is, of otirse,
that the West Point environment is total for the 4 years.

The, other thing is, I look at advertisements encouraging one to
. suppqft civilian universities, in teems of the Oving of gifts. They

always make the point that tuition at a civilian upli,,,-er:ity pnly pays
one-third of the cost per student, the rest of it is hope by the invested

_ capital, the donations, the amount of money the: universities have
b lind them, plus grants, and so on. _Therefore', under those *cum-

. siances, inevitably the cost of an ROTC graiduate is going ,to be
Jess than the military academy one, because vart of that cost is
being borne by the-institution itself, whereas at West Point the costs

., aie being borne almost exclusively; by the U,S. Government. .

,But it is a very iinportant group input, that 45 percent, from the

Mr. CHARLES WiLsox. Mr. chairman, have no other questions.
one single institution. 4o-

/ I just want to inquire, however, is it t e intention of. the Clair to
have a ppriel of women eventually? I 1 ticl an interesting discussion
with a young lady, who is a captain inttlie Air Force, !rho is in dis-
agreement N ith me on my viens, but w o had a very interesting story
about her experience in the field, a t lid that she just went through
in the Air Force, N% here she %%as one f 600, and her testimony might
be of great interest s01116l4here along; the line. I don't knon, she mould
probably have to be cleared by her,commanding general, but She has

11) U
.1 ,;,
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A very interesting s
here. I-think it woo

Mr. Fisnrit. I'
and address to Mr.
tunity. to testify. 1

Mr. TREES. T
General Know]

of your prepared
you state that y
assign women t
emergency. Hal,
are not required

I wonder if 3
General KNO

Mr. TREEN. -,jr. TREEN. ou said that, havinc, witnessed three wars, you under-
stand why wo en are not required by law ol` by executive order to
serve in the co bat role. . ,: . -

, .

.

General ,IAN WLTON. 17Vhat I was trying to rbflect here was my
feeling, expre ed earlier in the statement, that the ground combat
environment, is my personal feeling, is not a;,Place where I think
women should serve. Again, that's my individual,preference.

J have seen ground combat, not only in our ptri Army, but I've,
also witnesse it in some of the others, and I thS. we are correct in
our policy no to assign w omen to ground combta, units, or ground
combqt positi ns. ...

Mr. l'ill. . Yes, I understood your position. just wondered if in
that sentenc you Lid in mind some specific thi Ffi that occurred in.
combat that would be difficult for women to stit In, capture or other
things, if yoi.had something else in mind in making that statement.

General K1.-owvroN. I didn't have specifics; b.) t I think you made
a very good

N
oint, sir. That was made miler, I by ,e, in the commit-

tee's discuss ons on the uOestion of women as I ers and the effect
that this m. ht have upon the national policy. on statement,
however, re as more to inv own close observiifio nf ground combat,it
the tough, astyr.phy-sical, difficult environmen .,"!, together with, of
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ory, ana one that would be against my position
d be worthwhile for the record.
glad you brought that up. If you give her name
ogan, use will see to it that she is giveman oppor-

hink it w ould.be very appropriate. Mr. Treen?
nk you, Mr. Chairman..

on, I would appreciate your referring to page 5
tatement, the last paragraph on the page, in which
woul4, "like to emphasize that the Army does not

units expected to bee combat in case of national
ng witnessed three wars I understand why worn&
by law or by executive order to serve in this al/14w
u would elaborate a little bit on that last sentence?
-LTON. I'm not sure I fully understand the question,

course, the presence of death on the battlefield.
I think it's 'not only my own position, but aIc at of other" Males

just don't think that is the place for a woman if N can help it.
Now, I grant that in emergency situations, in e opening of the

West, or something like that, there have been.cas Where women in
an area under attack have had to, hold guns,',1iit had to shoot. I
think that's quite different than doing it as 4 rovt er of policy in,
_peacetime for a cadre in,,the Army.

Mr. TREEN. 'General Knowlton,, in referring,to ur current ad-
missions policy, is West Point admitting any Ilir2,eikt, ge of students
who upon admission are not qualified for combaig

. General KNOWLTON. No, sir, we are not.
Mr. TREEN. One hundred percent qualified fofcolnbat?
General KNOWLTON. One hundred percent q4-i lified, yes. And we

look very carefully into each case, and also qihe sure there is a
reasonable expectation that at the end, of 4 yeArs lie will still be
qualified, because we do have a very itough physital regime, and, as
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you knows th re are some who by the end of the 4 yearsnfay have
physieal problems that came on during `the 4 years that will keep

-them from being commissioned in the combat brandr,
We do our best to insure, not only that they are-qualified when

they come in, but that they have the prospect of remaining qualified
thrclighout the tough, demanding schedule.

Mr. TREEN. Thank you, General.
Mr. Secretary, I have a couple of questions.
First of all, I want to compliment you on your complete statement

and the firmness of your responses, and just to mention that I per-
sonally am most pleased; as a member of the Aimed Services Com-
mittee, with the dedication that you have brought to the office' of
the Secretary of the Army. Ein very proud that you're there.

Would you tell me what percentage of women are being enlisted
now? This gets away from the Academy a little bit, but what per-
centap of women in our eturrent volunteer environment are we

;enlisting?
Secretary CALLAWAY. Month by month, Mr. Treen, it's on the

order of magnitude of around 10 percent. I could supply for the record
each month how many we've enlisted.

Mr., TREEN. No that's all right. I just wanted the general trench
IMr. Secretary, guess I approach this ,Auestion with prejudice.

This has built up over the years one way or another, but I'm trying
to be objective about it, and I have not made up my mind about this
legislation.

It would apPear to me that good points were made, if we concede
that dim-policy is going to be to prevent women from being in combat.
I think a lot of the points that you maker and other witnesses have

, made, in opposition are valid and are hard to ague against. But I
think the battle is going to be here on the floor, of the Congress,
"Well, why,not women in combat?" and that "That is a discrimina-
tion, and that sort of discrimination is not permissible today."

I have a little difficulty .philosophically with the idea that every
distinction is an unfair discrimination. Our courts talk about invidious

.discrimination, or unfair discrimination.
just wonde'red what yolk'. thoughts might he along that line.
think this is one of the areas that we are going to get into discussion:

on on the floor, the difference between a discrimination per se, which
.,, in its technical sense does not imply unfairness, and then the type of

discrimination, that's been struck clown by our courts, invidious dis-
crimination, or unfair discrimination. I start with the feeling that it is
not unfair for this country to declare that it is our polity not to perthit
our women to be in combat. That is a discrimination based upon sex.
But to me I cannot accept at this "poinl that that's an unfair
-discrimination.

If you have any comments oh that, I would appreciate them,.
Secretary CALLAWAY. Mr. Treen, let me say that I agree with you.
I feel that there are very valid reasons, totally fair, why it isnot in

the best interests of this country to have women in combat, and we've
discussed a lot of them, and General KnoWlton has, and General
Weyansl has. I think they're almost so obvious they don't need dis-
cussion, and yet, to the extent they need discussion, they can be dis-
cussed; in the confusion of the ground combat environment, the need
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foi having the physical and mental qualities under stress and the need
for the Nlief by everyone there in ,the leadership that's there is total...
Without 'belief in the lieutenants and captains and colonels who are
there, it all tills apart, and we've seen that in every war. . .

Now at the present time it's my personal judgment that the
of the American soldier is not such that he sees the female role as one
()la platoon leader in combat, of a company commander in combat,
or doing the kinds of things, -with the kinds of leadership skills, that
platoon leaders and eonrpany commanders in combat do. I personally
don't think that many soldiers see a woman in that role. I think that
the attitude of most soldiers in combat would be that they would-be

.-very uncomfoitable in that role. They would see the woman as some-
one who needs to be protected rather than their leader whose judgment
they must have enormous respect for.
'That's my personal opinion, that a great many soldiers would feel

that way, and, to the extegt that one soldier feels that way, he's being
deprived of the leadersliip`lhat is abSolutely- vital to him.

If, on the other hand, the situation is such that wolitit are accepted
in combatfand this is the question that I see you are askingif the
American public accepts them in combat, if they are out being trained
daily in combat roles, if they are in the tanICP, firing tanks, and they're
doing all of these things, and the American Army: and the American
public accepts it, and that's the way we're doing itin my judgment
it is not correctbut if that's the way we're doing it, then I think
women should go to West Point and should do all of the things that
men do and 'should become part of that team that is trained at West
Point for combat training. In my judgment, we are. a fiery, Nay long
way from that.

VIr. TREEN. Thank you, Mr. Secretary.
In pursuing a problem that I have in my mindand think that a,

number of Members share this--r are trying to separtile out those;
aspects of unfairness that might be involved in not permitting women ,
to 6 to an acadelny.

Ope of them that occurs to some peopleor is suggested by some
peopleis,that here is a great education provided at great cost to the ,
Government that w,e are denying to wonien. That raises the question
of whetfrini one iiiitht 'argue, that has vorY Vidid nationafpurpose,
but from the point of view of the women, here is something that is
ayail4ble, that is an education that Congressmen can appoint young
melt to and provide them with that education, and tint+ women are not

4 '7abre to get; and I don't think the ROTC is comparable in terms of
the expenses and allowances, find so forth, is it? I might digress a

, minute to ask y6u that question. In terms of education and the
benefits, can one obtain similar value at,ROTC? When I say "value")
that excludes any argument that West Point might be a better school.
But in terms, of course offerings, unfforra allinvance, or other benefit, .
can the .itnie be obtained in the ROTC program?

SecretaryCAT.LAwAv., "Mr. 'Preen, we can supply for the record We
precise numbers. But I think the quick answer votild be that y es,, it
can be the same thing. While ti cadet'may make a few more dollars a
month in salary, he has certain expenses that he must, pay that the
ROTC. cadet! does not.

Again, We:will supply that for the record.
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MI". TREE14. I NIA thatib something that ought to be in the record
so that we will hake it, and have it up-to-date, because the arguinent
will.be made that you get a lot more when you go to West Point. You
get a salary, ,iu adclitionio tuition -being covered, and se forth.

- . Secretary CAL/w. Welsupi)lythat., ;
TREEN:. The difference in benefits and the difference in expenses

that they are prepared to pay.
[the information to be supplied is as follows:]
Iii response t the queStion on course offerings, the USMA curriculum consists

of two complementary partsa core program which is essentially prescribed, and
aa erective program which is individually designed, I.* and large. The cure program
contains the elements of a broad, general education and is designed to give the
cadet ,a fundamental knowledge of tha arts and sciences. The elective program
enables the cadet ,to experience a reasonable degree of concentration in area
in which-he-May have special interests or.aptitudes.

Under the ROTC Program, the requirements are that the scholarship student
be enrolled in or accepted for enrollmoit as it regularly matriculated student in
any major cuurse of Study leading to a baccalaureate degree, beginning within
one 3 ear of the date on which he is awarded the scholarship. A student committed
to the ministryli ineligible. , ,

MI institutions participating in ihe ROTC Program must agree to the estab-
lishmeint of a Department of Military Science as an integral 'academic and admin-
istrative departifitnt. Each ROTC cadet is required to participate in the prescribed
military instruction course. Appropriate academic credit is granted fur completing
courses of the Department of Nfilititry Science applicable _toward graduation.

In response tu the tiostio regarding differences in benefits and expenses
between the ;Thlitary ,Academy aiirt ROTC, detailed data on ,the alloa nixes
reedited bit the USMA cadet and the ROTC cadet is as follows:

SM'A CADLb"-T.
. ,

. ... . . , r
jtpceives. Free tiiitiOd,,subsist4nce,Oee bold, ration allot% ahee, monthly pay

.(less incbmp I4x and soial sedunti) net, $23g..). . To cov er cost of; Cadet uniform
and repairs to uniforms, bailer, laundry and dry cleaning, text books, class
activities, healvapers, magazines, publications, activity fees. ,

Net balance, 'Monthly fur Cadot,for other ,personal expenses and personal use.
,,: ..., -

...,

Vitt class 8158. 5g .
Second class 133. S

iThird cla-ss 118. 5S
5

, , *", ,-, -II:otirtft,class,_., 75. 00
ExaMples of other pErsonal exj.ien'set.L Shoe repair, athletic and educational

rips; personal items, school supplies, travel home :Ad return from leave.

. ROTC CAMP (SCIIOLAItS1110
.

Receives. Tuition fees, including registration and ntatrieulation fee,, laboratory
fees, ,experiscs and dcpo,its, text books, workbooks, course equipment, graduation
fees, related expense health lee, ,studept i i c t i % ity fee, athletic foe, -library fee;
transcript charges, co,ts of A tudent pulgications, classroom materiaLs.

Subsistence allowance: $100 per month for: Room, and board.
ROTC uniforms, fr(c iasue. Upon graduation, if--he enters Regular Army, he

r' must purchase his officer uniforms. If he enters Army Reserve, he receive, uni-
form allowance.

.1>
The USMA cadet is a membeg of the active Army on active duty. As ,uch,

be receives a monthly' pay equal to one7lialf of the basic pay of .4 Second Lienteittuit
with under two cumulative 3 ears' service. Out uf his pit v he is expected to pay for
his unifornas and many of the other amenities of cadet life. llis monthly paylisi
budgeted to provide for his fixed requirements as shown above. At graduation,
the cadet budget attempts to pro-vide for a $1,000 balance to carry the Second
Lieutenant over until he roadie., his first assignment station and until he receive,'
his first monthly pay, and $475 to pay for his officer, uniforms.

The USMA cadet, is provided niodical and dental servites.and is covered under
, the Federal Social Security Program (pay deduction, FICA).

(4200
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-The USMA cadet is not eligible for any other scholarship br hnancial:grants for
'education during his four years of attendance at the Academy.

The ROTC cadet is not a member of the active Army. The 13.0TC cadet under
tht fur }earear scholarship program...reed% es pay- and allowances as shown above.
Has uniforms are issued to him at no cost.. (The ROTC uniform may be -a govern:
rnent issue uniform; or the educational institution may draw commutation in lieu
of goerrinient issue and purchase a cadet uniform from cummercial sources of
any color or type that does not conflict with Army regulations.)

The ROTC cadet under the scholarship receives a $100 mOnthly subsisterice
rilioaance to cover his room and board. This allowance is tax exempt. Ire-is
fret to engage in part-time employment. He is eligible for any other scholarship
or financial aid that may be available to him. Medical services are provided.

Mr. TREEN. Just one last question, Mr. Secretary.
What is your attitude toward the idea of a separate military acad-

emy for .women both in terms of the proposition of isolation and in
terms' of that being the alternative to having to bring women into
the estaklished academies? And I have in mind one military academy
for all branclieS for women, when I ask the quetion. I'm not saying
I have that in mind as a proposal.

Secretary CALLAWAY. , I'll just give my peso al opinion.
Others might wont to give their p rsonal opinions.

It is not-something that we, th Army, have taken a position on,
after having thoroughly looked t all the consequences. My first
opinion would be that it is not ne ded. It is not needed because the
Idnds of things that that academy wpuld. be expected to do are being
done extremely- well today by the many ROTC colleges throughout
America, and the academic programs that are available in the many
different ROTC colleges are adequate, and are there, and so it not
necessary, in my view, to establish such an academy.

I would take the second personq _opinion, however, that if the
alternative to admitting women to West Point were a separate
academy for the three services, then I would much-prefer that alter-
xtative to admitting women to West Point.

Mr. 'PREEN. Alhight. What I'm trjing to do is isolate what could
.. be the claims of unfairness here.

Now,. even assurning that the ROTC would provide the same
opportunity- as the academy-, and the weinen would .haNe their oppor-
tunity In the iROTC program, you still have, of Course, the fact that

wadi Membek of the Congres can appoint to the academies five
students in each academy at any given time, so we don't have that
privilege -as Members of Congress, with respect to ROTC, and, to
the extent that. we don't have it, then the women whom we represent
do not have it. I don't know whether it would be possible to extend
that to Members of Congress so that we could eliminate that claim
of unfair 'discrimination .or not.

But if you have a response or reaction, I would be pleased to hear it.
Secretary CALLAWAY. Mr. Veen, I would say that if that is per-

ceived by. the Members of Congress to be a serious problem, the
remedy to that problem would be to change the ROTC appointment
procedhres so that Congressmen did have some input somewhat
similar. 4

I'm not recommending, that, but I say that would be a remedy if
that's seen as a problem. .

I basically think that,:while it is true that Members of Congress
through the appointinent'sy-stem can appoint people to West Point-



Cieneral Knowlton may win't,to.speak more/on this'but in the pres-
ent class corning in we have seine 10,000 applicants, from which we take

only about 10, percent-So because our standards are so much higher
than the average applicant, even though, yes, you have the appoint-
ment authority, it's still a pretty competith e process. So it's entirely
different from the competitive process of ROTC; but, to the extent
that that's a problem, that could be corrected by changing the ROTC
procedures; . ,

I think the problem that we in the Army have in answering some of
these questions is still the difference in perceptions in people's minds.

If the unfairness that you speak of is the fact, that West Point offers
a fine education that a woman cannot avail herself of, I would say that
even though many of us are extremely proud of-the aoadeinic education'
that one can get at West Point,we're extremely proud-1 don't think
even the most partisan of -us could say that it's of an order of magni-
tude better than the finest civilian edUcation available. We
like to think it's on par with the best, but as an academic experience, .

there's nothing that unique about West Point. We think it's excellent,
but we think there are hundreds of excellent academic experiences
that are on a par, and that are equal, and certainly no one is deniedl
an opportunity because they couldn't go to that particular college,
because others are equally good.

The unique experience of West Point is the compilina of that fine
academic atmosphere together with an immersion in a 24 hours a day,
1 year-long after another, summer, winter, fall, spring, which ties in *-
with the combat training and military effectiN eness which, as General
Knowlton has testified to, is all day. long. When you finish classes you
go to intramural:), when yot finish intramurals you go to study. tom
do these things in an atniesphere..When the weekend comes, you
don't go home, you stay there at West Point doing things which all tie
together to. make an experience. Now, that experience is designed for
combat.

So I think we -can say to our krirls that, "If you are not allowed in a
combat role, this is not an experience that was designed for you."

MF. TREEN. Thank you, Mr. Secretary.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. FISIIER. Very well.
Mr. Montgomery.
Mr. MONTGOMERY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I'll try to be brief_
If it's in order, I would like to ask, starting with the lieutenant, how

you feel about bringing women into the Academy at West Point, and
then the cadet captain.

Identify yourself, please.
ti

STATEMENT OF LT. MICHAEL KIRBY, GRADUATE OF WEST POINT,
CLASS OF 1E14

. ..
Lieutenant KIRBY. Yes, sir; 2(1 Lt. Michael Kirby.
Sir, I feel that the best answer to that question (mild be explaiiintt '1

to you if I can convey to you, after 4 years at West Poitit just recertilY \
ended, what the essence of West Point has been to me, and I think. the

,..essence of West Point emerges in the commonality of the NN hole exp r
once at the Military Academy .,It's right from working, play ing, an .

02,
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living together. I knew,,when I sat on the football field to get my
diploma, that everyone who sat there with me has

the
through

exactly the same thing as I did. They lived in exactly the same way as
I did. I'd been associated with them on a completely intimate basis,
and that's a great motivating factor and a comforting factor too. But
it's the right way to get across what West Point really is, the Spartan
track, the single Spartan track, that's ev,eryone'S on. .

Sir, I don't think that under any setup that I've heard of women
could pursue that same single Spartan track and receive the same
commonality of experience that I had, and receive the real essence that
West Point has brought to me.

Mr. MONTGOMERY.', Thank you.

STATEMENT OF CADET CAPTAINSTEPREN TOWNES, PIRST-
CLASSMAN, WEST POINT MILITARY ACADEMY

C det Captain TOWNES. Sir, Cadet Capt. Stephen Townes.
r, I'm a West Point cadet now, and I am proud of it. I'm proud of

it ecause West Point is tough. I went there because West Point, I felt,
w s the toughest place I could go. It's given me the kind of challenge
that has forced me to develop to internalizb in myself a sort of self-
discipline that I think it's going to,take to be a good Officer and serve
the U.S. Army and serve my country.

When you're talking about what I feel is a weakening of the Acad-
emy standards, in disciplines and those soft of things, by setting some
sort of a crumbling effect into the rock wall of what I call the ironclad
discipline, the rugged training. It's like a rock wall.There are a lot of,
foundations to that rock wall, and one of them is this total immersion
process. Secretary Callan ay mentioned it, and I'd like to amplify on it
a little bit.

It's not just the classroom; it's not the parade field. It's like what
I'm doing this summer. I'm in charge of running men around the
mountainsides for 2 months long, making them negotiate barbed wire,
causing them to grubble around in the dirt like nien, and it's this total
immersion, in a 4 -yeir soldierly process of discipline and high stand-.
ards that I think is the hallmark of what an Acaoleni3 graduate likes
to think that he is.

I mention this rock wall, this rock wall of discipline. I think by in-
jetting women into this last bastion of military puritanism that West
Point truly ig, I think you're going to start a weakening process of that
wfill, and thereby a weakening process of the Arniy.,

Mr. MONTGOMERY. Thank you very much for that clear and concise
statement.

I know you can't take any polls at West Point; but generally what
is the conversation about these committee hearings, and do 3 ou get,
any feel of what the other cadets might feel?

Cadet Captain TowNEs. You are correct, sir, pulls are not taken,
However, Lieutenant'Kirby and I have, in casual conversationonen-
tioned this problem to fellow cadets, in this case fellow officers now.
I spoke with one man in particular, Mr..: Gerald T. Sullivan, an as-
sociate of mine who:s in the class of 1976, and lie has not 3 et incurred
his commitment. But he stated to me categorically that, should women
be admitted before his commitment is incuri.ed, he would reiyign.
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I think that is indicative of perhaps the kind Of sentiment theft
pervades the Corps of Cadets.

We are not pretending to put ourselves on a level above women.
'True, there is a bit of chauvinism in all this. We're just saying that
West Point is our school; we're proud of it;owe're proud pf what it

,stands for and what we think we are doing there. We don't want to
bee the hikh standards that we have set or ourselves diluted in any
way.

Mr. MONTGOMERY. Thank you.
Mr. CHARLES WILSON. Would the gentleman yield? /

Mir. MONTGOMERY. I'd be glad to yield to the gentleman.
Mr. CHARLEs WILSON. Last yeat I was visiting at the Air Force

Academy, and I asked this question of maw of the young men whom
we met with, and, strangely enough,,I talked to about a dozen and
,about ltlef those 12 thought it would be the greatest thing in the world
if they had women in the Academy. Some of them said, "Gee, it wouhl
clean up the language Around here." And they had vinions reasons"
why they thought, it might be a good deal. But it was a different le-
sponse that I got. I don't know whether it was, just that they knew
that I -was.supporting this Academy and they thought that it was the
right thing to say, or what, but 3 ou dd' get different viewsifrom dif-
ferent people, I guess.

Cadet Captain Tom NEs. Mr. Wilson, that probably brings about the
question. Do I like girls? I can categorically state that,I like girls. In
fact, some of my best friends are girls. I just don'tthink they ought to
be at the Mility Academy,

Mr. MONTGOMERY. Mr. Chairman, I would like to commend the
.Secretary and the Superintendent for liringing these two fine 3 oung.
gentlemen here today. Whether you would agree with them, or not,

, they certainly express thenisels well, and they make 3 ou feel proud
to be an American.

Really, I'm trying to search for the answer on how I would make a
vote, anal I haven't made up my mind, And we need this infounation.

. Thank An for bringing these young men.
My last question, and it comes up from a discussion Mr. Wilson

had and in which Mr, Daniel is interested also:
If the Academy graduates are not better qualiCked for promotion,

then hp do you justify the additional training costs, :\1r. Secretary?
Secretary CALLA\\ Al'. Mr. Montgomery, N &NO tried- to, in several

ways, speak to that.
One of them is the combat qualifications %%e've spoken so intith

about. The West Point graduates go into the combat arms at a ratio
of many times more than the ROTC cadets go, and I think they
form the core, not only of the total Army, as General Kno%%lton has
said, but particularly- of the combat ins, and I think the additional
training and. additional expense is wart hire Idle. I think it's pros ed
itself.

Mr. Mqx-ToomEnt. You've actually answered it for Jim thigl, if
your figures are correct, that inure West Point graduates Yo
combat and Are in\ it e we s o training.

Seeretarr- Ard,AwAv. Mr. Montgomery, if, I might just briefly
simplify dint?

We have in the Army three kinds of branches: one, the combat
. arms, the infantry-, the artille, the armor, the air defense; two,

2 0 4,
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combat support, which is things like combat engineers, combat
signal, military police and military intelligence; and the third is
combat services support, which includes the finance, quartermaster-- that kind of thing. .4i: If you divide it basically into those three areas, over the past H.

'years, 75 percent of West Point graduates have gone into combat
Arms versus 40 percent of ROTC graduates. 75 perCent versus 40- ' forlin 11-vear average. But when you get into the combat services..,_,

' some
which is finance, 'quartermaster, and so on, and realize that

some of our West P 'nt cadets become incapacitated for a commission. 0

in.05mbat arms, an must take, because of their physical incapacity,
ttlr".tri e-fhe'rciimbat'servicss support, the 11-year aveya e is 4 percent

e for est. Point.graduates and 32' percent for ROTC ' graduates. I
*thiniethat shOys`. the order of magnitude of the difference of, how «e

I have 'tor the iiist II' years, and really for all fhe history of West,
POint, looked ii the combilt arms orientation oi a West Point cadet.

' Mr. 3S./IONITOMINtY. Thank-you, sir. , . ., . 1 I have oxik one othor-ng, Mr. Chairman, that I'm certainly
-4. to hear that Gener2.4.,Wams is making a good recovery, and it's
''',_ mee toliave General Weyaid,testifying here today. I had the pleasure

' of seeing General Weyanittin Vietnam many times, and he's very,
verylfamiliar Nviill the,coillbat situation. -

Thank you, -sir; %

Mr. rtstrElt,Let 6e disk one or :two questions, sort of by way of
kecapitidation,7and lo clarify one or two items that are relevant-4-

The coinifitttee his quite "a responsibility here, and we are going to,,..
try to face up'to'it; whichever way illge04,. and we talk about combat,
and that's the key'to this whole thing-i;-ihat'S the key.

General Knowlton, when, yotrsaY that you are opposed to women
being- assigned to Combat roles, de. you say that because you Oink
it's bad as a national policy, or d.o.you say that because you believe:' the -Women are iibt physically cap'apable, or otherwise capable, of' measuring till to;the requirements of a corribat soldier? ,

General KNONYLTIYIN.I4 Mr. Chairman:j would say it would be a
, ', combination of those4hings.- `.." '. :*.

- The ground combat environmento,,aS I iffeitioned before, is pretty.
to-ngli. it's pretty brutal; it's pretty nasty,,,Bnttles have a way of
starting when everybody is fatigued, tired,"lild the kind of physical
Strength that is required is Something thik i., More naturally. that
of Men than of women, and -.0.0n.the American Medical.Assooiation

- I..... "- has agreed with that. , ....41;. - ' .s.. '
.

,..The other problem, of C-OniAle, ism that,Mie environment of ground.
'..4 combat is'pretty, total, In reg'4-1.4 to all the bodily functions, all of the..

othir...timngs thitt mean that yOu are living' closely together. There
are no Jadieelatriliesillterice, paddy, that sort of thing, which makes
ikprefty _difficult in thatenvironnient TOrt,.iNcSman. ,

,

.I also thought that general Weyand iiq-orgssed very well the feeling
that Ave alp have an obligation to, t. e, individual soldier himself,

might be Sri 'Ordet to pin hit -Confide "te on the battlefield, and it
when ho in.itiliis life in the hand4 or hi deadieit as to, who that leader

has beep,,i* experienob' thiftvtheIedaer very' often has to win his
spurs by doing better thari,ith, yorthe individual poldiers the variety
erthingS that are require Of thelpriNt leader, whether it's shooting,
"Whether it's physical, or whateve0 Only be. ' 2 ...

',..

,f,:s,,,, - -t ,

,

M4. 4t4rs
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For ,aH of these reasons I personally just don't think it's the place
for them. . _

Mr. FISHED. Very well. . ,

General Weyand, do you share-that view?
General WEYAND. Yes, I do, Mr. Chairman: And Bill has touched

on it, as I did, and as the Secretary did, that it has to do with this
relationship between the leader end_ the men. It's very important.
We don't understand it as well as we would like to, but we've all,
experienced it.

We do have grave reservations and doubts. that womenand if
they would go, under one poPOsal, to the Academy, that means
they would be officers; that means in combat they would be leaders
and" we do haVe grave doubts. as to whether men of the type that
we have would in these circumstances of crisis, when men are confused
and beset on all sides by doubts and excruciating pressures, when, in
fact, you,might, say that they are susceptible to any reason to find

-calmer_ ground, under those circumstances, would they follow their
women?-We just don't really.know. We doubt it.

We know we have had Joan. of Arc; weave had the Troung sisters;
and I'm_ sure throughout history many other wonderful women
leaders, tacticians, strategists. Joan, of Arc Was a saint. She got
her.directions from on. High, and we don ",t, have too many of those.

I think about, that old WorldlWar 11cartoon of Willie and Joe up
on the fop-of the mountain saying, "Well, here comes/another second
lieutenant withthe rations," and we always used to laugh about that.
But seriously, sometime during that day Willie and Joe would have
to respect and respond to the example and orders of that lieutenant,
and I suspect that if that lieutenant had been a young woman that
Willie and Joe"soynoism woula have been heightened.

Mr, Fissne. General Iriowltou, we've had some reference here to
problems about recruiting __enough people to Attend' the Military
Academy. I know some of the Menibers have mentioned difficulties
in their own districts. .

'Would you have any comment on that?
General KNOWLIVN. Mr. Chairman, I am delighted that ypu asked

that question, because this is the best year in West Point's history
in terms of numbers of qUalified applicants. We have over
young Americans trying 'to get into West Point this year. We have
never had over 10,000 before. Of that 11,000 well over 6,000 have
received nominations. Usually it's around 5,800. And we are just very
excited aboutthe numbers and the quality of the young men fighting
to get into West Point this year.

For that reason I will. probably ring in the largest class that has
leave the well-qualifiedever come into West Point, because I hate

young men on the waiting list. So thank y i fad giving,ine_ the op-.
portunity for saying that, sir. i .

Mr. FISHER. Very well. ,

As I scylathisend I'll express myiview, and see if you agree with
mOt-if this committee is to decide, and the Congress is to' decide, to \
admit women to the 4erviqp academies and we may do it That re-
Mains to -tbe seen. That's the purpose of these. hearingsif that
happens, then we must proceed on the assumption that they will be .

available for combat duty, as I see it. Some people would disagree
62-646-75---14
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with that and "say,'"Not necessarily, because t
who go to the Aca!demy whO don't go to comb
tistically of a gOOd many at least. You've
today.

But if they were not going to be available fo
from a cost-effective standpoint, to train any
in these Acadeinies at the present cost for n

What would be your comment on that?
I think that's very fundamentally a prop

going to be combatI'm not saying what
if the Congress declines to repeal the presen
particularly with regard to the Air For

prohibits them from being committed to
your own regulations and policies that we'
therefore, we're. going to admit girls to t

' roles. Can we afford to do that cps
comment?

Secretary CALLAWAY. Mr. Chairman,
I agree. I think it would not be cos
into West Point who fromihe very qu
would not be 'eligible to be combat lea

I might, if may, just say one oth
don't want anyone to think Vora
General Weyand or General Knowl
that we have any question about
women for leadership. I want to ag
that some of our finest leaders are
to lead, and'we respect that, and
and, jn some cases, superiors, to t

et

re are a lot of people
t," which is 'true sta-
etailed all that here

combat, can we afford,
cadet, man or woman,
combat roles?

em here. If they are not
e will do about that, but
lawsand we have some,

,e and the Navywhich
tnliat, and then you have

e not going to do ,that, and,
e Academy for noncombat

fle&ive-wise? What's your

my comment would be. that
ective to have people come

et it would be known clearly
ers.,
'thing, Mr. Chairman. That I

y of the kinds of things that
on or the cadets or I have said
the capability of the American
in state that we in.the Arrby feel

women. They have the capability
e in everyway treat,them as equals
e men who are there.,

I hope the point that comes_ t, rough is that in the'gtound combat
environment we think that that's an enVironmentYwhere it is not

s
agpropricapa ate

it
for them to be present, and especially .preseii in a leader-

eip .

But,i want
to be very careful, for the, record,: tha we, the Army,

support the leadership of the women this Army,;and we are not
reluctantly' taking them. We encourkeiind advocate,. women rn the

, leaders. hip roles of the Army other(thanicoinbate
, Mr. FISHER. Very well. ;

Do you share that view,, General Knowlton?
General.KNowuroN. M. Chairman.; indeed, sir.
General WEYAND. And-I do also; Mr. Nirman;
Mr. FISHER. Are there an other que. (ions?
Mr. Hogan, bur counsel am& a few q ,estions.

, Mr. HOGAN. How many cadet are, As West Point, ci. will be at
West Point by the end of the dais, General? .

General KNOWLTON. SIT. Hogan, it's a little tough to put a specific
number on it.

I should point out that West ,Point has been building up since
1964 incrementally from the old -authorization of 2,500 to the new
authorization of 4,417, because, of the geography at West Point and
thefact that we had to knock down old buildings to put qp new ones,
as the Members well know, since they helped us with the construction
progr'ain. We have been incrementally- building up to that maximum
figure. We will be at around 4,350; would be my guess, when we
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bring in the new classhis slimmer. Next summer we will be up to
4,417. So we will be at, epproximaterkOb0.

Mr. HOGAN. General,Weyand, during your experience in Vietnam
did you notice any ,pe ceptible difference between the performance
of a young West Po' t graduate in combat and the performaiice.
-of young officers from ther sources?

General WEYAND. Si I do not recall having made any judgments
like that. It just neve crossed my mind as we assigned officers. In
fact, now that you've asked it, I'm trying to think back on the great
3 oung commanders the t I did witness over there, and I simply can-
not recall whether a 'articular one was an Academy graduate or a
non-Academy graduat

Mr. HOGAN. So then
observation,. there w
of the young platoon
graduate-or an ROTC_

General WErArio.

. I simply don't know.
I think you are saying that, at least from your
no perceptible difference in the perfOrMance
eader, whether or not he was a West Point
roduc t?

ith the qualification that in most cakes I was
not,aware-of whether he was an Academy graduate.

Mr.- HOGAN. The Air Force and the Navy have indicated that it
takes several years Or a non - Academy career officer to catch up'
with his Academy cotinterpart, but from your testimony today where
you indicate that elf second' lieutenants are alike, there seems to be
some difference of (*Ilion in the Army.

Would you care to comment on that?
General WEYANii ,Well, I don't know about that time to catch.

up. That, !again, isione that I really haven't thought much, about
It. seems to me th t, I think, with *the year groups they've moved
along, both the no
at about the same
promotion from firE lieutenant to captain after approximately the
same numberof years of service. In terms of age, looking at the other
extreme, the old men, I find that my peerswho are Academy graduates
are about my. age.

Secretary CALLAWAY. If I might comment on that?
I would like to say that there are,several things here that might be

quite important, We in the ArMy make every effort, a very genuine
effort, from the time a man is a firSt lieutenant, or second lieutenant,
to say and to mealy, and for him to understand, that all second lieu-
tenants are judged on their performance in the Army and riot on their
background. We do this because we want to be extremely fart., and not
have some kind of preference for-a person who came from West Point,
and we think that's important, that they all be jtidged the same, and
because of that, people like General Weyand, of habit, do not check

'into what's the - background.
, was really rather surprised in my immediate office when I found
out the other day, and they said, "Gee, this is the first time there has
been no West Point graduate in the Secretary's office 'since perhaps.
forever," and it never occurred to me because I don't look at these
officers as West Point graduates, or ROTC, or OCS. I look at them for
the performance of their duty, and we think that's important, and I
want to emphasize that.

The .general feeling in the Army, would he, however, that as the
West Point graduate comes out, sompared with the ROTC graduate,
that there arc a few years where the West Point graduate has had some

-Academy graduate and the Academygraduate,
ace. They arrive at a time for consideration for

2"03
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eiliefience0 that the ROTC graduate would have to pick up, He hasn't
tad/the seine 'amount of sumnier. training in the Army that a West.1- ';

/Cla Toga' graduate has.
7,1us in no way says that the ROTC graduate is not totally as fully

.cat4ble find as equal to The task, because we can see that he is. As a; ,
Witter of fact, there are a great many in the Army who would say that
tile OCS graduate starts out ahead of everybody, because the OCS.,

ltduate has had a very intensive course in the doings of handling'
he Ariny at the company-level. Refs just come from the enlisted r4n1fs

every case, or in almost_every case, so he's been very involved,:with
thow the company level works and he walks into the environment in.

the company, where he's far -awed of:the West Point graduate. ,He's
'just come &pin it ,..he's had more ihstruction, and the -welt Point
graduate must catch up. The OCS gratiate must perhap tchup in
someme education that perhnps he didn't have. $o one raanaily gets .

his educatiOnin the things that one must do to filtin e gaps aim. there
might -be in that education.

Might say that we in the Axmy Look at glemall. as ilielsaine.
/, ect them, by their performance, to get promoteclor not promoted.

. Hp:EtAR. poi men and women officers compete or promotion.

Seeratary..CA.LLAWAT. Yes, sir.
Mr. HOGAN. Among themselves? A woman is cOMpeting with .a

.
man for promotidn? /

'5cretary. CALLawAY. In certain Cases, yes. Title p), United States
"Code; requires nine promotic4 lists or competitive categories. TWO:
of these promotion lists, the Army Nurse Corps and.theAriny Medical
SPecialist Corps, are composed of male _and fernaleinfficers. Within
these two 'categories men and women compete ,with each other. We ,
do not assign a specific quota on how many women must be taken out
orthe total, number of eligibles. Is that not coriect, General, Weyand?
, ;General WEYAND. Yes, that is correct, six.JMr. ERMAN. Are the women competing pith women, , or are the
Women competing With men as well as wo n en?.

Secretary CALLAWAY. In the categmies at I am describing, they
are competing with men and women. , ere is a list of, let's say,
500 officers, out of which 50, say, get ch6 n, and When that promotion.. . .board meets,,,A s looking at men and omen, so they're competing
with both men and women. I would, point out that the Women's
Army Corpi category, composed ,exclusively of female officers;
they compete only with each othei for pronlotion. However, under
the proposed Defense Officer Personnel 'Management Act (DOI:WV
male and female officers wouldlempete with each other for promotion.
in all categories. ; ;

Mr. Hoomi. One last question Mr. Chairman.
Genera Knowlton, if women to be accepted at the Military

Academy, how long wouldit take you to prepare?
Odneral ICIFOWLT4X. Mr. Hogan, although we haven't gone into

this in great detail, I would 'say it's related to the admission cy cle,
and we'd like to have. about 20 months' leadtithe, because lee work
with high school juniors toward the end of their junior year in getting
them. ready. I believe that it would be. important that we have at
least one co,mfolete turn of the admission cycle, and I think it's ex.4
tremely important that if a young lady were to apply under these

2 10
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circumstances that she understand totally and thoroughly whakit
is that she is going to be coming into, because we hiive this problem,
even with male candidates, who don't really understand all the facets
of, what they're going to be expected to _do. That is, despite all of
our educational procedures, one of the reasons that 10 percent don't
make it through the intensive 7 weely, of the cycle. they have a
vision of what they are aoing to be doing, 'whkh is not accurately
related to what they will be doing. And for-that reason, I wouki say at
least one admission cycle, and probably part of another.

That's just.an off-the-shoulder estimate, sir.
Mr. HooAx. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. CHARLES WILSON. Mr. Chairman briefly just following up on

Mr. Hogan's question.
.

Mr. Secretary, I'm a little concerned. Perhaps you may have given
us arguments against the Aeadenfy in response to Mr. Hogan's

is questions.
Yx4,ve_indicated that you,don'i differentiate between Academy
graduates and ROTC graduates or field commissioned people; you
can't tell who came from where, .and, apparently, they're all doing
good in combat. Now why do we need this Academy then for this
sspcoialiked combat tiaining? You get your Scooter Bur es, your Audie
Murphys appointed in the field, and you-get your General Weyands
who go through the ROTC prografn, and have been successful. Why
do weneed an Academy then?

I would hate to think that we wouldn't have one. But apparently
ou are training outstanding people through the ranks and through

the ROTC programs who are doing an outstanding and excellent job
in combat.

Now are the Academy graudates eventually going to become the
administrators?

You haven't distinguished, to my satisfaction, now that they have
anything special going for them by having gone through the Academy
other than those who have become officers through other sources.

Secretary CALLAWAY. Mr. Wilson, the reason that's a difficult
question to answer, is because there are certain policies that we think
are sound, that we very much want to continue to advocate, and that
all officers are looked upon as totally equal and are judged only on
their performance, and I think if we went the other direction and said,
"We are going to expect more from a West Point Officer than we do
from an OCS or ROTC officer, it would be unfair to all three. So we
very much don't want to do that, and, because ,of that, we don't
look, as General Weyand didn't, and as*I don't, at the background.

But, having said that, I think if you look through our history of
what West Point graduates have done for this country, both in and out .
of combat, J ou will see it's a standard of excellence that cannot be
matched by any institution in the world. I really believe that. I cannot
think of an institution in the world that has produced so many people
who have performed so well ifs stressful situations.

,I would like to say I'll let that stand on its own, that West Point is
cost effective for what it has given to this country, and will continue
to do.

OHAALES WILSON. Thank you.
Mr. FISHER. Let me ask one concluding question. We have to cut

this off in a little while.

2
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.I was just thinking, since 'Sirs. Holt has asked ,} of rklst of the
witnesses who have appeared hereand she is one o '.i":)tr most faithful
and valued members, but she was unavoidably a ,Ant today and
she raised the question with several about one aspect. of the, women
being admitted to the academies; that is, that aftetthey graduate
presumably many of them would be married, and prpsinuably- many
ol them would engage in childbirth, and she has asked Witnesses what
effect that would have on their assignments, or their duties, in the.
military service.' There have been various answers about, "Well, if
we give their a month, or two months, during the time this happened."

Pursuing_ that same thought, let me 'see if you tan respkond to this
If not, we'll just pass it oVer.

Would you think. that .a. woman, say, who is pregnant, about 3
months or 6 months, and going back to the rice paddies-as platoontv

. t leader, that that would have any adverse effect upon .her capacity to
. lead a platoon in combat, the fact that she was pregnant and it Was

noticeable? . - ,

I'm not saying that she would be assigned/Under thoge c nditions,
but I would assume in battles sometimes there are no subs itutes or
.alternatives, and I assume that's true under certain conditi ns.

.. What about that? ' i. .

General WEYAND. I think we would have to find away, A r. Chair-
man, to handle that situatibn. Most °four battles dont last months,
So ive would havetsome time to make adjustments. [Laughte 1 .

Seriously, thodgh, I really can't conceive of that situatio actually
ha pening. .

. . r. FISHER. By that you mean probably you can't Obnceil, of their
being assigned to a combat role if ,they were expectin a chi d;,is that
right? t

General WEYAND.. No, not under those conditiOns. =
Mr. Fisimi. I can't either. I agree with that. ,'
But still, they're subject to mill for combat duty whe ever and

wherever the occasion arises, so that might.be a littlebit of problem
that you would have to cope with, depending upon the cjr unstances
in each case. , '

General WEYA.go."Exactly, sir.
Mr. CHARLES WILSON. Mr. Chairman, what you mighti do in thit

case is if a lady has to take 5 months off, for exitropIe, because of
pregnancy, add 5 months to her tour of duty, and if she got in that
condition by a military person add 5 months duty to him, too.

Mr. FISHER. Do any of you threeand you've been ;very helpful
i this. morning, and very responsivethink of anything that has not

been fully deirelolied that you would like to add to your testimony?
Ydu may do so at this time. Or if not at the moment, when you look
at your remarks, as I assume you will, the draft of them, if you desire,
you certainly have permission to enlarge upon, clarify, or make such
changes as you iney find to be desirous.

General IcilownfoN, Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
. Mr.41'isunia.."With that, the committee will stand in recess, subject'

to the cell, of the Chair. , ..
General WEYAND. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
[Whereupon, the subcommittee adjourned at 12.30 p.m., to recap-

yene subject to the call of the Chair.]
"4-
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Co MITTEE ON ARMED SERVICES,
11Ho k OF REPRESENTATIVES,

SUBCOMMITTOZCNO. 2,
Washington, D.Cr:," Tuesday, -.July 16, 1 74:

The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 10:06 a.m. .room
2118, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Lucien N. Nedzi cting
chairman) presiding.

;Mr. NEDZI. The subcommittee will pfedse come toOrde.
This morning we are continuing our hearings on the request the -

committee by the Center- for Women Policy Studies to fhe,mi tary .,.1
academies. We have as our first witness a representative of% the
Cen:tee for Women Policy Studies, Mrg. Virginia M...Dbncly. A

You tatty proceed. . - .,

STATEMENT OF

,.-- .4,

.. - . . .

MS. VIRGINIA 14DONDY, ACCOMPANIED BY MS.-: =

MARGARET GATES AND THOMAS MARTIN, REPRESENTING CEN7
TER FOR WOMEN POLICY STUDIES L' - .---

Ms. DONDY. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, L'4,,.,
have with me this morning, Mr. Thomas. Mai tin- and Ms. Margaret
Gates of -theOenter for Policy Studies. ., -.

Thank you for this opportunity to present testimony on behalf of
.R. 10705, and similar bills, the principal purpose of which is to.

dmit women to the service academies.
The Center for Women Policy Studies is a nonprofit, tax exempt

Organization which-seeks to improve the legal and economic status
of women. Women in the armed services are a group whose problems
are of special interest to the center.

Two years ago, two women, Cora Lee Cross and Jolene Schwab,
contacted the center seeking legal assistance in obtaining admission
to the Naval and Air Force Academies. Ms. Cross indicated that she
had received a nomination from Congressman Jerome Waldie for
an appointin'ent to the -Naval Academy. Ms. Schwab noted that vx
She wa.§ seeking a nomination to the Air Force Academy from Con-
gressman Don Edwards. Both stated that they had been informed
by the respective academies that:their applications for
Would not be processed for. one .;reason alonebecause they are
Wonlen. -, .

Accordingly, last September, a suit challenging the sex discrimina-
tory admission's policies of the Naval and Air, orce academies was
brought in the Federal District for -the Dist `ct of Columbia on

:behalf of several woinen and Congresspersons.. he suit attacks the
'Acadettlies' exclusionary policies as untottstatutio al under, the Equal
Protection principles of the 14th amendment bodied in the 5th

: :amendment due process delise. -

The service academies have defended_ againsk;:the suit by arguing...
that the language of the statutes under which Congresspersons

- appoint limits attendance to men only, and that the pufpose and
- 4. (211) -
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ilassion of the Academies is to train persons for those combat positions
set forth in 10 U.S.C., subsection $549 and 10 U.S.C., subsection
`6014, positions which those statutes preclude women from holding.

The plaintiffs pointed out to the district court that the terminology
of the statutes under which Congresspersons appoint, for example,
"midshipmen," "cadets," numerous references to male pronouns,
and "sons" is similar to that whi-ch appears throughput the legisla=
tion governing ROTC programs. ROTC programs were opened to
women without necessitating, a statutory change, and accordingly for
the academies to argue that in one statute it means merr only, but in
another it means men and women_is contradictory. It was further
pointed out that principles of statutory construction would require
that words and phrases of the male gender normally be read to include
the female.

The district court concluded that there was h in the statutory
provisions governing apflointments to the academies to prevent the
appointment of women. The district court did find, however, on the
basis of affidavits submitted by the Deputy Secretary of Defense
and the Superintendents of the Air Force and Naval Academies that
the purpose and mission of the academies is to train military officers
for combat duty, and inasmuch as women are precluded by statute
and policy from being assigned to active, combat roles, limiting
attendance, at the academies to men only is rationally related to the
statutes and policies..

The district court noted that the plaintiffs have not challenged the
constitutionality of the statutes precluding women from serving on
aircraft assigned to a combat mission or from naval ships other than
transport or hospital ships, namely 10 U.S.C., subsection 6015 and
10 U.S.C. subsection 8549.

Plaintiffs believe that without challenging those statutes, women
have a constitutional right to an academy education. The mission
and purpose of the academies, as stated in the legislation governing
them and the recruiting catalogues and biochures they publish, and
the education and training actually provided at the academies is the
training of military officers, not the training of military officers for
those combat roles precluded by statute to women.

It is well,documented that an academy education provides a person
with four times the professional training of any other officer accession
program. It is equally well documented that academy graduates
receive promotion and advantageous placements in higher percentages
than, other officers in the services. Accordingly, women who serve in
all services as military officers,, and who the services are not recruiting
in large numbers in the hopes of quadrupling the total number of
women by 1977, have as much of a constitutional right as any man
to an academy education.

The Naval Academy lays great stress _on the fact that women
cannot by statute serve on combat vessels.. The Academy argues
that wine Academy training occurs on combat vessels, and that at
one time or another most naval officers serve on board a naval vessel.'
To begin with, the statutes pieclude serving, not training on board
combat ships. In addition, there is at least one ship, the S.S. Sanctuary,
on which women do serve as commissioned officers, and on and off of
which junior officers could rca,tate for training apd service. Imaddition,

yr., 213'
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at least, as t,6 trai ing on,cembatant ships while at the Naval Academy,
midshipmen spend one or more summers aboard a combatant

. vessel: Each,year.there:aie at least 20 men who Spend their summer
aboard one ormoresailingyachts training to compete in the Bermuda
and Norfolk races'. Certainty, there is no statute or custom which
would preclude Women from;Serving 'thereon. ,

As to .the Mr Fero Academy, and the argument that women are
precluded from, serving as pilot, navigator, or missile control operator,
those positions are the only three which the Air Force has closed to
women. Each year hundreds of the officers graduating from the Air
Force .Academy enter other specialties which are open to women.
This committee is already aware that a substantial portion of those
entering the Air Force Academy, namely 30 percent of the class, may
have physical disabilities which render them, ineligible for those
positions which are closed by statute to women. Thus, certainly as
to that.30 percent of the class akonitin has as much of a constitutional
,right as a man to compete for appointments to the Academy.

A number of times throughout these hearings, the academia's have
urged that if this committee enacts such legislation, that they be
given time .to make all the changes necessary for the admisiion of
women, and to make certain that a sizable nuMber be admitted-at-
one timer They have made similar Rleas to the courts.

The women, however, are not asking forany ehatages in curriculum
or Mining, so at least to those aspects of the program no changes
are needed. As to physical arrangements, some changes may be
needed, but except for changing the plumbing at a few locations,
the changes will be very few and ought to be able to be completed
in a matter of, a week or two. After all, each of the academies has or
has had women on its faculty, and so some facilities are already
available. As for the need of waiting until there is a'sizable contingent
available to enroll together, if a basic right exists, it exists from the
moment it is recognized forward. To those women who seek a career
in the military, it will not be any consolation to have an, academy
education denied them or postponed, while awaiting the enrollment
of some specific number., t A

- Plaintiffs have ,taken an appeal from the decision of the district
court .and requested expedited treatment. The court of appeaLs'hes
ordered that the case be argued at the outset of its first sitting' in
September. While predictions on when a decision could , be forth-
coming from the appellate court can only be that, one member of
the court indicated he hoped the matter could be decided by December.

It might be of interest to members of this committee that one of
, the first questions asked by the court of appeals was the status of

these hearings and the legislation under consideration. I recall in
one of the first Sessions of this committee's hearings a similar question
Being, raise4,,loBowed by the conjecture that legislation might Le,

--'>,,tninecessary since t1 court might be resolving the matter. 1 would
'urge this committee to continue with its hearings, and to,- favorably
report out the legislation it is now gonsidering. The timetable of the
courts will be unpredictable. Whether the courts or this corninittt,
act first is immaterial. What is important is that there be a minimi-
zation of delays in the time when women begin receiving the valuable
professional, military, educational and training 'opportunities nor
available to men only.
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Mr. NEDZI. Thank you, Ms. Dondy.
Could you, or the benefit of the subcommittee, expand Ion your

statement tha women are not asking for any changes in curriculum
or training? D you include in that statement the physical training
that is require( at the academy?

Ms.DoNna-. That is correct.
Mr. NEDZI. he same rigorous phy-sicl standards are to.be main-

tained, as far a you are concerned?
Ms. DONDY. That is correct.
Mr. NEDZI. What about the question of roommates; are rooms

to be assigned without any regard for whether the individual is male
or female?

Ms. DONDY. I would expect that to be a decision of the academy
itself. I think on most college campuses today they are assigned
with some regard to sex. There may be some changes in that but it is
my understanding Nit most of the room arrangements

Mr. NEDZI. Tell us what you would like to4ie,e.
Ms. DONDY. I would think it would be up to the individual pref-

erence of those at the academies. My understanding 4 that the
preference would be for women to be with women and men to be

'with-mem
Mr. NEDzi. Would You require the Academics to segregate in this

regard? .

Ms. DONDY. I again think it would bekheir decision as,to how they
want td, handle it.

Mr. NEDZI. Suppose you, were the superintendent at the Naval
Academy: Would von have any requirement of separate rooms, or
each one picks for himself?

MS. DONDY. Each one picks for himself.
Mr. NEDZI. Any questions? '
Ms. DONDY. Or herself.
Mr. DICKINSC&. 1. have a couple questions. We have had some

witnesses expressa strong feeling that if the law should be changed
and women admitted to the Academies, there, too, should be a change
in the law to abOli,h the restrictions on wheie they might serve so that
they mould be able to serve in coutbat roles the same as menwith
absolutely no difference. Would you subscribe-to this?

Ms. DONDY. It is my belief that the Academies can begin admitting
women this very moment without having to make that change. That
change will.he forthcoming under the equal. rights, amendment, if not
sooner. The legislation however should be changed. _

11,Ir.'DicierNSON. What I was asking you, do you support this philos-
ophy that there should be a Change in the law?

Ms. DONDY. Yes, I do gripport such a chapge. But Athout even .

reaching that issue the first can be reached.
Mr. DICKINSON. One thing that bothers me personally in try ing to

arrive at a decision was the testimony we received from the Naval
Academy that approximately 40 percent or 50 percent of all training ,

goes toward service aboard vessels. Do y on remember, Mr. Counsel? ,

Mr. HOGAN. Forty percent.
Mr. Dicimsox. Abont 40 percent of the, total curriculum ir1 the

Naval Academy is'devoted to training fur service aboard combat yes-

2 1,..)
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sels, itvigation, ballistics, or any number of things that are peculiar
o rt ,Navy and service aboard the vessels.
If oil, do not do away with the distinction so women are allowed to

Lverve on combat vessels, then 40 percent of all of the training they,
et is really of use to no one, and partieular13 the female cadet, mid-
hipperson, because she ;won't be able to serve on board ship. That is
ne of the thin Ts thak-Che Navy feels would be a terrible waste if 3 ou
idn't change thg eltiliettIPTh.
Until the law is changed, it would be a nullity, a futile thing, because
ey cannot benefit from the training. What wOuld be .3 our comment
thi4? ,

M.S. DONDY. I am not sure it is as great waste as they picture it toD N a
be. SiNty.,-Ovel---

Mr. DrcraNso.N. What do you think this 40 percent should be
devoted to if they cannot do h

'\1£s. DONDY, Sixty-fit, e percent of the Navy at any one timeis not
serving on board .ship. H 3 ou are going to make the argument as to
women, you must make it as to 65 percent of the ifien also on land
yloitaA e received training to be at sea and are not being, utilized at

a. Apart from that, there may be some waste but there is a great
t eat of rrtining that goes on throughout a person's career which one
1 Atli specifi6ally Utilizing at any One particular. point.

Mr. DICKINSON. You are missing the point I am trying to maker-
The hiw specifically prohibits her serving in duties for which 40 perce4
of thelime learning is devoted. That was my point, not the fact that
some* and some don't. They are prohibited by law from doing that.
I want to know what your comment on that was.

Abolish the Jaw first, let them go in and take training in courses
that they cannot use, or how do you approach that?

M. DONDY. First of all, they can serve on board any hospital ship
in the Navy. Admittedly, that is not a combat Iressel. There are a lot
of vessels in the Navy which have one gun qn them which in the
Navy's classification is a combat vessel and accordingly one froth
which women are buried from serving. Women could serve on those.
Wornen can also train on any vessel, training is different from serf ing.

That aside, yes, the law should be changed. But admission of women
to the Academy does not have to uwait that change in the law.

Mr. DiciaNsos. I have no further questions.
Mr. NEDZI. Mr. Daniel.
Mr. DANIEL. To follow that question, Mr. Chairman
Would you find total equality, that is, sharing dormitories, showers,

physical training program, et cetera, an a6ceptable w ay- to admit
womento the Academies?

Ms. Go-Es. I am rather concerned about the committee's concern
with bathrooms and bedrooms because I sat through 3-ears of dis-

. cussion on the Equal Ri,ghts Atnendment, in which ',tactically all of
the inteiest of the committee addressing itself to that problem is
directed toward bathroom and bedrooms, which seems to me a little
off the point.

Mr. DANIEL. There are no lady latrines in the gunboats. That is
-where Combat is conducted most of the ,Chne.

Ms. GATES. There are no
Mr! DANIEt. Would you respond" to the question?

4
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Ms. GATES. There are no latrines In the situation' you describe:
What I am trying to suggest to you is that there are schools around
this country which. have become coeducational and which alsodid not
have male female facilities. b

Mr. DANIEL. Those schools are not training people in combat; they
are strictly educational institutions. , -

Ms. GATES. There are also women who are serving in combat areas
now, nurses and people whose personal needs have been met in one
way br the other._I guess what I was trying to say is that there is a
basic right of privacy, whiel I think is what is concerned in the
question of bedrooms andpliathrooms which has to be respected. I
don't think we want to go on record talking about,driistically changing
people's life styles or how( they care for their personal needs. I think -
that those problems have teen met in other contexts and they can be
met in this context. ' " ___ --

MeD-ANIEL-.-Is- that -a11 you desire to say about the question? You.
____

don't desire to respond to the quegtion direbtly?_ _

Ms. GATES. Perhaps I didn't understand your question. I thought
I-as responding to it. -;- . ..

Mr. DANIEL. Wpuld you find total equality, that is, sharing dormi-
lories showers, physical training programs, et cetera, an acceptable

.T"'iVaY to admit women into the Academes? .

Ms. GATES. I think the physical training programs should be shared..
I 'think that there is a right to privacy involved in bedrooms and
bathrooms. ,

Mr. DANIEL. What is your, position with respect to the draft? If the
volunteer Army, fails to produce a sufficient number- of qualified
menfails to meet military requirements, will you,support selectiNe
service legislation which includes drafting. of females for combat
purposes?

Ms. GATES. Yes.
Mr. DANIEL. On page 3, this follows up the question propounded by

Mr. Dickinson, you talk about the purpose of the Academies to train
military officers for combat, and so forth. Further on, you talk in the
next paragraph about the "* * * plaintiffs have not challenged the
constitutionality of the statutes precluding women flora sere ing on
aircraft assigned to a combat mission * . What is the logic behind

_ challenging of provisions that obly.men may attend the service acad-
emies while remaining neutral to the constitutionality of combat
assignments?

Mr. 'MARTIN. If I can speak to that, of themilitary academy class
part of the military academy class trains to become Air Force
That is, they will take part in missions) combat missions. The major
part of the Academy class will volunteer because they are physically
qualified in service to engage in the combat area, become Sp,ecialit,t--,
in a nonrated or noncombat available specialty in the Air 14 orce.,In
other words, something like 200 p'bople last year graduating from the
Academy bbcame scientists, computer technologists, weathermen,
intelligence experts, et cetera.

Mr. DANIEL. That is not responding to the question.
'Mr. MARTIN. What I am suggesting, if I can go on just a second, is

that there is a place for these women to o in the Academy arid per-
form a function, even apart from a combat function. The Academy
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trains people to perform noncombat functions And *Oinen,have a
place there.

Mr. DANIEL. Mr. Chairrn- an, I came to these tommittee*meeti4s
initially expecting to vote for this legislation. I find the testimony
generally. we have received totally illogical and I am almOSt turned
off by it. That is all.

Mr. NEDZI. Mrs. Holt. .1

Mrs. Hour: Thank you, Mr? Chairman.-
1 am not ready to commit us to combttt yet, but I think the defini-

tion of combat should be reconsidered. I think it has changed com-
pletely today. I wonder how you feel about developing a two-track
sy-stein in theAcatlemies to recognize the physical differences in women
in combat? Do you think thit(would satisfy the rights of women?
It would give, them the opportunity- to advance in the military, to
have the training, and yet woAild not commit them to actual combat.

Ms.. DONDY. My problem with that position is that I am not sure_
there are that many differences with women that would warrant or
would:support a. distinction of any sort. I have not seen anything
in fact, everything I have sgen. to date that has come out in reports
about'the physical ability and mental abilities of women indicates
to the contrary. Womdn are as able as men to do almost any thing.

Mrs. Hour. I don't question that at all. I do think that there
are structural differences. I. get quoted every time 1 say we are
childbearers,latt I am very proud of it and I think it is a real privilege
and a real honor' I think we ltave to take that into consideration. !Ifkre
do have physical differences, and I witndered how you felt about
whether this twortrack.system would work.

Ms,DoND'r.. I 'realize 'this may be something that Congress may
decide, to do, it maybe the way- they resolve the problem. My personal
preference would be to see it resold ed so that women are given a full,
equal opportunity... --44`

Mrs. our.'Zifink you.
Mr. DiolmrsoN. Would you yield?
I take it from that you feel in any thing other than this present

system they would be denied full equal opportunity, such as if the
two-track gystem were instituted?

Ms. Doxpy. I do, yes,
Mr. MontgoMery. .

Mr. MONGONIERY.. Thank ymi, Mr. Chairman.
I woult like to address my- question, if I may, to Ms. or Vrs,;

Dondy-. Seine of the stronger testimony given against this legislation.
inlay opinion «aa given by the Secretary of the.Army, Mr. Callaway,
where he pointed out that with a large percentage of West Point
graduate s, larger than Reserve. or .otherwise getting commissions;
Iii4tory latt,proN en they are in combat more than other officer groups
and you have more casualties. Ile was concerned, and .1 think it is a..
legitimate point, whether men will follow a female officer in combat.
I know this a tough, question, but, this is concern of mine and I

elfwish you would address yours to answering this question. Do you
_think that women can load men in combat? This is what it is all about.

Ms. DoNuy. I ha,ve talked with a of .people in the military
over the last few months and it is.J/13, impression from talking with
eNery single man I talked with that'll' thd'woman were able and
lied, they would be moic than willing to have that woman command
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then She would simply be another person commanding them andist re would be no regard to sx, They have indicated there are oc-
c -ions in which they think there are women presently in the service

o are in fact'better qualified than some of the men serving in those
itions and who in fact should be commanding.

'I would' think .a man could accept the command of a wonihn.
Women have accepted the command of men over the years*. Yes.

Mrs. HOLT. Would the gentleman yield? '
Mr. MONTGOMERY. Glad to.
Mrs. HOLT. Mrs. Meier got her war over, in 6 days, and some of the

gentlemen don't do it that quickly. , . ....

Mr. MONTGOMERY. Thank you, Mrs. Holt.
Mr. Callaway pointed out thatgoing down to the infantry platoon

level, probably men would have, in effect, a. protective feeling for them.
If she is a lieutenant, they would be trying to protect her more than
tryirig to follow her. Do you care to comment on this? ,

Ms. DONDY. I think that these may be basic instincts people have
today in the light of our customs and the way we have conducted'our-
selves over the past years,. I think that as women begin todo all of the
things in the services that men do and begin to take an equal role,
thoSe distinctions ;.ill no longer exist. We certainly are grateful to you
for the protectiveness that you feel, toward us, but we can do without
it. We prefer to have equal opportiMities. -
. Mr.. MONTGOMERY. Thank you. , .

Mr. Chairman, I have had 'some,good, strong feelings over the years
and I don't knot what kind of effect this is going to have on me.,

Mr. NEnn..Letethe record show Mr. Montgomery is still a bachelor.
MS. DONDY. Ms. Gates has something to say, in response to the

question.
MFi. GATES..I want to suggest to you that there has been some in,

teresting evaluation work doneon women police, which is another
area that presents the kind of problems that I think you were speaking
of. The Polici Foimdation in Washington has done an evaluation re-
port in which4considerations of the question of women, men following
women and working together in dangerous situations, has been ad-
dressed. I' would be glad to supply that to you. [Not supplied.]

Mr. NEDZI: Mr. Hillis. ''
Mr. Bunts. Thank you.; Mr.'Chairman. ,
Many of my questions have already been asked and received

answers. But first I want to thank you for coming here this morning.
I think thiS is a very imtiortan,t question. All of the facts on all sides
should be aired and considered by, the committee. I don't find myself
in full agreement with you. However, I would like to ask you, do you
envision as equal opportunity, first of all, that all MOS assignments be
open to women regardless?

. Ms: DONDY. Yes, sir. ,

Mr. Ilium. Do you envision that in future service for the country
in the armed services these MOS's and roles might be manned equally,

, 50-50. As you see the future of the military services in this country, is
t., it going to be predominantly male or ,50150, or could it become

predominantly female?
Ms. DoNoy. Acc'ording to qualifications, those best qualified to

fill the MOS. As long as there is no overt discrimination, either for or
against one or the other.
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Mum You are saying perhaps in the, future enrollment
Academy might become half and. half?

"Ms. DONDY., It could. Or it could be predominantly one or the other.
If more women at any one time are more qualified than men, then

the female sex might predoMinate.
Mr. HILLIS. I take it you are saying whatever the position,

whether combat rifleman, one should be permitted. to handle it if they
chose to do so?

Ms. DONDY. That is correct.
Mr. }limas. Did I understand you to say women would be

drafted to 'serve in these positions should be drafted?
Ms. DONDY. I think if we go back to a draft, that will be a foregone

conclusion. And if we have another war, every person will probabl, be
serving.

Mr. HILLIS. In all MOS assignments?
Ms. Dozrov. Yes, sir.
Mr. Haus. That is all. Thank you.

. Mr. NEDZI. Mr. Wilson.
WILSON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

May I say that I find myself in complete agreement with you, and
different from my colleagues in that respect.

I found in the hearings held to date great inconsi§tencies in the
testimony received from those who were in opposition tZ allow women
tq attend the Academies.

We have a law that says women cannot by in combat in. the Air
Force and Navy. We don't have a law that says this is true for the
Army. On this MOS business,-people are not assigned.MOS's accord;
ing to what they want to be assigned to. They are assigned to what
they are qualified for. All men are not qualified for every MOS. In
the various Military services I think we have been doing a lot of nit-
picking so far as facilities and physical qualifications are concerned.
The same with exercises, and that type of thing, s&-far as women and
men are concerned:I don't think any oie visualizes that you will have
an identical aituation for all individuals. Again, I say that it is con-
siderably differe.nt for the men, as Admiral Mack stated. He is Super-
intendent of the Naval Academy. All men are nott qualified to enter
the Naval Academy.

It seems to me we have a lot of hangups that perhaps we should
attempt to eliminate. I-don't have any questions. I want to commend
you upo4your statement and the position you have taken in coming to
appear before our committee.

I have introduced legislation which v:;,tild abolish ,the noncombat
requirement for women so that women can be free to enter the Air
Force and Naval Academies. This is a ridiculous thing that there is
absolutely no reason for. We have tad war correspondents in the
jungles and they had no, difficulties alongside Men. We have had
women reporters and nurse?, 'as you brought .out. There have been
any number of cases where women have been able to go alongside men
and do as much as the men have been able to do.

On combat roles or in combat situations, it seems to me that we are
getting down to a very exclusive little country club type of thing,
where you have an $8,000 education available to men and women
as iVell as the $20,000 bcholarship officer preparatory training in the
ROTC but only as guests of this exclusive academy thing established
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fox:Dieu only It happens, that way. 1 think this has to be changed and
the same opportunities available to all people'in this country of ours,
particularly when 0 are making them available to foreigners who
are not going fo defend the Vinted States in the event of national
emergency.

DANint. Would the gentleMan yield?
, I ,wonder if your organization has made any studies to determine

how many women might be interested in attending the Academies in
: . the event policy is changed?

Ms. DONDY. Only at the outset of the litigation did we try and
Congresspersons to .try to find out how many iwomen had indicated
an interest in applying for an appointment for a nomination. It was
ray- impression that over half of all COTIPTeS.SptlovaS were polled, and
almost everyone of them indicated that they had had women in the
past year or two express an interest. We, however; did not come up
with any total number of women who would either be interested

, and/or qualified.
Nis. DANIEL. Do you have any personal feeling about how many

you thinkmight apply if made available?
Ms. Dol,rnv. think probably a great number would apply. As with

men, they must be qualified, and I have no idea as to how mealy
would actually qualify.

Mr. MNIEL. Thank you very much.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr; WILSON.- Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. NEDZI. Ms. Dondy, T think it is fair to say that all of us are

seeking to-do equity and do, what is right, not only on this issue but
'till issues. .

Are you concerned at all that because of the d' rence in physidal
characteristicsand I am talking about strength, size, ability to:do
x number. of pushups or pullupsif the physical standards, physical
aptitude standards remain the same for men and women, there is in
fact inequity?

Ms. DONDY. It depends on the logic of the physical requirements.
If the physical requirements are rational related to the needs of the
military, then I think men and women must meet those qualifications.
If there is no rational baSis for having certain phy-sical reatiirements,
then, no. I can See having differences. But it is my impression that
most physical aptitude examinations, women can meet the same
standards, as men if they are trained to the same level,

Mr. NEDZI. On the average?.
Ms. DONDY. We are not talking about average, pedple. We are

talking abOut very physically fit people.
Mr. NEDZI. Is it your impression we will have an equal number of

women candidates satisfy the physical requirements of the Academies
as men?

Ms. DONDY. No, I don't think we will have an equal number of
women and men physically qualified because I don't think as many
women at this point in time are as physically able as men. That does
not mean with training_ and everything else they can not be and
won't be.. I think women are quite catching up with men. Equal
'pity sicai education programs in high schools and junior high schools are
making this possible. If you examine Olympic teams you find the
women perform as physically able as men on the team.
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. NEDZI:, My only point is that in effect when you have physical
Aptitude stanards in the military right now, you are expecting the
-sranie out of a segment of the population whose physical characteristics
.are obviously not on the average up to the illayeical characteristics

.iof men.
Ms. DONDY. If they are not on the average up to those men, we are

. :still only talking about those physical requirements needed to do the
;job. -

Mr._ Nntar. You don't feel that maintaining the present standards
is really inequitable?

Ms. DONDY. Not if the present standaids are really normally
related to theneeds of the Academy. I have not examined the present

.atandards. Pres-01.1b1,1., there is some rhyme or reason for this existence.
I would expect the physical requirements to be related to the educa-
tional and training needs of the Academy. requirements which con.-
tribute to producing the most able people. If this is, the case, then I
would think women would have to meet the physical requirements
the same-as a man.

Mr. NEDZI. Am I correct in sensing in your response that the, present
'standards are 'not necessary?

Ms. DONDF. 'No. I really have not gone over the physical require-
ments that carefully with a view to whether or not they are or not
necessary. I am saying that if they should not be necessary, then
whatever is the necessary requirement that both men and women
-should have to meet those.

Mr. NEDZI. Mr. Dickinson,
Mr. Dicicmsdx. If you will yield for one question. I think Ms.

-Dondy would fbe'interested in this.
Recently the Army, Aviation Center graduated its first woman

'helicopter pilot. Her name I think is Murphy. I was on an interview
program with her not too Yong ago and asked her this question baetnisS
of her size and the fact she was a woman. Did it militate against her
in any way going through the program and the training in her meeting
the same set of standards as men, Her reply was that, yes, she had
-difficulty in preflight checks, and so forth, since she was not as tall
as most men. She couldn't perform some of the things as well because
she was more limited as far as her ability to perform in the .aircraft.
But it did not bother her, nor would it bother her, to compete on
the same standards as did the men. s

We now have three or four women presently in training to be air-
-craft pilots. I do fbink the are other areas of endeavor in the military
where size and strength are important and where women can not

-compete as effectively simply because of this and not because of any-
-thing written in the rules or regulations.

Ms. DONDY. It ,D10.3 be, but there are women of all sizes, shapes,
as there are men, and. I am sure there would be some who would be

',qualified.
Mr. DICKINSON. Thank you.
Mr. WiLsorr. Mr. Chairman, every year it seems to m they have

u dated physical requirements and educational requirements, every-
. tthing, at the Academies. It seems to me it is not tnreasonable if

the ,decision is made that women should be allowed to go to the
Acadenliee they might adjust the physical requirements if some of
,them are more stringent than, what they should be. They do it now

52-646-76---N5
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for football players or other people in order to get them into the
Academies. There is a,special reason. for admitting particular people. .

I see noxeason why this shbuld be a reason alone why we ihoulddeny
women the right to go to Academies. I think we can adjust the physical
standards. We are going to have a witness coming up here thatonight
be able to tell us about the ability of women, Colonel Kind, who is
scheduled to apPetir this morel,.. She is quite experienced in telling
what the role of women can be if properly utilized.

Thank you, Mr. Chiiieman.
, Mr. NEDZI;Mr. Hogan.

Mr. HOGAN. Thank you; Mr. Chairman.
Ms. Dondy, I gather that you have no quarrel with the constitu-

:it-.ay of the, statutes which prohibit women from engaging in
combat? -`

.Ms. DONDY. Yes, I do have problems with the statute.
Mr. How. What problems? You didn't challenge them in the
Ms. DoNDY..We didn't find it necessary for purposes of our suit,

and we didn't find it necessary for the purposes of this legislation for
getting some women hitt the Academies: For making sure that
women have equal opportunity to all opportunities at the Academies,
yes, that legislation would have to be challenged.

Mr.,HOGAN. You consider it to be unconstitutional?
Ms. DONDY. Yes, I do. I would think the legislation would auto-

matically fall under the passage of the equal rights amendment.
Mr. HOGAN. You have indicated the Academies provide four

times the professional traininc, of any other officer program..Where
did you get your ihfornaatioe

Ms. DONDY. From the Academies themselves and the affidavits -

they submitted both in our lawsuit and to this committee.
Mr. HOGAN. You also indicate there is a higher ,percentage of .

promotion placement. Is that based solely on professional ahiliry or
]S it soMehow in your opinion based partially c,r. ?.iscrimination?

Ms. DONDY. I think there is discrimination in favor of Academy
graduates within the' services. Is that responsive to your,question?

Mr. HOGAN. Yes.
Where do you get that information?

. Ms. DONDY. There have been studies that go back to the '1.9.50's,
that I would, ba glad to furnish this committee which show the rapid
promotion of Academy gradpates and the percentages of Academy
graduates that hold the higher positions in the services. In response .

to ,ii.t.crrogatories not provided by plaintiffs in 'her lawsuit the Air
Force gave us statistics showing this .to be true. The Navy failed to
respond to our interrogatories. But going on evidence as recent as
perhaps 1961, published studies, that was a fact, and we have not
seen anything to the contrary to contradict. it.

Mr. HooAN. How do those figures support discrimination? Where
do you get that information?

DoNny. The evidence shows a. greater percentage of Academy
graduates becoming higher commissioned officers and receiving
promotions more quickly. That .is all. From that information we
draw the conclusion that there is subtle or not so subtle discrimination

in favor of Acadeniy graduates.. .

Mr. HOGAN. What As to say that'is not based solely upon ability?

r,
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_Ms. iloNorr
.

There is nothing to say it is not based solely upon
ability:- ... -

. . ,
_ . . ,-

Mr. Hoditx. That is conjecture on our part? ..

Ms. DONDY. Yes, on the part of a limber of sociologist& who have
studied the matter. , i

L

Afr: lipGAN. We have heard very little of the interest of women
going. to West Point. How do y-oiLaccount for that?

Ms. DONDY. When we-started out we were only approached by- a
woman who was interested in going to the Air Force Academy and
,one interested in ,.doing to the Naval Academy-. After that time we
were approached by women interested in West Point. The services
themselves, indicated that. there was no necessity of joining West

,Point on the suit because if the courts opened i.ppointments to
women at the two Academies, they would. presume the policy applied.women
to-West Point as well. . .

It has been my impression that there are a number of women who
are intergsted in,attending West. Point. There were an equal number
of 'applicants to each of the Academies-12 or 15 womenwhich
shows an equal interest in the Academies among women.

Mr. HooAli. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. .

Mr. aixr-E,L. Mr. Chairman. . , ,

.
.

We just had a, demonstration of women's superiority over men.
You_ responded,. I thought, well to counsel's constitutional question.
The gentleman may respond to mine. .- , .,

Ms. DoNDY. I apologize if any of us hew Jailed to ,respond to
anything.

Mr. Hums. One .other point I Alight ask at this juncture: Isn't
it altogether possible that one of the reasons for the record of advance-
ment of the Academy graduate in the military is probably the better
training on the Aciidemy,level, better than ROTC or officer training;
would you ily,ree?

lvf.s..DoNn.r. Of course --
Mr.' lin,ms, We are calling

"W
more u on women to serve

iii various capacities in the servieltnd
ay, even t' ough they are not

combat prepared or trained for corn iti 0,14 It might be said.
that it cduld be considered discriminato N t is women are not getting

lthe best training:Would you comment?
b Ms. ID imbr. Clearly, women are not getting the best train
availahlr They are not getting the best training, available in ROT
programs. A woman cannot receive a 4-year scholarship in, the Air
Fors° because they only go to persons who qualify to bo a pilot or
navigator or missile control, operator. The greatest scholarship a
woman can receive in ROTC is a 2 -year scholarship. Women are
not receiving equal; opportunities; no. .

Mr. HiLms. I4 ,,appointment into the Academies, they are not
receiving equaropportunity there?

Ma. DONDY. Not at all; no. .

; ' Mr. Hubs. Thank you.
M i

.
.

'Mr. NE '. If there s nothing further,, thank you very much.
Our next witness, representing Women's Lobby, Inc., Ms., Glenn

Ellefson-Brooks. ',
I .

Proceed.. . ,.
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STATEMENT OP XS. #LENN ELLEPSON-BROOKS, DIRECTOR, VETER-
-i ANS AFFAIRS, WOKEN'S:,LOBBY,, INC., -ACCOMPANIED' BY MS.

CAROL BURRIS ,

Ms. /31100103. Ms. Carol Burris is Present with me. She is president
of the lobby. ____-,

Mr. Chairman, members of the subcommittee, I am Glenn Ellefson».
Brooks, director of veterans affairs for Women's Lobby,,J.nc. The
1'obby is a national organization with affiliates in 40 StateS. We work
solely on legislation affecting women. I am a World War II veteran of
the,Women s Army Corps.

Women's Lobby supports all efforts to open the service academies
Co women. We are very Concerned about equal justice for the young
women of this country. The General Accounting Office estimates are
that a cadet from the Air Force Academy cost $80,000, while Annap-
olis and West Point cost us about $60,000 cacti. We assume. that in-
cludes dropout cost.

As a May 31;1974, there were 3,744 men at the Air Force Academy.
This means:a cost to all of us of $299,520,000. On the same date there
were 3,933 men at the Naval Academy, which costs us all $285,980,000.
AL the same time theie were 3,789 men in West Point at a cost of
$227,340,000. [Specific class information is in appendix I, see p. 225.]

Women are now 44 pereent of the work force. Their median mcome
is $5,593. This means that women taxpayers are ming almost hAlf
of the cost of the academies that they are unable to attend. This is
$381,42O,0(0 for something that I enn never use. . .

When vou consider my daughters, the discrimination becomes more
Painful, for I am paying additional Federal, State, and local taxes to
support a college system that they can4attend while bearing this enor-
mous burden. Luckily, I can afford to pay the additional private costs
of all these State umversities. But the enormous potential for leader-
ship in half our population goes untapped, as does the right of poor
women to a superb education. .

General Eisenhower wrote of the poverty of his home in Kansas,
and the appeal of West Point because it was free. What Eisenhower
is being denied entrance as we discuss this?

With the all-volunteer army, women are becoming an ever larger
part of the service. By 1978; the goal is 140,000 women. They are
being recruited into nontraditional jobs. The Defer_.: ..i.ory Com-
mittee on Women in the MilitaryDACOWITSadopted a resolu-
tionic:.- the Dense Department:

Therefore DACOWITS recommends that, in anticipation of this eventuality,
de armed services develop plans and be prepared to admit a minimum of one
hundred ^(100) women to each of their respective academies.

So our discussion here is wbether or not one-half of the population
will give orders to the other half: .

Iii, the service, I saw the edge Academy men had in gaining com-
man., Congresswoman Schroeder submitted in her testimony a
chart showing the high proportion of Academy graduates as the
grade rises. Are we forever to handicap young women so they can
never compand? ,- .

Let us be clear that patriotism is no a sex.lhaked characteristic.
Barbara Fritchie or Joan of Arc were pot hampered by their sex.
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I was recently reading an interesting article about women that
served in the Civil War in the Union A.rmy. Due to the fact they _

didn't have the elaborate physical examination in those ,days they
could enlist in the infantry, artillery, and if detected and discharged
they simply went and enlisted in another outfit.

Some of the men on this committee served in the House when
it voted to draft nurses in the Second World War. The war ended
before the Senate passed the bill. If we were needed, we would all be
called., for no country can defend itself without 52 percent of its
population.

The discussion of women-in combat seems to elicit some of the most
patronizing. statements -I have ever heard. Such things as what we
will It our women do, and the fact that you would be ofFei.u'ing the
dignity 4-womanhood to go into combat when it is held up as an
honor for a man to be able to do that for his country. To me, this
makes no sense at all.

As a, veteran, let me make it clear that I love this country enough
to serve in any capacity in whichl_am_ahle, I have done so once and
would do so again. Frankly,, I am outraged at the suggestion, of my
place in the Army.

We at Women's Lobby' would suggest that the academies ar
leadership traini g grounds for, all the services and to deny wome
access denies them a; right to lead as well as taxing them without
any representation in the use of those dollars.

Frankly, it should be pOinted out that officers, particularly senior
ones, serve behind the lines because that is"where plans must barnacle.
If we feared combat for women, perhaps we should promote them,
beyond that point.

Thank you for the opportunity to speak to you today. We hope
you will move with dispatch on this legislation.

[Appendix I follows:]
APPENDIX I

May 31, 1974 ,

Air Force Academy: Man
812 ' 1974

, 775 1975
1,023 . r 1976
1134 1977

Naval Academy:
923 1974
828 1975
959 .. 1976
1,223 1977

Army Academy:
846 ., 1974
871 1975
955 1976
1,117

. .
1977

Sounci..Wwnen Workers Today, Women's Bureau, Q.T.S. Department of
Labor, Washington, D.C.

Ms. BROOKS. My personal feeling is any women choosing a career
in the military and who prefers academy training and is willing to
accept the risks being liable for combat duty ho successfully com-
pletes the mental and physical entrancvequirements, must have an,
opportunity with her brother to be appointed. It is just a matter of
simple justice.
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We-hope that you will move with it.
, That- concludes' my testimODY.

Mr. NEDZI. Are there any questions? ,

*Mr. Winsox. We thank you for your appearance here. I think ou
are doing a fine job and we appreciate the statement 3 ou have Just
made. I know you follow these hearings and are ver3, conceived with
the subject matter before us.

Ms. BROOKS. May I make one comment that I think has been
overlooked at- times?

I have two daughters and one son. I have had people say, "Ycu
wouldn't want your daughters to go into combat, would ou?"

My logical answer to that is no, of course I wouldn't, but neither
would I want my son to. I make a distinction betnecii any of
those three children where I would say, "Well, if one has to go, it
had bettor be the,boy."

I simply cannot do that as a mother. I feel if the ,time ever comes
when in the case of nuclear attack, or World War III and this sort of
thing, it really isn't going to matter whether you are in or out of the
service.

We are all going to be called to do our share. I would want every
one of them to do it.

Mr. WILSON. Mr. Chairman, I think this is a good point. General
We3 and commented he wasn'tprepared to have his daughter go into
combat. Other military people who have been, here have made the
same comment.

I don't believe it is.theinplace to judge this legislation on the basis
of what they want for their own daughters.

Many fathers and mothers have an entirely different opinion. As
you say, you don't want your sons to go into combat either but I
don't think a military officer should be the judge based on his own
pereonal epinions about his own children.

I know we are all inclined to think of this on a personal basis, but
I hope that is not something which will determines what the committee
does. .

Mr. HOGAN. When Mr. Martin was testifying, he used interchange-
ably the term nonrated and noncombat. They are not interchangeable.

__Many nonrated people go into combat so I think the record should
be clear on that.

Thank you, Air. Chairman.
Mr. NEDZI. Thank you Ms. Brooks..

STATEMENT OF LT. COL. GRACE M KING, MG. ARMY RESERVE

Ms. KING. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee: thank
you for the opportunity of presenting, testimony- on behalf of the
admission of women' to the service academies.

Havin attended the three previous hearings, I was,reminded of a
ssign on, thee bulletin board of a 'Reserve training center iii Connecticut.
It was titled, "How to kill ideas", and listed beneath were the follow-
ing statements: "It's too radical a chimge", "You're two years ahead
of your time", "We're net ready for that yet", and "It costs too
much".

All of these `;killers" have been used at one time or another during
the previous testimony.
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It is tempting to reply In kind to the hypothetiCal fantasies in-
dulged in during theq hearings but I believe that Representatives
elected: to Congress would prefer more facts and less fantasy in de-

' ciding-a serious-issue.
It is a fact that the service academies are the only institutions of

higher leairping completely devoted to total professional military
training. I stress the word "professional," for that is the difference
between the Academies and ROTC. A member of ROTC is notstudy -
ing to become a professional soldier. His or her membership in ROTC
is in addition to the intended career for which he or she is,preparing.
As stated by General Clark in his testimony before this subcommittee,
"there's a great deal of difference in the product of ROTC and the
product of the Academy." Thc.ine is not that of "injecting" women
into combat or forcing your daughters to bear armsit is a matter of
permitting women the same freedom of choice as men to plan their own
lives and careersin this case, a professional military career. If risk is
involved, isn't that the right of the individual to assume for herself?
We are talking, about a voluntary- course of action, not compulsory
force. Relatively few women will choose the militaryrelatively few
men do. But to deny thiS opportunity simply based on sex is to deny a
pool of talent arid intelligence more critically n-eeded than ever in an
all-volunteer Onvironment.

The alternative educational programs for officers are as available
to men as they are to women and under the quota sy,,tein, even more
so. If these programs are used as an excuse to exclude women from the
Academies, then the same reasoning must apply to men. What has
really been said by representatives of the three services is, ROTC and
OCS are good enough for women but not good enough for men.

The commandants have stated repeatedly that those who 'attend
the service academies receive at least 50 percent more military train-
ing than do students in ROTC or OCS. Vice Admiral Mack in his
testimony declared, "Ile Naval Academy provides a cadet with four
times the amount of professional training received by naval officers in
other officer accession programs * *" Academy graduates are
increasingly- favored over other officers when it comes to promotion and
placement with .the services. For example, the most recent Army
promotion lisits reveal that 32 percent of the newly appointed brigadier
generals are graduates of the U.S. Military Academy. In contrast, only
9 percent of commissioned officers in the Army are West Point
graduates. A larger percentage of Academy graduates get the oppor-
tunity tb attend the senior Army colleges than is true for officers who
were not trained at West Point. Similarly, the Naval Academy is the
largest single source of new lieutenant commanders, supplying twice
as many of the selectees for that position as any other source although
only a fraction of commissioned naval officers are from Annapolis.
Thus, the denial'to qualified women of the opportunity to attend the
academies severely disadvantages them in the competition later on for
promotions and advantageous .placement.

Cost effectiveness is an object of great concern, the implication
being that female graduates will marry, become pregnan,t,and as
put by Lieutenant General Clark, "melt away to pursue more normal
female objectives" which he indicated was the situation concerning the
highly qualified group of female pilots who constituted the WASP's
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of World War II. I submit that the facts do.not support General'
Clark's statement. I have included a "Summary of the WASP Con-
troversy" in the folder of facts presented to each member of this
subcommittee. In short, this "highly qualified" group of 800 was
forced out by the Army Air Force which had by then built up its
male complement and by congressional action which-abolished. the
WASP in Pecertiber 1944. Given the alternative of joining the WAC
with the knowledge that they would not be kssigned as pilots nor
allowed flying duty of any sort, they did indeed choose to melt away,
but only after waging and losing a bitter battle for survival.

Since women are denied the opportunity of attending the Academies
we may only speculate on their retention rate. On the other hand,
the Secretary of the Army himself presents a factual male example.
Graduating from West Point in 1949, Lieutenant Callaway served
briefly in Korea, returning home after a few months to be with his
wife who was expecting a difficult delivery. Fortunately, all went
Well but Lieutenant Callaway did not return to Korea. He served.
out his time at Fort Banning as an instructor, resigning his corn-
Mission in December 1952.

I see no reason why any female officer who becomes pregnant could
not follow this same pattern with no more nor less impact upon the
combat mission nor any difference in the cost effectiveness involved.

The Superintendent of the U.S. Military Academy expressed a
fear that the dropout rate among women will be higher than that
among men. It should be noted that the dropout rate in March of
this year reached 30 percent. This is the highest dropout rate since
1900 and may be the highest in the Academy's,history. It is difficult
to see how the addition of highly motivated young women would
further worsen the overall dropout rate. I rather suspect it will
result in an improvement of the retention rate.

In a related matter, the Superintendent seems worried about the
complications that would result from establishing a separate less
physically demanding program for women. A separate program is
most emphatically not desirable. Female cadets must experience the
full training the Academy offers, and they must experience it along-
side the male cadets. A woman, like a man, should enter the Academy
only if she is able and willing to meet the full challenge of the West
Point program. This is equally true of Annapolis and the Air Force
Academy. Vice Admiral Mack, alone among the Superintendents,
understood this when he voiced objection to p,,twortrack system as
destroying the.very, program wonasa.mere seaikmg.

The will of the American people has been a popular catchphrase
throughout.these hearings..But when asked how this was determined,*
the Defense Department counsel testified it was not bdsed on any
sort of survey but rather a "sensing of national attitudes." Why, on
an issue of such vital interest to all the services involved has no one
asked rather than sensed? I have been asking for 2 years and the
answers received are perhaps an indication of why DOD prefers to
make assumptions rather than test a hypothesis. Of 540 civilian and
military men and women surveyethto date, 80 perce favor admitting
women to the academies, while 73 percent believe si exhiliould be
allowed'te. volunteer for combat training and co, at duty. It is
interesting to note that of the 54 questionnaires ret ed by members
of the Armed Services Committee and their staffs, 88.8 percent-favor
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admitting women to the academies and 81.4 percent favor allowingwomen to volunteer for combat. [Detailed clescription and survey 6results are included in the folder of facts.]
Lieutenant General Clark referred to the members of the DefenseAdvisory Committee on Women in the Services as one of the mostinfluential and respected groups of women available in this country.I wholeheartedly agree and would like to add that at its spring meetingin Washington this year DACOWITS took a firm stand in favor ofsending women to the service academies and advised the services todevelop plans to admit at least 100 women to each of the academies.
A considerable amount of testimony has been offered to cast doubtson the ability of young women to serve on a par with their male

counterparts. Again, Vice Admiral Mack was the singular exception,
.maintaining that women could go through the program, do it well,and serve in any role in the Navy if the restriction against womenserving .aboard combat vessels were rescinded. Although his was alone voice at the hearings, he is far from alone among prestigiousleaders of the military:

General John C. Meyer, who' heads the Strategic Air. Command and is theAir Force's top fighter ace on active duty says, "Physically, intellectually, andemotionally, I cannot see any reason why some women can't be first-rate fighterpilots".
Former Secretary of Defense Melvin Laird stated, "Q. lot of women are goodaviatorswhy shouldn't a woman be a jet fighter pilot"?
Admiral Elmo R.. Zumwalt Jr., recently retired Chief of Naval Operations,when asked what. might be the "most logical billets" for women replied, "anyjob which a man now holds".
Twenty-six years ago, before another subcommittee of the House ArmedServices Committee, General of the Artny Dwight, D. Eisenhower testified,"Like most old soldiers I was violently against wothen soldiers. I thought a tre-mendous number of difficulties would occur, not only of an administrative'nature * * * but others of a more personal type that would get us into trouble.None of that occurred..*'* * In the disciplinary fAid they were a model for theArmy. More than this their influence throughout the entire command was good.I am convinced that in another war they have got to be drafted just like the men!!
Today, 26 years later, we are still trying to convince "old soldiers

-who are violently against women soldiers."
In the questionnaires returned by members of the Armed ServicesCommittee and their staffs, the overwhelming majority chose "dem-'-onstrated capabilities" as having the most influence on their attitudetoward the role of women. The second most influential choice w;4`a sense of justice and fairplay."
We ask that you exercise this sense of justice and fairpla' benabling women the full opportunity to dernonz,ti ate their capabiities.
I have stated my position re ding the admission of women tthe service academies and will be happy to answer any questionsI am able to concerning this subject. ,

Mr. NEDZI. Thank you, Colonel. On page 8 you mention ques-tionnaires returned by members of the Armed- Services and theirstaffs. How many were returned? '
Ms. ICING. I sent five questionnaires tol,each member of the ArmedServices Committee, one hopefully, for t e Congressman and fourlor his staff, so there would be no question from whom the returns-came. It would be completely anonymou . I received 54 replies. As
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I say, I have no idea which members sent them. All I know is they

came from the Armed Services' Committee and the staff-44
members.

1\fr. NEDZI: How many were returned?
Ms. KING. Fifty-four. Five went to each of the members.
Mr. NEDZI. I would like to krlow_ for my personal- information,

you don't know whether the responses were from staff members or

from members themselves?
Ms. KING. That is 'correct. Except in the instances where they

put occupation=congressman, congresswoman.
Mr. NEDZI. How many of those did you have?
Ms. KING. Four where it was stated.
Mr. NEDZI. Is it your position that ,there is no requirement for

changing the physical qualifications for admission to the academies?

Ms. I ING.I think" an example of that would be the airborne
qualification requirements that they now have.

For instance, women do 50 knee bends, men do 80. Women run the

mile in 9% minutes. Men run it in 7%. Instead of doing pullups, women

do what they call the shoulder press, which is lifting a 36-pound weight
from the shoulders overhead and repeating back six times. Instead of

that men do the pullups.
Mr. NEDZI. Are you advocating theft that similar changes be made

with respect to the physical qualifications required for admission to

the academies?
Ms. KING. If actual physical structure requires it to that degree,

yes.
Mr. NEDZI. Do you know of any examples where it does? -

Ms. KING. I am not sure about the muscular structure as far as
pullups go. I know in the airborne program by the time they reach

the end of the program the men and the women run the mile in the
same number of minutes, so they are brought together, but the

, qualification to enter training isdifferent in the beginning.
-Mr. NEDZI. I must say I have been impressed with the position

that there is no present requirement for changing the physical quali-
fications in that both sexes be admitted equally across the board. I
think there is a good deal oflogic and substance to that kind of position.

I am troubled if we get into, the two-track system as others are. Where

do you stand on the two-track as opposed to equality straight across

the board?
Ms. KING. I can see no possibility of a two-track sy stem because

iyou do not have the same institution any more; you have a women's

auxiliary. think we have been auxiliary long enough. We don; t

need it.
Mr. Nnozr. Is that inconsistent with a different requirement for

admitting people in the airborne program?
Ms. KING. .1 think it is, yes.
Mr. DICKINSON. I would like to commend you on your statement

which I thought was very good, very, factual, and to the point, I
would 'also like to comment on your own personal résumé and back-

ground in the military which is impressive.
Did you find the fact that you were a woman in the military a very

serious disadvantage? -

Ms. KING. In what way?
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Mr., DICKINSON. In advancement. -

Mt. KING. Definitely.
Mr. DICKINSON. You felt that you weren't able to compete pn'ttn.

equal basis with your contemporaries?
. Ms. KING. I wasn't allowed 4o compete on an equal basis.

Mr. DICKINso.x. You made lieutenant colonel so I guess you had
to. compete with somebody.

M. KING. We also have a one-star general, bait I don't think that
is equivalent.

NIr..Dicxixsos. Perhaps it isn't and that is the reason I am asking
you. The entire military system of ady,ancement is a system of compe-
tition, isn't it? You ale rated with your peers and contemporaries.
Some make it and some don't and this goes up with every Qtep. I as-
sume you have some degree of competition with your contemporaries
andI was wondering to what extent, if any, you found the fact of being
a woman to be a handicap or a disadvantage in your advancement in
your total military career.

Ms. KING. Certainly it is a disadvantage, no question about it. You
are restricted to the types of arms you can be in, you cannot be in the
main arms of the Artrinfantry, artillery, armor. This is very int,-
portant when it come to promotion. If 3 ou 'will look at the General's
list, I am sure you will find very few who are adjutants or from the
AG Corns transportation, or anything else. They are mainly infantry,
armor, aftillery, and then engineers, on down.

For instance, in the ARCOM where I recently served, the next
would be to full colonel. Tlire are seven full colonel slots; of those
seven, four require that 3 ou have a backgroud in either infantry,'
artillery, or armor. You must be from one of those three branches
even though they are staff jobs not requiring any combat function.
Therefore, a womarLhas three chances out of seven to get promoted to
a colonel and a man has seven out of seven. Yes indeed, there is a
beat difference.

Mr. DICKINSON. This actually has nothing to do with the Academy,
but my question had to do with the military in general. I assume you
would be a strong advocate for doing away with all distinctions in all
MOSs and AFSCs.

Ms.KING. Absolutely.
Mr. DICKINSON. As to the two-track system, I haven't made up my

mind on the total question, but I am inclined to agree with you 100
percent that this would be impractical and further defeat its own pur-
pose. If we go to a two-tracksystem. I think if you have a noncombat:
role, or a noncombat educ.,tivnal track, as ff.M.pared to the combat,
then inevitably you are going to have nutlet; suing for their equal
rights so that they, can get in noncombat training.

So I think that 3 ou and those of you w ho 'advocate a one-track, one
training across the board for both flexes, are oh the right road.

That is all I have, Mr. Chairman. Thank you.
Mr. Nem. Mr. baniel.
Mr. DANIEL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I would like to commend

the Colonel for her services and thank her for it.
Colonel, would you differentiate between the Academies with .re-

spect to the admission of women? Should there be any differentiation?
Ms. KING. In the mission?

C
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Mr. DANIEL. X0. Would you differentiate b ween admission of"`
women to the individual academies? The Military Academy opposed
to the ,Naval Academy or Air Force Academy.

Km. I see no differentiation between tha except the Army has
no restriction against women serving in combs so I don't think we
have' the legal disability although it hasn't affected the Army. The

still finds it easy to discriminate with or without legal backing.
r. DANIEL. Do you think a womencould achieve the same result

Tone Academy as opposed to the other? Would one be more difficult
over another s .

Ms. KIPG. I think the Air Force Nsould be the easiest.
Mr. DANIEL. You would not excliffie either?
Ms. KiNti. I would not exclude any from any of them.
Mr. DA-NitL. I am a little puzzled by the remarks in your opening

statement. You say it is a fact that the academies are the only insti-
tutions completely devoted to the total professional military training
and that ."There is a great deal of difference between the ROTC
graduate and the Academy graduate."

Are you questioning by implication the value of ROTC training in
any way?

Ms. KING. I am merely repeating what has heen said intestimony
preceding mine by the male components of the Army, Navy, and Air
Force and this was a quotation from General Clark I believe, of the
Air Force. It wasn't my quotation:

Mr. Dom,. What is your opinion of ROTC training?
Ms. KING. It is second to West Point, Annapolis, or the Air Force

Academy. It should be. I mean it is sort of silly to have an Air Force
Academy, a West Point, and an'Annapolis if you can do it for a quarter
of the price int-ROTC. Of course, you don't have the same amount of
training'. How could you possibly? It is a part-time program.

Mr. DANIEL. Haven't some .of our best leaders come out of the
ROTC program? *

Ms. ICING. Some of Our best leaders have and some have come-from
OCS. Some have walked 'in off the street Jand gotten a direct com-
mission on the battlefield, but it is the inte f the Academy to create
a professional military person.

Mr. DANIEL. A professional combat leader. '
Ms. KING. Not necessarily combat leader.
Mr. DANIEL. That is what the mission states.

DING. I would" hope what is more important is that we have
strategy and tactics as the ,goal of what we are training the people in
these academies for rather than merely charging up a hill. It is
planning, it is directing, it is outsmarting the enemy. Not just running
dut in front and wa.ittee.i ,flag: That is the least of it. It is the brains
behind an operatiki and that is what we are' training these people
for, I hope.,

Mr. DANIEL. That is a good observation.
On pagelgyou state, "TM issue is not that of injecting, women into

, combat; ,t,lfit it is a matter Of permitting women the same freedom
of choice as a man."

Are you suggesting that men who attend the academies have such
freedom of choice? 4

Me. Smo. Absolutely.
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Mr. DANIEL. Under the contract signed upon entering the Academy,
each choice is removed-from men,,such a choice. Would 3 ou make it
optional for women and com pulsory for men?

Ms. SING. When he signed the contract, he made the choice, didn't
he?

Mr. DANIEL. Yes. -
Ms. KING. Well, the women have to sign the contract too, you

know.
Mr. DANIEL. Of course. That would give you no problem?
Ms. KING. Absolutely not.
Mr. DANIEL. It is contradictory to youratatement then?
Ms. KING. In what way?'
Mr. DANIEL. In the way I just enumerated. You are setting up

two standards in that paragraph. Men don't have a choice:.
Ms. KING. They have a choice of going to West P,oint or not going,

or at least applying.
Mr. DANIEL. The .point is, after they get to West Point, they

would not have a choice after they get there, but you are suggesting
a choke for women. ,

Ms. KING. If they have an ability to drop out, it seems to me they
have-a choice.

Mr, DANIEL. On page. 3 you state the Naval Academy provides
the cadet with four tunes the amount of professional training received
by Naval officers other officer accession .programs. Since you
would.t.--and yon said this, or inferred 't certainlysince you would
allow women 'free choice in combat Jes, why would they need as
much professional combat training as men?

Ms. KING. Lam missing your point. Why would they need as much?
,Mr. DANIEL. Yes. If you are going to allow theill the option of

combat and you don't allow thosame option to men.
Ms. KING. Wly don't we allow the same option to men?
Mr. DANIEL: This is your statement,Anot mine.
Ms. KING. I-must have missed something,
Mr. DANIEL. That is all I have, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. NEDZI. Mrs. Holt?
Mrs. HOLT. I certainly would like to commend you on your state-

ment. I think it is very good. I compliment you on the great job you
have done.

You are saying that you think the, two -track system would be
discriminatory. Did I understand you, correctly?

Ms. KING. That is correct.
Mrs. HOLT. If we face the real world, y'ou know, where we are right

now suppose we admitted women in September to the acadeimes.
Wouldn't it be discriminatory tb makethemcoming .from the high
oehools with the training they,. have hadtake the physical exams and
compete physically with the men? Wouldn't that be discriminatory?

Ms. KING. I don't believe it would be.
Mrs. HOLT. You believe that that would be absolutely fair.
You feel that women at this point should be permitted to be into

combat, to make that choice? >

Ms. KING. Yes; I do.
Mrs.. HOLT. I was interested in the Israeli situation when we were

over there. They have really changed their view about it. They used

2 3
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onien'm combat in the .first war that they fought, the War of Inde-

pendence. But, ow they very strongly advocate that they do notor
course, they ijave a dirfereut. motivation; they are fighting Torlheir
lives.and they train the women but not for combat roles. They say
that they have a two-track system. They.universally-train everybody

.for a different MOS and then the.women serve in the Reserve until
age 30, I think told us, but it is a different system.

Do you feel that this is a valid assessment that they have made?
Ms. Kn'G. Perhaps for themselves; I don't think it is a valid'assess-

.

ment Tor the Ur4ted States.
Mrs. Hour. Itou think we should train women for combat?
Ms. KING. If they with to volunteer for combat, absolutely, yes.
Mrs. How. Thank vou.
Mr. Ninzr. bfr. WilsOri?
Mr. WiLs2N. Colonel King, perhaps Twas wrong when I said you .

had been-a tank commander. It seemed to me in my conversation with
you ,preilously-you hadindiCated that you had been at the Armor
Schooland you had been inveLVed in the actii al tank work and so fdith.
Is4h1s, true? .

.Ms..KING. Two weeks ago I finished the advanced armor course.
Itraduated, from the basic armor course 2 Years ago. I have a second-
ary MOS and I have had it since 1972, as -1203, which is unit tank
commander. It. doesn't do any good though. It is merely on paper.

WiL6ON: It ids 3-our feeling that as &graduate or the Academy,.
an, officer just about_ _assured of advancement, provided- he has a

normal career in the military, whereasit is,extremely difficult for some
one ivlio4s.-not an academy= graduate. I am-speaking of getting up to
the generals =and,l rigadiergenerals and above.

s.. KING: Well; yes, but I think, that is fo' good reason. In the
t place, ,yeu go to the Academy becau that is your Whole life

tinterest and obviously 4 years of inten-' e trafning is going to make
you, hopefully, a more qualified, pets and you should- prpgress more
rapidly, you should. progreSs ut question. But the ,opportunity
for this background trathing s ould be equally 'available.- .

Mr. WILSON. I agree; and I was a little amazed when Mr. eattivay
. and the Army people were here and. they said once a person became a
secoAd. lieutenant, , theyy couldn't distinguish between ROTC,
Academy graduates, OCS, and those who got fiel commissions. This,
of course, is hardly believable, is it, that they c n't distinguish one
from theether?

Ms..Kuro. I think it is seldom difficult to not r og,nize a graduate,
of the Academy. At the same time, you camio 'recognize peo ple
who are not. So the of them aripear just as. Odod s op-notch West
Pointers, but I have never, with one exception, m t or seen a West
,Point graduate who didn't look and act like a W t Point graduate.

Mr. Wixsox. They live the records, too, tha are Available to
them sp, they can find out. I would imagine they are pretty much
earmarked, hut, as you say, they should look Bette, and they should
conduct; themselves better because they have been trained specifically
for that., You believe admission should be available to anyone who
lias,the ,desire to go and who meets 411 qualifications to Eittend. the
;licadernieS?

".Ilvis"IciNcit. By all means.
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Mr. Wnsok. In the event they desire. to make a profession of the
military, they should have an equal opportunity for promotion?

Ms. KIN.G. This is it. The whole thing is not promotion or how many
thousand dollars worth of education is involved but the professional
career. If you want to be a military careerist, why shouldn't .you be
allowed _to be? Again I keep stressing, tacticians and stratgists are
more important than a platoon leader, and I am going to get a hysale
on that, I am sure, but overall if rou get away from the,romatic part

iof-it, it is true, it is the man who plans the operation and plans the
campaignn whctislhe important one.-

Mr. WILSON. In the reserve work you have done, where you have
been a. tank commander, has this been among men?

Ms. Kixd. Yes.
1\ Ir. WitsoX. It hasn't been an all-women's group you were with?
Ms. KING. No. In all 3 years I have been the only female and I

have all three times been the class leader. It is not a popular vote. It
is a matter of-who is senior in rank. I had no trouble and in fact,
they were ,a,tzeinendbusly fine group of men.

Jr. Wit sox. You, had riti difficulty haring. the men follow y or
take orders-rom you?'

;Ms. KING. None whatsoever.
M. WILSON.: This question was raised earlier. I think it wasn't

too long ago that we questioned whether white soldiers would take
orders from black officers and I think it has proven that they will and
they have. I think the swine thing would be true if women were given
the opportunity to lead. If they are the right type, of leaders, they can
even engender. the respect of the people who are underneath them
and would have to take their orders. 14 ould you agree with this?

MS. KING. Yes, and in the folder I presented to you is an article
*on Captain Jordan who was the first woman to complete artillery
officers' school. and her classmates are quoted throughout that article
as saying they would follow her arty time, that she would be a great
battery commander,sthat she would be just as good and better than
some men. This is one man after another who has given this testimony.

The men I have talked to have felt the same way. It is not the
younger people. It is the old soldiers who hate female soldiers..

Mr. HILLIS. I ]lave very few questions since I think you have made
most of' the points in which I, was interested, Colonel.

, We have heard a great deal here about the difference in cost between
ROTC and the academies, some $20,000 versus $60,000. I think
probably we are getting value received in our officers who graduate
from the military academies, are we not?

Ms. ICI,No. I believe so, yes, sir.;
Mr. IIILLIS. That the program is worth it to he overall program of

the'lkiitedStates?'
Ms. Kixo. That is right.

" Mr. Hrips. And alt you are asking is that women be given, this
same bpportunity to participate?'

Ms. Kixo, Thetis true. . t

Mr. linzis. Thank you.
Mr. Enzi. Colonel, I would ftisf like to clarify one statement which

I thought 3 ou made. This may apply to the comjnunication problem
that existed_ Mr. Daniel. "ou said so ethmg about, "If they

a C"),
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, wished to volunteer for combat." In What context was that made?
If women. "wished to volunteer for combat." I believe the discussion
was whether you believed women should,go to combat or not and you
said if they wished to go to-combat---

Ms. KING. I say if they volunteer,hey should not be deified what
I think is a. privilege of serving in the combat arms, Right enowb.it'
doesn't matter how much yon want to or how capable you are still
discriminated against based en sex.

Mr. Nimial. You didn't mean to suggest that upon graduating from
an academy the individual has a choice as to whether he is going to
combat or not?

Ms. KINp. I ,think I get it now. No. Upon graduation from the
Academy they should go

Mr. NT.T. Where they' are assigned just like anybody else?
Ms:, O.. Absolutely, yes. - .
Mr. Ho9AN. Colonel R-ing, you made a statement that the service

Aiademiel are the only institutions of higher learning completely
d voted total professional military training That is not quite true,
is i

Ki G. Areyou referring ittnII and that srt of thing?
Ho AN. That type, yes. .

..

KING. I would put them. maybe a half step behind:West Point
if I am going to put ROTC a full step,, but I still do not equate. them
with, the; Academies. ,

. Mr. 1100i1N. I can understand that but the accuracy of your state-
ment is in question, thiEttlaey are devoted to military training,
are they not? ( -,

.

Ms. KING. I gra not sure. Do they go into themilitary directly from..
. tM. I?

. Mr. HOGAN. Yes. That is -my.information.
. Now, another statement you make concerning the -number of

people whO are promoted to brigadier general from the military
academy and then you put that percentage in the context of every-
bfker in the military, do you not?

Ms. KING,. Yes. ,

Mr. HOGAN. That is a little unfair, isn't it?
Ms. KING. I think when you put them all together 32 percent of '

those promoted are West Point graduates, where only9 percent
Mr. HOGAN. How many West Point graduates were in the promo-

tion zone and how many non-West Point graduates were- in the
6romotion zone, frii'm colonel to brigadier general?

11 , Ms. KiNo.'It m'ust have been about the same proportion.
Mr. HOGAN. pp women compete with men for promotion in the

Army? - ,
,. ,,,

, ,
Ms. DING. I am glad you asked that because M.r. 'Callaw'ay, who is

4 Our Secretary* of the Army., said they did. We do not. We have a
separate promotion board. We have something .entirtly separate. We
do not compete equally, as was erroneously stated previously. ..

Mr. HOGAN. In Cunt connection then, is it still true that there were
four slots out of seven that were open to women in that promotion

situation you described?
Ms. KING. illree'SlOtS out Of seven.'

. "
Mr. HOGAN. How could you compete with the men? You just said

-.you do .not, compete with the Men.
.".

S

...
,,

,
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Ms. SING. We cannot compete with them because we are restricted
based on. sex. Even though I have completed armor, and I have a
secondary MOS as tank commander, I cannot be in armor branch.
Even thougliCaptsin Jordan has completed artillery school and did a
beautiful job and is now an instructor in the artillery school on target
acquisition, she cannot wear crossed cannons. She cannot be in the
artallery.

Mr..HoGAL What you are saying is,,you want, without any quali-
fication, women to compete with men for promotion up and down the
line?

..

Ms. ICING. Yes, I do.
Mr. HOPAIT. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. ISTEDZI. 'Thank ypu very much, Colonel.
Our final witness is here at. the request of Senator Packwood and she

is Miss Susan Eliiabeth Wells.

,STATEMENT OF SWAN ELIZABETH WELLS, sArgv, OREG.

Ms. WELLS. Mr. Chairman, I am Susan Elizabeth Wells from
Salem, Oreg. I am 17 years old and attend Sprague Senior High School
in Salem. I hale applied to enter the U.S. Naval Academy. Annapolis
has a tremendous program which would be a great privilege and honor
to'be a pant of.

I have always been fascinated by ships, by the sea and have sailed
at a school in Seattle. July 8th of this year I completed the Hurricane
Island' Outward Bound course in Maine which was a very strenous
course, both physically and mentally. At one time during a 5-day
expeditiiion, we sailed and rode 'straight through for 48 hours.aWe did
rock climbing, repelling. I will be taking a college-level calculus course -
during my senior year in high school'. I wish to continue on in 'math
after graduation. Annapolis has outstanding math and science depart-
ments. I believe the country should utilize qualified people disregarding
sex. Granted, those women not qualified should not be considered but
the United States, because more than 50 percent of its citizens are
women, is not getting all' the best pogsible leaders from the total
population.'

It has.been stated that there is no need for coeducational military
academies because women are now able to participate in ROTC.
The ROTC program is go beginning, but why, if the program conceived
is considered to be subs%antial to the Academy, are there two separate
programs? The Naval Academy obviously has a higher educational
program to which all citizens, regardless of their, sex, have a right to
try for. There is no legitimate reason for women not to engage in
combat missions, or obtain the educational opportunities open to men.
,Vice Adm. William F. Mack, Superintendent of the NaVal Academy
said, "If the law were changed, in my mind women could do anything
men could do.. Having seen some Olympics on television and Bilk
Jean King, I dna there would be many women who could meet, the
'rigorous requirements of -the program.'

Mack said if the combat restrictions were dropped it would be quite
easy to convert Annapolis into a coeducational school.

I would like to refer back to some previbus testimony about,
the trail-Inv:that:goes on such as at Annapolis. The running. We
train rot every Way, but we train from 13% to 3 miles in the morning
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and at the-eiad of the' wurse we ran a 6-mile marathon and my time
was 61 minutes and 11 seconds, and I am sure that with every day
training that I would be able to qualify to live up to the standards of

what the men are asked to do at the Academy.
The quelion" as to whether Americans, are prepared to commit

their daughters to combat should be left open to the American
family. Undoubtedly there will be some who will feel that they are
proper, but to make such a broad interpretation to what is likely _W
contrast greatlY- between families is a prejudice.-

I am willing to dedicate myself to a career in the, naval, armed
sett-lees and officers to the very best of my ability. I ask that.you
consider the points I have Made when you aro forming your opinions.

'Thank you, Mr. Chairman, members of the committee, ladies and
aentleinen.'"

NEDZI. Ms. Wells, ..I want to commend you on an excellent
statemei* excellently presented.

HaVe' you examined the requirements of the various academies,
the physical aptitude requirements? Do 3 ou have any lin. owledge, as
to what they specifically require?-

Ms..Wzil:s. I did 'see the book' the Academy puts out.
wf!s_ curious as to whether it was your feeling that

yoti had knoWn you would be able to fulfill those requirements. The
mimber of pullupe and pushups and the running requirements and
1.11 of these. You don't at this time know whether ypit would, in fact,

qualify'on that basis? . .,
NIS. WELLS. 'No, because I don't know what_ exactly is e xpected:
Nit.. WILSON. I am sorry all membexs of the committee were not

Agre tot hear Ms., Wells. I think slie made a very fine statement.
coin-se you, took at Hurricane Island? the "Outward Bound"

course, was that just for women? Was, it a. inixect group?
Ms. WELLS. It was for anyone. The watch that I was in was just

ghls. We had a. convoy which had three watches. TWO of the watches _

were girls and one of the watches was Boys. We went out and *e did
Eke there was ,a 3-day idand solo where you were set on an island "by,
-ourself and we did tie various activities at 'the same time. The train-

ing expeditions, the 3-day training expedition, at the beginning of the
course we_ took together for cons py and the final expedition, and N ar-
ious-other actlyities..

Mr..WILsort. What'are the age groups that were involved?. WELLS. The "Outward Bound'i'program goes for 16) years of
age and,order.

Mr. WILSON. W,bat is the maximum age?
Ms. WEixs. There is no maximum age.

WILSON. Was th44 course the same for girls as,for boys?
Ms. WELLS. Yes, it was.

WiLsoN. How did the girls compete With the fellows? Was it
comparable insofar as achievements are concerned?

MS. Wells: Yes, it was.
WiLsoN. Insofar a'syou gtzy you have seen the Naval Academy

catalog which shows the qualifications and requirements in it...You
haven't ,read, it completely to know what all the physical require- .-

1:fleas are?
r
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Ms. WELLS. I don't remember seeing in it anything like the number
.of pushups and so forth. I don't know if that is in there. I did read
through the whole catalog though.

Mr. WILSON. We have had this question of ptishups and pulliths
which seems to be the big hangup of everyone here. I think it is prob-
ably the least important thing that should be considered for qualifica-
tion to enter a military 'academy. It certainly seems to me that if for
some physical reason young ladies are unable to do as many pullups
or pushups as are required of the men entered in the Academy, that
certainly there are other tests of their physical ability that could be
subs.titated and I don't think that grants any special privilege. I
think it is just ridiculous to consider, this as something to prevent
someone croing to the Academy. - .

Certainly we hale seen women track athletes in the meets that are
taking place now and the times that some of the better women are

performing in the 440 and the 1,500 jnetcrs and 800 meters and all of
the events certainly prove that they are doing exceptionally well.

We are talking about the exceptional person when we talk about
those whewill be admitted to the Academy . It is not the airerage
person. We are talking about the person who is goinc, to be 4ble to
excel1 physically as 'well as academically and this b what we, should
keepn mind all the tithe. .

_

I think we are talking in terms too often of what the persqn down
the street can do. Every man isn'i, admitted to the Acade V. It is
very'. selective insofar as the men are concerned, and I the li those
women who ha\ e appeared here and those who have asked for con-
sideration to have women in the Academy even tpday have not
asked for any thing special, but they ask for the :ame reatment
given to the men and to compete,on that.basis.

I see no reason why they shouldn't be given that o portunity.
Thank you vet.. much. I hype the day come. when N nma ladies

like yourself will be given the oppoitunity to be admitted to ours
academies. . ;

)Jr. NEDZI. Thank you, Mr.. Wilson.
Mr. HOGAN.:Mr: Chairman, just for the record,- in our announce-

ment of today's meeting we had Lieutenant Colonel King associated
with the Army at Carlisle Barracks.

Ms. KING, I am in the process of moving.
Mr'. HOGAN. YOU are not associated with the coinmand ther
Ms. KING. No.
Mr. HOGAN. You are not appearing as an Army witness': Y ti

were appearing today- as an individual witness?:
.Ms. Kmo.,,Thiit is correct. ,
Mr. HOGAN. Thank you,- Mr. Chairman. .

Mr. NEDZI. Mb. Wells, I want to thank yOu agliu. a and commend
you once again for an excellent presentation. .

The committee will stand in recess until further call of the Chair.
[Whereupon, at 11:40 a.m., the committee was recessed. Until

further call of the Chair:i
. , &
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HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
COMMITTEE ON ARMED SERVICES,

^ SUBCOMMITTEE No. 2,
IFg,shington, D.C., Thursday, July 18,1874.

The subcommittee .' et, pursuant to recess, at 10:15 -a.m. in loom
2118, Rayburn Hous Office Building, Hon. 0. C. Fisher (chairman
of the subcommittee) presiding.

Mr. FISHIER. The ommittee will come to order.
Our first witness t s morning is Congressman Donald Fraser, from.

the great State of 1 innesota.
We welcome you o the committee, Mr. Fraser and we are pleased.

to hate the benefit of your testimony. You may proceed.

STATEMENT OF HON. DONALD M. FRASER, REPRESENTATIVE
FROM MINNESOTA

.Mr..FRIAsER. Thank you very much, Mi. Chairman and members.
of the st.lbcommittee. , -

Much excellent tesiithony has already been given on the admission
of women to the service Academies. It has dealt with many of the
issues far more thoroughly than I can. Therefore I am simply going
to present a casesomething that happened in my districtin the
hope that it will make the problem more real to 3 ou mid speed serious
consideration of the question before us.

We Are fortunate in Minneapolis this, year that four of our first
five nominees for an opening to the Air Force Academy were accepted:
the principal andidate and the first, third, and. fourth alternates. Of
all the applic nts interviewed, our interviewer said that two had the
outstanding ,hafacteristic.s he looks for in the people he-recommends
for the Aca emies. The first, our principal candidate, had excellent
college boar scores, 4 years of football, letter's hi track and wrestling,
National nor Society, Boy and Eagle Scouts, president of the
student co ncil * * * the list goes on and on.

The oth r outstanding candidatewAs in the' top 25 percent of the
class, cap ain of the tennis team, had 3 years of swimming, was a
racing s er with a score of gold medals; had participated in debate
and fore ics, in an institute for talented youth, and a camp to learn
how to rvive aloneain the wilderness living entirely off the land,
and had 'been-an exchange student. Thiswas also the only applicant
with a background,in flying. This applicant, who became our eecbnd
alterna , had a private sailplane licedseand recognition as ti):
young t sailplane pilot in the State of Minnesotaand several, hours
of duo n a T-34. Along with this excellent preparation came a-very
specific ambition: to become a fighter pilot and to qualify for future .

aerosp e programs.
We °commended both these outstanding applicants highly; the

first * Accepted; the second, the one with flying experience and
(241)P 4
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the only one of our first five applicants.to be so, was rejected. Evi-
dently this nominee had reason to. write "Please don't disre,zaid ,
this letter and throw it in the trash simply because I am a girl."
Her nomination was "returned without action" with a letter say mg,
"Present AieForce policy restricts admission` to males only, and we
do not foresee a change in this policY for the class entering the Acad-
emy in July 1974."

I. cannot concur in the Air Force's casual dismissal of our (midi-,
date'swe shall, call her Mary'sapplication. I think that this (le( i-
sion would better have been made on individual merit than on blanktt
ehariieterizations of one sex by the other. .1

Mary is thus far the best trained of all our candidates. She has
prepared herself at .her own time and expense specifically- for thi
curriculum. She is also the best motivated of our applicants. Well
aware of the difficulties a woman would face, our interviewer ques-
tioned Mary closely on her plans: "What would you do," he asked,
"ifyou aren't accepted to the Academy?"

Her answer: She would enroll in the Air Force ROTC pro'gram of
the University of Minnesota and work toward a 4-year
deoTee. Next year she would reapply to the Academy. If denied
aemitsion again, she would complete the 4-year program.

Why nurpng? With nursing and ROTC in her background, Mary
said, can get in the Air Force as a nurse, and if they decide to
open up space travel to women, I'll be in the right spot." The inter-
viewer's conclusion: "Mary was the most mature person I
inteviewed."

I am not here to demand Mary's automatic acceptance into the
Academy. I am only here to silly it is unreasonable that she was not
even_given a hearing, that the Academy- would not even take action
on her application. How unfair it is that General Clark, superintendent
of the Air Force Academy shotildsay that she is

Incapable.of, competition, combatisc and contact sports, rugged field training,
use of weapons, flying and parachuting, strict disciplines and demands to pie, Int
to the limit of endurance mentally, physically, and emotionally.

Ho has never met Mary; how does lie know this?
I believe it is very possible that Mary could do between 3 and 20

pullups, jump 'between 5:3 and 9.6 feet, make between 35 pert ent
and 95 percent of her basketball throws, and run the 300-yard shuttle
in less than 67 seconds to satisfy the physical aptitude exam, for
admission to the Air .Force Academy. Many women are not capable
of the Academy's rigorous physical program, mane men also are not.
Academy applicants are an exceptional group of young people, the
averageregardless of sexcannot expect admission to these (lite
institutions:

How.particularly- unfair that General Clark could say that Mary-
and lyornen like her will "erode the (Academy-'s) vital atmosphere."
I am offended on Mary 's behalf. I think it.an insult to any Arneiican
to assume, capabilities inferior to those they possess, and deny privi-
leges and opportunities on the basis of that false assumption.

.Many instances from our history' belie his remarks: During our
war for independence, Mary 'Hay es was recognized 'by General Wash-
ington at the Battle of Monmouth. Tier heroism has conic down to us
pnder a generic name, "Molly Pitcher." Another reyolutionary

2L1
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s;p1clier, Margaret "Captain Molly" Corbin, was eiftil for her coinage
by the-Continental Congress after being woundell.atikEort Washingtuil.
She is buried- at West Point. i

Testimony before this committee has shown the eNrage and abilify-
of women under a variety of adverse. conditions. such as war cor- .
respondents, nurses captured in the Pacific (hiring World War :II,
et cetera. Since weaponry progressed beyond the club, the strong are
possessed no necessary advantage over the weak. ShIce'the dere -
ment of the sword, the advantage has gone to the quick and
coordinated; since the development of the rifle, to the best eye: With
the development of a sobering technology of destruction, it is our
responsibility to place the capability in the bands of the most stable
and most intelligent decisioninakers at every level, neither sex has a
monopoly on qualities of that kind.

lrr . The Armed Forces themselves tacitly admit the value of women in
their recruiting of women into the services. An article on women in
"Occupational Outlook Quarterly" states that:'

Servicewomen are now able to train for many jobs that have not been ;ailabre
to them in the past. While only 35 percent of all job specialties were open to

omen in early 1972, the mimber jumped to 81 percent in 1973. Women can now
as construction equipment operators, boiler technicians, military

ihte 40-analysts and missile maintenance mechanics.
1-The sersices hope to quadruple the total number of women by 1977,

ifidicttting that far from being the near-useless aPpendage.s sometunes
implied in debate on combat, roles, w omen are important contributors--
in this profession, despite the restrictive regulations they now face.

Therefore, it seems, that the issue before us is not whether women
can serve in combat, nor whether they shall be admitted to the armed
forces,they already are adulated in ever increasing numbers. The
issue is op. ofsex disaiirnination: Will women be admitted to the
ranks, but not the higher ranks; will men and women hold positions
of equal responsibility- in the services, or will men monopolize the
positions of leadership and prestige to which academy graduation
admits them, while women in the military as in civilian life continue
in jobs that are less attractive, less prestigious and low er paying?
You may argue that W-oincn have been upgraded, that there are even
women generals now, but it is still true that until women are admitted
to the academies, the ost important route to advancement is denied:

, them.
I said earlier, I a not here today to demand the Academy accept

..14/11;, only that it consider qualified applicants regardless of sex.
'Mary recognizes this in her letter of application when she saes. "I
realize there is a conqiderable amount of competition, however with my
qualifications and the changing of the times, I feel I deserve an equal
chance." And that's what I ask here todayfor an equal chance
that well-qualified candidates be considered on their merits, not
turned down on the basis of arbitrary factors over A % hick they haNe
control: Religion, race, or §eX. We ask of the academies that they,
become blind to the distinction of sex as they have already: becomo'
color blind.

Not Ur& so is wasteful to all of Us:
It is wasteful to Mary. her ppliciation has already been returned

without action once. She 14 appl to the University of Minnesota,
.4
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to the nursing program and to Air Force 116TC. She is only willing
to reapply once more; after that the loss of college credits becomes
prohibitive and she will lose her chance of attending the Academy.
Be very clear: As our interviewer said, "Mary will never be a waste;
she will be productive whatever she does." But women a few years
younger will rise faster, accomplish more, find their way easier than
Mary because.they came to college age when prejudice Against, women
in the academies was overcome, while Mary left high school before
we were willing to admit the justice of her case.

Nonadmission of women is wasteful not only to Mary, but to the
Academy as well. It is losing a valuable cadet, and if lost it can
never regain her particular capability, intelligence, dedication, and
fine training. , ,,

Such discriminatory policy is also a loss to lary-'s fellow soldiers
both women and men. We are denying them the finest in leadership
by automatically excluding half the potential participants in our top
leadership program. .

An Air Force recruiting billboahl in the Midwest announces in
large letters: t`COME AS YOU 41E", an in the 'middle of .the
group of young people is an attractive youn woman with an ironic
resemblance to Mary. How cynical that whi e, we make an effort to
recruit women,into the forces,,to quadruple heir number by 1977
we are denying them access to the best educ tional program of. their.
profession. We are squandering our htiMan r sources.

And finally, tionadmission of women- is shameful waste to the
country. We are currently searching for ecruits for a volunteer
army. We need the Aviation Career Incentive Act to attract volunteers,
for aviation crewmember duties, yet we a e disqualifying potential
fliers on the,basis of sex alone, wit1uut cons dering the merits of each
case. As Susan Wells, herself an applica t to Annapolis, testified
here on Tuesday, "I believe the count shoilid utilize qualified
people disregarding sex." I add to that, how can we obtain 100
percent results using only 50 percent of our people?

The Air Force wrote that Mary "Is to be coin ended for her
desire to become a career officer in the USAF." The le ter went on to
suggest that I could pass along a pamphlet on Air Fence ROTC for
women. - 4

it
/

But I do not wish to pass t along. Mary is far more knowledgeable
than I in the routes through which she may obtain' a, commission.,
I wish instead to pass along a letter that says: 1

We have carefully considered the letter of applicant -Mary Jones and ari '\
pleased toor regret toinform you that Ms. Jones has-been accepted o
rejectedas a cadet in the USAF Academy in Colorado Springs.

r, 'uf.ttli I can give that letter to her, I believe we do a disservice
Mary., to her fellow soldiers, and to the country. . .,

Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. i

Mr. FISHER. Thank you, Mr. Fraser, for an excellent statement.
I have one question which I believe is relevant to this' inquiiy.

Is it your_ belief that the Congress shchild, by legislation, in effect
adopt anew national policy of-requiring American women engaged
in military service, to serve in combat during NI, artime, with ex. without
their cotisent?

Whttt ere your views on that subject? ,

.,

I
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'Mr. FRASER. 11 do not think, Mr. Chairman, I can give you a final
answer on. that. I would be prepared to support a Jaw that required
the military services to set standards with respect to combat duty
and then to ,enforce those standards without reference to sex.

In my view, there are some combat roles that women clearly can
play. There are others that perhaps are not so clear, but my impres-
sion is that the differentiation can adOquately be dealt with by
establishing uniform standards and then requiring that all of those
who would be involved inc. combat, either voluntarily or by com-
pulsion, should first have to meet those standards.

Mr. FISHER. Is it correct then to say that your view is that women,
as distinguished from men, may be eligible and properly committed
to some types of combat but not _properly assignable to other types
of combat in case of Wartime. Is that your answer, or the gist of it?

Mr. FRASER. Mr. Chairman, I myself would prefer that there be
standards set without reference to sex and that they be applied in
determining who should be assigned to a combat, role. There may be
different standards for different kinds of conabat roles,, as there already
are I believe in the different services.

Mr. FISHER. Very well.
I am still a little uncertain about what youl' views are on 'that

subject, bit I suypose,w,e will let the record stand on it'.
Mr. FRASER., Perhaps I could just try to clarify, it.

, The fact that someone is a woman rather quill a man, in my view,
should, to the maximum extent possible, and I thiiit perhaps coin-
pletely bebome irrelevant, but that does not mean that one cannot
establish standards that may have the effect of screening out a large,
pro ortio of women, provided that the standards bear some relevance
to the co bat mission involved.

Mr. F SHER. Very well. Mr. Daniel?
Mr. D NIEL. I have no, questions.
I wan to commend the statement. I think his statement is the most

persuasi 6 one we have had to date. 4,

Mr. JRASER. Thank you very much. -

Mr. FISHER. Mt. Hillis, I think you c *me in next.
Mr. inms. I, too, want to commend the gentleman. I think it is an

excelle t statement. Of course, it is problematical.
Wou, d you care to hazard an opinion on just how many Marys would

you say are in existence today? Are tliTre,`do you think, /a number of
young women who meet the qualifications and havie the desire ,to do
what 1this constituent of yours has indicated as her choice? e

Mr. FR#SER. I would guess that the numbers are significant but
thati because there. are so many obstaclesTpsychological and tra-
ditiemal,that the numbers are not nearly as great now as they would
be if young girls growing up knew that this avenue was open to them on
a parity with men. But in the present state of traditions and social
attitudes and so on, I ,expect it is only the extraordinary young girl
who perhaps probably prepared herself to the extent Mary has. I
know there are others, but it would be hard to estimate the number,

/ Mr. Hinus. Thank you. That is all, the questions I have.
/ Mr. Fisnlru. Mr. Nedzi?
Mr. NEDZI. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I want to join my colleagues

pn the subcommittee to commend the gentleman for what, to me, is the
most eloquent statement I have heard in these hearings yet. In order'.

,2
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to be sure that I understand your position, is it that women should
be admitted ,to the academies without any reduction of physical
standards or any other kind of standards?

Mr. FRASER. I am prepared to accept that now. I think that
decency requires that as a minimum. It may be that the armed
services will find it prudent for their own benefit to accept applicants
for various types of specialty training on ultimately specialty servica
in which there might be sor4 change in the -standards. But again,
it would be without reference to sex.

There are specialty careershvithin the military, ninny of them in
noncombat- roles. But I. think: the academies are thought of. as sort .
of the- elite central core froth which the top military leadership is
ultimately drawn, so they are not likely to move in that direction.
4. I would say at the moment, keep the standards where they are
and require everyone tn`meet those standards.

Mr. NEDZI. Is that your position with respect to the admission of
women to any part of the military?

Ilr, FRASER. -Who enter . * . . .

Mr. NEDZI. To any part of the military outside bf the academies?
Wouldou adopt the same attitude?

In other words, a women who wants to join the Tank Corps or
the Infantry.

, -Mr. FRASER. No, I am prepared' to have uniform standards but
the military, for', example, may want to take in somebody who is
colorblind because of other attractive features, namely, that ho roan

play football.
Mr. NEDZI. If she can play football, she ought to be adinT,ed

under the same circumstances.
Mr. FRASER. They may find reasons why they:would want a

particular applicant in which they would waive the standards. it ore
generally, they may decide there ,a.re some categories of mill ary
service where the standards ought not to be as high, but this would
because it is in the interest of the service-. ,,

I, myself, would not make that demand. ' .

Mr. NEDZI. I have to confess that j find it difficult to argue with
the logic.

One of the things which has concerned .the subcommittee, And I
am sure many others in the country, is this_whole question of getting
women into combat. What we do in the event that we have -to rein-
stitthe a draft, at which time we ,take people into combat involun-
tarily? I am not as bothered by the situation where a young lady
expresses an interest in the academy and in effect volunteers. I am
not upset about her going into combat aS' a volunteer,. but when
you have a situation, where people are summoned to fight all over
the world involuntarily, another question arises. Does that cause,
you any difficulty?

Mr. FRASER. Well, not too much, but I think the armed services
may iXant to establish further standards in determining who would
go into combat. . .

I" should add, 'I happen to be in favor of reestablishment of the
dr ft co I regard your question as realistic.,I am not as enthusiastic
as o the all-volunteerArmy.

Ir. NE?Z1. That is another matter_ on which we agree.
.
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Mr. FRASER. While assignments should be made without referencP
to sex, the method of obtaining personnelbY incentive or &aft is
a second question and should. depend in part on the_ interests of the
military. An arrangement whereservice for women is voluntary while
,service for men is, compulsory could only lie transitional,. I would think.
If a universal draft is reinstated, I think the term "universal" should
apply to women as well as men. The passage of the equal rights amend-

. went probably makes this necessary.
Mr. I thank the gentleman.
Thank you, Mk. Chairman.
Mr. FISHER. Mr. Dickinson?
Mr. DICILINSON. I have one question.
As has ." I poin e .lit hi the hearings heretofore, women are

preclude by la, frmi rticipating in certain activities relating to
combat. ' Id you be willing to support a change in- the law to

imake no disti . *o whatever in or out of ,pombat with relation to

.

women?
Mr. FRASER. Yes. .

Mr. DibitINSON. Thank you
Mr. FISHER. Mrs. Holt?Mrs. HOLT. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I, too, wouldlike to commend our colleague for his. very fine state=

anent: It was very good.
You alluded in y our testimony to the differences in the background,

you know, the real world where we are today. Does it give you any
problems to think ab(ntt women competing on-the same standards?

I anuot sure that I understood y our answer to Mr. 1\edzi. I have
been eiploring the possibility of a two-track 'ystern. In other words,

wgi women the opportunity to' go into the academies, but with
different standardsoand leave the other standards' as they are..I:low'

you feel about that?
. Mr. ERASER. Well, I would have no problem with the 'two -tier
sy stem, provided that one would drop the Sex distinction in4estab-
_fishing jt. \."

Mrs-.41oLT. 'Physical?
, FRAS,ER. on might, because of .general tliy;ical difference's in

. tstrengt11 Enid, enbrance to the extent they exist and it is uneven,
obi iously, you might, set up different categories into one of which,
theit, you would find, most women would fall simply by reason

Mrs. HOLT. Of course nve are going to get into equal for
men if we.are not careful here.

Mr. FRASER. That is the point: There may be some men who
would. like t6, get into' the Actidem3 who cannot meet the. higher
standards and I would not keep them out, by giving the women a
preferred status, in the so-called .second-tier

Mrs. HOLT. You do not feel it would be a disadvantage and this
might work to the very detriment of what, we are trying to do if you

. have to compete'efa-rfi rom the high school where f ou were not.
gi:ven the athletic opportunities thit the male was?

Mr. FRASER. I understand. And if the Aca.den iced to estab-
lish a second category that would make'it more cry that 'mire
women could got in, I think there is merit. ,' '
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,

.
The only thing I would lope would not happen is that women

would arbitrarily be excluded from the first category if they:could.
meet the standards established_ for that. Similarly,.4 do not think
men ought to be excluded from the second category if, they can meet.
.that but not meet thefirst category.

Mrs. 'Rom,: Thank you.
Kre,FISHER. Mr. Wilson?
Mr. WILSON. I want to apologize for not being. here. I have no.

questions. J did not have the advantage of heanng Mr. Fraser's.
statement(

Mr. FISHER. Mr. Hogan, do you have questions? ,)

.Mr. HOGAN. No, sir. Thank you.
Mr. FISHER. 'Very well. Thank you very much, Mr. Fraser.
Mr. FRAsian. Thank you very much. I appreciate your courtesy..
Mr. FISHER. You have been very Helpful: -
The ,next witness will be. Congressman Stall; but pending his-,

testimonycome on around, Mr. StarkI might explain for pro-
cedural reasons it becomes necessary for us' to go through a little
procedure here to authorize an executive session which will not be
imposed until after_ this heiring is completed, but we have another
bill for markup which will require an executive session, and while
we have a quorum, and under the rules it is necessary for us to make
that determination at this time.

Mr. DICKINSON. Mr. Chairman, I would move at the conclusion
of the 'testimony here, at the proper time, this committee go into
executive Session for consideration of the bills on transportation of
automobiles by the military.

Mr. FISHER. The clerk will call the role.
Mr. HOGAN. Mr. Fisher?
Mr. FISHER. Aye.
Mr. HOGAN. 1'r. Dickinson?

; Mr. DicicnisoN. 4.ye.
Mr. -Ho GAN.. Mr. D,Iedii?
Mr. Nnnzi::Aye.
Mr. HOGAN. Mr. Daniel?
Mr. DANIEL. Aye.
Mr. HOGAN. Mr. Montgomery?'
Mr. MONTGOMERY. Aye.
MT. HOGAN. Mr. Wilson? ,

. Mr. WILSON. Aye. ,
Mr. HOGAN.: Mr. Hillis?'
Mr. Hinnis. Ayes

, Mr. FisimairVery we . ,
Mr. Stark, 'from the great State of we welcome you toCalifornia,

.

the cvaunittee thi:. morning. We are pleased to, have the benefit of
your testimony and you liaay, proceed.-

STATEMENT OP HON. PORTNEY H. STARK, 4.,..REPRESENTATFirE
. , VROM ,CALIPORlfLI ,

, ,
kr. STARK. Mr. Chairman, thank you very much. I am honored

'nicked to be allovgd to testify this inprning,on the bill you, re consid,
tosting, H.R. 1070 .
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I would with your permission ask that. my written testimony that
'las been submitted be made a part of the record and, in the interest

I of saving your valuable time, I would like to just summarize it briefly
if. I may and add a few remarks'. . - .

Mr. FISHER. Without objection, that procedure is agreeable.
Mr. ST4.111C. I would like to point out that we all, in one of the im-

portant jobs-that we have, in our districts, appoint nomlhees to the
various academies. We are now precluded from appointing hag of our

tituents. '. ,

The opposition, as I see it, seems to be from traditional concept:4
and they are based, one, on women participating in combat, and the

otheron the question of facilities'at the acaderny.
I would deal with the combat question arseveitil levels, One, I

think it is fair to say that perhaps less than 20 percent of the military
personnel.novr, participate in combat -type jobs.

Also, I Would join with my colleague who preceded me here, Mr.
Fraser, and I think I would be somewhat more definitive. I can think
of absolutely no conditions wider which women should be precluded

`from-combat except those under which a man might be. I will get into_
that further.

..

As to the facilities, it has-always seemed curious to me, and I know
some of you gentleman have heard me address. this in other forums,
that we can admit foreign nationals to our academies and say that we
do not have room for women, or for us to say we need some bathroom
facilities when we can indeed get our astronauts to the moon. I am
sure none of us would like to stand up in a broader forum and defend

ithis, because we have ultimate faith in the ability of our services to
create facilities quickly and efficiently when. they're so inclined. If a
lack of proper accommodations is the only reason to keep women out,
let's quit stalling, let's build a few johns and let's get on with having

)
- women admitted to the academies.

The question of ROTCand how it compares to an academy.
educationarises. It's iMportant to note the $50,000 differeice in
cost between ROTC and the academies, but even more significant,
I think is the fact that the road to the top in the military is smoothed
if one has graduated from the academies. It's clear that the 55,000
women in uniform are indeed being denied the most direct route to the
topf e - , . 4 .

The real question is that if we are not going to continually rarify
the eliteism which we all too often accuse the academies of fostering,
we in t (country need women in the academies. We need their talents,
we ne ;their skills, we need their perspective., and., perhaps, we need
them' 'ore there than they really need the academies.

I would like for us all to think ahead to that day. I think it is coming;
there's no question. I think there is.some stalling, some getting used
to a new concept, but I am afraid once we cross the threshold and do
what is correct, we may be in the embarrassing position of having dis-
couraged women from entering for so long that we may rule that day.
' I would like to speak specifically now just for a moment to the, ,to speak

of women in combat.
If, indeed, we reinstate the draft, it would be my view that women

should be _drafted, either in, lottery fashion, which I would prefer,
. . right along with men or if they flunk the physical on the same -basis

, that men flunk the physical, fine, they should be given a 4-F category.

, ,..,..
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Thera are physical. differences among men, among women, as wcIt
as between, en and women. I again would concur with the gentleman
from Minnesota, -.Sir. Fraser, who -wuuld not like these, difference
ctegotized as to the sex, but as to physiCal characteristics.

I would go a step fukther. I have 3 da:ughters, the oldest of
whom is 17, the youngest of whom is 12. I can, state here that I would
not object if it were Iheir determination to enter into combat roles,
I can think of one of tlie very lovely daughters of mine who cou"
probably ON e sothe panic to some of the more diminutive membe4s
my sex were Jhe to determine that she wanted. to be combative.

I third! I could say that if the draft were reinstated. I would fee
would be only fair that toy daughters stand the chances of heir,
drafted along with my son. I. know that iea consideration that we will
all make and all of our constituents will ask us to make as we vote un
this.

I thank you again for the opportunity of letting me add my 70Re
to the many across the Nation.

.0

WRITTEN STATEMENT. OF HON. FO RTNET H. METE) STARK, JR., REPRESENTATIVt
,FROM CALIFORNIA

Mr. Chairman, as.plaintiff in a suit to allow a feJiale constituent to att.( rid
the Naval Academy, I urge your favorable consideration of pending legislation

. t.ri open the academies to women. In ray judgment, this is a vital step in exteild-
ing equal rights to all segments of our society. More praginaticallyrit is arressential.,
ingredient of the success of our all volunteer army and the viability of our miLtsr:.

. establishment in the fixture. The etclusion of women by laW and tradition, Ad
of minority members due to rigidshandardsfaturing middle class whites, depriv L,
the academies, and services,uI input from important segments vr our society.

As a nember of CongitSs with responsibility fur nominating qualified indi- .
vidualsrriv;eXpeFted to discriminate.ou the basis of sex in my selections. I
could not do this, so I nominated a woman. The service refused to process tier,
applicatitin and I went to court. The matter is still being litigated. But, it issiear
to me that 'Congressional aciiudis.,the most direct way- to put this question to rest,
Let me.share with you some reasons why it's imperative that we act.

According to military spokesmen, the isrincipal reason for barring women
from the academies is a legal and traditional prohibition against, their,participa-
tion in combat. It's argued that the academies' mission is to produce combat

. leaders, which females can not now become. But only 54% of Ameica's active
servicemen are in combat units, and only 17% have fighting jobs, ,according to
D.OD's own figures. According to statistics provided by a distinguished. member
of this Committee, Sal-nut:1 Stratton, 253 of the $34 Air Force Academy graduate,
or nearly one-third of (hose commissioned in 1973 were assigned to 4km-combat
roles For West Point the non-combat ratio was 162 of $99, or one-fifth of the
co.mmissionbd .graduates. Further, an Air Force witness testified that between
20-25% of each fear's entrants to their school a., ....eligible fur combat positions
due to Eyesight. The men are nevertheless admitted and art-.Arained for uppurtive
leadership roles. What'4 more, the academies have a practice of admitting a num-
ber of foreign nationals. It's difficult to believe that women must be denied places
at the academies because the spots are needed for Iran full) eligible fur combat

. when foreigners occupy places but of course never serve. It seems binguhaly
inappropriate for the academies to open their doors to .7...Laotian or an Irauitkik,
while slamming them in the faces of American females.
_,I think it's indefensible to exclude women from the military institutions wIfether

they go on to assume actual combat assignments or not. But it should be noted
that, combat 1s defined so broadly today that it's as likely to describe a technician
at.a computer ttsa Green Beret.

It's important to note that women are finding a military career an increasingly
attractive alternative. They are volunteering in record numbers, with 55,000
throughout the seTvi6cs today. Altogether there are 35% more %Inen in uniform
than just, three eyeara ago and this number is expected to more than double by
1978. And just as a military career is attractive to,some females, so tun can actual
combat be acceptable to some. Women who are/qualified and so inclined should



be eligible for such a post. The important thing, I-think, is to create a military
that assigns personnel to jobsall jubson their qualificationa,-ppd lute-teat*
without regard to sex.

Let me briefly touch upon some of the other reasons why Congress must mu. e
to include women in,these instithtions for which male and female taxpay era foot
the bill. First, its clear that the services are dragging their collective feet, working
as obstructionist in a cause they will clearly Itise sooner ur Liter. Their pcilio
seems to be one of stalling, hiding behind eAcuses ranging from lavatory .i.itsign
to "diluting the commonality" of the academy experience. But their posture is
doonfed as either Congiunal action or equal, Rights Amendment can be es-
peetedto put their antiquated arguments to final rest before too long. My ananer
to this procrastination is let's remodel a few johns and get on with the Laisina
of pp' roviclidg academy training for the qualified young people who seek it.

It'S'argued, that women areaffurded ample opportunity for leadership positions
. in the military through ROTC. But let its analyze this positiup. Army Secretary

Howarel,Callaway estimated that he looks to West Point-for aloproximately
of his officers. ,Air Force Chief of Staff Gen., George Brown while shying at. ay
from Welling ROTC trained officers inferior to their academy counterparts,
did admit that there is a "greardifference" between men of each group. Air Force
_Secretary, McLucas expanded on this, saying that "academy graduates are more
likely to ire people who seek responsibility and who have prepare(' then riches
wellfor the future."

Asa taxpayer and, concerned citizen, I'm glad to learn that there's a discerni1;le*(1"
difference, because it costs an estimated $20,000 to send someone through ROTC
rind an average of S70,000 to train an academy student. The latter is an exorbitant

. )sluitin any case, but all the more exorbitant because the institutions are excluahe
--(frail° only" clubs, -

In:Summarizing his opposition to admitting women, Secretary McIaicas testified
that "we can't afford $79,000 to train noncombat officers. Why buy a product if
we'lfren't going to,use it?" The Secretary and I agree tu.a.point. It's true that tax

Acelareshottlii not be spent on training that goes to waste. Instead, in my ti law, .
we must offer the education to everyone qualifiedincluding Womenand then

-See.that their expertise is put to good use. At a time when the services must
recruit aggressively to meet required force lel, els, when the percent of high school
graduates is &upping:rind minorities are_rising disproportionately, women recruit*
are itul'rentlidheing sought to bailsout a wavering system. But women certainly
have no obligation to borne to the aid of a System that denies them, access to the
most prestig_ouseatieatioxint and leadeiship'dpportunities, ,

In Short, Women should,ewitt haste and, without question, reeeiv e appdintments
,to the acacleifdias The fact islIkat we need them therewith their talents and
aft ting.PeitRe"etive.rfar intire'thart they need the academies.

.11r.:AprOi.:. Thank YOu Stark. I think you have madt your
Iisisition ratlio cfrysta4lear regarding theombat aspect of the use of

rwurainiti the military, service.,kgood, many of the witnesses arcs not
quite as certain .their position. You seem to be very clear about
your:--,VieWs"On .

That is, it is ;mil yielriPthat). as a national policy, hereafter in the
'United St4es;Ainetictin women should be available for combat duty
invartifnp,Withinit restriction, with or without their consent.

litt:'$,4iAltis-;Tfkittla"pp.00"ut.-.

y,oif. very much, Mr: Stark, for your testimony
this Morning:. Z."

ID* do you V164 Ihe,ciit-veitmteei service? DO you think, as some
have suggeste4, that the Selective Service should be reinstated?

STABle. tend topiefer the all-volimteer service.
would line to see 'the jobs, higher paying, with the tendency to

have rptikeraent diter.2a yeari and :.have peoplp come out With an
inadequate ,pension and' hack iri the job markets ended; I would
favor longer terms of service, -higher pay,. careers in service be, life-long..

/



careers,, as many of us have in business, and hopefully in politics. So
Isee aireat-advaiitage in the v.oltinteer service.

I would like to give it a greater chance. On the other hand, if it
`aoes not work, I,watild.hitve no strong objection, to our_revertag to
iniversel'iil.itEtrainng

Mr: Dezia4 Thaikyou, Mr. Stark.tark.
Mr. FISHER. Mr. ?
Mr. Hmus. Thank You, Mr. Chairman. -
For the record, to make it aryital-clear here, .as I understand the

gentleman, if your.daughter were physically able and a, draft were
mstituted, you would have no objections if she were called to service,
and if we were involved in such an operation as Normandy in World
War II,nr Tarawa, that she Would go ashore with a rifle in her hand

_ and- bayonet on the end of 112
Mr. STARK. God forbid that would ever come to-pass., but if it. did,

I could have no more objection if my daughter were drafted and put
in ill:It situation than if my son were.

Mr:Hmus. Thank you. That is all the questions I have.
"IP , Mr: FISREB. Mr. Nedzi?

Mr.-NErar. Thank you,. Mr: Chairman.
I should like to say that I agree with You, Mr. Chairman, that our

colleague from California had articulated his position very heavily, .

arid-holies left no qu'eations. .

Thank you.-
. Mr. FISHER.- Mr. Dickinson?
.11r. DidiKINSciN.: No questions, Mr. Chairman.

FISHER: Mrs. Holt?
Mrs. HoLT.. No questions.
Mr. FISHER: Mr. Wilson?
Mr.'- WILSON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I want to state to my friend from California I am in complete

agreement with his statement. I think he has made a gnod statement.
Ithink it is interesting that the ladies who were here Tuesday repre-
senting different organizations, in addition to a' Reserve officer in
the Army, agreed with you that women should be subject to combat
responsibilities as well as just having the privilege of serving in
restricted jobs.

This idea that we look forward---by some of our members ,that if
women are given combat responsibilities or if the law is repealed that

. _prohibits them from being in combat, that they would automatically
all be in combat if they are in the service, of course is not quite ac-
curate, beca\se people still are assigned according ti, their MOS. We
still hope that the system in the services would assign people where
their proper role should 1.3e, and it may be that not many women would*
be assigrmci cpmbat roles, but they would be subject to it.

iThat is if we'did rapeal.tbe law. I think, as I have said before, that
we have a lot of hangups, we have to tryoto get over.them because this _
thing,..in m opinipn, is -- Ding to come.

I lia,Ve submitted a hill which will be ,considerecr,4I think when we
efinkdg the. lull legislation which will repeal the combat.Aistriction.
Ifliink we have to eliminate the excuse that Air rorce and Navy are
usinKforprahibiting women ,from -being accepted or considered fin'

'entrairee.nito these two academies:. .

1r
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Of course, West Point does not have this prohibition, but they do
- have a regulati,on prohibiting it.

Again I would like to commend you for your statement, and to
assure you Of my complete support for your position.
ittMr. STARK. I think The gentleman, I congratulate him for his
foresight in the bill he has prepW to submit for striking that combat
restriction. -

Mr, FISHER. Mr. Montgomery?.
Mr. MONTGOMERY. Mr. Chairman, I would like to thank Mr. Stark

for his testimony tlis.morning. He has shown a great interest in the
bills that this subcommittee has had before it, not only in the tom-
mittee but on the floor. He certainly peeps us on our toes.

Thank You again for testifying.
MT STARK. Thank you.I
Mr. FISHER. Thank you very much, Mr. Stark.

STARK. Thank you, Mr- Chairman.
.Mr. FISHER. Our next witness is*Miss Jacqueline Cochran. We axe

honored and delighted to have you with us, Miss Cochran, to testify
on this subject of the admission of women into the service academies.
We are all quite aware of the distinguished career which is identified
with your lifetiine of service to America.

I think it would be of interest to all of us if you would begin by 'brig y
relating a/ little bit of the background Of your career, the experie
you have had, which would be relevant in the record to identify you as
a qualified person to spealCon this subject.

I think we all recognize thoroughly that you are peculiarly well
qualified to speak on this subject. But would you favor us with some-
thing about your background and your career, Miss Cochran, -before
you open your statement?

Miss COCHRAN. Mr. Chairman, that is very kind of you.
I have had a rather unique career as'a woman. I was in England

during the Battle of Britain,I flew a bomber across the NiorthAtlantic,
and was able to help cure a problem in Canada that was going on
among the pilots that had been drafted from many of the areas that
were not in war at the time.

A woman can do anything that a man can do that does not require
brawn and >b think certain types of exposure. Now, the gen.tleman from
California saying that a woman would get off the boat and meet the
enemy as a man would, I do not think you are going to find many
who are going to agree to that. T b6 most appreciative if every
Member of this great, distinguished body of ours, the Congresst would
query every woman in their district. I am using it in the generic )erm
because I do not think you are going to find that the majority of women
feel that way about it.

Talking about the draft, the morning before, the night before, the
, day before a -woman might have started her family, you cannot just
.draft women harry -sPary. because they are between 18 and 25 years
old or 30 years old. That is a lot of hocum. There is just no way.

-Surely I have had it unique career in aviation. I have never used a
dime of taxpayers' money to further 2fiy own career, not a penny. Of
course, I think the country has one a little crazy. Economically we are
in pretty bad shape. We think nothing about spending a few more.

52-046-75-47
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billions. do not see the justification in some of the things being advo-
cated in the testimony here before this distinguished body. I, just do

=not agree withiki am sorry.
I have ,a very simple low:key written ,statement which expresses

41iat my'feelings are.
Mr. FISHER. Very well. I read your statement yesterday.
Miss COCHRAN. I am honored, sir.
Xi. FISH.ER. I think it is very good. I suggest thatyou read it.
Miss CoolIRAN. I can just file it with the. committee. .

Mr. FISHER. No, I think it woulibe well for you to read it.

STATEMENT OF MISS SACQUELINE COCHRAN

Miss COCHRAN. it is only 6 minutes. With your permission and in-
dulgence, I would like to.

It is my firm Very considered' opinion that women should not be
permitted to enroll in the Air Force Academy. I limit this first state- .
went to the Air For& Academy, only because I am more familiar
with these operations than with the other academies, but the basic,
reasoning would be the same jn;the case df all of the military academies.

If I may digress here from the written statement, I was consultant
to Senator Symington, then Secretary Symington, when the legislation
was written to put women into the Air Force. I helped to-write some
of the legislation. I agreed with the way it was written.

was privileged to reorganizethe WAFs under General Vandenberg,
gotit back on the track. They are pretty difficult, women are;.I know,
I have dealt with them my whole life:

The basic reason why I hold, this opinion is that the Academies are _

for the purpose of teaching combat to their students.
The coues of study and work are designed around this central

theme. Women should not go into combat and thereforrthey should
not receivelhis specialized training.

Never has a woman, to my knowledge, gone into combat in the
American military forces. Even in England's darkest days during the
Battle of Britain, there was no _suggestion that women be used, in
combat. The same is true,. I believe, of all the other countries of .

Europe except Russia; and I have be4n informed on good authority
that although the Russian women, when their very life and,existente
was 4t stake when Germany invaded, were ndt used as front line
soldiers but were used on a logistics basis supplying the troops with
ammunition, food -and other necessities. .

If women are to be accepted into the military academies, it.folloWs
either that at the same time .a law should be passed wheithy,tbey will
be used. in combat an'a whereby they agree t such nse or in the
alternathu there should be two coursesone for ie inenand another
for the women. To have two tracks-of study in th same school would
only add to the expense already great and dery no useful purpose.

Of _course, there are many places id the Arme Forces for women
excluding combat. There .,are many women alt. ady in the armed
services m such work. For this administrative w rk, the, training fg
different than in the military academies.

It cods now about $80,b00 to gfaduate a stud t at the h r ForCe
Academy whereas ROTC where the women can 'r ceive their training

. ,
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for administrative and ether noncombat work can graduate a student
for ;about $12,000.

The Academies are already full. That means if a woman is 'to be
:brought in either the facilities must be expanded at the taxpayer's
expense or a man must be dropped out of the program.

It is true a. small percentage of the Air,Force Academy, graduates
are not assigned:to combat oriented work;.but they all have combat
Oriented tranung and are available for combat in case of nationalneed:',

My opposition to women going into the military academies is
not because I am against so called women's lib. I am neither for or
againsfivomen's lib; but what I have just said has really nothing to do
with the roe and cons of women'sjih. Whatever is to be done about:
women elsewhere, they should not go to the Military Academies for
the primary: reasons. stated. . ,

During World War 11. at the request of the British government,.
supported by our own autholitiesrI took 25 women pilots to. England.
During their preliminary flying tests in Canada, there was about a
407percent elimination rate. These women -did. ferrying work for the
BritiSh Forces but not combat work. After about a yeartin,England,
I was_ called home by General Arnold, Commanding General of the
Army. Air Forces,.to head up a women's pilot training program
called WASPS, again for noncombat duty. Although it was publicized
that only about 1,500 to:2,000 women would be taken for training,
over 63,000 applied. Many were eliminated for physiological and
psychological reasons before flyin.0. training. The attrition rate after
traming Wits. completed among the WASPS Artin.about 36 percent,

UthExt,of., whom resigned to get married.
I call: that pretty. expensive use of ina'iipowe. or womanpower.
There are sound biological reasons 'Why a. womaiv should not be

tritinpg1 for and used in combat., A person received very
expensive training for combat must give a ton k period of service to
The Government to justify thisperhaps as long as 20.or, 30,years in
gorobakreadiness:

4. woman's primary function in life is to get mar red maintain ,a
tuid raise_ a family. That is certaiiily.Niliat happened to most
WASPS 'and- the -25 women who went to, England with, me.

Stran ely enough., practically none of, these women did muelitb.
'their ymg ,after the war-ties-ov

A woman can compete 'With th men,in cases wherephySical bravla
or continuity and regularity 'of rvice are not regTre4.,,Suoh, con -
tinuity and regularity:are 'reanir d in etObat, Uplink, find 'com4t,

( r
I gave notieed flint in many erofessions to the \VI:kited S,

such as medicine or law Where,th ,schqols are opened to women
a :Very small minority of thg, ititss axe women...a:0,104y a small'

ority of these women gr.4iisc :'.:Carry, for long, hi, the praciRcz
eirprefessign.

r have taken my oicr,njkll Awn, apProximaely 'g50.`,inature
people -- more than half wera.zio an-tarid,asked them whed,aer thv
are for or apinet women emote th.d'Ait rfirco Academy;

'eikTiOicictin my 'own. vie*`'. Prep wally, j9,0 percent of these voters' .
were against it. In foe th rrIP34,2Ve*Ii 9PPPSe4 and the, only' .,
, ,
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supporters were two or three men. One of.-these men, a doctor who is a
friend of mine, is all for women going into combat. He has five
daughters and I asked him it he wanted to get rid of them.

I just had the privilege of talking to the 4,000 cadet§ at the Air
Force Academy about a month ago.

I can also fancy in my Rtind the disruption that would follow if
100 normal women were entered' with 4,000 normal men in the Air
Force Academy. ,,

I can also fancy in My mind 'what would be the result if Women
entered combat and were captured by the enemy. No, ,T think the
rights of women should stop short of entering the military academies;
and in pursuing these rights, they should follow other routes that are
open to them. i

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. -. '

Mr. FISHER. Thank you very much, Miss Cochran, for, a very
4111iminating statement. , .

,How much flying' experience have you had in your lifetime?
Miss COCHRAN. Nell, ,sir, I have logged about 15,000 hours. Just

before I became ill, I was working with .Lockheed on the rigid rotor
program. Then the last two things I did in interest and importance
were, I flew the F-1Q4 for the high temperature tests for the big engine
about 5 years ago, and the T-38 jet tramer for Northrdp Corp.

Mr. FISHER. There is a provision in the law now, Miss Cochran,
with which I am sure' you -a a familiar, which prohibits women being...
used for combat flyingpurposes.

MISS COCHRAN. I think they should not be used,
Sir, I was shot at over the North Atlantic and I crossed the Atlantic

several times during ,World Wttr II. Maybe I am one of these unique
women like Mary, but when I was a child I went to work 12 hours a
night in a cotton mill before I was 8 years old without shoes and I
became pretty hardened to the facts of life. I don't think that is the

o way women should,be brought up. . - ,
certainly don't think I was properly brought up. I think I have

been privileged to serve this Nation and it has honored me with every
'possible, honor that can be given to a citizen. I am grateful, but I
,would rather have had a little different life and I think a lot a these
women. 25 or 30 years from mow are going to be awfully sorry that '
they didn't take a little different attitude.

'Prink every human being shouki be paid equally for eqpal Produe-

- -A-,,, ', tion. Of- courier the labor unions don't allow that, but they should be
.. # paid equally regardless of sex. But I think there are certain areas

where womenas the ,future mother's of this countryhaVe no
business being: EVe,n if they Want to, they should be restrained. I feel
you will not get a high pettentage of than: because I knovi what
wept, on during my-own training plokram in the WASPS. They all
got married itist as fast as they .could find a good-looking man who
would marry them and 36 percent o'f them w nt on to follow their
husbands and have a family.

, ..

I ag,ree with' women' being in the pongress. ran for Congress- 'and
"lost by 700 votes. There are 'many. 'things where 'women are very,
very valtable, but I think to take a y9,'ung girl from 18 to 35 years
old aria 'force her to go into the alined services, well, it is going to be a
Sad day, .!

, , .
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If our country is\invaded, I hink, every man, wemait, and child '
would take a pitchfork as they uld have in. England and giNter
the invader, but that is is not ae ega 0 a woman to combat. thinkit,
is ridiculous.

'Mr. FISHER. It has been developed in testimony here that there.
is no nation in the world today" that requires women to do combat
duty in warfare. If this Congress should decide, as a national policy,
that we should start a, nhw program in Afnerica 'to allow women to' be
committed to combat, with or vdthout. their .thnsenkunce they are in
military.seryite, that would be.a major change in the system that has,-

. been follewed traditionally throughout the history of this country,
is tliat,ndt correct?

Miss COCHRLN. 'Well, that certainly is. .
. Of course, that is,correct, but, sir, that is not the, point.- can't

take the future mothers of this boun try and sa3r, "Whether-yo like
it or tot, you are going to get off a landing craft," if you have er
studied the pictalTes of those men who h1 to do this

No, it is not right. I mean it is abnormal. I know that most of th
-.members 'of this conamittee are Demperat and most of my friends in
the House happen to be Democrats, but I am a Republican. Lives
therefore privileged to get the first commitment from General Eisen-,
hpwer to seek the nomination for office. The first thing that he said
of Paris 10 minutes after he had made this statement was, absolutely'
with tears in his eyesI recorded it for his libraryhe said, "If only
My,mother were here."

He used some of our facilities at the ranch for 7 years as an office:
He often talked about his mother. He never talked much about his
father. '

Also a great man was just lost in Tuohy Spaatz. He was the same
kind of person. He would talk about his mother bythe hour. Mothers
are pretty important-people.

at are we going to do,_ develop test tube babies and put them
way to be reared somewhere?

Are we going to break up the whole hattern that the Lord intended
that we follow? I think it is ridiculoui. Pdon' t see it.

Mr. FISHER. Mr. Daniel?
Mr. DAillut: Nmspeechless, Mr. Chairman.
Very eloquent indeed., have knb3vn Miss Cochran for many years

and have, always admired her greatly and am so pleased to have her
hero this, morning.

' Like the other wittiesse,s, I don't thiMhe left very many questions
.;4(ir us to ask.

I would like to make this observation, Mr. Chairman, especially
after what Mr. Wilsan said a moment ago. The deeper that we get
into the matter, the more convinced I am that we are addressing Elm
3ctoxig subject. We'are putting the cart before the horse. It seems to
jtevhat e should be discussing are the requfrements for women to
cantle in ombat. If 'a bill was introduced to bring about that result
apct was approved by the Congress, the admission of women to the
atademies would be academic, wouldn't it?

CHRAN. Well, yes, but don't you think, sir, you should let
.. all 'of th vomen, not just a few.of the' women, express their yiews

asto whet er they would want to.igo into combat?

. . .
0
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Mr. DANIEL. I am not suggesting. it, ,Miss Cochran. What I am
saying is if we put this test to the Congress and ask them whether
they Want to change the policy, anti then if the representatives of the
peo.ph3 say, 'We want to change the policy and require that women
go into combat," then admission to the academies, would lie academic.
They would be there.

Miss Coo:114'1Ni. Sir, that would make wortien subject to draft in
; time of war. It 3vould have to. I mean you draft everyone if you need

them in war.
Mr. DANIEL. I sin not advocating this.'I am saying this is the road
thin we ought, to take if we are going to do what we are talking

about here:
Mi§s COCHRAN. I agree with you, but I think before you vote on

such an important subjeCt you should give the majority of the women
of this country an opportunity to speak on it.

`There were two WAVES here. One said to me, "I agree with you.
I don't think wolnen should be in combat and I think the whole thing
isridiculous." I hope' they are still here.

Mr. DANIEL. Thank you so much,..sir.
Mr. FISHER. Mr. Hillis.
Mr. HILLIS. Miss Cochran, I certainly enjoyed your statement and

it is a pleasure to have you here today. I might say my ,sister, just a
couple of years older than4I, voluntered to be in the WASP in World
War II, but physically her eyes didn't permit to her pass.

She vent on to accumulate about 1,500 -hours, including an in-
structor's rating, and-taught Naval cadets to fly in a little mei-cub
in their college program, but after' the war she gate it up' and hasn't
flown for 25 years..

The area I want to g. o into with you would be a kind of a third
dm Women are establishing very important and long careers today
in the military and they are serving in many, many more positions.
I think it is fine and well that they do so, even though they are not
permitted to go into combat,. and I don't think that they should.

However, if we are' going to have women generals, and we do, and
women field. grade officers,. and,we do, do you think that they should
hale the very best of training that might be available that our country
could give them so they would be very, very well qualified leaders?

Miss COCHRAN. Well, I just can't see a two-track system !in our
institutions that are primarily created to find our leaders. I don't
know my facts, but I would make a pretty good ballpark, guess that
every 'leader in World War III mean the real leaderswere .
Academy-trained, and I just don't see that women need be in this
kind of _preparation. In fact,, I, am np toy keen on coeducational
schools. I think if men and women are normalthey jbllvyell better
be if they are in the military services, an,1 I thitil tnere is too much
disruption and too muchI have been on one university board for
16 years, one of the top ones in the country, and I am not too keen
about all of this'foolishness that is going on.-.

There is a deterioration in our youth today/and the percentage is
not small. All you have to,do is drive around this country and travel
as, much r have in the last 2 years

have
motor vehiclebecause of

not being able to fly any more.,.I have been just astounded at the
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lack of discipline in our youth. It is just because the women don't
stay home and take care of their kids. I bei your sister r taking care
of hers.

Mr.,HILLis. She didn't marry so .she couldn't *get into' the 'full
.cate5orv. She doesn't fly any more either. ,

. PISHER. Mr. Nedzi. , /
Mr, NEDZI. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I want to 'add my, com-

,.pliments to Miss Cochran for her forceful testimoiy but, as one who
has a deep belief in individual freedom, I have to confess that I have
some trouble telling a woman that'she cannot goteinto combat if she
volunteers for it. If she wants to go. How.do.we rationalize that?

Miss cocilhAN. Well, she just might be meeting a very, very im-
portant group of men that morning to go on a military mission, and
l'etatise of the physiological difference 'between men and women, be
_unable to fulfill her duties. Is that plain enough?

It can happen with women all the time. It happens with women
and it doesn't happen with men. T ran sorry. Of course, a man could
get sick too, but lie is not as likely to. The,chances are that he won't'
as easily as a woman.

Mr. NEDZI. Is there any other reason why we should not
Miss COCHRAN. I knew I'd get some laughs.
Mr. NEDZI [continuing]. Let women volunteer for combat?
Miss COCHRAN. Yes': Because you don't let crazy people iun around

the streets. You put them in a home. I think women are nuts if they
want to go into combat.

Mr. NEDZI. Mr. Chairman, I have no fuither questions.
Mr. FISHER. Mr. Dickinson. IK
Miss COCHRAN. Forgive me for the slang, sir.
I haven't adequate vocabulary to express my indignation over

women who want to go into combat.
Mr. DICKINSON. I want to thank you for your appearance here.

It is real good. to see you again. I think your contribution has been
very meaningful and certainly helpful. Even arousing in Apots. It is
good to see you again and we appreciate very much your being here
and I have no questions.

Miss CocHuor. Thank you, sir. ,

Mr. FISHER. Mrs. Holt?
Mrs. HoLT. It certainly is an honor to haVe you with us this morning

and I think it is interesting to hear some of your statements because
you have probably done more for the women's movement than any
of us. You have demonstrated that women can do anything; that they
can lead men; that they can lead anybody, so I think we owe you a
great debt.

I have some of the same very great Bars that you have that if we
Aren't careful we are going to destroy the faihily,in this country and
rreally think that is important.

Miss COCHRAN. No qUestionabout it.
Mrs. HoLT. We don"t,want to see it destroyed and I think we have

to take a look at histor9 and see what has happened to other civiliza-
tions and what other people are doing. We are going to hate to treat
this very, 'very carefully, We are going havehave to make certain that
,we provide the education for all the girls. I have no questions. Thank
you very much for being with us.
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Miss ConnitA.N. You are very kin4, Mrs. Holt,and -I admire all of
you whO. "Comi3 to the Congrbss -of our country and become-leaders.
end I think -this is certainly a very important calling, very important,
and r wish more women would take up this kind of thing: but take.
care of their families at the same_time. ,

MT..FISHBR. Mr. Wilson.
M. WILSON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 1

YOu-are a perfect example of why women should be able to do this.
I glint- the things you have accomplished; Miss Cochran, are evidence
that 'Women have the same ability as men and can do anything that
men. can do. _I am sdrprised that you would feel that they shouldn'tbe given i

Miss COCHRAN. They can do one thing a man can't ; do, sir.
, ,Mr. Vilsdn. I suppose that is bearing children, is that correct?

Miss COCHRAN. That is correct, and that is one of their primacy
wishes,. :

Mi. WILSON. I think with the great success you have had as' an
outstanding pilot and a leader during military times, even though you
were on transport duty rather than in actual combatit would be
pretty hard to' distinguish, I would. think. .. e

Didn't ybu feel qualified to fly. a bomber yourself in those days?,
VI* COCHRAN. Well, sir, I flew bombers. I have flown everything

that ever had wings on it up until now: . ..
Mr. WILSON. Why shouldn't women be given that opportunity?
Miss COCHRAN. To go into combat? ` .

'Mr. WirsoN. Surely. . '
Miss COCHRAN. I am not backing down., If there was no chance

or possibility that a woman could be taken prisoner as a person in the
War fightingI am not talking about nurses taken or Catholic Sisters
or school peoplethen maybe it wouldn't be too bad for them to
fight. It isn't quite the m.-me dirty work but I am still against it. I ,

just cannot see our women being (1) drafted, (2) indiscriminately.
against their will be put in combat. I think there would be a very, very
small number who would volunteer for combat. I think a great national
poll should betaken. I mean thousands upon thousands of people. Not
one of these little samplers. My poll has been kind of interesting.

Mr. WILSON. What do you think would happen if we had a poll of the
men as to whether they wanted to-go into combat? .

Miss COCHRAN. I don't think the average man would want a woman
in combat. I don't think he would Want his daughter in combat. I
don't believe so.-If so, he must have 'developed a hatred for women.

Mr. WinsoN. I am saying, why don't we poll themen as to whether
the men themselves want to g.o into combat. I think you 1:.-culti find a ..
negative poll there too, wouldn't you? . -

Miss COCHRAN. Yes, bpt they liave, to do it, you see.
Mr. WmsoN. Why?. - . ,

Miss COCHRAN. Because they are men and we don't have .to do it
because we are women. I am being very logical as a woman now. :

Mt. WILSON. On page 4 of your statement you said that in many
professions in the United States, such as medicine or law where the
schools are open to women, only a very small minority of the graduates
are' women and only a small minority of these women graduates carry
on their profession. Do you think that is accurate? .

Miss COCHRAN. Yes, sir, I believe it is. .

i
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Mr. WILSON. Of ciurse, women were discriminated against for some
time in law schools amfmedical schools. It is only recently they have
been admitted in reasonabletimbers. Perhaps we don't have statistics
to proye this is,either corrn 'or incorrect.

Miss CocHRAN. I think a lot. of the medical schools have been very
fair abOut taking women. They make excellent doctois as pediatri-
cians; certain areas of research, and there is an area that I have
workgd in quite a bit. I think it is absolutely astounding. Many women
doctors drop out during the discipline of the course or they do not
carry on as a doctor. They stop and. raise a family and do what women
are, supposed to do. '

.

Mr. WILSON. Their attrition rate you make reference to `both in the
medical and law schools, and also among the WASPS that you
commanded in World War II, you mentioned 36 percent?

Miss COCHRAN. Yes, sir. I have accurate figures.
Mr. WILSON. Mr. Hogan, what is the attrition rate at theAcademy

these dvs? Isn't it 30 or 40 percent?
Mr. HOGAN. It is in that area.
Mr. WILSON. You are talking about today and the attrition rate

is high among men at the Academy. You are going ,back to World
.War II where the morals and standards of,woinen were considerably
different from what they may be .today as far as what their` goals
are. I don't think this 36 percent is unusually. high.

Miss COCHRAN, This was after they graduat4d, which was very
Adisturbing to me, sir.

Mr. WiLsoN. It is not out of line with what the figurd is for men
in the academies?

Miss COCHRAN. Maybe your selec tion process is poor. Maybe
that needs to be looked at. There is 'always room for improving
'anything.

Mr. WILSON. On page 5 you say you can imagine what the dis-
ruption would be if there were 100 normal women with 4,000 normal
men at the Air Force Academy.

What we would hope for, I think would be 25 percent. General
Clark acknowledged if women were to be admitted to the Academy
he would hope there would be about 25 percent, I think, unless I
am in error. This would be a better ratio and might snake for a better
situation. I don't know.

It might be bad if there were just 100 women with 4,000 men.
Miss COCHRAN. I believe with all my heart if ydu polled every

good institution of higher learning today or whatever area yod go to,
I think they take from 17 to 21 or 22I think you would have a
pretty rough job finding 1,000 women in 1 year to go into the Academy
if they had to face combat.

-Mr. WILSON. Why don't we find out?
Miss COCHRAN. It would be very interesting to find out.
Mr. WILSON. Let them be free to be admitted 'to the acadeinies.

Let's find out how many qualified women would apply. Just because
a womanapplies doesn't mean she will be accepted.

Miss COCHRAN. She may be physically qualified and not academi-
cally qualified. There might be all kinds of reasons but just basing
it on desire, waiving everything, I think you would havetroub,le
finding 1,000 a year.
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Mr. WILSON. Mr, IFT4etonlY Used , one example but there are
undoubtedly others. There. is a young lady sitting in the audience
today who testified" befOretis Tuesday who impressed me with the
fact that she would be qualified to enter the Naval Academy physically
as.well as' academically. .

I think, that We' are- misjudginrthe ability and the capabilities,
physically as '4,611 as academically, _of the young women weohave. I
think we are missing a,good resource in not allowing them to take
advantage, of this great educational opportunity that is available to
men only. j .

Miss -COCHRAN. You may be right, sir. That is what mnkes hope-
racing, We are both entitled to our opinion. I think there are some
thin which even traditionally should be kept as they are.

?vfr. WIJ.SON. You have a concern' about --women who might be
-taken as prisoners of war. We would have concern- about any women
and we are concerned about our men as well. During World, War II
weren't there many nurses captured in the Philippines and didn't
they conduct themselves well? We have one experience of a close
friend who was a 'prisoner of war while the Philippines were occupied
and she had a rough experience, but she came out a fine nurse and
she continued in nursing and it didn't destroy her life. I think we have
had examples like this of women who have been just as Brave and just
as courageous as men when POW's.

Miss COCHRAN. r can .only base this on my own experience. I had
a business which I sold that employed about two-thirds women; It
was fairly- good size. I employed about 1,000 people. I had that'busi-
ness for over 20 years. I like my sex and I ,respect them and I think
they can do anything a man can do if it doesn't require a certain regu-

..larity of performance and so on.'
There are exceptions physically and there are exceptions psychologi-

cally. There are some exceptions among women. I doubt if there are
very many women who would have taken off in some of the weather I
did.

After the war was over, I went out to Arizona and bought a whole
flock of P-rirsthey were only $800 apiece so I am not being expan-
siveand, as a result, some of my work with these airplanes made
them very useful in the Korean war llefore we had enough we got
bark in the war before'4e thought we were going to get in.

NOw, many of, these women's families were wealthy or they had
money in theirOwnxight. They didn't compete with me foyecords in
races. I don't knoW,why. I got these races open to women by the con-
sent, a the men: I didn't go to Bendix and say, "Let me into Bendix."

Went to every pilot wile was'going to fly and asked "Wouldn't
you like to have a little ,competition from a &pie?" And they agreed, -
and t beati them. s

On the other hand, if glad been, so fortunate as to, have liadom?
children live, I don't think I wouldhave done many of -Miese things__
that I have done:I don't thilik there is any question about it.

Mr. WiLsox. Mr. Chairman, we are pleased to haite, Miss Cechran
with us today: Again I say sheis a verfeot"?iititple of what women
can do; what they should be given the right 0:41'o, and I would hope .!

that the .opportunities will present the:valves s() other women can
he given the chance to prove theinselVes.tis $04,114.17e .done yourself,
Miss Cochran. . :"

t
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MiSS- COCHRAN. Thank you, Mr. Wilson, but I certainly hope. you
. keep them out of combat and the academies:

Mr. FISHER. Mr. Montgomery?
Chairman. fo-. Mr. MONTGONiERY. Thank you, Mr. uairman. I would like

commend Miss Cochran on a very courageous statement. 'this is my
first time to get to see this charming lady. Thank you very much for -

z testifying before our 'subcommittee.
I m ould like to add to your testimony on page Inhere you comment

that 3 ou have not known of American is umempartidpating in combat
and further add that a select committee in the Armed Services Com-

only recently went to Israel and Egypt, and I don't believe
they ifound in those tv o countries any v, omen that had participated in
'combat though they were used in logistics.

Qettainly there, is no question about it, Israel must have the best
fighting Army anti the best Air Force in the world, considering their
small numbers. They have not used women on combat.

Miss COCHRAN. They have done a fabulous job with- their pilots. I
have been,thereL§eteral-fimes. .

. Mi. MONTGQ.T1ERY. Also I have just teturned from Southeast 'Asia
.tind I cannot find where the North Vietnamese, the S .puth Vietnamese,
,northe Laotians hate used, women in combat. In fact, they don't .

. really. use them in the logistic forces in the Far East. This would cet-
thinly be the first time in the world of using women in combat. .

Reminiscing a little, Miss Cochran, the training of the WASPS,
-was" that done near Abilene, Tex.? .

.Miss COCHRAN. Yes, it was done in' bilene. The beginning of the
prograin was in Houston, sir, and then we moved itnot Abilene, we .
moved 'to Ssierwater, I am sorry. --

_

Mr. MosToo mEn'Y. That was near Abilene. I was
..stationed at Camp

_Berkeley and I believe I had the opportunity to date some of your
Orls.I just wanted that to be on the record. I am not sure some of
them should have gotten married either. . . .- r: ,.

Miss COCHRAN. You kuow there has never been a scandal of any ..,..
.kind suigunding any of those women, I took .them at 1$ and _.:,_

. average age was 22k, and there has never been a derogatory thing s d
. about one of them. Now I am begintung to find out they dateditte_,...,

Congressman.
:NIL SIoNroomErry. Thank you very much for appearing here today,
Miss COCHRAN. Thank you, sir, for 3 our compliments. -I appreciate

them greatly.
Mr. FISHER. In regard to the attrition rate that was referred tor to

be sure the record is properly understood, you referred to the attrition
rate _ of WASPS, at Sweetwater which, incidentally, is Sammy
Baugh's:birthplace. You stated that among the WASPS the attrition
rate, after tramingi ran about 36 percent, most of whom reSigned to
get married.

Miss COCHRAN. Yes, sir.
Mr.. FISHER.. TOW, I assume the attrition rate during training and

prior to the ti ie they completed their training was probably even
higher than th t, is that correct? .

Miss COCH AN. Well, it was pretty high because I didn't restrict
them. I want d them to be women first and pilots second, so I let them
follow t it own inclination in the matter and we had a high attrition
rate duii the training period too, because I wanted this program

1,7
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basis,runs and I was -given permiSsion to run it on that a tolet the

women, except for very strict discipline, do exactly what they wanted .
to, that were normal thifigs for them to do, 'which is to get married,
and to have a family. And they either wanted' to follow that career or
they started a-family.' . -

gr. FISHER. We are proud of,the contributibn they made as WASPS
and in all the other contributions during the war, in peacetime or .,
wing-have-you, and we are very proud to helve you here today. ,

Miss COCHRAN. I thank you, Mr. Chairman, and I thank ell of you
gentlemen for being so kind to e, and Mrs. Holt. . -

-.

Mr. FISFIER. I believe ,thaf concludes the questioning then. Thank -:-
you very- much:

->11.51; COCHRAN. Thank you, sir, - `.

Mr. FISHER. This,concludes our hearings with referqnce to the Air
. Eorce Academy today, so the comniiltpe will now go into exetutive ,,

, .. - -..session.
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;
Cdr. HocAN.,VIr Chairman, we _have - seyaral qatements for the

= l'xedord: ,..... ',- .
_Mr.FisixEn. Without Objection* they may be enteett

,:' _

[Wtterenpon, ati.11:30 o'clock a.m., the subcommittge, proceeded In ..
_

,-e.t0C-10,-.O-Session.l ,," _ = . , .,

I

[IN- tqllaWineiliformation w-as.r-e,ceived. for .the r cord 1, °:''',
. . . . .

W.74-ttTBrzermstfik' uy 11.6% Do' EnwArt.D.5,-,REPREsiNTATIVE .1-"og.. -
-r -, . -- -.CAtironNti; ^-'---- -' '

, .,...., . Wir. Chairman,-1
.
wOuld lik e'to add raj-worn; el, support for theseineastiths.

,

. that would eliminate pre,sent discriminktAlry admission practices hi, the stpice-,,
.. acadeinipt,. I*am'4 cosponsor of g.R.,172t7., which ii",identical to the pending bill, .
, 'UR. 1,0705: k t --,--s.1',.- c

, The' 'Service acadomies,finve traditionally provided outsianding _ediicatfonal
. ..opportnnities,to the nation's young men without cost. This has beaten intp*ortant

. _ avenue: towards successful career upporturnit. ccs in. the s_ertiees and lia.g, in many
...,,- cases, been especially important Iv" young men %hi), bt.c-ause of financial him-

tations, might nototherwise ha% e.such fine educational and career upportuhitie,.
'The ,potential impottance 'tf the acietlemies to the yttung women of America.,is
equally, compelling.' - ,.: .:

1 ., - - 7 f
There hat been much complaining frnin.the Pentagon 4 at alrettit the diffi- -

cultfee4n recruiting highly quifiged individuals into the services This is certainly /
a serious situation for our cettotry, and some have et en suggested reinstituting,
the draft to meet the crisis. Ho.,,ever. I find it hard to take these complaints,,
seriously when the Pentagon is apparently unwilling to cousider a vast poor of
intelligent patriotic young_ people anxious to sera c. their cuuntry the 3coutfg
Women .of America. _ ,.. ,

The Congress of the 'United States juts made its %joys un equal rights for men
and women totally clear by passage di the Equal Rights .AnittOnient,tuu year"

,, 1

ago.:Iii fact, the imminent ratification of that Constitutional Amendinent-ans)
well overtake legislatiVa efforts to.ove that the sera ice academies are equally
accessikle to both young men and women. _Numerous 4haliengees tO the present
admission standards are also (in ,their say through, the courts. I tim, in fact, a
plaintiff in one of theie suits. ',

Present admission policies tan be attacked through the courts because they,
violate the Constitutional guarantees of eqtial protection under the law and tlit .
guarantee of due process of law. Singe the law dues not require aer% ice Academie
to discriminatd against women_ t% ho apply. for admission, it can be fprcefully
argued that this discrimination by the per% ice aciucleruiqs b totally unauthorized
by law. Since the Supreme Court is more and more trcjting w,omen as a Su4pect
classification" worthy of protection under the equal protection pros isions of the
Constitution, j submit that rational arguments fur the need fur such discriininatipn.

. -'cannot be Made. , ,
....

.

.. t
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The Defense Department ague's that present - policies are necessary because,
under current Inw,..only men may be assigned to combat zones and because serv-

. ice academies train young men for service in combat areas. However, as the
Defense Department well knows, only a small number of the careers for which
young Cadets are trained involve combat. For example, of all the careers for which
Air Force-eadets may train, only five are. combat-related. Does the Defense De-
partnient, suggest wumen should be barred from all opportunities as career Air

.Force Officers because five fields within the Air Force are currently unavailable
to thein? Of course, this is nonsense. If this is a real Pentagon concern, however,
tt is time to re-evaluate present policies that allow male citizens of other countries
teebe educated at out service academies without incurring any obligation to. serve
in our armed forces while we prohibit American women from receiving this same
training.

.1 believe that it is time for Congress to assert leadership id this area It is em-
barrassing to me, as a Member of the House of Representatives and as a citizen
of the United States, to see our national government promoting and maintaining
'educational facilities that discriminate against qualified women for essentially
fnvolbus reasons and outmoded patterns of thinking. Because of recent decisions
-by-the Supreme. Court, The Federal Government is now in the awkward position.
-of requiring state and Private universities to end discriminatory admissions
practices, while at the same time allowing its own institutions of hig.her education

-'- 'these Same practices.
We must take affirmative steps to make our academies open to all qualified

,reungpeople,..regardless of race, religion, sex'or national origin, -and I therefore
-urgot,the enactment sfethis

r

WRITTE*.bTATAMENT of i1,ON. CHARLES B. RproEp, REPorknriPtilit 17*OU
, - . OAK.',

Mr. Chairman, greatly aplireciate the opportunity,teisubenit a shOrt stateideiie--

h to this distinguished subcommittee concerning the admission of women tpmilitaYy
Service-academies. Both 11.R. 9832.and H.R. 10795 seek to modify ,Title 10 Of the
United StatesCode to eliminate sex discrimination witl; regard to nth 'nisSion to
the, academie...By introducing these W.'s,. Mr. Moakley arid. M.r.,Dgent Dave °

asked 'us 'to frieeen important cniesticall' '
Perhaps, atrRep.Stratton indicated in the Irouse' debate on 8..2771 dickarch 1.7),"

the issue is a complex one. I hope that these important hearings serveto eltirify'7
1heApiestion and to make clean-what action the Congress shotild ta;ce of these

,

In my mind,..however, two aspects of this issue arl already- clear. TheOrst',
lnyplves women dombatroles, the.second concerns equal opPortunitylor
Both aspects convince mei and will k hope convince others in the Cpirgress,,,that4
the reasons for admitting women,to the academies, far outweigh these ter c en-

Abiding-id bar their adrdission.- .
In its fight against the attempts in Courts and Congress to secure -t6 adirdssion

of women to the academies, the DefenseDepartment argues'that devotii4.6.
portion of the academies' facilities to women "would be, an "itialiprepriiter and '"
inefficient" use of public funds. The faredamental 'mission of service 110049;taies,
they explain, is to educate and train officers for vorobat reletif Sinde women are,
prevented by statiite from serving in combat roles, they would usurp the
the academies) of men needed for combat assignments. Unlike many other argtr:
ments usdti against allowing women to attend the academies, this argument makes
logical sense. Bat it has no,power to persuade a Congress which passed rinEqUal
Rights" Amendment. ,
, By passing that amendment we committed ourselves to the',Idea that men arid'
women have equal rights and equal responsibilities. As Rep. Bella Abzug said on
March 18, women "do not merely want men to help with unpleasant household

viehores:4hey want to share with men the unpleasant realities of national defense!!
The standard example is Israel. And Russian women served as fighter pilots in
World War II, If fighting must be done, women shofild join men in doing it. The
record of.female officers in the services has been outstanding.'It seems to me that
in today's world the distinction between cdrnbat and non-combat roles is basically
irrelevant to the question of achnission of women to the service academies. Women

`.

should be allowed.-to serve in any and every military'capacitY. Some 'woineit no
-doubt conceive combat as their duty. For all female citizens of the U.S., However,,
;combat duty is their right.
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Women's rights and responsibilities are equivalent to those of men. Their
oppoitunity, .for advancement is not now, but must be made, equal. This is the
second aspect of the service academy tiuestion which forces me to argue against
Defense Department pleas. The military has served, as a way for blacks to get,
ahead, to gain an education and a worthwhile career. As another group discrim-
inated against in our society, women should not be deprived of this opportunity
for advancement. The volunteer army cuald.prek ide a. way fur working I% omen to
compete successfully in a discriminatory world. It offers financial advancement.
the bill Rep. Schroeder wished to amend to include a provision fur the admission
of women to the service acaderriies provided fur a special pay bonus structure
relating to members of the armed forces. Since last year's Supreme Court decision,

iwomen in the military have been entitled to equal financial treatment. A commit-
ment by the milittify to equal treatment of women across the board, including
admission to the service academies, would help both women and the, volunteer
military force. Many women would be eager tu join. They would raise the caliber
of the, force and provide insurance that the military would not become a mere
dumping ground but could become a vital, important field of action fur the ex-
pertise of .qualified women.

ArgUments for H.I. 9832 and H.R.,10705 must be based on human rights.
Arguments against these bills must .11.5aface the issue of the rights of citizens in our
society. The combat issue argues for, nut against, admission of women tu the
academies, for fundamentally it implies a, v iew of women as unequal, as incapable
of 'defending their country. And I belies e, as I hope others do, that viunien are
equal. equal rights, equal responsibilities, equal opportunities. In practical terms,
too, the military needs women And women neenthe military. Both abstract rights

. and concrete realities argue for'admission of women to the krvice academies.

,WR1TTEN STATEMENT BY HON. ANTONIO B. `Vox PAT, DELEGATE, FROM THE.
TERRITORY OF GtiAll

Mr. Chairman and ,members pf the committee. I am happy to give my support
to legislation which would permit the admission, uf women to our military
academies.

In this clay of expanding u-omeh's rights, the female members of our society' are gradually assuming many duties formerly performed by men, and have proven
themselves to be capable and, efficient. In all strata of (air society and all sectors
of our economy, women are filling Many positions which have traditionally been
the domain of the male sex. Among the,areas into which their talents now ltad
them iA the military establishment of our country.

During the past several wars in which the 'United States was involved, women
were a welcome resource to take over many functions so that men could be fries
for combat duty. The first women to serve in the -military; were nurses serving
under civilian contract during the' Spanish-American War. The first women in the
military, other than in the health field. Akere.claks who served in the Navy during

, the First World War. Of course, once the war was over, women could no longer be
recruited, and the Navy became again an all-male preserve.

The beginning of the Second World War again brought about the need for
Women in the military services. Congress passed legislation creating the VAC
(Women's Army Corps) and the WAVES Women- Accepted for Volunteer

rnergeney Service). During the Aar, w,,Ineri pru%i d they could play an important es,.
-role Within the military. As opportunities grew, the number of jobs which %SulaLli
performed increased. By the end of the war, ,uver 265,000 military women hail
served their country.

If, has been said that history repeats itself. In the "past, women have been
consistently accepted in the military-forces only as a last resort. Today, because
of the difficulty the Armed "Forces are having in filling their quotas fur an all-
vOlitifteer establishment , it, is the women %%hp are filling the ranks uf the Army,
NairY, Mr Force, and Marines. Not only are women true volunteers, but they
must meet'higher standards for admission than men. They must be high school
gradilates or have {in equia;alent education2iand are accepted from only three out

i'.01"foutlhental groups. , .

Previyusly, women in the military worked in two main occupation groups.
, achhiOaration, about 67 reent,, and health, about 22 percent. Today, the range,

Of occupations open to w en is rapidly expanding, and it is likely that as a
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result more and more women will want to enlist. Women are now doing things
such as repairing Air Force planes, operating radios on board ship, taking para-
chute training, and keep trackof foreign satellites.

The number of women in the military services today is 35 percent more than
three years ago, and is expected to double by 1978."By Fiscal Year 1975, there
are expected to 'be close to 100,000 women in the Armed Services.

Since women are entering all branches of the military services, and serving with
distinctipn,and honor, I feel it is only fitting that they be admitted to the setvice
academies. They have proven that they can perform military duties as well as
men, and, in line with our national policy of providing equal opportunities foreveryone, they should permitted to further their careers by obtaining a special
education. If they can perform well in the lower echelons, there is no reason why
they cannot do well as officers in the highest ranks.

I am proud to say' that I have two daughters in the military services. They are
both officers and purses, one in the Air Force, and one in the Army. They enjoy
their work, afid I believe they are doing u good job. e

Passage of the important legislation under discussion today will lead to more
opportunities for them and all Ameiican women.

Thank you.

WRITTEN STATEMENT OF HoN. RONALD V. DELLUMS, REPRESENTATIVE FROM
CALIFORNIA.

Mr. Chairman, I wish to extend my appreciation to this subcommittee for
holding hearings on the legislation Which I have joined as a sponsor and which
would allow all Americans the right to attend service academies. I feel very strong-
ly that equality of opportunity should be a reality in every aspect of. our lives. I
regret that it had taken so long to penetrate the military establishment.

With the end of the draft and the move to an all volunteer 'force, the military
cannot continue to close ifs eyes to what is happening throughout this country.
Wbmen are demanding, aud'rightly so, that they be allowed the same rights as
men to become directly involved in the issues of military We and to determine for
themselves the part they wish to play. Women do not want to be told their place
is one of servitude to the male power structure and that their only.role in military
life is in support aritiyities for male officers.

Indeed I would not suggest that a woman, or for that matter a man, enter the
service academies because I think they would receive a too limited and biased
education for I am less than enthusiastic about having anyone trained to accept
killing as a so called normal part of life. However, I do strongly believe that this is
a decision Which should be left to the individuals involved and not dictated by
law. I believe that women have the same rights as men to determine for them-
selves whether this is the kind and quality of life they choose to lead. 4

To argue over whether women are capable of combat roles or whether the
academies can be restructured to house women is to beg thereal question. Wemust
all remember that we cannot allow any one segment of out population to be vic-
timized or to victimize. for then we all become potential victims of someone's
opptession.

WRITTEN STATEMENT OF HON. YVONNE B. BURKE, REPRESENTATIVE Dior
CALIFORNIA

.1,1r. Chairman, I would like to pledge my jlull support for the bill before your
subcommittee on the questiOn of admitting men to service academies. As a
co-sponsor of this important legislation, .1 belie the time is long overdue to end
the discrimination which has denied women the fair chance to compete equally
with men for admission to the service academies.

The argument against allowing women into the academies appears to be based
on the fallacious claim of "combat training". The Department or Defense argues
that the academies train officers for combat duty when actually less than 15
percent of all Army officers are involved in combat positions. Yet, the military
fails to mention the reason for excluding women from the non-combat roles into
which 85% of the male academy graduates enter.

Wdrnen enter the armed services for the same reasons as men. The sense of
patrintism, family tradition, and the opportunity forcareer advancement moth ate
both young men and women to consider a military career. They important differ-

2 6.1
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. - i ..,
fence is that women are refused admission to .the s rvice abadmles Aolay because
pf their sex, To deny a qualified woman the excelle educational:4014111g offeitd
by the academies is highly discriminatory. . , ,. ,

,.. .

A significant step towards uccupajaonal equalit in the armed services would,-he
achieved by the opening of the academies to woMen. The integration of inehaud
women with equal military training and education would create a better'artned
forces. For too,long wo this country have lad to play thh role of the seoond;_,
class citizen. This ation creates the oppork nity for a woman in the military
to benefit fro e same education which is pr ently available to a man.,

A current argument against this bill sugg is that special facijitiei of the
academies Would have to be constfucted in order to ,accommoddte women. This
,position proves to bd unfounded when we co ider the large .number of private

. universities that have recently become co-t-dueational. The transition in building
and utilizing facilities in most cases was made smoothly and easily and the armed
services could follow a similar plan to allow the service academies to include
women.

Opening the service academies to women would be important in ending the
blatant discrimination in the -armed forces; ,This legislation can be effective in
allowing fair competition among young men And women for appointments to the
service academies. Every citizen, ,rsgardless of sex, should be guaranteed the

' opportunity to-serve our country: the hest training and education possible.
The military acaderniep can provide this background_ through the passage of this
important piece of legislatiOli.

WRITTEN STATEMENT OF HON. JULIA BUTLER HANSEN, REPRESENTATIVE rEOM
WASHINGTON

.

Mr. Chairman: It is my pietbdre to coauthor and support H.R. 11267, which
would insure admissions to the seivge academies without regard to any candidate's
sex, race, color or religious beliefs-. ,

Bascially, Mr. Chairman, this legislation and compimion bills a"igned to
allow women to be eligible for admission to the service academies.

The active role and meaningful contributions of womerr to our:Military forces
become more apparent through time. `Yet, career Women in the military services
are confronted with the Department of Defense's owrildata, which shows that
academy- trained officers progrest more rapidly c'ar'eer -wise and pay-wisethan
nun-academy officers. This sort bf impediment certainly sin:Mid be eliminated.

Today, I am told, some 10 per cent of the membership of the Reserve Officer
Training Corps is matte up of women..While-this is an <innovation of itself, their
successes are mounting. This is not surprising because we know women .make
fine leaders and alije officers.

Certainly, we are aware that federal Law prohibits women serving in combat
roles, With ratification of the Equal Rights Amendment, we are told, such laws
will be:nullified. Even without such ConstitutionAl changes, more-than thro-thifds
of the military jobs and positions are noncombative. Therefore, oppo;tunities
within the service are largely extant fur women under existing laws, so should
be the educational opportunities of the service academies.

It is my belief that the Defense Depsrtinent is ovetpro tecti% c of 'women. Thew
is little doubt in thy mind that the conflict in Southeilst Asia could well ha.veended
more quickly and with positive results if Pmen's genius for management had
been utilized by the Pentagon.

Women are capable, they should never be denied opportunity. The ,country
can't afford the loss of woman power, and even admirals and generals will be
better advised when allowed the availability of omen's intelligence, common
sense and management capabilities.

Therefore, my position favoring the admission of women to the service academies
iti no way reflects a desire for a relaxing of qualifications or for reduction in training.
Our national military strength has been built on excellence which these academies
have pursued. With women students, there is no need to relax standards, goals
or demands. Our nation's leadeiship deserves the bestwithout regard to sex, :
race, color or religious beliefs. When, we Manifest such quality in opportunity,
democracy and our National goals will pe better sef'ved. '

II
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In January of '1973,

.
a young lady froth my congressional dlitriet sought, my '

help in securing fob' her an appointment to the U.S. Naval Academy at Annapolis, I was disappointed and upset that I had to reply that womenlvere not eligible for
--' ,admission to.the acadethies, 4

I made clear to the young lady that I disagreed with this policy, but that is
small Comfort to someone whose love for her countryso great that she would
seek to dedicate her career to its servicewas .rewarded with ,an inflexible "no
Women need apply' policy that frustrated' her ambition and may well. have
marred her respgct for thesystera she"had so earnestly wanted tu,serve anddefend.
' Beyond this basic question of fairness, there is an equally important question
of why We'shifuld cuntithie to squander the talents and resousees;of rribre then half

. 1 this country'stry'spoPulation. simply because they are women.
is

-.
There s no ustiBableaqswer to 'either question. Tradition is nit

is an excuse. The alleged emphasis on combat training in the acadetnie;.is not
]unification too many academy graduates have.fuund themselves in other areas
of military service. Tice cost of converting facilities to accommodate women cadets

'Is ndt ittati,lleation---,-neithe the.,cost nor the conversion need be very extensivp.. ,
The fact of the,thatter is thiettitreis really no justification at all for.maintaining

our service academies as, the last outpust of discrimination, last bastions. of .
. , outmoded tradition. - - . :-.4 -

As long as' we have -women officers in the military, we shOuld provide thelit
with the same high qualiti, of training that we provide to male officers. There is
every, jtiv,tifieation for opening the academy doors to the talented, dedicated
and tOurageous wothen Who. lave knocked on those doors in,the past but in Am.

Nre-have, the onpottunity,, ,through phelage of this legislation, to correct these
'',,. inequities thid these injustlies, amj to bring to the armed service _academies not

just a new breed of cadet, but a ne*And higher standard of military service.
' I respectfully and strongly urge this committee to act with favor and, with-', / dispatch' on:this Very important legislation. ..,,

, .A.
1.1VRITTEN ST'ATENIE111 of 'TUN. 'EDWAltD .G: BiESTE14, ;ft.) ItOPRESENTATIVII

` :' F11014'TEMISTLVAN111. =

. .

,
AtattesionliV AVOUtiS TO THE= aktoiTAiir_ AC4DEMIP$ ..-

.. k , '. ... , '
Mr. Olialinnari, Thank you very much...for allowing !Ott). address your.Suk

1- Committee, on the issue a whOthtn -grunion should be allowed. admission to our
militark ticadeinlgs..- . ,,.,- -`,.... .-`:-' -,;* --s , ,-, ,

'This Subcommittee must decide: if our.lcountry will continug to discriminate7 tigainat oy'gr fifty pOteent of our population by prohibiting any segment of that
population wishing to uurspe.military, careers by obtainlug 'a, military academy .

7 edoCatfon. 7, .-', . .- 1 ' ' a : 2+ 4

As eri=speri`idr of one of the bills. this Subconnnittee '..is reviewing, X would dike .,r to shargoith you the,41tuatioo lybigh.prompted me to take this aotion, .
'kir:year 9.41,Woraan from my district.Wanted a military ,caxeer.-,Before she.'

contiiCted my. 61flee; she'.did what many military spokesmen have suggested e , ,

that Women,Who wish a military Career den she looked,into the.possibility.,of nil ,.- _

Air ForeCROTG.seholarshiP. - , r .7'; dr c '.:' ' ' -

Thisi younglady'waifted to Work- in either the intelligence .or , fureign service
pict,9."She accepted the fact that her oyes were not good enough to become a y .

,pilpt, grit navigator, but she dgcided she, viranted, to ,aerys her country in the
-44tne,inithildi as-nny Ins,ii could:,' 0..

her'
'Air Face, even, before learning ,stout her eyes, however, flatly turfted

-" her' dOivn Btafirig that the four year,seholarship program "is ,open only Co male
applicants that can qualify for pilot or navigatSr training.' Please note the
requirement is only that theY64,4.qualgy, not that once they are accoptedtheY

f.:Inust 'fill...ohe'of4thest position1;.. , . .

This. Woratin. would neither accept this decision nor the rtreiunale: on which it,
was based. Instead, she wrote my office stating that she had learned I was,accepting
applications fr9rn women to thg military academies. I selected her as myitourtiv

tilternitte to the Mr Force, Academy having Been implessed with her 4.0 grade ..,
avertge in higirschool end her extracurricular-activities, .

, ;I' u".
.Y

'
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Her applioation was "returned without action". by the Air Force Academy
?because Alt Force polgilimits admission to males only". The same letter also
pointed out that Air, -Ferce ROTC programs, are open to both men and women
and suggeStegthat'slikluok-Wone of these. '

She has since looked into ,the orip*Air Force ROTC program that is still open
to her. That program requires-her to,participate for two years in ROTC training
befai6.the Air Force wilteven partfalry'subsidize her education. _

Congress rode its feelings oh sex discrimination clear when it passed the
Equal Rights. Amendment, Thqugh this is not as yet part of the law of the Enid,

_ it demonstrates the view of CongresSi Although many still stand by a traditional
societal role for 'Women, I feel.that the proposed 27th Amendment is more in
accordance`..withrtheltue.feelirfv- of the-people. ,

I feel an example of this can" le seen by looking at my home state of Pennsyl.-
pnia .'which adopted an "Aqua Rights Amendment" to its state Constitution
in 1971. This lawproViding equal rights under the law without denial ur abridge-
ment begause of sex passed by, .a two to one vote when the issue was placed before

1 the voters,'
Many of the witnesses before this Sub'corimittee have testified that the basic

purpose of theunilitary academies is to ready its graduates for combat. Ihis is a
role they point out women cannot under the law presently hold. Others 1.7ase also,
stated that if women would be, allowpcl to attend the academies, it would has e A
disruptive effect_on the flow of male, graduates into the branches of the military,
Since some time would have to be taken up converting a systerri that has for sp
Yong been for males:only,- to one for both sexes,' ,

Miss. Jacqueline Cochran, who has testified, -was one of those to hold such
views end I ask if individuals likeMist Cochrtinare not th very types ot per*ins__.
the military wishes to attract. She is a very courageous perton. She was fired upon
while transporting bombers across the English Channel in World Wai. Two and
has piloted many types of aircraft sifice then. She is a good example of the type
of women Who would, be available for key leadership roles if thb sex, barriers at
the academies were droppefl. ,

I would also like to point out that the acadepaies arp not strictly upholding
whist is their self-proclaimed basic purpose of turning *out combat-ready officers.
It is true that all males are trained in combat techniques, but a_large percen.tue
in ,each academy does not fulfill subh a role after graduation,
.,Last year'253 of 834, or 30 percent, of the Air Force graduates were not assigned

to conalaat roles, 162 Of the 899 commissioned graduates (1§%) of West Point were
. were not, and over 200.ofothe 888 Annapolis graduates (about 23%) were not. I, . eel.these statistics verify. he observation that, we are offering some men a highly

fgncializea milit4ry education though they may never. se all the'skills they have
learned-while We refuse to allow women to qualify for' any, of these skills. Yet
eqmbatjar noncombat roles is not the real issue. The issue is equality of opportu-
,44zfor all, the,-nation's: Citizens.

While on th6 one hand theArmed Services are increasing their drive to enlist
womenitt,the military, on the other, hand they turn them away from their best
legdership schools. Few, women have risen above the level of Lieutenant Colonel.

feet, in rtey,given year the average number of women above Lieutenant Colonel
i s.leserthart thirty in all .branch of the military. Their male counterparts, mean-
while' -number ha, thethousandiCH women are good eliough to recruit,,aren't they

6orl..etibtigli.to receive the *lest training?
T he Mritorwhiswritten Inal3tating they have contingency plans when and if
ongress aut)ieftikes there to, accept women into The academy, but what effect

w. - Will ft current . double standard, haye.on its cfrorts to increase female enlistment to
9,000'wOn!en hytIlesend of the yeart4.4d what about the effect on the

vomett, the Slav hopes to .attract.by thg end of the year or the
&lett oil he-I/3;000 women the .Army hopes; will be in ICS ranks?

'I also mustrquestron why thg.military is preventing "those InTomen who still
clamse to become officers the befitilossible education in their field, We are saying

, thet-WOriten do not qualify:for the same level of leadership as men do. Women are
orn able to enter $484 of ,th'e , 4rn4T's 482; skill classifications, but if a woman

Ajzodises to,Japcopne an,,officer in these ranks, she cannot receive gip es t military
".educaitm,possiDle thst het male !counterpart, is able to obtain.
I want to thank you again, fel...Allowing are ,address this important rriatter
;;,;bere0 Sul*frillkiftke: %, '
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WRITTEN Sl'AT4MENT pp HA. ELIZATILTH HOLTZMAll, REPRESENTATIVE FROM
' NEW YORK

SVOMhN IN O UR MILITARY ACAISUMIES

Cgairman, I appreciate this opportunity to mcike.a brief statement before
the Military Personnel Subcommittee of the Armed Seri-iees Committee on H.R.

.10705, a bill whieli would aliow" women,to attend our service -academies.
Throughout enIr history women have entered the ranks of military service on

- their own accord. Cutrently,, they fill 44 positions in the Army, 98 in the Navy,
and 220 in the Air Force. pmen have proven themselves capable of handling all
of these .non- combat jobs and' andling them well. 13y denying w9med admission
to the academies we are dispouiaging women from entering the top' levels of com-
mand, and we are thereby depriving-our country and its military services of the
talents of competent and a le persons.

It is no answer to say t at women can enter the Aim' program throu som-
rnission in the Reserve Offi er, Training Program or the Officers Candidate S vice.
Few pepple would serious y contend that graduation from a prestigious military
academy is comparable to achieving the rank of officer through one of these
alternative mcthods. Fitst, it takes years for an R.O.T.C. or O.C.S. officer to
catch up to an academy graduate, simply because the former receive only a smat-
tering of professional training compared to intensive military programs at the
academies. Second, the higher one goes in the military ranks, the greater is the
percentage of academy graduates who fil1 those ranks'. And third, it is a dual
standard to allow-women ti5 becomeoffieers only through R.O.T.C., while men are
allowed to enter both the R.O.T.C. program and Op. military academies. Since
women are considered to be officer material, it is indeed discriminatory that they
are not granted the opportunity to obtain the same education and consideration
for military advancement as are men.

It is disheartening to note the hollpwneas of the arguments that have heen
advanced by the Department of Defense and the service branches to continue '
the present policy of discriminating against women in the academies. The mill-
tary's major justification for prohibiting women from attending the academies
is that the primary mission of these institutions is to train men.as combat leaderp
to assume tactical responsibilities and positions, The Department of Defense
maintains that because women are not allowed to serve in certain combat roles,
the curriculum ut the service academies would in large part lie wasted on them.

This argument is specious. Recently, the House passed a resolution which
allutred a foreign national, a Laotian, to be admitted to West Point. At present
there are a number of aliens attending this particular Academy. These young
men will probably never bear allegiance to the United mates or serve in a combat
capacity in the United States Army. How can we in good conscience perinit these
foreign nationals to enter a military academy while still denying admission to
American women?

Furthegnore, the service academies are nut maintained for the primarrpurpose
of training combat soldiers. They are maintained to train the most qualified
young men for military leadership positions. As has been demonstrated time and
time again, women are equally well qualified for these positions. The Air Force..
has a woman as commander of a major United States' military unit. flare are. '
several women generals,.a woman admiral, and a woman in the Army,,who is in-
command of mati*treeps overseas. Much to its credit, the Merchant Marine
Academy recentry opened its doors to women candidates.

Together the services claim that the, curriculum would hire to be altered, t'he
facilities changed, and quotas instituted if women are allowed to enter the
academies. The hollowness of these clabbs is shown by the experience of the for-
merly all-male institutions such as the Armed Forces Staff College, the Command
and General Staff College of the Army, the Industrial College of the Armed
Forces, and the Army War College, which are now all open to women. The cost
of converting these institutions was slight compared to the benefits reaped by
both the female enrollees and the United States Armed Forces.

The real question remains, arc we ready to send men into combat commanded by
women? Or, are we only willing to send women to the front lines as nurses and
aides and not in'an officer's position?

We are not asking that women be given separate courses and facilitids. We
arc not asking that the academies lower their standards or institute a quota,
system for admitting women. All that we ask, is that women be granted the same
opportunity ,as men to compete for admissionon the basis of meritto the
United States Military Academies.

272
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We ask this because it is right. We have all, seen institutions which, while
formerly all-male, have readily adjusted to - their new co-educational status. Afew years ago, objections were voiced over admitting girls to the Capitol Page
Service. It was maintained Oat the hours were too long, the work too strenuous,and the facilities inadequate for young women. We have seen how these miscon-
ceptions have been eXpOsed and proven wrong. We will see how similar miscon-
ceptions evaporate when women arc finally admitted to the milatarylicademies.

Women today successfully fill positions in the police department; they work astelephone repairmen and pole climbers, construction workers, and firemen.Women can equally and successfully play a leadership. role in the Armed Forecs.ANe should begin the process of encouraging qualified women to enter and servethe ranks of officers by allowing women to enter the United States military,
acadeinies.,By denying'our Armed Forces the benefit of theft' talent, we make ourcountry the loser. ,)

WRITTENRITTEI,s7 STATEMENT OF HON. BARBARA JORDAN, 13pPRE SENt AT I V £ FROM TEXAS

'Mr: Chairman, I appreciate this opportunity to testify on behalf of H.R. 11267and similar billi which would "insure that-each admission to the servimaeademiesshall be made without regard to a candidate's Sex, race, color or religious beliefs."ID response to my requests for information on the subject, the Army, Navyand Air Force have replied that they are opposed to the admission of women to
their respective service academics for two reasons. First, since, women are pro-
hibited from serving ip combat missions and since the curriculums 4 the academicsis primarily. lesigned tetuain officers for combat, it would not be cost benefioial"to admit women. Second, existing facilities are not designethfor women. Should
women be admitted extensive remodeling would be necessary.

Is the primary mission of the service academies to train officers/or combat mis-sions? If true, one would never know from the curricula or reading 4,he academy
catalogues. Each academy- offers a core curricula. Quoting from the West Point
Catalogue: "The core program contains the elements of a broad, general educationand is designed to give the cadet a fundamental krtowledge- of the arts

the sciences!' The subjects offered as part cf the core program do not distinguishthe service academies from most any public or ,private liberal arts eollege oruniversity. ft
, The academies also Offer elective programs from Nxhieh the studpnt can choose a,specialty. Nene of the specialties offered includes specific training for combatreadiness. Indeed, most all elective programs offered at the academies are also
offered at existing civilian colleges and universities in departments of engineering,
seiende,,humanities, and social sciences.

If the academics offered degrees in military science i,r if their curricular werefocused on military tactics, I could understand the phrase "the primary mission
of the academies is to train officers for combat." A review of the current curricula
of the ricademibs does not support the contention that the primary inisvon of theacademies isle train officers for ooinbat.

If for argument's sake, one accepted the' Defense Department's premise that the
primary mission of the academies is to train officers for combat, one is still un-
convinced that women have no place at the academies. Only 15% of Army officerpositions are classified by the Defense, Department as combat positions. The
reinaindr are administrative, scientific, back-up and logistical positions. These
positions could well be Allen by female officers. Women make up 1.0;/0 of heenrollment in the ROTC programs.

I
.Surely the Defense Pepartment does not believe the purpose of -the ROTC

program i4 to train officers exclusively for non-combat. If women can be trainedfor officer positions through ROTC, why is the training at the academics sosacrosanct? ..._.:/ . ,T , .
The second major argument used by the academies in pposition to admitting

womenis that extensive remodeling will have to be done ) their facilities before
the admission of women can take place. No one doubts that scale, remodeling
might have to be itecomplished. But I \void& iti,,, think th . costs would be pro-
hibitiw. At most, the dormitories 'Mould have to be partitioned, and additional
sanitary facilities added. But women d nut r-quire now- dining halls, new claq-i-rooms, new athletic facilitieS. I anticipate that the remodeling costs will beminimal.

I-support Itigislation before till. eqmtnitteel to iii,,iir women can I admitted tothe service academia becattse I sincerely h,liciv.t that there's, a genuine demand bysome women for the lill;11 calibre education only the academm offer.

2 '1. 3
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Women want to go to the service ricaderpiel for the same reasons men do-7-they
, are interested in a military career. We should nut automatically relegate their

desires to second class military cared. We do, not tolerate second class lawyers
or (lectors. Thusc Winner) who wish to pursue a military career should be given the
opportunity to qualify fora first class military career, to go first class and be
admitted to. the service achdertittirtheir,9hoice. .

WRITTEN STATEMENT OF N. JOHN H. DENT, REPRESENTATIVE FROM
PENNSYLVANIA

Mr. Chairman and members of the Subcommittee. I appreciate the oppor-
tunity to-submit my testimony in support of the adrnissiun of women tu the
service academies.

-- I believe that by cluing so we reaffirm the dignity and indhiduality which is
the right of each human being. Tu be judged on the basis of sex alunddefeats uur
American heritage of equality and freedom granted to all.

A young woman from my district, Airman Terri Ann Ponzetti has writtep me
asking that I consider her for a nomination to the Air Force Academy. I am, of

, course, happy to do so. In her first attempt to gain admission tu the Air Force
Academy, she was denied, purely on the basis of sex.

I am reluctant to think that a woman with her outstanding characteristics and
sincere dedication Would be denied equal consideration, simply because traditiontil

P policies restrict admission to males only.
After graduation from high school, Amn. Ponzetti enlisted in the Air Force

completed- basic training, and attended Jet Engine Mechanic School, where she
became the third women in the entire Air Force to complete the JetEngine
Alechanic Cuurse. She.graduated first in her class, with.hunors and a 98 average.
She is well aware of the difficulties she faces in her quest to pursue a meaningful
career with the Air' Force, but her dedication is strong and her capabilities are
many.

I feel confident that she could unquestiunably accept the responsibilities and
.challenges afforded to her male counterparts.

It remains my conviction that the Congress must riot honorably to end dis-
criminatiun on the basis of sex in the military academies. We hare indicated our
intent by the passage of the Equal Rights amendment, and inasmuch as that
arnendment has yet tu bu ratified, we as a Budy, sh.ula move to rectify additional
injustices. The Merchant Marine Academy stands as a leader in accepting women
and deserves recognition fur dying so. I wuuld hope that the other Academies
would follow their example.

I am submitting,for the Re rd, correspondence which significantly describes
the events relative to Arun. P nzetti's case. I would call your special attention
to the letters of recurtimendatio submitted by her immediate supervisors, Master '
Sergeant Joseph M. Rey, USA , Lieutenant Colonel David M. Williams, USAF,
Captain Patricia A. Phelps, AF, and Colonel Guy D. Perham, USAF.

CORRESPONDENCE

JANUARY 15, 1074.
. .

DEAR CONGRESSMAN DENT: I doubt if you would remember me, but a few
years ago, I .sent you a petition supporting Apollo 17. Your genuine interest,
forwarding my letter to NASA and answering me, is a rarity among such busy
men as yuurself. The fact that you helped Me then 'Mikes me write to yvu nuw.

I am now 19 years old, a woman in thcZnited States Air Force. I am currently
stationed at March AFB, California, as a jet engine mechanic for SAC's KC-135
tankers. I love my, job tkere and hjid no problems entering an "all malev field,
being the 3rd woman jet engine machanic in the Air Furce and the first in the Stra-
tegic Air Command.

My true dream is flying and I wuuli like to get it college degree, I love the Air
Force and so would be and honored -if I could reed e my degree through the
Air Force Academy:
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have sent in my applications already. However I realize that they are nut-
accepting women. From my egieriences' here already, I realize how hard it is to
get someone to help-back me.

Congressman Dent, I'm asking for_your help, any way you can. I am no "wd-
mans libber" and I am very sincere in my quests. I realize other academies are
tipen to women, but my heart will always be with the United States Air Force.
My first sergeant encouraged me to write to you since Iheuuldn't see you over,
Christmas.

I'd appreciate your support.'The Air Force is like my fitmily, I'd hate to, take
them to court, or fight them. That's why I sincerely hope that I can .show them
somehow, with your help, that I'm sincere and women can and should be allowed
to_ attend the Air Force Academy. How I

,

appreciate your time, sir, and have a
real nice day! God bless you!

Sincerely yours,
T.ERRI ANN- PONZSTTI.

ENT OF THE AIRFORCE.
BEAR SIR. As a member of the Regular Air Force, I have come to know a truly

fulfilling life. A life holding ,%fiough responsibility to make me professional and
enough pleasure to mike me enjoy everyday living to its,fullest degree. I want this
to be my life for a long time. I want to stay a part of the United States Air Force.

As a high school' graduate, I -had big plans for college. I applied and was ac-
cepted at Clarion State College, Pennsylvania. My lovhfur aeronautics, which
began wjth the }light of Apallo 11, was becoming almost an obsession, and a bunk I
had read on the L nited States Air Force had opened my mind to dream's.

I encouraged my brother to enlist, and I went to take my test, even though I
stillaranned pcl,eollege; because a degree, I felt, was the only way to really get
involved in ael'onautics.

T1 Air FOree, too. became an obsession. Four years seemed so long to wait to
become a part of it. Finally I decided to enlist, promising my dad that I would
someday be a college graduate. I took a guaranteed job as a jet, engine Mechanic

,a job I chose after careful ednsideration. A job I love today.
At Chanute Air Fqrce Base, I was the third WAF to "invade" the school. I

worked hard, to prove g point and to realize a dream. I graduated number 9fie in
my class of thirteen guys, with a 98 average, but my biggst achievement wagmak-
ing instructors and students alike realize that a girl could indeed make it in the
field, Their eneouragiment and genuine friendship thrilled me. (

Why do I want to be an officer? Part of it is to become more involved in the
fascinating world of aeronautics. But more importantly I want to help keep my
Air Force sound. I want to be in a position where I can not only help and encourage
the fine men and women of the Air Fume, but also eliminate the bad. I want to be
in a position where I can see that things are done, and done right. I want to see
that people are treated as they deserve to be treated, fairly and equally.

I am applying to the Academy not to break a "men's" barrier but because I
realize so fnuch the value of its education. I havno longing to be the same as a
man, I'd only like the right to this education. Some people say thut.thert are prob-
lems that must be worked out before wurrien can enter an all male grganization.
Rut no problem is so big that it cannot be remedied. As with all new projects I'll
nee f. help and support. I hope that you can see things through my eyes. If men and
v;ofhen of the:United States Air Force are to be treated fairly then here is wham to
start.,I do not fear failure or hard work,3 only fear being dented the opportunity
to try.

I urge you to think about my application. I would be.so proud, so honored, to
'receive my degree from the AirToree Academy.

I will continue to do my small part for the Air Force, when I took my oath of
enlistment I pr inised to serve my country faithfully "so help me, God '7. He has -

yet to fail me!
Thank you s verymuch for all your time and attention!

Sincerely yours, .
/ AMN. TERRI A. PONZETTI.

'I
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Amn. TERRI ANN PONZETTI,
PSC Box 2473,
March AFB, California 9250

JANUARY 2:1, 1974.

DEAR TERRI: I read w' great interest your letter concerning your dc-sire fur a
nomination to the U Statev Air Force Aca y.

I am in hearty ag went with you when yo puint out the iniportancc of
women being allowed to attend the Air FcCrce Academy. I sincerely regret that
you have expressed your desire to attend the Academy at this late date. My nomina-
tions to the Academies for this year have already been made. I will be more than
happy to consider you.ntat nominee to the Academy for the class of 1975.

If you wish to apply, please contact me in April or May of 1974 and I will send
you all the necessary application forms at that time. I look forward to hearing
from you.

,With every kin'd regard, am
Sincerely yours,

Join.; IL DENT, M.C.

JANUARY 2:5, 1974.
1DEAR CONGRESSMAN DENT. Recently I applied to the Air Force Ay.

U.S.U.Enclosed is a copy of the answer I received. I am to proud to be in the Air
Force, but I was truly hurt by the attitude of the directors of the Air Force
Academy. I have taken several steps to get some action taken about this refusal
to my application. I feel that I have been discriminated against. I firmly belies e
that .the Air Force cannot honestly proclaim to practice equal oppurtunity if
applicants to the Academy Life turned down because of their sex.

Lsinccrely hope that y6u, as my cungressman, will further help me in pursuing
this issue. I wish to do everything I can to really get equal opportunity in the Air

tForce. Once aglin I must thank yuu .for your time and attention. Have a nice
day!

Sincerely,, .

Amn. TERRI A. PoNzErri.

r DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE
DIHECTOR OF ADMISSIONS AND REGISTRAR,

---' / USAF Academy, Colo., 22 January 1974.
AIRMAN TERRI ANN PONZETTI,' .

PSC Sox 2473,
March APB, CA 92508. ;

DEAR AIRMAN PONZETTI. I regret to inform you that you are not eligible for
admission to the Air Force Academy because admission is currently limited to
males. Therefore, no fiction will be taken on* your application.

Should females become eligiblejor admission to the Air Force Academy Jr the
future, it will he widely publicized and you will have the opportunity to seek
admlssi at that time provided you are within the age limit. '

You interest in the Air Force Academy is appreciated,,and I regret that.we
could I of favorably consider your application, .

Sincerely, .

JERRY D. JACKSON, 7. Lt. Colonel, US1F, Associate Direclorof Admissions.

FEBRUARY 1, 1974.
. Ms. TERRI ANN PONZETTI,

PSC Box 2473, I
fr.

March APB, CA 92508.. ' f f .

DEAR TERRI:' I am sorry tip hear about your experience with the Air Force
Academy. Nevertheless, as I stated in my last letter, should you wish to apply fur
,the clqess of '75, I will, uf cuurse, consider yuu fur nominatiun, regardless uf ,present
Air Fbrce policy. There is cunsiderable reason u belie% e that the If cadcruies will
revise their standards. . ?

In that regard, I hay written to Lt.. Col nel Jacklon, Associate Director of
:

"Admissipns, and advise him of my intent to, nominate you. I have tnclused a
copy of that letter for your information. , .

. .-.

I.

ir I
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I am happy to hai,t-414een of service in this matter, and if I can be of further
' . assistance, please do not hesitate to call on me.

.With every good wish, I remain
Sincerely yours,

JEIIN DENT,,M.C.

JEA.NNErrE, PA., February 9, 1974.
Hon. JOHN H. DENT.

DEAR SIR. Our sincere thinks to you for taking the time to help our daughter
AMN. Terri Ann Eunzetti gain admission to the United States Air Force AGademy.

She is very dedicated and devoted to the United States' Air Force and our
Country, and hopes to make them bothroud of her someday.
. With the help of Gud, and people such as yourself, we're sure that she will

succeed.
,atefully yours . .

Mr. it '.1'S, PAuL.E. PONZETTI.

.,-, FEBRUARI"'25, 1974.
Mr; 4 Mrs. Paul, E. PoNzirrrr, , ,
723 Scott Avenue, ,

'Jeannette; Pa. 15044. , .
DEAR MR. & MRS. PONZLTTI. Thank you for your recent letter expressing sour

appreciation in behalf of your daughterTerri. /
I can assure you that I will try my best to, ge.% Terri nominated to the Air

Force Academy. She is a truly outstanding young woman, of %horn, I am sure,
. you are quite proud.

With kind personal regards, I am
Sincerely yOurs, ,'

..
JonN H. DENT-,.M.C.

FEBRUARY 1,1974.
.-: Lt. Col. JERRY D. JACKSON, / .

Associate Diredor of Admissions, Department of the Air Force, 1

(1.1SAR Academy, Colo. 80840. i .

DEAR lir. COLONEL JA.CKSON. This, letter is in behalf a constituent of 'mine,
Amn. Terri Ann Pprizetti, who has-indicated to you an interest in attending the
Air Force Academy. She has advised me that because o present policy regarding
females, she has been declared ineligible for admission.

It is my understanding that the Academies arc curr ly revising their all male
status, and in that regard, I would like to indicate at this trite-my intent to nomi-
nate Amn. Ponzetti from this office fur the Class of '75. I have reviewed her record,
(a copy of which I've enclosed) and it is exemplary. To deny women admispiun to

. the Academies violates the fundamental heritage or equality- that njakes the
Unitgd States the most free country in the world. .

I respectfullysrequest your total support in reviewing Air Force Academy eli-
gibility requirements that deny admission an the basis of sex.

With every kind regard, I am
.. Sincerely yotfrs, r

...Snelosure,

lion. J'OHN II. DENT,
Ho' of Representatives.

DEAR Ma. DENT. Your letter 14) Lieutenant Colonel Jerry J. Jacl, Associ-
ate .Direetor of Admissions, Air For Academy, dated leburary 1, 1974, con-
cern)ng the interest of Airman Terri Ann Punzetti in attending the Air Force
Academy has been referred to this Headquarters for reply. '

The issue of the adtr ission oE women to the service academies raises specific
questions of national p cy. The service acadeinic.'s have as their fundamental
mission the education an training of officers. Such training must first and fore-
most prepare the academy raduate fur the combat role he may be called upon tor

JOHNII. DV:T, M.C.

e'4
DEPARTMENT OF_THE Au Fon6n

HEADQVARTERS UNi .D STATES Aiit FORCE,s
1Vaington, D.C., March 12 1.97
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fulfill. Federal law limits the mailability of women to fulfill certaib. combat
rat Therefore, the question of whether wolnen should be- admitted to the
ahQemies and assigned to,kotribat rule is a matter of both public policy and
legislativedecision. ..4" -

We are aware of a difference of opinkon. -among the members of Congress as
to whetlfer 'women shtuld be,accummodated at the sew ice academies. Some feel
that itwas not contemplated at the time the.t.tisting authority fut the academies
Was enacted and therefore ,requires further Congressional action. Although the
Congress has stated it4'nosition on the Equal Rights Arridndrnent, it is not clear
that the Congress intended the same position to apply--tu the sliecific question of
admissi n of. women, to the sew ice academies. We belies e the will of Congress iii
this ma ter, if contrary to our policy, could be expressed by appropriate changes
-to the aw.

As ou khOiv, several bills have been introduced during.the 93rd Congress to
erm. the admission of women to the service academies. On 20 December 1973, the,

e agreed to an amendment to S. 2771 offered by Senator Hathaway which
world accomplish this purpose. The House has not yet acted on S. 2771.

he Air Force has done some contingency planning, and if the law is change
in 'the relatively near futarc we could be ready to adnut women by July 1075.
T lead time is neceisaty fur the Air 'Force to make appropriate facility and
ther necessary changes. You may be sure that should the law be changed,
flowing the admission of women to the Academy next year, Airman- Ponze,tti

will be given every op,porttinity for appointment consistent with her overall
qualifications cis the ndquired examinations.'

Sincerely OLIVER W. LEWIS,
Maj. Gent USAF,

Director, Directorate of Personnel Programa.

MARCII 10, 1974.
DI,A R SIR: I am enclosing copies of two fetters I received in answer to my,

question of why I was being discriminated against in my efforts to gain admission
to the Air Force Academy.

It seems to me that the Academy is blaming Con,gress for its closed doors. Yet
when I write to my Congressmen and Senators, they seem to be in fm or of equal .
opportunity:'

I would like to know how Congress stands on this issue since the other Academies .
arc open to women. 7t seems only reasonable that the Air Force Academy, too,
should open its doors since women have always been a part of the Air Force,
since its beginning.

Thank you for your time.
-Sincerely yours,

A/C Tuna' A. Pouznprr.

DEPARTMENT OF k.nr; Am PORCE,*
- . 11F DQIIAUTERS STRATEGIC AIR COMMAND,

. 0 utt Air Force Base, Nebr., February 7, 1974:. -

Airman-JP-Rim ANN PONZETTI,
-PSC Boz2478,.
March AFB CA.92508. .

-

DEAR AIRMAN PoNzrrri. It is encouraging to,see our young airmen, people
such as yourself, With the motivation and desire to progress to the best of their
ability. Your effort to secure an appointment to the United States Air Force
Academy is indicatiNc of the spirit of all who have accepted a challenge ivhereNer
it was found.

Women in the Air Force have made' significant gains and have greatly con-
tributed to our overall capability to maintain world peace. Career opportunities
have increased, and with the exepption of limitations imposed by law which
preclude, direct involvement in, combat duties, women have, accepted the chal- ,
lenge and performed well. Today the academies.are open only to males. We
would encourage the Congress, If they desire, to appoinyvumen to these institu-
tions. Of course, Congres would also have the responsibility to appropriate the
funds and the construction, myney for female dormitories and other facilitieS.

- Forincr Secretary of Defense /.aird ealledjipun the sere ices, to %pen their doors
. fully- tolavornen.,ProgrO s has been and will continue to be Made in this area.

2.4a
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Today, however, admittance of w omen to our service academies is prohibited.
Yet there cause for hope. The are many ather ways for you to nem c a college
clegree and commissioning as an officer. Educational uppurtunitaes are af aillible
at March AFB'for you to further pursue your academic and career goals. seek
nut the orpertunities, accept the responsibility, perform with 0.cent:ow and
your goals will be achief ed. I extend my personal wishes for your future success.

Sincerely,
13. .11.1.1- J. Ettis,

Major General, U SAP, "
Deputy Chief of Staff, Pergonncl.

DEPARTMENT OP Mi.; AIR 'FORCE,
HEADQUARTERS UNITED STATES Alit POI:(

Washington, D.C., February 7,1.(f ;.
Airman tERRI ANN PoNzErrt,
PSC Box 273,
March AFB, California 92508.

DFAIL AIRMAN PoNzerrt Woulen are not presently being accepted for admission
to the Air Force Academy. This pulley 6 based un our belief that this is the intent
of Congress-. which is the primary source for nominating apillicants. It and when
Congress makes it clear that the Air Force should admit women to the Academy
we will be ready to du so. Such a decision twill receive immediate, widespread
publicity.

It would be to your advantage to seek other alternatives in achiev in' your
educational goals. I suggest you look-. into the Airinan Education CUIli1.11,,I1tIllng
Program and begin taking courses For an aeroneilitiial engineering clegri t. In the
event that women may become eligible candidates for the Acadeni,v , you may,
with the additional courses, be better qualified andhave a Inure CU1111/CiltIN pt"1.-
tion for selection.

I wish you continued success in your Air 'Force career.
. Sincerely,

Lucius TIIFXS,
Brigadier General, F,

Special Assistant for Social Actions Directorate of Person.nel

Matto' 20, 1974.
M. TERRI ANN PONZETTI,* 'PSC Box.2473,
March AFB, CA 92508.

billDEAR TERRI: AS yott stay know, S. 2771 (a bill to/
v irese special pay bonus

structure relating to members of the armed forces) passed the House on Munday.
Included in the bill was an amendment which allowed admission of women to
the service academics. The Committee on Armed Services deleted the intiendment
believing the matter of women in service academies should be subject to full
study at separa hearings. Inqsmuch as no hearings have been held to date, rest
assured that I I itdvise my colleague, Chairman Edward Hebert, that I support
women being a mitted to service academies. In the 'meantime, we will continue to
pursue your entrance to the Air Force Academy.

With every kind regard, I am /Sincerely yottrs,' Jou H. DENT, M.C.

JUNE 5, 1974.
DEAR CONGRFS.MAN DI.NT. I realiSe as busy, as 3 au :arc, you'probably do nut

have much time fur, should I say, "fan mail", Yet I would like fury uu to know
how very much I appreciate the support you,hae given me.

Regardless of the outcome, it is my hope to etaitinueni2, educatilAt In the fit Id
of aeronautics and to serve the U.S.A.F.

Although the Air Force, has ii illy to go on equal opportunity fur , maw, ill
combat zones, alert facilities, fly lig etc., I take pride in being ful 'airmail. I fuel
sure that in ghen time tilt, Air 4orce will change realizing that a lot of women,
like myself, du not want to be "men's barrier breakers". We only want a chance
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to serve our country, our Air Force lo the ful/elt extent po-ssible. We do not want
to be "special" ur "exceptions to the rule". We want to be true menibers of theAir Force.

It is through people like you, Congressman Dent, that changes are made. .I enly h. pe that if I am in a responsible position ;one da.y, I will have both the
knotet dge and courage, as you have to stand up fur %%haul feet is.right orneeds
changed.

I sincerely thank you again for your interestand support.
' A/C TERRI A. PoNzErrt.

RECOMMENDATIONS
From: 22FNIS/MAD.
Subject: Letter of RecommendationAl C Terri A. Ponzetti. eTo: John H. Dent, Congressman 21st District, Pennsylvania.

It is my distinct pleasure and privilege to be associated with A1C Ponzetti.Working with and fbr me, she consistently displays outstanding cooperation,
. competence, efficiency and untiring effort in.suppurt of the mission that must be

nevi-mint:shed by the 22nd Field Maintenance Squadron, Propulsion Branch.
She is enthusiastic and tirelcs in the performance of her assigned duties. She is

resoureeful and methodical, applying proven and, often, original job' techniques
which have .1.iroduced unquestionably superior results. As a highlyialotivated indi-
vicuil, she continually strives to increase her knowledge by Riading technical /
orders and applying correct maintenance procedures recommended by this tech-nical data. ,-

Airman Ponzetti is one of the most agressivc, intelligent and dedicated indi-
viduals that I have ever known: She is completely minion oriented and dedicated
trisetthig the job done in a suf.ctur manner. II positive attitude and initiative
have been strong motivating fartors in influencing the attitudes and sense of
responsibility of her male contemporaries.. Her intelligence and professional drive
enable het to create warm rapport with superiors and fellow workers alike. Iler
past performance and great future potential warrant special merit. Because of
this, I unreservedly recominend Airman Ponzetti for nomination to the United
States Service Academy of her choice.

JOiRPII M. RET,
Mgt, USAF, NCOIC, Propulsion Brandy.

.1.

Recommendation-for United States Air Force Academy.
USAFA/RRS. t
USAF Aeaclemy, CO 80840.

1. Airman Ponzetti enlisted in the Air Force on 23 February 1973, for a.periud
of 4 years. Her intentions from the lay she enlisted were to make the Air Force
her career. Although she is only 19 years old she displays maturity far beyond
her years. It is obvious that Airan Ponzetti exerted xnuchithuught prior to her
decision to enlist in the Air Force and that she is satisfied she made the right
decision: ...

2. In high school Airman Ponictti was a good, hard working 8,tudent and
/maintained a straight "A" average her senior .year. After her enlistment in the

' Mr Furor and completion of basic training, she attended the Jet Engine Mechanic
School zit Chanute Air Force Base, Illinois, where she became the third \VAF
in the Air Force to complete the Jet Engine Mechanic Course. She was an honor
graduate frum this school, graduating first in her class with a 98 average. Airman
Ponnotti was assigned to March Air Force Balp on 6 July 1973 and was immedi-
ately enrolled in the Career Devehipment Course for upgrade tramin to the
fiv skill level. She has completed her CDC and is p esently awaiting tl C end of
c rse test. Even then, she will have to wait for t six months mini um time
t expire before she can be awarded her five level AFS '. Additional! , Airman

onzetti, is currently enrolled in off duty college eours s which will lead to an
aeronautical engineering degree.

3. Airman Ponzetti is an extremely dedicated individual, exceptionally anxious
toicarn and eager to assist other personnel. Her pusitive.attitude and initiative

'have been strong motivating factors in influencing the attitudes and sense of
respo sibility of her male contemporaries. Airman ,Punzetti's intelligence and

I
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professional drive enable her to create good rApport with her superiors and
felicity workers alike. She has pro% en herself both-professiunall5- and intellectually
by being chosen as the outstanding airman of the month fur the 22nd Field
Maintenance Squadron.

4. It agreed without exception that Airman Ponzetti is an exceptionally
well qualified technician and a professional airman. She is definitely a "front
runner" type individual, highly mutivitted and dedicated, who has gained out-

,: standing recognition for the highest level' of professionalism in her duty perform-
ance. Her future potential in the Air Furcc is unlimited and her moral judg-

ent unquestionable. There is nu question that she will attain the goals she
established and, as her career progresses, the Air Furce will reap the benefits

of this outstanding airman's enthusiasm and vigor. Airman Ponzetti is a most
worthy candidate for the United States Air Force Academy.

DAVID M. WILLIANIS,
Lt. Col., USAF, Commander.

if
DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE,

HEADQUARTERS 22D.COMBAT SUPPORT GROUP (SAC),
March Air Force Base, Calif., May 21, 1974.

Hon. JOHN H. DENT, M.C., .

Congress of the United States,
Washington; D.C. 20515.

DEAR CONO*ESSMAN DLNT. I am writing on behalf of AIC Tcri Ann Ponzetti,
a constituent from your state and a member of my squadron.

I have known Ann Popetti since she arrived at March AFB in July 1973. She
impressed me initially, as a- Nery conscientious hard working young lady. Being
the first female ict mechanic on station, she was very much aware of the fact that

Ashe would have an extremely rough job ahead uf her. Yet she has never waivered
In her attempts to improve her education and continue her un the job training to
reach the higher skill levels.

She upgraded to the next highegt skill lel. el in the minimum time allowed, six 1.1

months, but .finished in three months. To completely upgrade, she finished fit e
volumes of Career Development Courses on the Theory of Jet Engines At hieh.
included spe ifics in basic jet engine structure, operation, technical data in pro-
pulsion and are and use of hand toolss.

Her perfu once OD the 'ob has been exceptional and a tremendous motivating
factor within e Field 11 aintenance Squadron.

As a member of the distaff Side of the active military, AIC Ponzetti actively
participates in WAF Squadron functions. Because of her personality and ability
to get along with her contemporaries, I appointed her Energy Munitdr fur the
WAF Dormitory Complex. Her duties invuhed daily checks and a consolidated
weekly, report. She has been my personal representative at meetings in.whieh the
energy crisis has been the primary topic. She performed her dutio in az out-

. standing manner and submitted all reports on a timely basis.
This WAF Squadron is the second largest within Strategic Air Command,

second only to Headquarters SAC. As a commander who holds 'a baccalaureate
degree in secondary education, I hal, c had the, opportunity to Meet and know
many young women. In my professional judgement as a commander and Regular
Commissioned Officer, AIC Ponzetti dig lays the highest exam e, the epitome,
of what we expect of our young airmen. She is young, but display-6 Qli the attributes
needed to grow and mature into one of our fine young officers.

The Air Force Academy has the finest aeronautical curriculum i e country.
AIC Ponzetti wants to pursue her education there as a cadet d not as a
"BARRIER BREAKER." I feel she is sincere in her efforts, and ove all since
she is meticulous Iii.her personal appearance and her room in the durrnitory is in
impeccable older at all times, I feel she could withstandthe.rigurs uf the academic

.life without any problems.
I sincerely recommend she be numinatcd to attend the Air Force Academy:I&

you have any further questions or specifics about AIC Ponzetti, please feel free
to contact me any time, my address is 22CSG /CCW, March AFB, California,
92508. w

Sincerely, PATRICIA-A. Puma's,
C lain, USAF, WAF Squadron Commander.

2
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DEPART4ENT OF Ttri AIR FORE
AgE..'3DQUARTIIIiS 220..,BouRAMAIF.NTWING (-SAC),' Mirth Air Force Base; Calif., Atay 20, -1074.t .,TO iyhom it'may concerti: .

. .

A is with great pleasure that Ladd my, indorsement to all a those-whO have
supported Airman.First Class Terri Ann Ponzetti is her endeasok to attend the
Air Force Acadetny. This N uung lady has beena credit not only to this organiza-
tion but also to the relatively new program uf utilizing women in flight line activ-
ities. She has demonstrated that she can niuintain her lesiliof fAuficiency along
with her male counterparts and has eurdeleted all skill lesel requirenients in the
minimtun.time allotted.,.N -.

pleasing.....' Airman Ponzetti, is conscientious, dedicated, hard wurking. has a pleasing
personality and I personally feel that she has the potential to develop into a fine
officer. She is meticulous in military bearing and manner,` has it sincere desire tu
further her education in aeronautics and has the ability to withstand pressure.
These factors make me feel that she efin cope sy,ith the rigors of Air Force Academy
life.,

-;

fully suppOrt this young airman in her endeavor and feel that she will,he a
credit to the United States Air Porde.

GUY D. PERHAM,
Colonel, USAF, Commander.

JEalozwrrk HIGH SCHOOL,
Jeannette, Pa., May'8, 1074.

Congressman Joim H. DENT,
' Rayburn House Office Building,

Washington, D.C.
HONORABLE DENT. Terri Ponzetti, a 'Jeannette High School graduate...J.1972

.is applying to the Air Force Academy. While in high school, 'Ferri 34, as a very
serious and conscientious student. I feel she would be a great asset to the academy
and to our country. ,

Sineerely,

I
JAMES SACRIPONTE, Guidance Counselor.

STATEMENT OF MARY ELLEN GALE, COCNSEL, ANIERICAN CIVIL LIBERTIES 'UNION

The American Civil Librties Lion, a national organization of 275,060. mem-
bers, is dedicated toothe protection of ?ralividual liberties and right, guaranteed
by the Constitution. The ACLU has .worked consistently tet ensure that all our
citizens share equally in the benefits and opportunities, as weir as the responsi-
bilities, of self-government.

We believe that women, like men, are required tu bear the burden of pros iding
for our national defense and are entitled to, share equally h the educational and
career opportunities proyidcd by our armed forces. It is because uf this that we
strongly endorse the proposedklegislaticti (H.R. 9832, H.R. 11267, H.R. 1,1268,
H.R. 10705, MR, .11711, H.R. 13729, and H.R. 15338) which would provide for
the admission of women to the service academies of the United States.

We further urge the enactment of H.R. 15558,, which ,would aniend prokisiuns
of the United States Code that prohibit svmen from engaging in combat: .

Thetestimony, already given before thiffSubcommittee, as well its the' hkory
of the servipe academics, demonstrates that the purpose of, the acadefnies.is to
prepare the must qualified people fur positions uf leadership within the
Thf. function is severely crippled when one -half the popdlation is iiimed away,
not because of lack of qualification but because of sex.

The armed forces has e been more active iu recruiting women since the inception
of the volunteer army. In testimony before this Subcommittee, the Seeriitaries of
the Army and Naiy 4tressed .that women arc vital members of Weir sers ices and,
that they have shown equal ability compared with men in performing flit. required
tasks.

It is also vital ,that women seeking to earn their living hi the military remise
the same opportunities for training and education that men hake. The set.% ice
academies and combat experienee provide two of the most important as emits 'of
advancement. There exist no .defensible or rational reasons fur the gosernment to
deny women access to these central responsibilities of military life.

28.3
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Opponeqts of.equal military rights and responsibilities for women have sug-
gested before this Sulicomnlittee that iiumen are physically- unfit to be combat
leaders, and therefore should not be admiand to the :Sers ice Aelidemies un an
ecjiml footing with men. Such arguments ignore the outstanding,recurdsof accuin-
plishrnents vf _thousands of women in eiv' :ICUs ities which require physical

i
stand:0 and mental skill. A study by, the Joh son-O'Connor Resvarch Foundation,
Inc. entitled The Potential of Women (Dial-. n #87, 1971) establishes that women
actually excel the performance level of men in a number of mental and physical
aptitude.tests. .

A s , .
- .

Further, sexual stereotypes which hear no relation to.a woman's abklity to per-
form a specific task have been cuaistently- held to %Matt women's employment
lights under the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Equal Pay Act of 1963. See for

xample Rosenfeld v. SoAthern Pac. Co. 444 F.211.1219 (9th Cir. 1971), Weeks. v.
Southern Bell Tel. cf.: Tel. Co. 08 F.2d 228 (5th C.A. 1969), Le Blanc v. Southern
Tel. & Tel. Co. 333 F. Stipp. 02 (D.Ct La. 1971), affirmed 460 F.2d 1228 (5th
C.A. 1971). In Reed v. Reed 404 1.1.S..71 (1971)' the -United St;ites Supreme Court
held that a slate statutory sche eAlsat conferred mandatory preference on male
applic!tnts over female applican 'seeking appointment as administrator of an
eltate %iolated the Equal Protect' i Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment. The
Cqurt concluded that thestatutory fieme fAiled to consider the individual quali-
fications of thq female and male app ants and su provided dissimilar treatment
for men and Vornen'similarly situated. The'present statptury provistons that bar
women from the Service Academies and participation in eumbut-classified jobs arc
similarly unconstitutional, and deny to women the Equal Protection of the law
afforded theru.by the Fifth Amendment.

The Executive branch of government Ifas also recognized its responsibility to
1nide equal opportunities for wqmen. Executive Order 11246 set forth in 42
.S.C. 2009e imposes equal employment opportunity requirements upon federal

contracters..The requirements are twofold. The fiist, is a policy of .nondiscrimina-
tion that covers all employees or potential employees of the contraeting party.
The second ems for affirmative action to ensure that employees are treated with-
out regard to race , sex, color, religion or national origin. The Armed Forces should
-do no less.. .

THE CASE FOR ADMISSIoN OF WOMEN TO TIIE-SERVICE ACADEMIES

Inionsc to earlier testimony by -Rep. Patricia Schroeder of Colorado and
Rep. -del Stratton of New York that combat training was a secondary`aspeet
of all e ucation at the academies, Secretary of tlic,Ariny Howard H. Callaway
and Lt. General William A. Knowlton, Superintendent United States Military
Acadetay, West Point, singlechout combat training as one of the most important
of the Army Academy's functions. They characterized such training as too rigorous
for lnost nomen to endure and warned that Standards would be lowered fur all if
wonan %Sere permitted to participate. But clearly no such lowering of standards is
required. 'What is required is that women have the same opportunity m men to
work toNard obtaining, the skills and endurance necessary to produce qualified
military leaders. Women arc already an important part of our national defense.
At present 71,000 women serve in our Armed Forces and the Department of De-
fensi, estimates that number will increase to 100,000 by June, 1975. The command-
ing officers at Fort Meade, Maryland, for both the Navy and thp Mr Force are
women, arid a woman is the commanding officer of Support Activity, Wuertzberg,
Germany.

Further, in an age when military defense depends on teelthologically advanced
weapon 7' ystems and persons with the nee scary training and judgment to use then'
effectiVel , a eJtnbination of physical stamina and mcptal alertness is more im-
portant than brute strength.

'Combat training is of diminishing importance in the se lee academies bectuse
fewer and fewer military positions require it. Nine out of n military jobs are non-
combat, and the Army has opened 434 of its 482 specia ties to women. Thy Air
Force has a pre-medical program. Annapolisprepares its graduates for technology-
ifttensis, e not combat - intensive jobs. Nearly a third of its graduates last yeai went
into Navy jobs requiring expertise in nuclear power. Others who failed to pass the
eye tests entered the Supply Corps or the Civil Engineers. Of the 834 Air Force
Acaet..:ny 'raduate:s who were commissioned by the Air Force in 1973 about one-
fourth went into.administratis c positions, five to ten percent went on to graduate
school, another ten percent went into navigation training and about half went into
,pilot training. Ey, en with the current statutory prohibition on women in combat,

0 I 4
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'one -hat of the,Air Force Academy could be populated by women today without
any of the cost-ineffecOefiess of training Women fpr jobs they cannot legally holdthat the -Department of Defetge warned against. .

The co it-ineffectiveness argument is at odds with another fact._Foreign nationals
have been perinitted-to attend the service acadomies,.reap the benefits of the educe-tion, and then use what they have learned in their own countries.

No echictignul progrtim comparable to the service academies is now available
to women ROTC progrants do not offer women the same benefits as attendance atthe service academies. The Defense Departmeht's own .figures show greater andgreater percentages academy graduates among the highest pajd positions in themilitary. The taxes of women as well as men suppoit these institutions, yet thebentrtits are withheld female sex. Additionally, because of. the combatrestrictions on women. ROTC.Seholarships are awarded to women for two yearsonly. The women, nlike' the men, must pay their own way for two years whilepursuing their military, darcers.

The benefits of education at the service academies, the fact that few militaryjobs require, physical strength as opposed to endurance and skills women have the - --capacity to attain and the need for qualified leaders of both sexes in nll areas o1L -military as well as civilian life, compel .the conclusion that theservice academiesshould a allccept women on 'an equal basis w men. .-
WOMEN AND COMBAT

The continued exclusion "of women from ,combat, under 10 -T.J.S.C. §§ 6015(Navy) and 8549 (Air Force), and under an Asrmy regulation, contributes to themilitary relnetance to provide them with leadership' training at the service acade-
mies." Admiral William' P. Mack,- Superintendent 1.T.S. Naval Academy, andSecretary of the.Navy S. William Middendorf II testified before this Subcommittee
that the Naval Academy found it impractical to admit womebeeause they couldnotbe assigned to positions where their training would be put to use.

A similar rationale was applied by the only court so far to rule on the constitu-
tionality of denying women admission to the service academies. In Edwards v.
Schlesinger 431.TSLW 2009 (D.D.C. July 9, 1974) the United States District Courtfor the District of Columbia held that the 6xclusion of women from the, Naval'and
Air Force academies did not violate Fifth Amendment guarantees. The DistrictCourt stilted that because it was the purpose of the academies to train officers for-
combat, and the admission of 'women would mean a decrease in the. number of
male graduates, the policy of admitting only male applicants was permissibleunder the constitution.

Repeal of the statutory restrigtiois on women in combat would thus reinforce
their right to attend the service Academies by ensuring that they will undertake
the full array of military responsibilities or which they will be, trained.

Although there is no statute for-bidding Women to engage j'n army combat,-au
t Army regulation does barothem fr.om scomliat dutY.iYet there is no 0,twiasive
'support for the argument that women are not fit /or combat. As far back as the
founding of our nation, pioneer women- demonstrated their bravery, willingness,and rapacity to defend -their Immel,and. Women medical personnel have always
beempresent in the dangerous areas Of battle, performing complic4ted and vital
tasks upon which many lives depend. Large numbers of municipal police depart-
ments 'have employed women on foot, and in ear patrol, in homicide divisions, in
vice sqhads and' in every other aspect of police work. Further, foreign nations have
made more judicious, use of female military personnel. Russia, for example, had
women fighter piloprdsiring World' War II.

Classification of certain positiohs as combat jabs ha., also oxen confasing '
overbroad. '1;,he Navy designates all ships witAi one or more guns as c mina

Itch
ve4415. This classification takes in car and

arbitrary catforizaLani is to exclude
and repair ships which seldom, i; ever,

-engage in combat. Yet the net effect o
women from significant areas of the military where d'r_ir qualilicaton, and
services are needed. Further, because of the combat-non-co:1,M distinction, timerAx has closed its training progrThs to infantry, almor, and artillery to women/.
Mo ewer, it is a well-known fact t at distinguished combat servi e offrs one of
th surest avenues of advancement the military. Yet this is de ic(Vto women.

he exclusion of women from co bat interferes with the nilidtary rotation
-system which retwires that a number u non-combat job/ be lid oven fur officers
returning from combat duty. Since sum en officers are currently 'eligible only for
non - combat, their numbers limit the pus 'ins as, atilttLIZ for men. The answer to
this personnel problem again lies in removin unibut restrictions on a omen. Logic

sy
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and fairness argue for the removal of the combat prohibitions against women.
The Merchant Marine Academy is already admitti,g women. Admiral William
Mack unhesitatingly stated that if the combat laws were changed women could
perform any job in the Navy. Beyond all this, it has been the continuing strength
of this country that a chosen livelihood may be pursued without unfair govern-
mental intrustion. The power to lift these senseless restrictions on women so they
may fully answer the needs of their country:* defense, as they wish to do, rests
with the Congress. We urge this Subcommittee to act favorably un the proposed

I
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HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,

COMMITTEE ON ARMED SERVICES,
SUBCOMMITTEE .ND. 2,

I Washington, D.C., Thursday, August 8,11974. ,

The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 10 a.M., in room
2118, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. 0. C.. Fishei (chairmen
of the subcommittee), presiding. 7 .1,

Mr. FIBBER. Today we continue our hearings on bills to eliminate
discrimination based on sex with respect to the appointment and
addition of persons to the service academies.

We welcome this morning a representative from the Maritime .Ad-
,ministration, Mr. A. Reading Van Doren, Jr., the General Counsel,
and the Director of Admissions at the U.S. Merchant Marine Acad-
emy, Kings Point, Cominander Emmanuel L. 'Jenkins. The geetle-
Men will offer us the benefit of their experiences with the admission. of

:b women, to the Merchant Marine Academy. / . . .
Also, this Morning we will consider two bills, H.R. 14401, which

authorize military bands to make recording and tapes in
connection with the Bicentennial celebration and H.R. 15148, which
would extend the time limit for the award of certain military decora-
tions. For those_ measures we have as our witnesses, Rear Admiral
William Thompson, Chief of Information, Ilepartment of the Navy
and Major General Kenneth L. Tallman, Director, per4nnel Plans,

'Deputy Chief of Staff for Personnel, Department of the Air FOice.
First, we will receive the statements of Mr. Van Doren and Com-

mander Jenkins. *
You may proceed, gentlemen.

STATEMENT OF A. READING VAN DOREN, JR., GENERAL COUNSEI, "
MARITIME ADMINISTRATION i't

Mr. VAN DO4EN. Mr. Chairman, membus of the comMittee, ram
A. Reading VAn,Doren, Jr., General '(counsel for the Maritime
Administration. .

/
I am pleased to appear before yonr committee to testify with respect

to the legal background concerning the admission of women to the
Merchant Marine Academy at Kings Points, N.Y. I am accompanied
by Commandergenkins who is Director of Admissions at the Merchant
Marine Acp,denky. Commander Jenkins will testify as to the admissions
procedure at the Academy- and the integration of the women into the
school's program and facilities.

The Secretary of Commerce is authorized by section 216(b) of the "
Merchant Marine Act, 1936, to maintain a Merchant Marine A.ctidemy
at Kings Point, N.Y., for the instruction and preparatioh of officers
for servicein the U.S. Merchant Ma 'lie. Nominations to the Academy
are allocated among. the 50 States nd Puerto Rico in proportion to

7

their representation in Congress, aid to Guam, American Samoa, the
,(287)
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Virgin Islands,., the Canal Zone and the, is 'et of Columbia by
special provisibn. The" Secretary of Commerce appoints qualified
candidates from those nominated in order Li* merit as establi8hed by
examinations.

As you May know, on January 24,'1974, the Maritime *aniinistra-
'tion amended its regulations governing the admission of cadet- to the
Academy to 'provide for the, nomination Of 1i-omen, except by -the
Governor' of the Gana' Zone. the .Maritime Adi inistration Asa, able
to provide for the nomination of women without seeking an amend-
ment to section 216 (b) of the at because the language of section 2 I GO))
doe, not, except in the case of the Canal Zone, differentiate betwc
potential nominees on die basis of sex. Section 216(b) 'gene t ly
provide; for the nomination of "qualified candidates" and nth rwise,
refers to suelf candidates as "persons', "selected persons," ci zetis,"
and "officers." 7 ._

'With regard to the two vacancies allocated each year to t e Canal
Zbirie;howeN!er, section 216(b) provides that such vacant: s 81,1111 be
filled by uominatiots by the Governor of the Canal Zon = roni among
the sons of residents of the Canal Zone and the sons personnel of the
U.S. Government and the Panama Canal Co any residing in the
Republic of Paiiama." This reference to "so of residents" and "sons
of personnel" precluded the Maritime A ministration from provid-

i ing for the nomination of women by the Governor of the Canal Zone.
Our conclusion.in this regard was supported in the recent decision

by the U.S. District Court for the District of Columbia in
Don Edward, et al. v. James R. .Schlesinger, et al. and Jerome 1Valdie,
4t al. v. James R. Schlesinger, et al. Section 1,4 title I ek the United
States Code, provides that, in any Act ,of Congress the use of the
masculine gender shall include the feminine except, where the context
indicates otherwise. The Court in interpreting section 1 of title I
concluded that the use of t e Word' "sons" is not to be intenoted
as including the feminine ender, while use of the words ' he") and
"iris" are to be so ititerpre ed.

he Department of
the nomination

has 'transmitted to Congress a
draft bill to provide fori.the nomination Of men and Niumen b the
Governor of the Canal Zone. This drtift bill ha-; been illtrodu,ed iu
the 'louse as ILR. 1508 and in, the Senate as S. 3692.. \u ziction on
these bilk has yet been taken.

This/concludes the 1Y.7rrnal presentation oI my tc,*-timonv: 1 N1,14 be
plea,ed to an Miy que,Thons fiom ii,e;,,ber, ape 0,1,1,io

NIr. FcinErt, Thank i on. Mr. Van Doren..
I believe the pun.° orderly procedure will be fur (.0,`11.4tdf r

Jenkins to proceed now, with. hrs ;,tati,nient. and then re
quo4<tm-,, you .can e:u make your «Altribmion at the

. Go r alfead, COannander.

-STATEMENT OF COMDR. EMMANUEL L. JENKINki DE3ECT.011 CF
ADMISSIONS, U.S. MERCHANT MARINE ACADEMY

(Commander Jr-As-IN-8. Thank yolt, Mr. (1):airloan.
Cha;rman.and members of trte.conunittee, f am p!,,.ed to,

testify before :s ow committee, regarding our eNporience io (laic ANith'
the admission of w (»nen 'at tile U.S. Merchant Marine Acadcniy;
.Kings
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In 1972, the Merchant Marine -Academy formed an ad hoc coth-
mittee to make a study and devise a plan detailing the problems and

_possible solutions relative to the admission of females.
This study _and plan were completed and submitted to the Superin-

tendent, Rear Adm. A. B. Engel,' in December 1072.
Some. of the salient points and,assumptions of the plan were. 11)

'females would be admitted at some future date, (2) female applicants
would be required tb meet the U.S. Naval .Res'erve commissioning
standards for women; (3)- male and female midshipmen ,%04t1.1 (*run-
plete a common program with modifications only to accommodate
the basic physiological rind strength differences betty een men and
women;. (4) female midshipmen would be housed in existing. ban asks
insuring as much privacy as possible; (5) the physical e..aniinations
required by the Academy would be modified sl:ghtly for females,
and (6) the Academy would hope to attract a sizable group of appli-
cants and admit a sufficient number to permit optimal use of staff
personnel and 'facilities, and to compensate for anticipated student
attrition during the 4-year period.

The study outlined three phases, as follows:
, Preparation.ThiQ phase provided for the establishment of policies
related to the adinissionof females and identiAed changes that had to
be -made in existing training-programs and facilities at the Academy in
order to accommodate.femaies.

Transition.This phase provided for implementing the modifica-
tion of facilities,. requisition of supplies peculiar to females. and
revision of pliblications, physical and revision of publications, physical
and admissions requirements, regulations, manuals and . directives.

Executinn.This phase was planned to commence after arrival
of females and included the operation of program:, developed in the
first two phases as well as the employment of such modifications as

' might become necessary to insure the effectiveness of the plan.
It should be noted that another agency of the Commerce Depart-

ment, the National Oceanic and A-inisplieriL--,41.ckii-inispliticnr,---11M1
eguu accepting women applicants in inic1-1972. Since NOAA:s r

officer training program is conducted at the Academy, sonic experi- ,
ence in accommodating women had already been anal.,

The ..Nlaritiinc Adininistration changed its regulations, t ffec ti
January 24, 1974, to admit women t:o the Academy. . .1

FollJwing this, the Asi,,tant Secretary of Commerce for %titian,.
Affairs, Mr. Robert Blackwell, inforuird all iic,inituiting autlithities
of the change and invited them to have their nominating ..csistaints I
attetid It briefing February 8 to be ccinclucte.cl by the Ak tittenry.

No extension of the deadline date for the-i eceipt of noulivationt
was included in tl*same corecspondence.

Adinksions qnireinents Is ere not 'clianged or inudiital" ity lufy
manner. Feinal:4; ware cfmsidered (41 the same basis as,apale,:

Physical requirements and medical examination-, wcre fuottified,:(
in three areas: .

(1) females weif.it and height table., were used; /
..(2) the PAP test was given; and

(:3) pelvic examin:ations were required'.
The admissions results were as follows:

:52-04G-15---20

2
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.-... ' /- ' :. .

Total females norninata
%

34
,

Total co fetingg, b plica ' :as 33
Number ade: Ica 5, ./lified

''.
i 24

'Numb phy,sically . ,,A died, 17
N nur acidemi . ( a d,pbysieally qualified .-. 17'I'N ber offered , %ointments 20

Thi4 may appear to be incongruous.
Our candidates are offered appointment., once they are academically

/ qu'alified, Subject to later physical clearance. Mee candidates
%%ere o red appointment., based on their academic qualifications

"Alt w o did'not later receive physical clearance.
No eta epting -. '15
N fiber r in:lining on alternate list 1

N tuber reporting July ltt , 15.

All female appointees along v,-ith other principal appointees were
invited to the Academy May 15 for a briefing and orientation.

,fight of the 15 female appOintees visited the Academy before
reporting. Three others had personal contact or interviews with
staff officers and students.

Only three appointeesdomiciled in Arizona, South Carolina,
and Delawarehad not visited the Academy or met personally with
a representative from the Academy ptor to. reporting July 16.

The indoctrination program, conducted July 16-29; requires
participation by all incoming students. It is designed to prepare the
new "plebes" physically and instill in them the mental attitude and
discipline required for undertaking the demanding academic and
physical training to become merchant officers and readers in the'
maritime industry.

The typical weekday and weekend schedules are' included as
attachment I. During indoctrination, female mit I

',uteri in--allaspec-6---ef- 1s o y minor adjustments. Their
II li .

participation in certain physical spor was on a voluntary basis.
Following is the Commandant's a.sse- itient of the 2-week period
participation by females in the indoctririation program:.

Reporting day foupd the female candidates cited and under a great deal of
pressure due to the demands of both the news edm and hidoctrination program.
As the orientation program progressed, we e countered %arious situations as.'
noted below: .

(1) Unhappiness because of regulation haireua (shoulder length);
(2) Same females could not keep up with tale midshipmen during jogging

and morning calisthenics;
(3) Dunne females experienced difficulty in a( cepting reprimands and orders

from midshipmen officers; and 1
. , ot) Midshipmen officers found it difficult t 'handle females as they would

males under military programing.
As the indoctrination program progressed,, it i as noted. that the females had

less problems Uith the physical aspects of their raining. It was noted that they
were becoming inure concerned with Academy tivitiee, uniforms, makeup'', and
academie programing.

At this point, they were more open with their conversations and questions.
They appeared to he somewhat tired, but happy.

Questions arose concerning uniform dress, some female's preferi'ed male uni-
forms to female uniforms. Sonic females experienced difficulty in handling the
/A-1 rifle during military drill, otherwise all aspects of drill-were accepted with-

-- out difficulty.
. .

The physical changes made to the barracks to accommodate; female midship-
men were minimal. The fulluvynig is a list of alterations. and eqUipaent provided
the female living quarters: ..- ,
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.,..

a.

.
(1) A portable divider has constructed for privacy on one icing of the 4th

Company barracks;
t2) tnnals were remoNed from the heac1-.--4134t is a euphemism for "bathroom,"

and a vanity*,--mirror, and extra lighting w'i.s.inatalled; -

t3) Each female room was fitted with a fa. lengthrmirror and a bar for &ing ,
clothing; and .

. 4) Female quarters were also equl ... , . with a passageway telephone, water
cooler,..Pleetric clock, and hall windows I es. .....-T.

During the 2-week orientlitiop or indoctrination period an average.
of 24 plebes have dropped out ce 111160, the minimum number' being
4 in 1960 and a high of 44 in 1 :3.

This year, 17 plebes cl,to ed out, of whom 1 was a female. She
resigned atter completing e indoctrination and gave as her reason
for resigning, "the ac.ad c course of study does not satisfy my
wants."

No .major problems- g ave surfaced thus far ui the integration of
females into the corpi of midshipmen. Their assigrunent to merchant
vessels for training. t year will be done on the basis of their major
selection, that, is, ac,, engineering, or the dual program. They will
participate in of 'the 20 intramural athletic, activities and 7 of the
16 intercolle t9'thletic activities that the Academy participates in.
Facility mo Ation and other conversions have taken place or"are
proceeding an Adjustment, where necessary,.will be made to make this
transition as i oqth and effective as possible.
, This cone des the formal presentation of my testimony. I will be
pleased to wer an questions from meinurrime ee.

Mr: ,FIS ER. Than er.
,think- ave given us, both of you, have given us a very good

picture haw the Merchant Marine Academy functions in terms of
this ne experience you -are having.

Wh is the total number of your student body?
Co mander JENKINs. Our student body is currently 'around 1,000 -

plus, ',020, 1,040-1-something like that. -

,` M . FisnR. Is that your capacity?
mmander JExxixs. Our capacity is in that area. However, one-

ha .of the second-year class are always at sea, traveling aboard
rchara vessels- so at any given .time, we normally have around 750
800.students at the Academy.
Mr. FISHER. Your curriculum, as I understand it, is a regular

4-year course?
'Commander J'Exims. Yes.
Mr. FISHER. Somewhat comparable to the average college cur-

riculum. -

Cominander JENKINs. It is different in that we have a 11-month
academic year.

Our,students start in August; except the plebes i;.`,16 start the third
week ofJuly, and classes end in Junk. Plebes spend 11 months at the
Academy their first year.

As I mentioned, one-half of the second-year class goes aboard
merchant vessels. These are,,subsidized merchant vessels.-They learn
the duties and responsibifitiM of deck and engineering officers, in a
dual program specialty aboard these merchant vessels and they return
to the Academy to complete the remainder of their second year.
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The third year,. the students spend one-thalf ,o their year traveling
aboard merchant vessels. So we differ slightly in that one academic

"year or 11 months, is spent at sea:
Mi.. FISHER. They are given reserve commissions, are They, when

. they graduate? . ,
Commander JENKINS. Yes. .

' We have three requirements for graduation. The student must
satisfy our academic requirements. They also must pass the Coast
Guard liCensing examination to become a merchant,officer. and they
must accept, if offered by the Navy, a commission in the N2111 to b,P
itri ensign m the Naval Reserve; or they can apply to the Coast.titard
and go on active duty in the Coast Guard for 3 years, or they can go
iAto another branch of of the Commerce Department, called the Na-
tional Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration and serve their :3
years as an officer in thaii particular branch of service.

.Mr. FISHER. What is the length of the commitment after they are
commissioned? .

Commander JENKINS. After commissioning, they have 3 years that
they can spend on active duty in the Navy or, one of the other two
braliches of service, or they can apply to the Air Force theArm-yr-or
the Marine Corps. That i . gent ori-equirement, at that

. n I

Three years on activt duty fulfills the sirtrice obligation. They. re-
1.rnainin the Reserves for an additional 3 years.

Mr. FISHER. That is a mandatory requirement; is it?
Commander JENKINS. This is an obligation. However, it is not

legally binding. They can fulfill their service obligation in three other
ways. They can sail under their licensea aboard an American flagship.
for 6 months for 3 consecutive years, or 4 months for 4 consecutive
years. That also fulfills the service obligation; .

The fourth way to satisfy the service obligation other than going on
active duty is to go into a maritime related field, or undertake full-time
maritime related graduate study while maintaining active "Naval
Reserve status.

Mr. FISHER. Can you give us an estimate of the total cost retitared
to put one student through the 4-year course ou have described?
You can give us an approximate total. We have bad. those estimates
from the other Academies: ;

Commander JENKINS. We have not completed the one for last 3 ear,
but the one for the previous year the figure was-$32,800.

Mr. FisitErt....S32,000?--
Colnrnander JENruNs. $32,800.
'Mr. FisnEn. Very well.
Does 3 our curriculmn include or contemplate training for combat

ditty?
Commander JENKIS. We have a Naval Science Department at the

Academy, so as such, our students do receive an indoctrination into
naval, orientation organization, administration and operations.

FistiErt. I am a little hazy there, about what that7would involve.
r would assume that maritime service yin general is not a combat

service, such as you have on combat ships in the Navy.
Is it classified as combat duty when you go' do these ships?

. Commander JENKINS. No. We are under the Department of Coin-
inerce,Xach is a civilian agency,
;.;

a
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Mr. FISHER. But it is not generally classified as combat duty; -when
you are assignefl to these mercant ships you referred to that (meet?

CommanderJExKINs. No, it is not considered combat duty. ,

Mr. FISHER. Mr. Daniel?
igMr. DANIEL. Thank you, Mr. Chair tan.

While I recognize the reason for h ring, these witnesses here this
morning. I think it. has been unfair t them because of their very
limited experience with the matter tha we are-considering.

I think the testimony is really irre evant because dui Merchant
:Nfluine Academy, does not participate' in combat, and to base our
conclusions on the experience of, the Merchant Marine Academy,
would seem tame would be extremely mgerons.

I have no questions.
Mr. FISHER. Thank you. Mr. Dickinson?:
Mr. DICKINSON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Just a verYfeW questions.
As 'a result of the admission of women into the Academy, did you

have to make any change in your rule, or....cnr.rietilkum?
Coitrioeueler J-ENKINS. 'There were no c

There have been changes in the rtiteg. The
to accommodate the basic physiological,
'differences between males and females, mos
do with physical activities. Some women ,ha
football Rita some other athletic activities du
voluntary basis.

And I think one male plebe is still trying
really knocked off his feet by this young woma

tinges in our curriculum.
have been modified only
ifferences and strength
y in the rules having to
-e participated in touch.

ng indoctrination on a

get over how he was
who was going after

the person with the ball.
Mr. DI OICINSON.Ip it mandatory'for the males to playtootball?
Commander JENkiss. Football is not mandatory. They have to

participate in some intramural, or intrasectional athletic activity
during indobtrirtation.

Afr. DIcKtAax. What I am leading up to is, are the men and women
treated exactly the same?

Commander JENxixs. Yes. They were treated exactly the same,
and I had an occasion on Monday to interview thAifeinales and it was
interesting,.

Thy' Commandant also felt the indocttination went Much smoother
this'year and perhaps this was one of the reasons for our lower attrition
was the fact.we did have females this year.

The one female I mentioned who dropped out said she felt the
curriculum was not in keeping with her particular wants. She did,
however, participate in all of the tictivities. We, felt than many of the
males that would possibly have eft did not Because they wanted to
show they could take it if the females could.

Mr. Diexissox. This has aaittle reverse English on it then.
You are saying the fact that you did have females in 'the Academy

kept the dropout rate of the males from going up; Is that .right?
Commander JENiciss. There was that feeling because we had the

least number of dropout in years. Of course, we really cannot com-
pare it with some of the Vietam war years, 1960 and 104, because
they had to goon active duty if they dropped out. So we sort of feel
that this was one of the considerations.

2i3
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DzciussoN. Thiyvas your first year for women in the Academy?
Commander JEsiuss. Yes, sir.
Mr. DICKINSON. So you really have no dropout rate experience for

them before now in order to come to any valid conclusion; is that
right? a'

Comniande JENKIN:,. We have just experienced with" the males.
Mr. Dma soN. Of those admitted, you lost one for the reason that

,. you stated?, Commander JENKiss. That is right.
16 Mr. DICKINSON. You say those are the only rule changes that-you
have made for the Academy?

Commander JENKINS. Yes, to my knowledge, 4liose were the only
rules that were changed during the indoctrination.'

Mr. DICKINSON. What happens if a fe
pie. t ant?

SI 1 ca et gets

n er . ENK1NS. She would probably be found unfit for duty
and she Would be suspended under the rules and regulationS.

Mr. DICKINSON. Fuld this be a disciplinary matter or just a
finding of fact as for any other illness?. -

,

Commander JENKINS. This would be a finding of fact), I believe.
Mr. DIOKINSON. You haven't promulgated any rules.or -done any-

thing in anticipation that you mighthave to cope with this?
Commander JENKINS' Well, we are conducting the regular sex .,

education programs with the females as we are with the males.
Mr. DICKINSON. It hardly bears on the problem that I em talking

about. -.... :'
Commander JENKINS. Well, if they are found to be pregnant; they

would be suspended. ,
...

.

oThis,is-thepolicy that has been cited by decision, that - w uld
.._

be suspended if they were foul:tato be pregnant., the3);
Mr. DICKINSON. It would not be a matter of disciplinary action;

it wouldn'trbe a matter of punishment? .

Commander JENKINS. No, not Hs a matter of punishment.
Mr. DICKINSON. If they are punished, what happens?
Commander JENKINS. , When they are found fit for duty, they

could come beck. Wherever there is a female pregnant, there is a
male somewhere.:

Mr. DICKINSON. Yes, on or,off base, but you are saying, then, that
',after the cjiild,were born, she would be permitted to come -back and

Iresume her stuclies? ` . 4
Commander JENKINS. This-is what I was told, because I asked that

particular question: If a female were to become pregnant, the policy
would be that she would be found unfit for duty, and suspended, and
afterwards, she could come back.

'Mr. DICKINSON. Would it be necessary that she furnish proof that '
she had no 'dependents in order to come back into the Academy?

CommanderJENKINs. Well, you see, under our rules and regulations
at the Academy, marriage is permitted amongst our students or
midshipmen at the Academy, but it is clearly pointed out Wet -the
Academy bears no responsibility for this and we discourage it.

This was a matter of legal decision, one student was married, and
the courts found that he should be reinstated and gradfrated frOm
the Academy. .
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Mr. DICKIN§ON. Well, if I understand you correctly, it would make
no difference whether the female niidshiplean were married or nut
if she became pregnant, she would be suspended until her ph) sical
disability, at least, was no longer extant and if she applied, she could
come back in and continue her training long as she was not,
encumbered by a dependent.

Would that be a true statement or do you know?
Commander JENKINS.. She could not bri e--deperttlerrrt o 1e

Academy, to live on cadeni3 . The Academy takes
es 1 ty ior the dependent.

Irs e tizerelliund to be fit for duty again, she was qualified as a
midshipman and had not really committed acts that were considered
to be detrimental to the Academy, and she could perform her duties,
it is my understindino- she could come back.

Mr. DANIEL. Will the gentleman yield?
Mr.DICKINSON. Yes.
Mr. ErANIEL. Why .couldn't she be treated the same way as a male

cvlet who becomes ill and may be hospitalized? Why should she be
suspended when a male- cadet would be given perhaps a leave of
absence, or something of that sort?

Commander JENEINs. I suppose it is a matter of semantics. We
have medical setbacks. This_ would probably- be considered in the;
same way.-

Mr. DANIEL. Thank you.
Mr. DICKINSON. You say that among- the coinplaints that the

young ladies made was the cutting of hair, regulation length, which
means cutoff at the collar, I suppose, or above shoulder. .

Do you find that any different-from the therir
commander JENKINS. In terms of the comph4nts?

. Mr. DICKINSON. Regulation haircuts. '
COITIMAIlder JENKINS.-No, they get used to it. The males are also

quite upset about losing their long hair when they come in and this
1s "part of the training. It is a part of bringing every body down to the,
same level. ,

To come there and be put in with other well qualified students is
sothewhat depressing. They have been getting all kinds of press and
publicity back in the hometown.:When they come to the Academy
everybody is considered the same.

It is.kind of psychologically damaging to them; their egos, and to
lose their hair, they feel that they are sort of 'expatriated or away
from society.

'Mr. DICKINSON. Did You make any 'rules regarding makeilp?
Commander Jenkin'. :Nfakeup is accepted, so long as it is not de-

facing of unattractive. I think there are ,considerations that ha\ e to
* be taken into account, females flO wear makeup.

Mr, DPcxxxsox. That was going to be my next question.
Was there any difference in the male or female there?
Commander JENKINS. There is no distinction. They can wear their

makeup so long as it is not abusive, I should say.
'Mr. DICKINSON. But t you really have no ennunicated or pronounced

ruleregarding makeup as yet? .
., ..

Commander JENKINS. As long as it does riot detract from the uni-
form, or their physical appearance, then they can wear makeup.

2 ti
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-Mr.ilhexkxsoN. That is a rule or regulation that you lave, or is
it justsan4innounced policy? Evidently, you didn't have that ,ate a.

;rule 2 years: ago. ,. . _
.

--- ,,-,..

Commander JENS:INS. I can pot state categorically b t
that it will probably h r, i S. .. _

.KiNbON. h it in the second or third 3-ear. that Woinen gp
aboard sbiP, or that the midshipmen ,go aboard_ ship'? You haven't
any e .perience yet to draw on as far as women going .aboard ship; is
that right? . ,.

,...
t Commander JENKIN.,. Only from the standpoint of women Alio have

served aboard merchant vessels, as cooks, maids, waitresses, et
cetera, and the experience drawn from other foreign countries where
there are women merchant officers, ship's masters, et cetera.

We 6 not anticipate any problems. that we will not be able to
handle. We only assign two students to a ship, and usually . it is a .

deck student and an engineering sttident, and they have individual
qtraiters.for the most part on:thesltips. .

i
. .1The females, like the males, cati_pasS, if they are n engmeering.

1:Ir. DrcitrNsoN. No.further questions.
' Mr. FISHER. Mr. Wilson: - ,,

. .. .

Mr, WitsoN. Mr. Chairman, before r ask questions, I wonder if I
could have unanimous consent to place two matters into tbe record
nere:

One of, them, Mr. Chairman, is _a_report -on women aboard ship,
_..fle_tie_.))y the Naval Eleetithlics Laboratory- Center at, San Diego,

[Retained in committee files.] ..-.

Mr. Fist*. Without objection, it will be included. in the'record.
Mr. Willso.N.It might be the staff would want to get the complete

ire -ott. Ilt just have portions of it here, but I think it is interesting to
pb eitye-some pf the findings here from this repOrt.

t says, *omen do the job. They are professionals. The women are
ut ized in. Illiepartments except the engineroomI don't know why
th ,eNiner oriibut the level of performance of the women is high.

' Th Tass exams with the highest possible marks.
ost ,chiefs and officers indicated women working with them are

e r or superior to men in terms of job performance, et cetera.
think this report could be valuable to the committee and do'

'a teciatetiving it_put in.
4 here also is, a report, March 1973, the iSTaval Ship Systems Com--

lir d' on female personnel aboard ship having ability.
ain, we may want to get the full report for the committee.
e next thing I have is a factsheet that -asked Mr. Mogan to

obtain for; me having to do with hogiile fire duty pay' for women in the
seririce..,

lit seems that starting with the Vietnam conflict, we have been
paying.combat duty pay for wonien..There were some 5,000 women
in-Vietnam who received combat duty pay beCause ofi the location
a where they were assigned, and because of the fact that practically

i, all of Vietnam was considered a con "k duty area.
,-: I think this might be valuable to be placed in the record also.

"*It:Shews the women have been gettirig combat pay. 4

yo M ',' FISHER. Without objection, the report will be included in the
fee I. .

'-[T e report refetred to follows:1,,.
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FACT SKEET --BACKG.210TiND DATA ON SERVICE WOMEN ND 110.$TILL FIDE,
DU* PAY

ss. - ,
The histo stile Fire--Dtt ay or womenT-------menbegan d urini th6 V.40taiam.

ic . recim-ds indicate that no women received hostile fire ditty pay,
. combat duty pay, or badge pay before the Vietnam konflict. . r .

In World War II, the Only authorized combat pays were badge ,pays. ;These .

were paid to holders of the Combat infantryirnan's Badge or the 1±,:qlert Medical
Corpsman Badge, and were paid only to persons holding these badges and actually
engaged in armed cunftict or, in the Medical Corp A case, persons exposed tv hostile
fire and the same hazards as the combat infantry. . -

In the Korean War, Combat Duty Pay was authorized 4sr persons assigned to
duty in designated cotmbat units serving in specified combat 'ups.

The nature of the war in Vietnam made it difficult to distinguish.clearly combat
areas from noncombat areas. Consequently, Hostile Fire Duty,Pay u as authorized
and paid by geographic zones. These zones included the entire land area of Nigth
and South Vietnam, tire waters contiguous thereto, and the air space above. This
definition of a geographic zone allowed many persons to receive Hostile Fire
Duty Pay who were not actually engaged in armed conflict or even subjected W
luistile fire. For example, a flight nurse ho flew over the area for the specified
number of days in give-n months was entit cd to the pay.

The passage of 88-132 (October , 19Q3) authorizcd Hostile Fire Duty
Pay for the Vietnam_period. The basic p icies soNtrning the receipt of Hostile
Fire Duty Pay are ideratical for women a men. As set forth .by DoD Directive
1340.6 (November 10, 1963, and August 964), the policy ini,ially allowed only._
persons serving with malts engaged in armed cupflict and operating in specified
areas if Vietnam to draw Hostile Fire Duty Pity, but a memoranduni,-offeetive
op January 41966 which:redefined the hostile fire area and effectively

4aiithorized pliyinent of Hostile Fire Duty Pay to all unifurnied service personnel
serving anywhere in Irietnam, all of which (including larld tkiea, waters, contig-
uous thereto, and airspice above) was defined as an area they ifisibject
to hostile"fire or in imminent danger of being exposed to hostil fire.

Women are prohibitd from combat duty either by law ur service regulations
or both. Navy anti Air Force are precluded by statute (10 U. C. 6015 and 8549,
respectively) from assigning women to duty in aircraft engage in combat missions
and vessels in the Nav-y- other than hospital ships and trans') rts. Army, in pam-
phlet 600-3, prohibits the utilizdtion of 1VAC officers in positions involving close
combat of combat support. Enlisted women are denied entrance into combat
or combat related skills by AR 611-201, \chapter 4, in the Arniy, MOS Manual ..

. P-1200-7 in the Marine Corps; and 4F Manual 39-1 in the Air Force.
A table containing st- atistical esti ates for the number of women who received

Hostile Fire Duty Pay in Vietnam d also, for further background information,
the Report of the 1971 Quadrennial eview of Military Compensation un Hostile
Fire Pay are attached. °

ESTIMATED NUNPBER OF WOMEN HO RECEIVED HOSTILE FIRE PAY I.VIETNAM

Officer Total
Otters nurses officers Enlisted Total

Army 113 2,981 3,094 600 3,694
Navy 8 511 519 0 519,
Mann. Corps 8 0 8 28 36
Air Force .- .............. _ 650 100 750

,
Total DOD 4, 271 728 . 4, 999

I Direct statistics on women receiving hostile fir duty pay ate not available, since the statistics on recipients are not
diflerenhated by sex. Consequettly , the data prOnted lie estimates based on molds id women assigovil to Vietnam.

EMMA

Existing records indicate that iL women received combat duty pay.

WORLD WAR II

No wren received comlat badge pay or medical badge pay.

I
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Mr. FISHER. Mr. Wilson.
Mr. WILSON. Commander, first, let me say that I respectfully must

disagree with my friend, Mr:.Dartiel, from Virginia.
I think that your.,statement is quite relevant, because what it does

Show is the fact that women hayel come into an academy that is
similar to our militarLacademies, even though you domot have, or do
not train women for combat.

You have a university-type situation, a sciwol situation, where
they are doing academic work and intramural athletic activities that
is very similar to what goes on in the three combat military academies.

You indicated that what the record had been of dropouts after the
indoctrination period. Of the 15 women who ,were admitted, one
dropped out. IN hat was the total number of. plebes that were in the
class?

Commander JENKINS. 349.
Mr. Wtiuscrx. There were 16 male plebes that dropped out after

the indoctrination peridd?
Commander J,ENKINS. Yes.
Mr. WILSON. You apparently indicate that the ladies do quite well.

They may be a little slower in the jogging, tv begin with, but they catch
up quickly, and they haven't had any really (gat difficulty insofar as
staying up with the men in the Academy until all of these things
that they Would be expected to do?

Commander JENKINS. That is right.
I suppose it is only because they were singled outfrand some did

notice that a, few. were lagging behind, but they were not the last.
There were some males back there, that were tailing behind.

Mr. WILSON. What is the planning, Commander, of the Merchant
Marine Academy insofar As -future classes?

Is it intended to increase the number of women after?
Of course, this would be subject to the number of applications that

are submitted, Psuppose.
Commander JENKINS. Our plans allow for an ,expansion, if we

continue the separate accommodations for females, that is, one wing
of the barrkks and we will just expand it.
*Where could jle at Some future point possibly their full* integration

into, that is, two women living to a room. We assign students two to
a room. It could be we will da it the same way as they do it with the
.'';ational Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration officer training

' Frogram,
where they will use same fatilities, restaurant, restroom

acilities, when a. female goes in, she locks the door, the same as at
home.

Mr. WILSON. Actually, even though they are not trained for combat,
will they be trained for all ty pes of ship responsibilities? Is there any
restriction on any fart of the ship that the women would be assigned
to from the training she would receive in the Merchant. Marine
Academy?

Commander JENKINS. No, Mr. Wilson. All of our students are
assigned. We send-two students to a ship, as I mentioned. They get
1-on-1 training, and they make the regular run with the ship.

The shipping company pay s them. This is the only time that our
students receive actual cash pay during their training, and khey- would
receive 1-on-1 type training from an engineering officer or a deck
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officer aboard a ship. The deck officers are the ones that are concerned
with the safe navigation, cargo, et cetera, on the ship, and an en-
gineering officer is concerned with the propulsion system of what
makes a ship go, creating the steam and the machinery, so there'
would be no distinction.

Mr, WILSON. What is the role of the Merchant Marine during
wartime,, or however they are called upon? '

Commander JENKINS. During the wartime, they are integrated
right into the Nay, for the most part.

We do have a military sealife program, and all of our graduate
tudentss are required to sere in the Naval Reserve for 6 years upon

graduation.
Mr. WILSON. I would imagine members of the Merchant Marine

who were serving in World NN ar II would be a little offended if some-
one atcused them of not doing as much in many cases as the Navy was
doing itself. For example in troopecarrying and transport, et cetera,
where they were subject to submarine attack and hostile fire, et
cetera. . .

%W9uld that be true? -

Commander JENKI .NS. I do not quite understand' your question.
Could you restate the question? - .

\Ir. WILSON. During World War II, was the Merchant Marine
br ught into combat conditions similar to what the Navy iight have

TO .

Commander JENKINS. Yes. We have lost over 6,000 officers during
the past two world wars. In 1790, I belie\ e it was, the commanders of
the six Navy frigates were merchant officers, so i historically, the
Merchant Marine is the mother of the Navy.

Mr. WILSON. If these women who are trained stay in the Merchant
:11arine, would they be expected to do the same t)pe of duty in the
CN ent we were involved in. a war and the Merchant Marine was
brought into the conflict for duty?

Commander JENKINS. We have 'not clarified this issue.
If women cannot lje assigned to combat ships, they will be assigned

to transport and hospital ships.
Mr. WILSON. Is that a regulation in the Merchant Marine?
Commander JENKINS. That is, I believe, an act of Congress.

. Mr. Wu.soN. The Navy? "

Commander JENKINS. bepartment of Defense.
NIr. WILSON. In (ther words, they would com,e under jurisdiction

of the Navy? )
('onn»ander JENK/NS. Right. The% cannot be assigned for duty

aboard a combat ship. I believe this i, one of the issues that )ou are
concerned with here, and :,o as mielm, if our feinale midshipmen,

__, wonted to_spend 1 month fulfilling their sell. ice obligation aboard a
rut' al 44, ties would-17'1i N e to currently bc--a;siglie(116' a hospit al
ship or transport ship, ur.he assigned to some other type of duty.

NIr. WILSON. If the law were to be repealed, the women would be
trained fur full dut insofar as the Merchant Marine is concerned and-.
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in line with what the men are being trained for?
Commander JENKINS. Precisely. They are being trained now, the

same way the men are being raine0. It is just that we ha% e a stipula-
tion they cannot, be' as',igned to combat ships, but their background
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training would be exactly thb same, and if the repletion:, were
changed, they would be subject to being called to augmont the flu at
fleet the,same as `male merchant officers.

Kr. WILSON. It would be interesting to see how many are still
there ott the end of the 4 years.

, -,

Commander JENKINS. This is a 4-year program.
Mr, WILSON. And how many apply in the next few years, whether

this is just'a novelty or whether they apply seriously in large numbers
in sueeeedingeyears. , . I

Commander JENKINS. I would expect the numbers would beligher,
because what this is'effeethely doing is opening up a completely nen
area to women, one that has been dosed before. ..

And, as you know, women are far bthind inen in this country in the
types of positions that they can have. This y ear only a handful of .

the ,companies "soliciting our graduates, three or four companies,
were looking for one-third of our graduates, and the starting saint ies
were between $18,0110 and $24,000; so what this does is to open up
a whole_ new area for women, It also means that we are bringing in
,,aotlie additional types of leadeithip talent that we haven't had. I
think the country can use it. , ,

Mr. WILSON. Thank you veg much. 4

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. -
Mr. FISHER. Mrs. Holt. . '
Mrs. FIOLT. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Commander, do you have figures for, the male ndmissions?
Commander JENKINS. There were about 519 that were offered

appointments that were academically qualified.
Mrs. 1 OLT. Academically and physically qualified?
Comm nder JaKINa. 'Yes,
Mrs..11 LT. W,htit precipitated the formation of the ad hoc co 1-

mittee to make this study? Was it because you recognized that u
were losing a great resource, or was it pressare or a deluge of applic r-
tionV Whit brought that about? .

"Commander JENKINS. During 1972, there was introduced in, tl e
House and Senate a joint resolution, the Equal Rights Anicialmet
for Women, and following this, our ad hoc committee va-,

)
set up 'a

that time.
We would like to think that it was due to our pe .spicaeity- -or fore-

sight, and assumption No. 1,, that females sot {lay.--would be
admitted, so we may as well start getting ready. .

I happened to haye been in Washington a.t. the Maritime Admin-
istration, shckrtly after the time that it was submitted to Congte,s, and
I was told to start'gearing my thi4ing to tit d the admission oft
females to the Academy., . .

The Suptrintentient, after that time, asked for an ad hoc «nomit tee
to be formed tO, explore and prepare a phut for the smooth ttansition,
should we lie told to admit females. -

And then, in \December 1973,, Mr. Dent, Secretary of47ontmercr,
said, "Why not?"'

And there was m n 1Nreason why not, except for the Canal Zoe, hit It
it spedifically states -that it is fur the sonsand we went tilluald with the
printing in the Federal Register, January- 24th, to admit females to
the Academy. .
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Mr.131aCkWell then invited' each Congressman to a biiefing: on -

Febrile:1.Y 01: We had an'inch of snow in Washington on that date,
but we anaged to get the word out, and this was the forerunner (AU. ,

rs. our. Thank you.
ank you, Mr. 'Chairman.

I a ologize for being a little late here this morning, but I had to
testif on a matter over in the Veterans Committee.

I certainly' will read very carefully your statement and the record
that is made here and I congratulate you on the foresight that the
Acadernyhas had in taking this step. ,

1/think:it is an important step and the right step.
' Thank your Mr. Chairman.

Commander JENKINS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. FISHER. Mr. Daniel has another question.
Mr. DANIEL. Mr, 'Chairman, I wish to commend- the Merchant

Marine AcadeMy for providing this opportunity for,women.
I think it accentuates my real hangup with, this bill. I favor the

'admission of women to the service academies;but I am not sure that
I am ready to vote to commit theni to combat. ,

So my quarrel is. not with the Merchant Marine Academy. I corn-.
mend you for what you have done. I. think it is,tItright and proper
thing. ' ,

Commander JENKINS. May I add something as an addendum to
Mr. Daniel's,statement?

During this interview of all the females on Mpnday, and concur-
rently, I interviewed likequal number ofanales,,and Thad them chosen
from students that met some members of the committee here. They
were nominated by members of the Armed Services Committee, and
it was interesting that the fetnales4hen asked if they would want, to
serve in combat, if it were a part of their graduation requirements,.if
they were Co be commissioned into the Naval Reserve, and this fol-
lowed possibly being called for combat duty it they are eligible and
note one felt that she would not serve if called to. I thought their
answers were rather astute, and rather honorable. Some of them said
that, if I could pars- phrase it, it is better to have them prepare for it
and not need them, than, to need them and not have them.

Mr. DANIEL. I couldn't agree more. That is gratifying.
Mr. risitEn. Mr. Dickinson, dd you have another question? .

Mr. DickiNsoN. I think you pretty well covered it but,just to make -,
sure that we didn't leave anything out, you ,mentioned at least one
benefit to the Academy by hawing women admitted was having some
very top Paying jobs open to them, opening an entirely new avenue.

Are (here any other benefits that you might think of or possible
benefits to the Academy in having females as midshipmen?

Continander JEmaNs. Well, it cuts down of of our social
requirements. We ,have females already there. They don't have to,'
bring them'in from other places.

Mr. DroxigsoN. We are talking about 500 Males; aren't we?
"COminander JENKINS. I think I.had hoped that one of the things

that we would be able two do would be to raise our verbal on our
scholastic aptitude test results. Ybu usually find that a very articulate
.and intelligent female is the type who applies, or one who is from a
family Who has traveled extensively, because pigmy of them are.

,
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daughters of military ,pe ple and perhaps the military Peep are
looking for this sort of in loco parentis type of situation in an institu-
tion, and they feel they Can,get it more at a place liks the Merehant
Marine Academy or military institution. .

- In contrast, one of the females who.,dia Wine has related she was
transferred from an Ivy League scWol, and her problem via, ,lie
couldn't study because of high bil-fi's, 'other thingsproblema with her
roommate, she couldn't get any satisfaction from the administration
to change her room, and her GPA really 'suffered as a result 'of that.

Parents are the most positive influence on the selection of _-

for youngsters. A lot are coming because of that.
Mr. FISHER. Thank you. - 'rMr. Hogan? ... , ..,

Mr. lIonAN, lir. Van Doren, do you concur in the statements of
eComniander_Jankins

in response to Mr. Dickinson's query, about thei .
-pregnancy issue at the Merchant Marine Academy?

,

M. VAN DOREN. We have not considered that Llsue at H. Let us
pre-Alt something fertile record at a later date.

Mr. DANIEL. Will the gentleman yield?
Mr:Hoc:LA.4. Yes, sir. _ .

DANIEL.
.

Mr. DANIEL. I think Mr. Hogan has raised very valid"p6ints here.
The-Commander.fised the word "suspended." 116 me that suggests

discipline, . -- - ,__ _
,. ,

Mr, VAN DOREN Livoltki- agree. .; 1

-Mr. DANIEL. If it is 'discipline, for the- female cadet being absent
because of illness, Ton have to do the same thing as fat as I am con-
cerned, to the male cad-et:This is the point I was qing to make.
I don% think it:is semantics I was talking about.'

Mr. VAN'DOREN. Maybe iris poor choice of wordS. Maybe it isn't
suspension, but being relieved from duty for a temporary period
Until the physical condition has passed. i,

- I see. no reason, if the .imidshipnan is married and arrangements
are made for husband and child tolive off campus,, that she couldn't
return. -, ' :vtip,

Mr: HOGAN. What if the inidshipraan is not mtu'ried?
Mr..VAN Do EN. That poses a more difficult "question.,Theh I

don't know what approach, the Academy would take. We would haVe
to consider whether it is a situation where we want to discipline the
cadet under thise circumstances. We 'may; find that f6 the discipline
of the Academy it might be better too suspend that particulir individ-
ual and perhaps riot readmit her. ;

Mr. HOGAN. Are there circumstances where the midshipman may
Ik live off campus,

Commander JENKINS. Obv-iously during their sea year, or while
they are doing intern training, thef spend 2 weeks at an admiralty
law firm, in New York or San .Francisco.

We have representatives that work out, law training representatives
that workout of New Orleans,,'New York,d[Ind San Francisco; and
they assign thcsstudents to ships or to xnaiti,me firms.

And those dto the only times that they do live off Campus.
Mr. HooAkT,There is a suggestion here that if tile nfidshipwoman

becanft pregniint, that there would be a circumstance where she may
be allowed to live off campus, according to counsel. Wouldn't' that be
setting up a different set of rules for' men and women?
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'Command I' JENKINS. No..They wo d have sei4ck;
.Actual4ti it they miss part of the ac emits, y would be setback

to.the jearinior to their regular year class. /
ent requ ement. It is just that

/
/.

e Naval irriculum at the Mer-
hipmen Stuff gunnery ?

ry 'spirt of the navirorientation

t really ettmg'ini a-dill
they aret'g g _to be set back.

Mr. Ho A.N. In c nnection 'with
chant M: e Ace my, do the mi

Comm ndera,..1 -IBS. Yes, gunn
program the A deny.

Mr. °GAN; e w_bmen will b: studying gunnery, too?
Com a'nder NKIS1S. Yes. r

-Mr. ObAN. at is the purp of that?
Co ander NKINS. Well, are not making any distinction in

the pr gram. W are not change or niodify-ipg the academic program
at all.
'It s only t e physical pro am or athletic program that we are
inci Ying.

. Hon.AN if they are not oing into combat, that is a little waste
of t e; isn't t?

ommand r JENKINS. We o not know willkther they are'not going
Sin combat. -There is a possi ility. If they graduate in 1978 or 1979,
-6 re is a gossibility things 11 have changed. 1.

fr. Ho0A,N. At the prese t time, we know they are not going into

cgfrnbp,t.
- ,

Coinmander"JENimisl T ey are not going to graAuate until 197&
,sb we are going with the a umptionit is better to *pare them than
riot to Prentire them. -N.

Mi.TAN1D`oOk. I .thi you sill find froirr.the experience during
World War It, at mere ant ships were usually equipped with some
sort 'bf ,armame4, and. we are going to train officers to run those
ships r 1 .

Mr. A. So, in, ect, then you are training women at the
Merchant Marble Adde y for combat?

Commander aNaNs As much as we are training the males.
You will find; I have s me pictures here taken during indoctrination.

They did some of theLsa e things that the males did, including lifting
men on their backs.

Mr. HOGAI5., I am n arguing the point. I just want to make sure
we get it in the:record.

hat about the )21- , whatis the purpose of training women in the
use of the IVIL-1? _

Conimancler JriNkt, s. It is part of the military training.
Mr. HOGAN:. Than you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. WILSON. Mi. hairman?
Mr. FISIIKE. Mr. Wilson.
Mr. WILSON. It, seems to me, Mr. Chairman, that like in other

witnesses, we are getting away from the real basic thing, and spending
a: lot of.time on this pregniincy thing.

I don't know that this is as much of an issue as we are trying to
make pf it.

It seems to me if something like this should occur, do you suspect
there would be some effort in the event, the young lady was unman*,
to try and find out who got her in this condition. end penalize him
also, or put him under some type of suspension? 1
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Why is the woman always the one who has to suffer and take the
abuse of this type of thing?

Mr. VAN DOREN. J tend to agree with you. That is why I hesitated
to answer the quesgon.

It seems to be somewhat unfair perhaps to put out a regulation like
this.

Mr. Witsox. :V4.4.re talking about suspending or penalizing a
woman in some IVayOr finding fault with her.

It takes two tOaccOmPlish this thing, and it seems to me AO, we
ought to be th of this thing in a bro.ad sense and treat everyone
.in the same m ner,

Mr. VAN DOREN. The ACademy as a policy matter may decide
that mothers. should not go aboard merelfint ships, and that the
Academy would prefer to have its graduates going aboard ships to be
either single or. if married only male, but that would be a policy
decision, ratherthan anything else.

Mr. Witso.. I was interested in that. We have no jUris. diction over
the Merchant,lgarine Academy or the maritime administration, but I
was interested, in reading this law that applies on the appointments,
and it may be that I am going to discuss it with the committee Chair-
man to see if he does not think that there shouldbe a law change.

Appiirentry, you have no restrictions on men only until you come
to the two from the Canal Zone. That does specifically say "sons".
You afe allowed two each year froin the Canal Zone to be filled by
qualified candidates nominated by the government of the Canal Zone
from among the sons of residents, and the sons of personnel of the
United States Government of the Panama Canal residing in tI
Republic of Panama.

Then you get to American Samoa, Virgin Islands, Guam.
There is no restriction there, just as there is no restriction in the

States and the Mainland as to sexjust that they are qualified
candidates.

This seems like a strange thing that probably should be corrected,
I would think.

Mr. VAN DOREN. I think the legislation has been introduced to
correct that. ,

Mr. WILSON. Thank you. very much, Mr. Chairman. ,

Mr. Ptstma. Thank yon.
I want to thank the two-,witnesses. You have given us some usefdl

information. We are all proud of the Maritime Academy-. They have a
great record and have made a great contribution to our maritime
affairs in this country. Personally, I share the views expressed by Mr.
Daniel, that women have an opportunity to participate in this pro-
gram, which is 4Ssentially noncombat.

We know from experience that it has worked out very welt in some
instances, in private industry , where women have been aboard ships;
you referred to those thinks.

Very well. That will conclude ,our hearings, so far as the maritime
witnesses are concerned.

The record is not closed. There arc one or two that wanted to be
heard who couldn't be heard, so we 'Will keep it open for the time
being.

LI\ hereupon, at 11:05 a.m., the subcommittee proeecded to further
business.]
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